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To: Marie.Rietmann@mail.house.gov
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: May 22 meeting of Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Dear Marie,

I appreciate your willingness to meet with the Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament on Monday, May 22 at the 
Methodist Building Conference, Room 3.  As the attached agenda indicates, the meeting will be divided into three 
segments: issues for 2001, state and local organizing, and the 2000 election.  We want your advice particularly for the 
second segment to draw upon your experience in the CTBT campaign.  You could also help on the issues discussion by 
offering a House of Representative perspective, but I don't want to impose on so much of your time, given your busy 
schedule.  If you can't participate on issues, perhaps by phone or e-mail you could offer me your reflections.

I'll call you as follow-up.

Shalom,
Howard

###

March 30, 2000

Dear Colleagues,

There will be a meeting of the Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament on Monday, May 22, 2000 from 1:00 to 
4:00 p.m. at the Methodist Building, 100 Maryland Avenue, NE, Washington, D.C.   Please mark this date on your 
calendar and plan to come to the meeting.
   
The purpose of the meeting will be engage in long-range planning in order to prepare for a vigorous effort to make 
substantial progress on nuclear disarmament in 2001-2004 during the term of the next president and the next two 
Congresses.

At the meeting will discuss three matters:
(1) Public policy objectives for 2001.
(2) Building a strong and active grassroots interfaith network.
(3) Raising nuclear disarmament issues in a nonpartisan manner during the 2000 election.

A tentative agenda for May 22 is as follows:

1:00    Gathering: coffee/soft drinks available
1:10    Introductions
1:15    Public policy objectives for 2001
                Presidential initiatives
                Legislative action
2:10    Break
2:15    Grassroots advocacy: after November election and beyond
                Use of networks of denominations and religious associations             
                Encouraging, organizing, and assisting state and local interfaith coalitions
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                Providing educational material
                Two-way communication   
                Who will do what?
3:10    Break
3:15    2000 Election
                Formulating questions for candidates (president,Congress)
                Congressional candidates
                        Encouraging grassroots contacts with congressional candidates
                        Feedback
                Presidential candidates
                        Posing questions
                        Contact with staff
                Who will do what?
4:00    Adjourn

###

April 28, 2000

Dear Colleagues:

As we look ahead to the planning meeting of the Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament on Monday afternoon, 
May 22, I would like to offer suggestions on issues we might want to focus on with the Senate in 2001 and how we 
might handle these issues during the 2000 election campaign and post-election visits.  Subsequently I will write about 
the House of Representatives and the presidency.

CTBT

The most obvious issue is ratification of the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT), which was defeated 51 to 48 in 
October 1999.  The challenge is to find 19 additional votes.  For those willing to get involved in the 2000 election in a 
non-partisan manner, the focus can be on 16 senators who voted "no" who are running for re-election.  Some of them 
are in close contests, others have "safe" seats.  Three are listed as hard-core opposition but 13 are "gettable".  Faith-
based organizations and individual activists can ask candidates why they voted against the CTBT in 1999 and whether 
they will vote for ratification in 2001.  Candidates running against them can be asked how they will vote on the CTBT 
in the next Congress..  There are four open seats where senators are retiring (three voted "yes", one "no").  Candidates 
for those seats can be asked how they will vote on the CTBT.

After the election interfaith delegations can form in 25 to 30 states to contact senators who will be swing votes in 2001, 
including those re-elected, newly elected, and holdovers.  This can be the opening of a renewed grassroots campaign for 
CTBT ratification.

START

Although the U.S. Senate and the Russian Duma have ratified the second Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty (START II), 
the treaty will not go into effect until the Senate approves a protocol extending the time period for completion of 
START II reductions from January 1, 2003 to December 31, 2007.  President Clinton chose to delay submitting this 
protocol to the Senate until after Russia ratified START II.  Earlier he indicated he would submit a protocol on the Anti-
Ballistic Missile (ABM) Treaty simultaneously, but he hasn't done so yet.  If the two are submitted this year, the START 
II protocol likely would be approved and the ABM protocol would be defeated.  So Clinton has delayed.

The Clinton Administration is trying to negotiate two related matters with Russia: (1) an amendment to the ABM treaty 
to allow a limited national missile defense beyond what is now allowed by the treaty and (2) a START III agreement for 
further cuts in the U.S. and Russian strategic arsenal.  It remains to be seen whether either will come about.  If they do, 
Clinton may submit all four items to the Senate with the expectation that they will not be considered by this Congress.
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It seems certain that reduction in the U.S. and Russian strategic nuclear arsenals will be an issue in the next Congress.  
Therefore, faith-based grassroots organizations and individual activists can ask candidates for the Senate how they stand 
on these issues.  Post-election delegations meeting with incoming and holdover senators can discuss this matter.  For 
this to happen it will be necessary for us to have background papers available for educational purposes.

National Missile Defense

As discussed above, START and national missile defense (NMD) have become intertwined.  National missile defense is 
also an important issue on its own.  It's an issue that not many in the faith community have dealt with.  Whether the 
Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament will have an interest in this issue and has the capacity to deal with it 
needs to be discussed.  If we take it up, we would need to be briefed by persons from civic-sector organizations who are 
dealing with NMD and to work out our own position.

My personal view is that the concept of NMD and its manifestation in operating systems under development are 
seriously flawed.  NMD puts unfounded faith in technology rather than having faith in the human capacity to deal with 
the small number of nations who might gain the capacity to attack the U.S. homeland with long-range missiles.  North 
Korea is the most frequently mentioned adversary, then with Iran and Iraq added.  Many believe that a rapprochement is 
possible with North Korea.  For instance, the United Methodist bishops with the help of James Laney and other advisors 
have issued a policy statement on how to achieve reconciliation with North Korea.  If carried out, this would negate the 
danger of missile attack.  It is possible to device ways of dealing with Iran and Iraq through diplomacy, embargo of 
critical technology, and selective sanctions.  It would be easier to remove the threats than develop a sure-proof national 
missile defense, and much less costly.

Danger of attack on the U.S. homeland by ballistic missiles from "rogue" nations is vastly overstated.   The greater 
danger comes from Russian, and to a lesser extent, Chinese ballistic missiles through accidental launch.  The solution to 
that danger is de-alerting by taking all missiles off hair-trigger alert, by deep cuts in strategic weapons, and finally their 
complete dismantlement.   If a "rogue" nation or a terrorist group wants to attack the United States, it is more likely to 
use cruise missiles, civilian freighters entering U.S. ports, or nuclear weapons smuggled in.  NMD has no capacity to 
deal with these threats.

National missile defense wastes enormous resources that could be better used to meet human and community needs.  It 
is another example of corporate welfare, enriching the pockets of defense contractors.  The costs are enormously 
inflated compared to possible benefits.  Billions have already been spent with virtually no success in achieving the 
program's mission.

Some believe that research for national missile defense has a further agenda of developing a technology for war in 
space.  That's something we don't need and should oppose.

The push for national missile defense is harmful to the quest for nuclear arms reduction.  The threat of weakening the 
ABM treaty raises a great concern with Russia.  Leaked U.S. negotiating position indicates that that U.S. representatives 
are assuring Russians that the limited missile defense the U.S. wants to deploy will not take away the Russian capacity 
to attack the United States.  This indicates that the terrible doctrine of mutually assured destruction (MAD) is still in 
place.  Furthermore, this attitude interferes with opportunities for de-alerting and deep cuts in strategic weapons.

The push for national missile defense is also alienating traditional U.S. allies.  It is harmful to international nuclear non-
proliferation regime.

This analysis leads me to conclude that the faith community should oppose national missile defense outright and call for 
its termination.  This is a much more radical approach than what our friends in civic-sector organizations are taking.  
They are seeking postponement of a decision to deploy a NMD system with the hope of further curtailing it later.

National missile defense will be an issue in the 2000 election and in the next Congress.  Whether we in the faith 
community want to get involved needs to be determined.   If we do, we will need to learn more about the issue and 
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develop background material for our grassroots networks.

Other Steps toward Nuclear Disarmament

Without trying to be partisan on the CTBT, we have been allied mostly with Democrats and have focused mostly on 
Republicans in building grassroots support for the treaty.  I believe that we should now give some attention to 
supporters of the CTBT and START by urging them to speak out on other steps that lead to nuclear disarmament, such 
as de-alerting, even deeper cuts in strategic weapons, and multilateral negotiations for a global nuclear weapons 
convention to outlaw nuclear weapons and schedule their total elimination.  These are measures that first require action 
by the Executive Branch before the Senate has an opportunity to offer its advice and consent.  However, senators have 
influence with the president and cabinet departments. Accordingly, we can urge them to press the Executive Branch.

In the CTBT campaign we haven't been active in states where both senators support the treaty.  But in many instances it 
is those senators who could be most effective in pressing the Executive Branch for more far-reaching action.  Faith-
based organizations are strong in many of these states (such as California, Wisconsin, Maryland, New Jersey, New 
York, Connecticut, Massachusetts) as well as states where one of the senators is progressive on these issues.

Accordingly, we might consider a mini-campaign to encourage senators sympathetic to nuclear disarmament to 
advocate a fuller, more far-reaching agenda.

Your Comments Invited

I would very much like to receive your comments on what issues we might take up with senators and how we go about 
it.  You can reply only to me, but it would be better to reply to all so that we can have wider dialogue via e-mail before 
the May 22 meeting.

Shalom,
Howard

###

May 9, 2000

Dear Colleagues:

As part of our discussion on May 22, we will consider how to raise the issue of nuclear disarmament during the 
presidential election campaign in a nonpartisan manner.  (This comes last on our agenda so that those are uncomfortable 
about discussing election strategy may leave.)

As a point of departure I have drafted the attached set of questions that could be posed to the presidential candidates.  
Your comments before and during the meeting are requested.

Through Methodists United for Peace with Justice I am exploring whether a group of top religious leaders might write 
to the candidates and ask for answers to these questions.  Their letter would be released to the press so that reporters can 
ask follow-up questions to the candidates.  Grassroots persons could also use these questions in open meetings with the 
candidates.

This kind of joint letter might be sent in mid-July, such as for public release on July 16, the 55th anniversary of the first 
nuclear explosion.  This would be three weeks after the statement of religious and military leaders is released at the 
National Cathedral so that the two would not be confused.

My inclination is to seek signers who are prominent religious leaders but not heads of communion.  The latter are 
signing the National Cathedral statement and may not want to become publicly involved in campaign debate.
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Even if this letter doesn't come off, these questions, properly refined, can be made available to grassroots activists for 
their own use.

What do you think?

Howard

#####

Questions for Presidential Candidates

Preface: cite statements of religious bodies and religious leaders, such as World Council of Churches, Holy See, Dalai 
Lama, U.S. denominations, National Cathedral statement of religious and military leaders, etc.

To presidential candidates:

(1) As these statements indicate, a broad consensus has emerged within the faith community on the immorality of 
possession, threatened use, and actual use of nuclear weapons.  What is your position on the morality of nuclear 
weapons?

(2) Most major religious denominations in the United States favor the elimination of nuclear weapons. If elected 
president, will provide world leadership for the global elimination of nuclear weapons within a reasonable time?  Will 
you make a commitment to wean the United States from its reliance upon nuclear weapons as a major component of its 
military and foreign policy?  

(2) The Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT) provides a means of controlling the spread of nuclear weapons.   If 
elected president, will you seek ratification of the CTBT by the United States Senate?

(3) Many experts have pointed out the inherent danger of keeping U.S. and Russian strategic nuclear weapons on hair-
trigger alert.  In 1991 President George Bush took unilateral action to deactivate a large number of U.S. strategic 
weapons and to withdraw most U.S. tactical nuclear weapons stationed outside the United States.  A few weeks later 
Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev reciprocated with similar actions.  If elected president, will you embark upon a de-
alerting initiative to take strategic weapons off hair-trigger alert?  If so, please provide specifics.

(5) During the past fifteen years progress has been made in reduction of nuclear weapons through treaties between the 
United States and the Soviet Union, then Russia.   They include two treaties negotiated under President Ronald Reagan, 
the Intermediate Nuclear Force Treaty to eliminate an entire class of nuclear weapons and the first Strategic Arms 
Reduction Treaty (START I) and START II negotiated under President Bush.  [If President Clinton negotiates START 
III, add it.]  If elected president, will you pursue additional agreements with Russia to achieve further cuts in the 
strategic arsenal?  If so, what are your specific objectives? 

(6) For two other weapons of mass destruction, biological and chemical, the nations of the world have entered into 
international conventions providing for their elimination with adequate safeguards.  Many experts believe that there 
should now be a nuclear weapons convention that provides a global ban on nuclear weapons and their total elimination 
within a timebound framework with effective verification and enforcement.  Do you favor multilateral negotiations to 
achieve a global nuclear weapons convention?

(7) As these steps to eliminate nuclear weapons are undertaken, the nuclear weapon states will still posses a sizable 
number of such weapons.   Because in our judgment any use of nuclear weapons would be morally wrong, we believe 
that part of the commitment to their elimination should be a pledge by all possessors to never use nuclear weapons 
against any adversary under any circumstance.  If elected president, would you make such a no-use pledge for the 
United States and invite other nuclear weapon states to join this commitment?

(8) If you are not willing to make a no-use pledge, please consider that Presidents Truman and Eisenhower chose not to 
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use nuclear weapons in the stalemated Korean War and that Presidents Johnson and Nixon chose not to use nuclear 
weapons in the Vietnam War even though the United States was losing.  Please note that numerous retired generals, 
admirals, and national security civilian officials have indicated that nuclear weapons have no war-fighting utility.  Do 
you believe that nuclear weapons have use in war?  If so, please describe.  

(9) If you believe that nuclear weapons have utility in war, please tell us the categories of targets you as commander-in-
chief would consider legitimate to strike with nuclear weapons.  We believe that the American people are entitled to 
have this information.

(10) If you do not choose to provide an answer regarding possible targets for nuclear weapons because you want to 
retain uncertainty and ambiguity, we ask you whether it is morally acceptable to hold people of various nations hostage 
to the threat of nuclear attack because of the aggressive practices of those who control their governments. 
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From: Kathy Guthrie <kathy@fcnl.org>
To: "'Howard'" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Marie said yes
Date: Mon, 15 May 2000 13:44:25 -0400
X-MS-TNEF-Correlator: <E9BA445D76C0D21182F30090273DFAF62FD5DD@local.fcnl.org>
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2448.0)

Hi Howard, Sorry for the impersonal email, but I am waiting for a phone call
right now.  Marie said she would be happy to come for the strategy part of
this meeting.  So, why don't you send her the emails and give her a call?
Her direct line is 225-0820; email is Marie.Rietmann@mail.house.gov.  She
said she'd be happy to talk with you.

See you next week.  I'm hoping Tim can babysit with our grandson.  He was
planning to take Tuesday, so I've given him a heads-up for Monday afternoon
instead.

Kathy

Attachment Converted: "C:\Program Files\Internet\download\Marie said yes"
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X-eGroups-Return: sentto-1413460-380-mupj=igc.apc.org@returns.onelist.com
To: abolition-caucus@egroups.com
X-Mailer: AOL 4.0 for Windows 95 sub 101
From: Abolition2000@aol.com
Mailing-List: list abolition-caucus@egroups.com; contact abolition-caucus-owner@egroups.com
Delivered-To: mailing list abolition-caucus@egroups.com
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:abolition-caucus-unsubscribe@egroups.com>
Date: Mon, 15 May 2000 18:19:35 EDT
Subject: [abolition-caucus] Fwd: acro NPT # 12

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------
Porsche Boxter. You and a friend. Nine dream days from 
Napa Valley to Beverly Hills. Provided by CarsDirect.com. 
Click to enter.
http://click.egroups.com/1/3993/2/_/91925/_/958429184/
------------------------------------------------------------------------

To subscribe to the Abolition Global Caucus, send an email from the account you wish to be subscribed to: "abolition-
caucus-subscribe@egroups.com"

Do not include a subject line or any text in the body of the message.
Return-Path: <rej@acronym.org.uk>
Received: from  rly-zd02.mx.aol.com (rly-zd02.mail.aol.com [172.31.33.226]) by air-zd02.mail.aol.com (v73.12) with 
ESMTP; Mon, 15 May 2000 00:43:33 -0400
Received: from  typhoon.mail.pipex.net (typhoon.mail.pipex.net [158.43.128.27]) by rly-zd02.mx.aol.com (v71.10) 
with ESMTP; Mon, 15 May 2000 00:43:17 -0400
Received: (qmail 5587 invoked from network); 15 May 2000 04:43:10 -0000
Received: from userh713.uk.uudial.com (HELO acronym) (194.69.103.86)
  by smtp.dial.pipex.com with SMTP; 15 May 2000 04:43:10 -0000
X-Sender: acronym@pop.gn.apc.org (Unverified)
X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Version 1.4.4
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"

To: jjames@stimson.org, abolition2000@aol.com, tp2000@gn.apc.org,
        acronym_institute@hotmail.com
From: rej@acronym.org.uk (Rebecca Johnson)
Subject: acro NPT # 12
Message-ID: <200005150043.FXHa12683@rly-zd02.mx.aol.com>

2000 NPT Briefing # 12
14 May 2000

Contested Language in Main Committee II
(Safeguards and Nuclear Weapon Free Zones)

Jenni Rissanen, The Acronym Institute

Main Committee II, chaired by Ambassador Adam Kobieracki of Poland,
concluded its work on the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons, safeguards
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and nuclear weapons free zones (NWFZ) on Friday.  Despite intensive
consultations, the Committee was unable to agree on the full content of its
report, including the report of Subsidiary Body 2. The Committee therefore
"took note" of the report, which included both contested and uncontested
language, and forwarded it to the General Conference for further work.
Ambassador Abdallah Baali of Algeria, President of the Conference, entrusted
Ambassador Christopher Westdal of Canada, Chairman of SB.2, to continue to
hold consultations aimed at getting consensus on regional issues, including
the Middle East. This briefing looks at the report of MC.II and discusses
the outstanding issues with regard to safeguards, export controls and NWFZ.
Twenty-eight of the 76 paragraphs of the report of MC.II contain language
yet to be agreed upon.

Safeguards
More than half of the working papers to MC.II offered ideas on safeguards
for the final documents of the Conference. The MC.II report contains a
substantial amount of language on the topic, both agreed and disagreed. The
report recognizes the IAEA safeguards as the "fundamental pillar" of the
non-proliferation regime, and the IAEA as the authority responsible for
verifying that States Parties comply with their safeguards agreements and
obligations under Article III, paragraph 1 of the NPT.  It notes that 28
States Parties have concluded their agreements since 1995 but expresses
concern that there are still 51 countries that have not brought them into
force and urges them to do so as soon as possible. South Africa’s
recognition that many of these countries are without nuclear facilities and
its call for assistance in completing the safeguards agreements is reflected
in the text. The Conference ‘fully endorses’ the strengthening measures of
the Model Additional Protocol and the INFCIRC/540 and encourages States
Parties to conclude additional protocols as soon as possible. 

Among the contested text is a paragraph that reaffirms the 1995 Principles
and Objectives decision (paragraph 12) to require full-scope safeguards and
internationally legally binding commitments not to acquire nuclear weapons
as a condition for the supply of nuclear materials and equipment. China,
which expressed reservations about the decisions but did not break consensus
on it in 1995, reportedly now wants to do away with the principle. It is
understood that China feels that since the Treaty itself speaks of
‘safeguards’ and not ‘full-scope safeguards’ the Treaty text ‘overrides’ the
language of the 1995 Principles and Objectives. A number of countries
objected strongly to the proposed deletion of the text, leaving the issue to
be resolved by the General Conference. In a related event, according to
ITAR-TASS (7 May), Russian President Vladimir Putin has signed a decree on
changes in the presidential ordinance of March 27, 1992 "On Control Over
Exports of Nuclear Material, Equipment and Technologies from the Russian
Federation" that reportedly allows it to export nuclear materials, equipment
and technologies to countries that "do not have nuclear armaments and have
not put their activity under control of the [IAEA], but only in exceptional
cases and on a number of conditions." It remains to be seen what effect this
Russian legislative modification will have on the principle of full-scope
safeguards, as wanted by the majority of NPT Parties. South Africa had
suggested in its working paper that also the re-transfer of the material and
equipment be subject to the same requirements, but this is not reflected in
the report. 
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Also contested is the forward-looking proposal by a like-minded group of
Western states (Australia, Austria, Canada, Denmark, Hungary, Ireland, the
Netherlands, New Zealand and Sweden) known as the G-10. The G-10 have
proposed that the next Review Conference should consider the establishment
of an additional protocol as an element of full-scope safeguards and thus,
under the 1995 Principles and Objectives decision, also as a requirement for
the supply of nuclear material and equipment. In light of the
above-mentioned reluctance by China to support the 1995 decision, this
proposal is likely to face resistance. 

There was also difficulty in agreeing on safeguards with regard to the
nuclear weapon states (NWS). Among the contested language is text that calls
for the wider application of safeguards under the voluntary agreements by
the NWS, as well as the invitation to keep the scope of their additional
protocols "under review".  Another question under debate, which hinges on
the difference between "as soon as practicable" (preferred by the NWS) and
‘as soon as possible’ (preferred by some NNWS), is the language relating to
the call that the NWS should place their fissile material considered as
excess to their "defence needs" under IAEA or other verification. France’s
argument that the resulting verification costs should be shared and should
come out of the IAEA’s regular budget because "cuts in nuclear armaments
serve the common interest" have not gone down well among many NNWS. Brazil,
for example, argued that the verification costs should be borne by the
possessors of such material – the nuclear weapon states. 

Among the contentious issues is also the question of Iraq, which insists
with the backing of some other Arab states that it is in compliance with its
safeguards obligations and objects to references to UN Security Council
resolutions calling its relationship with the Council "a purely political
matter" and not relevant in the context of the NPT. The funding of the
IAEA’s safeguards mandate was another unresolved matter. Western countries,
in particular, want the Conference to recognize the increase in the IAEA’s
verification activities and the financial constraints associated with such
responsibilities, where as NAM countries have drawn attention to the funding
of the IAEA’s technical cooperation activities. Both are calling for more
adequate funding to be made available. Some States have also argued that the
NWS have special responsibility to ensure that the necessary needs are met.

Export Controls
Export controls have been heavily debated and were worked on in parallel
closed consultations last week. While, much has been left for the General
Conference to resolve, in particular with respect to the Zangger Committee
and the Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG), the Committee affirmed that "nothing
in this Treaty shall be interpreted as affecting the inalienable right…to
develop, research, production and use of nuclear energy for peaceful
purposes without discrimination and in conformity with…this Treaty."
However, perceptions on how ensure non-proliferation without hampering this
‘inalienable right’ still differ.
 The differences in approach were demonstrated in the MC.II working papers
on export controls, tabled by the G-10 and by Iran, and the inability to
agree on export-control-related language in the MC.II report. One area of
disagreement is whether the Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG) has made a strong
enough effort to increase transparency, as called for in the 1995 Principles
and Objectives: e.g. will the Conference be able to take "note" of the two
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international seminars organized by the NSG to advance this goal? Western
states feel that the Group has taken considerable steps towards transparency
but many NAM states argue that not enough has been done and that the Group
remains non-transparent and selective in its membership. The G-10’s working
paper seeks to have the Conference recognize the role of existing national
export control mechanisms in the prevention of proliferation and underlined
that they are intended to provide confidence for cooperation in peaceful
uses. They want the Conference to recognize that the coordination of
national policies can contribute towards non-proliferation and note the
Zangger Committee in this context. Furthermore, States Parties are invited
to adopt the understandings of the Committee. 

The EU joined the G-10 in encouraging further efforts and dialogue to
increase export control transparency. In contrast, Iran asked States Parties
to "note with concern" that unilaterally enforced export controls have
"hampered" the developing countries’ access to nuclear materials, equipment
and technology for peaceful purposes. Iran, joined by many from the floor,
wants multilateral negotiations on effective transfer guidelines and,
pending the negotiations, the NSG to take practical steps to practise
greater transparency in its proceedings and decision-making process and to
allow all interested Parties to take part in them. Austria replied to the
criticisms, saying that the Zangger Committee’s mandate derived from Article
III of the NPT, and arguing that the Committee’s understandings have been
public since 1974. Furthermore, it reminded the critics that each country
has a national responsibility with respect to its exports. Egypt said that
as long as the arrangements were limited in participation and transparency
and the NNWS outside the arrangements could not take part in the
decision-making process, they could not feel confident that their concerns
were taken into account.    

Nuclear Weapon Free Zones
Many States referred to the importance of NWFZ in their general debate and
MC.II statements. Belarus, China, EU, Mongolia, and the Central Asian
countries of Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and
Uzbekistan, put in working papers on this to MC.II. By the end of the
deliberations of MC.II, much of the language in the report on NWFZ was
agreed, but there were a couple of regional sticking points. The final
language of the Conference will reaffirm that the establishment of nuclear
weapons free zones enhances regional and global security, welcome and
support the steps taken in concluding nuclear weapons free zones since 1995,
and support the establishment of new areas. 
In this context, support is expressed for the "intention and commitment" of
Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan to establish
a NWFZ in Central Asia. Many statements made at the general debate and MC.II
backed its establishment, including China, which said it had actively
supported efforts toward the zone. The EU attached importance to the Central
Asian NWFZ in particular saying that it "especially" welcomed the progress
made towards its establishment. Japan pointed out that the treaty would be
the first NWFZ in the northern hemisphere and encouraged the process to be
completed soon. The five countries tabled together a working paper asking
the Conference to recognise and welcome the steps they have taken towards a
draft treaty and expressing their firm commitment to conclude the process. 

Mongolia’s nuclear-weapon free status and the Joint Declaration of the
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Korean Peninsula are also welcomed in the report. Most of Mongolia’s
proposed language was incorporated in the report with the exception of the
reference to security assurances.  With regard to existing NWFZ, the
Conference will stress the importance of the Treaties’ signature and
ratification, including their protocols by the NWS, and recognize that
countries party to NWFZ treaties can acquire security assurances through the
treaties. Thailand urged the NWS to ratify the protocols to the Bangkok
Treaty. The Committee agreed that the Conference "takes note…that
consultations with the States Parties to the Treaty of Bangkok have been
accelerated, paving a way for adherence by the five nuclear weapon States to
the Protocol to that Treaty".

The contentious paragraphs of the report centre on the establishment of NWFZ
in the Middle East and Central and Eastern Europe.  Belarus tabled a working
paper on its "national position" regarding its initiative to establish a
nuclear weapon free space in Central and Eastern Europe.  Belarus stated
that it did not intend to reopen the debate on the issue but "rather to
demonstrate its vision of advancing a nuclear-weapon-free-world." While
recognizing that the establishment of NWFZs should be guided by the UN
Disarmament Commission’s 1999 report "Establishment of
nuclear-weapon-free-zones on the basis of arrangements freely arrived at
among the States concerned", Belarus defends its right to propose the
space’s establishment and hopes that consultations could be arranged among
states in the region to discuss the objective. Regardless of Belarus’
intention not to invite debate on the issue at the Conference, Poland,
referring to Belarus’ statement at the general debate, said it was surprised
that Belarus had brought up the topic and emphasized that ‘if indeed the
proposal concerned all the region’s states’, then their views should also be
reflected in it. Poland reminded Belarus of the number of countries that had
voted against the resolution on the topic at the General Assembly, including
the EU. Given the far-apart views on the issue, the text currently in the
MC.II report, welcoming the establishment of a nuclear weapon free space in
Central and Eastern Europe, it is unlikely that the reference to it will
stay unchanged in the final document, if it is to remain there at all. 

During the NPT Rebecca Johnson and Jenni Rissanen can be contacted at mobile
phone 917 302 2822 and fax 212 935 7690.

The Acronym Institute
24, Colvestone Crescent, London E8 2LH, England.
telephone (UK +44) (0) 20 7503 8857
fax                (0) 20 7503 9153
website http://www.acronym.org.uk
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2000 NPT Briefing # 13
15 May 2000

Reports and Representation
Rebecca Johnson, The Acronym Institute

At an open plenary from which the public was yet again almost excluded due
to confusion amongst the security guards at the United Nations, the
President of the Sixth NPT Review Conference, Abdallah Baali of Algeria,
accepted the draft reports from the three main committees on nuclear
disarmament (MC.I), safeguards and nuclear weapon free zones (MC.II) and the
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non-military uses of nuclear energy (MC.III). None had been fully agreed.
Baali forwarded the reports of Main Committees II and III to the drafting
committee, chaired by André Erdös of Hungary, which has been given the task
of getting them in shape by Thursday. Clive Pearson of New Zealand and
Christopher Westdal of Canada, Chairs of the Subsidiary Bodies on practical
nuclear disarmament and regional issues, respectively, have been retained by
the President to continue their consultations and identify areas where
consensus is obtainable. In requesting Pearson and Westdal to report back by
Tuesday, Baali reminded the Conference that it was entering the final week,
which "will require that we intensify our efforts... [and] move away from
well known positions towards greater concurrence... to develop consensus on
the outstanding issues". 

Baali, who will be attending unrelated meetings in London over the weekend,
is expected to convene a group of "representative countries" to work on the
forward-looking elements that the Conference is committed by the 1995
decisions to producing. It is not clear yet whether these ‘President’s
consultations’ will work on the nuclear disarmament component of the report
as well. Egypt and Mexico sought clarification of what was meant by
"representative informal consultations", asking if they would be open to all
states parties, and saying that the New Agenda delegations wanted them to be
transparent. Baali confirmed that the consultations would not be open, but
that he intended to ensure that groups such as the NAC would be represented.
He said that there would be regional representation, with a responsibility
on the participating states to report back to their respective groups. 

As observers speculate on what may be the ‘down to the wire’ issues, various
groups of like-minded (and also oppositional) states have been meeting
informally to work out strategies in the hope of obtaining a positive and
meaningful outcome for the NPT Review, including seeking agreement from the
nuclear weapon states for some practical steps to take the disarmament
agenda forward. Negotiations between the United States, Egypt, and some
Middle Eastern delegations have reportedly become bogged down, after a
comparatively constructive start. 

There is also a growing feeling that the diplomatic desire for a smooth,
trouble-free conference has overshadowed the political necessity to address
core problems that could lead to a reinvigoration of nuclear doctrines and a
new, qualitative nuclear arms race, such as the South Asian nuclear rivalry,
US missile defence plans, and hardening attitudes among the nuclear
policy-makers in China and Russia. There is speculation that some countries
may push to take votes on resolutions rather than submit to lowest
common-denominator language on key issues in a consensus final document.

France, though perceived by many as the most outspoken opponent of the New
Agenda initiative and nuclear disarmament approaches, is not as hard line as
it may appear. For the French government, the steps it has already taken,
particularly in closing down the Pacific test site and the plutonium and
uranium production facilities at Pierrelatte and Marcoule, represented a
significant shift in nuclear policy and emphasis. Such actions were not
without their critics among the nuclear, military and right wing political
elites at home. As part of building the political will to commit to further
steps, France needs the NPT Conference to acknowledge and welcome the
actions already undertaken to limit reliance on nuclear weapons, and to
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consolidate that progress by ensuring entry into force of the CTBT and
negotiation and entry into force of a fissile material (cut-off) treaty.
France, however, cannot see the point of the non-nuclear weapon states’ need
for the NWS to make an ‘unequivocal commitment’ to the elimination of
nuclear weapons. 

Some weapon states appear ready to say the words, either because they can
persuade themselves that it boils down to Article VI, to which their Treaty
adherence already commits them, or because they do not mind making political
gestures they have no intention of fulfilling. France has so far demurred,
considering that the NNWS should concentrate on getting the practical steps
agreed and not worry about the rhetoric. Of all the weapon states, Britain
has proved most willing to recognise that in addition to wanting agreement
on a set of modest, practical steps, there is a sense of betrayal among the
NNWS with regard to the NPT. It is the belief that the NWS wrapped Article
VI in so many conditionalities and have not, in over 30 years, really
committed to the nuclear disarmament part of the NPT bargain that, together
with the 1996 advisory opinion of the International Court of Justice, has
fuelled their demand for a clearer, more binding commitment and undertaking. 

Main Committee Reports
Eight paragraphs of MC.III, chaired by Markku Reimaa of Finland, remained in
dispute, covering: nuclear energy, technical cooperation and sustainable
development; the transporting of radioactive material and spent fuel,
particularly by sea; liability and compensation for the victims of nuclear
accidents or radiation releases; the financing of the IAEA’s technical
cooperation activities; transparency and cooperation with regard to
nuclear-related export controls; and the conversion of nuclear weapons
materials to non-military uses. 

In MC.II, chaired by Adam Kobieracki of Poland, some 28 paragraphs,
including a footnote, were still contested after long hours of debate. Among
the issues requiring agreement were the role of difference international
bodies, including the IAEA and the UN Security Council in upholding
compliance; comprehensive and strengthened safeguards, including the
additional IAEA protocol and voluntary-offer safeguards by the NWS; calls
for the prohibition of cooperation in the nuclear, scientific or
technological fields which could enable a state not party to the NPT to
"produce or develop nuclear weapons capabilities"; a reference to a
Convention on the Suppression of Acts of Nuclear Terrorism; references to
the Nuclear Suppliers Group and Zangger Committee; how to deal with nuclear
materials taken out of weapons programmes; the Middle East and the Belarus
initiative on establishing a nuclear weapon free space in Central and
Eastern Europe (see Briefing # 12).

Missing Issues
Two issues that had been expected to be difficult at the Sixth Review
Conference have been barely discussed in the committees: the Anti-Ballistic
Missile Treaty; and NATO nuclear sharing. Concerns about US plans to deploy
missile defences were raised by a large number of countries in their
national statements, but once the N-5 statement from the nuclear weapon
states came out, the issue seemed almost to be dropped. Inevitably there was
relief that China, Russia and the United States (not to mention France and
Britain) had come to agreement on a paragraph about the ABM Treaty, but
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there was also frustration: every time the issue was raised, the NNWS were
made to feel that it wasn’t any of their business. Or at least that the ABM
Treaty did not fall within the purview of the NPT. But if the deployment of
NMD will rule out future reductions in strategic nuclear forces, then it
clearly relates to the commitment, intention and ability of the NWS to
fulfil their nuclear disarmament commitment under Article VI. 

Ruling out future reductions seems to be exactly what the US negotiators
have in mind. According to documents published in the Bulletin of the Atomic
Scientists and The New York Times, the United States team has been keen to
allay Russian concerns over the proposed national missile defence system by
encouraging Moscow to maintain its nuclear forces on hair trigger alert and
to keep its strategic nuclear forces above a thousand. In effect, as the New
York Times explained, the US negotiators were "trying to convince the
Russians that the Cold War doctrine of mutually assured destruction...
remains in place and would survive the deployment of any anti-missile system". 

During the NPT opening debate, Russia’s Foreign Minister acknowledged the
dangers of missile proliferation and proposed an alternative way of
countering them. He proposed a Global Missile and Missile Technology
Non-Proliferation Control System (GCS). Although Russia has not pursued this
initiative through the NPT, the proposed system would consist of an
"independently functioning mechanism" with a set of international measures,
including: global monitoring of missile launches; security guarantees for
participating states which have renounced missiles capable of delivering
weapons of mass destruction; incentives for states to renounce weapons of
mass destruction and their means of delivery; and a mechanism for regular
consultations. Russia envisages the Global Missile Control System as being
operated under United Nations auspices. It would be open to all States and
have to be negotiated as part of a step by step process. As a first step,
Russia held a meeting of experts in March, 2000. 

Several other countries proposed actions to restrict missile proliferation.
Canada wanted to make the current, voluntary Missile Technology Control
Regime (MTCR) more effective, with stricter export controls, verification
and wider participation. Germany spoke of the "increasing obvious danger" of
missile technology development. Japan regarded the missile launch programmes
of several countries as a "set back", and said it recognised "the difficulty
of pursuing disarmament while maintaining strategic stability in a
dramatically changing security environment with rapid missile
proliferation". Austria argued for the NPT 2000 programme of action to
include a code of conduct or guidelines for missile production and export.
Canada also suggested that a joint or internationalised early warning system
could offer mutual confidence and greater collective security.

In view of the predicted consequences of US plans to deploy NMD in the near
future, as well as the cosy reassurances to Russia that it need not worry
about losing the value of nuclear ‘deterrence’ providing it maintains high
levels of strategic weaponry on alert, the lack of debate over missile
defence at the NPT Conference is all the more worrying. The signal going
back to Washington is that despite the rhetoric of concern about missile
defence, China and Russia can be bought off, and no-one else has the
political will to brave US wrath by pursuing the issue in the context of the
nuclear non-proliferation regime. At present, the draft text from the
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subsidiary body on nuclear disarmament (SB 1) urges "the early entry into
force and full implementation of START II and the conclusion of START III as
soon as possible while preserving and strengthening the Treaty on the
Limitation of Anti-Ballistic Missile systems as a cornerstone of strategic
stability and as a basis for further reductions of strategic offensive
weapons, in accordance with its provisions". This is probably the most that
is achievable from a dispirited NPT Conference.

Nuclear sharing, principally among NATO members, attracted growing criticism
after  1995, and was included in the working paper from Non-Aligned Movement
to the 2000 Review Conference. The NAM wanted paragraphs calling on the NWS
and NNWS to "refrain from nuclear sharing for military purposes under any
kind of security arrangements, among themselves... and with states not party
to the Treaty". The NAM were concerned that the United States would transfer
control of the nuclear weapons to NATO members in time of war. Some NATO
states argued that the opposite would occur: they would transfer control of
the nuclear-carrying planes and their pilots to the United States in time of
war, so that it would continue to be the NWS which would assume
responsibility for the decision of how and when to use the nuclear weapons.
That argument has not satisfied the NAM and New Agenda states, which have
raised nuclear sharing in the past as an issue of concern. However, few
individual states have taken their concerns further, and the Chair of MC.I,
Camilo Reyes, has put forward much milder text, affirming "that the strict
observance of the provisions of the Treaty remains central to achieving the
shared objectives of preventing, under any circumstances, the further
proliferation of nuclear weapons..." Unless the NWS object to this, nuclear
sharing is unlikely to become a stumbling block at this Conference.

During the NPT Rebecca Johnson and Jenni Rissanen can be contacted at mobile
phone 917 302 2822 and fax 212 935 7690.

 

The Acronym Institute
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Forest fire razes bomb laboratories
Julian Borger in Washington
Tuesday May 16, 2000
The Guardian

The birthplace of the atomic bomb succumbed to the forces of nature at the
weekend when the site of the secret wartime Manhattan Project was burned
down by a forest fire sweeping across New Mexico, it was reported yesterday.

The complex of buildings where US scientists worked on the prototype bombs
dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki was razed as the fire - originally started
as a "controlled burn" - encroached on the Los Alamos nuclear laboratories.
They had been earmarked by the White House as historic sites under the "Save
America's Treasures" programme.

Nearly a third of the 43 sq mile site was affected. According to a damage
assessment report quoted by Reuters: "The historic V-site complex from the
Manhattan Project has been lost except for the high-bay building where the
Trinity high explosive assembly was configured."

The Trinity bomb was the first atomic weapon detonated, on a test site in
the southern New Mexico desert, on July 16 1945.

Officials at Los Alamos said firefighters had succeeded in keeping the
flames away from the current plutonium storage sites and radioactive waste
dumps. The energy department had assured nearby residents that there was
never any danger of a nuclear accident because the storage sites were
protected by heavy concrete shells.

State officials said yesterday that the fire, which has already burned
42,000 acres (16,800 hectares) of New Mexico forest, was "28% contained",
and 7,000 local residents were allowed to return to their homes. But they
said the Los Alamos laboratories were not out of danger, because anticipated
high winds could fan the fire again.

The fire began last week as a deliberately set "controlled burn" intended to
clear dry bush along a cordon to limit the spread of future forest fires.
But high temperatures and strong winds fanned the blaze out of control in an
area suffering its worst drought for more than two centuries.
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The blaze has already caused an estimated $1bn (£625m) in damage, destroying
260 homes and sending 20,000 people fleeing for safety. The national parks
official who ordered the "controlled burn" has been sent on leave while the
fire is being investigated.

Yesterday the fire was reported to be to within half a mile of ancient
native American cliff dwellings and the small adobe town of Abiquiu, the
setting and inspiration for many of the paintings of the artist Georgia
O'Keeffe, who lived there for nearly 40 years.

Janet Bloomfield
25 Farmadine
Saffron Walden
Essex
CB11 3HR
England
Tel/Fax: +44 (0)1799 516189
e-mail: janet@atomicmirror.org
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To: "Janet Bloomfield" <jbloomfield@gn.apc.org>, "abolition-caucus" <abolition-caucus@egroups.com>
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Re: [abolition-caucus] Los Alamos lab buildings destroyed by fire..
Cc: "abolitionusa" <abolition-usa@lists.xmission.com>
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: <000101bfbf35$c65cb6c0$9e86bc3e@apc.org>
References: 

At 01:35 PM 5/16/00 +0100, Janet Bloomfield wrote:
>Forest fire razes bomb laboratories.

Dear Friends,

Is this not a parable?  There is no such thing as a "controlled burn" with nuclear weapons.  Once started they will 
consume us all.

With best regards,
Howard Hallman
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Cc: 
X-Originating-IP: [4.21.135.150]
From: "Sue Sandmeyer" <joinwnba@hotmail.com>
Subject: WNBA Brunch
Date: Tue, 16 May 2000 14:18:48 EDT

WNBA Brunch is May 21

Make plans now to attend WNBA's annual Spring networking brunch. Full
details and directions are available in the forthcoming Signature and on 
WNBA's web site (wnba-books.org/wash) but here are some highlights: The 
brunch takes place Sunday May 21, noon to 3:00, at 7513 Shadywood Road in 
Bethesda (near Seven Locks Road). We'll enjoy the traditional potluck feast. 
Not a cook? Contribute $10 instead. Guests are invited too.For questions, or 
to sign up to bring an appetizer, main dish, side dish or dessert, contact 
Denise Peterson at 202-237-5886 or d.pete@mindspring.com

See you there. Sue Sandmeyer, Membership Chair

________________________________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com
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<x-rich>May 16, 2000

TO: Coalition members and friends

FR: Daryl Kimball & Stephen Young

RE: New ISSUE BRIEF - "Stuck at First START: U.S. Forced to Maintain its
Nuclear Arsenal While Russia's Declines"

The Congress will soon debate whether it should continue to block the
possibility of parallel, reciprocal reductions/de-alerting of strategic
nuclear weapons as Russia reduces the size of its arsenal, or whether, as
the JCS and others suggest, the President should have greater flexibility
to retire nuclear weapons in excess of current nuclear stockpile
"requirements."

It is expected that within the next few days, amendments will be offered
that challenge the existing law that prohibits "de-activation" or
"dismantlement" below START I levels before START II is implemented.

The latest Coalition issue brief, "Stuck at First START," explores this
issue. See it on the web at <<http://www.clw.org/coalition/briefv4n6.htm>
or read the text version below.

- DK & SY

*************

<center>"Stuck at First START: U.S. Forced to Maintain its Nuclear
Arsenal While Russia's Declines"

COALITION TO REDUCE NUCLEAR DANGERS -- ISSUE BRIEF
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VOL. 4, NO. 6, May 15, 2000

</center>

CONGRESSIONAL LEGISLATION intended to encourage Russian ratification of
START II now locks in U.S. nuclear forces at artificially high levels,
despite the Russian Duma's approval of the Treaty last month. The
legislation mandates that the U.S. maintain its nuclear arsenal at levels
set in START I until START II enters into force. The U.S. Senate, which
approved START II ratification in 1996, still must ratify new protocols
to the Treaty before entry into force can take place. Approval of the
protocols, however, has become entangled in the debate over national
missile defense and the ABM Treaty, and it is unclear when the Senate
will consider them. Unless this situation changes, the U.S. will be
forced to keep its START I arsenal of 6,000 strategic nuclear weapons,
while Russia's forces continue to decline due to aging and funding
shortfalls.

START I was signed in 1991 and entered into force in 1994. START II calls
for reductions to 3,000-3,500 strategic nuclear warheads each and the
elimination of land-based multi-warhead missiles. The congressional
legislation requires maintaining the U.S. arsenal at START I levels of 
76 B-52H bombers, 18 Trident ballistic missile submarines, 500 Minuteman
III inter-continental ballistic missiles, and 50 MX missiles. Last year,
at the request of the U.S. Navy, Congress modified the legislation to
allow four Trident submarines to be retired if the President certified
this would not adversely impact the U.S. nuclear deterrent.

The START II protocols —  which still require Senate approval —  delay
the destruction of delivery vehicles from 2003 to 2007 to allow Russia
more time to accomplish that goal. Delivery vehicles that will be
destroyed must still be de-activated by 2003. While those protocols are
non-controversial, they have been linked to protocols to the ABM Treaty
that were negotiated at the same time, making START II implementation
highly uncertain.

Military Support for Greater Flexibility

Even before Duma action on START II, General Henry Shelton, Chairman of
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, made clear his opposition to Congress
mandating strategic nuclear force levels. In response to a question for
the record from Sen. Carl Levin (D-MI), ranking minority member of the
Senate Armed Services Committee, Gen. Shelton said "I would definitely
oppose inclusion of any language that mandates specific force levels. It
is important for us to retain the ability to deploy the maximum number of
warheads allowed by START I but the Services should also have the
flexibility to do so with a militarily sufficient, yet cost effective,
force structure."
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There is broad support for further reductions in U.S. nuclear arsenals
both in the military and former officials. In an interview on 60 Minutes
aired in February this year, former head of the U.S. Strategic Command
General Eugene Habiger said, "... the fact that we have not been able to
get down  to lower and lower levels of nuclear weapons is troubling to
me, and it should be troubling to you."

In addition, Richard Perle, the Pentagon's chief nuclear strategist
during the Reagan administration and advisor to candidate George Bush,
was quoted in the Washington Post on May 12 calling for reductions in
nuclear arsenals: "It is time for serious rethinking of the whole nuclear
question. We should no longer be concerned about Cold War arithmetic. . .
. War plans using 1,000 [or more] warheads no longer make sense."

The High Cost of Cold War Relics

A new study by the Congressional Budget Office describes the dramatic
savings that can be obtained by reducing U.S. nuclear forces to START II
levels while making further cuts in delivery vehicles: $670 million in
fiscal 2001 and $11.6 billion over ten years. (See table.) This approach
would make additional reductions in the Trident submarine forces, from 14
down to 10, and in the Minuteman III force, from 500 to 300. START II
warhead levels of 3,000-3,500 warheads would still be maintained by
increasing the number of warheads on each Trident missile from five to
seven.

In response to another question Sen. Levin, Gen. Shelton gave support to
further cuts, indicating that no military requirement exists for
maintaining the current 50 MX ballistic missiles or more than 14 Trident
nuclear-

armed submarines. According to Gen. Shelton, Admiral Richard Mies,
Commander in Chief of US Strategic Command, conducted an "extensive
analysis" and concluded that, with no Peacekeeper missiles and only 14
Tridents, the remaining US arsenal would "meet our current and emerging
war-fighting requirements."

Removing the Congressional restriction would allow the U.S. military and
the next President to explore alternate ways to reduce the nuclear threat
through parallel, reciprocal, and verifiable reductions with Russia. For
example, in exchange for U.S. reductions to START II levels– or even
START III (2,000-2,500

strategic warheads) – levels, both sides could agree to use the
verification provisions of START I to monitor deeper reductions.
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________________________________

Reduce Nuclear Delivery Systems Within

Overall Limits of START II 

Savings (Millions of Dollars)

 

 Budget Authority   Outlays

Annual:

2001  670  240

2002  420  340

2003  620  440

2004  690  540

2005  830  710

Cumulative:

2001-2005 3,230  2,270

2000-2010 8,330  7,880

 Source: Congressional Budget Office, 3/00

________________________________

The Bush-Gorbachev Example

In fact, some of the most dramatic reductions in nuclear arsenals took
place outside the formal treaty process. In September 1991, President
George Bush announced dramatic unilateral U.S. reductions in tactical
nuclear forces deployed in Europe and on ships. The number of deployed
tactical forces dropped significantly; in Europe alone, they fell from
over 7,000 to less than 1,000. Bush also ordered off alert a thousand
U.S. warheads deployed on strategic bombers and ballistic missiles slated
for dismantlement.  In response, Russian President Mikhail Gorbachev
withdrew all tactical weapons from outside Russian territory, removed
most categories of tactical nuclear weapons from service and designated
thousands of nuclear warheads to dismantlement. 
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                                # # #

The Coalition is a non-partisan alliance of 17 of the nation's leading
arms control and non-proliferation organizations working for a practical,
step-by-step program to reduce the dangers of nuclear and other weapons
of mass destruction. 

*The views and analysis expressed in this paper do not necessarily
reflect those of every member of the Coalition. For more information,
contact Stephen Young at (202)546-0795, ext. 102, or email
<<syoung@clw.org>

____________________________________

Daryl Kimball, Executive Director

Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers

110 Maryland Avenue NE, Suite 505

Washington, DC 20002

(ph) 202-546-0795 x136 (fax) 202-546-7970

website <<http://www.crnd.org>

____________________________________

</x-rich>
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Dear Reaching Critical Will Advisors and Friends,

Ambassador Baali displayed his magnificent prowess with the gavel
again today in a plenary session wherein the Chairmen of three Main
Committees presented their texts, all of which contain paragraphs
that do enjoy consensus. A drafting committee started to meet
immediately following the plenary session in order to work on the
language of Main Committee II and III.
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The chairmen of the two subsidiary bodies on nuclear disarmament
(Clive Pearson of New Zealand) and regional issues and the Middle
East resolution (Chris Westdal of Canada) are permitted to continue
the work of the subsidiary bodies in the hope of obtaining consensus
on their respective documents. Subsidiary Body I on disarmament will
meet all day on Monday 15th. The chairmen are asked to report to
Baali by Tuesday 16th in the morning at the latest on the outcome of
their further deliberations.

>From Tuesday on, Baali proposes to convene a representative informal
consultative group to concentrate efforts on developing consensus,
including on the forward looking document as well as Reyes Chairman's
text of Main Committee I.  Baali will continue consultations on his
Strengthened Review Process texts so as to finalise the paper and
will soon present it to the plenary.

Baali was asked to clarify what he meant by "representative" by both
Egypt and Mexico.  Mexico, speaking on behalf of the NAC indicated
that all NAC members do not want to be represented but wished to be
present, of which Baali took note.  Portugal, speaking on behalf of
the EU indicated a willingness to see Baali as and when necessary.

Please note that there is still one week to go in the NPT Review
Conference, and as the final deals and endgame games have not begun
in earnest, there is still time to impact your governments positions.

Below are the first page reports from our daily NPT RevCon
publication, which is posted on the web site
www.reachingcriticalwill.org by 9am each day. Please see the BASIC
website www.basicint.org for all the official documents and speeches
available.

best wishes,

Felicity Hill

8th May  The Half Life of the Conference

Preliminary reports from chairs of the 3 Main Committees were given
in a plenary meeting on Friday, revealing that the work of the Review
Conference is proceeding smoothly.  The general debate and exchange
of views has finished, and states parties and NGOs now turn to the
task of influencing the draft texts submitted by Chairs.  Addressing
the overlap between Main Committee's 1 and 2, Ambassador Baali
indicated when opening the plenary that both Committees could draft
language on the issue of compliance.
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Main Committee 1
Ambassador Reyes of Colombia reported that the debate and discussion
has taken shape in this Committee with some rhythm and positive
elements.  In the four meetings of this committee so far, 17 general
statements were read, and after consultations a Chairmans paper was
submitted on Thursday afternoon (see basicint.org).  Hereafter the
work of the Committee will be devoted to hearing reactions and
submissions to this paper.  Ambassador Reyes reported that the
Subsidiary Body on Nuclear Disarmament had held two meetings and that
Ambassador Pearson of New Zealand had submitted a text which has
begun to receive reactions and proposals.  When Ambassador Reyes
indicated that time will be needed for informal consultations,
Ambassador Baali responded that time could be used as the chair sees
fit.

Main Committee II
Ambassador Adam Koberacki reported that the discussion had been
lively in the three plenaries of this Committee on safeguards, export
controls, physical protection and illicit traffic, financial matters
related to safeguards, NWS and others with unsafeguarded nuclear
activities, plutonium and highly enriched uranium management.
Fifteen working papers and six conference room papers have resulted
(also online).  Still remaining on the agenda is the subject of
Nuclear Weapon Free Zones.  The first draft of the Chair's text was
received on Friday, with Ambassador Koberacki hoping for  a drafting
process with momentum.  Regarding Subsidiary Body II, two out of the
four meetings has been held, and a Chair's text will be ready early
in this week.

Main Committee III
Ambassador Reimaa reported that after three meetings and 28
interventions, the major issues covered by this committee were
peaceful uses, maritime transportation, nuclear safety and technology
cooperation, liability, the role of nuclear energy in sustainable
development and the strengthening of the relevant conventions.  At
the second meeting, the IAEA gave a presentation on the Agency's
technical transfer activities and the technical cooperation
programme.  Ten working papers and four conference room papers have
been introduced and a total of seventeen Main Committee III papers
have been submitted (many also online).

Ambasasdor Baali was pleased to note the very constructive and
cooperative spirit in the conference thus far, and indicated that "we
have every chance of fulfilling the task within the time frame
successfully...  I find it very encouraging that the Chairs have
already circulated Chairman's papers." Ambassador Baali encouraged
delegates to focus on the papers and to avoid long statements so that
"by the end of next week we have agreed texts."
Credentials Committee

Ambassador Widodo presented a preliminary report that 139 states had
presented their credentials to the conference, indicating that the
Committee remains open to those who have not already presented their
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credentials to do so.
While NGO's hope the Conference remains productive, the issues of
nuclear disarmament and NMD/ABM, not to mention the Middle East
should not be avoided for the sake of calm.

9th May   A Taste of Treaties to Come

Malaysia and Costa Rica submitted a working paper in Monday
afternoon's meeting of Subsidiary Body 1, calling for negotiations
leading to a Nuclear Weapons Convention (NWC) or framework
convention, and suggesting some of the elements to be addressed in
such negotiations. The working paper places the NWC in the context of
the commitments contained in NPT Art. VI - to pursue good faith
negotiations on effective measures relating to nuclear disarmament -
and in the 1995 Principles and Objectives - to pursue systematic and
progressive efforts to reduce nuclear weapons globally, with the
ultimate goal of eliminating those weapons.

Ambassador Hasmy Agam of Malaysia introduced the working paper in a
statement that underscored the importance of the 1996 advisory
opinion of the International Court of Justice (ICJ) on the Legality
of the Threat or Use of Nuclear Weapons. Ambassador Hasmy stated
that, "The unanimous decision of the ICJ, representing the full
weight of the legal opinion of all members of the Court, is of
historic importance and significance and cannot be dismissed by the
nuclear weapons States as being merely an 'opinion'. It is not an
'opinion' in the ordinary sense of the word but a carefully
considered juridical view by judges sitting on the world's highest
juridical body and responding in a formal manner to a request by the
United Nations General AssemblyŠ.
"My delegation believes that the 2000 Review Conference should not
only welcome the World Court's unanimous Opinion but respond
positively to it. The learned judges of the ICJ, without being
promoted to do so, had made it very clear that the States Parties of
the NPT have not only an obligation to negotiate in good faith but to
bring such negotiations to conclusion. The reaffirmation of the NPT
commitment under Article VI of the Treaty cannot be more clear than
that. It follows, therefore, that if States Parties to the Treaty are
serious in their commitment towards nuclear disarmament, they should
commence negotiations on nuclear disarmament leading to an
internationally binding legal instrument on nuclear disarmament."

Beginning in 1996 and every year since then, the General Assembly
(GA) has passed resolutions introduced by Malaysia, with large and
growing support, entitled "Follow-up to the advisory opinion of the
International

Court of Justice on the Legality of the Threat or Use of Nuclear
Weapons," calling for the implementation of this obligation by
immediately commencing multilateral negotiations leading to an early
conclusion of a NWC.
Malaysia and Costa Rica's working paper combines the language of the
GA resolutions and the unanimous ICJ conclusion by suggesting that
NPT States Parties agree to "commence multilateral negotiations
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leading to the conclusion of a nuclear weapons convention prohibiting
the development, testing, production, stockpiling, transfer, use and
threat of use of nuclear weapons and providing for their elimination
under strict and effective international control."

The working paper also expresses concern about those states that
operate unsafeguarded nuclear facilities and have not acceded to the
NPT (namely, India, Israel, and Pakistan), who continue to insist on
the nuclear option despite repeated calls for universality throughout
the NPT Review Process. It explicitly offers a way to draw them into
the disarmament process by inviting States that have not acceded to
the NPT to join in negotiations leading to a NWC. This approach to
universality - focusing on a universal disarmament regime - might
prove a more effective way of engaging States outside the NPT than
the current approach of repeated demands for immediate accession,
demands which are usually ignored.

It is worth noting that the working paper, like the GA resolutions,
calls for negotiations leading to a NWC, suggesting that progress on
a multilateral instrument for nuclear disarmament in all its aspects
under strict and effective international control might require
intermediate work. What is new in this working paper, in relation to
earlier GA resolutions, is the effort to present some of the elements
of a future NWC, thus giving more content to the call for
negotiations. The working paper suggests that consideration be given
to the "legal, technical, and political elements required for a
nuclear weapons convention or framework convention". This language
invites a framework approach along the lines of other international
treaties and is reminiscent of the affirmation by the New Agenda
Coalition (NAC) "that a nuclear-weapon-free world will ultimately
require the underpinnings of a universal and multilaterally
negotiated legally binding instrument or a framework encompassing a
mutually reinforcing set of instruments."

The legal, technical, and political elements of a future NWC
suggested by the working paper include:
*  Non-discriminatory general obligations, applicable to States and
non-State actors, prohibiting the acquisition, development, testing,
production, stockpiling, transfer, use and threat of use of nuclear
weapons;
*  Interim control, protection and accounting of nuclear weapons and
fissile material holdings;
*  Phases and steps for the systematic and progressive destruction of
all nuclear warheads and their delivery vehicles;
*  An international organisation to coordinate verification,
implementation and enforcement under strict and effective
international control.

The working paper also suggests that appropriate interim steps be
taken, along the lines proposed by the NAC, "including unilateral
measures and the achievement of other mutually reinforcing bilateral,
plurilateral and multilateral instruments to remove the role of
nuclear weapons from security doctrines and to further the reduction
and elimination of nuclear arsenals."
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Costa Rica's role in support of the NWC also includes its submission
in 1997 of the Model NWC to the UN Secretary General for distribution
as a discussion document.

The Model NWC has generated a broad range of responses and a revised
Model NWC, collected and published in Security and Survival: The Case
for a Nuclear Weapons Convention. Follow up responses, addressing
questions critical to the future course of nuclear disarmament, are
contained in the periodic NWC Monitor.
Both publications are available through the Lawyers' Committee on
Nuclear Policy (LCNP) in New York (212-818-1861, www.lcnp.org) and
International Physicians for the Prevention of Nuclear War (IPPNW) in
Cambridge (617-868-5050, www.ippnw.org).
A panel discussion on the NWC will take place in Dag Hammarskjold
Library Auditorium today, May 9, 2-4pm.

Merav Datan
International Physicians for the
Prevention of Nuclear War (IPPNW)

10th May  The Calm Before the ... Calm?

In the build up to this Review Conference, NGOs were worried about a
few things.  Firstly, would the establishment of subsidiary bodies
consume the first weeks?  Would the Middle East issue block consensus
until the last moments?  Would the ABM/NMD disrupt the process?
Would lack of consensus among the N-5 inhibit them from addressing
the nuclear disarmament question effectively?  How would the nuclear
weapon states gloss over their recent public declarations reaffirming
the role of nuclear weapons as an essential security component for
the forseeable future? And would the non-nuclear weapon states
parties believe declarations made in New York over those made
publically in N-5 capitals?

Ambassador Baali resolved the subsidiary body issue quickly, steering
the forward looking action plan on nuclear disarmament and the Middle
East/universality question into the most productive and focused venue
on offer.  The ambiguity of the N-5 statement on the ABM has,
however, sidelined an issue which certainly can't be resolved here,
but must be further addressed by NPT States parties.  NPT States
parties have registered concern about the implications of US plans
for a National Missile Defence but stopped short of offering
alternatives, leaving only a tacit complicity in the maintenance of
Russian and the US nuclear arsenals.

Will the N-5 statement silence much needed challenge to a potential
new arms race?  There is broad based frustration with the tactics of
China on the issue of the ABM - but alternative criticisms or
strategies to address US plans to deploy NMD and to militarise space
that would be more fruitful are not being heard loudly enough.

While a storm is not required to instigate results, a false sense of
calm induced by disingenuous statements of intent will undermine the
NPT just as badly as a divisive showdown.  The productive and
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constructive results on procedural issues that opened the conference
have not yet carried over into the substantive work of the
conference.

However, the first late night meeting of Subsidiary Body 1 is
unfolding as NGOs take their place at the couches to wait.  Chairman
Clive Pearson of New Zealand has already produced a second draft text
outlining the possible nuclear disarmament agenda for the coming
five-year period (see www.basicint.org). This forward looking
document contains the logical next steps in the process.  NGOs
continue to hold out hope that the nuclear weapon states will realise
that their security depends not on nuclear weapons but on
international cooperation and a successful NPT.  Success depends on
reaching a turning point whereby the role of nuclear weapons in
security policy is diminished and eliminated.

11th May  High Noon at the NPT Corral

As line by line negotiations continued in Main Committee 1, a lively
Round Table discussion between NGOs and the governments from the
Netherlands, Australia, Russia, the UK, Japan, Canada, Malaysia and
Morocco was held last night.  A big thanks goes to those governments
that made time and delegates available for this exchange of views.

Chris Westdal of Canada, Chair of Subsidiary Body II on regional
issues and the resolution on the Middle East said that delegations
had been working day and night to achieve final texts by the Thursday
afternoon deadline set by Ambassador Baali.  Although it has taken
time for the sub-assemblies to gear up, the assembly line procedure
would probably be met, he said.

On the question of the envoy proposed by some delegations on the
Middle East, support seems to exist for a mechanism on the question
of universality that would address all four that currently stand
outside the treaty.

Indicating that it was too early to call the conference a failure,
the Japanese delegate, Mr. Yamaguchi admitted that the guarded
optimism is now quickly turning to a pre-ordained disappointment as
we enter the time for the critical compromises to be made, what Les
Luck of Australia called the "grity phase".  Yet both predicted a
reasonable outcome that all could sign up to.
Questioning the logic of waiting until the two larger weapon states
got down to lower numbers, NGOs encouraged the UK to consider the
moral, legal and political pressure available in turning away from
nuclear weapons.  Strict vegetarians even offered to buy British beef
if the UK followed South Africa and others in dismantling their
stockpiles!  NGOs also welcomed the UK paper on verification and
agreed with Mr. John Tucknott that is is not too early to start
thinking about verification of nuclear disarmament.

Of particular concern to NGOs was the Strengthened Review Process.
Pleased that current arrangements for NGOs might be made permanent, a
letter from NGOs to Ambassador Baali will join the letter from the
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Netherlands, Australia, Canada and Norway on making this Review
Process stronger and more focused.

All praised the hard work of Chairman of Subsidiary Body 1, Clive
Pearson of New Zealand in finding the scope and content for the
forward looking action plan for the next five years.  The nuclear
weapon states are on notice that commitment to the total elimination
of their stockpiles and accelerated action is expected by the world
community.
NGOs and governmental delegations alike are tired and worn down.
Vitamins and plenty of sleep are necessary as we test the strength of
this vital treaty.

12th May  Taking Note

In the build up to this Review Conference, NGOs were worried about a
few things.  Firstly, would the establishment of subsidiary bodies
consume the first weeks?  Would the Middle East issue block consensus
until the last moments?  Would the ABM/NMD disrupt the process?
Would lack of consensus among the N-5 inhibit them from addressing
the nuclear disarmament question effectively?  How would the nuclear
weapon states gloss over their recent public declarations reaffirming
the role of nuclear weapons as an essential security component for
the forseeable future? And would the non-nuclear weapon states
parties believe declarations made in New York over those made
publically in N-5 capitals?

Ambassador Baali resolved the subsidiary body issue quickly, steering
the forward looking action plan on nuclear disarmament and the Middle
East/universality question into the most productive and focused venue
on offer.  The ambiguity of the N-5 statement on the ABM has,
however, sidelined an issue which certainly can't be resolved here,
but must be further addressed by NPT States parties.  NPT States
parties have registered concern about the implications of US plans
for a National Missile Defence but stopped short of offering
alternatives, leaving only a tacit complicity in the maintenance of
Russian and the US nuclear arsenals.

Will the N-5 statement silence much needed challenge to a potential
new arms race?  There is broad based frustration with the tactics of
China on the issue of the ABM - but alternative criticisms or
strategies to address US plans to deploy NMD and to militarise space
that would be more fruitful are not being heard loudly enough.

While a storm is not required to instigate results, a false sense of
calm induced by disingenuous statements of intent will undermine the
NPT just as badly as a divisive showdown.  The productive and
constructive results on procedural issues that opened the conference
have not yet carried over into the substantive work of the
conference.

However, the first late night meeting of Subsidiary Body 1 is
unfolding as NGOs take their place at the couches to wait.  Chairman
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Clive Pearson of New Zealand has already produced a second draft text
outlining the possible nuclear disarmament agenda for the coming
five-year period (see www.basicint.org). This forward looking
document contains the logical next steps in the process.  NGOs
continue to hold out hope that the nuclear weapon states will realise
that their security depends not on nuclear weapons but on
international cooperation and a successful NPT.  Success depends on
reaching a turning point whereby the role of nuclear weapons in
security policy is diminished and eliminated.

*******       *******       *******       *******
Felicity Hill, Director
Women's International League for Peace and Freedom
United Nations Office
777 UN Plaza, New York, NY 10017, USA

Ph:  1 212 682 1265
Fax: 1 212 286 8211
email: flick@igc.apc.org
web: www.wilpf.int.ch  www.reachingcriticalwill.org

*******       *******       *******       *******
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X-Sender: dkimball@[209.8.25.194]
X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Pro Version 3.0 (32)
Date: Tue, 16 May 2000 11:16:04 -0400
To: dkimball@clw.org
From: Daryl Kimball <dkimball@clw.org>
Subject: NPT Roundup #6: prospects uncertain into final week

May 15, 2000

TO: Coalition members and friends

FR: Daryl Kimball

RE: NPT roundup #6: Prospects Uncertain as NPT goes into final week

The following news reports and NGO analyses summarize the state of play as
the NPT Review Conference moves into it final week. As the AFP reports, it
is uncertain whether there will be a "approved outcome" on May 19 due to a
split over disarmament between the five declared nuclear-weapons states and
non-nuclear countries; a row over trade in nuclear materials for peaceful
purposes. Compromise is anticipated on two other key issues which attracted
attention before the conference began on April 24: plans by the United
States to build an anti-ballistic missile shield, and a campaign by Arab
states to force Israel to open its nuclear programme to international
scrutiny.

Even if there is a final conference document, it is increasingly clear that
the solutions (and the obstacles) to the stalled non-proliferation and
disarmament situation are principally to be found in the capitals of the
nuclear weapon states and their close allies where increased and more
effective pressure is needed to reverse the current, disturbing trend
toward increased nuclear dangers.

Attached below are:

* Agence France Presse, May 14, 2000, "Fifty-fifty chance of success seen
for NPT conference," by Robert Holloway

* "Group claims India, Pakistan develop nuclear weapons," 05/15/2000,
Deutsche Presse-Agentur

* XINHUA NEWS AGENCY, May 11, 2000, Thursday, "Israel Ready for Arms
Control Talks With Egypt: Paper"

* Inter Press Service, May 10, 2000, Wednesday, "POLITICS: CONFERENCE
FOCUSES ON GLOBAL DISARMAMENT AND ISRAEL,"
By Jim Wurst

* "Too Early for Despair, Too Late to be Late Again," by Felicity Hill,
WILPF, from: News In Review: A collection of NGO views on the NPT Review
2000 <http://www.reachingcriticalwill.org/> 15 May 2000 - No. 15

* "Reports and Representation," by Rebecca Johnson, The Acronym Institute,
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2000 NPT Briefing # 13 15 May 2000

For further information, text of other statements at the Conference, and
NPT resources, see the Coalition's NPT links page
<http://www.clw.org/coalition/nptresources00.htm>

- DK

***************

Agence France Presse

May 14, 2000, Sunday

"Fifty-fifty chance of success seen for NPT conference"

by Robert Holloway

(UNITED NATIONS, May 14) A conference on strengthening efforts to halt the
spread of nuclear weapons has a 50-50 chance of success, delegates said
before a final week of negotiations starting Monday.

The biggest obstacles, they said, were: a split over disarmament between
the five declared nuclear-weapons states and non-nuclear countries; and a
row over trade in nuclear materials for peaceful purposes.

Compromises were expected over two issues which attracted attention before
the conference began on April 24: plans by the United States to build an
anti-ballistic missile shield, and a campaign by Arab states to force
Israel to open its nuclear programme to international scrutiny.

Abdallah Baali, president of the five-year review of the 1970 nuclear
Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT), said "it has been a very difficult
conference" but he was "still hopeful that it will end with an approved
outcome" on May 19.

"Everyone agrees we cannot afford to fail," he said.

Baali, Algeria's ambassador to the United Nations, spoke to reporters on
Friday before the chairmen of the three committees reported that they had
been unable to complete their work on schedule.

Ben Sanders, a member of the Dutch delegation, dismissed as "utter
claptrap" a statement by Greenpeace that the conference was collapsing and
that "a nuclear free-for-all" would ensue.

Sanders, who was secretary general of the 1985 review conference, told AFP:
"The desire for compromise is much stronger than I had expected; nobody
wants to walk away from the treaty."

He said the conference had a 50-50 chance of reaching consensus.

Rebecca Johnson, of the independent Acronym Institute, said there were
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"probably four bottom-line political differences" between the majority and
the nuclear-weapons states.

She recalled that on May 1, Britain, China, France, Russia and the United
States issued a joint statement reiterating their "unequivocal commitment
to the ultimate goal" of total nuclear disarmament.

This disappointed non-nuclear countries, because it failed either to set a
timetable for disarmament, or to acknowledge the World Court ruling of July
1996 that they had a legal duty to get rid of nuclear weapons.

Sanders agreed that this was the biggest hurdle for the conference.

"The NPT is supposed to lead to a nuclear-free world," he said. "The
non-nuclear countries see it as a bargain which the weapons states have
failed to keep."

Greenpeace disarmament expert William Peden said US plans for a missile
shield could scuttle the review conference and the NPT with it, but Sanders
disagreed.

"I expect to see language defending the 1972 Anti-Ballistic Missile (ABM)
treaty, " he said.

This might satisfy critics of the US plans, because the treaty prohibits
missile defence shields, but could be acceptable to the United States,
which thinks it can get Russia to amend the treaty.

Johnson said a problem which had arisen since 1995 was the elimination of
tactical nuclear weapons.

Russia and the United States have ratified two Strategic Arms Reduction
Treaties and are ready to begin a third, START III, reducing their arsenals
to about 3,000 warheads each.

But there is no negotiating framework for removing smaller weapons, which
might be used on a battlefield.

Non-nuclear countries seek an abolition of tactical weapons, the use of
which could escalate to all-out nuclear war.

The weapons states replied that such arms should be scaled down "in the
context of strategic stability" -- a phrase suggesting that some want to
keep them in case their conventional armies are overwhelmed.

Johnson said island states wanted to write into the NPT rules for
compensating them in the event of an accident involving a ship carrying
nuclear waste.

Japan opposed the proposal, along with Britain and France, which process
Japanese waste at their Sellafield and La Hague plants, she said.

Sanders said a tougher fight had begun over trade in nuclear materials
between Iran and the United States, which has dubbed Iran a rogue state and
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hinted that it might divert nuclear fuels to make bombs.

Although Iran has opened its facilities to inspection by the International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), it has been denied reactor technology by
allies of the United States such as Germany.

"They might be willing to let the review conference go onto the rocks over
that one issue," Sanders said.

Baali said there was "no chance" of extending the conference beyond May 19,
adding "we may stop the clock for a few hours, but not for a few days."

He said the rules of procedure allowed for the possibility of adopting
parts of the final declaration by consensus and voting on the rest, but he
added that this would be "politically wrong".

"You cannot adopt a programme of action by majority vote and have the
nuclear-weapons states vote against," he said.

***************

***************

"Group claims India, Pakistan develop nuclear weapons"

05/15/2000 Deutsche Presse-Agentur

New York (dpa) - High-resolution satellite photographs showed that India
and Pakistan are committed to the long-term development of nuclear weapons,
the British American Security Information Council (BASIC) said Monday.

The non-governmental, think tank group based in London said it has obtained
new high-definition spy satellite photographs, made for the first time
outside of official government intelligence agencies, which captured the
two South Asian countries' primary nuclear weapons and ballistic missile
facilities.

The photographs provided ``visual proof of a long-term commitment to an
expensive and highly-integrated network of military institutions geared
towards deployment of nuclear weapons,'' the group said in a news release.

It said it will show the photographs to delegates attending the review
session of the nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) at U.N. headquarters
this week.

The photographs were obtained by the Federation of American Scientists
(FAS) from the Space Imaging Corporation IKONOS Satellite, along with
declassified photographs of Israeli nuclear and missile facilities.

``These images visibly demonstrate the magnitude of the weapons programmes
of the three nuclear weapons states, which remain outside the NPT regime,''
said John Pike of the FAS.

Pike said the NPT session in New York, which began April 24, has failed so
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far to see the reality of nuclear weapons in those three countries.

``There is unlikely to be any global plan to control and eliminate the
nuclear threat for at least the next five years as the NPT conference in
New York drifts towards failure,'' said Daniel Plesch, director for BASIC.

Plesch called on the NPT conference to invite India, Pakistan and Israel to
discuss the elimination of nuclear weapons. Those three countries and Cuba
are the world's four countries that have not signed the NPT, which has 187
signatories.

India and Pakistan test-fired nuclear devices in May 1998. Israel has
denied it possesses nuclear weapons.

***************

XINHUA NEWS AGENCY

May 11, 2000, Thursday

Israel Ready for Arms Control Talks With Egypt: Paper

(JERUSALEM, May 11) Israel is prepared to discuss with Egypt the sensitive
nuclear issue in a flexible move to defuse mounting pressure, Ha'aretz
newspaper reported on Thursday.

During a visit to Cairo on Monday, Israeli Foreign Ministry deputy
director-general Yoav Biran conveyed his country's readiness to discuss the
nuclear issue to the head of Egyptian Foreign Minister Amr Moussa's office,
the paper said.

A planned meeting with Moussa on Monday, however, was cancelled at the last
minute, as Syrian President Hafez al-Assad arrived in Egypt on the same day.

Israel, the only country in the Middle East that has not signed the Nuclear
Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT), has been under great pressure at the
ongoing NPT review conference at the U.N. headquarters in New York. Israel
is not formally attending the conference which is held from April 24 to May
19.

Egypt, the first Arab country to sign a peace treaty with Israel in 1979
but to keep a "cold peace" with it thereafter, has focused attention on the
Jewish state and launched a campaign at the conference to secure a special
condemnation of it.

The NPT treaty "cannot have any credibility with the states of the region
as long as the state (of Israel) is exempt from its provisions," Egypt argued.

A draft statement on the U.N. review of the NPT treaty has reportedly
singled out Israel as the only Middle East state that has not signed the
pact. Israel had wished that the conference would conclude without issuing
a final declaration.

Last week, seeing a possible U.S. move to prod his country for not signing
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the NPT treaty, Israeli Foreign Minister David Levy sent a letter to U.S.
Secretary of State Madeleine Albright, expressing deep concern over the issue.

The United States, the major patron of Israel in the world political arena,
has been pressuring Israel to start quiet arms talks with Egypt.

Hoping to defuse the issue, Israel has decided to show flexibility,
allowing arms talks to commence with Egypt while maintaining its
traditional guidelines of refusing to consider disarmament before a stable
peace is achieved in the Middle East.

Israel, estimated to have 200 to 300 nuclear warheads, the sixth largest
nuclear arsenal in the world, has said that the current non-proliferation
treaty is not the proper answer to the question in the region, which it
said was proved by the cases of Iran and Iraq, its staunch foes.

In response to Israel's offer to hold talks on arms control, Egyptian
officials promised to pass on the message to the highest levels of
government. Moussa has also suggested that the two nations start talks on a
spectrum of issues, including economic, security and diplomatic relations.

***************

Inter Press Service

May 10, 2000, Wednesday

POLITICS: CONFERENCE FOCUSES ON GLOBAL DISARMAMENT AND ISRAEL

By Jim Wurst

(UNITED NATIONS, May 10) Two of the most sensitive questions in the world
of nuclear arms control -- how the nuclear powers can demonstrate that they
are serious about nuclear disarmament and what should be done about
Israel's not-so-secret nuclear weapons program -- have now taken
center-stage at the Review Conference for the Nuclear Non-Proliferation
Treaty (NPT).

The Conference, which ends on May 19, is mandated to evaluate the progress
made over the last five years on nuclear disarmament and to plan an agenda
for the next five years.

From its start last month, it was clear these two issues would dominate the
debate and, if unresolved, could sink the entire conference since the
parties have committed themselves to reaching agreements by consensus.

The president of the conference, Abdallah Baali of Algeria, set up two
working groups to focus on these issues, thus separating those
controversies from the rest of the debate.

Yesterday, the chairs of both groups issued their preliminary reports. Both
papers include language favored by the majority of non-nuclear weapon
states and opposed by most, if not all, of the nuclear powers. If the
current closed-door negotiations do not produce consensus by May 12, the
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stage will be set for a contentious final week.

"It will be a tough, uphill battle because of the intransigent positions of
the nuclear weapon states," Malaysian Ambassador Hasmy Agam predicts.

Ambassador Hubert de La Fortelle of France said agreement is possible if
the parties "focus on realistic and pragmatic results." But, he added, "If
you demand nuclear disarmament tomorrow, we won't get anywhere."

The paper on disarmament lists "practical steps for the systematic and
progressive efforts" to achieve nuclear disarmament. While some of the
steps enjoy wide support, such as ratification of the nuclear test ban
treaty and further U.S.- Russia negotiations, the bulk of the "efforts"
would commit the five nuclear states party to the treaty -- the United
States, Russia, China, Britain and France -- to more than they are willing
to accept.

One key provision, championed by the New Agenda Coalition of Brazil, Egypt,
Ireland, Mexico, New Zealand, South Africa and Sweden, calls for the five
nuclear powers to "make an unequivocal undertaking to accomplish the total
elimination of their nuclear arsenals" and that over the next five years
they should "engage in an accelerated process of negotiations."

The five nuclear states are willing to accept the phrase "unequivocal
commitment," but with their own qualifiers. In particular, they want to
refer to the elimination of nuclear weapons as the "ultimate goal." This
phrase is seen by the non- nuclear states as a stall tactic.

In response, some non-nuclear states are pushing for even stronger
commitments. Malaysia and Costa Rica have tabled a proposal calling for
negotiations for a convention banning nuclear weapons, just as there are
treaties banning chemical and biological weapons.

At a news conference, Hasmy said, "We want to be cooperative, we do not
want to create unnecessary tension in the Review Conference, but we must be
satisfied that there is a willingness on the part of the nuclear weapon
states to admit their obligations under...the NPT and affirmed by the ICJ."

The ICJ -- the International Court of Justice -- issued an advisory opinion
in 1996 that the NPT obliges the nuclear powers to "bring to a conclusion
negotiations leading to nuclear disarmament in all its aspects." The
nuclear states are working to delete all references to the Court's opinion
from the Conference's documents.

The second working group officially deals with all regional concerns, but
the practical focus is on the Middle East. Israel is the only Middle East
country that is not a party to the NPT, and as such, operates the region's
only unsupervised nuclear plant capable of making nuclear weapons.

And now that India and Pakistan (neither of which are parties to the NPT)
have publicly gone nuclear, that leaves Israel as the world's only
undeclared nuclear weapon state.

In order to focus more attention on Israel, Egypt wants the NPT Conference
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to establish a "mechanism" to monitor implementation of the resolution and
the appointment of a "special representative...to conduct discussions with
Israel on its early accession to the treaty."

This unspecified mechanism is opposed by the United States because it does
not want to single out Israel and by France which does not want the NPT
Conference to set up any kind of "mechanism" on any issue, preferring all
authority rest with the Conference itself.

The working group is not only looking into the Middle East, but South Asia
as well. While there is no fundamental disagreement about criticizing the
Indian and Pakistani nuclear weapons programs and over the demand that the
two join the NPT as non-nuclear weapon states, there is the diplomatic
stumbling block in the matter of naming names.

Usually these conferences do not single out individual countries for
criticism or praise, but in the case of the Middle East, the Arab states
are pushing for the naming of Israel as the only state in the region with
un-inspected nuclear facilities. The United States does not want to name
Israel, but does want to single out the compliance problems with Iraq and
North Korea. Those two countries, naturally, do not want to be named.

As it stands, the paper names Israel, Iraq, North Korea, India and
Pakistan. The common refrain from delegates is: "Name all countries or name
none of them." If none are named, it puts the Conference in the surreal
position of criticizing the nuclear programs of India and Pakistan without
naming them.

By May 12, Baali hopes to have all committee papers compiled so that the
fourth and final week of the Conference will be given over to the delicate
task of forging a substantive common position.

***************

EXCERPT from: News In Review: A collection of NGO views on the NPT Review 2000

<http://www.reachingcriticalwill.org/>

15 May 2000 - No. 15

"Too Early for Despair, Too Late to be Late Again"

The credibility of this treaty is on the line. Nuclear weapon states and
others that worked so hard to achieve the indefinite extension decision and
the Principles and Objectives in 1995 have had three weeks to show us how
and what they will do to illustrate its usefulness. Based on the last three
weeks, some are doubting the wisdom of the extension decision and the
investment made in this treaty which is not paying off. Yet.

Everybody gathered in New York and thousands following on the internet
understand that this NPT Review Conference, the first after the decision to
extend the treaty indefinitely, cannot afford to fail. But what constitutes
a success? Some of the nuclear weapon states claim that three of the five
Review Conferences have failed to produce a consensus text and that a frank
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exchange of views is good enough. No, it is not good enough, say the NGOs
and many non nuclear weapon states (even the most obedient) who feel that
is the time for action plans and progress, not more promises and exchanges
of views on disarmament, safeguards and energy questions. Running against
the clock, the chairmen of the two subsidiary bodies on nuclear disarmament
(Clive Pearson of New Zealand) and regional issues and the Middle East
resolution (Chris Westdal of Canada) were mandated by a plenary session on
Friday to continue their work in the hope of obtaining consensus on their
respective documents.

The chairmen are asked to report to Baali by Tuesday 16th in the morning,
at the latest, on the outcome of their further deliberations. The Chairmen
of three Main Committees also presented their texts on Friday, all of which
contain paragraphs that do not enjoy consensus. A drafting committee
started to meet immediately following the plenary session in order to work
on the language of Main Committee II and III. From Tuesday on, Baali
proposes to convene a representative informal consultative group to
concentrate efforts on developing consensus, including on the forward
looking document, as well as Chairman Reyes' text of Main Committee I.
Baali will continue consultations on his Strengthened Review Process text
so as to finalise the paper and will soon present it to the plenary. Baali
was asked by both Egypt and Mexico to clarify what he meant by
"representative". Mexico, speaking on behalf of the NAC, indicated that all
NAC members want to be present, not merely represented, of which Baali took
note. Portugal, speaking on behalf of the EU, indicated a willingness to
see Baali as and when necessary.

Felicity Hill, Director UN Office of WILPF

Women's International League for Peace with Freedom (WILPF) UN Office: 777
UN Plaza, New York, NY 10017. phone (212) 682-1265 Fax: (212) 286-8211
E-mail: wilpfun@igc.org

*************

2000 NPT Briefing # 13 15 May 2000

Reports and Representation Rebecca Johnson, The Acronym Institute

At an open plenary from which the public was yet again almost excluded due
to confusion amongst the security guards at the United Nations, the
President of the Sixth NPT Review Conference, Abdallah Baali of Algeria,
accepted the draft reports from the three main committees on nuclear
disarmament (MC.I), safeguards and nuclear weapon free zones (MC.II) and
the non-military uses of nuclear energy (MC.III). None had been fully
agreed. Baali forwarded the reports of Main Committees II and III to the
drafting committee, chaired by André Erdös of Hungary, which has been given
the task of getting them in shape by Thursday. Clive Pearson of New Zealand
and Christopher Westdal of Canada, Chairs of the Subsidiary Bodies on
practical nuclear disarmament and regional issues, respectively, have been
retained by the President to continue their consultations and identify
areas where consensus is obtainable. In requesting Pearson and Westdal to
report back by Tuesday, Baali reminded the Conference that it was entering
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the final week, which "will require that we intensify our efforts... [and]
move away from well known positions towards greater concurrence... to
develop consensus on the outstanding issues".

Baali, who will be attending unrelated meetings in London over the weekend,
is expected to convene a group of "representative countries" to work on the
forward-looking elements that the Conference is committed by the 1995
decisions to producing. It is not clear yet whether these ‘President’s
consultations’ will work on the nuclear disarmament component of the report
as well. Egypt and Mexico sought clarification of what was meant by
"representative informal consultations", asking if they would be open to
all states parties, and saying that the New Agenda delegations wanted them
to be transparent. Baali confirmed that the consultations would not be
open, but that he intended to ensure that groups such as the NAC would be
represented. He said that there would be regional representation, with a
responsibility on the participating states to report back to their
respective groups.

As observers speculate on what may be the ‘down to the wire’ issues,
various groups of like-minded (and also oppositional) states have been
meeting informally to work out strategies in the hope of obtaining a
positive and meaningful outcome for the NPT Review, including seeking
agreement from the nuclear weapon states for some practical steps to take
the disarmament agenda forward. Negotiations between the United States,
Egypt, and some Middle Eastern delegations have reportedly become bogged
down, after a comparatively constructive start.

There is also a growing feeling that the diplomatic desire for a smooth,
trouble-free conference has overshadowed the political necessity to address
core problems that could lead to a reinvigoration of nuclear doctrines and
a new, qualitative nuclear arms race, such as the South Asian nuclear
rivalry, US missile defence plans, and hardening attitudes among the
nuclear policy-makers in China and Russia. There is speculation that some
countries may push to take votes on resolutions rather than submit to
lowest common-denominator language on key issues in a consensus final
document.

France, though perceived by many as the most outspoken opponent of the New
Agenda initiative and nuclear disarmament approaches, is not as hard line
as it may appear. For the French government, the steps it has already
taken, particularly in closing down the Pacific test site and the plutonium
and uranium production facilities at Pierrelatte and Marcoule, represented
a significant shift in nuclear policy and emphasis. Such actions were not
without their critics among the nuclear, military and right wing political
elites at home. As part of building the political will to commit to further
steps, France needs the NPT Conference to acknowledge and welcome the
actions already undertaken to limit reliance on nuclear weapons, and to
consolidate that progress by ensuring entry into force of the CTBT and
negotiation and entry into force of a fissile material (cut-off) treaty.
France, however, cannot see the point of the non-nuclear weapon states’
need for the NWS to make an ‘unequivocal commitment’ to the elimination of
nuclear weapons.

Some weapon states appear ready to say the words, either because they can
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persuade themselves that it boils down to Article VI, to which their Treaty
adherence already commits them, or because they do not mind making
political gestures they have no intention of fulfilling. France has so far
demurred, considering that the NNWS should concentrate on getting the
practical steps agreed and not worry about the rhetoric. Of all the weapon
states, Britain has proved most willing to recognise that in addition to
wanting agreement on a set of modest, practical steps, there is a sense of
betrayal among the NNWS with regard to the NPT. It is the belief that the
NWS wrapped Article VI in so many conditionalities and have not, in over 30
years, really committed to the nuclear disarmament part of the NPT bargain
that, together with the 1996 advisory opinion of the International Court of
Justice, has fuelled their demand for a clearer, more binding commitment
and undertaking.

Main Committee Reports Eight paragraphs of MC.III, chaired by Markku Reimaa
of Finland, remained in dispute, covering: nuclear energy, technical
cooperation and sustainable development; the transporting of radioactive
material and spent fuel, particularly by sea; liability and compensation
for the victims of nuclear accidents or radiation releases; the financing
of the IAEA’s technical cooperation activities; transparency and
cooperation with regard to nuclear-related export controls; and the
conversion of nuclear weapons materials to non-military uses.

In MC.II, chaired by Adam Kobieracki of Poland, some 28 paragraphs,
including a footnote, were still contested after long hours of debate.
Among the issues requiring agreement were the role of difference
international bodies, including the IAEA and the UN Security Council in
upholding compliance; comprehensive and strengthened safeguards, including
the additional IAEA protocol and voluntary-offer safeguards by the NWS;
calls for the prohibition of cooperation in the nuclear, scientific or
technological fields which could enable a state not party to the NPT to
"produce or develop nuclear weapons capabilities"; a reference to a
Convention on the Suppression of Acts of Nuclear Terrorism; references to
the Nuclear Suppliers Group and Zangger Committee; how to deal with nuclear
materials taken out of weapons programmes; the Middle East and the Belarus
initiative on establishing a nuclear weapon free space in Central and
Eastern Europe (see Briefing # 12).

Missing Issues Two issues that had been expected to be difficult at the
Sixth Review Conference have been barely discussed in the committees: the
Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty; and NATO nuclear sharing. Concerns about US
plans to deploy missile defences were raised by a large number of countries
in their national statements, but once the N-5 statement from the nuclear
weapon states came out, the issue seemed almost to be dropped. Inevitably
there was relief that China, Russia and the United States (not to mention
France and Britain) had come to agreement on a paragraph about the ABM
Treaty, but there was also frustration: every time the issue was raised,
the NNWS were made to feel that it wasn’t any of their business. Or at
least that the ABM Treaty did not fall within the purview of the NPT. But
if the deployment of NMD will rule out future reductions in strategic
nuclear forces, then it clearly relates to the commitment, intention and
ability of the NWS to fulfil their nuclear disarmament commitment under
Article VI.
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Ruling out future reductions seems to be exactly what the US negotiators
have in mind. According to documents published in the Bulletin of the
Atomic Scientists and The New York Times, the United States team has been
keen to allay Russian concerns over the proposed national missile defence
system by encouraging Moscow to maintain its nuclear forces on hair trigger
alert and to keep its strategic nuclear forces above a thousand. In effect,
as the New York Times explained, the US negotiators were "trying to
convince the Russians that the Cold War doctrine of mutually assured
destruction... remains in place and would survive the deployment of any
anti-missile system".

During the NPT opening debate, Russia’s Foreign Minister acknowledged the
dangers of missile proliferation and proposed an alternative way of
countering them. He proposed a Global Missile and Missile Technology
Non-Proliferation Control System (GCS). Although Russia has not pursued
this initiative through the NPT, the proposed system would consist of an
"independently functioning mechanism" with a set of international measures,
including: global monitoring of missile launches; security guarantees for
participating states which have renounced missiles capable of delivering
weapons of mass destruction; incentives for states to renounce weapons of
mass destruction and their means of delivery; and a mechanism for regular
consultations. Russia envisages the Global Missile Control System as being
operated under United Nations auspices. It would be open to all States and
have to be negotiated as part of a step by step process. As a first step,
Russia held a meeting of experts in March, 2000.

Several other countries proposed actions to restrict missile proliferation.
Canada wanted to make the current, voluntary Missile Technology Control
Regime (MTCR) more effective, with stricter export controls, verification
and wider participation. Germany spoke of the "increasing obvious danger"
of missile technology development. Japan regarded the missile launch
programmes of several countries as a "set back", and said it recognised
"the difficulty of pursuing disarmament while maintaining strategic
stability in a dramatically changing security environment with rapid
missile proliferation". Austria argued for the NPT 2000 programme of action
to include a code of conduct or guidelines for missile production and
export. Canada also suggested that a joint or internationalised early
warning system could offer mutual confidence and greater collective security.

In view of the predicted consequences of US plans to deploy NMD in the near
future, as well as the cosy reassurances to Russia that it need not worry
about losing the value of nuclear ‘deterrence’ providing it maintains high
levels of strategic weaponry on alert, the lack of debate over missile
defence at the NPT Conference is all the more worrying. The signal going
back to Washington is that despite the rhetoric of concern about missile
defence, China and Russia can be bought off, and no-one else has the
political will to brave US wrath by pursuing the issue in the context of
the nuclear non-proliferation regime. At present, the draft text from the
subsidiary body on nuclear disarmament (SB 1) urges "the early entry into
force and full implementation of START II and the conclusion of START III
as soon as possible while preserving and strengthening the Treaty on the
Limitation of Anti-Ballistic Missile systems as a cornerstone of strategic
stability and as a basis for further reductions of strategic offensive
weapons, in accordance with its provisions". This is probably the most that
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is achievable from a dispirited NPT Conference.

Nuclear sharing, principally among NATO members, attracted growing
criticism after  1995, and was included in the working paper from
Non-Aligned Movement to the 2000 Review Conference. The NAM wanted
paragraphs calling on the NWS and NNWS to "refrain from nuclear sharing for
military purposes under any kind of security arrangements, among
themselves... and with states not party to the Treaty". The NAM were
concerned that the United States would transfer control of the nuclear
weapons to NATO members in time of war. Some NATO states argued that the
opposite would occur: they would transfer control of the nuclear-carrying
planes and their pilots to the United States in time of war, so that it
would continue to be the NWS which would assume responsibility for the
decision of how and when to use the nuclear weapons. That argument has not
satisfied the NAM and New Agenda states, which have raised nuclear sharing
in the past as an issue of concern. However, few individual states have
taken their concerns further, and the Chair of MC.I, Camilo Reyes, has put
forward much milder text, affirming "that the strict observance of the
provisions of the Treaty remains central to achieving the shared objectives
of preventing, under any circumstances, the further proliferation of
nuclear weapons..." Unless the NWS object to this, nuclear sharing is
unlikely to become a stumbling block at this Conference.

During the NPT Rebecca Johnson and Jenni Rissanen can be contacted at
mobile phone 917 302 2822 and fax 212 935 7690.

The Acronym Institute 24, Colvestone Crescent, London E8 2LH, England.
telephone (UK +44) (0) 20 7503 8857 fax                (0) 20 7503 9153
website http://www.acronym.org.uk

____________________________________

Daryl Kimball, Executive Director
Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers
110 Maryland Avenue NE, Suite 505
Washington, DC 20002
(ph) 202-546-0795 x136 (fax) 202-546-7970
website <http://www.crnd.org>
____________________________________
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NPT Briefing # 14
16 May 2000

Midnight Oil on Troubled Waters
Rebecca Johnson, The Acronym Institute

Whatever is happening at the Sixth Review Conference of the NPT in New York,
it does not look good for the future of nuclear non-proliferation. So many
compromises are being forced through so as not to offend political elites in
countries whose actions are placing international security and arms control
at risk (including India, Pakistan, Israel, the United States, Russia and
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China), that one wonders what message is being conveyed about the
seriousness of the Treaty's role and  obligations on nuclear
non-proliferation and disarmament.

Recent (unconfirmed) newspaper reports that India and Pakistan may be
preparing to 'do a Chirac' by conducting further nuclear tests and then
signing the CTBT are deeply worrying. That such rumours are not being
dismissed as nonsense suggests a lack of confidence in the efficacy of the
international community's response to the nuclear tests of May 1998. Hardly
surprising, for this Review Conference is revealing deep divisions in
attitudes, fuelled by the eagerness of some NPT parties, particularly Russia
and France, to sign more contracts with India's nuclear industry. 

As the President of the NPT Conference, Abdallah Baali of Algeria, chaired a
late night group of key delegates from over 35 of the Treaty's 187 States
Parties, France and, reportedly, Russia and (unconfirmed) China argued
against including concerns about the South Asian nuclear tests under the
heading of 'non-proliferation', as Canada, Japan and others were insisting;
France considered that the likely-to-be agreed call on India and Pakistan to
fulfil the requirements of UN Security Council resolution 1172 (1998)
belonged only in the context of regional concerns.

The President's Consultations, which began after 8.00 p.m. and went on to
well past midnight, appeared to be at times as confusing for those behind
the closed doors as for the handful of NGOs and Japanese camera crews
patiently waiting to glean snippets of information from diplomats desperate
for a smoke or a stroll down the empty UN corridors. Baali, returning from
London to find that the Drafting Committee had found itself unable to draft
the final report until political decisions were taken regarding structure
and the relation between different parts of the envisaged document, invited
around 30 countries to participate in President's Consultations. The initial
list included the five nuclear weapon states, South Africa, Mexico, Portugal
(EU presidency), Germany, Japan, Ghana, Nigeria, Egypt, Brazil, Colombia,
Hungary, Poland, Bangladesh, Indonesia, Iran, New Zealand, Belarus, Belgium,
Canada, Italy, Switzerland, Malaysia, Australia, Myanmar (Burma), Argentina,
Peru, Finland, and of course Algeria. 

The initial invitation excluded Ireland, Norway, the Netherlands and Sweden,
viewed by many as having played an important role in initiating and
brokering some of the main ideas on which the Conference is deliberating.
After some polite direct action, in which representatives from some of the
excluded Parties were invited by more privileged (non-aligned) colleagues to
occupy spare seats in the President's consultation's meeting room, it
appears that Baali has agreed to invite those four into the Consultations.
The Western group continues to hold that for legitimacy of decision-making
such Consultations should be open-to-all and transparent, while
acknowledging that not all delegations have the desire or resources to
participate at so detailed a level. In addition to representatives of the
above States Parties, NGOs, playing 'spot the country' outside Conference
Room 6, saw diplomats also from Greece, Luxembourg and Denmark, who may or
may not have been on the first list. Although Baali's original intentions
were to keep the Consultations to a small, closed group, it now appears that
delegations which feel strongly enough to stay into the wee hours are
permitted to participate. 
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They heard some strange positions being put forward as Baali facilitated
discussions on various contested elements drawn from the MC.I report
transmitted by Camilo Reyes (Colombia), which had inconclusively reviewed
progress on nuclear disarmament. Baali's paragraphs, intended to focus
attention on key issues which would need to be resolved, were grouped into
category A, indicating difficult to resolve, and category B, which were
thought to be more amenable to compromise. Some agreements appeared to
emerge from this process, but as initial reports were confusing and most
delegations expect Baali to come up with a synthesised paper the next day,
now is not the time to attempt detail. 

However, many advocates of the CTBT will want to ascertain if reports are
true that four of the nuclear weapon states repudiated a paragraph recalling
their own statements during the test ban negotiations asserting that testing
would not be conducted "for the further development and modernisation of
nuclear weapons". This paragraph arose from discussions earlier in the
Conference following the submission by South Africa of a paper reproducing,
with dates, the statements on this issue made to the Conference on
Disarmament (CD) by the various nuclear powers during the CTBT negotiations
1994-96.

Continuing Discussions
During Monday and Tuesday, there had been continuing discussions under the
auspices of Clive Pearson (New Zealand) and Christopher Westdal (Canada),
aimed at getting closer to agreement on some forward-looking objectives and
actions on nuclear disarmament, and on regional issues, especially the
Middle East. There have also been working groups or closed-group
consultations on export controls, and on nuclear weapon free zones,
particularly focussing on the Belarus proposal for a nuclear weapon free
space in Central and Eastern Europe (which has now been formally opposed by
Poland on behalf of many former Soviet and Warsaw Pact European countries,
and by the EU, on the grounds that the proposal does not have the support of
the countries in the region). In addition, Markku Reimaa (Finland) and Adam
Kobieracki (Poland) have coordinated informal meetings to resolve some of
the outstanding issues on safeguards and nuclear energy (see briefing # 15). 

Practical Steps on Disarmament
On May 15, Pearson offered a second draft of his paper on practical steps
for nuclear disarmament. To the surprise of many, the first criticisms came
from some of the NATO-5 countries. They highlighted three major areas in
which they considered the revised draft had veered too far towards the NWS
and become unacceptably weak: they disliked the linkage made between getting
negotiations underway on a fissile material (cut-off) treaty and the
adoption of a programme of work by the CD; they were unhappy with the
changed language in the paragraph on transparency which dropped from
requiring the NWS to provide more open information on their nuclear arsenals
and fissile material inventories, to transparency "with regard to their
nuclear capabilities and agreements as a voluntary confidence building
measure"; and they considered that the paragraph on non-strategic (tactical)
nuclear weapons had been watered down too far. 

The NATO-5, an informal grouping comprising Belgium, Germany, Italy,
Netherlands and Norway had originated in 1999 with a Belgian proposal for a
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CD working group for talks on nuclear disarmament (as opposed to an ad hoc
committee). Its members have come to play an unexpectedly interesting role
at the 2000 Review Conference, with papers to MC.I and on the review. The
MC.I paper, put forward as "complementary" to the EU position, last week
attracted support from Finland and Sweden (in a joint Baltic bridge-building
statement intended to show that the different approaches of the New Agenda
and NATO-5 were not mutually exclusive), Denmark and Spain (though Spain
expressed reservations about the paragraph on fissile materials).
Furthermore, it appears that Japan and Canada are also liaising with this
group, at least on some issues, such as the Norwegian-Netherlands proposals
for strengthening the review process. However, as reported previously, there
are also stresses within the NATO-5 (who don't like that label) over
emphasis and tactics.

During Monday's discussions on Pearson's first revised draft, the nuclear
weapon states opposed a number of paragraphs, despite the softer language.
Among other problems, Russia wanted the call on tactical nuclear weapons to
be wrapped in conditionalities or thrown out; China still opposes
transparency; and France and Russia continue to block the paragraph
enshrining the "unequivocal undertaking" to accomplish the total elimination
of nuclear arsenals. Pearson had dropped the specific references to
de-alerting and de-activation, calling only for "concrete measures to reduce
the operational status of nuclear weapons systems". In much of the
disarmament discussions, the United States is keeping unusually quiet,
letting other NWS state their objections. Britain periodically tries to make
helpful drafting suggestions, and is letting it be known that it could
accept the unequivocal undertaking if the phrase relating to the 2000-2005
review period is omitted. France, on the other hand, continues to assert
that it would be prepared to give an unequivocal undertaking only to the
"ultimate" elimination of nuclear weapons, but not to the actual elimination
of nuclear arsenals. When NNWS complained that such a position was no
advance on the 1995 decisions, France reportedly argued that its commitment
in 1995 had been equivocal, so that an unequivocal undertaking to the
ultimate goal was a step forward. It appears that no-one bought this
argument, but it was a nice try! 

Mexico, on behalf of the New Agenda Coalition, took up the argument against
"strategic stability", which had been evoked four times at the NWS' request
- in connection with "preserving and strengthening" the ABM Treaty, reducing
nuclear arsenals unilaterally, tactical nuclear weapons, and diminishing the
role of nuclear weapons in security policies. Antonio de Icaza argued that
'strategic stability' used in these contexts amounted to little more than
the assertion of a nuclear status quo in which the NWS' belief that their
nuclear weapons were important for national or international stability and
security is somehow endorsed by all. If this were carried forward in NPT
consensus documents the NWS would evoke it as an excuse for dragging their
heels or not fulfilling the measures and steps agreed to. This, de Icaza
averred, the non-nuclear states parties to the NPT could never underwrite.
Various other changes had been made, including: annual reporting from the
NWS dropped down to 'regular'; and irreversibility characterised as a guide
rather than a requirement in effecting nuclear disarmament measures. 

By late Tuesday, reflecting the comments he had received during his two days
of meetings, Pearson brought out a further draft on practical nuclear
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disarmament steps. Among the changes, the conditionalities associated with
strategic stability were gone, except for language on the ABM Treaty taken
from the P-5/N-5 statement. It is understood that this third draft will be
considered on Wednesday.

Regional Issues
Westdal's discussions on regional issues, including the Middle East and
South Asia, had gone through several stages, including a period late last
week when several delegations spoke glumly of deadlock. Without going into
too much detail at this stage, it is understood that Iraq has now accepted
that some reference will have to be made to its failure to comply fully with
its safeguards obligations under the Treaty, as insisted by the United
States; the question now hinges on finding language that both can live with.
Similarly, it is now widely accepted (even by the United States, if not yet
formally) that Israel will be named as one of the countries which is called
on to adhere to the NPT and put its nuclear facilities under IAEA
safeguards. The question, again, is how, and that has not yet been
finalised. The concepts of non-adherence and non-compliance will both be
featured, but not linked. The South Asian nuclear rivalry will also be
addressed, in separate paragraphs (see above), as well as the situation in
North Korea. Malaysia has withdrawn its proposal for promoting universality
by having representatives of the NPT hold discussions with the hold-out
states. Egypt's more specific proposals for a special envoy or other
NPT-representatives to discuss NPT adherence with Israel now also seem to
have been given up, faced with heavy opposition from the United States and a
lack of enthusiasm from several others, including France and Britain.

An update on MC.II and MC.III issues will be combined with an overview of
proposals on security assurances in Briefing # 15. Rebecca Johnson would
like to thank Jenni Rissanen and Mary Beth Nikitin for their investigative
assistance.

During the NPT Rebecca Johnson and Jenni Rissanen can be contacted at mobile
phone 917 302 2822 and fax 212 935 7690.

The Acronym Institute
24, Colvestone Crescent, London E8 2LH, England.
telephone (UK +44) (0) 20 7503 8857
fax                (0) 20 7503 9153
website http://www.acronym.org.uk
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NPT Briefing # 15
16 May 2000

Power and Security Assurances
Jenni Rissanen and Rebecca Johnson, The Acronym Institute

Briefing # 15 continues with an update on the Main Committee II and III
issues (safeguards and nuclear energy) being addressed during closed
informal sessions and President's Consultations on May 15 and 16. As
discussed in Briefing # 14, Markku Reimaa (Finland) and Adam Kobieracki
(Poland) have coordinated informal meetings to resolve some of the
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outstanding issues on safeguards and nuclear energy, especially the
transhipment of nuclear materials, liability, technical cooperation and the
controversial relation asserted between nuclear energy and sustainable
development. In addition, this briefing gives an overview of discussions on
negative and positive security assurances during the NPT Conference.

Nuclear Energy
Reimaa has been doing well with his MC.III issues. It now looks as if all
but three or four issues have been agreed, although sometimes at the expense
of their meaningfulness. Austria, Sweden and others which had been opposing
a paragraph which was reportedly pushed by Iraq and Iran, linking nuclear
power with sustainable development, have apparently dropped their
objections, leaving Samoa, on behalf of Pacific Island nations, to continue
alone in opposing drivel about "the role of nuclear power in achieving
sustainable development in developing countries and in mitigating greenhouse
gas emissions..." New Zealand now also seems to be standing along in
refusing a compromise over liability for nuclear-related damage. New Zealand
wants there to be an acknowledgement that economic damage could be done to
tourist or fisheries-based economies as a result of nuclear accidents or
events even if actual serious contamination were avoided. Iran still
dislikes a reference to voluntary contributions to the IAEA technical
cooperation fund in case some countries impose conditions, but China has
agreed not to press for an increased budget for technical cooperation
providing there is a reference to a 'target budget' for the future. All in
all, however, it looks as if the Main Committee III issues will soon be
resolved. Whether the content sufficiently reflects majority views in civil
society beyond the Conference walls is a rather different matter.

Safeguards and Export Controls
Kobieracki had also been continuing work in informal sessions and break-out
or working groups, seeking compromises to clean up the contested language in
MC.II's report. In particular, references to allegations of "non-compliance
not verified by the IAEA" are out; the paragraph on the UN Security Council
has been amended; a paragraph on comprehensive safeguards and the additional
protocol has now been accepted; and the nuclear weapon states have accepted
language referring to the additional protocols to their voluntary offer
safeguards agreements. However, there remain a number of sticky, outstanding
issues in the MC.II basket which still defy the best attempts to get agreement. 

Security Assurances
More than 25 States Parties spoke on security assurances or guarantees
during the general debate. Many expressed their disappointment that the CD
had not started negotiations on a legally binding treaty to assure
non-nuclear-weapon-states (NNWS) against the use or threat of use of nuclear
weapons, and emphasised the necessity of getting the negotiations underway
as soon as possible. Egypt, Iran and Saudi-Arabia said that the UN Security
Council resolution 984 (1995) on security assurances (in which the five NWS
described the conditions under which they would assist a country attacked
with nuclear weapons and noted the separate, unilateral statements made by
each to the CD in April 1995) did not suffice. Thailand called security
assurances "a good starting point" for the NWS to fulfil their Article VI
obligations and Belarus argued that since the NNWS had renounced nuclear
weapons it was necessary to give them binding assurances against attacks
with those weapons. South Africa was disappointed to once again find itself
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expressing regret about the failure and delays in providing the NNWS with
reliable assurances. Canada called the impasse on this issue in the
Conference on Disarmament "inexcusable". Mexico said the New Agenda
Coalition wanted NNWS to be provided with negative security assurances at an
early date. 

Indonesia, on behalf of the Non-Aligned States Parties (NAM), called for
negotiations on a legal instrument and proposed that it be annexed to the
NPT. Kazakhstan also proposed that a protocol be annexed to the Treaty. The
European Union (EU) recognised that security assurances were a way of
addressing countries' security concerns, and said that it was ready to
pursue the issue further. Armenia believed that security assurances could
induce countries to join and comply with the NPT. 

France felt that it had met the NNWS's concerns by having given assurances
through the UNSC resolution 984 and by having ratified the protocols of
nuclear weapon free zone (NWFZ) Treaties. Iran and Nigeria opposed confining
security assurances to NWFZ, and Iran emphasised that they should not be
made conditional in any way. Responding to the calls for a treaty on
security assurances, the United States argued that "the fact is that there
is no consensus that would allow such ideas to be accepted", and encouraged
States not to "spend time trying to accomplish the unachievable". Instead,
the United States, referring to past resolutions, unilateral declarations
and NWFZ Treaties, wanted States to pay more attention to the "record of
progress on security assurances." 

China, Egypt, the EU, the NAM, the Nato-5 (Belgium, Germany, Italy, the
Netherlands and Norway) and Switzerland addressed security assurances in
their working papers. China, the only NWS with a no-first-use policy, urged
the other nuclear powers to renounce their first-use policies and to commit
themselves to no-first-use and conclude an international legal instrument to
this effect. In addition, China called for unconditional negative security
assurances for NWFZs. Switzerland, in its proposal for "elements for a new
action plan", called for the intensification of efforts towards legally
binding global security assurances as a practical measure towards the
implementation of Article VI. The NATO-5 rather modestly proposed that
States Parties agree to agree that legally binding security assurances by
the NWS "would strengthen the nuclear non-proliferation regime." Switzerland
wanted security assurances to be made unconditional and to apply to all NPT
parties without exception and without any reservations relating to chemical
or biological weapons, such as expressed by the United States when signing
the protocol to the Pelindaba Treaty governing the African Nuclear Weapon
Free Zone. Regarding positive security assurances (whereby the NWS promise
to come to the aid of any country attacked with nuclear weapons) as the
corollary of negative assurances, and called for a treaty on positive as
well as negative security assurances, as a means of completing and
reinforcing the existing assurances.

Egypt, in an extensive working paper on the issue, urged the NPT Conference
to consider calling upon the UN Security Council to continue considering the
issue and to address seven principles: the recognition of the threat nuclear
weapons pose; a trigger mechanism to ensure Security Council response to
threats or attacks; a commitment by the Council to take effective collective
measures to prevent such threats and suppress aggression involving nuclear
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weapons; the renunciation by the P-5 of the their veto-power in the Council
with regard to security assurances; the commencement of negotiations in the
CD on a legally binding treaty; an unconditional commitment by the NWS not
to use or threaten to use nuclear weapons against those NNWS party to the
NPT that do not possess or place nuclear weapons in their territories; and
finally an undertaking in a joint statement by the NWS not to use or
threaten to use nuclear weapons against NNWS party to the NPT or NWFZ "at
any time or under any circumstances" pending negotiations and adoption of a
legally binding treaty.  

The language calling for negotiations on a legally binding treaty on
security assurances proposed by the Chair of MC.I, Ambassador Camilo Reyes
of Colombia, was viewed as unacceptable to the NWS. Britain made an attempt
to bridge the differences of view between the NWS and NNWS with a proposal
that was rejected by many NNWS as too vague -- a 'talks about talks'
proposal. Britain suggested that the Review Conference recognise the
reaffirmation of UNSC res. 984 by the NWS and that the issue remains "of
continuing concern" to the Security Council. Furthermore, it wanted the
Conference to welcome the "commitment of the [NWS] to exchange views"
relating to the positive security assurances contained in the resolution.
The NWS would "commit themselves to the pursuit" of considering security
assurances to NNWS party to the NPT. 

Brazil, however, said the UK language would be a step backward when in fact
it was time to build on the language from 1995. Questioning where such an
"exchange of views" would take place and who would take part, Brazil
expressed the fear that the NNWS would not be invited to the NWS's "private
tea party". The Philippines felt Britain's proposal would "flunk" if it were
to be put to the test. Myanmar (Burma) was supported by many NNWS when it
said that nuclear powers should not have any problem in reaffirming the
language agreed in 1995. Germany suggested looking at the NATO-5 language on
security assurances as a compromise. The NATO-5 paper, which was
subsequently backed by Finland, Sweden, Spain and Denmark, merely stated
that legally binding security assurances "would strengthen the nuclear
non-proliferation regime". Britain said it had taken note that many States
felt that the Conference should, at a minimum, preserve what was agreed in
1995. The US "saw merit" in the UK proposal, and Russia expressed a
readiness to reaffirm the 1995 language if the UK language was unacceptable
to others. 
 
The report of MC.I contained six paragraphs on security assurances, in which
the Conference would affirm the UN Charter principle under which States must
refrain from using of force against each other and that the total
elimination of nuclear weapons is "the only genuine guarantee" against the
use or threat of use of nuclear weapons. The text also reaffirms the 1995
Principles and Objectives decision that further measures "could" take the
form of a treaty, which had reflected the different views in the debate at
that time (and now). The text then proposes that the Preparatory Committee
be directed to develop such an instrument for the next Review Conference to
consider. In addition, the report "notes" that an ad hoc committee was
established in the CD, and that there is a need for the unconditional
commitment by all NWS not to use or threaten to use nuclear weapons against
NNWS and to conclude an international instrument to that effect. In an
effort to recognise the NWS's commitments so far, the current text also
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recognises "the important role" that NWFZ and their protocols have had in
extending negative security assurances. However, it also underlines the
importance of bringing those assurance into effect, thus reflecting concerns
by those NNWSs that are still waiting for the NWS to conclude their protocol
ratification processes.

Written by Jenni Rissanen and Rebecca Johnson, with assistance from Mary
Beth Nikitin. During the NPT Rebecca Johnson and Jenni Rissanen can be
contacted at mobile phone 917 302 2822 and fax 212 935 7690.

The Acronym Institute
24, Colvestone Crescent, London E8 2LH, England.
telephone (UK +44) (0) 20 7503 8857
fax                (0) 20 7503 9153
website http://www.acronym.org.uk
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FR: Daryl Kimball and Stephen Young

RE: Key House vote on nuclear weapons policy as soon as TOMORROW; Senate
vote as soon as NEXT WEEK

As soon as TOMORROW, the House may debate an amendment offered by to the
fiscal 2001 Defense Authorization bill that would allow the President to
reduce U.S. strategic nuclear force levels below START I levels (approx.
6000) and take weapons off combat status (i.e. de-alert). Under current
law <<http://www.clw.org/coalition/xcutfy99.htm>, such actions are
prohibited until and unless START II is implemented -- an unlikely
near-term prospect.

IF the House rules committee allows it, an amendment sponsored by Allen
(D-ME), McGovern (D-MA) and Gendjenson (D-CT), could be voted on as soon
as TOMORROW. It would allow the President the flexibility to reduce the
U.S. arsenal below START I levels as long as the "... reductions in the
strategic nuclear delivery systems of the United States are to be carried
out in a verifiable, symmetrical, and reciprocal manner with Russia to
ensure that the level of strategic nuclear delivery systems deployed by
the United States does not fall below the level of strategic nuclear
delivery systems deployed by the Russian Federation.''

SENATE VERSION

Senator Robert Kerrey (D-NE) will be seeking to offer a similar amendment
to the Senate version of the Defense Authorization bill, which may be on
the floor as early as NEXT WEEK. The Kerrey amendment would allow for
deactivation or dismantlement of strategic nuclear delivery systems in
excess of military requirements so long as such steps are taken in a
verifiable and reciprocal manner.
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This year's Allen-McGovern-Gendjenson & Kerrey amendments are somewhat
different than the approach that Senator Kerrey pursued last year on the
floor and by Allen and Spratt in HASC this year, which was simply
striking the restriction on cuts below START I before START II
implementation. Kerrey's 1999 floor amendment was defeated 56-44. See
<<http://www.clw.org/coalition/kerreydebate052699.htm> for the floor
debate and roll call vote. Last week, Reps. Allen and Spratt tried to
strike the restriction in the House Armed Services Committee "markup" of
the fiscal 2001 Defense bill, but lost 17-40.

Opponents of the Allen/Spratt amendment characterized it as mandating
unilateral disarmament, even though the amendment only granted
flexibility and made no requirements on any levels and that there should
be no further cuts until START II is finally approved, and that there
should be symmetrical reductions.

A better result will require the leadership of key Congressional leaders
and the concerted efforts of many concerned citizens and nuclear security
experts. See the Physicians for Social Responsibility web site <<> for an
action alert and information about how you can

For further information see the following items, below:

* PSR Action Legislative Alert w/capacity for e-mail letters to Congress
<<http://www.psr.org/>

* "Stuck at First START: U.S. Forced to Maintain its Nuclear Arsenal
While Russia's Declines," Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers ISSUE
BRIEF, May 15, 2000 <<http://www.clw.org/coalition/briefv4n6.htm>

* "Talking Points" on the Allen-McGovern-Gendjenson & the Kerrey
amendments

- DK & SY

************

<center>"Stuck at First START: U.S. Forced to Maintain its Nuclear
Arsenal While Russia's Declines"

COALITION TO REDUCE NUCLEAR DANGERS -- ISSUE BRIEF
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VOL. 4, NO. 6, May 15, 2000

</center>

CONGRESSIONAL LEGISLATION intended to encourage Russian ratification of
START II now locks in U.S. nuclear forces at artificially high levels,
despite the Russian Duma's approval of the Treaty last month. The
legislation mandates that the U.S. maintain its nuclear arsenal at levels
set in START I until START II enters into force. The U.S. Senate, which
approved START II ratification in 1996, still must ratify new protocols
to the Treaty before entry into force can take place. Approval of the
protocols, however, has become entangled in the debate over national
missile defense and the ABM Treaty, and it is unclear when the Senate
will consider them. Unless this situation changes, the U.S. will be
forced to keep its START I arsenal of 6,000 strategic nuclear weapons,
while Russia's forces continue to decline due to aging and funding
shortfalls.

START I was signed in 1991 and entered into force in 1994. START II calls
for reductions to 3,000-3,500 strategic nuclear warheads each and the
elimination of land-based multi-warhead missiles. The congressional
legislation requires maintaining the U.S. arsenal at START I levels of 
76 B-52H bombers, 18 Trident ballistic missile submarines, 500 Minuteman
III inter-continental ballistic missiles, and 50 MX missiles. Last year,
at the request of the U.S. Navy, Congress modified the legislation to
allow four Trident submarines to be retired if the President certified
this would not adversely impact the U.S. nuclear deterrent.

The START II protocols —  which still require Senate approval —  delay
the destruction of delivery vehicles from 2003 to 2007 to allow Russia
more time to accomplish that goal. Delivery vehicles that will be
destroyed must still be de-activated by 2003. While those protocols are
non-controversial, they have been linked to protocols to the ABM Treaty
that were negotiated at the same time, making START II implementation
highly uncertain.

Military Support for Greater Flexibility

Even before Duma action on START II, General Henry Shelton, Chairman of
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, made clear his opposition to Congress
mandating strategic nuclear force levels. In response to a question for
the record from Sen. Carl Levin (D-MI), ranking minority member of the
Senate Armed Services Committee, Gen. Shelton said "I would definitely
oppose inclusion of any language that mandates specific force levels. It
is important for us to retain the ability to deploy the maximum number of
warheads allowed by START I but the Services should also have the
flexibility to do so with a militarily sufficient, yet cost effective,
force structure."
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There is broad support for further reductions in U.S. nuclear arsenals
both in the military and former officials. In an interview on 60 Minutes
aired in February this year, former head of the U.S. Strategic Command
General Eugene Habiger said, "... the fact that we have not been able to
get down  to lower and lower levels of nuclear weapons is troubling to
me, and it should be troubling to you."

In addition, Richard Perle, the Pentagon's chief nuclear strategist
during the Reagan administration and advisor to candidate George Bush,
was quoted in the Washington Post on May 12 calling for reductions in
nuclear arsenals: "It is time for serious rethinking of the whole nuclear
question. We should no longer be concerned about Cold War arithmetic. . .
. War plans using 1,000 [or more] warheads no longer make sense."

The High Cost of Cold War Relics

A new study by the Congressional Budget Office describes the dramatic
savings that can be obtained by reducing U.S. nuclear forces to START II
levels while making further cuts in delivery vehicles: $670 million in
fiscal 2001 and $11.6 billion over ten years. (See table.) This approach
would make additional reductions in the Trident submarine forces, from 14
down to 10, and in the Minuteman III force, from 500 to 300. START II
warhead levels of 3,000-3,500 warheads would still be maintained by
increasing the number of warheads on each Trident missile from five to
seven.

In response to another question Sen. Levin, Gen. Shelton gave support to
further cuts, indicating that no military requirement exists for
maintaining the current 50 MX ballistic missiles or more than 14 Trident
nuclear-

armed submarines. According to Gen. Shelton, Admiral Richard Mies,
Commander in Chief of US Strategic Command, conducted an "extensive
analysis" and concluded that, with no Peacekeeper missiles and only 14
Tridents, the remaining US arsenal would "meet our current and emerging
war-fighting requirements."

Removing the Congressional restriction would allow the U.S. military and
the next President to explore alternate ways to reduce the nuclear threat
through parallel, reciprocal, and verifiable reductions with Russia. For
example, in exchange for U.S. reductions to START II levels– or even
START III (2,000-2,500

strategic warheads) – levels, both sides could agree to use the
verification provisions of START I to monitor deeper reductions.

________________________________
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Reduce Nuclear Delivery Systems Within

Overall Limits of START II 

Savings (Millions of Dollars)

 

 Budget Authority   Outlays

Annual:

2001  670  240

2002  420  340

2003  620  440

2004  690  540

2005  830  710

Cumulative:

2001-2005 3,230  2,270

2000-2010 8,330  7,880

 Source: Congressional Budget Office, 3/00

________________________________

The Bush-Gorbachev Example

In fact, some of the most dramatic reductions in nuclear arsenals took
place outside the formal treaty process. In September 1991, President
George Bush announced dramatic unilateral U.S. reductions in tactical
nuclear forces deployed in Europe and on ships. The number of deployed
tactical forces dropped significantly; in Europe alone, they fell from
over 7,000 to less than 1,000. Bush also ordered off alert a thousand
U.S. warheads deployed on strategic bombers and ballistic missiles slated
for dismantlement.  In response, Russian President Mikhail Gorbachev
withdrew all tactical weapons from outside Russian territory, removed
most categories of tactical nuclear weapons from service and designated
thousands of nuclear warheads to dismantlement. 
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                                # # #

The Coalition is a non-partisan alliance of 17 of the nation's leading
arms control and non-proliferation organizations working for a practical,
step-by-step program to reduce the dangers of nuclear and other weapons
of mass destruction. 

*The views and analysis expressed in this paper do not necessarily
reflect those of every member of the Coalition. For more information,
contact Stephen Young at (202)546-0795, ext. 102, or email
<<syoung@clw.org>

***************

<center>Talking Points on 2000 Kerrey & Allen/McGovern/Gendjenson
Amendments on Limitations on Nuclear Reductions

by Allistar Millar,

Fourth Freedom Forum, May 17, 2000

</center>Approval of amendment to H.R. 4205 allows the President
flexibility to retire U.S. strategic nuclear force levels in excess of
military "requirements" so long as such reductions are pursued with
Russia in a verifiable, and reciprocal manner and do not interfere with
U.S. nuclear deterrent capbilities. Such measures would not interfere
with U.S. nuclear deterrent capabilities and it would save taxpayers
billions of dollars.  

Improve Strategic Stability and Reduce Risks  

   

* Approval of the amendment would increase national security by reducing
the possibility of unintended launch or other accident. The United States
and Russia are the only nations to maintain nuclear weapons on
hyper-alert, poised to launch at a moments notice, increasing the chances
of an accident especially in Russia where early warning and nuclear
weapons safety equipment is in serious disrepair. A total of about 4000
U.S.      and Russian nuclear weapons are on "hair-trigger" alert, prone
to an accidental launch.

    

* Current law prohibits the U.S. from retiring or "de-alerting" nuclear
force levels below the nearly decade-old START I treaty (6000 deployed
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strategic weapons), until and unless START II is implemented (an
uncertain prospect due to disputes over national missile defense). The
existing law forces the Pentagon to keep planes, submarines, and missiles
it no longer wants or needs. The current U.S. nuclear war-fighting plan
calls for 2000-2500 strategic nuclear weapons.

  General Eugene Habiger, U.S. Air Force (Retired), the former chief of
the U.S. Strategic Command testified before retiring: "There is no need
to stay at the START I level from a military perspective" (Washington
Post - January 7, 1999).

    

* Russia currently deploys a strategic nuclear force below START I level
(5900) and is likely to reduce that force further in the coming years,
while the U.S. deploys approximately 7200 strategic bombs.      

    

* In the interest of strategic stability and nuclear risk reduction, the
next President should have the option of pursuing parallel, reciprocal
reductions of deployed strategic nuclear weapons as Russia reduces the
size      of its deployed nuclear arsenal and taking a substantial
portion of the deployed arsenal off hair-trigger alert. Such actions are
consistent with President George Bush's 1991 nuclear reductions
initiatives and would improve national security by reducing the
probability of an unintended launch or other accident

    

* Supporting this amendment would allow the United States to better
comply with its stated goals and policies toward the non-proliferation of
nuclear weapons. Removing restrictions would allow the United States to
demonstrate its commitment to the other 186 signatories of the currently
fragile Nuclear Non-proliferation Treaty (NPT). The US delegation has
repeatedly touted the reductions achieved under former President George
Bush as evidence of progress towards its non-proliferation treaty
commitments. Nearly ten years later, the world is waiting for more
up-to-date evidence of further reductions in nuclear forces, in large
part hindered by the restrictions that this amendment will remove.

   

* Support for this amendment will further the achievement of the
Cooperative Threat Reduction (CTR). CTR is bipartisan alliance aimed at
spurring prompt dismantlement and conversion of the post-Cold War Soviet 
    nuclear stockpile. Eliminating restriction on further verifiable
reductions of Cold War nuclear arsenals is a necessary part of continuing
pursuit of a credible arms control agenda that Senators such as Lugar and
Dominici support.

Cut Costs
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* A new study by the Congressional Budget Office describes the dramatic
savings that can be obtained by reducing U.S. nuclear forces to START II
levels while making further cuts in delivery vehicles: $670 million in
fiscal 2001 and $11.6 billion over ten years. 

   

* The amendment would save money by allowing for additional reductions in
the Trident submarine forces, from 14 down to 10, and in the Minuteman
III force, from 500 to 300. START II warhead levels of 3,000-3,500
warheads      would still be maintained by increasing the number of
warheads on each Trident missile from five to seven.

____________________________________

Daryl Kimball, Executive Director

Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers

110 Maryland Avenue NE, Suite 505

Washington, DC 20002

(ph) 202-546-0795 x136 (fax) 202-546-7970

website <<http://www.crnd.org>

____________________________________

</x-rich>
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To: "John Hallam" <nonukes@foesyd.org.au>
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Heads of states addresses
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Dear John,

Recently the United Methodist General Conference brought up to date its resolution on "Nuclear Abolition."  It included 
a request to the Council of Bishops that the resolution be transmitted to the heads of all nuclear weapon states.

I recall that you have sent this list from time to time, but I've never kept a copy.  If you have it, would you pleae provide 
me the names, mailing address, fax, and e-mail for the heads of Russia, United Kingdom, France, China, Israel, India, 
and Pakistan.

If you'd like to see the amended UMC resolution on "Nuclear Abolition", let me know, and I'll send it.

Thanks for your assistance.

Shalom,
Howard
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From: "Heather Nolen" <heathern@ncccusa.org>
To: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: RE: Meeting reminder
Date: Wed, 17 May 2000 18:13:58 -0400
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook IMO, Build 9.0.2416 (9.0.2910.0)
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2314.1300
Importance: Normal

I will not be able to there due to another conference I'll be attending....
Please keep me posted as to your discussion.

Thanks,
Heather Nolen

-----Original Message-----
From: Howard W. Hallman [mailto:mupj@igc.org]
Sent: Tuesday, May 09, 2000 5:19 PM
To: ograbc@aol.com; ken@bpfna.org; tiller64@starpower.net; Jim Matlack;
droose@afsc.org; dradcliff_gb@brethren.org; washofc@aol.com;
ann_d.parti@ecunet.org; redgar@ncccusa.org; lisaw@ncccusa.org;
heathern@ncccusa.org; bgrieves@dfms.org; jmskipper@aol.com;
thart@dfms.org; epf@igc.org; disarm@forusa.org; joe@fcnl.org;
kathy@fcnl.org; sara@fcnl.org; marsusab@aol.com; J._Daryl_Byler@mcc.org;
CHouleMM@aol.com; mknolldc@igc.org; dave@paxchristiusa.org;
slisherness@unidial.com; jow@mindspring.com; Walter_Owensby@pcusa.org;
lwyolton@prodigy.net; uuawo@aol.com; jnoble@uahc.org; lintnerj@ucc.org;
stiefr@ucc.org; Dringler@umc-gbcs.org; gpowers@nccbuscc.org;
mupj@igc.org
Cc: enquist@starpower.net
Subject: Meeting reminder

Dear Colleagues:

I would like to remind you of the meeting of the Interfaith Committee for
Nuclear Disarmament scheduled for Monday, May 22 from 1:00 to 4:00 p.m. in
the Methodist Building, 100 Maryland Avenue, NE, Washington, D.C.   A copy
of the agenda, previously sent, is attached.

So that we have the room arranged properly for the number of people
attending, please let me know whether you will be there (if you haven't
already told me).

Thanks,
Howard

###

Agenda  for Meeting of Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament
Monday, May 22, 2000, 1:00 to 4:00 p.m.

1:00 Gathering: coffee/soft drinks available
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1:10 Introductions
1:15 Public policy objectives for 2001
  Presidential initiatives
  Legislative action
2:10 Break
2:15 Grassroots advocacy: after November election and beyond
  Use of networks of denominations and religious associations
  Encouraging, organizing, and assisting state and local interfaith
coalitions
  Providing educational material
  Two-way communication
  Who will do what?
3:10 Break
3:15 2000 Election
  Formulating questions for candidates (president, Congress)
  Congressional candidates
   Encouraging grassroots contacts with congressional candidates
   Feedback
  Presidential candidates
   Posing questions
   Contact with staff
  Who will do what?
4:00  Adjourn

Howard W. Hallman, Chair
Methodists United for Peace with Justice
1500 16th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036
Phone/fax: 301 896-0013; e-mail: mupj@igc.org

Methodists United for Peace with Justice is a membership association of
laity and clergy.  It has no affiliation with any Methodist denomination.
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X-Sender: foesyd4@pop.ihug.com.au (Unverified)
Date: Thu, 18 May 2000 15:34:22 +1000
To: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
From: FoE Sydney - Nuclear Campaign <nonukes@foesyd.org.au>
Subject: Re: Heads of states addresses

Dear Howard,
Here are the adresses taken straight off the 'Heads of State' NPT letter.

These numbers work - I've faxed all of them.

However with some you do have to be persistent! (in fact the latest one to
give me a problem was in fact the Clinton fax!)

The general Russian number +7-095-205-4330, is unbelievably slow.

TO:
PRESIDENT  BILL CLINTON, (US)
+1-202-456-2461, 1-202-456-2883, 1-202-456-6218, 1-202-456-6201
MADELEINE ALLBRIGHT, DEPARTMENT OF STATE
+1 202 647 6047 UN-1-212-415-4443 Geneva -41-22-749-4880

PRESIDENT VLADIMIR PUTIN, (RUSSIA)
+7-095-205-4330, +7-095-206-5173,
FOREIGN MINISTER IGOR IVANOV(RUSSIA)
+7-095-247-2722, +7-095-293-3323 (Geneva)+41 22 734 4044  (UN)+1 212 628 0252

PRIME MINISTER TONY BLAIR, (UK)
+44-171-925-0918
MINISTER FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS  +44-171-829-2417 or 270 2833
UN-1-212-745-9316 Geneva41-22-918-23-33

PRESIDENT JACQUES CHIRAC (FRANCE)
+33-147-42-2465,
PRIME MINISTER LIONEL JOSPIN(FRANCE)
+33-142-34-2677
MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS 33 1 4317 5203

PRESIDENT JIANG XEMIN (CHINA)
UN-1-212-634-7626 Geneva 41-22-793-7014

CC
PRIME MINISTER A.B. VAJPAYEE, (INDIA)
+91-11-301-6857
MINISTER OF EXTERNAL AFFAIRS +91-11-301-0700

PRESIDENT MOHAMMED RAFIQ DARAR(PAKISTAN)
011-9251-920-3938,
FOREIGN MINISTER ABDUL SATTAR (PAKISTAN)
+92-51-920-7217  +92-51-920 0420 or 820-420

PRIME MINISTER EHUD BARAK (ISRAEL) +972-266-4838,
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MINISTER OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS +972-2-530-3367
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To: FoE Sydney - Nuclear Campaign <nonukes@foesyd.org.au>
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: UMC Resolution on Nuclear Abolition
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: <l03130301b5492ef4bf49@[203.109.132.171]>
References: <3.0.3.32.20000517170940.00693088@pop2.igc.org>

Dear John,

Here is the updated resolution on "Nuclear Abolition" approved by the United Methodist Church.

Thanks for the heads of state fax and phone numbers.

Shalom,
Howard

###

Nuclear Abolition
A Resolution of the United Methodists Church 

 In 1996, the United Methodist Council of Bishops, after nearly two years of prayerful and penitent study, adopted a 
pastoral letter and foundation document entitled In Defense of Crea-tion: The Nuclear Crisis and a Just Peace. 

 The bishops' statement was deeply rooted in biblical faith.  They wrote:

At the heart of the Old Testament is the testimony of shalom, that marvelous Hebrew word that means peace.  But the 
peace that is shalom is not negative or one dimensional.  It is much more than the absence of war.  Shalom is positive 
peace: harmony, wholeness, health, and well-being in all human relationships.  It is the natural state of humanity as 
birthed by God.  It is harmony between humanity and all of God's good creation.  All of creation is interrelated.  Every 
creature, every element, every force of nature participates in the whole of creation.  If any person is denied shalom, all 
are thereby diminished.... 

New Testament faith presupposes a radical break with the follies, or much so-called conventional wisdom about power 
and security, on the one hand, and the transcendent wisdom of shalom, on the other.  Ultimately, New Testament faith is 
a message of hope about God's plan and purpose for human destiny.  It is a redemptive vision that refuses to wallow in 
doom. 

 Based upon this faith, the bishops in their pastoral letter stated unequivocally that "we say a clear and unconditional 
No to nuclear war and to any use of nuclear weapons.  We conclude that nuclear deterrence is a position that cannot 
receive the church's blessing." 

 The implication is clear.  If nuclear weapons cannot be legitimately used for either deter-rence or war fighting, no 
nation should possess them.  Accordingly, in the foundation document the bishops indicated:

We support the earliest possible negotiation of phased but rapid reduction of nuclear arsenals, while calling upon all 
other nuclear-weapon states to agree to parallel arms reduction, to the eventual goal of a mutual and verifiable 
dismantling all nuclear armaments. 

 In 1988, the United Methodist General Conference affirmed and supported the statements of the Council of 
Bishops contained in In Defense of Creation.   Four years later, in a resolution entitled "Nuclear Disarmament: The Zero 
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Option," the 1992 General Conference stated that"now is the time to exercise the zero option: to eliminate all nuclear 
weapons throughout the globe,"  and the Conference offered a series of concrete actions for achieving this goal.  The 
1996 Gen-eral Conference reaffirmed this commitment in a resolution entitled "Nuclear Abolition: Saying No to 
Nuclear Deterrence" and recommended a set of initiatives to achieve this goal. 

Our Commitment

We reaffirm the finding that nuclear weapons, whether used or threatened, are grossly evil and morally wrong.  As an 
instrument of mass destruction, nuclear weapons slaughter the innocent and ravage the environment. When used as 
instruments of deterrence, nuclear weapons hold innocent people hostage for political and military purposes.  Therefore, 
the doctrine of nuclear deterrence is morally corrupt and spiritually bankrupt

Therefore, we reaffirm the goal of total abolition of all nuclear weapons throughout Earth and space.

Recommended Actions

Because we unequivocally reject the use or threatened use of nuclear weapons, we call upon all possessors of nuclear 
weapons to carry out the following actions as soon as possible:
1) Renounce unconditionally the use of nuclear weapons for deterrence and war-fighting purposes.
2) Pledge never to use nuclear weapons against any adversary under any circumstance.
3) Immediately take all nuclear weapons off alert by separating warheads from delivery vehicles and by other means.
4) Embark upon a program to systematically dismantle all nuclear warheads and deliv-ery vehicles as soon as possible 
with adequate safeguards and verification, carried out under multilateral treaties and through reciprocal national 
initiatives.
5) Ratify and implement the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty.
6) Cease all research, development, testing, production, and deployment of new nuclear weapons and refrain from 
modernizing the existing nuclear arsenal.
7) Halt all efforts to develop and deploy strategic antimissile defense systems because they are illusory, unnecessary, 
and wasteful.
8) Respect the requirements of nuclear weapon-free zones where they exist.
9) Enter into a multilateral process to develop, adopt, and carry out a nuclear weapons convention that outlaws and 
abolishes all nuclear weapons under strict and effective international control.
10) Develop and implement a system for control of all fissile material with international accounting, monitoring, and 
safeguards.

We call upon all nations that do not possess nuclear weapons to:
1) Cease all efforts to develop these instruments of mass destruction and their delivery systems.
2) Ratify and carry out the provisions of the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty.
3) Adhere to all provisions of the Non-Proliferation Treaty.
4) Respect the requirements of nuclear weapon-free zones and extend this approach to other nations and continents.

Implementation

To promote the achievement of goals and objectives specified in this resolution,  
1) We ask the Council of Bishops to transmit a copy of the resolution to the heads of states of all nations possessing 
nuclear weapons.
2) We ask the General Board of Church and Society to publicize the resolution with appropriate governmental officials, 
legislators, the media, and the general public.
3) We call upon the Council of Bishops and the General Board of Church and Society to provide leadership, guidance, 
and educational material to United Methodists, congre-gations, and conferences in order to assist them in understanding 
and working for the goal and objectives of nuclear abolition.
4) We request the Council of Bishops and the General Board of Church and Society to report to the 2004 General 
Conference the activities they have carried out and the progress achieved by the nations of Earth toward the goal of 
nuclear abolition.
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Conclusion

 We fervently believe that these recommendations will greatly enhance global security by eliminating the possibility 
of nuclear war. Furthermore, the resources of human talent, produc-tion capacity, and money released can become 
available to deal with urgent human problems around the globe.  Nuclear abolition provides great hope for global peace 
and prosperity.

Adopted by the 2000 United General Conference on May 10, 2000 by vote of 679 to 11.

This unofficial version of the resolution on "Nuclear Abolition" was transcribed by Methodists United for Peace with 
Justice, a national association of laity and clergy.   For further information on nuclear abolition and what you can do to 
help achieve this goal, contact:
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X-Sender: foesyd4@pop.ihug.com.au (Unverified)
Date: Thu, 18 May 2000 18:16:13 +1000
To: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
From: FoE Sydney - Nuclear Campaign <nonukes@foesyd.org.au>
Subject: Re: Heads of states addresses

Dear Howard,
I'd certainly be interrested to see the UMC resolution.

I'll try and get you the heads of nuke weapons states in the next email.

At 7:09 AM +1000 18/5/2000, Howard W. Hallman wrote:
>Dear John,
>
>Recently the United Methodist General Conference brought up to date its
>resolution on "Nuclear Abolition."  It included a request to the Council of
>Bishops that the resolution be transmitted to the heads of all nuclear
>weapon states.
>
>I recall that you have sent this list from time to time, but I've never
>kept a copy.  If you have it, would you pleae provide me the names, mailing
>address, fax, and e-mail for the heads of Russia, United Kingdom, France,
>China, Israel, India, and Pakistan.
>
>If you'd like to see the amended UMC resolution on "Nuclear Abolition", let
>me know, and I'll send it.
>
>Thanks for your assistance.
>
>Shalom,
>Howard
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X-eGroups-Return: sentto-1413460-420-958655228-mupj=igc.apc.org@returns.onelist.com
X-Sender: dkimball@[209.8.25.194]
X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Pro Version 3.0 (32)
To: dkimball@clw.org
From: Daryl Kimball <dkimball@clw.org>
Mailing-List: list abolition-caucus@egroups.com; contact abolition-caucus-owner@egroups.com
Delivered-To: mailing list abolition-caucus@egroups.com
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:abolition-caucus-unsubscribe@egroups.com>
Date: Thu, 18 May 2000 09:08:58 -0400
Subject: [abolition-caucus] Issue Brief: Why the Nuclear Target List Should Shrink

<x-rich>May 18, 2000

TO: Coalition members and friends

FR: Daryl Kimball, Executive Director

RE: Issue Brief -- Why the Nuclear Target List Can and Should Shrink

As the Clinton-Putin summit approaches and US-Russian START III/ABM talks
intensify, there are reports that the White House and Pentagon are
considering lower strategic nuclear warhead limits than the 2500 number
that is ensconced in current policy and nuclear war-fighting plans.

Some hard-line pro-nuclear members of Congress are trying to prevent any
change in policy, while others are encouraging the Clinton administration
to revise the policy for the better. The Senate Armed Services Committee
will hear testimony from Chairman of the JCS, Henry Shelton, on the
topic. However, it is clear that this is only a limited review and truly
deep reductions (below 2000) will not be possible without new "guidance"
from the President with regard to U.S. nuclear weapons and war-fighting
plans that determine warhead "requirements."

The following Coalition Issue Brief by Bruce Blair of the Center for
Defense Information addresses the issue.

- DK

**************

<center><bold>"Cold War Era Assumptions Drive U.S. Nuclear Force 
Levels:

Why the Target List Should Shrink"
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</bold>

COALITION TO REDUCE NUCLEAR DANGERS

& THE CENTER FOR DEFENSE INFORMATION

ISSUE BRIEF

Volume 4, Number 7,   May 18, 2000 

<italic>by Dr. Bruce Blair, President of the Center for Defense
Information

</italic>

</center>LAST WEEK, several leading newspapers reported that the Pentagon
is

reviewing U.S. nuclear force "requirements" in connection with ongoing

U.S.-Russian talks on the outlines of a third strategic arms reduction

treaty (START III). According to a "senior" Pentagon official who spoke

with The New York Timesand who is familiar with the review: "We are not

looking outside the [2000-2500] range, and no one has come to us yet
with

pressure to say, we need to go below those numbers." Today, the Senate

Armed Services Committee is scheduled to hear testimony from the Joints

Chiefs of Staff on the nuclear force review.

Why can't the Pentagon accommodate a lowering of the START III floor to
a

level below 2,000 strategic weapons?  The answer is actually quite
simple,

algebraic actually. It is because the strategic war plan — known as the

Single Integrated Operational Plan (SIOP) —  consists of a very long 
and

redundant list of targets in Russia and a shorter list of targets in
China

that Pentagon planners say the U.S. needs to be able to destroy in order
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to

meet the latest presidential guidance on nuclear war planning
(Presidential

Decision Directive 60, issued in November 1997).

<bold>

Nuclear Target Proliferation

</bold>Oddly enough, the targeting list has been growing instead of
contracting

since START II was originally signed in 1993. The target list has grown
by

20% over the last five years alone. The vast bulk of the targets are

located in Russia. The former nuclear republics of the USSR (Belarus,

Ukraine, and Kazahkstan) were dropped from the SIOP in 1997, but

nevertheless the list grew from 2,500 in 1995 to 3,000 in the year 
2000.

There are about 2,260 "vital" Russian targets on the list today, 
divided

into the four traditional categories —   nuclear (1,100), conventional

(500), leadership (160), and war-supporting industry (500). It is
important

to consider that there are 500 nuclear weapons aimed at a Russian army
on

the verge of a nervous breakdown; that there are 160 nuclear weapons
aimed

at leadership targets in a country that is practically devoid of

leadership; and nuclear weapons aimed at 500 factories that produced
almost

zero armaments last year.

As a rule of thumb, U.S. strategic planners historically set the
required

level of damage against vital targets at the 80% "damage-expectancy"
level.
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This is tantamount to requiring our strategic forces to be able to
destroy

80% of the 2,260 Russian targets, which in turn requires the ability to

deliver approximately 1,800 warheads to their targets. It is no 
accident

that we have about 2,300 strategic missile warheads on launch-ready
alert

at this very moment (98% of the Minuteman III and Peacekeeper 
land-based

force on 2-minute launch readiness plus 4 Trident submarines, two in 
the

Atlantic and two in the Pacific, on 15-minute launch readiness). The

land-based missiles need to launch on warning to ensure the survival 
and

launch of U.S. forces that are sufficiently lethal against very hard

targets such as Russian silos to meet the damage requirements.

If U.S. strategic forces have to quickly deliver at least 1800 
warheads,

then the Pentagon says we need a larger arsenal in total because of the

unavoidable demands of replenishment and maintenance. For instance,

typically, 6 out of the 18 Trident submarines are port-bound at any 
time

and cannot be counted upon to survive and deliver nuclear warheads.
Thus,

the U.S. needs one-third more sea-based strategic weapons than it can

expect to deliver in wartime.

<bold>New Targets for American Nuclear Bombs

</bold>Additional targeting requirements drive up the numbers of total
strategic

weapons in the U.S. arsenal. In 1998-99, the Pentagon put China back
into

the SIOP after a hiatus of about 20 years. (This was the result of
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President Clinton's 1997 nuclear guidance.) There are now two "Limited

Attack Options" (LAOs) involving a handful of U.S. Trident sub and
bomber

weapons in each case assigned to attack Chinese leadership, nuclear

targets, and critical industries. By comparison, the SIOP consists of 
65

LAOs against Russia, each ranging from 2 to 120 weapons; and a handful
of

Major Attack Options, the smallest of which would send more than 1,000
U.S.

strategic warheads to attack Russia's nuclear complex. In addition,
there

are hundreds of non-SIOP targets in China, Russia, Iran, Iraq, and 
North

Korea that have been assigned to the U.S. strategic forces (so-called

strategic reserve forces). This targeting requirement further drives up
the

size of the U.S. strategic arsenal.

Add it all up, and you get 2,500 U.S. warheads at minimum that are
deemed

necessary to fulfill the SIOP goals against Russia and China (the two

countries that, as Vice-President Gore says, represent our "vital

partners," not our "enemies"). The START III floor may be lowered
somewhat

because several hundred hard targets (silos) in Russia will disappear as
a

result of START II or III reductions or obsolescence over the next
decade. 

<bold>Toward A More Sober Nuclear Policy

</bold>Getting below 2,000 will be difficult unless the SIOP target
requirements

are eased by new presidential guidance. Which of course they could be.
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No

sober U.S. general, much less a political leader really believes that

deterrence depends on the present scale of massive nuclear operations 
in

wartime. Almost without exception, they regard the "Major Attack
Options"

that unleash thousands of nuclear warheads as absurd and grotesquely

massive. They do not believe that a cold-blooded, deliberate nuclear
strike

by Russia or the United States against each other is remotely 
plausible.

The only plausible scenarios for them are usually contingencies that

involve the use of one or a handful of U.S. nuclear weapons (usually

tactical rather than strategic weapons) against a country other than
Russia.

There is no doubt whatsoever that deterrence would remain robust with
far

smaller arsenals on far lower levels of alert. The United States could

easily drop to 1,500 warheads — the force ceiling under consideration 
in

the START III talks with Russia. Such a force could consist of: 10
Trident

submarines armed with 24 missiles each, and 2 warheads per missile (480
in

total); 300 Minuteman III land-based missiles with one warhead apiece
(300

warheads); 20 B-2 bombers with 16 weapons apiece (320 in total); and 50

B-52 bombers modified to carry 8 warheads apiece (400 in total), for a

grand total of 1,500 warheads.

Alternatively, the Trident submarines could carry START II loadings of 
5

warheads per missile, for a total of 1200 warheads, in lieu of the B-2
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and

B-52 bomber force, which could be retired from the strategic arsenal.

However, U.S. strategic planners cringe at the thought of removing a 
leg

from the vaunted TRIAD, a vestige of Cold War-era inter-service 
rivalry.

Various intermediate loadings offer practical alternatives.

U.S. nuclear deterrent "requirements" could be adequately met with 
1,500

strategic nuclear weapons. This force level would be more than necessary
to

assure the destruction of 250 targets of any choice in retaliation for
any

sudden strike under normal conditions, and assured destruction of 1,000

targets in retaliation to an attack in crisis conditions. If this degree
of

nuclear threat projection does not deter a prospective adversary, it is

difficult to conceive of a retaliatory threat that would.

<center>

# # #

</center>

The Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers, an alliance of 17

non-proliferation and arms control organizations including the Center
for

Defense Information, is committed to a practical, step-by-step program
of

action to reduce nuclear dangers. *The views expressed in this paper 
are

those of the author and do not necessarily represent the views of every

member of the Coalition. For more information, contact: D. Kimball
202-546-0795 x136; or Dr. Bruce Blair 202-332-0600.

____________________________________
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Daryl Kimball, Executive Director

Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers

110 Maryland Avenue NE, Suite 505

Washington, DC 20002

(ph) 202-546-0795 x136 (fax) 202-546-7970

website <<http://www.crnd.org>

____________________________________

</x-rich>
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To: Dringler@umc-gbcs.org
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Arrangements for May 22 meeting
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Robin,

I'm expecting 20 to 25 on Monday afternoon, May 22 for the meeting of the Interfaith Committee on Nuclear 
Disarmament.  I would like to set up Conference Room 3 with tables in a hollow square with 6 or 7 places on each side.  
I believe that this configuration can work in this room with some extra chairs where the room arches outward.  I'll also 
need a table for refreshments and handouts.  I'll arrive by 12:30 to set up.

Carlos Gomez is out of the country, so he won't be available to provide refreshments.  I'm trying Chesapeake Bagel and 
will know Friday morning.  If that doesn't work out, I'll bring in my own coffeemaker, soft drinks, and cookies.

I'll call you some time Friday.

Howard

P.S.  I typed up the Nuclear Abolition resolution as amended.  I'll have copies with me on Monday if you want some.  I 
think I'll put out a news release to the UM press, including conference newspapers to call attention to this action by the 
General Conference.  Nuclear abolition is so well accepted in principle that it didn't generate any controversy or 
attention.
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To: vgosse@peace-action.org
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: May 22 meeting of Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Dear Vann,

Thanks for your willingness to participate in the planning meeting of the Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament 
on Monday afternoon, May 22.  It will take place in Conference Room 3 in the Methodist Building, 100 Maryland 
Avenue, NE.   The agenda is attached.  

We would like your advice particularly in the last segment when we talk about the 2000 election.  You are welcome for 
other parts of the meeting, too, especially when we talk about grassroots organizing in the middle segment.

Also attached is a list of questions on nuclear disarmament for presidential candidates.  They will be part of your 
discussion.

Shalom,
Howard

###

Meeting of Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament
Monday, May 22, 2000, 1:00 to 4:00 p.m.
Methodist Building, Conference Room 3
100 Maryland Avenue, NE, Washington, DC

Agenda

1:00 Gathering: coffee/soft drinks available
1:10 Introductions
1:15 Public policy objectives for 2001
  Presidential initiatives
  Legislative action
2:10 Break
2:15 Grassroots advocacy: after November election and beyond
  Use of networks of denominations and religious associations  
  Encouraging, organizing, and assisting state and local interfaith coalitions
  Providing educational material
  Two-way communication 
  Who will do what?
3:05 Future meetings
3:10 Break
3:15 2000 Election
  Formulating questions for candidates (president, Congress)
  Presidential candidates
   Posing questions
  Contact with staff Congressional candidates
   Encouraging grassroots contacts with congressional candidates
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   Feedback
  Who will do what?
4:00  Adjourn

###

Suggested Questions on Nuclear Disarmament
To Be Presented to Presidential Candidates
 by Religious Leaders

Preface: cite statements of religious bodies and religious leaders, such as World Council of Churches, Holy See, Dalai 
Lama, U.S. denominations, National Cathedral statement of religious and military leaders, etc.

To presidential candidates:

(1) As these statements indicate, a broad consensus has emerged within the faith community on the immorality of 
possession, threatened use, and actual use of nuclear weapons.  What is your position on the morality of nuclear 
weapons?

(2) Most major religious denominations in the United States favor the elimination of nuclear weapons. If elected 
president, will provide world leadership for the global elimination of nuclear weapons within a reasonable time?  Will 
you make a commitment to wean the United States from its reliance upon nuclear weapons as a major component of its 
military and foreign policy?  

(2) The Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT) provides a means of controlling the spread of nuclear weapons.   If 
elected president, will you seek ratification of the CTBT by the United States Senate?

(3) Many experts have pointed out the inherent danger of keeping U.S. and Russian strategic nuclear weapons on hair-
trigger alert.  In 1991 President George Bush took unilateral action to deactivate a large number of U.S. strategic 
weapons and to withdraw most U.S. tactical nuclear weapons stationed outside the United States.  A few weeks later 
Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev reciprocated with similar actions.  If elected president, will you embark upon a de-
alerting initiative to take strategic weapons off hair-trigger alert?  If so, please provide specifics.

(5) During the past fifteen years progress has been made in reduction of nuclear weapons through treaties between the 
United States and the Soviet Union, then Russia.   They include two treaties negotiated under President Ronald Reagan, 
the Intermediate Nuclear Force Treaty to eliminate an entire class of nuclear weapons and the first Strategic Arms 
Reduction Treaty (START I) and START II negotiated under President Bush.  [If President Clinton negotiates START 
III, add it.]  If elected president, will you pursue additional agreements with Russia to achieve further cuts in the 
strategic arsenal?  If so, what are your specific objectives? 

(6) For two other weapons of mass destruction, biological and chemical, the nations of the world have entered into 
international conventions providing for their elimination with adequate safeguards.  Many experts believe that there 
should now be a nuclear weapons convention that provides a global ban on nuclear weapons and their total elimination 
within a timebound framework with effective verification and enforcement.  Do you favor multilateral negotiations to 
achieve a global nuclear weapons convention?

(7) As these steps to eliminate nuclear weapons are undertaken, the nuclear weapon states will still posses a sizable 
number of such weapons.   Because in our judgment any use of nuclear weapons would be morally wrong, we believe 
that part of the commitment to their elimination should be a pledge by all possessors to never use nuclear weapons 
against any adversary under any circumstance.  If elected president, would you make such a no-use pledge for the 
United States and invite other nuclear weapon states to join this commitment?

(8) If you are not willing to make a no-use pledge, please consider that Presidents Truman and Eisenhower chose not to 
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use nuclear weapons in the stalemated Korean War and that Presidents Johnson and Nixon chose not to use nuclear 
weapons in the Vietnam War even though the United States was losing.  Please note that numerous retired generals, 
admirals, and national security civilian officials have indicated that nuclear weapons have no war-fighting utility.  Do 
you believe that nuclear weapons have use in war?  If so, please describe.  

(9) If you believe that nuclear weapons have utility in war, please tell us the categories of targets you as commander-in-
chief would consider legitimate to strike with nuclear weapons.  We believe that the American people are entitled to 
have this information.

(10) If you do not choose to provide an answer regarding possible targets for nuclear weapons because you want to 
retain uncertainty and ambiguity, we ask you whether it is morally acceptable to hold people of various nations hostage 
to the threat of nuclear attack because of the aggressive practices of those who control their governments. 

May 9, 2000

Drafted by Howard W. Hallman
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X-Sender: foesyd4@pop.ihug.com.au (Unverified)
Date: Fri, 19 May 2000 11:18:45 +1000
To: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
From: FoE Sydney - Nuclear Campaign <nonukes@foesyd.org.au>
Subject: Re: UMC Resolution on Nuclear Abolition

Many thanks for this.

I'll forward it to the Uniting Church here, who have signed all my letters
- I'm sure they will want to do something similar.

At 11:00 PM +1000 18/5/2000, Howard W. Hallman wrote:
>Dear John,
>
>Here is the updated resolution on "Nuclear Abolition" approved by the
>United Methodist Church.
>
>Thanks for the heads of state fax and phone numbers.
>
>Shalom,
>Howard
>
>###
>
>Nuclear Abolition
>A Resolution of the United Methodists Church
>
> In 1996, the United Methodist Council of Bishops, after nearly two
>years
>of prayerful and penitent study, adopted a pastoral letter and foundation
>document entitled In Defense of Crea-tion: The Nuclear Crisis and a Just
>Peace.
>
> The bishops' statement was deeply rooted in biblical faith.  They
>wrote:
>
>At the heart of the Old Testament is the testimony of shalom, that
>marvelous Hebrew word that means peace.  But the peace that is shalom is
>not negative or one dimensional.  It is much more than the absence of war.
>Shalom is positive peace: harmony, wholeness, health, and well-being in all
>human relationships.  It is the natural state of humanity as birthed by
>God.  It is harmony between humanity and all of God's good creation.  All
>of creation is interrelated.  Every creature, every element, every force of
>nature participates in the whole of creation.  If any person is denied
>shalom, all are thereby diminished....
>
>New Testament faith presupposes a radical break with the follies, or much
>so-called conventional wisdom about power and security, on the one hand,
>and the transcendent wisdom of shalom, on the other.  Ultimately, New
>Testament faith is a message of hope about God's plan and purpose for human
>destiny.  It is a redemptive vision that refuses to wallow in doom.
>
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> Based upon this faith, the bishops in their pastoral letter stated
>unequivocally that "we say a clear and unconditional No to nuclear war and
>to any use of nuclear weapons.  We conclude that nuclear deterrence is a
>position that cannot receive the church's blessing."
>
> The implication is clear.  If nuclear weapons cannot be
>legitimately used
>for either deter-rence or war fighting, no nation should possess them.
>Accordingly, in the foundation document the bishops indicated:
>
>We support the earliest possible negotiation of phased but rapid reduction
>of nuclear arsenals, while calling upon all other nuclear-weapon states to
>agree to parallel arms reduction, to the eventual goal of a mutual and
>verifiable dismantling all nuclear armaments.
>
> In 1988, the United Methodist General Conference affirmed and supported
>the statements of the Council of Bishops contained in In Defense of
>Creation.   Four years later, in a resolution entitled "Nuclear
>Disarmament: The Zero Option," the 1992 General Conference stated that"now
>is the time to exercise the zero option: to eliminate all nuclear weapons
>throughout the globe,"  and the Conference offered a series of concrete
>actions for achieving this goal.  The 1996 Gen-eral Conference reaffirmed
>this commitment in a resolution entitled "Nuclear Abolition: Saying No to
>Nuclear Deterrence" and recommended a set of initiatives to achieve this
>goal.
>
>Our Commitment
>
>We reaffirm the finding that nuclear weapons, whether used or threatened,
>are grossly evil and morally wrong.  As an instrument of mass destruction,
>nuclear weapons slaughter the innocent and ravage the environment. When
>used as instruments of deterrence, nuclear weapons hold innocent people
>hostage for political and military purposes.  Therefore, the doctrine of
>nuclear deterrence is morally corrupt and spiritually bankrupt
>
>Therefore, we reaffirm the goal of total abolition of all nuclear weapons
>throughout Earth and space.
>
>Recommended Actions
>
>Because we unequivocally reject the use or threatened use of nuclear
>weapons, we call upon all possessors of nuclear weapons to carry out the
>following actions as soon as possible:
>1) Renounce unconditionally the use of nuclear weapons for deterrence and
>war-fighting purposes.
>2) Pledge never to use nuclear weapons against any adversary under any
>circumstance.
>3) Immediately take all nuclear weapons off alert by separating warheads
>from delivery vehicles and by other means.
>4) Embark upon a program to systematically dismantle all nuclear warheads
>and deliv-ery vehicles as soon as possible with adequate safeguards and
>verification, carried out under multilateral treaties and through
>reciprocal national initiatives.
>5) Ratify and implement the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty.
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>6) Cease all research, development, testing, production, and deployment of
>new nuclear weapons and refrain from modernizing the existing nuclear arsenal.
>7) Halt all efforts to develop and deploy strategic antimissile defense
>systems because they are illusory, unnecessary, and wasteful.
>8) Respect the requirements of nuclear weapon-free zones where they exist.
>9) Enter into a multilateral process to develop, adopt, and carry out a
>nuclear weapons convention that outlaws and abolishes all nuclear weapons
>under strict and effective international control.
>10) Develop and implement a system for control of all fissile material with
>international accounting, monitoring, and safeguards.
>
>We call upon all nations that do not possess nuclear weapons to:
>1) Cease all efforts to develop these instruments of mass destruction and
>their delivery systems.
>2) Ratify and carry out the provisions of the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty.
>3) Adhere to all provisions of the Non-Proliferation Treaty.
>4) Respect the requirements of nuclear weapon-free zones and extend this
>approach to other nations and continents.
>
>Implementation
>
>To promote the achievement of goals and objectives specified in this
>resolution,
>1) We ask the Council of Bishops to transmit a copy of the resolution to
>the heads of states of all nations possessing nuclear weapons.
>2) We ask the General Board of Church and Society to publicize the
>resolution with appropriate governmental officials, legislators, the media,
>and the general public.
>3) We call upon the Council of Bishops and the General Board of Church and
>Society to provide leadership, guidance, and educational material to United
>Methodists, congre-gations, and conferences in order to assist them in
>understanding and working for the goal and objectives of nuclear abolition.
>4) We request the Council of Bishops and the General Board of Church and
>Society to report to the 2004 General Conference the activities they have
>carried out and the progress achieved by the nations of Earth toward the
>goal of nuclear abolition.
>
>Conclusion
>
> We fervently believe that these recommendations will greatly enhance
>global security by eliminating the possibility of nuclear war. Furthermore,
>the resources of human talent, produc-tion capacity, and money released can
>become available to deal with urgent human problems around the globe.
>Nuclear abolition provides great hope for global peace and prosperity.
>
>
>Adopted by the 2000 United General Conference on May 10, 2000 by vote of
>679 to 11.
>
>
>This unofficial version of the resolution on "Nuclear Abolition" was
>transcribed by Methodists United for Peace with Justice, a national
>association of laity and clergy.   For further information on nuclear
>abolition and what you can do to help achieve this goal, contact:
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X-eGroups-Return: sentto-1413460-434-958762355-mupj=igc.apc.org@returns.onelist.com
To: abolition-caucus@egroups.com
X-Mailer: AOL 4.0 for Windows 95 sub 101
From: Abolition2000@aol.com
Mailing-List: list abolition-caucus@egroups.com; contact abolition-caucus-owner@egroups.com
Delivered-To: mailing list abolition-caucus@egroups.com
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:abolition-caucus-unsubscribe@egroups.com>
Date: Fri, 19 May 2000 14:52:23 EDT
Subject: [abolition-caucus] Fwd: acro NPT # 17

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------
Remember four years of good friends, bad clothes, explosive chemistry
experiments.
http://click.egroups.com/1/4051/2/_/91925/_/958762355/
------------------------------------------------------------------------

To subscribe to the Abolition Global Caucus, send an email from the account you wish to be subscribed to: "abolition-
caucus-subscribe@egroups.com"

Do not include a subject line or any text in the body of the message.
Return-Path: <rej@acronym.org.uk>
Received: from  rly-yh03.mx.aol.com (rly-yh03.mail.aol.com [172.18.147.35]) by air-yh05.mail.aol.com (v73.12) with 
ESMTP; Fri, 19 May 2000 09:55:49 -0400
Received: from  monsoon.mail.pipex.net (monsoon.mail.pipex.net [158.43.128.69]) by rly-yh03.mx.aol.com (v71.10) 
with ESMTP; Fri, 19 May 2000 09:55:17 -0400
Received: (qmail 21960 invoked from network); 19 May 2000 13:55:13 -0000
Received: from userh646.uk.uudial.com (HELO acronym) (194.69.103.19)
  by smtp.dial.pipex.com with SMTP; 19 May 2000 13:55:13 -0000
X-Sender: acronym@pop.gn.apc.org (Unverified)
X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Version 1.4.4
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"

To: jjames@stimson.org, abolition2000@aol.com, tp2000@gn.apc.org,
        acronym_institute@hotmail.com
From: rej@acronym.org.uk (Rebecca Johnson)
Subject: acro NPT # 17
Message-ID: <200005190955.NMQa11110@rly-yh03.mx.aol.com>

NPT Briefing # 17
18 May 2000

Endgame
Rebecca Johnson, The Acronym Institute

The Sixth NPT Review Conference suddenly shifted gear when Russia accepted a
paper negotiated first in Subsidiary Body 1 on practical steps on nuclear
disarmament, and then between the nuclear weapon states and seven
non-nuclear states of the New Agenda Coalition. Russia’s endorsement was
widely viewed as an important breakthrough, paving the way for agreement on
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forward-looking principles and objectives to underpin the full
implementation of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty in the future. 

After apparent deadlock in the early hours of Thursday morning, the Russian
ambassador, Yuri Kapralov, was reportedly applauded when he said that in the
spirit of compromise, Russia was ready to accept the negotiated package on
steps, including the ‘unequivocal undertaking... to accomplish the total
elimination of their nuclear arsenals", despite security concerns which he
did not feel that the Conference had sufficiently acknowledged or
understood. Kapralov said that in light of such concerns, the emphasis on
strategic stability was understandable and necessary; stressing that without
strategic stability, Russia could not take risks in arms control and
disarmament, he said that Russia would no longer insist on linking the words
to actions in the statement.

Russia’s announcement came by noon on Thursday, after the President of the
Conference, Ambassador Abdallah Baali of Algeria, had summoned the P-5 and
New Agenda to explain to the rest of the Conference why they had had failed
to get agreement on a forward-looking action plan. Antonio de Icaza of
Mexico told them that the New Agenda states would have been happy to accept
the Subsidiary Body 1 paper originally drafted by its Chair, Clive Pearson
(New Zealand). He said that the NAC had entered into the small-group
negotiations at the request of the P-5, in order to help them; but
notwithstanding the considerable concessions made by the NAC, the nuclear
powers had not come to agreement. Meanwhile, the New Agenda countries had
been criticised for conceding too much. De Icaza agreed that the draft was
too weak and commented that for that reason he himself did not much like the
paper: however, it offered a practical way forward, and apart from the
problems of "one or two states" over "one or two paragraphs", the paper had
been close to agreement. However, de Icaza stressed that the New Agenda
states had gone as far as they could in diluting their own positions or
watering down the package originally crafted in Subsidiary Body 1.

After Russia, France then confirmed that it too would accept the P-5/NAC
package as it stood, despite reservations about some aspects, particularly
the phrasing of the "unequivocal undertaking". The United States and Britain
had been prepared to accept the paper the previous evening, and said so.
China was suddenly put on the spot. Ambassador Hu Xiaodi reiterated China’s
opposition to the paragraph calling for transparency, and said that as a
confidence-building measure, China would also want a paragraph committing
all the NWS to the no first use of nuclear weapons. 

In a later session, Baali focussed negotiations on getting wider agreement
among states parties as a whole. The P-5/NAC paper received endorsements
from the non-aligned states, comprising some 110 NPT Parties, and from
western states, although some were miffed that the negotiations had
proceeded without their participation, accusing the process of being
non-transparent and selective. Japan, Germany and others continued to stress
that they wanted the Conference on Disarmament to negotiate a fissile
material (cut-off) treaty without delay and without conditions. 

China wanted deletion either of the entire transparency paragraph, or of the
reference to "nuclear weapons capabilities". Hu argued that providing such
information leaves the countries with smaller nuclear capabilities, like
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China, vulnerable, but that China would not be opposed to providing more
information in the context of negotiations on nuclear arms control or
disarmament. At present, China is not involved in such negotiations, and is
viewed as one of the main obstacles to negotiations on a fissile materials
ban in the CD. One of the non-aligned states, Myanmar (Burma), proposed a
slight amendment putting transparency in the context of agreements, thus:
"increased transparency...with regard to the nuclear weapons capabilities
through the implementation of agreements and other measures pursuant to
Article VI and as a voluntary confidence-building measure." Although the day
ended without agreement, few believe that China will block consensus if
other outstanding issues have been resolved.

Non-compliance
Elsewhere, however, things were looking decidedly sticky. What many had
characterised earlier in the week as "near agreement" on regional issues,
including the Middle East, suddenly looked like unravelling, principally on
the issue of Iraq and non-compliance. Furthermore, a number of countries
have once again complained that the proposed language on the nuclear tests
by India and Pakistan in 1998 is much weaker than the actual concerns
expressed States Parties on this, and that the Conference should more
clearly reflect those concerns and call for nuclear weapon capabilities to
be dismantled and put under safeguards.

With the work of Main Committees II and III on safeguards and nuclear energy
all but wrapped up (except for the Belarus proposal on a Central and Eastern
European nuclear weapon free space), attention also turned to the review of
disarmament progress since 1995. A Chair’s paper on this had been developed
in Main Committee I but not agreed. A small group comprising the P-5, New
Agenda states, and a handful of others, including representatives of the NAM
and NATO-5, met for much of the day to go through the Chair’s paper with a
view to finding areas where consensus would be possible. By 1.00 am they
gave up, having deadlocked on several issues, including criticisms of
nuclear doctrine and deterrence. Views of the reasons for the break-down
differed. Some blamed particular non-nuclear weapon states for being
unreasonable, while others saw the fault as lying with the NWS, for not
being prepared to acknowledge that they had not yet done enough under
Article VI. The NWS reportedly rejected quotations from the UN
Secretary-General’s opening address, in which he had noted that there were
over 35,000 nuclear weapons in the arsenals, thousands of which remain on
hair trigger alert, and the proposal for an international conference on
nuclear disarmament. 

Adopting Agreements
The question now is: having achieved significant, if provisional, agreement
on next steps, including an undertaking to eliminate nuclear arsenals, will
these get lost or sacrificed because of disagreements in other areas of the
Treaty, especially the review of nuclear disarmament and the Middle East?
Loss of a substantially-agreed review document has occurred in the past, and
is not being discounted. Few, however, would relish the prospect of being
blamed for the failure of the Conference after it had achieved such a
significant breakthrough on disarmament next steps. A second, related,
question concerns how the NPT parties will adopt their agreements.

The President has not yet explained whether he will seek to get one final
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document, containing both backward (review) and forward-looking (action)
elements. Earlier in the week when he attempted to separate the
forward-looking from backward looking paragraphs on certain issues, some
countries had been less than enthusiastic. And there is still the question
of whether there should be a separate statement or decision on strengthening
the review process. It is understood that the Drafting Committee, chaired by
André Erdös of Hungary, has prepared building blocks of text received from
the various committees and subsidiary bodies, which could be structured in
various different ways, depending on the will of the Conference. The
President, too, is thought to be working on a paper intended to draw the
main areas of agreement together, if necessary.

Corrections Department
Briefing # 16 was riddled with unfortunate typos due to loss of sleep and
brain function. Of most importance, I inadvertently omitted a crucial ‘not’,
thereby transporting Egypt into the Zangger Committee, when it is not in
fact a member (the point of its objections). In a freudian error I also
typed "equivocal undertaking", which of course was not written or intended
by paragraph 6 of the P-5/NAC paper, though we cannot look into the hearts
of those making it. In a couple of briefings we wrote that Iran and Iraq
were promoting language relating sustainable development to nuclear energy,
when in fact Iraq did not participate in this proposal or debate; it was
carried forward principally by Iran, with support from some others.
Apologies to all those who may have been misrepresented.

Grateful Thanks
As we come to the last day of the NPT Conference in New York, there are
various people The Acronym Institute would like to thank. Although these
reports were written by Rebecca Johnson or Jenni Rissanen, we owe our
information and understanding (especially of events behind closed doors) to
many generous souls among the diplomats and officials, who did not mind
stopping and updating us, sharing papers where possible, and often coffee,
tea and gossip. To avoid embarrassing anyone, we will not name names, but
you were from all sides of the discussions; you know who you are and we
thank you! Many thanks also to Nicola Butler, for her help during the first
week, and Mary Beth Nikitina, who joined our team from the Monterey
Institute for the last week. 

There are also many NGOs who have lightened our load in a variety of ways,
but I would especially like to thank Felicity Hill of WILPF for the
wonderful team of women she brought together for this Conference. Last, but
definitely not least, I express my gratitude to Hannelore Hoppe,
Secretary-General of the Conference, and to the staff of the Secretariat and
Department for Disarmament Affairs, who generously helped us to obtain
elusive speeches and statements, especially during the early part of the
Conference. If we were sometimes shut out by mistake, the fault lies with
the confused procedures and definitions and not with individuals doing a
difficult job under stress. If we sometimes inadvertently strayed into
meetings which really were closed, we ask for forgiveness. 

Rebecca Johnson and Jenni Rissanen, The Acronym Institute.
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The Acronym Institute
24, Colvestone Crescent, London E8 2LH, England.
telephone (UK +44) (0) 20 7503 8857
fax                (0) 20 7503 9153
website http://www.acronym.org.uk
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From: invoice.inquiry@mindspring.com
Date: Fri, 19 May 2000 23:58:12 -0400 (EDT)
To: mupj@igc.org
Subject: "EarthLink/MindSpring Invoice #28704160, Please Read"
X-Hercules-ID: mupj@igc.org

   Remit To:                                   Account Number:  2028691
                                                       Page:    1
   EarthLink Inc.                                Invoice Date:  05/13/00
   P.O. Box 7645                               Invoice Number:  28704160
   Atlanta, Ga. 30357-0645 USA

   Bill To:                                   Due upon receipt.
                                              Current charges are late if
   Howard W. Hallman                          not received by 06/07/00
   Methodists United for Peace wi
   1500 16th St., NW
   Washington, DC 20036

________________________________________________________________________________

Date     Description                           Qty      Price       Amount
-------- ----------------------------------------- ------------- ------------
         Previous Balance                                             15.95
04/26/00 Check # 1235                                                 15.95CR
                                                                 ------------
         Adjusted Beginning Balance                                     .00

05/13/00 non-automated payment                1.00        1.00         1.00

         mupj (Howard W. Hallman)                                    

05/13/00 May 13-Jun 12:Standard monthly       1.00       14.95        14.95
05/12/00 Apr 13-May 12:Hours used            12.62
                                                                 ------------
                                                   Current Chgs:      15.95
                                                                 ------------
                                                   Balance Due:       15.95
                                                                 ============

   Please pay upon receipt and be sure to include your account number
   2028691 with your payment. Any previous balance may be considered
   past due at this time.

   **ATTENTION-IMPORTANT CHANGE** 
   MindSpring has now officially changed its name to EarthLink, Inc.
   Please make all payments payable to EarthLink, Inc.
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   If you would like further information on the merger, please visit:
   http://www.mindspring.com/merger/faq.html

   Remember, we'll credit your account $20 for each new dial-up customer you
   refer to us ($50 for web hosting)!
   Have them mention you when they sign up!
    
    
   We provide several tools designed to help you manage your EarthLink/
   MindSpring account more effectively.  These tools may be found at:
     http://www.mindspring.com/acct-mgmt/index.html

   Remit To:                                   Invoice Number:  28704160
                                                         Page:  2
   EarthLink Inc.                                Invoice Date:  05/13/00
   P.O. Box 7645                               Account Number:  2028691
________________________________________________________________________________

   If you think there is an error on your invoice, please write to us via
   email at invoice.inquiry@mindspring.com or US mail at the address above
   within 30 days of the invoice date to dispute the erroneous charge. 
   We'll be happy to clarify your invoice or correct any erroneous charges.
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To: ipnd, dkelli@iiit.org
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Issues in House of Representatives
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Dear Colleagues:

The final information I want to provide you prior to the Monday, May 22 meeting of the Interfaith Committee for 
Nuclear Disarmament relates to the House of Representatives.  Unlike the Senate where treaty ratification is a major 
focus, disarmament issues in the House don't draw dramatic attention.  Even so, several matters disserve attention.

 (1) De-alerting.  Representative Edward Markey has introduced House Concurrent Resolution 177 expressing the 
sense of the Congress that nuclear weapons should be taken off hair-trigger alert.  Although not binding, it enables 
Members to express their support for this concept.  It now has 95 cosponsors.

 (2) Nuclear weapons convention.  Representative Lynn Woolsey has introduced House Resolution 82 urging the 
President to initiate multilateral negotiations leading to the early conclusion of a nuclear weapons convention.  Also not 
binding, it enables Members to express support for this approach.  It now has 42 cosponsors.

 (3) Removing restrictions on arms reduction.  A provision of current law, enacted as part of defense authorization, 
prohibits the President from reducing the U.S. strategic nuclear force level below START I levels (6,000 warheads) 
until START II enters into force.  This cannot occur until the Senate approves a START II protocol, which will not 
happen until 2001 at the earliest.  This week an attempt by Representatives Thomas Allen and James McGovern to 
remove this restriction was ruled out of order.  Senator Robert Kerrey is trying another approach in the Senate.  This 
issue is likely to be in play in 2001.

 (4) National missile defense (NMD).  NMD is an important issue in the House as well as the Senate.  What I wrote 
about this issue in the memo on Senate strategies applies here.  Is this something we want to educate ourselves on, adopt 
a position, and work on?

 At the May 22 meeting I will have handouts on the first three issues.  We are expecting 20 or so attendees.  If you 
aren't coming, I'll be happy to pass on any comments you may have on various matters.

Shalom,
Howard
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To: phil
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: "EarthLink/MindSpring Invoice #28704160, Please Read"
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Phil,

Please pay this bill.

Thanks,
Howard

>From: invoice.inquiry@mindspring.com
>Date: Fri, 19 May 2000 23:58:12 -0400 (EDT)
>To: mupj@igc.org
>Subject: "EarthLink/MindSpring Invoice #28704160, Please Read"
>X-Hercules-ID: mupj@igc.org
>
>   Remit To:                                   Account Number:  2028691
>                                                       Page:    1
>   EarthLink Inc.                                Invoice Date:  05/13/00
>   P.O. Box 7645                               Invoice Number:  28704160
>   Atlanta, Ga. 30357-0645 USA
>
>
>
>   Bill To:                                   Due upon receipt.
>                                              Current charges are late if
>   Howard W. Hallman                          not received by 06/07/00
>   Methodists United for Peace wi
>   1500 16th St., NW
>   Washington, DC 20036
>
>
>
>________________________________________________________________________________
>
>
>Date     Description                           Qty      Price       Amount
>-------- ----------------------------------------- ------------- ------------
>         Previous Balance                                             15.95
>04/26/00 Check # 1235                                                 15.95CR
>                                                                 ------------
>         Adjusted Beginning Balance                                     .00
>
>05/13/00 non-automated payment                1.00        1.00         1.00
>
>
>         mupj (Howard W. Hallman)                                    
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>
>05/13/00 May 13-Jun 12:Standard monthly       1.00       14.95        14.95
>05/12/00 Apr 13-May 12:Hours used            12.62
>                                                                 ------------
>                                                   Current Chgs:      15.95
>                                                                 ------------
>                                                   Balance Due:       15.95
>                                                                 ============
>
>   Please pay upon receipt and be sure to include your account number
>   2028691 with your payment. Any previous balance may be considered
>   past due at this time.
>
>   **ATTENTION-IMPORTANT CHANGE** 
>   MindSpring has now officially changed its name to EarthLink, Inc.
>   Please make all payments payable to EarthLink, Inc.
>   If you would like further information on the merger, please visit:
>   http://www.mindspring.com/merger/faq.html
>
>   Remember, we'll credit your account $20 for each new dial-up customer you
>   refer to us ($50 for web hosting)!
>   Have them mention you when they sign up!
>    
>    
>   We provide several tools designed to help you manage your EarthLink/
>   MindSpring account more effectively.  These tools may be found at:
>     http://www.mindspring.com/acct-mgmt/index.html
>
>    Remit To:                                   Invoice Number:  28704160
>                                                         Page:  2
>   EarthLink Inc.                                Invoice Date:  05/13/00
>   P.O. Box 7645                               Account Number:  2028691
>________________________________________________________________________________
>
>   If you think there is an error on your invoice, please write to us via
>   email at invoice.inquiry@mindspring.com or US mail at the address above
>   within 30 days of the invoice date to dispute the erroneous charge. 
>   We'll be happy to clarify your invoice or correct any erroneous charges.
>    
>
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From: "Bob and Elaine Tiller" <tiller64@starpower.net>
To: <ograbc@aol.com>,
 <ken@bpfna.org>,
 "Jim Matlack" <denhartz@erols.com>,
 <droose@afsc.org>,
 <dradcliff_gb@brethren.org>,
 <washofc@aol.com>,
 <ann_d.parti@ecunet.org>,
 <redgar@ncccusa.org>,
 <lisaw@ncccusa.org>,
 <heathern@ncccusa.org>,
 <bgrieves@dfms.org>,
 <jmskipper@aol.com>,
 <thart@dfms.org>,
 <epf@igc.org>,
 <disarm@forusa.org>,
 <joe@fcnl.org>,
 <kathy@fcnl.org>,
 <sara@fcnl.org>,
 <marsusab@aol.com>,
 <J._Daryl_Byler@mcc.org>,
 <CHouleMM@aol.com>,
 <mknolldc@igc.org>,
 <dave@paxchristiusa.org>,
 <slisherness@unidial.com>,
 <jow@mindspring.com>,
 <wowensby@ctr.pcusa.org>,
 "Bill Yolton" <dengster@aol.com>,
 <uuawo@aol.com>,
 <jnoble@uahc.org>,
 <lintnerj@ucc.org>,
 <stiefr@ucc.org>,
 <Dringler@umc-gbcs.org>,
 <gpowers@nccbuscc.org>,
 <WorldPeacemakers@compuserve.com>,
 <mupj@igc.org>,
 <dkelli@iiit.org>
Subject: Re: Issues in House of Representatives
Date: Sun, 21 May 2000 21:52:37 -0400
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2314.1300
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2314.1300

Dear Howard,

Thank you very much for taking the initiative to convene a planning meeting
tomorrow for the Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament.  I will be
present for part (but not all) of the meeting, representing the Baptist
Peace Fellowship of North America.

Prior to the meeting I want to respond to the excellent materials that you
have sent by e-mail over the past few weeks.  I hope that these comments
will provide some additional grist for our discussion.
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1. SENATE --- I think you did well in listing the issues and opportunities
before the Senate (in a previous e-mail).  We should keep raising CTBT
ratification as a key step that the U.S. must take in order to make
meaningful progress on nuclear arms reduction.  Unfortunately, the climate
in the Senate may be so hostile toward the CTBT that there is no hope of
ratification until 2003 or later.  So we have to find creative ways to keep
raising the subject.

I agree with you that we should oppose weakening of the ABM treaty and
should oppose deployment of NMD.  In fact, I think these may be two of the
best issues for us to work on for the next twelve months, better that CTBT
in several ways.

I also agree that we should be urging supporters of CTBT and START to speak
out more on other steps toward nuclear disarmament.  I am frustrated and
embarrassed that there has been so little public political dialogue about
nuclear matters in the last few years, because our allies in the Senate and
the Administration have put so little effort into this arena.

I think that a START III treaty is probably not going to happen this year,
and probably not in the early years of the next presidency.  If it does, we
should be prepared to urge ratification without ignoring ABM, NMD and CTBT.
(And, if the offer is ever placed on the table, we definitely should not
agree to abandon our position on ABM or NMD in exchange for a START III.)

2.  HOUSE --- Yes, we should make NMD a key part of our House work, because
movement toward nuclear disarmament will be much more difficult if NMD is
deployed.

We should try to get more House members expressing views on ABM, even though
they have no authority over treaties.  If House members could stir things
up, it would be harder for the Administration and the Senate to amend the
treaty.  We need House members to make a stink, hold some hearings, attach
some sense-of-the-House amendments, etc.

The Markey resolution and the Woolsey resolution are both fine, but they are
not going anywhere in this Congress, and their principal sponsors do not
have any tenacity and staying power.  Maybe if the Democrats control the
next Congress there will be a chance to move them.

Removing the restriction in current law on arms reduction could be a good
issue for us, but we need an organizing vehicle and sponsors who will put
some solid time and energy into it.  Unfortunately, it may not be easy to
get the grassroots involved in it, because it feels fairly technical or
inside-the-Beltway.

3. PRESIDENTIAL --- The letter and questions seem fine to me.  You might
want to reference our deep dismay over Clinton's Presidential Directive on
nuclear weapons.  Several of the questions could be written more tightly, in
order to sharpen the issue.  I don't see any reference to the firm
obligation under the NPT for the U.S. (and other nations) to move toward
nuclear disarmament., which probably should be a major point for us.
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4. EVERYTHING ELSE --- In addition the work on Senate, House and Presidency,
we should give significant attention to how we will get both the religious
establishment and the religious grassroots to be part of this campaign.  The
Interfaith committee will not succeed unless it can crack those two tough
nuts.  We did not make enough noise (or enough sense) to get the CTBT
ratified; indeed, we did not even make it a close vote.

I think we need to keep pushing the issue that nuclear weapons make us
unsafe.  They make our nation unsafe and the world unsafe.  That type of
argument is (apparently) working with handguns, and I think it can work for
nuclear weapons also.  I also think we need to push NPT (including the
obligation mentioned above, also need to get remaining nations on board,
also need to make sure it is not scuttled) for a while, because the recent
conference gave it some visibility.

In order to work effectively on nuclear disarmament, we may need to address
a wide range of nuclear topics.  By that I mean that we should consider
enlarging our agenda to include such things as:  subcritical tests,
stockpiles of weapons, workers at Paducah and Oak Ridge, further NATO
expansion, Nunn-Lugar programs, and so forth.  I know that we must guard
against spreading ourselves too thin, but I also believe that we have to
address the many tentacles of the nuclear beast in order to move toward
disarmament.

Shalom,
Bob Tiller

----- Original Message -----
From: Howard W. Hallman <mupj@igc.org>
To: <ograbc@aol.com>; <ken@bpfna.org>; <tiller64@starpower.net>; Jim Matlack
<denhartz@erols.com>; <droose@afsc.org>; <dradcliff_gb@brethren.org>;
<washofc@aol.com>; <ann_d.parti@ecunet.org>; <redgar@ncccusa.org>;
<lisaw@ncccusa.org>; <heathern@ncccusa.org>; <bgrieves@dfms.org>;
<jmskipper@aol.com>; <thart@dfms.org>; <epf@igc.org>; <disarm@forusa.org>;
<joe@fcnl.org>; <kathy@fcnl.org>; <sara@fcnl.org>; <marsusab@aol.com>;
<J._Daryl_Byler@mcc.org>; <CHouleMM@aol.com>; <mknolldc@igc.org>;
<dave@paxchristiusa.org>; <slisherness@unidial.com>; <jow@mindspring.com>;
<wowensby@ctr.pcusa.org>; Bill Yolton <dengster@aol.com>; <uuawo@aol.com>;
<jnoble@uahc.org>; <lintnerj@ucc.org>; <stiefr@ucc.org>;
<Dringler@umc-gbcs.org>; <gpowers@nccbuscc.org>;
<WorldPeacemakers@compuserve.com>; <mupj@igc.org>; &
Sent: Friday, May 19, 2000 2:25 PM
Subject: Issues in House of Representatives

> Dear Colleagues:
>
> The final information I want to provide you prior to the Monday, May 22
> meeting of the Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament relates to the
> House of Representatives.  Unlike the Senate where treaty ratification is
a
> major focus, disarmament issues in the House don't draw dramatic
attention.
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>  Even so, several matters disserve attention.
>
> (1) De-alerting.  Representative Edward Markey has introduced House
> Concurrent Resolution 177 expressing the sense of the Congress that
nuclear
> weapons should be taken off hair-trigger alert.  Although not binding, it
> enables Members to express their support for this concept.  It now has 95
> cosponsors.
>
> (2) Nuclear weapons convention.  Representative Lynn Woolsey has
> introduced House Resolution 82 urging the President to initiate
> multilateral negotiations leading to the early conclusion of a nuclear
> weapons convention.  Also not binding, it enables Members to express
> support for this approach.  It now has 42 cosponsors.
>
> (3) Removing restrictions on arms reduction.  A provision of current law,
> enacted as part of defense authorization, prohibits the President from
> reducing the U.S. strategic nuclear force level below START I levels
(6,000
> warheads) until START II enters into force.  This cannot occur until the
> Senate approves a START II protocol, which will not happen until 2001 at
> the earliest.  This week an attempt by Representatives Thomas Allen and
> James McGovern to remove this restriction was ruled out of order.  Senator
> Robert Kerrey is trying another approach in the Senate.  This issue is
> likely to be in play in 2001.
>
> (4) National missile defense (NMD).  NMD is an important issue in the
> House as well as the Senate.  What I wrote about this issue in the memo on
> Senate strategies applies here.  Is this something we want to educate
> ourselves on, adopt a position, and work on?
>
> At the May 22 meeting I will have handouts on the first three issues.  We
> are expecting 20 or so attendees.  If you aren't coming, I'll be happy to
> pass on any comments you may have on various matters.
>
> Shalom,
> Howard
>
> Howard W. Hallman, Chair
> Methodists United for Peace with Justice
> 1500 16th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036
> Phone/fax: 301 896-0013; e-mail: mupj@igc.org
>
> Methodists United for Peace with Justice is a membership association of
> laity and clergy.  It has no affiliation with any Methodist denomination.
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From: "Bob and Elaine Tiller" <tiller64@starpower.net>
To: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Fw: Issues in House of Representatives
Date: Sun, 21 May 2000 22:01:04 -0400
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2314.1300
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2314.1300

Howard,

My e-mail is weird.   When I hit "Reply to All" it seems to omit replying to
the sender.  Or at least I think it does.

I sent this to "All" but it doesn't look like you got one.  So I am now
sending it to you too.

You could help me figure out the eccentricities of my e-mail by letting me
know if you received the previous one in addition to this (i.e. if this is a
duplicate).

Shalom,
Bob
----- Original Message -----
From: Bob and Elaine Tiller <tiller64@starpower.net>
To: <ograbc@aol.com>; <ken@bpfna.org>; Jim Matlack <denhartz@erols.com>;
<droose@afsc.org>; <dradcliff_gb@brethren.org>; <washofc@aol.com>;
<ann_d.parti@ecunet.org>; <redgar@ncccusa.org>; <lisaw@ncccusa.org>;
<heathern@ncccusa.org>; <bgrieves@dfms.org>; <jmskipper@aol.com>;
<thart@dfms.org>; <epf@igc.org>; <disarm@forusa.org>; <joe@fcnl.org>;
<kathy@fcnl.org>; <sara@fcnl.org>; <marsusab@aol.com>;
<J._Daryl_Byler@mcc.org>; <CHouleMM@aol.com>; <mknolldc@igc.org>;
<dave@paxchristiusa.org>; <slisherness@unidial.com>; <jow@mindspring.com>;
<wowensby@ctr.pcusa.org>; Bill Yolton <dengster@aol.com>; <uuawo@aol.com>;
<jnoble@uahc.org>; <lintnerj@ucc.org>; <stiefr@ucc.org>;
<Dringler@umc-gbcs.org>; <gpowers@nccbuscc.org>;
<WorldPeacemakers@compuserve.com>; <mupj@igc.org>; <dkelli@iiit.org>
Sent: Sunday, May 21, 2000 9:52 PM
Subject: Re: Issues in House of Representatives

> Dear Howard,
>
> Thank you very much for taking the initiative to convene a planning
meeting
> tomorrow for the Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament.  I will be
> present for part (but not all) of the meeting, representing the Baptist
> Peace Fellowship of North America.
>
> Prior to the meeting I want to respond to the excellent materials that you
> have sent by e-mail over the past few weeks.  I hope that these comments
> will provide some additional grist for our discussion.
>
> 1. SENATE --- I think you did well in listing the issues and opportunities
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> before the Senate (in a previous e-mail).  We should keep raising CTBT
> ratification as a key step that the U.S. must take in order to make
> meaningful progress on nuclear arms reduction.  Unfortunately, the climate
> in the Senate may be so hostile toward the CTBT that there is no hope of
> ratification until 2003 or later.  So we have to find creative ways to
keep
> raising the subject.
>
> I agree with you that we should oppose weakening of the ABM treaty and
> should oppose deployment of NMD.  In fact, I think these may be two of the
> best issues for us to work on for the next twelve months, better that CTBT
> in several ways.
>
> I also agree that we should be urging supporters of CTBT and START to
speak
> out more on other steps toward nuclear disarmament.  I am frustrated and
> embarrassed that there has been so little public political dialogue about
> nuclear matters in the last few years, because our allies in the Senate
and
> the Administration have put so little effort into this arena.
>
> I think that a START III treaty is probably not going to happen this year,
> and probably not in the early years of the next presidency.  If it does,
we
> should be prepared to urge ratification without ignoring ABM, NMD and
CTBT.
> (And, if the offer is ever placed on the table, we definitely should not
> agree to abandon our position on ABM or NMD in exchange for a START III.)
>
> 2.  HOUSE --- Yes, we should make NMD a key part of our House work,
because
> movement toward nuclear disarmament will be much more difficult if NMD is
> deployed.
>
> We should try to get more House members expressing views on ABM, even
though
> they have no authority over treaties.  If House members could stir things
> up, it would be harder for the Administration and the Senate to amend the
> treaty.  We need House members to make a stink, hold some hearings, attach
> some sense-of-the-House amendments, etc.
>
> The Markey resolution and the Woolsey resolution are both fine, but they
are
> not going anywhere in this Congress, and their principal sponsors do not
> have any tenacity and staying power.  Maybe if the Democrats control the
> next Congress there will be a chance to move them.
>
> Removing the restriction in current law on arms reduction could be a good
> issue for us, but we need an organizing vehicle and sponsors who will put
> some solid time and energy into it.  Unfortunately, it may not be easy to
> get the grassroots involved in it, because it feels fairly technical or
> inside-the-Beltway.
>
> 3. PRESIDENTIAL --- The letter and questions seem fine to me.  You might
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> want to reference our deep dismay over Clinton's Presidential Directive on
> nuclear weapons.  Several of the questions could be written more tightly,
in
> order to sharpen the issue.  I don't see any reference to the firm
> obligation under the NPT for the U.S. (and other nations) to move toward
> nuclear disarmament., which probably should be a major point for us.
>
> 4. EVERYTHING ELSE --- In addition the work on Senate, House and
Presidency,
> we should give significant attention to how we will get both the religious
> establishment and the religious grassroots to be part of this campaign.
The
> Interfaith committee will not succeed unless it can crack those two tough
> nuts.  We did not make enough noise (or enough sense) to get the CTBT
> ratified; indeed, we did not even make it a close vote.
>
> I think we need to keep pushing the issue that nuclear weapons make us
> unsafe.  They make our nation unsafe and the world unsafe.  That type of
> argument is (apparently) working with handguns, and I think it can work
for
> nuclear weapons also.  I also think we need to push NPT (including the
> obligation mentioned above, also need to get remaining nations on board,
> also need to make sure it is not scuttled) for a while, because the recent
> conference gave it some visibility.
>
> In order to work effectively on nuclear disarmament, we may need to
address
> a wide range of nuclear topics.  By that I mean that we should consider
> enlarging our agenda to include such things as:  subcritical tests,
> stockpiles of weapons, workers at Paducah and Oak Ridge, further NATO
> expansion, Nunn-Lugar programs, and so forth.  I know that we must guard
> against spreading ourselves too thin, but I also believe that we have to
> address the many tentacles of the nuclear beast in order to move toward
> disarmament.
>
> Shalom,
> Bob Tiller
>
>
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: Howard W. Hallman <mupj@igc.org>
> To: <ograbc@aol.com>; <ken@bpfna.org>; <tiller64@starpower.net>; Jim
Matlack
> <denhartz@erols.com>; <droose@afsc.org>; <dradcliff_gb@brethren.org>;
> <washofc@aol.com>; <ann_d.parti@ecunet.org>; <redgar@ncccusa.org>;
> <lisaw@ncccusa.org>; <heathern@ncccusa.org>; <bgrieves@dfms.org>;
> <jmskipper@aol.com>; <thart@dfms.org>; <epf@igc.org>; <disarm@forusa.org>;
> <joe@fcnl.org>; <kathy@fcnl.org>; <sara@fcnl.org>; <marsusab@aol.com>;
> <J._Daryl_Byler@mcc.org>; <CHouleMM@aol.com>; <mknolldc@igc.org>;
> <dave@paxchristiusa.org>; <slisherness@unidial.com>; <jow@mindspring.com>;
> <wowensby@ctr.pcusa.org>; Bill Yolton <dengster@aol.com>; <uuawo@aol.com>;
> <jnoble@uahc.org>; <lintnerj@ucc.org>; <stiefr@ucc.org>;
> <Dringler@umc-gbcs.org>; <gpowers@nccbuscc.org>;
> <WorldPeacemakers@compuserve.com>; <mupj@igc.org>; &
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> Sent: Friday, May 19, 2000 2:25 PM
> Subject: Issues in House of Representatives
>
>
> > Dear Colleagues:
> >
> > The final information I want to provide you prior to the Monday, May 22
> > meeting of the Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament relates to
the
> > House of Representatives.  Unlike the Senate where treaty ratification
is
> a
> > major focus, disarmament issues in the House don't draw dramatic
> attention.
> >  Even so, several matters disserve attention.
> >
> > (1) De-alerting.  Representative Edward Markey has introduced House
> > Concurrent Resolution 177 expressing the sense of the Congress that
> nuclear
> > weapons should be taken off hair-trigger alert.  Although not binding,
it
> > enables Members to express their support for this concept.  It now has
95
> > cosponsors.
> >
> > (2) Nuclear weapons convention.  Representative Lynn Woolsey has
> > introduced House Resolution 82 urging the President to initiate
> > multilateral negotiations leading to the early conclusion of a nuclear
> > weapons convention.  Also not binding, it enables Members to express
> > support for this approach.  It now has 42 cosponsors.
> >
> > (3) Removing restrictions on arms reduction.  A provision of current
law,
> > enacted as part of defense authorization, prohibits the President from
> > reducing the U.S. strategic nuclear force level below START I levels
> (6,000
> > warheads) until START II enters into force.  This cannot occur until the
> > Senate approves a START II protocol, which will not happen until 2001 at
> > the earliest.  This week an attempt by Representatives Thomas Allen and
> > James McGovern to remove this restriction was ruled out of order.
Senator
> > Robert Kerrey is trying another approach in the Senate.  This issue is
> > likely to be in play in 2001.
> >
> > (4) National missile defense (NMD).  NMD is an important issue in the
> > House as well as the Senate.  What I wrote about this issue in the memo
on
> > Senate strategies applies here.  Is this something we want to educate
> > ourselves on, adopt a position, and work on?
> >
> > At the May 22 meeting I will have handouts on the first three issues.
We
> > are expecting 20 or so attendees.  If you aren't coming, I'll be happy
to
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> > pass on any comments you may have on various matters.
> >
> > Shalom,
> > Howard
> >
> > Howard W. Hallman, Chair
> > Methodists United for Peace with Justice
> > 1500 16th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036
> > Phone/fax: 301 896-0013; e-mail: mupj@igc.org
> >
> > Methodists United for Peace with Justice is a membership association of
> > laity and clergy.  It has no affiliation with any Methodist
denomination.
>
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To: "Bob and Elaine Tiller" <tiller64@starpower.net>
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Re: Fw: Issues in House of Representatives
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: <001201bfc391$981a5500$6dd87ad1@user>
References: 

At 10:01 PM 5/21/00 -0400, you wrote:
>Howard,
>
>My e-mail is weird.   When I hit "Reply to All" it seems to omit replying to
>the sender.  Or at least I think it does.
>
>I sent this to "All" but it doesn't look like you got one.  So I am now
>sending it to you too.
>
>You could help me figure out the eccentricities of my e-mail by letting me
>know if you received the previous one in addition to this (i.e. if this is a
>duplicate).

Bob,

I received your first message because I'm on the list of recipients.  I do that to check if the message has gone through.  I 
received the first message only once, so I probably didn't get it as sender.

Howard
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X-eGroups-Return: sentto-1413460-455-958985039-mupj=igc.apc.org@returns.onelist.com
To: "abolition-caucus" <abolition-caucus@egroups.com>,
        "Abolition-Europe" <abolition-europe@vlberlin.comlink.de>
Cc: "Oxford Research Group" <org@oxfrg.demon.co.uk>
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2314.1300
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2314.1300
From: "Janet Bloomfield" <jbloomfield@gn.apc.org>
Mailing-List: list abolition-caucus@egroups.com; contact abolition-caucus-owner@egroups.com
Delivered-To: mailing list abolition-caucus@egroups.com
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:abolition-caucus-unsubscribe@egroups.com>
Date: Mon, 22 May 2000 09:45:50 +0100
Subject: [abolition-caucus] Unofficial version of final NPT text available

Dear Friends,
BASIC have put up an unofficial version of the final text of the NPT on
their website at www.basicint.org.
Enjoy!
Yours in peace,
Janet

Janet Bloomfield
25 Farmadine
Saffron Walden
Essex
CB11 3HR
England
Tel/Fax: +44 (0)1799 516189
e-mail: janet@atomicmirror.org

------------------------------------------------------------------------
Up to 60% OFF food!
Buy Now and Shipping is Free.
http://click.egroups.com/1/4016/2/_/91925/_/958985039/
------------------------------------------------------------------------

To subscribe to the Abolition Global Caucus, send an email from the account you wish to be subscribed to: "abolition-
caucus-subscribe@egroups.com"

Do not include a subject line or any text in the body of the message.

Attachment Converted: "C:\Program Files\Internet\download\Janet Bloomfield.vcf"
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X-eGroups-Return: sentto-1413460-458-958999671-mupj=igc.apc.org@returns.onelist.com
To: "'FoE Sydney - Nuclear Campaign'" <nonukes@foesyd.org.au>,
        "'abolition-caucus@egroups.com'" <abolition-caucus@egroups.com>
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21)
X-eGroups-From: "Forrow,Lachlan         (Clin Info, HCA, Nurse Doc, Online Rec, Z Clin Inf)" 
<lforrow@caregroup.harvard.edu>
From: "Forrow,Lachlan         (Clin Info, HCA, Nurse Doc, Online Rec, Z Clin Inf)" <lforrow@igc.org>
Mailing-List: list abolition-caucus@egroups.com; contact abolition-caucus-owner@egroups.com
Delivered-To: mailing list abolition-caucus@egroups.com
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:abolition-caucus-unsubscribe@egroups.com>
Date: Mon, 22 May 2000 08:44:16 -0400
Subject: [abolition-caucus] RE:  Congratulations! - NPT Result...and Making this a Major Mile stone Victory!

1. I would just echo John Hallam's congratulations and thanks to everyone
working at the NPT.

2. How to Make the NPT Result a Great Milestone for Abolition: Perception IS
Reality!

Yes, we might reasonably be skeptical about a P-5 statement that
"unequivocally" commits to nuclear abolition, as the CND press release and
others suggest.  And yes, I became convinced during PSR/IPPNW visits to U.S.
Congressional offices earlier this month that abolition is much farther from
the minds of U.S. political leaders than it was 1-2 years ago.  

At the same time, the TOP story on my National Public Radio station in the
U.S. early Sunday morning sounded very dramatic: something along the lines
of "At the United Nations the U.S., Russia, China, France, and Great Britain
all agreed to eliminate their entire nuclear arsenals.  Although experts
said that this process will take many years..."  Everyone I know in the U.S.
who heard this or who read the Associated Press story in papers or on the
Web was truly excited.  That energy/excitement is why Abolition 2000 can and
will succeed.

Even though we know that the reality is much, much more complicated than
this, I think this is a historic opportunity to give a major boost to our
movement.  I think that Abolition 2000 should declare this a GREAT -- even
though partial -- victory just five years into our existence.  There is ONLY
one thing missing from the one-sentence goal we set in 1995 (a signed global
agreement committing the world to the permanent elimination of nuclear
weapons within a specified timeframe), and that is the timeframe.  Abolition
2000 organizations can accurately describe the following history:

PHASE ONE:

1. Early 1990's: initiation of the World Court Project, involving grassroots
organizations throughout the world.

2. 1995: Creation of Abolition 2000 out of WCP partners and others

3. July 1996: World Court supports Abolition 2000 position!!!!

4. 1996-2000: Abolition 2000 grows to involve over 2000 organizations in 93
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countries!!!!

5. May 2000: U.S., China, France, Russia, and U.K. accept World Court ruling
and issue unequivocal commitment to abolition!!!! 

(Abolition 2000 celebrates completion of "Phase One")

PHASE TWO:

Now we need to take that commitment and make it real.  ANYTHING by ANY
nation involved in NPT that moves the world away from abolition is a
violation not only of the World Court's ruling but also of this solemn and
historic NPT 2000 commitment.  We need to take the Model Nuclear Weapons
Convention to every political leader we know and engage them in dialogue
about how to make the words of May 2000 a reality.

Everyone wants to be on a winning side, and we ARE winning (or at least we
CAN be), if we will only ourselves see that and, more importantly, make
OTHERS see that and want to join us.  

I hope that we can now stop worrying about the name of "Abolition 2000" --
when we started in 1995 the "2000" was the date of our future goal.  From
now on, "2000" can be the year that the P-5 formally accepted our goal.

Congratulations to everyone!!!  

Now the hardest work begins.

Lachlan Forrow, MD
Board Member, PSR and IPPNW
President, The Albert Schweitzer Fellowship

"Nuclear weapons are against international
law and they have to be abolished...All negotiations
regarding the abolition of atomic weapons remain
without success because no international public
opinion exists which demands this abolition."
                                  --Dr. Albert Schweitzer

------------------------------------------------------------------------
SHOPPING for DEALS? The merchants at BuyItOnline.com are offering up 
to 30% OFF great gear, wear, gadgets and more, now through April 15, 
2000. Real stores. Real Deals. Real Easy. Go get something great!
http://click.egroups.com/1/3025/2/_/91925/_/958999671/
------------------------------------------------------------------------

To subscribe to the Abolition Global Caucus, send an email from the account you wish to be subscribed to: "abolition-
caucus-subscribe@egroups.com"

Do not include a subject line or any text in the body of the message.
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Reply-To: "levee" <levee@erols.com>
From: "levee" <levee@erols.com>
To: "Carlee L. Hallman" <mupj@igc.apc.org>
Subject: Thank you, Carlee
Date: Mon, 22 May 2000 22:19:26 -0400
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

Dear Carlee,

Just wanted you to know that we are still enjoying the lovely rhododendrons.
They have graced our dining room table for a week now.  Had no idea that
they had such staying power.

One reason I am sending this is to see if your e-mail address works!  Please
let me know if you receive it.

Biff helped me set up a group mailing for our writers' group so I can e-mail
meeting noti ces to you all at once (including some Capital Christian
Writers members who have shown an interest in attending).  However, I almost
hope it doesn't grow too large.  Six or seven would be as many as we could
comfortably accommodate, don't you think?  (Actually, I personally prefer
three or four so we can share on a more intimate basis.)

Lots of love, Luella
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Date: Mon, 22 May 2000 22:00:39 -0500
From: William & Brenda Hardt <wchardt@teacher.esc4.com>
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.72 [en]C-DIAL  (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en
To: Ann Arnett <avlib@methodists.net>, Carol Windrum <cawindrum@yahoo.com>,
        Linda Sabin <LSabin1313@aol.com>,
        Robin Ringler <Dringler@umc-gbcs.org>, Rich Aronson <pwjp@juno.com>,
        Mark Harrison <mharrison@umc-gbcs.org>,
        Marylynn & James Bell <paxmlb@juno.com>,
        Ann Freeman Price <ANNFPRICE@aol.com>,
        Carol Walker <carolCwalker@aol.com>,
        Susan Smalley <hsmalley@alaska.net>, Sandy Yerton <sandyy@citlink.net>,
        Joyce Georgieff <jgeorgieff@earthlink.net>,
        Irene Pierce <icpierce@msn.com>, Howard Hallman <mupj@igc.org>,
        Annie Heart <aheart1000@cs.com>,
        "Walter Parker, Jr." <wlparker@bayou.com>,
        Carol Green <jimvert@worldnet.att.net>,
        Kathy Campbell-Barton <jlumc@open.org>,
        Joe Smith <kenttumc@kentland.ffni.com>, Adrienne Fong <afong@jps.net>,
        LeMerle Milsom <milsomhart@hotmail.com>,
        Wanda Holcombe <wholcomb@umcswtx.org>,
        Glynden Bode <bod15@hotmail.com>,
        David Meeker-Williams <meekerwill@aol.com>,
        Milton Jordan <cbc@shreve.net>
Subject: Bishop Sprague's Letter from Jail

Bishop Sprague had these reflections from the Cleveland jail following
his
arrests in Cleveland. [emphasis added]

http://www.gbgm-umc.org/nillconf/colmay00.htm

A pastoral letter from Cleveland
(May 26) Grace to you and peace.

I did not plan to join the protesters. Most certainly, neither Diane nor
I
intended to be jailed in Cleveland during the General Conference. But
the
Holy Spirit moved us and here I am in the Cleveland jail for the second
day
in a row.

You are probably asking the same question I have asked myself; namely:
Why?

While I do not pretend to understand fully my response to the Spirit's
nudging, the following insights are emerging in my soul. I offer them as

confession, not as argument.
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I am where I am because I could not in Christian conscience be
elsewhere.

Outcome of votes no surprise

The outcome of the votes on issues of homosexuality at General
Conference
was no surprise. Any thoughtful analysis of the composition of the
General
Conference told the story of the decisions made far in advance of our
coming
to Cleveland. This was not going to be the General Conference that would

initiate change on this or other thorny issues. Hence, the protests were
not
attempts to "get votes." The votes were determined, already.

Rather, I experienced the protests — the SoulForce ecumenical witness on
May
10 and the United Methodist witness on May 11 — as expressions of pain
so
deep in the souls of those once again excluded by the church that words
could not express their anguish. They decided to enact what mere
utterances
could not convey.

Thus, I decided that it was essential that a Bishop needed to be present

with those who were hurting terribly. Their pain demanded response from
a
person or persons in authority. I had and I have no question where Jesus
or
Martin Luther King or John Wesley or Dorothy Day or Caesar Chavez or
Sojourner Truth or other saints would have been on May 10 and 11. I went

where Jesus could be found, and I have seen the Risen Christ in the
faces of
jailed protesters, the wonderfully supportive police — especially the
officers of color — and in the words and hospitality of the judge before

whom I stood.

Luke: Chapter 15

During my personal devotions at General Conference, I returned again and

again to Luke: Chapter 15. As a result, I have come to perceive that the
one
sheep outside the fold just might have been driven out by the 99 others.

Perhaps he/she was different, like a chicken without sufficient pin
feathers, who is picked on unmercifully by the rest of the chickens.
And,
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Jesus makes it absolutely clear in Luke Chapter 15 where his followers
need
to be: namely, with the marginalized one outside in order to bring that
isolated and wounded one home.

I am in jail with the picked on and driven out as a pastoral act of
empathetic solidarity. I long for the isolated outsider to be welcomed
home
by the 99 insiders, and until that occurs, I know where Jesus calls me
to
be, at least some of the time.

For me, being here is part of a seamless garment. It occurs within a
40-year
pastoral-prophetic fabric of

*holding 10-year-old Ricky when he died,
*marching in Selma,
*helping to integrate public facilities in Jackson,
*protesting for Hispanic farm workers in the San Joaquin Valley with
Cesar
Chavez,
*being a peacemaker on the streets of two urban riots,
*helping to keep school desegregation peaceful in Columbus,
*creating a supportive ministry for unemployed and under-employed blue
collar workers in Marion, Ohio,
*helping establish more than 350 communities of Shalom across this
nation,
*initiating a long-standing prison ministry,
*supporting and appointing clergy of color and women to positions of
leadership in ordained ministry,
*pushing the Children's Initiative hard both within the Northern
Illinois
Conference and around the globe,
*teaching Bible and theology to soul-hungry laity and seminary students,
and
*visiting literally thousands of persons in their homes and institutions

that house the needful.
Standing in the name of Jesus with the excluded, hurting and
marginalized
has been the essence of my ministry from its beginning. Being here in
the
Cleveland jail is not the result of a newly discovered commitment.
Rather,
it is part of an old, old story, which was well-known when I was elected
and
consecrated a Bishop. I have long been called to stand with and for
those on
the outside longing to be inside. I am here because I could do no other
and
remain faithful to my calling.

Appeal to scripture sorely lacking
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I must say candidly and unequivocally from my pastor's heart and
scholar's
head that I find the Church's appeal to scripture on the issues
surrounding
homosexuality sorely lacking. Any thinking Christian knows that literal
interpretation of several passages in the Bible caused or permitted the
Church to support slavery, denigrate women and harass divorced
Christians
for longer than we care to admit. We are doing the same thing again on
this
issue by isolating a few less-than-unequivocal passages, ripping them
from
the total biblical corpus, interpreting them onesidedly and then
treating
gay and lesbian Christians as less than disciples of Jesus regardless of
the
content of their character, the fidelity of their relationships or the
depth
of their commitment to their Savior.

I find this scholarship to be faulty at best and the conclusions drawn
heartbreaking because they are as murderous of gay and lesbian
Christians as
prior mistaken interpretations were to people of color, women and
divorced
Christians, including many pastors and some Bishops. Not surprisingly,
most
of the voices in the past against people of color, women and divorced
Christians and now against homosexuals in this culture in the United
Methodist Church are the voices of Anglo males. Sometime their anger and

rhetoric appear to be more a game of power than an exercise of ministry.
I,
for one, refuse to play that evil game.

I was profoundly disappointed that the Council of Bishops did not choose
to
address this issue during this quadrennium and then speak clearly to the

Church of our own many differences and composite pain. I cannot fathom a

leadership group refusing to face head on, not the most important, but,
the
most vexing issue before the Church today. My soul aches in remembrance
of
our sin of omission.

Despite my love and abiding respect for individual Bishops, I confess
that
sometimes I feel like a motherless child in the Council of Bishops,
which is
my Church home. But I did inform the Council of Bishops of what I
intended
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to do May 10 and 11, short of being arrested, which I had not planned.
And,
to a person, the Bishops supported my decision, applauded my candor,
even if
most appeared to disagree with my conclusions and intended actions.

They are my brothers and sisters and I affirm them as family even as I
remain disappointed with what feels to me like extreme reluctance to
grapple
openly and candidly with the very matters that our positions of
leadership
demand we face, however painfully and vulnerably.

Abide by all the decisions
So, here I am in jail. But I shall return home soon. God and the
municipal
court judge willing. And, when I do, I intend to abide by all the
decisions
made by the General Conference. The Church has spoken. I personally
affirm
everything we did except our statements regarding gay and lesbian
Christians. But, I shall uphold 100% of that which was enacted, as my
affirmation of the covenantal nature of our connection. I ask all of you
to
do the same.

Please:

*no holy union services,
*no withholding of apportionments,
*no pro-capital punishment speeches or prayers,
*no racist or sexist behavior,
*no gambling,
*no heterosexual infidelity,
*no advocacy of the National Rifle Association position on gun control,
*no anti-children or anti-poor political speeches or votes,
*no militaristic saber rattling,
*no failure to tithe our personal money,
*no reluctance to worship, study and pray regularly.

We are United Methodists

We are United Methodists. As one, I have made my witness. Nevertheless,
I am
proud of our heritage, while sad about our treatment of gay and lesbian
Christians. I am convinced that in the long run God's arm will bend
toward
merciful justice, and the outsider will one day be welcomed home. Until
then, when I get out of here (Editor's note: Bishop Sprague was released

with a verbal commendation from the judge), I intend to keep on keeping
on
by honoring my vows to uphold the Book of Discipline and order of the
Church, while providing a pastoral presence and a prophetic voice for
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the
anaweim: the hurt and broken ones of the earth, including gay and
lesbian
Christians, their families and friends.

Perhaps, dear readers, allies and adversaries alike, the question is not
why
I am in jail but why more of us are not constantly present where the
hurts
are greatest, the pain most intense and the Risen Christ majestically
present.

Believe me, I have seen Jesus here in the Cleveland jail. And I am
grateful
that when I leave, I shall emerge sadder but more peaceful,
contemplative
but more committed, disappointed but more hopeful because I have seen
the
Risen Christ and I am not — nor shall I ever — be the same again.

Your brother in Christ,
Joseph Sprague
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To: ipnd
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Notes from May 22 meeting
Cc: dkimball@cls.org, marie.rietmann@mail.house.gov
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Dear Colleagues:

We had an excellent planning meeting yesterday.  Here are my notes.  I didn't record everything, but I hope I caught the 
flavor and trend of the discussion.

We decided to meet again on Thursday, June 22, 2000 from 1:00 to 2:30 p.m. at the Methodist Building, Conference 
Room 3, 100 Maryland Avenue, NE, Washington, D.C.  I hope to see you then.  

Meanwhile we will keep our e-mail exchange going.

Shalom,
Howard

###

Notes from Meeting of
Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament
May 22, 2000
Written by Howard W. Hallman

 The following persons were in attendance:
  Carol Blythe, Alliance of Baptists
  Bob Tiller, Baptist Peace Fellowship  
  Greg Laszakovits, Church of the Brethren, Washington Office
  David Radcliff, Church of the Brethren, Brethren Witness Office (Elgin, IL)
  Carol Q. Cosby, Disciples Peace Fellowship (Indianapolis, IN)
  Tom Hart, Episcopal Church, Washington Office
  Mary Miller, Episcopal Peace Fellowship
  Kathy Guthrie, Friends Committee on National Legislation
  Judy Coode, Maryknoll Office for Global Concerns
  Daryl Byler, Mennonite Central Committee
  Howard Hallman, Methodists United for Peace with Justice
  Jim Watkins, Presbyterian Peacemaking Program (Atlanta, GA)
  Lawrence Egbert, Unitarian Universalist Association, Washington Office
  Robin Ringler, United Methodist General Board of Church and Society
  Bill Price, World Peacemakers
  Daryl Kimball, Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers
  Marie Rietmann, Office of Rep. Blumenauer
  
 Howard Hallman, chair, opened the meeting by recalling how religious organizations worked together to build 
support for Senate ratification of the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT).   The purpose of this meeting is to build 
upon this experience, to establish goals and objectives for 2001 with a new president and a new Congress, and to 
develop plans for working together to achieve these goals.  He noted that additional organizations are interested in 
participating but could not be presented at this meeting.
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 As a sign of hope, Hallman pointed out that at the recently completed 2000 Review Conference under the Nuclear 
Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) the United States and the other nuclear-weapon states had made an unequivocal 
commitment to accomplish the total elimination of their nuclear arsenal.  Although they specified no timetable, this 
commitment was something to build upon.

 Daryl Kimball indicated that we have opportunities but also face difficulties.  The NPT conference report is an 
opportunity.  So are series of summit meetings that President Clinton and Russian President Putin will have in the next 
six months.  The difficulties include Senate opposition to arms reduction treaties, the continued hair-trigger alert status 
of the U.S. and Russian strategic arsenals, opposition by the Joint Chiefs of Staff to strategic reductions below 2,500 
warheads, and the development of National Missile Defense (NMD) by the United States.  The challenge is to remind 
policy makers and the general public of the dangers of hair-trigger alert, to expose NMD's harmful side effects on arms 
control, to promote reciprocal unilateral initiatives for de-alerting and retirement of nuclear weapons, and to renew 
momentum for CTBT ratification.

 Jim Watkins stressed the need to educate Congress and church people on these issues, which now aren't on the 
public radar screen.  He suggested focusing on one issue, such as National Missile Defense.  Bob Tiller agreed that 
NMD should be the current focus if we choose only one issue but that we also need to see the whole range of nuclear 
issues.  Bill Price supported an emphasis on NMD but said it should be in the context of nuclear abolition.  Others 
express an interest in working on NMD.

 Greg Laszakovits suggested that even if we focus primarily on one issue there is a need for an overarching vision.  
Kathy Guthrie agreed on the need to articulate a vision.  She indicated that the Friends Committee on National 
Legislation is dealing with several issues related to nuclear disarmament and is willing to develop a religious leaders' 
letter on NMD. 

 There was agreement that the Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament should have a vision statement so 
that our focus on particular issues will be set in a broader context.   Hallman said that he would facilitate development of 
such a statement.

 Turning to grassroots mobilization, Marie Rietmann recalled the activities of the faith community in the CTBT 
ratification campaign when she worked with us from her job at 20/20 Vision: conference calls, joint alerts, grassroots 
organizing, contacts with Senate staff, lobby days, speaking engagements, petitions hand delivered to senators' offices, 
editorials and op-ed pieces in regional newspapers, sign-on letters.  Kathy Guthrie elaborated on the petition drive and 
grassroots organizing in key states.  These efforts built an infrastructure and a bank of people that we used when the 
treaty suddenly came before the Senate.

 Jim Watkins noted that building an infrastructure is a key.  Also, what takes the greatest time to do (such as 
organizing delegations of influential persons) makes the greatest impact.  Marie shared a list of activities organized 
along those lines.  

 Larry Egbert spoke of the need to get senators to stand up to Senator Helms.  Hallman suggested that we need to 
get Democrats to speak out more on broader issues of nuclear disarmament.  Mary Miller suggested that we talk with 
chaplains and other military leaders.  Jim suggested that we all make a list of potential allies "outside the box" in order 
to broaden support.  
 
 Marie reminded us how floor votes in Congress help to focus the mind.  She cited votes on restrictions on arms 
reduction and BMD appropriations.

 Discussion turned to developing an interfaith infrastructure.  Among others Kathy described the FCNL network, 
Robin Ringler spoke of the United Methodist peace with justice coordinators in 66 conferences, Bill Price described 
World Peacemakers, and Jim told about the Presbyterian peacemakers network.  He suggested that as we work together 
on a common theme we can draw on our differing strengths in various regions and localities.
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 David Radcliff  mentioned again the need for an overarching theme that would enable grassroots activists to feel a 
part of a larger movement.  Carol Cosby said that the Disciples would welcome an interfaith approach.  She also 
stressed the importance of lead time for grassroots mobilization.

 Daryl Byler wondered if the August 6 anniversary of the bombing of Hiroshima could be a day to launch a new 
effort.  Bill Price mentioned plans of the Fellowship of Reconciliation to have ongoing events in Washington during the 
summer.

 There was a clear consensus that we want to work together on nuclear disarmament within the context of a broad 
vision but with specificity of focus.  We agreed to meet again on Thursday, June 22 from 1:00 to 2:30 p.m. in the 
Methodist Building.

 Ten persons stayed for the third part of the meeting to discuss involvement in the 2000 election.  Several described 
the ways their offices pose non-partisan questions to candidates and publish the results.  Others indicate that they 
publish voting records of incumbents on key issues.  Some have no involvement in elections.

 Hallman described an initiative to have a number of top religious leaders write to the top presidential candidates 
and ask them a series of questions related to nuclear disarmament.  He is working on this with Dave Robinson of Pax 
Christi

 Jim suggested that we develop a series of common questions to submit to candidates and their staff.  Hallman 
indicated that these questions could be taken to candidates' public meetings and given to journalists who ask questions at 
public debates.  Jim agreed to draft a set of questions and circulate them amongst us. 

 Jim also stressed the importance of having grassroots activists and religious leaders call upon the successful 
candidates soon after the election to lay out their positions on public policy issues and to establish relationships with 
them and their staff.

 We agreed to discuss election involvement further at our June meeting.

The meeting adjourned.

***

Postscript: Other interested organizations.

 In addition to the organizations represented at the May 22 meeting, the following organizations have indicated an 
interested in being involved in the work of the Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament.

 African Methodist Episcopal Church
 American Friends Service Committee
 Christian Methodist Episcopal Church
 Conference of Major Superiors of Men
 Evangelical Lutheran Church in America, Office of Governmental Affairs
 Muslim Peace Fellowship
 National Council of Churches
 Pax Christi, USA
 Presbyterian Church, USA, Washington Office
 Presbyterian Peace Fellowship
 Religious Action Center of Reform Judaism
 United Church of Christi
 U.S. Catholic Conference

 Invitations are out to other denominations and religious associations to become involved in the work of the 
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Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament.

May 23, 2000
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From: Robin Ringler <DRingler@UMC-GBCS.ORG>
To: "'Howard W. Hallman'" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: RE: Notes from May 22 meeting
Date: Tue, 23 May 2000 12:05:19 -0400
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21)

Howard - Dena just informed me that the only conference room available
during our next mtg. time is room 4 - the wood paneled conference room.  I
think it'll be big enough if we have around the same number, even a few
more, than yesterday.  Would this be okay with you, or do you want to try
FCNL?  Please let me know.

Thanks,
Robin

-----Original Message-----
From: Howard W. Hallman [mailto:mupj@igc.org]
Sent: Tuesday, May 23, 2000 12:00 PM
To: ograbc@aol.com; ken@bpfna.org; tiller64@starpower.net; Jim Matlack;
droose@afsc.org; dradcliff_gb@brethren.org; washofc@aol.com;
ann_d.parti@ecunet.org; redgar@ncccusa.org; lisaw@ncccusa.org;
heathern@ncccusa.org; bgrieves@dfms.org; jmskipper@aol.com;
thart@dfms.org; epf@peacemet.org; disarm@forusa.org; joe@fcnl.org;
kathy@fcnl.org; sara@fcnl.org; marsusab@aol.com; J._Daryl_Byler@mcc.org;
CHouleMM@aol.com; mknolldc@igc.org; dave@paxchristiusa.org;
slisherness@unidial.com; jow@mindspring.com; wowensby@ctr.pcusa.org;
Bill Yolton; uuawo@aol.com; jnoble@uahc.org; lintnerj@ucc.org;
stiefr@ucc.org; Robin Ringler; gpowers@nccbuscc.org;
WorldPeacemakers@compuserve.com; mupj@igc.org; dkelli@iiit.org;
ccosby@dhmdisciples.org; blythe-goodmen@erols.com
Cc: dkimball@cls.org; marie.rietmann@mail.house.gov
Subject: Notes from May 22 meeting

Dear Colleagues:

We had an excellent planning meeting yesterday.  Here are my notes.  I
didn't record everything, but I hope I caught the flavor and trend of the
discussion.

We decided to meet again on Thursday, June 22, 2000 from 1:00 to 2:30 p.m.
at the Methodist Building, Conference Room 3, 100 Maryland Avenue, NE,
Washington, D.C.  I hope to see you then.  

Meanwhile we will keep our e-mail exchange going.

Shalom,
Howard

###

Notes from Meeting of
Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament
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May 22, 2000
Written by Howard W. Hallman

 The following persons were in attendance:
  Carol Blythe, Alliance of Baptists
  Bob Tiller, Baptist Peace Fellowship  
  Greg Laszakovits, Church of the Brethren, Washington Office
  David Radcliff, Church of the Brethren, Brethren Witness
Office (Elgin, IL)
  Carol Q. Cosby, Disciples Peace Fellowship (Indianapolis,
IN)
  Tom Hart, Episcopal Church, Washington Office
  Mary Miller, Episcopal Peace Fellowship
  Kathy Guthrie, Friends Committee on National Legislation
  Judy Coode, Maryknoll Office for Global Concerns
  Daryl Byler, Mennonite Central Committee
  Howard Hallman, Methodists United for Peace with Justice
  Jim Watkins, Presbyterian Peacemaking Program (Atlanta, GA)
  Lawrence Egbert, Unitarian Universalist Association,
Washington Office
  Robin Ringler, United Methodist General Board of Church and
Society
  Bill Price, World Peacemakers
  Daryl Kimball, Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers
  Marie Rietmann, Office of Rep. Blumenauer
  
 Howard Hallman, chair, opened the meeting by recalling how religious
organizations worked together to build support for Senate ratification of
the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT).   The purpose of this meeting is
to build upon this experience, to establish goals and objectives for 2001
with a new president and a new Congress, and to develop plans for working
together to achieve these goals.  He noted that additional organizations
are interested in participating but could not be presented at this meeting.

 As a sign of hope, Hallman pointed out that at the recently
completed 2000
Review Conference under the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) the
United States and the other nuclear-weapon states had made an unequivocal
commitment to accomplish the total elimination of their nuclear arsenal.
Although they specified no timetable, this commitment was something to
build upon.

 Daryl Kimball indicated that we have opportunities but also face
difficulties.  The NPT conference report is an opportunity.  So are series
of summit meetings that President Clinton and Russian President Putin will
have in the next six months.  The difficulties include Senate opposition to
arms reduction treaties, the continued hair-trigger alert status of the
U.S. and Russian strategic arsenals, opposition by the Joint Chiefs of
Staff to strategic reductions below 2,500 warheads, and the development of
National Missile Defense (NMD) by the United States.  The challenge is to
remind policy makers and the general public of the dangers of hair-trigger
alert, to expose NMD's harmful side effects on arms control, to promote
reciprocal unilateral initiatives for de-alerting and retirement of nuclear
weapons, and to renew momentum for CTBT ratification.
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 Jim Watkins stressed the need to educate Congress and church people
on
these issues, which now aren't on the public radar screen.  He suggested
focusing on one issue, such as National Missile Defense.  Bob Tiller agreed
that NMD should be the current focus if we choose only one issue but that
we also need to see the whole range of nuclear issues.  Bill Price
supported an emphasis on NMD but said it should be in the context of
nuclear abolition.  Others express an interest in working on NMD.

 Greg Laszakovits suggested that even if we focus primarily on one
issue
there is a need for an overarching vision.  Kathy Guthrie agreed on the
need to articulate a vision.  She indicated that the Friends Committee on
National Legislation is dealing with several issues related to nuclear
disarmament and is willing to develop a religious leaders' letter on NMD. 

 There was agreement that the Interfaith Committee for Nuclear
Disarmament
should have a vision statement so that our focus on particular issues will
be set in a broader context.   Hallman said that he would facilitate
development of such a statement.

 Turning to grassroots mobilization, Marie Rietmann recalled the
activities
of the faith community in the CTBT ratification campaign when she worked
with us from her job at 20/20 Vision: conference calls, joint alerts,
grassroots organizing, contacts with Senate staff, lobby days, speaking
engagements, petitions hand delivered to senators' offices, editorials and
op-ed pieces in regional newspapers, sign-on letters.  Kathy Guthrie
elaborated on the petition drive and grassroots organizing in key states.
These efforts built an infrastructure and a bank of people that we used
when the treaty suddenly came before the Senate.

 Jim Watkins noted that building an infrastructure is a key.  Also,
what
takes the greatest time to do (such as organizing delegations of
influential persons) makes the greatest impact.  Marie shared a list of
activities organized along those lines.  

 Larry Egbert spoke of the need to get senators to stand up to
Senator
Helms.  Hallman suggested that we need to get Democrats to speak out more
on broader issues of nuclear disarmament.  Mary Miller suggested that we
talk with chaplains and other military leaders.  Jim suggested that we all
make a list of potential allies "outside the box" in order to broaden
support.  
 
 Marie reminded us how floor votes in Congress help to focus the
mind.  She
cited votes on restrictions on arms reduction and BMD appropriations.

 Discussion turned to developing an interfaith infrastructure.  Among
others Kathy described the FCNL network, Robin Ringler spoke of the United
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Methodist peace with justice coordinators in 66 conferences, Bill Price
described World Peacemakers, and Jim told about the Presbyterian
peacemakers network.  He suggested that as we work together on a common
theme we can draw on our differing strengths in various regions and
localities.

 David Radcliff  mentioned again the need for an overarching theme
that
would enable grassroots activists to feel a part of a larger movement.
Carol Cosby said that the Disciples would welcome an interfaith approach.
She also stressed the importance of lead time for grassroots mobilization.

 Daryl Byler wondered if the August 6 anniversary of the bombing of
Hiroshima could be a day to launch a new effort.  Bill Price mentioned
plans of the Fellowship of Reconciliation to have ongoing events in
Washington during the summer.

 There was a clear consensus that we want to work together on nuclear
disarmament within the context of a broad vision but with specificity of
focus.  We agreed to meet again on Thursday, June 22 from 1:00 to 2:30 p.m.
in the Methodist Building.

 Ten persons stayed for the third part of the meeting to discuss
involvement in the 2000 election.  Several described the ways their offices
pose non-partisan questions to candidates and publish the results.  Others
indicate that they publish voting records of incumbents on key issues.
Some have no involvement in elections.

 Hallman described an initiative to have a number of top religious
leaders
write to the top presidential candidates and ask them a series of questions
related to nuclear disarmament.  He is working on this with Dave Robinson
of Pax Christi

 Jim suggested that we develop a series of common questions to submit
to
candidates and their staff.  Hallman indicated that these questions could
be taken to candidates' public meetings and given to journalists who ask
questions at public debates.  Jim agreed to draft a set of questions and
circulate them amongst us. 

 Jim also stressed the importance of having grassroots activists and
religious leaders call upon the successful candidates soon after the
election to lay out their positions on public policy issues and to
establish relationships with them and their staff.

 We agreed to discuss election involvement further at our June
meeting.

The meeting adjourned.

***

Postscript: Other interested organizations.
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 In addition to the organizations represented at the May 22 meeting,
the
following organizations have indicated an interested in being involved in
the work of the Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament.

 African Methodist Episcopal Church
 American Friends Service Committee
 Christian Methodist Episcopal Church
 Conference of Major Superiors of Men
 Evangelical Lutheran Church in America, Office of Governmental
Affairs
 Muslim Peace Fellowship
 National Council of Churches
 Pax Christi, USA
 Presbyterian Church, USA, Washington Office
 Presbyterian Peace Fellowship
 Religious Action Center of Reform Judaism
 United Church of Christi
 U.S. Catholic Conference

 Invitations are out to other denominations and religious
associations to
become involved in the work of the Interfaith Committee for Nuclear
Disarmament.

May 23, 2000

Howard W. Hallman, Chair
Methodists United for Peace with Justice
1500 16th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036
Phone/fax: 301 896-0013; e-mail: mupj@igc.org

Methodists United for Peace with Justice is a membership association of
laity and clergy.  It has no affiliation with any Methodist denomination. 
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To: Robin Ringler <DRingler@UMC-GBCS.ORG>
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: RE: Notes from May 22 meeting
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: <619BD1E95646D311B69D0008C79FE32D122D35@CHURCH2>
References: 

At 12:05 PM 5/23/00 -0400, you wrote:
>Howard - Dena just informed me that the only conference room available
>during our next mtg. time is room 4 - the wood paneled conference room.  I
>think it'll be big enough if we have around the same number, even a few
>more, than yesterday.  Would this be okay with you, or do you want to try
>FCNL?  Please let me know.
>
>Thanks,
>Robin

Robin,

Conference Room 4 is okay for June 22.

Thanks for arranging it.

Howard
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X-Sender: jdi@[209.8.25.194]
X-Mailer: QUALCOMM Windows Eudora Pro Version 3.0.5 (32)
Date: Tue, 23 May 2000 15:53:05 -0400
To: jdi@clw.org
From: John Isaacs <jdi@clw.org>
Subject: George W. Bush on missile defense and nuclear reductions

George W. Bush today: "The administration is driving toward a hasty
decision, on a political timetable. No decision would be better than a
flawed agreement that ties the hands of the next President and prevents
America from defending itself."

========================

Text of statement today by Governor George W. Bush
New Leadership on National Security
Washington, D.C.
May 23, 2000

Note: Governor frequently deviates from text.

Today, I am here with some of our nation's leading statesmen and defense
experts. And there is broad agreement that our nation needs a new approach
to nuclear security that matches a new era. 

When it comes to nuclear weapons, the world has changed faster than U.S.
policy. The emerging security threats to the United States, its friends and
allies, and even to Russia, now come from rogue states, terrorist groups
and other adversaries seeking weapons of mass destruction, and the means to
deliver them. Threats also come from insecure nuclear stockpiles and the
proliferation of dangerous technologies. Russia itself is no longer our
enemy. The Cold War logic that led to the creation of massive stockpiles on
both sides is now outdated. Our mutual security need no longer depend on a
nuclear balance of terror.

While deterrence remains the first line of defense against nuclear attack,
the standoff of the Cold War was born of a different time. That was a time
when our arsenal also served to check the conventional superiority of the
Warsaw Pact. Then, the Soviet Union's power reached deep into the heart of
Europe - to Berlin, Warsaw, Budapest, Prague. Today, these are the capitals
of NATO countries. Yet almost a decade after the end of the Cold War, our
nuclear policy still resides in that already distant past. The Clinton-Gore
administration has had over seven years to bring the U.S. force posture
into the post-Cold War world. Instead, they remain locked in a Cold War
mentality. 

It is time to leave the Cold War behind, and defend against the new threats
of the 21st century. 

America must build effective missile defenses, based on the best available
options, at the earliest possible date. Our missile defense must be
designed to protect all 50 states – and our friends and allies and deployed
forces overseas – from missile attacks by rogue nations, or accidental
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launches. 

The Clinton administration at first denied the need for a national missile
defense system. Then it delayed. Now the approach it proposes is flawed – a
system initially based on a single site, when experts say that more is
needed. A missile defense system should not only defend our country, it
should defend our allies, with whom I will consult as we develop our plans.
And any change in the ABM treaty must allow the technologies and
experiments required to deploy adequate missile defenses. The
administration is driving toward a hasty decision, on a political
timetable. No decision would be better than a flawed agreement that ties
the hands of the next President and prevents America from defending itself.

Yet there are positive, practical ways to demonstrate to Russia that we are
no longer enemies. Russia, our allies and the world need to understand our
intentions. America's development of missile defenses is a search for
security, not a search for advantage. 

America should rethink the requirements for nuclear deterrence in a new
security environment. The premises of Cold War nuclear targeting should no
longer dictate the size of our arsenal. As president, I will ask the
Secretary of Defense to conduct an assessment of our nuclear force posture
and determine how best to meet our security needs. While the exact number
of weapons can come only from such an assessment, I will pursue the lowest
possible number consistent with our national security. It should be
possible to reduce the number of American nuclear weapons significantly
further than what has already been agreed to under START II, without
compromising our security in any way. We should not keep weapons that our
military planners do not need. These unneeded weapons are the expensive
relics of dead conflicts. And they do nothing to make us more secure.

In addition, the United States should remove as many weapons as possible
from high-alert, hair-trigger status – another unnecessary vestige of Cold
War confrontation. Preparation for quick launch – within minutes after
warning of an attack – was the rule during the era of superpower rivalry.
But today, for two nations at peace, keeping so many weapons on high alert
may create unacceptable risks of accidental or unauthorized launch. So, as
president, I will ask for an assessment of what we can safely do to lower
the alert status of our forces.

These changes to our forces should not require years and years of detailed
arms control negotiations. There is a precedent that proves the power of
leadership. In 1991, the United States invited the Soviet Union to join it
in removing tactical nuclear weapons from the arsenal. Huge reductions were
achieved in a matter of months, making the world much safer, more quickly.

Similarly, in the area of strategic nuclear weapons, we should invite the
Russian government to accept the new vision I have outlined, and act on it.
But the United States should be prepared to lead by example, because it is
in our best interest and the best interest of the world. This would be an
act of principled leadership – a chance to seize the moment and begin a new
era of nuclear security. A new era of cooperation on proliferation and
nuclear safety.
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The Cold War era is history. Our nation must recognize new threats, not
fixate on old ones. On the issue of nuclear weapons, the United States has
an opportunity to lead to a safer world – both to defend against nuclear
threats and reduce nuclear tensions. It is possible to build a missile
defense, and defuse confrontation with Russia. America should do both. 

John Isaacs
Council for a Livable World 
110 Maryland Avenue, NE - Room 409
Washington, D.C. 20002
(202) 543-4100 x.131
www.clw.org
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To: "levee" <levee@erols.com>
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Re: Thank you, Carlee
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: <000101bfc45d$52219b40$6bf67ad1@gbx5v>
References: 

Yes, I received your message.  I don't think we need to worry about having too many!  Keep up the good work.

Carlee
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To: Halpernk.nsiad@gao.gov
From: "Carlee L. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: spirituality
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Please send me your home address, so I can send you this magazine and some other stuff.
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X-Mailer: ccMail Link to SMTP R8.31.00.5
Date: Tue, 23 May 2000 16:47:29 -0400
From: "Kay L Halpern" <halpernk.nsiad@gao.gov>
To: <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Re:spirituality 

Thanks.

Here it is:

Kay Halpern
2403 Hayden Drive
Silver Spring, MD 20902

____________________Reply Separator____________________
Subject:    spirituality 
Author: "Carlee L. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Date:       05/23/2000 4:36 PM

Please send me your home address, so I can send you this magazine and some
other stuff.
Howard W. Hallman, Chair
Methodists United for Peace with Justice
1500 16th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036
Phone/fax: 301 896-0013; e-mail: mupj@igc.org

Methodists United for Peace with Justice is a membership association of
laity and clergy.  It has no affiliation with any Methodist denomination. 
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To: phil
From: "Carlee L. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: A bill
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Phil:

Yesterday we had a three-hour planning meeting of the Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament.  I arranged for 
refreshments, catered by the Chesapeak Bagel Bakery.  We will be receiving a bill for $95, which you can pay from the 
general fund.

Thanks,
Howard

P.S.  My printer sometimes smudges envelopes, too.
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From: Joe Volk <joe@fcnl.org>
To: ahowells@clw.org, American Bapt Churches OGR <ograbc@aol.com>,
        anna rich <arich@fas.org>, BASIC <basicus@basicint.org>,
        bill hartung
         <hartung@newschool.edu>, bob musil <bmusil@psr.org>,
        brian hughes
         <brian@taxpayer.net>,
        "bridget @ work" <moixb@newschool.edu>,
        caleb rossiter <calebrun@igc.apc.org>, catherine <catherine@fcnl.org>,
        cena swisher <cena@taxpayer.net>,
        charles mccollough <mccolloc@ucc.org>,
        chris hellman <chellman@cdi.org>, chris paine <cpaine@nrdc.org>,
        chuck ferguson <cferg@fas.org>, chuck woolery <chuck@wfa.org>,
        Church of the Brethren <washofc@aol.com>,
        Church Women United
         <cwu-dc@churchwomen.org>,
        corey gay <cgay@isis-online.org>, cunr@cunr.org,
        dan koslofsky <dan@clw.org>, dan plesch
         <dplesch@basicint.org>,
        danya greenfield <dgreenfield@clw.org>,
        darryl fagin <adaction@ix.netcom.com>,
        daryl byler
         <J._Daryl_Byler@mcc.org>,
        daryl kimball <dkimball@clw.org>,
        Disarmament Clearinghouse <disarmament@igc.org>,
        edith villastrigo
         <cedar@tfn.net>, erica.seager@oberlin.edu,
        erik floden <efloden@clw.org>,
        fran teplitz <fteplitz@peace-action.org>,
        francyne harrigan
         <fharrigan@hotmail.com>,
        gillian gilhool <ggilhool@ix.netcom.com>,
        gordon clark <gclark@peace-action.org>,
        greg speeter <info@natprior.org>, heather nolen <heathern@nccusa.org>,
        howard diamond
         <howard@armscontrol.org>,
        howard hallman <mupj@igc.org>,
        james wyerman
         <jwyerman@2020vision.org>,
        jay lintner <lintnerj@ucc.org>,
        jean sammon
         <jsammon@networklobby.org>,
        jen washburn <washburj@newschool.edu>,
        jenefer ellingston <jellingston@erols.com>,
        jenny smith <jsmith@clw.org>, jim matlack <jmatlack@erols.com>,
        "joe @ fcnl" <joe@fcnl.org>, john isaacs <jdi@clw.org>,
        john pike <johnpike@fas.org>, kate joseph
         <kjoseph@basicint.org>,
        "kathy @ fcnl" <kathy@fcnl.org>,
        kathy crandall
         <kathycrandall@earthlink.net>,
        "kevin o'neill" <koneill@isis-online.org>,
        kimberly robson <wand@wand.org>, larry ekin <info@paxworld.org>,
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        laura kriv <laura@2020vision.org>, lee vander laan <vfp@igc.org>,
        liesl heeter <heeter@csbahome.com>,
        "Linda Jamison (E-mail)"
         <ljamison@clw.org>,
        lisa wright <Lisaw@nccusa.org>, luke warren
         <lwarren@clw.org>,
        lynn fredriksson <etandc@igc.org>,
        mara kaufman
         <mkaufman@peace-action.org>,
        marcus corbin <defense@pogo.org>, marissa vitagliano <marissa@vi.org>,
        martha honey <ipsps@igc.org>,
        "Maureen Eldredge (E-mail)" <maureene@earthlink.net>, mda4@duke.edu,
        meg riley <uuawo@aol.com>, melissa becker <will@wand.org>,
        michelle bazie
         <bazie@cbpp.org>,
        "Michelle Ciarrocca (E-mail)" <ciarrm01@newschool.edu>,
        mike fonte <mfonte@clw.org>, miriam pemberton <ipsps@igc.org>,
        "ned @ fcnl" <ned@fcnl.org>, peter davies <PJDAVIES@aol.com>,
        piers wood
         <pwood@cdi.org>, rachel stohl <rstohl@cdi.org>,
        ralph de gennaro
         <ralph@taxpayer.net>,
        robert courtnage <chapter@spusa.org>,
        robert vandivier <bobvan@erols.com>, sandy ionno <sionno@spusa.org>,
        Sara Bradbury <sara@fcnl.org>, scott nathanson <Pdd@clark.net>,
        "Scott Nathanson (E-mail)" <CRB_DC@hotmail.com>,
        spurgeon keeny
         <smk@armscontrol.org>,
        stacey towles <towles@csbahome.com>,
        steve kosiak
         <kosiak@csbahome.com>,
        "Steven Young (E-mail)" <syoung@clw.org>, suzy kerr <skerr@clw.org>,
        tamar gabelnick <tamarg@fas.org>, todd perry
         <tperry@ucsusa.org>,
        tom cardamone <cardamone@clw.org>, tom collina
         <tcollina@ucsusa.org>,
        tom graham <tgraham@lawscns.org>,
        "Union Of American Hebrew Congregations (E-mail)" <RAC@UAHC.org>,
        "Virginia Witt (E-mail)" <virginia@businessleaders.org>,
        wade boese
         <wade@armscontrol.org>,
        walter owensby <walter_owensby@pcusa.org>
Subject: no Monday Lobby for the week of 5/29
Date: Tue, 23 May 2000 17:00:54 -0400
X-MS-TNEF-Correlator: <E9BA445D76C0D21182F30090273DFAF642BBF4@local.fcnl.org>
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2448.0)

Due to Memorial Day and the congressional recess, there will be no Monday
Lobby meeting next week.  Monday Lobby will reconvene Monday, June 5, usual
time and place.

Attachment Converted: "C:\Program Files\Internet\download\no Monday Lobby for the week of"
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Date: Tue, 23 May 2000 17:21:42 -0400
From: William J Price <WorldPeaceMakers@compuserve.com>
Subject: Notes from May 22 meeting
Sender: William J Price <WorldPeaceMakers@compuserve.com>
To: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>

Dear Howard,  

A great meeting.  I look forward to the next one!  Bill
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Date: Tue, 23 May 2000 17:35:00 -0400
From: William J Price <WorldPeaceMakers@compuserve.com>
Subject: George W. Bush on missile defense and nuclear reductions
Sender: William J Price <WorldPeaceMakers@compuserve.com>
To: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>

Dear Howard,

Thanks for sending this.  By aiming high in Hope and Work  we can become
the change we 
hope to see in the world.  I'll try to think of George W. as an enemy now a
friend!   This should budge Gore in the right direction!  
Your partner Bill.    
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Date: Tue, 23 May 2000 17:41:30 -0400
From: William J Price <WorldPeaceMakers@compuserve.com>
Subject: Speech by George W. Bush on  Tuesday 5/23/00.
Sender: William J Price <WorldPeaceMakers@compuserve.com>
To: Howard Hallman <mupj@igc.org>

-------------Forwarded Message-----------------

From: Brian Jones, INTERNET:Brian339@webtv.net
To: , INTERNET:vvaw@prairienet.org
 , INTERNET:info@fourthfreedom.org
 , INTERNET:mvtpaix@globenet.org
 , INTERNET:LoisPeace@aol.com
 , INTERNET:wfwpnatl@aol.com
 , INTERNET:wand@wand.org
 , INTERNET:vision@itol.com
 , INTERNET:mdkent@wilpf.org
 , INTERNET:wnypeace@buffnet.net
 , INTERNET:info@wesaidnonukes.org
 , INTERNET:wrl@igc.org
 , INTERNET:vvawai@oz.net
 , INTERNET:banminesusa@vi.org
 , INTERNET:kkelly@igc.apc.org
 , INTERNET:chair@lpva.com
 , INTERNET:zuboguy@aol.com
 , INTERNET:vfp@igc.org
 , INTERNET:vgosse@peace-action.org
 , INTERNET:ucs@ucsusa.org
 , INTERNET:marylia@earthlink.net
 , INTERNET:toikeo@mitene.or.jp
 , INTERNET:patexas@igc.apc.org
 , INTERNET:chair@www.tx.lp.org
 , INTERNET:sfp@physics.utoronto.ca
 , INTERNET:RONISRCOM@webtv.net
 , INTERNET:gordon@pwpa.org
 , INTERNET:info@peacewire.org
 Peace Park Crew, INTERNET:prop1@prop1.org
 , INTERNET:plough@ploughshares.ca
 , INTERNET:mmorr776@uwsp.edu
 , INTERNET:lamkins@mail.hartford.edu
 , INTERNET:pjw@agora.rdrop.com
 , INTERNET:psrnatl@psr.org
 , INTERNET:ajgoeke@igc.apc.org
 , INTERNET:rwm132@psu.edu
 , INTERNET:chair@lppa.org
 , INTERNET:paul@peacecenter.com
 , INTERNET:peaceworkers@igc.apc.org
 , INTERNET:peacenow@gn.apc.org
 , INTERNET:nwvp@teleport.com
 , INTERNET:pierer@salzburg.co.at
 , INTERNET:pacific@talent.com.au
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 , INTERNET:wagingpeace@napf.org
 , INTERNET:nviusa@hotmail.com
 , INTERNET:nisbco@igc.org
 , INTERNET:metropeace@aol.com
 , INTERNET:doberman@sprynet.com
 , INTERNET:levner@panix.com
 , INTERNET:nmgp@nmgp.org
 , WorldPeacemakers
 
Date: 5/23/2000  2:31 PM

RE: Speech by George W. Bush on  Tuesday 5/23/00.

 
Attention: Leaders of peace/ environmental and other private civic
organizations.

 George W. Bush is at it again. He has just concluded a press conference
where he talked about his support for the deployment of a national
missile defense system. He also eluded to the U.S. defending other parts
of the world. To the average American who knows little about foreign
policy or the technology involved in such a system, the idea really
sounds great on the surface. However, in reality this system would be
only 50-60% effective at best. Scientists have expressed concern about
the technology. Such a system would basically provide a false sense of
security- it is just a program that would make Americans FEEL safer,
when in reality they won't be that much more safe after the billions of
our tax dollars are spent. It would also make an already reckless and
intimidating U.S. foreign policy even more threatening, because
politicians would have this false sense of security and would take the
system into consideration when deciding whether or not we should attack
another country. Bush is supporting this, knowing that it could possibly
kill the ABM treaty, the Start II and future Start III treaties with
Russia. He stated that he is willing to knowingly withdraw from all of
these agreements and he does not support entering into any future major
arms control agreements. Bush also stated that he does not support the
Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty. 

When it comes to matters of foreign policy Bush has no clue about what
is going on. This trait really came to light today. He stated that " the
U.S. is a peaceful nation and that we will try to show the world that we
are a peaceful nation". However, his policies will make the world even
more unstable and will put the U. S. in greater danger. Bush tried to
present himself as an advocate of arms control, but this was and will
continue to be a bad acting job. I hope the country does not buy into
his policies. He is against nearly all major arms control initiatives.
As far as the U.S. being a "peaceful nation"- well, Bush's idea of a
peaceful nation is the same as that of the current President, and his
fathers idea. "Peaceful nation" means that as long as other countries do
what we want them to do, maybe we won't bomb the hell out of them. As
long as other nations with cultures, customs, traditions, and political
systems different from our own, will suddenly agree to change into the
kinds of nations that we want them to be, then we will be a peaceful
nation. As long as other nations will stand by while the U.S. flexes its
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military might against smaller countries, bullying them, etc., then the
U.S. will be a peaceful nation. Basically, as long as other nations
agree to the program of U.S. world dominance and do not get in our way
in any fashion (economically, militarily, politically, etc.), then we
will be a peaceful nation. He should have been clear about what the
conditions were going to be for the U.S. being a peaceful nation. 

What is really troubling is that the philosophy of Al Gore is not that
much different from the philosophy of George W. Bush. They are both
strong supporters of U.S. military intervention, so-called peacekeeping,
etc., anywhere in the world. They believe that the U.S. must be the
Worlds police force at any cost, even if it means the loss of American
lives in a major war. In fact, if one of these two politicians were
President during this current term, they probably would have given
serious consideration to attacking Russia in support of independence for
Chechnya. It is hard to think about such an event, but we need to
understand that this is how these two men think. One of these
candidates, Bush or Gore, will become the next President. From your
standpoint it should not matter which one enters the White House, as I
mentioned they are very similar in their approach to foreign policy. We
need to start planning now about how to peacefully and effectively
counter their policies. However, instead of taking a very strong stand
against these policies, the peace community and other organizations
continue to sleep through what is happening. I am starting to realize
that the peace movement is really closer to being dead for good, instead
of alive and strong like it should be. History is repeating itself once
again. Prior to Vietnam we had an opportunity to take action, but we
decided to sleep through the beginning and awoke to a real life
nightmare sometime during the late 1960's. Instead of taking action
prior to the bombing of Yugoslavia, when we knew what was going to
happen weeks in advance, we decided to sleep. We have had opportunities
to stop the major bombing campaigns, daily smaller bombings, and
economic sanctions against Iraq, but we chose to sleep through it all.
We have an opportunity to tell the U.S. government not to get the U.S.
involved in a major war, possibly a  world war, with China (putting you,
me, and your loved ones in danger), just because the U.S. wants to
wrestle Taiwan away from China and make it into another modern day U.S.
puppet colony in the Pacific; but yet again we choose to sleep. Now we
have an opportunity to preserve some long standing arms control measures
& preserve our ability to go even further towards reducing weapons of
mass destruction, as well as conventional weapons, but you guessed it,
we are in a deep, deep sleep. When will we wake up? So when something
terrible happens, when the next major war or conflict is triggered by
these policies, or when tensions are raised after Bush or Gore takes
office, you should not ask what is going on, how did this happen? I
still hold out hope that this trend can be turned around, but peace
groups continue to not want to work more closely together. I have
mentioned before and I will state again, that until organizations work
more closely together, nothing much will change. We will be in for a
rough ride. I have already
spelled out a general framework for groups to work together to be much
more effective.

Thanks for you time.
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Peace

Brian
St. Louis, Missouri ( USA)

----------------------- Internet Header --------------------------------
Sender: Brian339@webtv.net
Received: from mailsorter-105-1.iap.bryant.webtv.net (mailsorter-105-1.iap.bryant.webtv.net [209.240.198.119])
 by spdmgaae.compuserve.com (8.9.3/8.9.3/SUN-1.9) with ESMTP id OAA16357
 for <WorldPeacemakers@compuserve.com>; Tue, 23 May 2000 14:31:11 -0400 (EDT)
Received: from storefull-126.bryant.webtv.net (storefull-126.iap.bryant.webtv.net [209.240.198.108])
 by mailsorter-105-1.iap.bryant.webtv.net (WebTV_Postfix) with ESMTP
 id 737EE1A6B; Tue, 23 May 2000 11:30:49 -0700 (PDT)
Received: (from production@localhost) by storefull-126.bryant.webtv.net (8.8.8-wtv-e/mt.gso.26Feb98) id LAA16851; 
Tue, 23 May 2000 11:30:48 -0700 (PDT)
X-WebTV-Signature: 1
 ETAsAhRjtjYRABtcH9mXEGTYu90MXxdVtwIUHdOEe1RXdJ13KRM73qc1u4vDmaI= 
From: Brian339@webtv.net (Brian Jones)
Date: Tue, 23 May 2000 13:30:48 -0500 (CDT)
To: vision@2020vision.org, info@fourthfreedom.org, abridge@tin.it,
        mekka@eircom.net, STARSOUTH@CLDS.NET, ananuclear@earthlink.net,
        mvtanna@artsci.wustl.edu, info@againstbombing.com,
        stormiel@mindspring.com, egarris@antiwar.com, apjn@frognet.net,
        chappja@mail.auburn.edu, info@dealert.org, vvaw@prairienet.org,
        bread@bread.org, iacenter@iacenter.org, Brian339@webtv.net,
        director@ca.lp.org, tomconduit@igc.org, capazaction@igc.apc.org,
        enquiries@caat.demon.co.uk, campaigns@cnduk.org, careth@funder.org,
        cg1146@yahoo.com, info@objector.org, cco@igc.apc.org,
        cdfinfo@childrensdefense.org, ad207@freenet.carleton.ca,
        coalition@clw.org, mruzzin@igc.org, clw@clw.org, cynb@mailcity.com,
        cliff@dallaspeacecenter.org, pdd@clark.net, doctors@newyork.msf.org,
        hermit@downwinders.org, rheinme@earlham.edu, fas@fas.org,
        <lpflisab@aol.com>, johndear@forusa.org, usa@motherearth.org,
        fteplitz@peace-action.org, fcnl@fcnl.org, ghunter@thevision.net,
        ggp@greens.org, globresponse@igc.org, info@youthwhocare.com,
        gclark@peace-action.org, wiednerb@aol.com,
        bertrand.charrier@gci.ch (Attn. Mr. Mikhail Gorbachev),
        starlene@greens.org, hgw@scruznet.com, ialana@antenna.nl,
        ippnwbos@ippnw.org, IAC@leb.net, nukeresister@igc.org,
        jamiebdlx@aol.com, twonky@primenet.com, jbridgman@peace-action.org,
        nomadic420@yahoo.com, pinko360@aol.com, <Steve.Dasbach@hq.lp.org>,
        msxstudent@aol.com, cschoaff@la-ma.org, eisrael@la-ma.org,
        delire@tao.ca, stacyvo@eesc.com, mngreens@juno.com,
        <ChasDTest@aol.com>, Mlkctr@aol.com (Attn. Mr. Dexter King),
        mpf@forusa.org, rucon@juno.com, plpanz@aol.com, nmgp@nmgp.org,
        levner@panix.com, doberman@sprynet.com, metropeace@aol.com,
        nisbco@igc.org, nviusa@hotmail.com, wagingpeace@napf.org,
        nwvp@teleport.com, pacific@talent.com.au, pierer@salzburg.co.at,
        peacenow@gn.apc.org, peaceworkers@igc.apc.org, paul@peacecenter.com,
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        chair@lppa.org, rwm132@psu.edu, ajgoeke@igc.apc.org, psrnatl@psr.org,
        pjw@agora.rdrop.com, lamkins@mail.hartford.edu, mmorr776@uwsp.edu,
        plough@ploughshares.ca, prop1@prop1.org (Peace Park Crew),
        info@peacewire.org, gordon@pwpa.org, RONISRCOM@webtv.net,
        sfp@physics.utoronto.ca, chair@www.tx.lp.org, patexas@igc.apc.org,
        toikeo@mitene.or.jp, marylia@earthlink.net, ucs@ucsusa.org,
        vgosse@peace-action.org, vfp@igc.org, zuboguy@aol.com, chair@lpva.com,
        kkelly@igc.apc.org, banminesusa@vi.org, vvawai@oz.net, wrl@igc.org,
        info@wesaidnonukes.org, wnypeace@buffnet.net, mdkent@wilpf.org,
        vision@itol.com, wand@wand.org, wfwpnatl@aol.com, LoisPeace@aol.com,
        mvtpaix@globenet.org, WorldPeacemakers@compuserve.com,
        info@fourthfreedom.org, vvaw@prairienet.org
Subject: Speech by George W. Bush on  Tuesday 5/23/00.
Message-ID: <7547-392ACE58-2731@storefull-126.bryant.webtv.net>
Content-Disposition: Inline
Content-Type: Text/Plain; Charset=US-ASCII
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7Bit
MIME-Version: 1.0 (WebTV)
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To: William J Price <WorldPeaceMakers@compuserve.com>
From: ".Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Re: Speech by George W. Bush on  Tuesday 5/23/00.
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: <200005231741_MC2-A62B-1CCC@compuserve.com>
References: 

Bill,

I suggested that you ask Brian Jones to re-read Bush's speech.  It contains positive ideas that we can build on, such as a 
much lower level of strategic weapons that START II, a desire to deactivate a portion of the nuclear arsenal as his father 
did, and others.  Of course, he is wrong about NMD.  Let's oppose him on that but work on him on other issues.

Howard
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X-Lotus-FromDomain: UCC
From: lintnerj@ucc.org
To: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
cc: stiefr@ucc.org,
 conoverp@ucc.org
Date: Tue, 23 May 2000 17:22:49 -0400
Subject: Re: Notes from May 22 meeting

Holy Cow, Howard.  Congratulations!!  I debated coming, as did Charles
McCollough, but with both of us leaving and no sense that we can represent
the future, we did other things.

But getting serious Presbyterian, Episcopal, Methodist representation plus
all those others!!

Good luck in continuing this.  I don't know who will pick up for UCC, and
probably it will be a few months before things shake down, but if you can
keep this going, UCC can't stay away.
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To: lintnerj@ucc.org
From: ".Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Re: Notes from May 22 meeting
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: <852568E8.00767B05.00@UCCLN2.ucc.org>
References: 

Jay,

I wish you and Charles would have come.  You have wisdom to offer.

After you sent Ron Stief information on my initiative earlier this spring, he got in touch with me.  He's interested.  I've 
been sending him the material.  He intends to get involved when he moves to Washington.  So I have hopes for UCC 
participation.

On the letter to presidential candidates we may want to find several prominent UCC clergy to sign it, other than the head 
of communion.  Who would you suggest?  Particularly for geographic spread.

Shalom,
Howard
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From: "Van Gosse" <vgosse@peace-action.org>
To: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: RE: May 22 meeting of Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament
Date: Tue, 23 May 2000 18:33:23 -0400
X-Msmail-Priority: Normal
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook 8.5, Build 4.71.2173.0
Importance: Normal
X-Mimeole: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
X-Mdaemon-Deliver-To: mupj@igc.org
X-Return-Path: vgosse@peace-action.org

Howard, I hope you got my message on Monday before the meeting.  I am really
very shamefaced.  Monday afternoon turned into a series of urgent deadlines
(our television ads started that day, lots of press calls) plus urgent
meetings on financial matters.  I should have known better.  If I can be of
service in the future, please let me know.
Van Gosse

> -----Original Message-----
> From: Howard W. Hallman [mailto:mupj@igc.org]
> Sent: Thursday, May 18, 2000 5:05 PM
> To: vgosse@peace-action.org
> Subject: May 22 meeting of Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament
>
>
> Dear Vann,
>
> Thanks for your willingness to participate in the planning meeting of the
> Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament on Monday afternoon, May 22.
> It will take place in Conference Room 3 in the Methodist Building, 100
> Maryland Avenue, NE.   The agenda is attached.
>
> We would like your advice particularly in the last segment when we talk
> about the 2000 election.  You are welcome for other parts of the meeting,
> too, especially when we talk about grassroots organizing in the middle
> segment.
>
> Also attached is a list of questions on nuclear disarmament for
> presidential candidates.  They will be part of your discussion.
>
> Shalom,
> Howard
>
> ###
>
> Meeting of Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament
> Monday, May 22, 2000, 1:00 to 4:00 p.m.
> Methodist Building, Conference Room 3
> 100 Maryland Avenue, NE, Washington, DC
>
> Agenda
>
> 1:00 Gathering: coffee/soft drinks available
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> 1:10 Introductions
> 1:15 Public policy objectives for 2001
>   Presidential initiatives
>   Legislative action
> 2:10 Break
> 2:15 Grassroots advocacy: after November election and beyond
>   Use of networks of denominations and religious
> associations
>   Encouraging, organizing, and assisting state and
> local interfaith coalitions
>   Providing educational material
>   Two-way communication
>   Who will do what?
> 3:05 Future meetings
> 3:10 Break
> 3:15 2000 Election
>   Formulating questions for candidates (president, Congress)
>   Presidential candidates
>    Posing questions
>   Contact with staff Congressional candidates
>    Encouraging grassroots contacts with
> congressional candidates
>    Feedback
>   Who will do what?
> 4:00  Adjourn
>
> ###
>
> Suggested Questions on Nuclear Disarmament
> To Be Presented to Presidential Candidates
>  by Religious Leaders
>
>
> Preface: cite statements of religious bodies and religious
> leaders, such as
> World Council of Churches, Holy See, Dalai Lama, U.S. denominations,
> National Cathedral statement of religious and military leaders, etc.
>
> To presidential candidates:
>
> (1) As these statements indicate, a broad consensus has emerged within the
> faith community on the immorality of possession, threatened use,
> and actual
> use of nuclear weapons.  What is your position on the morality of nuclear
> weapons?
>
> (2) Most major religious denominations in the United States favor the
> elimination of nuclear weapons. If elected president, will provide world
> leadership for the global elimination of nuclear weapons within a
> reasonable time?  Will you make a commitment to wean the United
> States from
> its reliance upon nuclear weapons as a major component of its military and
> foreign policy?
>
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> (2) The Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT) provides a means of
> controlling the spread of nuclear weapons.   If elected
> president, will you
> seek ratification of the CTBT by the United States Senate?
>
> (3) Many experts have pointed out the inherent danger of keeping U.S. and
> Russian strategic nuclear weapons on hair-trigger alert.  In 1991
> President
> George Bush took unilateral action to deactivate a large number of U.S.
> strategic weapons and to withdraw most U.S. tactical nuclear weapons
> stationed outside the United States.  A few weeks later Soviet President
> Mikhail Gorbachev reciprocated with similar actions.  If elected
> president,
> will you embark upon a de-alerting initiative to take strategic
> weapons off
> hair-trigger alert?  If so, please provide specifics.
>
> (5) During the past fifteen years progress has been made in reduction of
> nuclear weapons through treaties between the United States and the Soviet
> Union, then Russia.   They include two treaties negotiated under President
> Ronald Reagan, the Intermediate Nuclear Force Treaty to eliminate
> an entire
> class of nuclear weapons and the first Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty
> (START I) and START II negotiated under President Bush.  [If President
> Clinton negotiates START III, add it.]  If elected president, will you
> pursue additional agreements with Russia to achieve further cuts in the
> strategic arsenal?  If so, what are your specific objectives?
>
> (6) For two other weapons of mass destruction, biological and
> chemical, the
> nations of the world have entered into international conventions providing
> for their elimination with adequate safeguards.  Many experts believe that
> there should now be a nuclear weapons convention that provides a
> global ban
> on nuclear weapons and their total elimination within a timebound
> framework
> with effective verification and enforcement.  Do you favor multilateral
> negotiations to achieve a global nuclear weapons convention?
>
> (7) As these steps to eliminate nuclear weapons are undertaken,
> the nuclear
> weapon states will still posses a sizable number of such weapons.
>   Because
> in our judgment any use of nuclear weapons would be morally wrong, we
> believe that part of the commitment to their elimination should
> be a pledge
> by all possessors to never use nuclear weapons against any adversary under
> any circumstance.  If elected president, would you make such a no-use
> pledge for the United States and invite other nuclear weapon
> states to join
> this commitment?
>
> (8) If you are not willing to make a no-use pledge, please consider that
> Presidents Truman and Eisenhower chose not to use nuclear weapons in the
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> stalemated Korean War and that Presidents Johnson and Nixon chose not to
> use nuclear weapons in the Vietnam War even though the United States was
> losing.  Please note that numerous retired generals, admirals,
> and national
> security civilian officials have indicated that nuclear weapons have no
> war-fighting utility.  Do you believe that nuclear weapons have
> use in war?
>  If so, please describe.
>
> (9) If you believe that nuclear weapons have utility in war,
> please tell us
> the categories of targets you as commander-in-chief would consider
> legitimate to strike with nuclear weapons.  We believe that the American
> people are entitled to have this information.
>
> (10) If you do not choose to provide an answer regarding possible targets
> for nuclear weapons because you want to retain uncertainty and ambiguity,
> we ask you whether it is morally acceptable to hold people of various
> nations hostage to the threat of nuclear attack because of the aggressive
> practices of those who control their governments.
>
> May 9, 2000
>
> Drafted by Howard W. Hallman
>
> Howard W. Hallman, Chair
> Methodists United for Peace with Justice
> 1500 16th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036
> Phone/fax: 301 896-0013; e-mail: mupj@igc.org
>
> Methodists United for Peace with Justice is a membership association of
> laity and clergy.  It has no affiliation with any Methodist denomination.
>
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To: "Van Gosse" <vgosse@peace-action.org>
From: ".Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: RE: May 22 meeting of Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: <003401bfc506$e798f520$917ba8c0@ws101>
References: <3.0.3.32.20000518170515.0068f1d4@pop2.igc.org>

That's okay, Van.  There will be other occasions for us to use your talents.

Howard
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From: "Bob and Elaine Tiller" <tiller64@starpower.net>
To: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Re: Notes from May 22 meeting
Date: Wed, 24 May 2000 00:06:01 -0400
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2314.1300
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2314.1300

Howard,

Thanks for your work on this.  I will try to be present on June 22.

Did anyone besides me circulate ideas and suggestions by e-mail?  I never
received any.

Bob

----- Original Message -----
From: Howard W. Hallman <mupj@igc.org>
To: <ograbc@aol.com>; <ken@bpfna.org>; <tiller64@starpower.net>; Jim Matlack
<denhartz@erols.com>; <droose@afsc.org>; <dradcliff_gb@brethren.org>;
<washofc@aol.com>; <ann_d.parti@ecunet.org>; <redgar@ncccusa.org>;
<lisaw@ncccusa.org>; <heathern@ncccusa.org>; <bgrieves@dfms.org>;
<jmskipper@aol.com>; <thart@dfms.org>; <epf@peacemet.org>;
<disarm@forusa.org>; <joe@fcnl.org>; <kathy@fcnl.org>; <sara@fcnl.org>;
<marsusab@aol.com>; <J._Daryl_Byler@mcc.org>; <CHouleMM@aol.com>;
<mknolldc@igc.org>; <dave@paxchristiusa.org>; <slisherness@unidial.com>;
<jow@mindspring.com>; <wowensby@ctr.pcusa.org>; Bill Yolton
<dengster@aol.com>; <uuawo@aol.com>; <jnoble@uahc.org>; <lintnerj@ucc.org>;
<stiefr@ucc.org>; <dringler@umc-gbcs.org>; <gpowers@nccbuscc.org>;
<WorldPeacemakers@compuserve.com>; <mupj@igc.org&g
Cc: <dkimball@cls.org>; <marie.rietmann@mail.house.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, May 23, 2000 12:00 PM
Subject: Notes from May 22 meeting

> Dear Colleagues:
>
> We had an excellent planning meeting yesterday.  Here are my notes.  I
> didn't record everything, but I hope I caught the flavor and trend of the
> discussion.
>
> We decided to meet again on Thursday, June 22, 2000 from 1:00 to 2:30 p.m.
> at the Methodist Building, Conference Room 3, 100 Maryland Avenue, NE,
> Washington, D.C.  I hope to see you then.
>
> Meanwhile we will keep our e-mail exchange going.
>
> Shalom,
> Howard
>
> ###
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>
> Notes from Meeting of
> Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament
> May 22, 2000
> Written by Howard W. Hallman
>
> The following persons were in attendance:
> Carol Blythe, Alliance of Baptists
> Bob Tiller, Baptist Peace Fellowship
> Greg Laszakovits, Church of the Brethren, Washington Office
> David Radcliff, Church of the Brethren, Brethren Witness Office (Elgin,
IL)
> Carol Q. Cosby, Disciples Peace Fellowship (Indianapolis, IN)
> Tom Hart, Episcopal Church, Washington Office
> Mary Miller, Episcopal Peace Fellowship
> Kathy Guthrie, Friends Committee on National Legislation
> Judy Coode, Maryknoll Office for Global Concerns
> Daryl Byler, Mennonite Central Committee
> Howard Hallman, Methodists United for Peace with Justice
> Jim Watkins, Presbyterian Peacemaking Program (Atlanta, GA)
> Lawrence Egbert, Unitarian Universalist Association, Washington Office
> Robin Ringler, United Methodist General Board of Church and Society
> Bill Price, World Peacemakers
> Daryl Kimball, Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers
> Marie Rietmann, Office of Rep. Blumenauer
>
> Howard Hallman, chair, opened the meeting by recalling how religious
> organizations worked together to build support for Senate ratification of
> the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT).   The purpose of this meeting is
> to build upon this experience, to establish goals and objectives for 2001
> with a new president and a new Congress, and to develop plans for working
> together to achieve these goals.  He noted that additional organizations
> are interested in participating but could not be presented at this
meeting.
>
> As a sign of hope, Hallman pointed out that at the recently completed 2000
> Review Conference under the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) the
> United States and the other nuclear-weapon states had made an unequivocal
> commitment to accomplish the total elimination of their nuclear arsenal.
> Although they specified no timetable, this commitment was something to
> build upon.
>
> Daryl Kimball indicated that we have opportunities but also face
> difficulties.  The NPT conference report is an opportunity.  So are series
> of summit meetings that President Clinton and Russian President Putin will
> have in the next six months.  The difficulties include Senate opposition
to
> arms reduction treaties, the continued hair-trigger alert status of the
> U.S. and Russian strategic arsenals, opposition by the Joint Chiefs of
> Staff to strategic reductions below 2,500 warheads, and the development of
> National Missile Defense (NMD) by the United States.  The challenge is to
> remind policy makers and the general public of the dangers of hair-trigger
> alert, to expose NMD's harmful side effects on arms control, to promote
> reciprocal unilateral initiatives for de-alerting and retirement of
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nuclear
> weapons, and to renew momentum for CTBT ratification.
>
> Jim Watkins stressed the need to educate Congress and church people on
> these issues, which now aren't on the public radar screen.  He suggested
> focusing on one issue, such as National Missile Defense.  Bob Tiller
agreed
> that NMD should be the current focus if we choose only one issue but that
> we also need to see the whole range of nuclear issues.  Bill Price
> supported an emphasis on NMD but said it should be in the context of
> nuclear abolition.  Others express an interest in working on NMD.
>
> Greg Laszakovits suggested that even if we focus primarily on one issue
> there is a need for an overarching vision.  Kathy Guthrie agreed on the
> need to articulate a vision.  She indicated that the Friends Committee on
> National Legislation is dealing with several issues related to nuclear
> disarmament and is willing to develop a religious leaders' letter on NMD.
>
> There was agreement that the Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament
> should have a vision statement so that our focus on particular issues will
> be set in a broader context.   Hallman said that he would facilitate
> development of such a statement.
>
> Turning to grassroots mobilization, Marie Rietmann recalled the activities
> of the faith community in the CTBT ratification campaign when she worked
> with us from her job at 20/20 Vision: conference calls, joint alerts,
> grassroots organizing, contacts with Senate staff, lobby days, speaking
> engagements, petitions hand delivered to senators' offices, editorials and
> op-ed pieces in regional newspapers, sign-on letters.  Kathy Guthrie
> elaborated on the petition drive and grassroots organizing in key states.
> These efforts built an infrastructure and a bank of people that we used
> when the treaty suddenly came before the Senate.
>
> Jim Watkins noted that building an infrastructure is a key.  Also, what
> takes the greatest time to do (such as organizing delegations of
> influential persons) makes the greatest impact.  Marie shared a list of
> activities organized along those lines.
>
> Larry Egbert spoke of the need to get senators to stand up to Senator
> Helms.  Hallman suggested that we need to get Democrats to speak out more
> on broader issues of nuclear disarmament.  Mary Miller suggested that we
> talk with chaplains and other military leaders.  Jim suggested that we all
> make a list of potential allies "outside the box" in order to broaden
> support.
>
> Marie reminded us how floor votes in Congress help to focus the mind.  She
> cited votes on restrictions on arms reduction and BMD appropriations.
>
> Discussion turned to developing an interfaith infrastructure.  Among
> others Kathy described the FCNL network, Robin Ringler spoke of the United
> Methodist peace with justice coordinators in 66 conferences, Bill Price
> described World Peacemakers, and Jim told about the Presbyterian
> peacemakers network.  He suggested that as we work together on a common
> theme we can draw on our differing strengths in various regions and
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> localities.
>
> David Radcliff  mentioned again the need for an overarching theme that
> would enable grassroots activists to feel a part of a larger movement.
> Carol Cosby said that the Disciples would welcome an interfaith approach.
> She also stressed the importance of lead time for grassroots mobilization.
>
> Daryl Byler wondered if the August 6 anniversary of the bombing of
> Hiroshima could be a day to launch a new effort.  Bill Price mentioned
> plans of the Fellowship of Reconciliation to have ongoing events in
> Washington during the summer.
>
> There was a clear consensus that we want to work together on nuclear
> disarmament within the context of a broad vision but with specificity of
> focus.  We agreed to meet again on Thursday, June 22 from 1:00 to 2:30
p.m.
> in the Methodist Building.
>
> Ten persons stayed for the third part of the meeting to discuss
> involvement in the 2000 election.  Several described the ways their
offices
> pose non-partisan questions to candidates and publish the results.  Others
> indicate that they publish voting records of incumbents on key issues.
> Some have no involvement in elections.
>
> Hallman described an initiative to have a number of top religious leaders
> write to the top presidential candidates and ask them a series of
questions
> related to nuclear disarmament.  He is working on this with Dave Robinson
> of Pax Christi
>
> Jim suggested that we develop a series of common questions to submit to
> candidates and their staff.  Hallman indicated that these questions could
> be taken to candidates' public meetings and given to journalists who ask
> questions at public debates.  Jim agreed to draft a set of questions and
> circulate them amongst us.
>
> Jim also stressed the importance of having grassroots activists and
> religious leaders call upon the successful candidates soon after the
> election to lay out their positions on public policy issues and to
> establish relationships with them and their staff.
>
> We agreed to discuss election involvement further at our June meeting.
>
> The meeting adjourned.
>
> ***
>
> Postscript: Other interested organizations.
>
> In addition to the organizations represented at the May 22 meeting, the
> following organizations have indicated an interested in being involved in
> the work of the Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament.
>
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> African Methodist Episcopal Church
> American Friends Service Committee
> Christian Methodist Episcopal Church
> Conference of Major Superiors of Men
> Evangelical Lutheran Church in America, Office of Governmental Affairs
> Muslim Peace Fellowship
> National Council of Churches
> Pax Christi, USA
> Presbyterian Church, USA, Washington Office
> Presbyterian Peace Fellowship
> Religious Action Center of Reform Judaism
> United Church of Christi
> U.S. Catholic Conference
>
> Invitations are out to other denominations and religious associations to
> become involved in the work of the Interfaith Committee for Nuclear
> Disarmament.
>
>
> May 23, 2000
>
> Howard W. Hallman, Chair
> Methodists United for Peace with Justice
> 1500 16th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036
> Phone/fax: 301 896-0013; e-mail: mupj@igc.org
>
> Methodists United for Peace with Justice is a membership association of
> laity and clergy.  It has no affiliation with any Methodist denomination.
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From: IRARR84@aol.com
Date: Wed, 24 May 2000 13:55:51 EDT
Subject: Back From the Brink Update
To: dealertingana@lists.speakeasy.org
X-Mailer: AOL 5.0 for Windows sub 105
Sender: owner-dealertingana@lists.speakeasy.org

TO:  Back From the Brink Campaign Participants
FR:  Ira Shorr
RE:  Campaign Update
DT: May 24, 2000

1.  We now have an office in Takoma Park:

    Back From the Brink
    6856 Eastern Ave. N.W.
    Washington, D.C. 20012
    PH:  202-545-1001
    Fax: 202-545-1004
      e.mail: (To be announced.)

2.  We're very pleased to announce that Esther Pank, currently at Peace 
Links, will be joining the Brink campaign as our Constituency 
Outreach/Organizer, beginning June 12th.

3.  Recent Brink activities:
* NPT Editorial Advisory - this joint project with PSR garnered editorials 
endorsing de-alerting in the Boston Globe, Baltimore Sun and a number of 
other newspapers nationwide.
* Editorial Advisory responding to Clinton Administration's "Talking Points 
for ABM Treaty Negotiations". Worked with the Coalition to Reduce Nuclear 
Dangers and PSR to send out Bruce Blair's critique, which led to a N.Y. Times 
story ("U.S.-Russian Talks Revive Old Debates on Nuclear Warnings"- May 1, 
2000).
* Organized a Congressional briefing with Bruce Blair on May 22.  It was 
co-sponsored by CRND, CDI, and Rep. Markey's office and focused on 
de-alerting and the upcoming U.S./Russian summit.  Seventeen House and Senate 
offices were represented, as were members of the House Armed Services 
Committee and Senate Foreign Relations Committee.
* We are preparing another editorial advisory with PSR--and noting George W. 
Bush's (qualified) support for de-alerting-- for the upcoming summit, to try 
and secure additional editorials.
* We will be sending out an alert this week to our volunteer web site list, 
on the Kerrey amendment--and with the Technology project, hit our entire list 
of 15,000 for a broader message on the summit, next week.
(Note: Our web site address will be changed in the next couple of weeks to: 
www.backfromthebrink.org)

4.  Grassroots Projects - a reminder that the Brink campaign has a 
substantial amount of money to offer for grassroots organizing on de-alerting 
(and the link to other disarmament issues).  Please encourage local groups 
that you network with, to contact the campaign with organizing ideas, so they 
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can avail themselves of these resources.

5.  We can now quote George W. Bush on de-alerting. From his May 23 news 
conference: "..the United States should remove as many weapons as possible 
from high alert, hair-trigger status -- another unnecessary vestige of Cold 
War confrontation. Preparation for quick launch within minutes after the 
warning of an attack was the rule during the era of superpower rivalry. But 
today, for two nations at peace, keeping so many weapons on high alert may 
create unacceptable risks of accidental or unauthorized launch. So as 
president, I will ask for an assessment of what we can safely do to lower the 
alert status of our forces. 
These changes to our forces should not require years and years of detailed 
arms control negotiations. There is a precedent that proves the power of 
leadership. In 1991, the United States invited the Soviet Union to join in 
removing tactical and nuclear weapons from the arsenal. These reductions were 
achieved in a matter of months, making the world much safer more quickly."

Of course, in the same speech Mr. Bush also called for an enlarged missile 
defense system, which would only spur the Russians to keep their forces on 
high alert to preserve their ability to launch a counterattack.
But we can de-link candidate Bush's comments, in the context of our call for 
de-alerting and the preservation of the ABM Treaty. 
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From: IRARR84@aol.com
Date: Wed, 24 May 2000 14:21:37 EDT
Subject: Brink address addition
To: dealertingana@lists.speakeasy.org
X-Mailer: AOL 5.0 for Windows sub 105
Sender: owner-dealertingana@lists.speakeasy.org

Folks, I forgot to note the room we're in--so, again, our address:

    Back From the Brink
    6856 Eastern Ave. N.W. #324
    Washington, D.C. 20012
    PH:  202-545-1001
    Fax: 202-545-1004
            e.mail: (To be announced.)

Thanks,

Ira
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From: Vmsmagic@cs.com
Date: Thu, 25 May 2000 08:37:18 EDT
Subject: Contribution
To: mupj@igc.apc.org
X-Mailer: CompuServe 2000 32-bit sub 101

I'm depositing today a $100 membership contribution from D. Nell Inman (Mrs. 
Frank Inman, Jr.)

She reports an address change:

D. Nell Inman
7095 Pecan Hill Road
Southaven, MS 38671

Tel. 662-349-2014

Mississippi Conference

Senatobia District
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X-Lotus-FromDomain: UCC
From: lintnerj@ucc.org
To: ".Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Date: Wed, 24 May 2000 09:27:46 -0400
Subject: Re: Notes from May 22 meeting

Pat Conover is also interested in disarmament, and Ron and Pat may talk out
who covers.  Ron will be out of town over half time.

Share statement with me, and I'll fax to conference ministers and city
large church pastors.
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X-Mailer: ccMail Link to SMTP R8.31.00.5
Date: Fri, 26 May 2000 14:04:32 -0400
From: "Kay L Halpern" <halpernk.nsiad@gao.gov>
To: <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Re:spirituality 

****** Message from InterScan E-Mail VirusWall NT ******

** No virus found in attached file HEALING-PATH.doc
** No virus found in attached file BIRTH.doc
** No virus found in attached file BRIDGING.doc
** No virus found in attached file CIRCLE-G.doc
** No virus found in attached file KINDNESS.doc
** No virus found in attached file KOSOVO.doc
** No virus found in attached file SUMMERVA.doc

All attachments were scanned by Interscan, and no viruses were found

*****************     End of message     ***************

Thanks, so much, Carlee.  I got the magazine the other info you mailed me
yesterday.

FYI, attached are some of my short pieces.  (I don't think I gave them to you at
the networking brunch).

       

____________________Reply Separator____________________
Subject:    spirituality 
Author: "Carlee L. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Date:       05/23/2000 4:36 PM

Please send me your home address, so I can send you this magazine and some
other stuff.
Howard W. Hallman, Chair
Methodists United for Peace with Justice
1500 16th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036
Phone/fax: 301 896-0013; e-mail: mupj@igc.org

Methodists United for Peace with Justice is a membership association of
laity and clergy.  It has no affiliation with any Methodist denomination. 

Attachment Converted: "C:\Program Files\Internet\download\HEALING-PATH.doc"

Attachment Converted: "C:\Program Files\Internet\download\BIRTH.doc"

Attachment Converted: "C:\Program Files\Internet\download\BRIDGING.doc"
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Attachment Converted: "C:\Program Files\Internet\download\CIRCLE-G.doc"

Attachment Converted: "C:\Program Files\Internet\download\KINDNESS.doc"

Attachment Converted: "C:\Program Files\Internet\download\KOSOVO.doc"

Attachment Converted: "C:\Program Files\Internet\download\SUMMERVA.doc"
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To: "Bob and Elaine Tiller" <tiller64@starpower.net>
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Re: Notes from May 22 meeting
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: <007b01bfc535$5fd20080$8ed87ad1@user>
References: <3.0.3.32.20000523120000.0069299c@pop2.igc.org>

At 12:06 AM 5/24/00 -0400, you wrote:
>Howard,
>
>Thanks for your work on this.  I will try to be present on June 22.
>
>Did anyone besides me circulate ideas and suggestions by e-mail?  I never
>received any.
>
>Bob

Bob,

No, they didn't.  The folks in this group aren't so inclined, but I keep offering the opportunity.

Suddenly nuclear weapons are in the presidential debate.  Here's a real opportunity for us.

Howard
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To: ipnd
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Statement of Objectives
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Dear Colleagues:

Since the Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament met on May 22, nuclear weapons has become a campaign 
issue.  George W. Bush's speech and news conference on nuclear weapons was good-news/bad-news.  He advocated 
reducing the nuclear arsenal, including possible unilateral action, but he proposed a vastly expanded national ballistic 
defense that would protect not only all 50 states but also all U.S. allies.  In their news coverage some major newspapers 
put nuclear reduction in the headline, others put expanded NMD.  In response Al Gore dismissed both Bush proposals: 
expanded NMD and reduction of the U.S. arsenal.  This is not the end of the debate, so we have an opportunity to get 
our views into the discussion.

At our May 22 meeting we agreed that we need to specify our objectives and place them in the broader context of a 
vision statement.  While traveling to Phoenix last week to attend a conference, I drafted a set of objectives to reflect our 
discussion on immediate priorities and to indicate how we might respond to the report of the NPT Review Conference 
and the commitment of the nuclear-weapon states to "an unequivocal undertaking to accomplish the total elimination of 
their nuclear arsenals."  The first part emphasizes action to oppose NMD and be ready to work for ratification of CTBT 
and other treaties.  Our role would be to develop grassroots support for these actions.  The second part suggests that the 
possessors of nuclear weapons get on with the task of eliminating their arsenal.  Our role would be to help develop the 
political will.  

The draft statement of objectives is attached.  Your comments are requested.

Shalom,
Howard

###

Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament
Statement of Objectives

 The Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament brings together representatives of faith-based organizations to 
work together for the elimination of nuclear weapons.  We will conduct educational activities and engage in public 
advocacy for steps leading to this goal.  We will oppose measures that lead in the opposite direction

Immediate Objectives

 1.  At this time we intend to give particular attention to termination of the U.S. national missile defense (NMD) 
program.  Although national missile defense has a seemingly worthy objective of protecting U.S. residents from nuclear 
attack, its development by the United States runs the grave risk of refueling the nuclear arms race.  Moreover, numerous 
experts question the technical feasibility of NMD.  Its extravagant cost distorts federal budget priorities.

 2.  We stand ready to develop public support for arms control treaties as they come before the U.S. Senate, 
including the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT), START II protocol, a future START III agreement, and other 
treaties of this nature.
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Longer-range Objectives

 At the 2000 Review Conference of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) the five nuclear-weapon states -- 
United States, Russia, United Kingdom, France, and China -- committed themselves to "an unequivocal undertaking to 
accomplish the total elimination of their nuclear arsenals."  We applaud this commitment and urge that its fulfillment 
occur sooner rather than later.

 The boldest approach would be for the United States and other possessors of nuclear weapons to mutually take the 
following actions.

a) Declare a policy of no use of nuclear weapons against any adversary under any circumstance.
b) Promptly take all nuclear weapons off hair-trigger alert.
c) Remove all deployed nuclear weapons from active service as rapidly as possible and place them in secure storage 
under mutual and international inspection.
d) Dismantle all nuclear weapons on a schedule that is expeditious and balanced so that no nation would have an 
advantage or feel insecure during the dismantlement process.
e) Implement an international system of fissile material control with effective accounting, monitoring, and safeguards.

There could be other scenarios for the elimination of nuclear weapons.  Human intelligence can figure out effective 
ways to proceed.  The challenge is to develop the strong will to achieve this goal.  The Interfaith Committee for Nuclear 
Disarmament will help create the necessary political will for decisive action.

Drafted by Howard W. Hallman, May 30, 2000
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To: disarm-news@igc.topica.com
From: "Joan L. Wade" <disarmament@igc.org>
Subject: disarmament news 5/30/00
Date: Tue, 30 May 2000 09:00:29 -0700
Reply-To: disarmament@igc.org
X-Topica-Loop: 700000777
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2615.200
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2615.200

In Disarmament News Today:

1)Clinton Leaves for Portugal, Russia and Points in Between (Reuters)
2)Cohen Says U.S. Can Cut Nukes As Bush Proposes ( Washington Times)
3)Navy Developing Plan For Sea-Based Missile Defense (Washington Times)
4)Threat Of 'Rogue' States: Is It Reality Or Rhetoric? (Washington Post)
5)Risk Of Arms Race Seen In U.S. Design Of Missile Defense  (NY Times)
              
************************
1)New York Times
May 30, 2000
Clinton Leaves For Portugal, Russia And Points In Between    By Reuters

WASHINGTON, May 29 -- President Clinton left on a week-long European trip Monday night that is expected to be 
dominated by a stalemate with Russia over a U.S. missile defense system and simmering trade disputes with the 
European Union. 

The president will arrive at his first stop, in Lisbon, Portugal, Tuesday morning. 

During seven days in Europe, Clinton will also visit Germany for a conference on "Third Way" governance, take part in 
his first summit with Russian President Vladimir Putin in Moscow, and visit Ukraine to encourage reform. 

In observances on Memorial Day Monday to honor America's war dead, Clinton focused on the symbolism of his trip in 
recognizing democratic changes across Europe since the end of the Cold War. 

His visit to Berlin, Clinton said, would be the first by an American president to the city since it officially became the 
capital of a reunified Germany. He hailed Russia's transition to Putin's presidency as the first democratic transfer in 
1,000 years, and said he would be the first American president to address a democratically elected Russian parliament. 

"As we support those changes we will continue to push for greater and deeper ones," Clinton said. 

The trip will also have a valedictory air for Clinton, who leaves office in January. Although another trip to Europe is 
possible, perhaps to Ireland to mark his successful peace efforts there with the reinstatement of a power-sharing 
government in Belfast, there are currently no plans for him to return as president. 

In Lisbon, Clinton is to meet Portuguese Prime Minister Antonio Guterres and participate in a summit with European 
Union leadership, headed by Guterres and European Commission President Romano Prodi. 

The Wednesday summit comes as U.S.-EU trade tensions are heating up over a U.S. export program of tax breaks 
covering hundreds of billions of dollars worth of U.S exports, which was ruled by the World Trade Organization to be 
an illegal subsidy. 

The European Union Monday rejected U.S. proposals for bringing the Foreign Sales Corporation program into line with 
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the trade body's rules. 

But Deputy U.S. Treasury Secretary Stuart Eizenstat responded by saying Washington would press ahead with its 
proposed revisions. Eizenstat threatened to escalate the trade battle by challenging similar EU programs.

White House chief economic adviser Gene Sperling said last week the program would be discussed at the summit. 

The United States also hopes to establish a scientific panel aimed at narrowing divisions over biotechnology, Sperling 
told reporters. 

In Germany, Clinton is to visit Aachen, home of medieval King Charlemagne, to receive the Charlemagne prize for 
contributions to world peace and European unity. He is to discuss the future of Europe in a foreign policy speech to be 
delivered in Aachen Friday. 

The president will meet in Berlin Friday and Saturday with other centrist leaders for another in a series of conferences 
on "Third Way" governance. The conferences aims to develop and publicize polices straddling the line between free- 
market capitalism and welfare-state liberalism. 

Among the 15 or so leaders from four continents Clinton is expected to encounter are Israeli Prime Minister Ehud 
Barak, who canceled a meeting with Clinton earlier this month to deal with violence on the West Bank and Gaza and 
Israel's military pullout from South Lebanon. 

In Russia, the United States aims to finish an accord for each country to destroy 34 metric tonnes (33 tons) of weapons 
grade plutonium, enough to make tens of thousands of nuclear arms. 

But officials have played down expectations for any resolution of the stalemate over missile defenses during the two 
summit sessions Clinton is to hold with Putin Sunday. 

Clinton is seeking to amend a 1972 Anti-Ballistic Missile treaty to allow for deployment of a missile defense system 
developed by the United States, but Russia is adamantly opposed to the system and to amending the treaty. 

"I do not expect any agreements to be reached on these issues," U.S. National Security Adviser Sandy Berger said on 
CNN's Late Edition Sunday. "I think it's a good opportunity for us to explain our view of the threat, and President Putin 
to talk about his concerns and see whether we can understand each other better." 

Clinton will also make a stop in Kiev Monday. He is expected to urge Ukraine's leaders to make additional progress on 
economic reforms, including cooperation with International Monetary Fund prescriptions on economic management.

********************

2)Washington Times
May 30, 2000
Pg. 3

Cohen Says U.S. Can Cut Nukes As Bush Proposes                  By Joyce Howard Price, The Washington Times

Defense Secretary William S. Cohen said yesterday the Pentagon can afford to reduce the U.S. nuclear arsenal 
significantly further, as Texas Gov. George W. Bush has proposed.

In an interview Sunday on NBC's "Meet the Press," Mr. Cohen had said he did not believe the United States should go 
below 2,000 nuclear warheads "at this time."

The United States currently has 7,815 warheads, and Russia, 6,546, according to the Arms Control Association.
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In an interview with Mr. Cohen yesterday on NBC's "Today" show, Katie Couric noted that the START II treaty, which 
Russia recently ratified, "takes the United States and Russia down to 3,500 warheads" each by 2007. "And the proposed 
START III treaty would take both countries down to 2,000 warheads apiece."

She then asked Mr. Cohen if the United States can afford to "reduce that number more significantly as he [Mr. Bush] 
suggests."

"We can. We're not ruling out further reductions," Mr. Cohen replied.

Mr. Bush, the presumptive Republican presidential nominee, did not specify by how much U.S. nuclear warheads 
should be reduced, but said it should be the "lowest possible number consistent with our national security." Such 
reductions, he said, should accompany rapid progress on a national antimissile defense system.

Russia has called for both sides to cut to 1,500 long-range weapons.

Other comments Mr. Cohen made in yesterday's NBC interview suggested he would be uneasy about any sharp 
reductions below 2,000. "That START III framework, between 2,000 and 2,500, represents an 80 percent decrease from 
START I levels. It represents about 25 [percent] to 40 percent lower than START II. So we are coming down 
systematically," the defense secretary said.

"What we have to be concerned about, as we come down, [is] we take into account our strategic policies and make sure 
that we don't cut to such levels that it really jeopardizes the nation, rather than increases its security," he said.

On NBC's "Meet the Press" Sunday, Mr. Cohen said: "It's unclear whether Governor Bush wants to go below 2,000 to 
1,500 or lower. Some of his advocates say we could get by with as little as a thousand" long-range missiles.

The defense secretary said that if the United States lowers the number of nuclear weapons to a certain level while 
pushing for a broad missile-defense shield, it might encourage countries such as Russia, China, Pakistan and India to 
develop more nuclear weapons.

"That would be, I believe, the end result, because you can overwhelm defenses by proliferating the numbers, and so 
we're trying to have a balance of getting the numbers down," Mr. Cohen said.

*********************

3)Washington Times                                                                                       May 30, 2000                                                                                                
Pg. 3

Navy Developing Plan For Sea-Based Missile Defense

System would enhance land program

By Bill Gertz, The Washington Times

The Navy is planning a ship-based national missile defense that offers flexibility and a deterrence factor to augment a 
land-based program to knock out incoming long-range missiles, according to a senior military official.

The senior military official spoke during an interview with The Washington Times for the first time about the Navy's 
developing concept of sea-based national missile defense.

Missions will range from providing early warning of missile attack to a dedicated fleet of ships that could strike enemy 
missiles shortly after launch, said the official, who spoke on the condition of anonymity.

Using data from the Navy's two regional "theater" missile-defense systems now under development, "we think we can ... 
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go with a sea- based NMD capability," the official said. NMD stands for national missile defense.

Internal studies have convinced senior admirals that the Navy can play a major role in supporting the developing land-
based national missile defense.

"What we're really talking about now is taking the land-based national missile-defense system, as it is proposed and as 
we expect it will field, and potentially having a sea-based complement, which would help that system," the senior 
official said.

Disclosure of the Navy's secret work on defenses against long-range missiles comes as President Clinton visits Russia to 
discuss amending the Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty to permit the land- based system. Moscow so far has shown no 
willingness to allow treaty changes that would make the system legal under the 1972 treaty.

The sea-based national missile defense has been advocated by conservatives in Congress who see ship-mounted 
defenses as a more effective approach to missile defense than the treaty-constrained program of the Clinton 
administration.

The ABM Treaty bans development and deployment of a missile-defense system that protects all 50 states. It allows a 
single site for protecting either the U.S. or Russian capital or a single offensive missile field.

The Russian ABM system rings Moscow. The United States has no fielded missile defense.

Mr. Clinton was set to decide this summer whether to field the limited ground-based national missile defense. The 
decision, however, could be delayed until the fall. The Clinton administration's limited national missile defense is based 
solely on land-based interceptor missiles.

Among the options being considered are using Aegis ships in a "radar-only mode" to feed data to the land-based 
missile-defense system. Alternatively, the ships could be used as a platform for firing interceptor missiles at long-range 
enemy missiles based on targeting data from satellites and ground-based radar.

"Or you could use it for both," the official said.

The senior official said the Navy NMD element could be developed from the $50 billion invested to date in Aegis-
equipped battleships, including 27 cruisers and 57 destroyers. The Aegis battle-management system is built around a 
large phased-array radar that allows the ship to aim its missiles on a large number of targets.

"This whole plan is a build-a-little, test-a-little, learn-a-lot approach," the official said.

The Pentagon's Ballistic Missile Defense Organization has concluded in a classified study that a sea-based national 
missile defense could be built with current technology and would bolster the land- based program under development, 
defense officials confirmed. The study was first reported Saturday by The Washington Post.

According to the senior official, ship-based missile defense also has several advantages over the static ground-based 
version now being considered.

``It has flexibility,'' he said. Sea-based defenses do not require getting permission of other countries to base components, 
a problem with the current missile-defense plan, which requires long-range radar based on foreign soil.

Also, basing missile defenses on ships would deter a nation from firing a missile at the United States because having a 
ship close to the launch point raises the specter its warhead, whether nuclear, biological or chemical, might end up 
exploding over the enemy's territory.

"It offers ... the potential, because of that freedom of movement, to shoot down missiles in their ascent phases," the 
senior official said, "which is a tremendous military capability in terms of actual execution, and I would argue is a 
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tremendous deterrent capability when you're sitting off someone's shore." 

**********************

4)Washington Post
May 29, 2000
Pg. 1

Threat Of 'Rogue' States: Is It Reality Or Rhetoric? 

By Steven Mufson, Washington Post Staff Writer 

In North Korea, a dozen U.S. arms experts began their second annual inspection of a mysterious tunnel complex. In 
Moscow, Deputy Secretary of State Strobe Talbott haggled with Russian officials over amending a 28-year-old arms 
agreement. In Washington, Republican presidential hopeful George W. Bush made a strong pitch for a still unproven 
global missile defense system. And addressing graduates at the U.S. Military Academy, Vice President Gore called for a 
more limited missile defense. 

The common goal of these disparate events last week? Stopping a "rogue" state--irrational, reckless and armed with 
nuclear missiles capable of striking American shores. 

The existence of such a threat has become an article of faith, widely accepted by the Clinton administration and some of 
its Republican critics, but questioned by some policy experts here and by many abroad. Many U.S. policymakers warn 
that a rogue state--whether an isolated and paranoid North Korea, a religiously motivated Iran or a vengeful Iraq--might 
attack the United States even if the inevitable result would be retaliation so massive that the attacking state would be 
obliterated. 

"There are new threats in the world," said Samuel R. "Sandy" Berger, President Clinton's national security adviser. "One 
of those is the growing capability of North Korea and Iran, who may not be as susceptible to deterrence as the Soviet 
Union was." 

When President Clinton visits Moscow next week for his first summit meeting with Russian President Vladimir Putin, 
rogue states will be the ghosts at the negotiating table. Fear of their still-theoretical capabilities has made winning 
Russia's agreement for a limited American missile defense the Clinton administration's top priority in Russia policy, 
overshadowing the war in Chechnya, economic reform and future NATO expansion. 

Yet some policy experts question the assumption that there are such irrational rogues. 

"The unexamined assumptions about this are extraordinary, and the biggest is the presumption that a variety of 
misbegotten states are not subject to the same constraints of nuclear deterrence that everybody else has been subject to," 
said Jonathan Pollack, an Asia specialist at the Rand Corp., a consulting firm. 

Robert S. Litwak, a former director for nonproliferation policy at the National Security Council, argues in a recent book 
that the rogue epithet "demonizes a disparate group of states" and "significantly distorts policymaking." 

There is ample evidence that North Korea, Iran and Iraq have sought, and may still be seeking, weapons of mass 
destruction and long-range missile technology. North Korea unexpectedly fired a missile over Japan in 1998, and U.N. 
inspectors discovered massive stockpiles of chemical and biological weapons in Iraq after the Persian Gulf War. 

But critics of the theory of rogue states say the allegation that these countries are irrational or suicidal is more 
questionable. Their leaders appear to be very concerned about self-preservation, and the United States has successfully 
employed diplomatic as well as military initiatives to engage or contain them. 

Nearly a decade after the end of the Gulf War, Iraq remains bottled up by sanctions and a steady U.S.-British bombing 
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campaign. In the wake of electoral victories by moderates in Iran, the Clinton administration has made some 
conciliatory gestures to Tehran while still seeking to block technology transfers. 

North Korea, meanwhile, has largely complied with a 1994 agreement aimed at making sure its nuclear program is 
peaceful. Within the past two months, workers under the supervision of an Atlanta-based company finished putting 
spent fuel from a North Korean nuclear reactor into sealed canisters, bringing to roughly 8,000 the number of 
radioactive rods sitting under lock, key and camera in a murky pool. Only about a dozen fuel rods are missing, a U.S. 
official said, far short of the amount needed to build a nuclear bomb. Last week, North Korea also fulfilled a 
commitment to let U.S. inspectors return to the mysterious tunnel complex once suspected of concealing a nuclear 
weapons or missile program. And it is preparing to hold its first summit with South Korea, its longtime foe. 

"You speak about North Korea as an irrational country when you have been negotiating with North Korea for six years," 
said a European diplomat. "The 1994 agreement was a rational agreement." 

French Foreign Minister Hubert Vedrine noted that there is no translation for rogue state in French. "It's not a 
geopolitical category we use," he said. "It is difficult for Europeans to imagine one of these rogue states attacking the 
United States." 

Noting that U.S. officials could just as easily call Libya, Pakistan or India rogue states, and that the United States 
appropriately pursues different policies toward different so-called rogues, Vedrine suggested the label was simply a 
rhetorical tool. 

Dmitri Rogozin, chairman of the international relations committee in the Russian Duma, said the United States was 
exaggerating the North Korean threat. "A cannon is not the best weapon to shoot at flies," he said. 

Moreover, Rogozin predicted that the United States would react strongly if it detected North Korean preparations to fire 
a missile. "I highly respect the U.S. military, and I can't imagine that the U.S. military would sit idly by and watch the 
threat from North Korea," the Russian parliamentarian said. "They will simply smash this country." 

A U.S. official who has been deeply involved in negotiations with impoverished North Korea said that despite its 
philosophy of self-reliance, Pyongyang has always relied on outside assistance. Now that its former patron, the Soviet 
Union, is defunct, North Korea is clumsily seeking a new sponsor. 

"North Korea is one of the few totally parasitic countries," the official said. "It has lost its host. But parasites don't 
commit suicide." 

He added, "They are not going to nuke Hawaii because they realize they will be annihilated. People who say we need 
national missile defense because North Korea is crazy are only those who don't know anything about North Korea. 
North Korea is mainly a threat to itself." 

Yet fear of rogue states remains widespread. The term "rogue" originally was applied about 20 years ago to countries 
whose internal policies were oppressive. (It was once applied by the Wall Street Journal to Ohio for its environmental 
policies.) Beginning in the mid-1990s, the term was attached to countries that might act irrationally in the international 
arena. 

In a Foreign Affairs article in early 1994, then-Clinton national security adviser Anthony Lake called for "confronting 
backlash states" that were characterized by "chronic inability to engage constructively with the outside world." In April 
1996, then-Secretary of Defense William J. Perry warned of a "future threat that a rogue state, that may be impossible to 
deter, will obtain ICBMs that can reach the United States." In September 1997, Secretary of State Madeleine K. 
Albright said that "dealing with the rogue states is one of the great challenges of our time . . . because they are there with 
the sole purpose of destroying the system." 

A commission headed by former defense secretary Donald Rumsfeld enshrined the rogue threat as official doctrine. 
When the commission released its report in 1998, it declared that "concerted efforts by a number of overtly or 
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potentially hostile nations to acquire ballistic missiles with biological or nuclear payloads pose a growing threat to the 
United States, its deployed forces and its friends and allies." The report added that those states "would be able to inflict 
major destruction on the U.S. within about five years of a decision to acquire such capability." 

That put time pressure on the Clinton administration. And so with the Cold War over, deep cuts in the nuclear arsenals 
of the superpowers, American military might unparalleled and the nation at peace, both Democrats and Republicans 
have been edging closer toward a decision to build one of the most expensive weapon systems in history. 

To be sure, some people worried about rogue states nonetheless oppose the current national missile defense proposal. 
Richard Garwin, a member of the Rumsfeld commission, argues that it would be easier to put a lid over a handful of 
rogues than to put an umbrella over the entire United States. He favors a modest missile defense known as boost phase, 
which would be based close to rogue state borders and intercept missiles on their way up. Other experts warn that rogue 
states could deliver weapons of mass destruction in boats, suitcases, cars or vials instead of intercontinental missiles. 

Still other policymakers warn of letting concern about small rogue states prompt the shredding of major accords, like the 
1972 Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty that the administration is trying to persuade Russia to amend. 

But national missile defense remains an alluring prospect for those worried about preserving America's latitude for 
action in a crisis, when a small country with nuclear missiles might threaten to use them. 

"Deterrence is probably good enough," former Clinton national security adviser Lake said in an interview. "But when 
the stakes are so high, I'm not sure that 'probably' is good enough." 

Bush adviser Condoleezza Rice said the United States should press ahead with national missile defense even if it means 
the end of the ABM Treaty. "The ABM Treaty is an artifact of a different period of time," she said. "ABM was designed 
to prevent national missile defense. It is not clear to me how, with minor changes, you get around that. It's a new world."  

***************************

5)New York Times
May 28, 2000
Pg. 1

Risk Of Arms Race Seen In U.S. Design Of Missile Defense 

By Michael R. Gordon and Steven Lee Myers 

As President Clinton nears a decision on whether to build a limited national missile defense, American intelligence 
officials are warning that such a system could set off a cold-war-style arms race between China, India and Pakistan, 
administration officials say. 

While the American officials have repeatedly said an antimissile defense is not aimed at Beijing, even they 
acknowledge that the system being designed could significantly undercut or even neutralize China's small nuclear force. 

That could lead China to add to its nuclear arsenal. And if China built up its force, its regional rival India could do the 
same, as could India's rival Pakistan, heightening tensions along the world's newest nuclear frontier. 

Such a scenario, which officials are expected to outline for Mr. Clinton in an official intelligence estimate due in June, 
has raised questions about the administration's own efforts to try to slow the spread of nuclear weapons and the ballistic 
missiles needed to launch them. 

"If China increases the number of missiles it has, would India think it has to increase its missiles?" said a senior United 
States official familiar with the analysis being prepared. "And if India increases its missiles, then Pakistan does." 
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President Clinton has said he plans to decide later this year whether to proceed with a missile defense based on four 
criteria: the missile threat, technological viability of the program, the effect on arms control and cost. The response from 
China and Russia is an important factor in Mr. Clinton's decision. 

While newly disclosed defense documents indicate that the Pentagon was researching ways in the mid-1990's to counter 
a limited Chinese missile attack, defense officials say that is no longer the American policy. The system under 
consideration, they insist, is intended to counter relatively small, unsophisticated missile threats from countries like 
North Korea, Iran and Iraq. 

Samuel R. Berger, President Clinton's national security adviser, says Beijing's concerns may be eased not only by 
reassurances about the intent of the system but by general progress in economic and political relations. 

"There are other dimensions to the relationship with the Chinese that are of far more long-term importance than national 
missile defense," Mr. Berger said in an interview. 

The administration has expended enormous diplomatic energy -- unsuccessfully so far -- trying to persuade the Russians 
that a missile defense system would not threaten its much larger strategic forces. It has made even less headway with the 
Chinese. 

There are several reasons why. Unlike Russia, which still maintains a force of more than 5,000 warheads from the cold 
war, China has deployed a minimal nuclear force, primarily 18 single-warhead land-based CSS-4 missiles. 

The argument that the Clinton administration has used with the Russians -- that a limited missile defense is not a threat 
because it could be easily swamped by an overwhelming Russian missile attack -- does not apply to the Chinese. 

China's old liquid-fueled CSS-4 missiles are kept on low alert with the warheads stored separately from the missiles. 
China also has 12 missiles on a submarine that rarely strays far from its port, from which it cannot reach the United 
States. And China seems convinced that the system would come closer to neutralizing its current nuclear force than has 
been publicly acknowledged. 

"We don't deny to the Chinese that the system has some capability against Chinese missiles, but that is not what it is 
designed to do," said the under secretary of defense for policy, Walter B. Slocombe, said in an interview. 

Another factor is China's apprehensions about the future course of relations with Washington. 

American defense officials make plans according to a rival's perceived capabilities, not its intent. The Chinese make the 
same point, and complain that despite the assurances of the Clinton administration, they cannot be certain that a future 
administration would not use a missile defense against it, especially since China has often been cast as a threat by 
conservative Republicans. 

A Clinton administration official said: "The Chinese tell us, 'You may not be directing the system against us, but what 
about the next guy? How can we be confident that the next administration may not have a different policy? It could use 
the system against us, just as it does against North Korea.' " 

The Chinese also fear that the United States could adjust and expand a limited defense, which in its first phase will 
consist of a battle-management radar site in Alaska and 100 interceptors. And George W. Bush, the Republican 
candidate, has said the United States would develop a far more ambitious defensive system if he is elected president. 

Another reason for the Chinese suspicions is that the Pentagon has previously worked on defensive systems to counter 
the Chinese arsenal. 

During the Bush administration, the Pentagon instructed the TRW Corporation, an American military contractor, to 
develop ground-based interceptors that would stop "limited attacks by China" using CSS-4 missiles, according to a 1993 
document prepared by the United States Army. 
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The Pentagon insists that countering China is no longer a goal, and its Ballistic Missile Defense Organization declined 
to say whether it is still studying ways to intercept Chinese warheads. 

But defense officials acknowledge that the planning documents are constantly updated with the latest science and 
intelligence estimates of ballistic missiles. 

Beyond a direct threat from China, there are other reasons why the Pentagon might want to develop the means to thwart 
its missile systems. American intelligence officials cautioned in a 1999 analysis that Russia and China might sell 
countermeasures like decoy warheads to developing nations the United States wants to defend against. 

The Pentagon's missile-defense organization has also acknowledged that the new American defense would have the 
"residual capability" to defend against the "unauthorized launch by an established nuclear power of a few missiles with 
simple countermeasures," a definition that includes the Chinese. 

"The system has to be able to respond to more than just North Korea," a defense industry official said. 

Seeking to ease China's concerns, the Clinton administration has argued that while an antimissile system may be 
effective against China's current arsenal, it would be less so against the updated arsenal China has long planned to build.  

Even before the Clinton administration began seriously considering antimissile defenses, the Chinese were planning to 
deploy a solid-fueled land-based missile of intercontinental range that could be moved around on a truck, as well as a 
new submarine-launched missile. 

American intelligence officials project that the Chinese will have "several tens" of new and old missiles that can reach 
the United States by 2015 under Beijing's current modernization plan. 

A missile defense, then, would have little effect on the Chinese strategic modernization, Pentagon officials assert. 
China, they add, is more anxious about the provision of antimissile technology to Taiwan than it is about a defense to 
protect the United States. 

Despite these arguments, however, Pentagon officials acknowledge that they know very little about the missiles, 
warheads and countermeasures the Chinese plan to deploy. 

"We assume the Chinese plan to modernize their force," a senior Pentagon official said. "It's impossible to say how 
much it would be affected by a national missile defense of the kind we're talking about." 

Some senior intelligence experts nonetheless believe that a missile defense will prompt the Chinese to build up their 
strategic force beyond what they had previously planned, in order to ensure that it remains viable. 

Such a response by China would be consistent with orthodox arms control theory, which holds that the construction of a 
missile defense prompts an adversary to build more missiles in the hope that at least some can get through the defense. 

The American intelligence community's assessment will be contained in a new official intelligence report on the 
responses of foreign governments to a United States missile defense. The White House asked in December that the 
report be prepared so that Mr. Clinton could consider it in making his decision on a missile defense. Officials caution 
that the estimate is still being prepared. 

"We would expect them to continue and perhaps even enhance countermeasures," a senior United States official said. 
"We have projected that they will have several tens of missiles by 2015. National Missile Defense might prompt them to 
do more than that." 

"That would be likely," the senior official added. 
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One way for the Chinese to extend their build-up would be to add new warheads to their old 18 CSS-4, transforming 
them from single-warhead missiles into four-warhead missiles. They might also double the size of their projected land-
based mobile missiles. 

As a result, the Chinese could have more than 100 warheads by 2015, which is more than the 100 interceptors the 
United States plans to deploy in the first phase of its missile defense. The Chinese, the administration official said, 
might even deploy more than 200 warheads if the United States continues to expand its missile shield. 

China's expanded force of nuclear-tipped long-range missiles might not be directed at India, they say. But it would be a 
capability that the Indians could not ignore, and as a result India might build up the short-range missiles it used to 
defend against China. 

Administration officials are divided over whether India would respond in such a way, but the emerging analysis has 
dramatically raised the stakes. 

Seeking to balance its concerns over stability in South Asia with its interest in missile defense, the Clinton 
administration is likely to redouble its negotiating efforts with the Chinese and perhaps even explore new forms of arms 
control with Beijing. By all accounts, however, Washington has a difficult job ahead. 

"The basic point we have made is that a missile system is not aimed at them, that we are comfortable with deterrent 
relationship with China," a senior Clinton administration official said. "But we have not been able to overcome their 
suspicions."
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From: IRARR84@aol.com
Date: Tue, 30 May 2000 12:47:26 EDT
Subject: BRINK Sample Summit "Letter-to Editor"
To: dealertingana@lists.speakeasy.org
X-Mailer: AOL 5.0 for Windows sub 105
Sender: owner-dealertingana@lists.speakeasy.org

Friends,

Here is a sample letter for publishing before the June 4th Summit meeting.  
Please circulate widely--

Ira Shorr
Back From the Brink

Clinton-Putin Summit - Sample Letter-to-the Editor

President Clinton goes to the US/Russian arms control summit with both hands 
tied behind his back.  One arm is pinned by the Pentagon that refuses to 
consider reducing the US nuclear arsenal below 2,500 weapons--even though the 
Russians have suggested mutual reductions to 1000-1500.  The other by 
political pressure that has moved Clinton to rush to judgement on an unproven 
missile defense system that will only spur the Russians to deploy more 
nuclear weapons.

But there is a way to cut this Gordian knot of arms control.  President 
Clinton can call on the Russians to join the US in taking nuclear weapons off 
hair-trigger alert.
The fact is that the greatest threat to US security, comes not from "rogue 
states", but from the more than 2,000 Russian nuclear weapons on hair-trigger 
alert. Poised for quick launch, these missiles can reach targets in the US in 
half an hour. 
The US, with some 2,500 warheads on high alert, can destroy Russia in about 
the same amount of time.

As Presidential candidate, George W. Bush acknowledged last week "...for two 
nations at peace, keeping so many weapons on high alert may create 
unacceptable risks of accidental or unauthorized launch." 

By taking their weapons off hair-trigger alert, the US and Russia will send a 
signal to the world that they are serious about eliminating the threat of 
nuclear war. If he can free himself from the restraints of Cold War-era 
policies, Bill Clinton can break the arms control impasse.
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Date: Tue, 30 May 2000 12:20:10 -0400
From: William J Price <WorldPeaceMakers@compuserve.com>
Subject: STAR WARS
Sender: William J Price <WorldPeaceMakers@compuserve.com>
To: Tom Huber <tomhub@erols.com>, Ted Gordon O <tgordon@cpsc.gov>,
        Bob Bayer <roliver@erols.com>, Paul Fitch <pvffitch@erols.com>,
        "peacetaxfund@igc.org" <peacetaxfund@igc.org>,
        Howard Hallman <mupj@igc.org>, Harriet Hintz <momhh@aol.com>,
        Mike Little <mlittle@saminns.org>, Jean Matthews <minmon@erols.com>,
        Bill Yolton <lwyolton@prodigy.net>,
        Kip Landon <kpljr@bellatlantic.net>,
        Francis & Ken Monroe <Ken4Fran@aol.com>,
        "Jose L. Gutierrez" <JLGVNEWS@erols.com>,
        Jennifer Goode <jlg@cdrh.fda.gov>,
        Janet Hudson <janetehudson@compuserve.com>,
        Susan Burton <hall-burton@starpower.net>,
        Carol Wilkinson <dayspringretreat@prodigy.net>,
        Bob Tiller <btiller@psr.org>, Roger Geesey <argfeb94@aol.com>,
        Allen Holt <allen_holt@hotmail.com>,
        Annie Eustis <aeustis@mail.howard.K12.md.us>

STAR WARS:
 Wastes Money
 Won't Work
 Won't Make Us Safer
        DON'T LET IT HAPPEN!

Star Wars Action Days
June 8-10, 2000
After President Clinton returns from a summit meeting with President Putin
in Russia, demonstrate your opposition to efforts to deploy Star Wars. Let
both Democrats and Republicans know that you expect Congressional
leadership to oppose Star Wars deployment. Join local activists who will
protest at Congressional district offices across the country to voice the
public opposition to Star Wars-type weapon systems.

Background
This Fall, President Clinton plans to make the decision whether or not to
deploy Star Wars (a.k.a. National Missile Defense (NMD). Star Wars fails
all of the deployment criteria the Administration has established.

1) Star Wars is a waste of money.
•       The Pentagon has spent over $122 billion on anti-missile weapons
programs over the last 40 years, and President Clinton's proposed system
will cost an additional $60 billion.
•       a senior engineer at TRW, a major Star Wars contractor, has made
allegations that some of the systems tests were faked.

2) Star Wars doesn't work.
•       Despite this enormous budget, Star Wars has never been an effective
weapon.
•       Star Wars tests have only been conducted with cooperative targets
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where the speed, trajectory and size are known in advance to the
intercepting missile.
•       Only three of the nineteen scheduled tests will take place before
President Clinton will make his decision about deploying Star Wars.

3). Star Wars will not make the United States safer.
•       A "rouge" country or terrorist group is most likely to choose a
low-tech means of weapons delivery that Star Wars could not prevent-like
smuggling weapons into the United States in ships. planes to rental trucks.

•       Deploying Star Wars would violate the cornerstone arms control
treaty between the United States and Russia (the Anti-Ballistic Missile
Treaty), and could end the ongoing reductions in Russia's nuclear arsenal
and undermine efforts to eliminate nuclear weapons.

Sponsoring Organizations:
Disarmament Clearinghouse, Fourth Freedom Forum, Friends Committee on
National Legislation, Peace Action Education Fund, Peace Links, Physicians
for Social Responsibility, Taxpayers for Common Sense, 20/20 Vision, Women
Strike for Peace, Women's Action for New Directions, Women's International
League for Peace and Freedom.

National Contact information:
Kevin Martin, (219)534-3402X21 or kmartin@fourthfreedom.org

PEOPLE'S CAMPAIGN FOR NONVIOLENCE-The Fellowship of Reconciliation is
sponsoring 40 days of vigils, educational events, worship, and nonviolent
public witness at the Pentagon, White House and U.S. Capitol July 1 -
August 9, 2000. in Washington D.C. Panels and rallies featuring Daniel
Berrigan, Helen Caldicott, John Dear, Marian Wright Edelman, Martin Sheen
and Elizabeth McCallister will raise the call for racial, social and
economic justice and demilitarization. CPT is among many groups
co-sponsoring the campaign. For more information contact FOR Box 271 Nyack,
New York 10960. email:peoplescampaign@forusa.org
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X-Sender: mupj@pop2.igc.org
X-Mailer: QUALCOMM Windows Eudora Light Version 3.0.3 (32)
Date: Tue, 30 May 2000 11:14:14 -0400
To: ograbc@aol.com, ken@bpfna.org, tiller64@starpower.net,
        "Jim Matlack" <denhartz@erols.com>, droose@afsc.org,
        dradcliff_gb@brethren.org, washofc@aol.com, ann_d.parti@ecunet.org,
        redgar@ncccusa.org, lisaw@ncccusa.org, heathern@ncccusa.org,
        bgrieves@dfms.org, jmskipper@aol.com, thart@dfms.org, epf@peacenet.org,
        disarm@forusa.org, joe@fcnl.org, kathy@fcnl.org, sara@fcnl.org,
        marsusab@aol.com, J._Daryl_Byler@mcc.org, CHouleMM@aol.com,
        mknolldc@igc.org, dave@paxchristiusa.org, slisherness@unidial.com,
        jow@mindspring.com, wowensby@ctr.pcusa.org,
        "Bill Yolton" <dengster@aol.com>, uuawo@aol.com, jnoble@uahc.org,
        lintnerj@ucc.org, stiefr@ucc.org, dringler@umc-gbcs.org,
        gpowers@nccbuscc.org, WorldPeacemakers@compuserve.com, mupj@igc.org,
        dkelli@iiit.org, ccosby@dhm.disciples.org, blythe-goodman@erols.com,
        sdeboe@cmsm.org
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Statement of Objectives

Dear Colleagues:

Since the Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament met on May 22,
nuclear weapons has become a campaign issue.  George W. Bush's speech and
news conference on nuclear weapons was good-news/bad-news.  He advocated
reducing the nuclear arsenal, including possible unilateral action, but he
proposed a vastly expanded national ballistic defense that would protect
not only all 50 states but also all U.S. allies.  In their news coverage
some major newspapers put nuclear reduction in the headline, others put
expanded NMD.  In response Al Gore dismissed both Bush proposals: expanded
NMD and reduction of the U.S. arsenal.  This is not the end of the debate,
so we have an opportunity to get our views into the discussion.

At our May 22 meeting we agreed that we need to specify our objectives and
place them in the broader context of a vision statement.  While traveling
to Phoenix last week to attend a conference, I drafted a set of objectives
to reflect our discussion on immediate priorities and to indicate how we
might respond to the report of the NPT Review Conference and the commitment
of the nuclear-weapon states to "an unequivocal undertaking to accomplish
the total elimination of their nuclear arsenals."  The first part
emphasizes action to oppose NMD and be ready to work for ratification of
CTBT and other treaties.  Our role would be to develop grassroots support
for these actions.  The second part suggests that the possessors of nuclear
weapons get on with the task of eliminating their arsenal.  Our role would
be to help develop the political will.  

The draft statement of objectives is attached.  Your comments are requested.

Shalom,
Howard

###
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Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament
Statement of Objectives

 The Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament brings together
representatives of faith-based organizations to work together for the
elimination of nuclear weapons.  We will conduct educational activities and
engage in public advocacy for steps leading to this goal.  We will oppose
measures that lead in the opposite direction

Immediate Objectives

 1.  At this time we intend to give particular attention to termination of
the U.S. national missile defense (NMD) program.  Although national missile
defense has a seemingly worthy objective of protecting U.S. residents from
nuclear attack, its development by the United States runs the grave risk of
refueling the nuclear arms race.  Moreover, numerous experts question the
technical feasibility of NMD.  Its extravagant cost distorts federal budget
priorities.

 2.  We stand ready to develop public support for arms control treaties as
they come before the U.S. Senate, including the Comprehensive Test Ban
Treaty (CTBT), START II protocol, a future START III agreement, and other
treaties of this nature.

Longer-range Objectives

 At the 2000 Review Conference of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty
(NPT) the five nuclear-weapon states -- United States, Russia, United
Kingdom, France, and China -- committed themselves to "an unequivocal
undertaking to accomplish the total elimination of their nuclear arsenals."
 We applaud this commitment and urge that its fulfillment occur sooner
rather than later.

 The boldest approach would be for the United States and other possessors
of nuclear weapons to mutually take the following actions.

a) Declare a policy of no use of nuclear weapons against any adversary
under any circumstance.
b) Promptly take all nuclear weapons off hair-trigger alert.
c) Remove all deployed nuclear weapons from active service as rapidly as
possible and place them in secure storage under mutual and international
inspection.
d) Dismantle all nuclear weapons on a schedule that is expeditious and
balanced so that no nation would have an advantage or feel insecure during
the dismantlement process.
e) Implement an international system of fissile material control with
effective accounting, monitoring, and safeguards.

There could be other scenarios for the elimination of nuclear weapons.
Human intelligence can figure out effective ways to proceed.  The challenge
is to develop the strong will to achieve this goal.  The Interfaith
Committee for Nuclear Disarmament will help create the necessary political
will for decisive action.
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Drafted by Howard W. Hallman, May 30, 2000

Howard W. Hallman, Chair
Methodists United for Peace with Justice
1500 16th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036
Phone/fax: 301 896-0013; e-mail: mupj@igc.org

Methodists United for Peace with Justice is a membership association of
laity and clergy.  It has no affiliation with any Methodist denomination. 
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To: egatewoo@ci.tacoma.wa.us
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: NUSA Conference
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Dear Elton,

I want to thank you for the honor bestowed upon me at the 25th Annual Conference of Neighborhoods, USA in 
Phoenix.  It was a privilege to appear before the delegates and receive the plaque in recognition of my role in founding 
NUSA.  I will always treasure the memory.

I am very proud of the way that NUSA has developed.  The ideals of those who first met in Kansas City, Missouri in 
May 1976 and who organized and carried out the initial conferences in Jacksonville (1977), Portland, Oregon (1978), 
Wichita (1979), and Pittsburgh (1980) have been sustained by others who have taken up the reins of leadership.  At the 
same time NUSA has evolved by adding Neighborhoods of the Year, NUSA notables, collecting pins, and youth 
participation.

All of you on the present board deserve congratulations for expanding participation in NUSA and staging a wonderful 
conference.  I know that your creative leadership is a strong factor in this achievement.

With best regards,
Howard
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To: getaround@juno.com
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: NUSA conference
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Dear Kathy,

I greatly appreciate your helping in getting me to Phoenix for the NUSA 25th Annual Conference.  It was an honor to be 
there.

You folks in Phoenix did a great job.  I appreciated learning more about Maryvale.  As my flight departed, I think I got a 
look at Maryvale from the air, for I recognized the stadium.

With best regards,
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Date: Tue, 30 May 2000 12:52:28 -0500
From: Kevin Martin <kmartin@fourthfreedom.org>
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.02 [en] (Win95; I)
To: Kevin Martin <kmartin@fourthfreedom.org>
Subject: new report spotlighting the role of weapons contractors in selling Star Wars

Dear Friends,

Be sure to check out this new report on Star Wars.  For a list of other
resources for anti-Star Wars organizing, please see
http://www.fourthfreedom.org/hottopic/GrassrootsOrganizing.html

Kevin Martin
Director, Project Abolition
###

WORLD POLICY INSTITUTE
AT THE NEW SCHOOL

Tel.: 212-229-5808, ext 112
E-mail: berrigaf@newschool.edu

TANGLED WEB: THE MARKETING OF MISSILE DEFENSE
1994-2000

by William D. Hartung and Michelle Ciarrocca
http://www.worldpolicy.org/projects/arms/reports/tangled.htm

Arms Trade Resource Center Special Report
May 2000

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

Playing Politics with Defense:

Given the serious technical, cost, and arms control problems plaguing
the
Clinton administration's proposed National Missile Defense (NMD) system,
the
most convincing explanation for the undue haste with which
this issue is being decided is that both the Clinton administration and
its
conservative adversaries in Congress and the Bush campaign are playing
politics with the missile defense issue.

The NMD Two-Step
Republicans Lead, Clinton Follows:

In its ongoing effort to "triangulate" by coopting Republican issues,
President Clinton has slowly but surely met conservative missile defense
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boosters more than half way on the NMD issue, to the point where his
administration has little room to maneuver in putting the program on
hold in
pursuit of a new round of nuclear arms reductions with Russia.
In the mean time, Republicans in Congress and on the Bush campaign have
stepped up their calls for an elaborate, multi-tiered NMD system akin to

Ronald Reagan's ill-fated Star Wars scheme of the 1980s.

NMD is Unaffordable:

With cost projections for NMD ranging from a Congressional Budget Office

estimate of $60 billion for the Clinton administration's "limited" two
site
system to as much as $240 billion for a "robust,"
multi-tiered approach, missile defense is fast outpacing the willingness
of
the public or large parts of the national security establishment to pay
for
it, particulary compared to what these vast sums could do to
address other pressing national needs.

NMD is Lucrative:

The nation's Big 3 weapons contractors, Lockheed Martin, Boeing, and
Raytheon, are looking to missile defense as a medium-to-long term source
of
revenues and profits to help them recover from recent management and
technical problems that have slashed their stock prices in half and
reduced
their profit margins.  In FY 1998-99, the four largest missile defense
contractors (the Big 3 plus TRW) have shared over $2.2 billion
in Pentagon research and development funding for NMD projects.  These
four
firms completely dominate the missile defense program at this point,
accounting for 60% of total missile defense contracts issued by
the Pentagon in FY 1998-99.

The Political Pace of the NMD Program is being Accelerated by an
Alliance of
Conservative True Believers and Right-Wing Foundations Centered Around
Frank
Gaffney's Center for Security Policy:

Far from being determined by objective national security
considerations, every major milestone in the NMD program, from its
inclusion
in Newt Gingrich and Dick Armey's "Contract With America" in 1994 to the
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Rumsfeld Commission's extreme "worst case" assessment of the
"rogue state" missile threat in 1998 to the passage of pro-NMD
legislation
in both houses of Congress in the spring of 1999, has been propelled
forward
by a highly disciplined and effective coalition of
conservative organizations, including the Heritage Foundation and
Empower
America, and neo-Reaganite Republicans like Rep. Curt Weldon (R-PA) and
Sen.
Jon Kyl (R-AZ), all of whom are represented on the Board
of Advisors of the Center for Security Policy, which serves as the
defacto
nerve center of the missile defense lobby.

The Four Largest Missile Defense Contractors are Making a Major
Political
Investment in the Promotion
of an NMD System:

Since Republicans took control of the House in 1995, weapons industry
PAC
contributions have favored Republican congressional candidates by a
margin of 2 to 1.  In this election cycle alone, Lockheed Martin,
Boeing,
Raytheon and TRW have given over $2 million to the twenty-five hardcore
NMD
boosters in the Senate. These true believers signed onto a
recent letter from Jesse Helms to President Clinton threatening to kill
any
U.S.-Russian arms agreement that puts ANY limits on the scope of future
NMD
deployments.  These companies also spent $34 million on
lobbying during 1997/98, and they have helped finance a series of
pro-NMD
breakfasts on Capitol Hill in conjunction with the National Defense
University Foundation and the National Security Industrial
Association (the weapons industry's largest trade association).

For a copy of the full TANGLED WEB report:
http://www.worldpolicy.org/projects/arms/reports/tangled.htm

For a hardcopy of this hard hitting expose, call or email Frida Berrigan

Frida Berrigan
Research Associate
Arms Trade Resource Center
65 Fifth Avenue, Suite 413
New York, New York 10003
212-229-5808 ext. 112
fax: 212-229-2279
email:berrigaf@newschool.edu
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X-Sender: syoung@mail.clw.org
X-Mailer: QUALCOMM Windows Eudora Version 4.3.1
Date: Tue, 30 May 2000 15:45:16 -0400
To: mupj@igc.org
From: Stephen Young <syoung@clw.org>
Subject: Materials on NMD

To: Howard Hallman
Fm: Stephen Young

Re: Background on NMD

Below is the executive summary of the briefing book on NMD, the Coalition's 
letter to Clinton on the issue, as well as the press release that went with 
the briefing book.

There is a bunch more information on our website. If you need any further 
help. please do not hesitate to call.

Stephen

+ + + + +

Pushing the Limits: The Decision on National Missile Defense

by Stephen Young

April 2000

Executive Summary

President Clinton is scheduled to decide this year whether to endorse 
deployment of a national missile defense that, in its first phase, is 
designed to detect, intercept and destroy a small number of missiles fired 
at the United States. The President has said that his decision will be 
based on four criteria: the readiness of the technology, the impact of 
deployment on arms control and relations with Russia, the cost of the 
system, and the threat. On each of these counts, the case for deciding to 
deploy is weak at best. A move toward deployment of the proposed "limited" 
national missile defense would diminish overall U.S. and international 
security, increasing rather than reducing nuclear dangers.

The Readiness of the Technology

Even advocates of missile defense admit it is one of the most complicated 
technical challenges ever attempted. A global system of satellites, radars, 
communications relays, booster rockets and interceptors all must work with 
each other almost perfectly for the defense to have a chance of success. 
However, at most three of 19 scheduled intercept tests will have been 
conducted by the time President Clinton is scheduled to make his decision. 
The first limited test hit its target, though questions remain as to 
whether it was truly successful; the next, more complicated test failed. 
With so few tests planned before the deployment decision, there will be 
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insufficient information to determine whether the system is reliable and 
effective.

The Impact on Arms Control

U.S. deployment of a national missile defense could severely damage 
international security by ending the chance for verifiable reductions in 
the Russian nuclear arsenal. The proposed U.S'system would violate the 1972 
Anti-Ballistic Missile (ABM) Treaty, which forbids nationwide missile 
defense. U.S. officials are seeking Russian agreement to modify the Treaty 
to allow "limited" national defenses. However, if the U.S. proposes 
far-reaching changes that create fears in Moscow of a new American 
offensive threat, reaching agreement may be extremely difficult. If 
agreement is not possible, and the U.S. decides to abrogate or withdraw 
from the ABM Treaty, Russia has threatened to withdraw from the START 
nuclear arms control process. China believes that U.S. missile defense 
plans seek to undercut the Chinese deterrent. In response, China would 
likely step up plans to expand and improve its limited long-range nuclear 
arsenal.

The Threat

For forty years, the United States has lived with the threat of attack by 
missiles armed with chemical, biological or nuclear weapons. Russia's 
arsenal of thousands of nuclear warheads on long-range missiles could still 
destroy the United States in under an hour. However, missile defense 
advocates do not claim the defenses they propose could deal with a large 
Russian attack. They cite instead new threats to justify a first phase of 
missile defense: from North Korea, which recently froze its meager 
ballistic missile testing program; Iran, although experts are divided on 
whether its nascent missile efforts will be able to threaten the U.S. 
within 10 years; and Iraq, which is currently under international sanctions 
that sharply hinder its ability to develop new missiles. If the U.S. 
deploys a missile defense in an attempt to counter a handful of missiles 
North Korea might build, it could exacerbate tensions with heavily-armed 
Russia and instigate a vigorous Chinese buildup. Even further, it is 
unclear why these countries would commit an almost certainly suicidal 
attack on the United States.

The Cost

The United States has spent more than $120 billion on theater and national 
missile defense, without fielding a single effective system. In February 
2000, the Clinton Administration allocated $12.7 billion for national 
missile defense in its five year budget, $2.2 billion more than the 
previous year. Most estimates suggest the first stage of the Clinton 
proposal, designed to intercept at most two dozen warheads, would cost 
dramatically more. The Pentagon estimates it would cost $26.6 billion to 
build and maintain a single-site system with 20 interceptors in Alaska; the 
Clinton Administration forecasts a need for two sites and 250 interceptors 
by 2010. New satellites add another $14 billion. Meanwhile, many missile 
defense supporters call for even larger and far more expensive programs 
that could cost $150 billion or more.
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Alternatives: The First Lines of Defense

Since the development of long-range missiles, the United States has 
successfully depended on a broad and effective set of overlapping policies 
and programs to prevent missile attack. Intercepting missiles after launch 
has always been the most futile of these defenses, and that remains true today.

The primary defense against missile attack has always been deterrence'the 
threat of military retaliation. Because it is impossible to hide the point 
of origin of a missile launch, any attacker would be subject to an 
immediate counterstrike.

Hand in hand with the stick of deterrence goes the carrot of diplomacy. 
North Korea, the state most often cited as a threat, recently agreed to 
halt its flight test program while negotiating with the United States. The 
START nuclear arms reduction process is reducing the threat to the United 
States by sharply cutting the number of Russian nuclear-armed missiles. 
U.S. aid and expertise is helping Russia downsize its nuclear arsenal and 
control its massive stocks of the fissile material used for nuclear weapons.

Another line of defense is denial. The nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty 
(NPT), the Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC) and the Biological and Toxin 
Weapons Convention (BWC) limit the proliferation of the weapons of mass 
destruction that might be delivered by these missile systems. The Australia 
Group and the Nuclear Suppliers Group are informal arrangements of 
industrial countries that seek to prevent, respectively, the spread of 
chemical and biological weapons material and technology, and nuclear 
weapons technology and material. The Missile Technology Control Regime 
(MTCR) helps slow the spread of missile technology and equipment. More can 
and should be done to strengthen these efforts, especially to control 
missile proliferation.

A small number of countries seek to evade these agreements. North Korea, 
Iran and Iraq could develop a limited capability to attack the United 
States within 15 years, using inaccurate missiles with small payloads. 
Rather than an unproven missile defense, the combination of strong and 
active diplomacy, a capable deterrent and continued denial strategies is 
far more effective response to this potential threat. In the end, the most 
powerful defense is to reduce the demand for missiles and missile 
technology by resolving the regional and international tensions that drive 
it.

Security as a Whole

The missile threat is just one of many dangers this country faces, from 
terrorist bombings to a renewal of Cold War-era tensions. Although the 
latent threat from Russia is orders of magnitude greater than the potential 
threat from North Korea, neither should be considered in isolation. 
Instead, the United States should seek policies and defenses that best 
address the full range of threats. By pursuing missile defenses, the United 
States risks creating new threats, while ignoring more pressing and 
realistic dangers. It is impossible to eliminate all threats; the goal is 
to minimize the greatest risks without exacerbating others. At present, 
national missile defense cannot meet this criterion.
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+ + + + +

May 25, 2000

President William Jefferson Clinton
The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20500

Dear Mr. President,

We urge you not to decide to deploy the proposed "limited" national 
ballistic missile defense system. We are profoundly concerned that, in the 
present circumstances, a decision to deploy will severely damage U.S. and 
international security, increasing rather than reducing nuclear dangers.

In our judgment, the proposed national missile defense system does not meet 
the four criteria that you have outlined as the basis for your decision 
later this year. We have serious concerns on each of the four:

Technology: The delays in the next test, following the failure of the last, 
confirms the highly critical findings of the panel chaired by retired 
General Larry Welch, which warned of a "rush to failure" in the development 
of U.S. missile defense programs. The most recent delay, the latest in a 
long line of holdups, will limit the analysis available for the Pentagon's 
assessment of the technology, exactly the type of schedule compression that 
the Welch panel warned against. With only three of 19 scheduled tests 
performed by this summer, we believe, like the Welch panel, that a sound 
decision on technical readiness for deployment cannot be made this year.

Moreover, the system has not been tested against likely countermeasures, 
and is unlikely to work against even simple decoys and other technologies 
that the 1999 National Intelligence Estimate indicated would be available 
to countries developing missiles. As you stated on signing the National 
Missile Defense Act of 1999, the system must demonstrate "operational 
effectiveness," a goal it cannot achieve during your Administration.

Threat: Some Administration officials maintain that a new missile threat to 
the United States "will mature" in 2005, and this date drives the current 
rushed schedule. At present, however, North Korea has frozen its flight 
test program and is improving its relations with the United States, Japan, 
and South Korea; the North Korean threat may in fact never mature. Rather 
than deploying an unproven missile defense, the United States can and 
should pursue diplomatic, political, and economic tools to prevent or delay 
the maturation of any new missile threats.

Cost: The Congressional Budget Office has provided the first assessment of 
the costs of all phases of your Administration's missile defense plan, at 
$60 billion for the full system. When the technology remains unproven and 
appears unlikely to work against even a minimal threat, we maintain it is 
unwise to invest tens of billions on deployment of such a system.

Implications for arms control and U.S. security: A decision to deploy 
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national missile defense will profoundly affect U.S. security for years to 
come. We firmly believe that, even if you reach an agreement with Russian 
President Vladimir Putin to modify the ABM Treaty, authorizing deployment 
could put at serious risk ongoing efforts to realize verifiable, bilateral 
reductions of existing nuclear-armed missiles, and may endanger past 
agreements as well. In response to deployment, China is likely to 
accelerate and expand its strategic modernization program, increasing 
tensions across Asia. Our NATO allies have all expressed concerns about 
U.S. plans for missile defense, and many of the 180+ nations at the 
Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) review conference strongly questioned the 
U.S. commitment to Article VI of the treaty. A decision to deploy could 
strain relations with our allies, ignite a new nuclear arms race, encourage 
a stronger Russian-Chinese strategic partnership, hurt international 
efforts to address ballistic missile threats, and severely weaken the 
global nuclear nonproliferation regime.

With the opportunities presented by the initiation of START III talks, we 
encourage you to allow the time necessary to reach an understanding with 
Russia as to how best to reduce potential new missile threats while 
simultaneously achieving verifiable reductions in existing nuclear arsenals 
and reducing the likelihood of accidental nuclear war. Deployment of 
national missile defense has and will complicate efforts in this area.

Thank you for your consideration of our views.

David Albright
President
Institute for Science and International Security*

Betty Bumpers
President
Peace Links

George Bunn
former Ambassador to the Geneva Disarmament Conference and General Counsel 
to the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency

Rear Admiral Eugene J. Carroll, Jr, U.S. Navy (Ret.)
Vice President
Center for Defense Information*

Gordon Clark
Executive Director
Peace Action Education Fund*

Tom Z. Collina
Director, Arms Control and Int'l Security Program
Union of Concerned Scientists*

Ralph DeGennaro
Executive Director
Taxpayers for Common Sense

John Isaacs
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President
Council for a Livable World*

Carolyn Jefferson-Jenkins, Ph.D.
President
League of Women Voters

Spurgeon Keeny
President
Arms Control Association*

Lindsay Mattison
Executive Director
International Center*

Robert K. Musil, Ph.D.
Executive Director and CEO
Physicians for Social Responsibility*

Christopher Paine
Senior Researcher
Natural Resources Defense Council*

John Pike
Director, Space Policy Project
Federation of American Scientists*

Daniel Plesch
Director
British American Security Information Council*

John B. Rhinelander
Former Deputy Legal Adviser and Legal Adviser to the U.S. SALT I Delegation

Susan Schaer
Executive Director
Women's Action for New Directions*

Mark Schlefer
Chairman
Lawyers Alliance for World Security*

Frank von Hippel
Former Assistant Director for National Security
White House Office of Science and Technology Policy

James Wyerman
Executive Director
20/20 Vision Education Fund*

Phyllis S. Yingling
Chair, US Section
Women's International League for Peace and Freedom
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    *Member-organization of the Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers

cc:     Albert Gore, Jr. Vice President
         Samuel Berger, National Security Advisor
         Madeleine K. Albright, Secretary of State
         William Cohen, Secretary of Defense

+ + + + +

New Report Finds Proposed AntiMissile System Unready, Unwise
Cites Rising Cost Estimates for NMD

NEWS  RELEASE

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: April 25, 2000
CONTACT: Stephen Young 2025460795 x102; or John Isaacs, 2025460795 x131

  (WASHINGTON, DC) The "limited" national missile defense system proposed 
by President Clinton fails to meet the four criteria that the President has 
outlined as the basis for the deployment decision later this year, 
concludes a new study released today in Washington. The broadest and most 
indepth study on the subject to date, Pushing the Limits: The Decision on 
National Missile Defense, was produced by the Coalition to Reduce Nuclear 
Dangers and the Council for a Livable World Education Fund. The 57page 
report presents a comprehensive analysis of each of the criteria, examines 
the history of national missile defense in U.S. politics, and warns of the 
impact employing such a faulty system would have on the future of U.S. 
security.

The report finds that a precipitous decision to deploy unproven and very 
costly missile defenses later this year "will diminish overall U.S. and 
international security, increasing rather than reducing nuclear dangers."

President Clinton has said he will decide later this year whether to 
endorse deployment of a national missile defense that is designed to 
detect, intercept, and destroy a small number of longrange missiles that 
might be fired at the U.S. He has said his decision will be based on four 
criteria: the readiness of the technology, the impact on arms control and 
international relations, the cost, and the nature of the missile threat.
Estimates of the cost of the proposed, groundbased national antimissile 
system have increased dramatically beyond early estimates, according to 
Pushing the Limits. "The public and the policy makers may soon feel NMD . 
sticker shock,. " warns report author and Deputy Director of the Coalition, 
Stephen Young. "It is unwise to commit to deploy and invest tens of 
billions of dollars on national missile defense when the technology remains 
unproven and appears unlikely to work against even a minimal threat," says 
Young.

A new cost estimate released today by the nonpartisan Congressional Budget 
Office (CBO) puts the total cost of building and deploying the three phases 
of Clinton. s proposed "limited" national missile defense system at $59.4 
billion from 1996 through 2015. The new CBO estimate raises the cost 
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projection for the first phase of the system by over 15%, to $29.5 billion. 
Until now the Pentagon had projected the cost of building and running a 
single site of 100 interceptors at $25.6 billion through from 1996 through 
2015.

The report also points out that the proposed system does not meet the 
"technical readiness" criteria. With only three of 19 scheduled tests 
performed, it has not been shown to work under realworld conditions. A 
sound decision on technical readiness for deployment cannot be made this 
year, according to the report. Other antimissile systems have been put 
through far more rigorous testing. The "Safeguard" missile defense system, 
deployed in 1975 and canceled after one day of operation, was put through 
165 missile flight tests. The "Patriot" theater missile defense system was 
tested 114 times.

"The operational effectiveness of the system cannot be demonstrated by the 
end of this year, even if the third test is successful because the system 
will not have been tested against realistic countermeasures," says Young.

Some officials maintain that a new missile threat to the U.S. might 
potentially emerge by 2005, but the joint Coalition/Council study points 
out that the maturation of the threat is not certain. North Korea has 
agreed to freeze its missile flight test program and may improve relations 
with the U.S., Japan, and South Korea. Rather than deploying an unproven 
missile defense, the United States can and should pursue diplomatic, 
political, and economic tools to prevent or delay the maturation of any new 
missile threats, according to the report.

The new Pushing the Limits report points out that it would be far cheaper, 
even for countries like North Korea, to develop countermeasures that could 
overwhelm or confuse the proposed system than it would be for the U.S. to 
increase the capabilities of its missile defense.

The Clinton administration insists the proposed system should not affect 
arms control goals. It seeks modifications to the 1972 AntiBallistic 
Missile Treaty to allow for the system. Russia has rejected proposals to 
modify the ABM Treaty. On April 14, President Putin warned that if the U.S. 
withdraws from the ABM Treaty, "... we will have the chance and we will 
withdraw not only from the START II treaty, but from the whole system of 
treaties on limitation and control of strategic and conventional weapons.''

"Authorizing deployment could put at serious risk the nuclear 
nonproliferation regime and efforts to eliminate nuclear weapons," said 
Young. This week, many of the 180+ nations at the NonProliferation Treaty 
(NPT) Review Conference will express concern about the negative impact of 
national missile defense.

The Pushing the Limits report notes that in response to deployment, China 
is likely to expand its relatively small strategic nuclear arsenal, 
increasing tensions across Asia. In addition, the report also emphasizes 
that America. s NATO allies have all expressed concerns about U.S. plans 
for missile defense.

"A precipitous decision to deploy would strain relations with our allies, 
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ignite a new nuclear arms race, encourage a stronger RussianChinese 
strategic partnership, hurt international efforts to address ballistic 
missile threats, and severely weaken the global nuclear nonproliferation 
regime," warns Young.

The Pushing the Limits report recommends that the president should allow 
the time necessary to reach an understanding with Russia on how best to 
reduce potential new missile threats while simultaneously achieving 
verifiable reductions in existing nuclear arsenals and reducing the risk of 
accidental nuclear war.

On April 17, a group of 25 Senators, including Senate Majority Leader Lott 
(RMS), wrote President Clinton that they will reject a U.S.Russian 
agreement to further reduce nuclear arsenals and modification of the ABM 
Treaty if it does not allow the U.S. to develop even more expensive . and 
as yet unproven and unworkable. sea and space-based national missile 
defenses. In 1996, the Senate Budget Committee conservatively estimated 
that such a layered system would cost $124 billion to build and maintain 
through 2015.

"If the most extreme supporters of missile defense are allowed to have 
their way, the United States would throw away the historic opportunity to 
reduce verifiably the real threat of thousands of Russian nuclear-armed 
missiles for the sake of trying to build a fantastical . Star Wars. defense 
system that will cost taxpayers over $100 billion and take many more years 
to develop," notes John Isaacs of the Council for a Livable World. 
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To: mupj@igc.org
Date: Tue, 30 May 2000 19:30:12 -0700
Subject: Re: NUSA conference
X-Mailer: Juno 3.0.11
From: Kathy J Amery <getaround@juno.com>

You area quiet welcome...it was my pleasure. Thank you  for having a
vision to start such a great organization!
Kathy
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From: Joe Volk <joe@fcnl.org>
To: "'Howard W. Hallman'" <mupj@igc.org>
Cc: Kathy Guthrie <kathy@fcnl.org>, Sara Bradbury <sara@fcnl.org>
Subject: RE: NMD letter
Date: Wed, 31 May 2000 08:24:24 -0400
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2448.0)

5/31/00

Howard,

Got your phone voicemail.  Sorry I haven't yet returned it.  As Kathy may
have explained, I'm under an unusual load of travel, meetings, and work.  It
will pass soon and I'll be back in the game.

Re the NMD letter.  I drafted a letter in April.  We held it back until we
got through the NPT and the China PNTR work.  I revised the draft yesterday.
Sara prepared a cover letter to religious leaders.  I think we'll have it
out today.  Your suggestion to circulate it to the interfaith group is most
welcome.  Let's collaborate to get that done.

Cheers,

Joe

Joe Volk
Executive Secretary
Friends Committee on National Legislation (Quakers)
245 Second Street, NE
Washington, DC  20002 - 5795
Phone:          202-547-6000
Toll Free:       1-800-630-1330
Fax:              202-547-6019
website:         http://www.fcnl.org
Congressional information:  http://congress.nw.dc.us/fconl/

-----Original Message-----
From: Howard W. Hallman [mailto:mupj@igc.org]
Sent: Wednesday, May 31, 2000 7:32 AM
To: joe@fcnl.org
Subject: NMD letter

Dear Joe,

As Kathy has probably told you, participants in the Interfaith Committee
for Nuclear Disarmament want to make opposition to national missile defense
a priority issue.   

Kathy indicated that you are working on a draft of a NMD sign-on letter for
religious leaders.   Would you be willing to circulate this draft among
members of the Interfaith Committee?  Many of them haven't worked on NMD,
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so it would be educational.. You probably won't get many comments, but
their involvement in the drafting process would strengthen their
willingness to work on this issue.

Shalom,
Howard

Howard W. Hallman, Chair
Methodists United for Peace with Justice
1500 16th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036
Phone/fax: 301 896-0013; e-mail: mupj@igc.org

Methodists United for Peace with Justice is a membership association of
laity and clergy.  It has no affiliation with any Methodist denomination. 
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Senator Douglas Roche's report on the recent NPT review conference, AN
UNEQUIVOCAL LANDMARK: The 2000 Review of the Non-Proliferation Treaty,
is now available on-line at the Ploughshares website:

http://www.ploughshares.ca/content/ABOLISH%20NUCS/RocheNPTReportMay27.html

-- 
Bill Robinson, Project Ploughshares,
Conrad Grebel College, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada  N2L 3G6
Phone: 519 885-0220 x264  Fax: 519 885-0806
E-mail: brobinson@ploughshares.ca
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SUMMARY

Although nearly derailed by a lengthy stand-off between the U.S. and Iraq, the 2000
Non-Proliferation Treaty Review Conference (April 24-May 20) took a big step forward through
securing from the Nuclear Weapons States (NWS) "an unequivocal undertaking to accomplish
the total elimination of their nuclear arsenals." For the first time, the NWS clearly separated
nuclear disarmament from general and complete disarmament. This achievement was termed by
the New Agenda Coalition (NAC), whose negotiating skills brought it about, "an important
landmark on which to build a nuclear weapons free world." Since the NWS continue to
modernize their nuclear arsenals, the obstacles to nuclear disarmament remain formidable. But
they can no longer be considered overwhelming, because active work leading to the goal has
been politically validated. The "unequivocal undertaking … to total nuclear disarmament"
accepted by the NWS puts them in direct contradiction with their own nuclear deterrence
doctrines. NAC has become the central force leading the abolition movement in challenging the
NWS to live up to their commitment to Article VI of the NPT.

Regional issues played a dominant role in the Review Conference. Israel was named for the first
time as being in non-compliance with the non-proliferation regime. Iraq was called on to
implement continuous cooperation with the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)
safeguards systems. India and Pakistan, which successfully tested nuclear weapons in 1998, were
denied nuclear-weapon status and called on to join the NPT as non-nuclear weapon states.

The IAEA does not have enough money for its verification programs; the NWS denied legal
status to security assurances; the demand for nuclear energy won out over fears it is incompatible
with sustainable development.

A strengthened review process will allow more intensive work and continuity from one session
to the next. Fifteen NGOs made statements at an NPT plenary meeting on a wide range of issues
under the NPT umbrella, including criticism of the U.S. National Missile Defence program. The
hitherto informal practice of NGO speeches will be formalized at future NPT reviews and
PrepComs. The conference’s progressive steps on nuclear disarmament have considerably
strengthened the role of civil society leaders working to advance the nuclear disarmament
agenda.

The NPT Final Document -- the first to carry a genuine consensus in 25 years -- has strong



implications for more effective U.N. work in nuclear disarmament and NATO’s current review
of nuclear weapons. The conditions are now right for a grand coalition of like-minded states and t
he advance wing of civil society to work together to press the NWS to -- at last -- fulfill their
commitments to Article VI of the NPT.

1. Background

1.1 Following the indefinite extension of the Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) in 1995, (See
Appendix "A" text of the NPT) a strengthened review process was established, including
two-week preparatory sessions in each of 1997, 1998 and 1999, leading to the month-long review
in 2000. The 1995 extension had called for a Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty by no later
than 1996, the "early conclusion" of negotiations on a convention banning the production of
fissile material for nuclear weapons, and "systematic and progressive efforts globally, with the
ultimate goals of eliminating those weapons, and by all states of general and complete
disarmament under strict and effective international control."

1.2 The three PrepComs revealed the depth of the nuclear disarmament crisis: the NWS
continued to modernize their nuclear arsenals; the implementation of START II was blocked
because the Russian Duma refused to ratify it for seven years (it was ratified by the Duma on the
eve of the NPT Review Conference); overt nuclear proliferation spread to India and Pakistan;
NATO reaffirmed that nuclear weapons are "essential"; the CTBT, though signed by 41 states
was ratified by only 28 of the requisite 44 states (the U.S. Senate rejected it); fissile material
negotiations at the Conference on Disarmament in Geneva were never started and the C.D. itself
became paralyzed.

1.3 At the First PrepCom in 1997, the Western NWS, insisting on regional stability as a
precondition of nuclear disarmament, made clear they had no intention in the foreseeable future
of negotiating nuclear disarmament. The Second PrepCom collapsed over the failure to agree on
references to the Middle East resolution adopted in 1995, which called on all states in the Middle
East (an indirect reference to Israel) not yet parties to the treaty to accede to it; the intransigence
of four of the five NWS (China said it was willing) to enter into comprehensive negotiations for
the elimination of nuclear weapons was at the heart of the breakdown. The Third PrepCom in
1999 ended with an agreement to disagree, so that the Chairman’s final paper, containing several
progressive recommendations, was deprived of official status.

1.4 Despite the indefinite extension in 1995, the Review part of that conference could not
produce a consensus document, as occurred also in 1990 and 1980. In 1985, consensus was
obtained only because delegates agreed to a document that said they were not agreed. Only in
1975 was there a genuine consensus. Thus, the Sixth Review in 2000 opened with a record of
only one true consensus in the previous five conferences.

2. The Opening: The NPT ‘Paradox’

2.1 The outlook was apprehensive as 155 of the 187 states parties to the NPT* gathered in the
General Assembly Hall of the United Nations at 11:00 a.m. on April 24. The President,



Ambassador Abdallah Baali, the 45-year-old Permanent Representative of Algeria to the U.N.
who was suddenly pressed into action a few months earlier when South Africa withdrew from the
presidency, described the situation as "painful and delicate." Yet his consultations, he said, had
set him on a "proactive and optimistic course." Calling on states not to denounce or condemn one
another, Ambassador Baali said he would strive to "bridge the differences" to establish a
consensus conclusion, a goal which, at the time, seemed unrealizable.

(* Virtually the entire world community belongs to the NPT with the significant exception of
India and Pakistan, which between them successfully tested 11 times in 1998 and became overt
nuclear powers; Israel, which has never admitted to the possession of nuclear weapons despite its
possession of a small arsenal; and Cuba, which has no nuclear program and is a member of the
Treaty of Tlatelolco, which bans nuclear weapons from Latin America.)

2.2 U.N. Secretary-General Kofi Annan followed, calling attention to the NPT "paradox": It has
global appeal, but is not being satisfactorily implemented. "Nuclear conflict remains a very real
and very terrifying possibility at the beginning of the twenty-first century." Though the number of
nuclear weapons has continued to drop since the end of the Cold War, "some 35,000 nuclear
weapons remain in the arsenals of the nuclear powers, with thousands still deployed on
hair-trigger alert." Moreover, the NWS are reaffirming their nuclear weapons doctrines. He
deplored the absence of nuclear weapons negotiations. "Quite frankly, much of the established
multilateral disarmament machinery has started to rust." He criticized growing pressure (i.e. in
the U.S.) to deploy national missile defences. "This pressure is jeopardizing the ABM Treaty --
which has been called the ‘cornerstone of a strategic stability’ -- and could well lead to a new
arms race, setbacks for nuclear disarmament and non-proliferation, and create new incentives for
missile proliferation." (See text, Appendix "B")

2.3 The importance of the role played by the International Atomic Energy Agency in the
non-proliferation regime was signaled in having the IAEA Director General, Mohammed
ElBaradei, speak next. The IAEA is the competent authority to verify the NPT’s safeguards
obligations and to ensure that nuclear energy for peaceful purposes is not diverted to military use.
It does this through employing increasingly modern verification technology. The IAEA is also
the principal vehicle for the transfer of nuclear technology to developing countries in fulfillment
of the NPT’s Article IV, which says that states have an "inalienable right" to the research,
production and use of nuclear energy for peaceful purposes." The IAEA has long been attacked
by some environmentalists for trying to do conflicting jobs at the same time: enforce safeguards
and promote transfers. The 1995 Extension Conference had stated that the IAEA’s capability
should be increased. But ElBaradei complained that the agency is increasingly underfunded.
Despite the increase in work, notably the obligation to ensure the safety of nuclear fissile material
transferred from military use to peaceful activities, the Agency’s annual budget for safeguards
has been frozen for more than a decade at $82 million. The Agency now relies on voluntary
contributions to make up the shortfall for its current expenditures of $95 million per year.

2.4 Despite under-funding, the inspection of two of the most contentious countries in the world,
Iraq and North Korea, is in the hands of the IAEA. ElBaradei reported that because Iraq had
withdrawn its cooperation with IAEA inspection under the terms of U.N. Security Council



resolution 687, the IAEA has not been in a position since December 1998 to provide assurance
that Iraq is complying with the Security Council. However, in January, 2000, the IAEA carried
out an inspection under the NPT safeguards agreement and "the inspectors were able to verify the
presence of the nuclear material subject to safeguards… which is still in Iraq."

2.5 With regard to North Korea, that country remains in non-compliance with its safeguards
agreement, but has accepted IAEA inspectors in conformity with the bilateral agreement with the
U.S., which has agreed to help North Korea obtain nuclear power in return for not proceeding
with a nuclear weapons program. ElBaradei noted that North Korea must come into compliance
with its safeguard agreement before the U.S.-sponsored delivery of light water reactors occurs.
He called for North Korea to come into compliance with the IAEA immediately.

2.6 Turning to the Middle East issues, the ostensible reason for the 1998 PrepCom breakdown,
ElBaradei said he was trying to prepare the way for the eventuality of a nuclear-weapon-free zone
(NWFZ) in that region. Israel maintains that a comprehensive peace and security agreement must
precede a NWFZ, of which mutual verifications and safeguards would be an integral part. On the
other hand, the Arab States hold that the application of safeguards to all activities in the region
(i.e. Israel should join the NPT) should not depend on the conclusion of a comprehensive peace
settlement. Rather, the Arab States maintain that Israel joining the NPT and accepting safeguards
would be a confidence building measure contributing to a peace settlement.

2.7 The discovery of Iraq’s clandestine nuclear weapons programme led the IAEA to strengthen
its safeguards system through a 1997 "Model Protocol." Here again, the lack of full international
support for the IAEA is shown in the fact that only 44 non-nuclear weapon states have signed the
protocol. However, all five NWS have signed. The scope of IAEA’s work is shown by the fact
that nuclear disarmament measures already agreed to by the U.S. and Russia would involve the
IAEA supervising the transfer of "hundreds of tonnes of plutonium and high enriched uranium"
from military to peaceful use. If a fissile material cut-off treaty is successfully negotiated, the
IAEA’s work will vastly grow.

2.8 ElBaradei reminded the delegates that the NPT regime, though not perfect, is the best we
have and "should not be allowed to unravel," which could happen through a disagreement on the
continuing validity of the Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty. He called for an "unequivocal
commitment" to the basic tenets of the regime:

    Universal adherence to the NPT.

    Universal adherence to the new verification system.

    Fulfillment of the obligation to enhance peaceful nuclear cooperation and transfer of
technology.

    Active negotiation towards nuclear disarmament.

2.9 He concluded: "We must -- as we were recently reminded by the International Court of



Justice -- ‘bring to a conclusion negotiations leading to nuclear disarmament in all its aspects’."

 

3. The Speeches: Goliath vs. David

3.1 Ninety-two countries and several specialized agencies took part in the general debate over the
next several days. Because the NPT Review veered to a struggle between two opposing forces,
the NWS and the New Agenda Coalition (a sort of Goliath and David), I summarize below the
main points made by the countries in each group.

The Nuclear Weapons States

The United States

3.2 Praising the 1995 extension as a "priceless gift to our children," U.S. Secretary of State
Madeleine K. Albright said the U.S. had dismantled 60 percent of its nuclear weapons and a
START III process would cut U.S.-Soviet arsenals by 80 percent from Cold War peaks. "Simple
math and common sense both suggest that it is folly to give up on a START process which is
doing exactly what is called for in Article VI." She added that NATO’s nuclear weapons have
been cut by 85 percent since 1991. "Such weapons now play a smaller role in our defence posture
than at any time since the advent of the Cold War." The Secretary highlighted the words of
President Clinton in the Foreword to a glossy publication detailing how the U.S. is living up to
its commitments to Article VI: "As we enter this new Millennium, we should commit ourselves
anew to achieving a world free of nuclear weapons. The United States remains committed to this
goal and will work tirelessly towards its ultimate achievement." She said she was convinced that
the U.S. would ratify the CTBT.

Russia

3.3 Foreign Minister Igor S. Ivanov brought a message from Russia’s new President, Vladimir V.
Putin, pledging that Russia would maintain its disarmament obligations "in the conditions of
maintaining strategic stability" (a new phrase introduced into NPT discussions that would grow
in importance as the conference proceeded). Noting that Russia had ratified both START II and
the CTBT, Mr. Putin reported that Russia had already eliminated 2,000 ballistic missiles, 950
land and sea-based launchers, 30 nuclear submarines and 80 heavy bombers. START II would
bring further cuts, and Russia was now ready to reduce its nuclear warheads to 1,500 (START III
has, to date, called for 2,500 for each of Russia and the U.S.). But he immediately warned the
U.S. that reduction programs will be jeopardized if the U.S. proceeds with a national missile
defense (NMD) system. The Anti-Ballistic Missile (ABM) Treaty is a cornerstone of the
non-proliferation regime, he said, and cannot be tampered with. Whereas Ms. Albright said there
was no good reason why the ABM Treaty could not be amended, Mr. Ivanov said plainly
compliance with the ABM Treaty in its present form without any modifications is a prerequisite
for further negotiations on nuclear disarmament." He made the same point several times: "Further
reductions in strategic offensive weapons can only be considered in the context of preservation of



the ABM Treaty." He called attention to Russia’s initiative to establish a Global Missile and
Missile Technologies monitoring and verification system which could be an alternative to the
destruction of the ABM system.

China

3.4 Ambassador Sha Zukang launched a sweeping attack on Western states, because of NATO’s
bypassing of the U.N. Security Council in the use of force in Kosovo, and then criticized India
and Pakistan for their nuclear tests. Quoting President Jiang Zemin’s condemnation of the U.S.
National Missile Defence, he said it posed a "severe threat to the global strategic balance that is
tantamount to a nuclear arms buildup." He warned that the international nuclear disarmament
process would come tumbling down if the U.S. proceeds with NMD. And certainly China was
not disposed to accept transparency standards while the U.S. was maintaining that an NMD was
necessary. He said the prevention of the weaponization of outer space is a task even more urgent
than the fissile ban negotiations.

United Kingdom

3.5 Peter Hain, Minister of State in the U.K. Foreign Office, started by saying: "We have made
an unequivocal commitment to the pursuit of nuclear disarmament." The U.K. had reduced its
nuclear forces by dismantling air-delivered nuclear weapons, and reducing the submarine
delivery system to only one submarine at a time, with 50 percent fewer warheads than previously
announced. Expressing concern over Iraq, India, Pakistan and Israel, he also circumspectly
criticized the U.S. NMD program. "Active missile defence raises complex and difficult issues,"
he said. "We have made it clear to [the U.S. and Russia] that we continue to value the ABM and
wish to see it preserved."

France

3.6 Maintaining that France had "committed itself unequivocally in favour of nuclear
disarmament" and had cut its delivery vehicles by more than half, Ambassador M. Hubert de La
Fortelle of France said France’s nuclear policy was one of "strict sufficiency." He said his
country was "anxious to avoid any challenge to the [ABM] liable to bring about a breakdown of
strategic equilibrium and to restart the arms race."

The New Agenda Coalition

3.7 The New Agenda Coalition (NAC), came into existence on June 8, 1998 when Brazil, Egypt,
Ireland, Mexico, New Zealand, Slovenia, South Africa and Sweden issued a Joint Declaration
stating they could "no longer remain complacent" at the dangers posed by the maintenance of
nuclear weapons. They proposed a practical plan for the elimination of nuclear weapons that
would begin by having the NWS make an "unequivocal commitment" to complete nuclear
disarmament. Their resolution to this effect at the 1998 U.N. General Assembly passed 114 for,
18 opposed, and 38 abstentions. The abstentions included 12 NATO states. At the NPT Third
PrepCom, they criticized the NWS for re-rationalizing their continued possession of nuclear



weapons, and called for a "clear and unequivocal commitment" to the speedy pursuit of the total
elimination of nuclear weapons, "which will require a multilateral agreement." Although
Slovenia, which wants into NATO, succumbed to NATO pressure and dropped out, the NAC
paper has now been co-sponsored by 60 states. The NAC 1999 resolution at the General
Assembly was adopted 111-13-39. NATO abstentions grew to 14, revealing the uncertainty
inside NATO about the wisdom of maintaining nuclear weapons.

Mexico

3.8 Recalling the formation of NAC in 1998 with its Declaration, "Towards a Nuclear Weapon
Free World: The Need for a New Agenda," Mexico’s Foreign Minister, Rosario Green said
NAC’s purpose was to put the nuclear agenda back on track and bring about a nuclear weapons
free world "without further prevarication." An unequivocal undertaking by the P5 meant
"negotiations leading to nuclear disarmament in all its aspects," an imperative that was the
unanimous conclusion of the International Court of Justice. She backed Secretary-General Kofi
Annan’s call, in his report to the U.N. Millennium Assembly, for a major international
conference to identify ways of eliminating nuclear danger. Minister Green surprised everyone by
tabling immediately NAC’s Working Paper (see paragraph 7.1).

Ireland

3.9 Foreign Minister Brian Cowen delivered a blistering attack on the NWS for coupling
reductions with the further modernization of their nuclear forces. "How can we lift the nuclear
threat when nuclear weapons are being further reaffirmed as central to strategic concepts for the
indefinite future?" He excoriated the development of new types of nuclear weapons through
sub-critical testing and computer simulation. "We must overcome interminable arguments about
the retention of nuclear weapons to respond to every perceived threat to security." Without a
fundamental change in approach by all, "this Treaty may not survive intact for another five
years."

South Africa

3.10 Abdul S. Minty, Deputy Director-General of the Department of Foreign Affairs, South
Africa, said a true commitment by the NWS to elimination would have not only momentous
symbolic importance but would also provide the basis for greater confidence in the
non-proliferation and disarmament regimes. "If we are unable to succeed in establishing the
imperative for the elimination of nuclear weapons, then we will never be liberated from the
unspeakable destruction and human suffering which these weapons can cause."

Sweden

3.11 Anna Lindh, Swedish Minister for Foreign Affairs, attacked the U.S. NMD program
because it "could run counter to efforts to halt proliferation of weapons of mass destruction." No
state has the right to hold "our common security environment hostage to domestic policies," she
said, adding that the ongoing debate over NMD must not be taken as "a pretext for continued



development of nuclear weapons." "If we do not act today, we, the generation which rallied
against nuclear weapons and for peace, will see our own children demonstrating against us."

Brazil

3.12 Participating for the first time in an NPT Review Conference, Brazil noted that it was no
wonder many remained unimpressed with NWS reduction figures when so many nuclear
weapons are kept in reserve. Ambassador Celso L.N. Amorim said: "Mutual suspicion seems
now more prevalent than mutual confidence." He called attention to the nuclear disarmament
work of several governments, groups of experts, including the Canberra Commission and the
Tokyo Forum, the NGO community as well as eminent civilian and ex-military authorities, and
also former U.S. President Jimmy Carter. NAC would be effective, he said, because of its
composition, timing, and comprehensive, balanced and achievable program.

Egypt

3.13 Demanding universality for the NPT, Ambassador Ahmed Aboul Gheit of Egypt zeroed in
on Israel as the only state in the Middle East outside the Treaty. "This imbalance cannot be
accepted, neither can it last." He said the message of the 2000 Review Conference must be
unequivocal in its demand that Israel accede to the Treaty without delay and place all its nuclear
facilities under the safeguards regime of the IAEA. "Any discrimination that favors one party at
the expense of the others is untenable," he said. "It is a question that brooks no double
standards."

New Zealand

3.14 New Zealand’s Minister for Disarmament and Arms Control, Matt Robson, called for all
five NWS to join the START negotiating process "leading to the total elimination of these
weapons." He recalled a unanimous parliamentary resolution in New Zealand February 23, 2000,
calling for all states to bring to a conclusion negotiations leading to nuclear disarmament. He
referred to the new Prime Minister, Helen Clark’s dedication that "New Zealand would not step
back from our longstanding place in the vanguard of the nuclear disarmament movement."

 

4. Nuclear Weapons Are "Essential"

4.1 To fully understand NAC’s skepticism over NWS protestations that reductions in nuclear
stocks signal their compliance with the NPT, it is necessary to examine policy statements of the
NWS.  (This section should be read in conjunction with Appendix "C" "Global Nuclear
Stockpiles, 1945-2000," published in the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, March-April, 2000.)

4.2 In the case of the United States, there is a stark contrast between their reductions, and their
intention to retain nuclear weapons indefinitely. In his Annual Report to the President and
Congress 2000, Secretary of Defense William S. Cohen put U.S. policy succinctly:



        "Nuclear forces are an essential element of U.S. security, serving as a hedge against an
uncertain future and as a guarantee of U.S. commitments to allies. Accordingly, the United States
must maintain survival strategic nuclear forces of sufficient size and diversity as well as the
deployment of theater nuclear weapons to NATO and the ability to deploy cruise missiles on
submarines to deter or dissuade potentially hostile foreign leaders with access to nuclear
weapons. The United States continues to work toward further agreed, stabilizing reductions in
strategic nuclear arms. Once the Treaty on Further Reduction and Limitation of Strategic
Offensive Arms (START II) has entered into force, the Department is confident that it can
maintain the required deterrent at the force levels envisioned in a future treaty (START III), as
agreed to in the March 1997 Helsinki Summit and reinforced at Cologne, Germany, in June
1999."

            Chapter 6, Nuclear Forces and Missile Defenses
            (http://www.dtic.mil/execsec/adr2000/chap6.html)

4.3 Even while the NPT Review Conference was taking place in New York, Pentagon planners
were meeting in Washington to review U.S. "requirements" in connection with forthcoming
START III talks. The U.S.-based Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers reported that U.S.
planners refused to consider reducing strategic deployed nuclear weapons below the 2,000-2,500
level. Russia wants to drop to 1,500, but the strategic war plan (known as Single Integrated
Operational Plan) maintained by the U.S. contains so many targets in Russia and China that
planners say the higher number is needed. Since the unleashing of a force of such magnitude is
manifestly absurd, it is possible that presidential guidance may force the planners to accept the
1,500 number. There is no thought of going below such a number (despite the further
contradiction that Russia is a "partner" of the U.S. and the U.S. is entering into a massive trade
relationship with China).

4.4 The Western States Legal Foundation maintains that the evidence is overwhelming that the
U.S. Stockpile Stewardship Program is a mechanism for improving nuclear weapons without
explosive testing. In fact, even supporters of the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty stated baldly
during the Senate debate that the CTBT should be ratified because it would lock in U.S.
superiority.

4.5 Further U.S. negotiating documents, arguing for Russian acceptance of changes in the
Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty, make the point that Russia should not fear the U.S. National
Missile Defence because:

        "Both the United States and the Russian Federation now possess and, as before, will possess
under the terms of any possible future arms agreements, large, diversified, viable arsenals of
strategic offensive weapons consisting of various types of ICBM’s, submarine-launched ballistic
missiles, and heavy bombers."

4.6 Defense Secretary Cohen has also emphasized that the political role of NATO nuclear
deployments will continue.



        "U.S. nuclear forces based in Europe and committed to NATO provide an essential political
and military link between the European and North American members of the Alliance, and
permit widespread European participation in all aspects of the Alliance’s nuclear role."

4.7 U.S. policy is clearly carried into NATO. The Alliance, holding that nuclear weapons are
"essential," published its updated Strategic Concept in April, 1999:

        "To protect peace and to prevent war or any kind of coercion, the Alliance will maintain for
the foreseeable future an appropriate mix of nuclear and conventional forces based in Europe and
kept up to date where necessary…[T]he Alliance’s conventional forces alone cannot ensure
credible deterrence. Nuclear weapons make a unique contribution in rendering the risks of
aggression against the Alliance incalculable and unacceptable. Thus, they remain essential to
preserve peace.

4.8 These policies led to a remarkable dissent from former U.S. President Jimmy Carter, who
published an op-ed article in the Washington Post, February 23, 2000. He said:

        "Instead of moving away from reliance on nuclear arsenals since the end of the Cold War,
both the United States and NATO have sent disturbing signals to other nations by declaring that
these weapons are still the cornerstone of Western security policy, and both have re-emphasized
that they will not comply with a ‘no-first-use’ policy."

President Carter added that "just as American policy is to blame for many of the problems, so can
our influence help resolve the nuclear dilemma that faces the world."

4.9 The U.S. is not alone among the NWS. When he became Acting President of Russia early in
2000, Vladimir Putin emphasized Russia’s continuing reliance on nuclear weapons.

        "The Russian Federation should possess nuclear forces that are capable of guaranteeing the
infliction of the desired extent of damage against any aggressor state or coalition of states in any
conditions and circumstances… The Russian Federation considers the possibility of employing
military force to ensure its national security based on the following principles: use of all available
forces and assets, including nuclear, in the event of need to repulse armed aggression, if all other
measures of resolving the crisis situation have been exhausted and have proven ineffective …."

4.11 Although it too has slashed stocks, the United Kingdom’s Strategic Defence Review
reaffirmed the government’s commitment to nuclear deterrence and the intention to retain the
capability of Trident warheads for the next 20-30 years. France has stated that unless nuclear
weapons are banned, it will retain them as a necessary component of its inherent right to
self-defence.

 

5. The Stern Voice of India



5.1 As the conference moved into committee stage, yet another statement sharply revealed the
essence of the NPT crisis -- this one not at the conference itself but thousands of miles away in
the Lok Sabh in New Delhi. Jaswant Singh, India’s Minister of Foreign Affairs, rose in
Parliament (and had his statement released in New York) to make sure everyone understood that
India is a nuclear weapons state and would not join the NPT as a non-nuclear weapons state. The
calls made at the conference for India to roll back its nuclear programme and join the NPT as a
non-nuclear state were "mere diversions" to prevent focused attention on the basic goals of the
NPT.

5.2 After more than three decades, he said, the NWS remain to be persuaded to begin any kind of
collective, meaningful negotiations aimed at global nuclear disarmament. Instead they have
"arrogated as a permanent special right to possess nuclear weapons for their exclusive security."

5.3 Though refusing to join the NPT because of the Treaty’s discriminatory aspects, India is
conducting itself under NPT rules and, with respect to Article VI, "is the only nuclear weapon
state that remains committed to commencing negotiations for a Nuclear Weapons Convention."
Moreover, India has announced a no-first-use policy and has given unqualified negative security
assurances.

        "We remain committed to nuclear non-proliferation. India holds that genuine and lasting
non-proliferation can only be achieved through agreements that are based upon equality and
non-discrimination, for only these can contribute to global peace and stability."

6. Canada: Caught in the Middle

6.1 In the struggle between the reformist attitudes of the NAC and the status quo of the NWS,
Canada finds itself on the fence between the two.

6.2 The policy of the government of Canada is to lower the political value of nuclear weapons
and eventually get rid of them. But living under the nuclear umbrella of the U.S. and as a loyal
NATO ally, Canada is constrained from any bold action in moving the nuclear disarmament
agenda forward. It supports the International Court of Justice’s decision that comprehensive
negotiations must be concluded to eliminate nuclear weapons, but cannot vote, logically, that
negotiations must commence immediately because the U.S. is so adamantly opposed. Canada is
attracted to the NAC, wants to work with the NAC, but twice has abstained on the NAC
resolution lest Canada be seen as breaking NATO ranks. In fact, Canada calls itself a
"conscientious abstainer."

6.3 In this context, one would look in vain for strong leadership by Canada at the NPT Review
on the Article VI issues. Foreign Minister Axworthy’s opening speech concentrated more on the
processes of strengthening the NPT through universalization, expanded START negotiations, and
stronger safeguards systems. He steered clear of any demand on the NWS for an "unequivocal
commitment … to total elimination." (It should be noted that the successful conclusion of the
NPT Review appeared to embolden Axworthy who subsequently went to a NATO meeting in
Florence Italy, with an extremely frank message.) (See Paragraph 16.9)



6.4 The Canadian Working Paper on nuclear disarmament issues was brief. It called for an
expansion of the START process, de-alerting of nuclear weapons, measures to reduce the threats
posed by tactical nuclear weapons, a universal moratorium on nuclear testing, the early
conclusion of a fissile material ban, and "substantive discussions" in the Conference on
Disarmament on nuclear disarmament issues.

6.5 Canada then joined with a number of other states in submitting Working Papers dealing with
safeguards systems and cooperation in the peaceful uses of nuclear energy. In the latter context,
Canada asserted its belief that nuclear energy is compatible with sustainable development, a
point under considerable dispute today. Canada relies on this belief to justify its sale of Candu
reactors to developing countries.

6.6 When the conference started focusing on Operative Paragraph 1 of the NAC Working Paper
(see Paragraph 7.1), which called for an accelerated process of negotiations in the 2000-2005
period, the Canadian delegation quickly gave its assent and became one of NAC’s supporters in
the conference. One could feel the evident constraints on the delegation preventing it from going
further in pushing the NWS to accept the fullness of NAC’s proposal.

6.7 But another factor intervened to keep Canada from focusing fully on Article VI. In an effort
to break the Middle East deadlock, Ambassador Baali, turned to Ambassador Christopher
Westdal, head of the Canadian delegation, to chair Subsidiary Body II. Westdal and his assistant,
David Viveash, then spent virtually their total time on the contentious Israel-Iraq issues. In the
end, it was Westdal’s determined use of his negotiation skills that saved the conference from
collapse (see Paragraph 9 "Middle East Acrimony"). In this sense, Canada made an outstanding
contribution to the success of the NPT’s advance of the Article VI issues.

 

7. NAC Moves; NWS Responds

7.1 NAC, recognizing that it had strong support, seized the initiative on the opening day of the
Conference. Its Working Paper, "Nuclear Disarmament," set out in Operative Paragraph 1 the
"unequivocable undertaking" demand that became the leitmotif of the conference:

        "The five nuclear-weapon States make an unequivocal undertaking to accomplish the total
elimination of their nuclear arsenals and, in the course of the forthcoming review period
2000-2005, to engage in an accelerated process of negotiations and to take steps leading to
nuclear disarmament to which all States Parties are committed under Article VI of the Treaty on
the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons."

7.2 After calling for a speed up in START III negotiations, NAC called for the "integration" of
all five nuclear weapons states into the process leading to total elimination and urged all five to
take these steps:

        a) To adapt their nuclear policies and postures so as to preclude the use of nuclear weapons;



        b) To proceed to the de-alerting, to the removal of nuclear warheads from delivery vehicles
and to the withdrawal of all nuclear forces from active deployment pending their complete
elimination;

        c) To reduce tactical nuclear weapons and to proceed to their elimination as an integral part
of nuclear arms reduction;

        d) To demonstrate greater transparency with regard to their nuclear arsenals and fissile
material inventories;

        e) To further develop the Trilateral Initiative between the United States, the Russian
Federation and the IAEA so as to include all five Nuclear Weapon States in similar arrangements
and to ensure the irreversible removal of fissile material from weapons programmes;

        f) To apply the principle of irreversibility in all nuclear disarmament, nuclear arms
reduction, and nuclear arms control measures.

7.3 NAC also called for ratification of the CTBT, a fissile ban treaty, a subsidiary body at the
Conference on Disarmament to "deal with" nuclear disarmament, nuclear-weapon-free zones in
the Middle East and South Asia, legally binding negative security assurances, and measures to
improve safeguards.

7.4 Recognizing that the NAC had stolen a march on them, the NWS, led by France, responded
with a joint P5 statement which papered over their differences on NMD and tried to respond to
the "unequivocal" demand.

        "We reiterate our unequivocal commitment to the ultimate goals of a complete elimination
of nuclear weapons and a treaty on general and complete disarmament under strict and effective
international control."

7.5 By using the word "ultimate," and maintaining their decades-long stand that nuclear
disarmament was linked to general and complete disarmament (a linkage rejected by the
International Court of Justice), the NWS revealed that they saw the NPT Review as business as
usual. They did declare that "none of our nuclear weapons are targeted at any State," and called
for the conclusion of START III as soon as possible "while preserving and strengthening the
ABM Treaty as a cornerstone of strategic stability and as a basis for further reductions of
strategic offensive weapons…"

7.6 The statement was widely viewed as disingenuous, since nuclear weapons can be re-targeted
at a moment’s notice, and "strengthening" the ABM can mean whatever you want it to mean. It
was surprising that China signed on to the statement, given its strong criticism of the U.S. NMD
program. A few days later, China issued its own statement, once more stating that any
amendment to the ABM would undermine it. In other moves that separated it from fellow nuclear
powers, China called for a no-first-use policy, criticized the "hegmonism and power politics" of
NATO, called for an end to Western policies of nuclear-sharing, and regretted that the



Conference on Disarmament had not started negotiations on legally binding instruments to
prevent an arms race in outer space.

7.7 NAC responded directly to the P5 statement, stating it "falls short of our expectations
regarding nuclear disarmament." NAC stressed that "the total elimination of nuclear weapons is
an obligation and a priority and not an ultimate goal, and even less a goal that is linked, subject
or conditioned to general and complete disarmament."

7.8 The Non-aligned Movement (NAM) joined in the criticism of the P5 statement, drawing on
the language of the NAM Working Paper, introduced early into the conference, stating that the
NWS "conditionalities" on their obligations to nuclear disarmament were unacceptable. NAM
insisted on its principled positions on nuclear disarmament, which included adherence to the ICJ
unanimous conclusion that "there exists an obligation to pursue in good faith and bring to a
conclusion negotiations leading to nuclear disarmament in all its aspects under strict and
effective international control." The NAM repeated its familiar demand for:

        "The early commencement of negotiations on a phased programme of nuclear disarmament
and for the complete elimination of nuclear weapons within a specified framework of time,
including a nuclear weapons convention prohibiting the development, production, testing,
employment, stockpiling, transfer, threat or use of nuclear weapons and providing for their
elimination."

7.9 Out of this round of exchanges, two main points emerged: In pulling themselves together to
stave off demands for comprehensive negotiations to eliminate nuclear weapons, the NWS took
the NMD issue off the table, a distinct plus for the U.S. Also, in their cohesiveness and
moderation, the NAC emerged as the catalytic element of the conference, eclipsing the NAM.
The NWS would have to deal with the NAC.

 

8. NWS Negotiates With NAC

8.1 Main Committee I, dealing with the Article VI disarmament issues,* became the centre of
attention. This committee was headed by Ambassador Camillo Reyes Rodriguez of Colombia,
who had chaired the Third PrepCom and produced a 61-page final paper which, while not going
as far as the NAM desired, went well beyond what the Western NWS would accept.

(*It is customary for NPT conferences to break into three main committees. Main Committee II,
headed by Adam Kobieracki of Poland dealt principally with safeguards issues. Main Committee
III, headed by Amb. Markku Reimaa of Finland dealt with the peaceful use of nuclear energy.)

8.2 In order to break the logjam on the two thorniest issues of the conference, nuclear
disarmament and the Middle East situation, the NAM, led by South Africa, had argued at the
Prepcoms that subsidiary bodies be established at the review conference on these two subjects.
Baali succeeded in overcoming U.S. resistance and thus Main Committee I was charged with



reviewing the past performance on Article VI issues while a new Subsidiary Body I, chaired by
Ambassador Clive Pearson of New Zealand, would handle the forward-minded issues of Article
VI.

8.3 Pearson convened four meetings and produced a document that went through several
versions. His Chairman’s Paper was a blend of NWS caution and NAC advances. For example,
Pearson used the NWS formulation of concluding START III while "preserving and
strengthening the ABM Treaty as a cornerstone of Strategic Stability." But he also used the
whole of NAC’s operative paragraph 1 from their Working Paper.

8.4 At first rejecting Pearson’s paper, the NWS later asked to meet with the NAC and several
hours of negotiations ensued with NAC’s chief negotiators, Darach MacFhionnbhairr of Ireland,
Peter Goosen of South Africa, and Amb. Antonio de Icaza of Mexico. Here NAC gave up the
elements of Operative Paragraph 1 which would have the NWS engaging in an accelerated
process of negotiations in the forthcoming NPT review period 2000-2005. Also, NAC agreed to
put a number of NWS action steps under an umbrella heading that said these steps would be
taken "in a way that promotes international stability and based on the principle of undiminished
security for all." What exactly does that phrase mean? Does it mean that a NWS would not have
to take a step, e.g. the further reduction of non-strategic nuclear weapons, if it felt that the step
would diminish its security? Only time will tell if the NWS inserted that umbrella to give
themselves an out. NAC agreed with the criticism of some NGOs that too much dilution had
occurred, but stated that it had agreed to compromises so that the conference would not fail to
achieve consensus on NAC’s principal demand.

8.5 Even after protracted NWS-NAC negotiations, it appeared that Russia and France would not
agree to the compromise text. Russia kept insisting it could not take any disarmament steps that
threatened its "strategic stability." It berated the NAC for holding "arrogant positions." In the end,
Russia acquiesced to the text. France, insisting that NAC did not have a monopoly on good will,
said it also wanted a positive outcome and accepted the text. China held out for a further 24
hours to get a no-first-use clause inserted, but as the conference entered its final day, it too
agreed. Some non-nuclear Western states were chagrined that they had been excluded from the
determining NWS-NAC negotiations, so a final round of talks was held under Norway’s
chairmanship. When efforts were made to make still more changes, it was agreed that to open the
package would be to lose it.

8.6 By holding to a bottom-line position on "total elimination," NAC obtained a significant
advance when the NWS dropped the word "ultimate" in qualifying nuclear disarmament and
agreed for the first time to de-link nuclear disarmament from general and complete disarmament.
Though giving up a time period for negotiations, NAC obtained a clear-cut commitment from the
NWS that "systematic and progressive efforts to implement Article VI" would include:

        "An unequivocal undertaking by the nuclear-weapon States to accomplish the total
elimination of their nuclear arsenals leading to nuclear disarmament to which all States parties
are committed under Article VI."



8.7 Other practical steps agreed on include:
      (*See Appendix "D" for text on "Practical Steps" as agreed upon.)

    A moratorium on nuclear test explosions pending entry into force of the CTBT.

    Obtaining a negotiated fissile ban treaty within five years.

    A subsidiary body in the Conference on Disarmament with a mandate to deal with nuclear
disarmament.

    The principle of irreversibility to apply to nuclear disarmament.

    The conclusion of START III "while preserving and strengthening the ABM Treaty as a
cornerstone of strategic stability…"

Under the "undiminished security" umbrella, these further steps were agreed:

    Further unilateral disarmament.

    Increased transparency by the NWS.

    Further reduction of non-strategic nuclear weapons.

    Concrete measures to further reduce the operational status of nuclear weapons systems.

    A diminishing role for nuclear weapons in security policies.

    The engagement as soon as appropriate of all the NWS in the process leading to the total
elimination of their nuclear weapons.

Finally, the forward-minded document also called for:

    All fissile material no longer required for military purposes to be placed under IAEA or other
relevant international verification.

    Reaffirmation that the ultimate objective in the disarmament process is general and complete
disarmament under effective international control.

    Regular reports on progress of the 1995 Principles and Objectives, and "recalling the Advisory
Opinion of the International Court of Justice of 8 July 1996."

    Further development of verification capabilities.

8.8 The euphoria of agreeing on the forward-minded document gave way to a replay of bickering
when delegates returned to the Main Committee 1 report, reviewing the past five years. Whereas



Chairman Reyes had inserted a sentence in the draft calling attention to the threat to humanity
posed by weapons which remain on high alert, the U.S. objected to this language and the text was
diluted to express concern at the "continued risk for humanity represented by the possibility that
these nuclear weapons could be used." Reyes had inserted a section noting Secretary-General
Annan’s proposal for a major international conference that would help to identify ways of
eliminating nuclear dangers. Mexico called this a worthy initiative and Canada recommended
that the idea of the conference be considered at the Millennium Summit in September, 2000. The
U.S. allowed this indirect recommendation to go forward. Again, Reyes had a section noting "the
unanimous conclusion of the International Court of Justice in its 1996 advisory opinion that there
exists an obligation to pursue, in good faith and bring to a conclusion, negotiations leading to
nuclear disarmament in all its aspects under strict and effective international control." The U.S.
refused to let this description of the ICJ Opinion go forward, allowing only a reference to the title
of the Advisory Opinion, "Legality of the threat or use of nuclear weapons." Malaysia was aghast
that the U.S. would not even agree to descriptive language.

 

9. Middle East Acrimony

9.1 Intense as the discussions were on the nuclear disarmament topics, the debate over the
Middle East was even more acrimonious.

9.2 Egypt served notice at the opening of the conference that it would insist that the conference
state that Israel is not in compliance with the non-proliferation regime, a naming that the U.S. has
consistently resisted. The furthest the U.S. would go in this respect was agreeing to the
Resolution on the Middle East, which accompanied the package of agreements negotiated by
Jayantha Dhanapala (now Under Secretary-General for Disarmament Affairs) at the 1995 NPT
Extension. This resolution "calls upon all States of the Middle East that have not yet done so,
without exception, to accede to the Treaty as soon as possible and to place their nuclear facilities
under full-scope International Atomic Energy Agency safeguards." But at the 1998 PrepComm,
the U.S. would not allow even a repetition of this language.

9.3 A Subsidiary Body II headed by Ambassador Westdal of Canada was established at the outset
of the NPT Review. Westdal, surprised at suddenly being thrust into the centre of a subject that
has long proved intractable, called four meetings. His mandate, dealing with regional issues, also
took in South Asia, but since India and Pakistan had no patrons at the Review, condemning their
nuclear testing was not particularly difficult.

9.4 By the second last night of the conference, Westdal had a text that heavily underscored the
need to make progress towards a nuclear-weapon-free zone in the Middle East. The U.S. assented
to the naming of Israel only on condition that Iraq also be named as not in compliance with its
disarmament obligations under U.N. Security Council Resolution 687. Iraq argued that this
should not be included in the NPT Conference, since Bagdad had, in fact, allowed an inspection
of its nuclear material by the IAEA in January, 2000. The squabble turned on a letter that IAEA
Director ElBaradei had written to the U.N. Security Council April 10, 2000 stating that the IAEA



was unable to confirm that Iraq was in compliance with U.N. Security Council resolutions. Iraq
would not consent to being judged, in an NPT setting, on its compliance with the Security
Council.

9.5 This stalemate surfaced just at the moment when the conference became aware that the
NWS-NAC negotiations had produced agreement on the Article VI issues. Thus, since the NPT
operates by consensus, meaning that even one state withholding agreement on only one
paragraph has the capacity to stop the final document from going forward, President Baali called
for more consultations. Since the U.S. and Iraq would not meet in the same room, Westdal
conducted a shuttle operation, going back and forth to meet with the Iraqi delegation in the
President’s office and with the Americans in Conference Room 8. Westdal gradually developed
amended language.

9.6 As the hours rolled by with the delegates becoming more exasperated and frustrated at the
thought of losing all the gains of the conference to an issue that is not central to the NPT, Baali
suddenly convened the meeting at 11:50 p.m. only to suspend it officially so that midnight would
not terminate May 19 and thus the conference could continue. At 2:00 a.m., he re-convened the
meeting and all looked lost; NAC scrambled to find a way to attach the nuclear weapons section
to a presidential statement. But Westdal would not give up, sensing that Bagdad would move a
little and that the U.S. did not want to be blamed for losing the conference through its adamant
attitude. Phone calls to Bagdad and the shuttle continued. At 5:00 a.m. Westdal had a text the
Iraqis agreed to, but the U.S. delegation had to send it to Washington for approval. The delegates
were still in the dark when Baali sent them home for a few hours’ sleep before re-convening at
11:00 a.m.

9.7 At 11:00 a.m. Westdal announced that "the last piece of the puzzle" was within grasp and
asked for a "U.N. hour" to complete his consultations. By this time, U.S. Assistant Secretary of
State Robert Einhorn had arrived from Washington and the U.S. delegation met at the U.S.
Mission across from the U.N. on First Avenue. At 5:00 p.m., to loud applause, Westdal
announced that the last piece of the puzzle was complete. The outcome of everyone’s work, he
said, exceeded expectations and confounded many skeptics. One of the reasons for the last-hour
impasse was that neither the Americans nor the Iraquis seriously considered that the conference
would turn on this issue, since both expected that the real deal-breaking impasse would be over
Article VI issues. When the breakthrough was made here, the weight of the conference instantly
shifted.

9.8 Here is what the final text, as agreed on by the conference, said on the controversial countries
of Israel, Iraq, India, Pakistan, and North Korea.

9.9    On Israel:

        "The Conference recalls that operative paragraph 4 of the 1995 resolution on the Middle
East "calls upon all States in the Middle East that have not yet done so, without exception, to
accede to the Treaty as soon as possible and to place their nuclear facilities under full-scope
International Atomic Energy Agency safeguards." The Conference notes, in this connection, that



the report of the United Nations Secretariat on the implementation of the 1995 resolution on the
Middle East (NPT/CONF.2000/7) states that several States have acceded to the Treaty and that,
with these accessions, all States of the region of the Middle East, with the exception of Israel, are
States parties to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons. The Conference
welcomes the accession of these states and reaffirms the importance of Israel's accession to the
NPT and the placement of all its nuclear facilities under comprehensive IAEA safeguards, in
realizing the goal of universal adherence to the Treaty in the Middle East."

9.10    On Iraq:

        "Bearing in mind the importance of full compliance with the NPT, the Conference notes the
statement of 24 April 2000 by the IAEA Director-General that, since the cessation of IAEA
inspections in Iraq on 16 December 1998, the Agency has not been in a position to provide any
assurance of Iraq's compliance with its obligations under UN Security Council Resolution 687.
The Conference further notes that the IAEA carried out an inspection in January 2000 pursuant to
Iraq's safeguards agreement with the IAEA during which the inspectors were able to verify the
presence of the nuclear material subject to safeguards (low enriched, natural and depleted
uranium). The Conference reaffirms the importance of Iraq's full continuous cooperation with the
IAEA and compliance with its obligations."

9.11    On India and Pakistan:

        "With respect to the nuclear explosions carried out by India and then by Pakistan in May
1998, the Conference recalls Security Council Resolution 1172 (1998), adopted unanimously on
6 June 1998, and calls upon both States to take all of the measures set out therein.
Notwithstanding their nuclear tests, India and Pakistan do not have the status of nuclear-weapon
States. (See Appendix "E" for text of Resolution 1172.)

        "The Conference urges India and Pakistan to accede to the Non-Proliferation Treaty as
non-nuclear weapon States and to place all their nuclear facilities under comprehensive Agency
safeguards. The Conference further urges both States to strengthen their non-proliferation export
control measures over technologies, material and equipment that can be used for the production
of nuclear weapons and their delivery systems.

        "The Conference notes that India and Pakistan have declared moratoriums on further testing
and their willingness to enter into legal commitments not to conduct any further nuclear testing
by signing and ratifying the Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty. The Conference urges both
States to sign the Treaty, in accordance with their pledges to do so.

        "The Conference notes the willingness expressed by India and Pakistan to participate in the
negotiation in the Conference on Disarmament of a treaty banning the production of fissile
material for nuclear weapons and other nuclear explosive devices. Pending the conclusion of a
legal instrument, the Conference urges both countries to observe a moratorium on the production
of such material. The Conference also urges both States to join other countries in actively seeking
an early commencement of negotiations on this issue, in a positive spot on the basis of the agreed



mandate, with a view to reaching early agreement."

9.12    On North Korea*

        "The Conference notes with concern that, while the Democratic People's Republic of Korea
remains a party to the Non-Proliferation Treaty, IAEA continues to be unable to verify the
correctness and completeness of the initial declaration of nuclear material made by the
Democratic People's Republic of Korea and is therefore unable to conclude that there has been no
diversion of nuclear material in the Democratic People's Republic of Korea. The Conference
looks forward to the fulfillment by the Democratic People's Republic of Korea's of its stated
intention to come into full compliance with its safeguards agreement with IAEA, which remains
binding and in force. The Conference emphasizes the importance of action by the Democratic
People's Republic of Korea to preserve and make available to IAEA all information needed to
verify its initial inventory."

*North Korea, a member of the NPT, did not attend the conference. Three days before the end of
the 1995 Review and Extension Conference ended, North Korea withdrew from the conference,
insisting it would concentrate on its relationships with the U.S. A framework agreement between
the two countries has been developed.

                 

10. Safeguards: Passing The Hat

10.1 Though the issues surrounding Article VI and the Middle East dominated the conference,
the traditional issues of strengthened safeguards, security assurances and peaceful use of nuclear
energy were also given attention. The conference was not disposed to advance, in any significant
way, these themes beyond the agreements at the 1995 Extension Conference. Though there was
pressure for improvements, voluminous papers and plentiful draft reports, the final text did not
reveal any major step forward in the three themes.

10.2 The conference recognized that IAEA safeguards are a "fundamental pillar" of the nuclear
non-proliferation regime, play an indispensable role in the implementation of the Treaty, and
help to create an environment conducive to nuclear disarmament and to nuclear cooperation. The
final document noted the considerable increase in the IAEA’s safeguards responsibilities since
1995, said more States should sign the relevant protocols and tighten up their export control
systems, and -- in the gentlest of language -- called upon all States, "noting their common but
differentiated responsibilities, to continue their political, technical, and financial support of the
IAEA in order to ensure that the IAEA is able to meet its safeguards responsibilities." Not a word
was said about the fact that the IAEA -- the protector of the world against nuclear cheating -- is
forced to rely on voluntary contributions to make up the shortfall in its $95 million annual
expenditure, which is roughly what the U.S. spends every day on maintaining its nuclear
weapons program.

10.3 Nor did the final document deal with the controversial question of nuclear-sharing in which



questions have been raised of adequate control over the 150 nuclear weapons stationed in six
non-nuclear NATO states, Belgium, Germany, Greece, Italy, the Netherlands and Turkey. These
states are involved in NATO nuclear cooperation programs with the U.S. The programs include
maintenance of dual capable aircraft prepared for the conduct of nuclear missions and training in
nuclear weapons. The weapons cannot be armed without an order from the U.S., but in time of
war, release of the weapons to the cooperating states could be authorized. NATO’s 1999
Strategic Concept affirms a continuing commitment to nuclear sharing.

10.4 The U.S. holds that NATO nuclear sharing arrangements do not violate the NPT, but at the
1995 conference many non-NATO states did not accept the U.S. position. The Lawyers
Committee on Nuclear Policy argues that there is a prima facie case that NATO nuclear sharing
violates Articles I and II of the NPT. Nuclear sharing provides a wider range of options for
NATO nuclear use, and serves as a provocation to other nuclear weapons states. At the worst,
this enhances the danger of nuclear war; at the least, it reinforces the political value of nuclear
weapons, thereby promoting proliferation. The best way to resolve the thorny legal issues would
be for the U.S. to withdraw its nuclear weapons from European countries and to terminate
nuclear sharing arrangements. But the NPT conference ducked this issue.

10.5 When it came to coordinate export control policies through the IAEA, in a manner that
would facilitate transparency, the non-proliferation objectives of the NPT, and the fullest
exchange of technology for peaceful use of nuclear energy, the NWS balked. The conference did
note approvingly of the agreement between Russia and the U.S. to convert in Russia 500 tonnes
of high enriched uranium (HEW) from Russia’s nuclear weapons to low enriched uranium for
use in commercial reactors. It also noted the intention of Russia and the U.S. to remove 50 tonnes
of plutonium from each of their nuclear weapons and convert it so that it can never be used in
nuclear weapons.

11. Security Assurances: Legal or Political?

11.1 Security assurances have long been a contentious issue at NPT conferences. At the most
general level, a security assurance is any type of assistance a state receives or is promised to
receive from an outside source that contributes to its security. Assurances fall into two broad
categories. Positive assurances are those that contribute to a state’s ability to defend itself against
attack. Negative assurances are promises not to attack a state.

11.2 It is commonly held that positive assurances, such as nuclear umbrellas under alliances, and
negative assurances, such as no-first-use pledges, have contributed significantly to
non-proliferation. South Korea’s and Japan’s interest in nuclear weapons declined rapidly after
the U.S. strengthened security commitments to those states. Members of NATO and the defunct
Warsaw Pact were also the beneficiaries of nuclear umbrellas provided by the U.S. and the
former Soviet Union.

11.3 On the other hand, India, Pakistan, Israel, and South Africa all sought alliance relationships
with nuclear-weapon states and, after failing to receive them, proceeded to develop their own
undeclared nuclear weapons capability (South Africa gave up its nuclear weapons in 1991). In



the case of India, failure to obtain security assurances led to its persistent criticism of the NPT.
India argued that in exchange for the promise to remain non-nuclear, the NWS either had to be
prepared to defend the NNWS from nuclear attack, or had to agree not to use nuclear weapons
against them. Without this, the NPT bargain was incomplete. Responding, the Security Council
adopted, in 1968, Resolution 255, which promised assistance to any NNWS party to the NPT that
was a victim of nuclear aggression. India (and many NNWS) regarded this assurance as too
weak.

11.4 On the eve of the NPT Extension Conference, the NWS embodied a new set of assurances
in Security Council Resolution 984, which articulates more clearly than ever specific actions to
be taken by the Security Council in the event of a nuclear-weapons threat against a non-nuclear
state. A state may request "urgent action" by the Security Council; investigation of disputes;
technical, medical, or humanitarian assistance; and compensation from the aggressor for loss.
The NWS considered their efforts to update assurances a great step forward.  (See Appendix "F"
for text of Resolution 984.)

11.5 However, since Resolution 984 is not legally binding, many NNWS proclaimed their right
to receive "unconditional, universal and legally binding" security assurances. They also protested
the continuing refusal of four NWS to give a no-first-use pledge (only China had done so). For
varying reasons (financial, parliamentary, political), the NWS resisted the many proposals put
forward by the NNWS. In the end, the 1995 conference agreed on some soft language
"acknowledging the significance" of Resolution 984 and urging the Conference on Disarmament
to continue efforts (under way for more than a decade) to achieve "effective international
arrangements which could be included in international legally binding instruments."

11.6 The NAM came into the 2000 Review with a renewed demand for "a legally-binding
negative security assurances regime which will ensure the security of non-nuclear-weapon States
against the use or threat of use of nuclear weapons." Although an ad hoc committee on this
subject was established at the Conference on Disarmament in 1998, discussions have not even
started. Like NATO nuclear sharing, this issue runs as a strong undercurrent through NPT talks.
Some countries are concerned because of U.S. Presidential Directive 60, signed in November,
1997, which is reported to contain loopholes in its negative security assurances. For example, if a
state uses such weapons of mass destruction as chemical or biological against the U.S., it may
forfeit its protection from U.S. nuclear attack. The U.S. has, in fact, sent out conflicting signals
concerning the possible use of nuclear weapons against a state, even though a member of the
NPT (as Iraq and Libya are).

11.7 Many states pressed for action to make negative security assurances legally binding. Mexico
said that the NAC wanted to obtain this soon. The NAM, led by Indonesia, proposed that a
protocol be attached to the Treaty. Canada called the impasse on this issue at the Conference on
Disarmament "inexcusable." But France said that the various regional nuclear weapons free zone
treaties were sufficient assurance. The U.S. maintained there is no consensus on the issue and
recommended that states not "spend time trying to accomplish the unachievable." Nonetheless,
Egypt, in a Working Paper on the issue urged the NPT Conference to call upon the U.N. Security
Council to address seven principles:



    Recognition of the threat nuclear weapons pose.

    A trigger mechanism to ensure Security Council response to threats or attacks.

    U.N. Security Council commitment to prevent such threats.

    Renunciation by the P5 of their veto power with regard to security assurances.

    Commencement of negotiations on a legally binding treaty.

    Unconditional commitment by the NWS not to use or threaten to use nuclear weapons against
NNWS parties to the Treaty that do not possess nuclear weapons.

    NWS pledge not to use or threaten to use nuclear weapons against NNWS parties "at any time
or under any circumstances."

11.8 This was, of course, too much for the NWS to accept, but it did soften them up sufficiently
to accept language submitted by the NATO 5 (Germany, Norway, Italy, the Netherlands and
Belgium) that legally binding security assurances would strengthen the nuclear non-proliferation
regime. In the end:

        "The Conference reaffirms that the total elimination of nuclear weapons is the only absolute
guarantee against the use or threat of use of nuclear weapons. The Conference agrees that legally
binding security assurances by the five nuclear-weapon States to the non-nuclear-weapon States
parties to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT) strengthen the nuclear
non-proliferation regime. The Conference calls on the Preparatory Committee to make
recommendations to the 2005 Review Conference on this issue.

        "The Conference notes the reaffirmation by the nuclear-weapon States of their commitment
to the United Nations Security Council resolution 984 (1995) on security assurances for
non-nuclear-weapon States Parties to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons."

11.9 The conference went on to recognize the continuing non-proliferation contribution made by
the Treaties of Tlatelolco, Rarotonga, Bangkok and Pelindaba, which, along with the Antarctic
Treaty, have made virtually the entire Southern Hemisphere a nuclear-weapon-free zone. But
Belarus’ strong push for a "nuclear-weapon-free space in Central and Eastern Europe" was
blocked by states in that region that want into NATO, which is anything but a
nuclear-weapons-free-zone.

 

12. Nuclear Energy vs. Sustainable Development

12.1 One of the most zealously guarded sections of the NPT is Article IV, which affirms the
"inalienable right" of all parties to nuclear energy. The developing countries, in dire need of new



sources of energy, are particularly demanding of what the Treaty has promised: "the fullest
possible exchange of equipment, materials, and scientific and technological information for the
peaceful uses of nuclear energy."

12.2 From the dawn of the nuclear age, nuclear power has been recognized as a "dual-use"
technology. The same nuclear reactors that give bombs the destructive force of many thousands
of tons of high explosive can, when harnessed in a controlled fashion, produce energy for
peaceful purposes. The challenge for the non-proliferation regime is to prevent nuclear weapons
proliferation while at the same time permitting nuclear energy’s peaceful applications to be
realized.

12.3 Today, 436 nuclear power plants generate 16 percent of the world’s electrical energy.

12.4 Nuclear energy advocates argue that the human benefits in medicine and consumer products
from nuclear power are impressive. Some 6,550 centres in the world use radioactive materials to
treat and diagnose illness, particularly cancer. Products not invented a few decades ago --
videotapes, contact lenses, and cleaning solutions -- are made safe and more effective and at a
lower cost through nuclear technology. Factories worldwide use radioactive gauges to test
materials for defects and ensure the safety of bridges, automobile tires, roads, and airplanes. The
IAEA is heavily involved in fostering the peaceful use of nuclear energy through its Technical
Cooperation Among Developing Countries program, which advances projects in human health,
food and agriculture, water resources management, environmental monitoring, industrial uses,
and related radiation protection and safety.

12.5 The fight over the efficacy of nuclear energy is intense. The nuclear industry contends that
the only way the electricity needs of the multiplying billions in the developing world over the
next quarter century can be met is through nuclear power. Even conservation measures in the
industrialized countries and an acceleration of renewable energy sources would not satisfy the
coming demand for energy.

12.6 The opposite view is expressed by some nuclear abolitionists and environmentalists, who
hold that nuclear energy creates a legacy of serious and long-lasting environmental and health
problems, and enables proliferation of nuclear weapons. The 1986 accident at the Chernobyl
reactor released 300 times the radiation released by the Hiroshima bomb and contaminated at
least 20 countries. In addition to health hazards, the problem of safe disposal of radioactive waste
for up to 250,000 years is overwhelming. Opponents also believe that the safeguards systems on
civilian stocks of plutonium are insufficient to deter terrorist groups searching for the material to
make small nuclear weapons. Therefore, opponents hold that states do not have an "inalienable
right" to damage human health or create environment and security hazards. They hold that
alternative energy sources -- biomass, solar, wind, geothermal -- combined with greater energy
efficiency could provide for the world’s expanding energy requirements. They want an
international energy agency to be established to promote energy efficiency and economic,
renewable safe energy.

12.7 Since nearly all governments want either to buy or sell nuclear energy, there was little



discussion of the merits of nuclear energy at the NPT Extension Conference in 1995 and not
much more in 2000.

12.8 Some states at the Review Conference said that nuclear power and sustainable development
were incompatible, but they were drowned out by those who argued that a country had the right
to nuclear power production within the context of sustainable development. After re-affirming
the "inalienable right," the conference paid lip service to sustainable development in this
paragraph:

        "The Conference recognizes the importance of the concept of sustainable development as a
guiding principle for the peaceful use of nuclear energy. The Conference endorses the role of
IAEA in assisting Member States, upon request, in formulating projects that meet the objective
of protecting the global environment by applying sustainable development approaches. The
Conference recommends that IAEA continue taking this objective into account when planning its
future activities. It further notes that IAEA regularly reports to the General Assembly on progress
made in these fields."

12.9 The conference then devoted several paragraphs to re-affirming the need for nuclear and
radiation safety procedures, the safe transport of radioactive materials, and strengthened
protective handling of spent fuel and radioactive waste. Once more, a warning went out against
attacks or threats of attacks on nuclear facilities devoted to peaceful purposes. Such actions, the
final document said, "could warrant appropriate action in accordance with the provisions of the
Charter of the United Nations."

 

13. Silence Over Trillions of Dollars

13.1 The first two weeks of the NPT Review Conference presented an anomaly: side by side in
the basement conference rooms of the U.N., jostling for space in the coffee shop in the centre of
the main corridor, were two groups working on the problems of human security in the post-Cold
War era. The Non-Proliferation Treaty attendees rubbed shoulders constantly with the
participants in the Commission for Sustainable Development. Both groups are preoccupied with
human security problems, yet there were no formal exchanges and very little casual conversation
because both groups, government and NGOs alike, do not even know one another. The
Commission on Sustainable Development did valuable work to advance the multi-stakeholder
dialogue on sustainable agriculture but said nothing about the over-arching threat to sustainable
development posed by the existence of so many nuclear weapons. The NPT Review, though
giving glancing attention to whether the peaceful use of nuclear energy impedes sustainable
development, was devoid of any discussion about the costs of nuclear weapons and how this
money, over the decades, has deprived the development process of literally trillions of dollars
desperately needed to build true human security.  (The chart in Appendix "G" shows graphically
what even a small proportion of current world-wide military spending could provide to enhance
human security.)



13.2 The relationship between disarmament and development has been considered by the U.N.,
particularly at the 1987 conference on this subject. But the "peace dividend," expected at the end
of the Cold War, never materialized because it got lost in the international debt crisis, national
deficits, and renewed spending on arms by governments that used the new justification of "rogue
states" to maintain military spending. The Copenhagen Summit on Social Development in 1996
was strangely quiet on the deleterious effects of continued high military spending on the human
condition. Some countries (India and Pakistan are examples) today spend more on their military
operations than on health, education and social needs.

13.3 Governments, in both developed and developing countries, do not want to talk about the fact
that world military spending at $780 billion a year is only 34 percent less than the peak Cold War
years. Thus, at the NPT Review, hardly anyone mentioned that among all the reasons to get rid of
nuclear weapons is their cost (for weapons that cannot be used), which is an economically
unnecessary and wasteful diversion of funds.

13.4 Since they were invented, nuclear weapons have used up more than $8 trillion. The U.S. has
accounted for $5.5 trillion of this, an amount roughly equal to the U.S. national debt. Stephen
Schwartz, in his book, Atomic Audit, The Costs and Consequences of U.S. Nuclear Weapons
Since 1940 (Brookings), has written:

    From 1940 through 1996, expenditures for nuclear weapons exceeded the combined total
federal spending on education, training, employment, and social services; agriculture; natural
resources and the environment; general science and space research; community and regional
development (including disaster relief); law enforcement; and energy production and regulation.

    Eighty-six percent of U.S. nuclear weapons expenditures went toward deploying offensive and
defensive weapons and building and maintaining command, control, communications, and
intelligence systems to facilitate their use. Only seven percent of the total went toward
developing and manufacturing the actual nuclear explosives -- more than 70,000 nuclear
warheads in all.

    Although the Cold War has ended, U.S. nuclear weapons expenditures remain significant. The
United States currently spends $35 billion a year, or 14 percent of the defence budget, on these
efforts. This amounts to more than $96 million a day. About $25 billion of the total goes toward
operating and maintaining the nuclear arsenal, with the remainder used for managing and
cleaning up nuclear waste, verifying arms control agreements, and conducting research into
ballistic missile defences.

13.5 The costs of U.S. nuclear weapons are measured in more than just dollars. For decades, U.S.
officials ignored or downplayed the serious health and environmental costs of producing and
testing nuclear weapons. By one measure, an estimated 700,000 to 800,000 people worldwide
have died or will die prematurely from a fatal cancer attributable to fallout from U.S.
atmospheric testing. A comparable number would be attributable to the Soviet testing program.

13.6 The former Soviet Union spent money in enormous amounts on a military build-up. Russia



inherited so much combat material that it had to junk much of it, while pleading for economic
assistance to carry out disarmament programs. Mikhail Gorbachev, conscious of both the
economic drain and the threat to security, announced a plan to eliminate the world’s nuclear
arsenals. But the plan vanished when the Soviet Union crumbled.

13.7 Now, the U.S., despite being in a declared partnership with Russia, is maintaining a high
military budget that the presidential candidates are pledging to sustain if not increase. The
Clinton proposal to again increase the defence budget has had even Republican leaders in
Congress, who have been urging a major military build-up, pleasantly surprised by the large size
of this year's request. At $305 billion, the proposed defence budget for fiscal year 2001 is more
than the combined total of its NATO allies, plus Russia and China.

13.8 On February 7, 2000, the Department of Energy (DOE) budget request for the fiscal year
2001 was transmitted to Congress. The funding requested for nuclear weapons activities (i.e. the
Stockpile Stewardship program) is $4.594 billion, which is an increase over comparable
activities in the current fiscal year. Looking further into the budget, one finds an aggressive
program of research, design, development, engineering and production for major upgrades or
replacements for weapons systems in the United States' arsenal. In particular, the 2001 budget
proposes that the DOE begin full-scale engineering development of new warheads (W76 and
W80), and to design other components of the B61 bomb. DOE also has a major development
program to manufacture new pits for the W88 warhead.

13.9 At the root of military spending is the incessant demand of the military-industrial complex.
This powerful force is increasingly independent of government control while remaining
dependent on government support.

 

14. Accountability and the NGO Factor

14.1 In 1995, the NPT Extension Conference established a strengthened review process,
consisting mainly of three preparatory meetings of 10 days’ duration in each of the three years
leading up to the next Review Conference. In the 1995-2000 period, this process worked
somewhat haphazardly with little, if any, continuity. In 2000, the delegates decided that
henceforth each session of the Preparatory Committee should be factually summarized and its
results transmitted in a report to the next session for further discussion. This means that the NPT
process will be able to comment on ongoing events (such as India and Pakistan’s tests in 1998
which could not be commented on until 2000). At the Third Session (or a fourth if needed), every
effort is to be made to produce a consensus report containing recommendations to the Review
Conference. Subsidiary bodies, which were such a struggle to obtain for the 2000 Review, will
now be regularized.

14.2 This enhanced process will strengthen the accountability of the NWS that so many states
have been seeking. The principle is now firmly embedded that at both the PrepComs and the
Review Conference, states can look back to measure progress and look forward to set new



targets. While this form of accountability cannot force the NWS to do what they are not prepared
to do, the consolidation of world opinion can push hard against the doors of the NWS in ways
that never occurred before. Thus the slogan of "permanence with accountability," used so
effectively by the NWS in 1995 to obtain indefinite extension, may yet come to life.

14.3 In presenting Canada’s ideas for a strengthened public profile and thus more transparency in
the NPT process, Tariq Rauf, an adviser on the Canadian delegation, drew to delegates’ attention
the presence on the Canadian delegation of two Canadian NGOs, Ernie Regehr, Executive
Director of Project Ploughshares, and Dr. Jennifer Simons, President of the Simons Foundation,
who are both experienced participants in NGO disarmament work. A few other delegations
contained NGO and parliamentary figures, notably New Zealand which added the internationally
known advocate, Alyn Ware.

14.4 For NGOs not on delegations, which is to say virtually all of the 141 NGOs who attended all
or part of the 2000 conference, admission is on sufferance. They can attend plenary meetings,
where the formal speeches are made, but are excluded from the committee and subsidiary
discussions where the real work is done. Thus, they have to rely on briefings to find out what is
going on. In this respect, they are well served by the Acronym Institute, which issued a daily
bulletin written by two journalists, Rebecca Johnson and Jenni Rissanen, with an impressive list
of contacts. But for knowledgeable and experienced NGO figures, who frequently know more
about the scope of the NPT issues than the changing list of government representatives, it is an
indignity to have to wait in the hallways for a morsel of news. That they do this, and even pay
their own expenses while doing so, testifies to their commitment to following the NPT process
closely so that they can be better conduits of information to the widespread NGO networks.

14.5 The Canadian government statement recommended that NGOs, chosen from a list provided
by the U.N. Department of Disarmament Affairs, be allowed to attend most meetings other than
those designated as closed consultations. But this idea was not accepted because some major
countries do not want to have NGOs around. NGOs, for the most part, want change; some
powerful diplomats do not.

14.6 For some time, it has been the custom for the president of an NPT meeting to permit a
number of NGOs, selected by the New York-based NGO Committee on Disarmament, to address
one of the sessions. The 2000 Review did take the step of regularizing this process so that
henceforth at each PrepCom and Review Conference, a session will be allocated to hear the
presentations of NGOs. This is a small step forward, but considerably behind the spirit and
practices of the U.N. as a whole where NGOs have far more access to, and opportunity to
participate in, meetings on such subjects as sustainable development and human rights. While the
presence of a very few NGOs on government delegations is useful, it does not meet the need for
the informed expression of views freed from government restraint. NGOs on government
delegations are not free, at least publicly, to speak their minds lest they compromise their access
to knowledge gained on the inside. They certainly cannot speak against their government’s
position and expect to remain a member of the delegation. The movement of civil society
forward, manifested by the NGO Summit which attracted 1,100 NGO delegates to the U.N.
General Assembly only 36 hours after the close of the NPT Review, requires the active



participation of informed NGOs to break through the status quo mentality of many governments
that are responsible for the lack of implementation of the core issues of the NPT.

14.7 As a review of the speeches made by 15 NGOs at the 2000 Review reveals, NGOs have a
lot to say.

14.8 Dr. Kathleen Sullivan, Engaged Democracy for the Nuclear Age:  There have been some
positive developments since the last Review Conference, most notably the 1996 International
Court of Justice Advisory Opinion. The court found that pursuant to Article VI of the NPT, states
parties to the treaty have an obligation to "pursue in good faith and to bring to a conclusion
negotiations leading to nuclear disarmament in all its aspects." However, the security doctrines of
the nuclear weapons states, to this day, continue to re-affirm the absolute and central role of
nuclear weapons in current defence policies.

For this reason and others, including the recognition of India and Pakistan as two new members
of the nuclear fraternity, there can be no doubt that this Review Conference meets at a time of
crisis for the nuclear non-proliferation and disarmament regime. Secretary-General Kofi Annan
has recently lamented the "discouraging list of nuclear disarmament measures in suspense,
negotiations not initiated and opportunities not taken." Occurring during a time of crisis, this
Review Conference presents a unique opportunity and impetus to clear a path for forward
movement on nuclear disarmament and non-proliferation issues. In short, this Review
Conference cannot afford to fail.

14.9 Iccho Itoh, Mayor of Nagasaki, Japan: In the event of war, and especially nuclear war, the
first targets of attack are cities and the first victims of destruction are their residents, particularly
non-combatants such as the elderly, women and children. Not only the atomic bombings but also
the devastation repeated innumerable times in wars and local conflicts clearly attest to this fact.

As a result of the Hiroshima and Nagasaki atomic bombings, more than 210,000 people were
either killed instantly or died of injuries during the ensuing months. The vast majority of these
people were not soldiers but non-combatant citizens. Dropped from an altitude of about 9,000
meters, the atomic bombs exploded 500 meters above the ground, causing a heat flash of several
thousand degrees centigrade, showering the cities below with deadly radiation, and crushing and
burning everything under the tremendous force of the blast. Even today, 55 years later, about
300,000 atomic bomb survivors in Hiroshima and Nagasaki continue to live in fear of death.

The citizens of Nagasaki and Hiroshima are not appealing for the abolition of nuclear weapons
out of hatred or resentment over events of the past. Our only reason is our clear knowledge,
gained from the miserable experience of the atomic bombings 55 years ago, that nuclear weapons
are inhuman tools of indiscriminate, mass destruction that violate all rules of international law.

14.10 Dr. Daniel Ellsberg, policy analyst and former planner for the U.S. Department of Defence:
While there have been reductions in nuclear arsenals from peaks reached subsequent to the NPT's
entry into force, they are not close, and deliberately so, to requiring qualitative changes in
long-standing policies regarding possible use of nuclear weapons. The 2000 Annual Report of



the U.S. Secretary of Defence describes a nuclear posture to be retained for the "foreseeable
future" that serves to "deter aggression" and "deal with threats or uses of NBC [nuclear,
biological, chemical] weapons", with "nuclear forces based in Europe and committed to NATO
[that] permit widespread European participation in all aspects of the Alliance's nuclear role". The
report also states - and this point cannot be over-emphasized - that "these goals can be achieved
at lower force levels" contemplated in the START process. Twice in the past six years Russia has
rewritten its strategic doctrine to widen the circumstances under which it might use nuclear
weapons.

Rapid and deep cuts are possible. START negotiations must not play the perverse role of
strangling disarmament. Former U.S. government officials from both parties have called for
Continuous Arms Reductions Talks. By agreeing to START III levels before START II was in
force, the U.S. and Russia implicitly acknowledged that one treaty need not be fulfilled before
progress is made on the next. Continuous Arms Reductions Talks would be the logical extension
of this trend. The U.S. and Russia must reduce and eliminate tactical forces as well as strategic
forces. It is important that U.S. nuclear forces deployed in Europe be withdrawn and dismantled.
Thus would be ended the controversy over "nuclear sharing" which is eroding the foundations of
the NPT.

14.11 Lisbeth Gronlund, Union of Concerned Scientists: The United States maintains that new,
emerging missile threats require the U.S. to deploy what it calls a "national missile defence."
These new threats, according to assessments by the U.S. intelligence community, are developing
from what some in the U.S. call "rogue" states, especially the Democratic People's Republic of
Korea, Iran, and Iraq. Whether such threats will emerge depends in great part on the international
community, regional security questions, and the health of the non-proliferation regime as a
whole.

Russia and China have both been very clear in their opposition to the planned U.S. national
missile defence, despite Clinton Administration claims that its proposed system is a response to
potential new threats and not to existing Russian and Chinese arsenals. In fact, regardless of the
real or the stated goal of U.S. missile defence plans, as long as the Nuclear Weapons States rely
on deterrence, Russian and Chinese officials must consider the possible implications of the U.S.
NMD for their deterrent. This means they must consider their capabilities to respond after a U.S.
first strike. It is this calculation, virtually ignored in the United States, that drives much of the
Russian and Chinese opposition to the program.

In fact, U.S. documents recently made public by the Bulletin of Atomic Scientists, including US
talking points on its proposed ABM Treaty modifications, acknowledge this basic problem.
Perversely, these documents show that the United States seeks to reassure Russia that its
deterrent will remain credible because Russia and the United States will continue to maintain
large nuclear arsenals under "any possible future arms reduction agreements" and because Russia
will continue to operate its forces on launch-on-warning.

So it is clear that the security price for national missile defence deployment is very high. In fact,
one possible outcome of the U.S. missile defences is the end of the current non-proliferation and



arms control regime as we know it.

14.12 Achin Vanaik, Movement in India for Nuclear Disarmament:  The India-Pakistan nuclear
face-off is the most dangerous in the world. This is now the only part of the world where an
unrelenting hot-cold war between the same two rivals has continued for over 50 years and with
no signs whatsoever of tensions subsiding let alone dissolving. The Cold War between East and
West is over. The long hot-cold war between Israel and the Arab countries of the region is over.
Moreover, the Cold War was just that -- above all an ideological conflict between two countries
which were not geographically contiguous. Even then it was a close run thing (the October
Cuban crisis of 1962).

The P5 response to India's (and Pakistan's) nuclearization needs to be clearly understood. Only
China remains adamantly opposed to what has happened and demands full roll-back consistently
and unequivocally. The U.S. (and the other NWS) may have this as their formal, occasionally
declared position which will no doubt be repeated at the NPT review conference. But their
practical relations and negotiations with India belie this. For Russia and France it is business as
usual. Russia is selling VVER reactors to India that it cannot set up in its own country. France is
trying to sell Mirages and other military equipment to India (and also to Pakistan), even
promising to hardwire them to carry bombs if necessary. Neither of these two countries is out to
put serious pressure on India and Pakistan to reverse its nuclear trajectory. Britain will simply
follow the U.S. lead. The U.S. in the name of a practical realism has accepted de facto India's
(and Pakistan's) nuclear status but wants India, particularly (since it sets the pace vis-à-vis
Pakistan), to be a 'responsible' nuclear power.

14.13 Bahig Nassar, Arab Co-ordination Center of NGOs, (read by Richard Salvador, Pacific
Islands Association of NGO's): There is no region in the world similar to the Middle East where
the lack of universality of the NPT, due to the presence of a single nuclear weapons state that is
not party to the NPT, is so tightly interconnected to the potential for further proliferation of
nuclear weapons and other weapons of mass destruction. In the Middle East, a commitment by
Israel to eliminate its nuclear weapons, to abide by all provisions of the NPT, and thus to accept
the principle of its universality are essential to the prevention of proliferation of nuclear weapons
and other weapons of mass destruction. Israel already has acquired an arsenal of nuclear weapons
almost equal to that possessed by a big power, the United Kingdom. Therefore, halting further
production of Israeli nuclear weapons will not be enough to ensure non-proliferation unless such
a step will be part of a legally binding commitment to finally eliminate these weapons.

Aware of this critical situation, countries of the region have sought alternatives to reduce these
dangers. Since 1974, the U.N. General Assembly annually has adopted resolutions, proposed by
Egypt, on the dangers of nuclear proliferation and on the need for a NWFZ in the Middle East.
When information about the production of chemical weapons by some Middle East states became
public, Egypt called in 1990 for a Middle East free from both nuclear weapons and any other
weapons of mass destruction. In this manner, the process of nuclear disarmament and the broader
process of non-proliferation of weapons of mass destruction would be combined to achieve peace
and security for all. Israel has refused to implement any of these resolutions.



14.14 William Peden, Greenpeace International: My short presentation today will not be
comprehensive, but rather illustrate to you one central reality: nuclear weapons are now
increasing, not decreasing, in legitimacy, sophistication, and importance in some if not all of the
Nuclear Weapon States.

I would like to outline the conclusions we have drawn from our extensive research through a
wide variety of corroborative official documents and other evidence.

    1. Despite the NPT requirement to end the arms race, all five nuclear weapon states are
engaged in programs to modernize their nuclear forces.

    2. In the U.S., this process has already resulted in the development and deployment of one new
nuclear weapon variant, without the need for underground tests.

    3. A militarily-significant upgrade of more than 3,200 deployed submarine-launched nuclear
weapons is currently underway in the U.S.

    4. In the U.S. and Russia, official military doctrine has been evolving to more closely integrate
nuclear with conventional military options.

    5. In all of the nuclear weapon states, the development of advanced experimental and
simulation capabilities for nuclear weapon design and development is corroding the "C"
(Comprehensive) in the "CTBT."

    6. Some of these technologies appear to violate the letter of the CTBT.

    7. An intensified schedule of subcritical nuclear tests involving explosively-driven fissile
material is underway at the U.S. and Russian test sites and laboratories, including above-ground
tests in tanks using new, highly-advanced diagnostic equipment.

    8. The United States is developing multi-billion-dollar plans for the renewed large-scale
production of nuclear weapons components.

    9. In Britain, a work plan for the Atomic Weapons Establishments, recently found in a dustbin,
makes quite clear that their priorities lie on the side of maintaining and improving upon the status
quo rather than on disarming.

    10. In France, they are more blunt about the true objective of their current nuclear weapons
program.

The continued pursuit of increased nuclear weapons knowledge by one state will be matched to a
greater or lesser degree by others. The longer such activity continues prior to achievement of an
abolition regime, the greater and more widespread the technical capability for breakout is likely
to be. Meaningful progress on nuclear disarmament will require disarming the institutions that
continue to drive the arms race -- in flagrant disregard for the NPT and in the face of



overwhelming international demands for the elimination of nuclear weapons.

14.15 Jonathan Schell, The Nation Institute: Deterrence is illogical: It drapes a veneer of reason
over sheer mayhem and horror. It rests on a basic contradiction that no amount of casuistry can
conceal: it seeks to prevent nuclear annihilation by threatening that same nuclear war. It seeks at
one and the same time, to be the accelerator and the brakes of the nuclear machine. Consider for
one moment the transaction at the doctrine's core. The central proposition of deterrence is that we
prevent nuclear war by threatening nuclear retaliation. Let us suppose, though, that a nuclear
attack has taken place. The policy of deterrence has failed. Why then retaliate? The reason for
retaliating has dissolved with the arrival of the strike that was to be deterred. But if, in the event,
executing the threat makes no sense, what sense can it make to announce the threat in the first
place?

Let us not, by the way, confuse the doctrine of deterrence, which sanctions and even requires the
building of nuclear arsenals, with the common sense proposition that once these are built, the
leaders of a nuclear power, if they are sane, will probably be exceptionally cautious about getting
into wars with another nuclear power. This common sense reluctance to get into a nuclear war
does not by any means require nuclear arsenals, and is obviously much better served by not
having nuclear arsenals in the first place.

What has not been fully appreciated -- but what we are now in a position to appreciate -- is that
deterrence doctrine is, on the intellectual level, a prime engine of proliferation. At its core is the
idea that in a nuclear-armed world, only those nations that possess nuclear weapons are safe. To
the question, Why do we have nuclear weapons?, deterrence answers, Because the other fellow
has them--he must be deterred. If this reasoning is not a global call to proliferation, what would
be? In my country and in other nuclear powers, we hear nuclear arsenals called "our deterrent." In
current circumstances, there is much more reason to call these arsenals "our proliferant."

14.16 Peter Weiss, International Association of Lawyers Against Nuclear Arms: The be-all and
end-all of the law of treaties is expressed in the Latin phrase, "pacta sunt servanda," promises
must be kept. The Non-proliferation Treaty was a solemn pact between the states possessing
nuclear weapons and those which did not. The former said to the latter: "In exchange for your
agreeing not to produce or acquire these weapons, we promise to negotiate in good faith to get rid
of the ones we have." Diplomats and lawyers for the Nuclear Weapon States, as well as Russia
and the members of NATO and those knocking on NATO's door, do not deny that this promise
was made and remains in effect. But when you listen to the military and national security
strategists of these same countries, a very different message emerges. It may be summarized as
"reduce nuclear weapons, yes; give them up altogether, never." It is as if a slave owner were to
say to an abolitionist: "Slavery is truly an evil institution, therefore I promise to provide better
food and housing for my slaves."

Both Article VI of the NPT and the holding of the World Court emphasize that negotiations
leading to total nuclear disarmament are to be conducted in good faith. In this respect the
following comment by Hugo Grotius, the father of modern international law, is worth
considering: "Good faith should be preserved ...in order that the hope of peace may not be done



away with. ... And this good faith the supreme rulers of men ought so much the more earnestly
than others to maintain as they violate it with greater impunity; if good faith shall be done away
with, they will be like wild beasts, whose violence all men fear."

14.17 Alice Slater, Global Resource Action Center for the Environment: While there may have
been some faint ray of hope thirty years ago, when the NPT bargain was made, that there was a
"peaceful" benefit from the unleashing of the atom, it cannot be argued rationally today. And
while the nuclear industry pushes its destructive product on developing countries, arguing that
Chernobyl technology was cruder than other highly developed and "safe" reactors, what can we
say about Three Mile Island, the worst accident in the history of commercial nuclear power
production? The U.S. Presidential Commission in its proposals to improve nuclear safety after
Three Mile Island said, "We have not found a magic formula that would guarantee that there will
be no serious future nuclear accidents." And what of Japan, yet another country with a large
investment and commitment to nuclear energy, where two have died at the time of this meeting,
and hundreds more have been exposed to radiation released by a nuclear chain reaction at the
uranium processing facility at Tokaimura.

The NPT's unholy bargain for nuclear power does not serve humanity.  Recognize and act on the
fact that ending nuclear proliferation and eliminating nuclear weapons, the two major goals of the
NPT, require the end of nuclear energy. In a safe and sustainable nuclear weapon free world there
is no space for the bomb or the reactor.

14.18 Prof. Alexey V. Yablokov, Co-Chairman of the Social Ecological Union: [Risk] estimates
for the global population from industrial nuclear activities, including weapons testing in the
fifties, sixties and early seventies include:

        500 million stillbirth and miscarriages;
        5 million neonatal mortality;
        376 million cancers;
        235 million genetic effects;
        587 million teratogenic effects;
        5 million with mental retardation.

These statistics show that data from the ICRP and IAEA massively underestimate the real cost of
nuclear programs.

During the last four decades, the real consequences of the nuclear industry only became worse.
We do not have any sign that that tendency will change. It means that in near future we will
discover much more unpleasant and disturbing information on the nuclear industry than we have
today. An industry which is killing and maiming this growing number of innocent people -- and
all in the name of "benefiting" or "securing" society -- is unacceptable.

14.19 Jacqui Katona, Executive officer for the Gundjehmi Aboriginal Corporation: There is an
urgent critical dialogue in which governments, participating in the NPT, must engage with
Indigenous peoples. We believe the debate cannot treat disarmament and non-proliferation



separately from the mining of uranium, the testing of weapons, nuclear research and the storage
of toxic waste. Some may define these activities as "peaceful uses", however, for our peoples the
outcome is genocide. Indigenous peoples bring these concerns to the attention of this forum on
behalf of all living things - our families our hope and future lies with the earth and all things
living.

The global community cannot aim to build a sanctuary of peace through disarmament only --
uranium mining, testing and storage of toxic waste must be eliminated. These are inextricably
linked to the nuclear threat, immediate dangers inherent in the development of nuclear weapons.
We believe it is the elimination of these elements of the nuclear fuel cycle which must ultimately
be used as the test for the success of the NPT.

14.20 Dr. Lev Feoktistov, member of the Russian Academy of Sciences:  Nuclear weapons have
outlived their historic mission. The sphere of application of nuclear and hydrogen bombs is
unclear. National security as ensured by nuclear weapons is illusory, because the only function
inherent in such a system is instilling fear.

Once Albert Einstein was asked, "Will there be a World War III?" He answered, "I cannot tell
you with complete certainty whether there will be a third world war, but there will be no fourth
world war - that I can tell you for sure." Let us follow the precepts of the wise men: "The mission
of science is to make the impossible possible, to make the possible a reality, and to make the
reality reasonable."

Nuclear weapons can and must be eliminated in the foreseeable future. They are immoral in
essence because they are primarily directed against the civilian population and carry an inherent
threat to life on Earth.

The overall current situation in Russia is such that it is not conducive to peace-promoting
tendencies. Most likely, it is the opposite: a new arms build-up cycle can emerge, which will
encompass, among other things, nuclear weapons.

Only international forces, and first and foremost, the United Nations, are capable of combating
militarism. As for the United States, having emerged as a world leader, it must play a primary
role in the peace process, and in the process of disarmament.

14.21 Dr. Andreas Toupadakis, former nuclear chemist at the Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory: More than 55 years ago a physicist, Sir Joseph Rotblat, a member of the Manhattan
Project, faced the question: What should I do? The project he was working on was intended to
build something new, never invented before, and it would be so powerful that it would be able to
bring about unthinkable destruction and suffering. The instant killing of about 200,000 innocent
people, and the suffering of even more to this day, had not taken place yet. But the question kept
coming back to him. What should I do? Today we know that he resigned and he was not a part of
the slaughtering and suffering of the subsequent mass murder. For his act and his tireless work
for peace, he was honoured with the Nobel Peace Prize in 1995. He is the only survivor of the
eleven signatories of the Russell-Einstein Manifesto of 1955. Its words are well worth recalling



today:

We appeal, as human beings, to human beings: Remember your humanity and forget the rest. If
you can do so, the way lies open to a new paradise; if you cannot, there lies before you the risk of
universal death.

The general public, and even many men in positions of authority, has not realized what would be
involved in a war with nuclear bombs. The general public still thinks in terms of the obliteration
of cities. People can scarcely bring themselves to grasp that they, individually, and those whom
they love are in imminent danger of perishing agonizingly.

At the dawn of the new millennium, I myself faced the same question, as a member of what
should be called the "Manhattan Project #2." While many people were celebrating the dawn of
the new millennium, I was going through the most agonizing time of my life. What should I do? I
had a wife with a part-time job with no insurance, and two children. What should I do? I
followed the highest call, the call of my conscience. I saw the omnicide which is about to be
committed against all forms of life on our planet. On January 31 of this year, 2000, I resigned
from a permanent, highly paid position in the Stockpile Stewardship Program at the Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory in California, where I was working on the long-term maintenance
of nuclear weapons. My act was an act of love for all humanity, all life.

14.22 Admiral L. Ramdas (Ret.), Pakistan-India People's Forum for Peace and Democracy:
Whilst most of us present here have been fortunate and benefited from the magic of science and
technology, the same science and technology - in the present context- has also demonstrated the
misery it can bring to humanity and the environment. We therefore have to give expression to the
need of the hour, which very simply put is to run down nuclear weapons to zero and recycle these
huge budgets in the areas where it is most needed - human security.

Nuclear disarmament must not be viewed in isolation. We need to formulate an integrated
strategy which addresses the core issue of nuclear disarmament, together with those concerning
war and violence a strategy which extends from non first use and de-alerting at one end to that of
creating a new culture of peace at the other. This indeed is the program of the Hague Appeal for
Peace.

Notwithstanding how we view this challenge - politically, economically, militarily, legally,
ethically or morally - "we the people" demand that the decision makers do not highjack the entire
planet to meet vested interests. We must set before us a timetable to meet targets along the
nuclear disarmament route to zero. The disarmament of conventional weapons including small
arms must also be discussed concurrently. There may be no better opportunity than now to give
expression to the many good things that we have said in the past, continue to say at the present
and no doubt will do so in the future. This is the challenge before us. Hopefully all of us will
have the vision, the commitment and the courage to meet it.

I would like to end by quoting Mahatma Gandhi who had this to say about the atomic bomb.



"The only moral which can be legitimately drawn from the supreme tragedy of the bomb is that it
shall not be destroyed by counter bombs. Violence cannot be destroyed by counter violence."

-Mahatma Gandhi, Pune 1946

* * *

14.23 With these words from the Mahatma Gandhi, Ambassador Baali adjourned the meeting. In
thanking the representatives who shared their thoughts and experience, the Chairman assured
them that" NGO's would be listened to", and that "their voices were heard loud and clear."

14.24 Following the NGO presentations, members of several delegations, including the
Canadian, Japanese, Russian, British, Dutch, and Australian, met with NGO members for the
first of two frank and open roundtable discussions. These meeting allowed both NGOs and
delegates to share views, questions, frustrations, and experiences with the progress of the
conference and disarmament in general with one another. The NGOs were thankful that delegates
had taken the time to attend the roundtables, which were described as "very helpful and useful" in
informing the NGO community. The delegates encouraged increased NGO activity, and the NGO
presence at the conference was characterized as "bridging the gap" between the human and the
diplomatic dimension of disarmament in the work and minds of the delegations.

14.25 Presentation of Petitions: On April 27, the Abolition 2000 Global Network to Eliminate
Nuclear Weapons presented Ambassador Baali with an International Petition signed by
13,408,035 individuals from around the world. The Petition calls upon all States, particularly the
NWS, to make commitments to:

    End the nuclear threat by de-alerting all nuclear weapons, withdrawing all nuclear weapons
from foreign soil and international waters, separating warheads from delivery vehicles and
disabling them, committing to unconditional no "first use" of nuclear weapons, and ceasing all
nuclear weapons tests, including laboratory tests and "subcriticals."

    Sign a Nuclear Weapons Convention by 2000, agreeing to the elimination of all nuclear
weapons within a time-bound framework.

    Reallocate resources to ensure a sustainable global future and to redress the environmental
devastation and human suffering caused by nuclear weapons production and testing, which has
been disproportionately borne by the world’s indigenous peoples.

14.26 Ambassador Baali was also presented with an "Appeal to End the Nuclear Threat to
Humanity" signed by more than 50 world leaders, including former U.S. President Jimmy Carter,
Archbishop Desmond Tutu, The XIVth Dalai Lama, Queen Noor of Jordan, Michael Douglas,
Harrison Ford, and Muhammad Ali. The Appeal calls for negotiations to achieve a verifiable
international treaty for the phased elimination of nuclear weapons. Thirty-three signatories of the
Appeal are Nobel Laureates, including 14 Nobel Peace Laureates.



 

15. The Ending: A Cheer and a Fear

15.1 When the package of agreements comprising the NPT extension was adopted without a vote
in 1995, 13 states immediately denounced the action. These states, including Nigeria, Malaysia,
Indonesia and Egypt were bitter over the results obtained in both the Article VI and Middle East
issues.

15.2 The ending in 2000 was startlingly different. The 24 speeches were, for the most part,
upbeat, reflecting a general recognition that the cloud of pessimism which hovered over the
opening had been lifted. A sort of collective sigh of relief swept through the General Assembly
hall late Saturday afternoon when Ambassador Westdal announced that "the last piece of the
puzzle" had been resolved. Westdal immediately dashed to the airport to return to his post in
Geneva and did not hear the ringing praise of his efforts given by many of the following
speakers.

15.3 Saeed Hassan of Iraq did not applaud but neither did he object to the final language of the
Iraq paragraph. Instead he filed a reservation (which did not break the consensus), insisting that
Iraq was in compliance with its NPT requirements. There was no reason to include Iraq on the
agenda, he said, and the only reason the U.S. had done so was to divert attention from the real
dangers looming over peace and security in the Middle East, namely Israel’s nuclear weapons.

15.4 But Ambassador Ahmed Aboul Gheit of Egypt, who had taken stern positions on Israel
throughout the conference, gave a positive assessment. The fact that the conference had achieved
an unprecedented success in reaching consensus on all matters related to the review process sent
a clear and unequivocal message to Israel, he said. Moreover, Egypt (a member of NAC) felt that
the nuclear disarmament achievement at the conference was a source of optimism.

15.5 M. Khail Wehbe of Syria returned to a harsh Arab line, protesting that the language on
Israel was timid and weak whereas the conference had demanded that India and Pakistan accede
to the NPT. As long as Israel remained outside the NPT, it would be a source of concern for a
great number of Arab countries and would continue to threaten peace and security in the region
and throughout the entire world.

15.6 Most of the closing speeches concentrated on the Article VI gains. Ambassador Antonio de
Icaza of Mexico, speaking on behalf of the NAC, said that when their foreign ministers launched
the New Agenda Declaration in June 1998, they did so in the light of the faltering nuclear
disarmament agenda and the missed opportunity of the end of the Cold War for the definitive
pursuit of the total elimination of nuclear weapons. The initiative was made all the more relevant
by the nuclear testing by India and Pakistan. Recent General Assembly resolutions had
demonstrated that there was a new level of demand for action now by the nuclear-weapon States,
which required a new and unequivocal undertaking for the total elimination of their nuclear
weapons. Through the unequivocal commitment by the nuclear-weapon States to the total
elimination of their nuclear weapons, what had always been implicit had now become explicit.



That act both reinforced and revitalized the Treaty as the cornerstone of nuclear disarmament and
non-proliferation, he said.

        "The conference final report signified an important landmark on which to build a nuclear
weapons-free world."

15.7 Indonesia’s spokesman, Makmure Widodo, speaking on behalf of the NAM, said the
highlight of the conference was unquestionably the adoption of practical steps for systematic and
progressive efforts to implement Article VI. While the conference might have fallen short of
expectations, it should not allow its determination to waiver. Malaysia’s Hussein Haniff
complained that the "minority" was still holding sway over many issues and had even prevented a
positive reference to the negotiations called for by the International Court of Justice. He also
expressed concern over the concept of "strategic stability," pressed by Russia, saying its
implication was the retention of nuclear weapons. But Boris Kvok of Russia responded that its
understanding of "strategic stability" was that it was primarily to strengthen international security
and make it possible to have more substantial cuts made in nuclear and conventional arms in the
future.

15.8 John Tucknott of the United Kingdom went so far as to call the conference’s achievement
"historic." Ambassador Robert Grey of the U.S., noting that there would be many different
evaluations of what had been achieved, said:

        "Together we crafted an important consensus document and together we will discuss and
debate the continued implementation of the Treaty."

15.9 The most substantive summing up was given by Ambassador Hu Xiaodi of China, who was
already projecting the follow-up work. The final document, he said, failed to reflect fully the
current international situation, nor did it call for the removal of fundamental obstacles to nuclear
disarmament. In recent years, military factors had increased in international relations and military
blocs had been expanded and strengthened. Armed aggression and gross interference in the
internal affairs of other countries had taken place. Acts which could sabotage the global strategic
stability and put the ABM Treaty under great challenge were in the making. The danger of
weaponization in outer space was increasing.

He feared that the final document had failed to put enough stress on some necessary principles
and measures in the field of nuclear disarmament, for example that nuclear-weapon States with
the biggest stockpiles should undertake a special responsibility for nuclear disarmament.
Nuclear-weapon States should abandon the policy of nuclear deterrence based on first use: all
nuclear-weapon States should commit themselves unconditionally not to use or threaten to use
nuclear weapons against non-nuclear States or nuclear-weapon-free zones. All nuclear weapons
deployed outside national borders should be withdrawn home.

Concerning specific measures to reduce the danger of nuclear warfare and the so-called
intermediate measures, the most important priorities were the unconditional pledges of no first
use, unconditional security assurances to all non-nuclear weapon States, the withdrawal of all



nuclear weapons deployed outside the borders of nuclear-weapon States and the abolition of
nuclear sharing. Transparency or confidence-building measures would remain empty talk
otherwise.

15.10 The last word went to Ambassador Baali. While the final document might be viewed as
inadequate to some, it was the best that could be achieved in the prevailing political climate. He
proclaimed the occasion "a great day for nuclear disarmament."

        "We will adjourn for another five years -- thank God!"

15.11 At 6:30 p.m. on May 20, the gavel fell to a final round of applause.

 

16. Conclusion: Forward from the ‘Landmark’

16.1 What conclusions can we draw from the remarkable Sixth NPT Review? What steps can the
informed leaders of civil society now take to move forward on the long journey to the elimination
of nuclear weapons?

16.2 Certainly many NGOs appear unimpressed and if one can judge early public opinion at the
local level from the editorial in the Edmonton Journal (my home city), some think the NPT
Review amounted to not much more than a re-arranging of words. The writer of this editorial
(See Appendix "H") wanted to see a time-bound program for real nuclear disarmament -- and
who can blame the writer? It is not an easy task to mobilize public opinion by pointing to an
"unequivocal undertaking." The nuances of change, real but cloaked, at the NPT Review will
doubtless be lost on many. Nonetheless, a new moment in nuclear disarmament has occurred.

16.3 First, we must recognize that we now have a momentous opportunity. The final document is
worth far more that a grudging acknowledgment. True, it does not include the necessary steps of
a no-first-use pledge, de-alerting, or a commitment to legally binding negative security
assurances. It certainly does not have a time-line for nuclear disarmament nor even an explicit
commitment to comprehensive negotiations. But it has something that gives the nuclear weapons
abolition movement the strongest political base it has ever had: the door to the longstanding
NWS doctrine of nuclear deterrence has cracked open. The total elimination of nuclear weapons
is now accepted by the NWS. If total elimination, not merely reductions, is lifted off the pages of
the final document to become the operative policy, then nuclear deterrence cannot remain as the
permanent justification for the retention of nuclear weapons. Whether the NWS fully accept it or
not, the principle of "total," not "ultimate," elimination is institutionally formalized. When to that
is coupled the "unequivocal undertaking" to accomplish it, the dawning of a new day is achieved.

16.4 For good reason did the NWS stoutly resist the first NAC resolution at the U.N. First
Committee. They saw it (as the French Ambassador openly admitted) as an unacceptable
challenge to the underlying doctrine of nuclear deterrence. NAC has always realized that if the
fallacy of the nuclear deterrence doctrine could be exposed as the immoral, illegal and militarily



unsustainable policy it is, then the whole framework supporting nuclear weapons could crumble.

16.5 Of course, given the tenacity with which the NWS are holding onto nuclear weapons as the
core of their military doctrine, it would be totally unrealistic to think that the NWS will
immediately implement that to which they have signed onto. Nothing in their record over the
30-year history of the NPT could provide any confidence that they will suddenly honour their
obligations. Indeed, the first signs of resistance emerged a day after the conference ended when
New York Times correspondent Barbara Crossette quoted an unnamed U.S. official as saying
that the agreement did not represent a significant shift in United States policy. Nonetheless, from
this point forward, the NWS cannot escape the fact that they joined with the international
community in a consensus statement making "an unequivocal commitment … to total
elimination."

16.6 Two institutions are immediately affected by this commitment, the United Nations and
NATO.

16.7 In recent years, the U.N. has been somewhat marginalized in nuclear disarmament work.
The Final Document of the First U.N. Special Session on Disarmament (the "bible" of
disarmament) has been pushed so far back on governments’ library shelves that it is scarcely
referred to any longer. The U.N. First Committee annually adopts resolutions, which reflect the
views of the world community, but the U.N.’s operating disarmament body, the Conference on
Disarmament, has been virtually paralyzed for the past few years. But the U.N. is the repository
of global security and its role in disarmament issues is foremost, the bilateral arrangements of the
U.S. and Russia notwithstanding. The Non-Proliferation Treaty (which, as everyone says, is the
most important disarmament treaty in the world) is a U.N. instrument. Indeed, the present Under
Secretary-General for Disarmament, is Jayantha Dhanapala, who was himself President of the
1995 NPT Review and Extension Conference.

16.8 The time has arrived to restore the U.N. to paramountcy in disarmament work. U.N.
Secretary-General Kofi Annan has called for a major world conference to identify ways to
eliminate nuclear dangers. The active body of NGO specialists in nuclear disarmament should
promote this idea with their governments so that they would respond affirmatively when this idea
is discussed at the U.N. Millennium Summit in September, 2000. In fact, NGOs have an
opportunity to advance such a global conference by holding seminars and workshops around the
world, which could be a form of a civil society "Prepcom." The role of the U.N. as the gathering
place for the growing aspirations of the world-wide community calling for the total elimination
of nuclear weapons should now be highlighted.

16.9 The second institution affected by the NPT Review is NATO. With the greatest reluctance,
and dragging their feet, the NATO leadership accepted Canada’s plea that NATO’s nuclear
weapons policies be reviewed. Prior to the NPT Review, practically no substantive work had
been done, and, so hostile is the leadership of NATO to any change in their policies that they had
begun to call Canada the "nuclear nag." Nevertheless, four days after the NPT Review ended,
Canadian Foreign Minister Lloyd Axworthy went to a NATO ministerial meeting in Florence and
bluntly told his colleagues that they had to stop contradicting themselves on nuclear weapons



policies.

        "In the NPT and in the Conference on Disarmament, we are confronted regularly with the
argument that if nuclear weapons are good for NATO, then they are good for others too. The
contradiction in our declaration policy undermines the credibility of our non-proliferation and
disarmament efforts."

16.10 Axworthy called on NATO to make its nuclear policy "coherent" with the posture adopted
at the NPT Review. He listed a number of penetrating questions NATO must explore:

    "Can we not be more transparent about how many nuclear gravity bombs we have left, and
where they are located?

    "Can NATO not unilaterally reduce the number of remaining bombs further, and call for
proportional parallel action by the Russian Federation.

    "Should we not prepare a new comprehensive public statement of the Alliance’s arms control
and disarmament policies that is relevant to today and tomorrow, rather than for yesterday?"

16.11 In the same speech, Axworthy directly challenged the U.S. on its NMD plans. "A new
arms race could be set in motion," he said, "one that would undermine the stability that we have
all come to take for granted." He urged the U.S. to take all the time needed to assess the potential
impact on the international security system.

16.12 Axworthy’s strong message gives heart to all who recognize the impediment that NATO is
to genuine nuclear disarmament. But if his voice is recorded as lonely and unsupported, NATO
will ride out this criticism. To date, other non-nuclear states within NATO have not been noted
for their bravery in challenging the three Western NWS, their brothers at the NATO table. The
active NGOs in many of these NNWS countries now have an opportunity to press their
governments to demand a change in NATO’s policies consistent with the NPT Review final
document.

16.13 Although not formally an institution, the New Agenda Coalition has acquired, almost
overnight, the status of a powerful force. The days of the NWS either patronizingly dismissing
NAC as irrelevant or trashing it because of its upstart attitude are over. The NWS themselves
signaled NAC’s new status in the world community by requesting a meeting with them to
negotiate the final document of the NPT Review.

16.14 But what of the future of NAC? Will the heads of government and foreign ministers of
these seven countries remain strongly committed to their cause -- or will they succumb to the
pressure from the Western NWS to stop rocking the boat. In politics and diplomacy, leaders like
to get along with one another; all sorts of pressures, subtle and otherwise, are used by the
stronger on the less strong. NAC leaders may be bold but they are not supermen and
superwomen. They need an immediate manifestation of support from civil society, particularly
within their own countries so that they can rebuff the importuning to stop upsetting the NWS.



16.15 NAC should proceed with its annual resolution at the U.N., suitably modified to take
account of the gains made. But NAC should not expect instant gains in numbers of supporting
votes, particularly in the fall of 2000 when the NATO Review will not yet be complete, and
NATO countries may hold to their abstention for the time being. But by planning a long-range
strategy, pursued with relentless determination backed by an increasingly vocal civil society,
NAC can take a commanding lead of the international community on the way into the 2005 NPT
Review.

16.16 Finally, it should be obvious that the gains in nuclear disarmament, modest as they are,
would not have occurred without the push exerted by civil society. Some have taken to saying
that nuclear disarmament is off the radar screen, so let’s get on with something else. Nothing
could be farther from the truth. The abolition of nuclear weapons is at the centre of world
politics. The gathering momentum of world figures in the military, politics, religion, women’s
groups and civil society have put it there. The fallacies and dangers of NWS policies are being
exposed. World consciousness is growing.

16.17 These conditions make it ripe for a new grand coalition -- of like-minded governments and
the advance of wing of civil society -- to be formed. Such a powerful combination can not only
dint but pierce the NWS self-serving, protective armour. The NWS, by their actions at the NPT
Review, proved they are not impervious to the organized voices of the world community. The
Anti-personnel Landmines Treaty came about as the result of the "Ottawa Process," in which
like-minded governments, in this case led by Canada, and highly knowledgeable, dedicated
NGOs formed a working partnership. The partnership worked because both wanted the same goal
-- the elimination of the pernicious evil of landmines. Such a coalition of mutual interest can
work again. True, the relative weight of the armaments is different. Nuclear weapons, unlike
landmines, are central to the NWS doctrines. But the strength of the world community, working
together and employing all the mechanisms to build public opinion around the world, can isolate
the NWS and move them forward to take active steps to implement their "unequivocal
commitment … to total elimination."

16.18 The unequivocal landmark represented by the 2000 NPT Review makes such a world-wide
coalition possible.

 

Appendices

Appendix "A": Text of Non-Proliferation Treaty

Appendix "B":  Speech by U.N. Secretary General, Kofi Annan, to the Opening of the NPT
Review Conference April 24, 2000.

Following is the statement of Secretary-General Kofi Annan to the 2000 Review Conference of
the Parties to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons:



I wish to welcome you to this important meeting. At a time of extraordinary change and
challenge in the relations between and within States, we meet to seek progress on a question of
vital importance to our common future: how to fulfil the promise of non-proliferation and
disarmament embodied in the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT).

In an era of new threats to peace and security, we need to focus more than ever on halting
proliferation and reducing those weapons of mass destruction that still threaten the very existence
of human life on our planet.

In the first year of the new millennium, the NPT is needed more than ever. However, it stands
today as a paradox. The fact that 187 States are parties to this Treaty testifies to its global appeal.
And yet, no one can be satisfied with the degree of implementation so far.

Your challenge today and into the future will be to embark on a process that will ensure the full
implementation of all the provisions of the Treaty by all of the States parties.

While much remains to be done, I believe there has been genuine progress over the last five years
-- progress that should be a source of confidence and inspiration for your efforts.

The number of nuclear weapons has continued to drop since the end of the cold war. Most
nuclear-weapon States have declared that they are not producing fissile material for weapons.

Former nuclear rivals are now cooperating in reducing threats posed by their weapons. Nuclear
safeguards have been enlarged. Memberships in nuclear- weapon-free zones have grown. A
Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty (CTBT) was negotiated, and though the treaty is not yet
in force, a de facto moratorium on testing is continuing. And only this month, the Russian
Parliament ratified the Strategic Arms Limitation and Reduction Treaty II (START II) and the
CTBT.

I welcome these decisions, and hope that that they will enhance the prospects for these treaties
entering into force.

This is an unmistakable record of achievement and hard-won progress. However, this is no time
for complacency when it comes to the threat of nuclear war. Nuclear conflict remains a very real,
and very terrifying possibility at the beginning of the twenty-first century. This is the stark reality
confronting you today -- a reality that imposes an obligation on all of us to use every instrument
at our disposal to pursue the treaty's non-proliferation and disarmament aims with equal and
unwavering determination.

We need look no further than to the discovery of clandestine nuclear- weapons development
programmes to realize the magnitude of this challenge.

The proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, including nuclear weapons, remains a major
threat to peace, and a major challenge to every Member State. The fact is that compliance with
the NPT's non-proliferation obligations remains incomplete and has not always been satisfactory.



Today, I call upon all parties to redouble their efforts to combat this common threat, and to sign
and bring into force the IAEA's Protocol designed to enhance assurances about compliance. The
Nuclear tests by India and Pakistan in 1998 were a serious setback against the global norms
against nuclear testing and nuclear proliferation, and should make clear to all the need to fight
proliferation.

We also face major challenges in fulfilling the disarmament aims of the NPT. Some 35,000
nuclear weapons remain in the arsenals of the nuclear Powers, with thousands still deployed on
hair-trigger alert. There have been no nuclear disarmament negotiations for many years
concerning strategic or tactical nuclear weapons. The Conference on Disarmament remains the
single multilateral negotiating body for disarmament -- yet its efforts to make progress on nuclear
disarmament and other issues have been frustrated by a lack of consensus.

Quite frankly, much of the established multilateral disarmament machinery has started to rust -- a
problem due not to the machinery itself but to the apparent lack of political will to use it.

Indeed, over the last few years, we have witnessed the reaffirmation of the nuclear weapons
doctrines of all the nuclear-weapon States. Some States retain first-use nuclear doctrines and
some do not exclude the use of such weapons even against non-nuclear-weapon States.

And though some nuclear-weapon States have provided new information about their arsenals, the
lack of transparency remains a problem with respect to the numbers of weapons, as well as to the
amounts of nuclear material.

Let me turn to the most recent challenge facing us in the area of nuclear disarmament: the
growing pressure to deploy national missile defences. This pressure is jeopardizing the ABM
Treaty -- which has been called the "cornerstone of strategic stability" -- and could well lead to a
new arms race, setbacks for nuclear disarmament and non-proliferation, and create new
incentives for missile proliferation.

It is my hope that all States will take great care to weigh these dangers and challenges before
embarking on a process which may well reduce, rather than enhance, global security.

I have pointed to these challenges not out of despair, but out of a belief that you have it within
your power to meet them successfully and build on the progress achieved over the last five years.
I believe the most effective way of achieving this would be to embark on a results-based treaty
review process focusing on specific benchmarks.

One benchmark would be the entry into force of the CTBT; another, deep, irreversible reductions
in stocks of nuclear weapons, wherever they may be; a third would be the consolidation of
existing nuclear-weapon-free zones and negotiation of new ones; a fourth would be binding
security guarantees to non- nuclear-weapon States parties; and yet, another would be
improvements in the transparency of nuclear-weapon arsenals and nuclear materials.

Finally, I propose that Member States reaffirm at the highest political level their commitment to



reducing the dangers that arise both from existing nuclear weapons and from further
proliferation.

If we can move forward on these fronts, the treaty will have a bright future indeed. If not, I regret
to say that the new millennium will have started on an ominous note.

I wish you all success in your deliberations.

Appendix "C": Global Nuclear Stockpiles, 1945-2000

Appendix "D": Practical Steps on Article VI

The following text is excerpted from the NPT Review Conference Final Document.

The Conference agrees on the following practical steps for the systematic and progressive efforts
to implement Article VI of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons and
paragraphs 3 and 4(c) of the1995 Decision on "Principles and Objectives for Nuclear
Non-Proliferation and Disarmament":

 1. The importance and urgency of signatures and ratifications, without delay and without
conditions and in accordance with constitutional processes, to achieve the early entry into force
of the Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty.

 2. A moratorium on nuclear-weapon-test explosions or any other nuclear explosions pending
entry into force of that Treaty.

 3. The necessity of negotiations in the Conference on Disarmament on a non-discriminatory,
multilateral and internationally and effectively verifiable treaty banning the production of fissile
material for nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices in accordance with the statement
of the Special Coordinator in 1995 and the mandate contained therein, taking into consideration
both nuclear disarmament and nuclear non-proliferation objectives. The Conference on
Disarmament is urged to agree on a programme of work which includes the immediate
commencement of negotiations on such a treaty with a view to their conclusion within five years.

 4. The necessity of establishing in the Conference on Disarmament an appropriate subsidiary
body with a mandate to deal with nuclear disarmament. The Conference on Disarmament is
urged to agree on a programme of work which includes the immediate establishment of such a
body.

 5. The principle of irreversibility to apply to nuclear disarmament, nuclearmand other related
arms control and reduction measures.

 6. An unequivocal undertaking by the nuclear-weapon States to accomplish the total elimination
of their nuclear arsenals leading to nuclear disarmament to which all States parties are committed



under Article VI.

 7. The early entry into force and full implementation of START II and the conclusion of START
III as soon as possible while preserving and strengthening the ABM Treaty as a cornerstone of
strategic stability and as a basis for further reductions of strategic offensive weapons, in
accordance with its provisions.

 8. The completion and implementation of the Trilateral Initiative between the United States of
America, the Russian Federation and the International Atomic Energy Agency.

9. Steps by all the nuclear-weapon States leading to nucleadisarmament in a way that promotes
international stability, and based on the principle of undiminished security for all:
 
 -  Further efforts by the nuclear-weapon States to reduce their nuclear arsenals unilaterally.

 -  Increased transparency by the nuclear-weapon States with regard to the nuclear weapons
capabilities and the implementation of agreements pursuant to Article VI and as a voluntary
confidence-building measure to support further progress on nuclear disarmament.

 -  The further reduction of non-strategic nuclear weapons, based on unilateral initiatives and as
an integral part of the nuclear arms reduction and disarmament process.

 -  Concrete agreed measures to further reduce the operational status of nuclear weapons systems.

 -  A diminishing role for nuclear weapons in security policies to minimize the risk that these
weapons ever be used and to facilitate the process of their total elimination.

 -  The engagement as soon as appropriate of all the nuclear-weapon States in the process leading
to the total elimination of their nuclear weapons.

 10. Arrangements by all nuclear-weapon States to place, as soon as practicable, fissile material
designated by each of them as no longer required for military purposes under IAEA or other
relevant international verification and arrangements for the disposition of such material for
peaceful purposes, to ensure that such material remains permanently outside of military
programmes.

 11. Reaffirmation that the ultimate objective of the efforts of States in the disarmament process
is general and complete disarmament under effective international control.

 12. Regular reports, within the framework of the NPT strengthened review process, by all States
parties on the implementation of Article VI and paragraph 4 (c) of the 1995 Decision on
"Principles and Objectives for Nuclear Non-Proliferation and Disarmament", and recalling the
Advisory Opinion of the International Court of Justice of 8 July 1996.

 13. The further development of the verification capabilities that will be required to provide



assurance of compliance with nuclear disarmament agreements for the achievement and
maintenance of a nuclear-weapon-free world.

Appendix "E": Security Council resolution 1172 (1998) on international peace and security

RESOLUTION 1172 (1998)
Adopted by the Security Council at its 3890th meeting on 6 June 1998

The Security Council,

Reaffirming the statements of its President of 14 May 1998 (S/PRST/1998/12) and of 29 May
1998 (S/PRST/1998/17),

Reiterating the statement of its President of 31 January 1992 (S/23500), which stated, inter alia,
that the proliferation of all weapons of mass destruction constitutes a threat to international peace
and security,

Gravely concerned at the challenge that the nuclear tests conducted by India and then by Pakistan
constitute to international efforts aimed at strengthening the global regime of non-proliferation of
nuclear weapons, and also gravely concerned at the danger to peace and stability in the region,

Deeply concerned at the risk of a nuclear arms race in South Asia, and determined to prevent
such a race,

Reaffirming the crucial importance of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons
and the Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty for global efforts towards nuclear
non-proliferation and nuclear disarmament,

Recalling the Principles and Objectives for Nuclear Non-Proliferation and Disarmament adopted
by the 1995 Review and Extension Conference of the Parties to the Treaty on the
Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons, and the successful outcome of that Conference,

Affirming the need to continue to move with determination towards the full realization and
effective implementation of all the provisions of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear
Weapons, and welcoming the determination of the five nuclear-weapon States to fulfil their
commitments relating to nuclear disarmament under Article VI of that Treaty,

Mindful of its primary responsibility under the Charter of the United Nations for the maintenance
of international peace and security,

1. Condemns the nuclear tests conducted by India on 11 and 13 May 1998 and by Pakistan on 28
and 30 May 1998;

2. Endorses the Joint Communique issued by the Foreign Ministers of China, France, the Russian



Federation, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and the United States of
America at their meeting in Geneva on 4 June 1998 (S/1998/473);

3. Demands that India and Pakistan refrain from further nuclear tests and in this context calls
upon all States not to carry out any nuclear weapon test explosion or any other nuclear explosion
in accordance with the provisions of the Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty;

4. Urges India and Pakistan to exercise maximum restraint and to avoid threatening military
movements, cross-border violations, or other provocations in order to prevent an aggravation of
the situation;

5. Urges India and Pakistan to resume the dialogue between them on all outstanding issues,
particularly on all matters pertaining to peace and security, in order to remove the tensions
between them, and encourages them to find mutually acceptable solutions that address the root
causes of those tensions, including Kashmir;

6. Welcomes the efforts of the Secretary-General to encourage India and Pakistan to enter into
dialogue;

7. Calls upon India and Pakistan immediately to stop their nuclear weapon development
programmes, to refrain from weaponization or from the deployment of nuclear weapons, to cease
development of ballistic missiles capable of delivering nuclear weapons and any further
production of fissile material for nuclear weapons, to confirm their policies not to export
equipment, materials or technology that could contribute to weapons of mass destruction or
missiles capable of delivering them and to undertake appropriate commitments in that regard;

8. Encourages all States to prevent the export of equipment, materials or technology that could in
any way assist programmes in India or Pakistan for nuclear weapons or for ballistic missiles
capable of delivering such weapons, and welcomes national policies adopted and declared in this
respect;

9. Expresses its grave concern at the negative effect of the nuclear tests conducted by India and
Pakistan on peace and stability in South Asia and beyond;

10. Reaffirms its full commitment to and the crucial importance of the Treaty on the
Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons and the Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty as the
cornerstones of the international regime on the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons and as
essential foundations for the pursuit of nuclear disarmament;

11. Expresses its firm conviction that the international regime on the non-proliferation of nuclear
weapons should be maintained and consolidated and recalls that in accordance with the Treaty on
the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons India or Pakistan cannot have the status of a
nuclear-weapon State;

12. Recognizes that the tests conducted by India and Pakistan constitute a serious threat to global



efforts towards nuclear non-proliferation and disarmament;

13. Urges India and Pakistan, and all other States that have not yet done so, to become Parties to
the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons and to the Comprehensive Nuclear Test
Ban Treaty without delay and without conditions;

14. Urges India and Pakistan to participate, in a positive spirit and on the basis of the agreed
mandate, in negotiations at the Conference on Disarmament in Geneva on a treaty banning the
production of fissile material for nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices, with a view
to reaching early agreement;

15. Requests the Secretary-General to report urgently to the Council on the steps taken by India
and Pakistan to implement the present resolution;

16. Expresses its readiness to consider further how best to ensure the implementation of the
present resolution;

17. Decides to remain actively seized of the matter.

Appendix "F": Text of U.N. Security Council 984

RESOLUTION 984 (1995)
Adopted by the Security Council at its 3514th meeting, on 11 April 1995

The Security Council,

Convinced that every effort must be made to avoid and avert the danger of nuclear war, to
prevent the spread of nuclear weapons, to facilitate international cooperation in the peaceful uses
of nuclear energy with particular emphasis on the needs of developing countries, and reaffirming
the crucial importance of the Treaty on the Non- Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons to these
efforts,

Recognizing the legitimate interest of non- nuclear-weapon States Parties to the Treaty on the
Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons to receive security assurances,

Welcoming the fact that more than 170 States have become Parties to the Treaty on the
Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons and stressing the desirability of universal adherence to it,

Reaffirming the need for all States Parties to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear
Weapons to comply fully with all their obligations,

Taking into consideration the legitimate concern of non-nuclear-weapon States that, in
conjunction with their adherence to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons,
further appropriate measures be undertaken to safeguard their security,



Considering that the present resolution constitutes a step in this direction,

Considering further that, in accordance with the relevant provisions of the Charter of the United
Nations, any aggression with the use of nuclear weapons would endanger international peace and
security,

1. Takes note with appreciation of the statements made by each of the nuclear-weapon States
(S/1995/261, S/1995/262, S/1995/263, S/1995/264, S/1995/265), in which they give security
assurances against the use of nuclear weapons to non-nuclear-weapon States that are Parties to
the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons;

2. Recognizes the legitimate interest of non- nuclear-weapon States Parties to the Treaty on the
Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons to receive assurances that the Security Council, and above
all its nuclear-weapon State permanent members, will act immediately in accordance with the
relevant provisions of the Charter of the United Nations, in the event that such States are the
victim of an act of, or object of a threat of, aggression in which nuclear weapons are used;

3. Recognizes further that, in case of aggression with nuclear weapons or the threat of such
aggression against a non-nuclear- weapon State Party to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of
Nuclear Weapons, any State may bring the matter immediately to the attention of the Security
Council to enable the Council to take urgent action to provide assistance, in accordance with the
Charter, to the State victim of an act of, or object of a threat of, such aggression; and recognizes
also that the nuclear-weapon State permanent members of the Security Council will bring the
matter immediately to the attention of the Council and seek Council action to provide, in
accordance with the Charter, the necessary assistance to the State victim;

4. Notes the means available to it for assisting such a non-nuclear-weapon State Party to the
Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons, including an investigation into the situation
and appropriate measures to settle the dispute and restore international peace and security;

5. Invites Member States, individually or collectively, if any non-nuclear-weapon State Party to
the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons is a victim of an act of aggression with
nuclear weapons, to take appropriate measures in response to a request from the victim for
technical, medical, scientific or humanitarian assistance, and affirms its readiness to consider
what measures are needed in this regard in the event of such an act of aggression;

6. Expresses its intention to recommend appropriate procedures, in response to any request from
a non-nuclear-weapon State Party to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons
that is the victim of such an act of aggression, regarding compensation under international law
from the aggressor for loss, damage or injury sustained as a result of the aggression;

7. Welcomes the intention expressed by certain States that they will provide or support
immediate assistance, in accordance with the Charter, to any non-nuclear-weapon State Party to
the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons that is a victim of an act of, or an object
of a threat of, aggression in which nuclear weapons are used;



8. Urges all States, as provided for in Article VI of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of
Nuclear Weapons, to pursue negotiations in good faith on effective measures relating to nuclear
disarmament and on a treaty on general and complete disarmament under strict and effective
international control which remains a universal goal;

9. Reaffirms the inherent right, recognized under Article 51 of the Charter, of individual and
collective self-defence if an armed attack occurs against a member of the United Nations, until
the Security Council has taken measures necessary to maintain international peace and security;

10. Underlines that the issues raised in this resolution remain of continuing concern to the
Council.

Appendix "G": World Military Expenditures vs. Development

Appendix "H": Edmonton Journal Editorial May 26, 2000 (Not included)

 

Senator Douglas Roche, O.C.

Former Canadian Ambassador for Disarmament, Senator Douglas Roche, O.C. led the Canadian
delegation to the 1985 NPT Review Conference. His analysis of the 1995 NPT Review and
Extension Conference is contained in his book, An Unacceptable Risk: Nuclear Weapons in a
Volatile World. His latest book is Bread Not Bombs: A Political Agenda for Social Justice,
published by the University of Alberta Press in 1999. Senator Roche served as Chairman of the
U.N. First (Disarmament) Committee in 1988. He is Visiting Professor at the University of
Alberta, and Chairman of the Canadian Pugwash Group. He is Chairman of the Middle Powers
Initiative, a network of international citizen organizations, helping to mobilize influential
"middle power" nations to press the Nuclear Weapons States to commence negotiations leading
to the elimination of nuclear weapons
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Date: Thu, 1 Jun 2000 09:55:43 -0400
From: Dietrich Fischer <102464.1110@compuserve.com>
Subject: Re: Set a date to abolish all nuclear weapons
Sender: Dietrich Fischer <102464.1110@compuserve.com>
To: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>

Dear Howard,

Thanks for your support.  Here is the list.

With best wishes, Dietrich

President William J. Clinton            
The White House                         
Washington, DC 20500, USA               
tel +1-202-456-1111, fax +1-202-456-2461
email president@whitehouse.gov          
web: http://www2.whitehouse.gov         

President Vladimir Putin                
Office of the Government  `             
Krasnopresenskaya 2                     
Moscow, RUSSIA                          
tel +7-095-925-3581, fax +7-095-205-4219
email rusun@undp.org 

Prime Minister Tony Blair               
Prime Minister's Office                 
10 Downing Street                       
London, SW 1A 2 AA, BRITAIN             
tel  +44-171-270-3000                   
email gbrun@undp.org                    

President Jacques Chirac                
Office du President, Palais De L'Elysee 
55-57 rue du Faubourg St. Honore        
75008 Paris, FRANCE                     
tel +33-1-4292-8100, Fax +33-1-4742-2465
email fraun@undp.org                    

President Jiang Zemin                   
Office of the Premier                   
225 Chaoyangmennei Dajie, Dongsi        
Beijing, P. R. CHINA                    
email chnun@undp.org                    

Prime Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee     
Prime Minister's Office                 
South Block                             
New Delhi 110011, INDIA                 
tel +91-11-3013040, fax +91-11-3016857  
email indun@undp.org                    
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Gen. Pervez Musharraf                   
Islamabad, PAKISTAN                     
telex 5742                              
email pakistan@undp.org                 

Prime Minister Ehud Barak               
Office of the Prime Minister            
3 Rehov Kaplan, Hakirya                 
Jerusalem 91007, ISRAEL                 
tel +972-2-705555, fax +972-2-664838    
email pm@pmo.gov.il                     
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X-eGroups-Return: sentto-1413460-542-959933935-mupj=igc.apc.org@returns.onelist.com
X-Sender: foesyd4@pop.ihug.com.au (Unverified)
To: abolition-caucus@egroups.com, y2k-nuclear@egroups.com,
        nukenet@envirolink.org, abolition-europe@vlberlin.comlink.de,
        abolition-usa@lists.xmission.com
From: FoE Sydney - Nuclear Campaign <nonukes@foesyd.org.au>
Mailing-List: list abolition-caucus@egroups.com; contact abolition-caucus-owner@egroups.com
Delivered-To: mailing list abolition-caucus@egroups.com
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:abolition-caucus-unsubscribe@egroups.com>
Date: Fri, 2 Jun 2000 17:46:57 +1000
Subject: [abolition-caucus] MOSCOW SUMMIT LETTER FAXED TODAY TO CLINTON/PUTIN (INCLUDES 
PRESS RELEASE)

John Hallam
Friends of the Earth Sydney,
17 Lord Street, Newtown, NSW, Australia, 2042
Fax (61)(2)9517-3902  ph (61)(2)9517-3903
nonukes@foesyd.org.au
http://homepages.tig.com.au/~foesyd

LETTER RE START - III/ABM TREATY  FOR CLINTO/PUTIN MOSCOW SUMMIT FAXED TODAY

INCLUDES PRESS RELEASE, COVER LETTER AND FULL TEXT OF LETTER

The following was faxed to Presidents Clinton and Putin today afternoon
(Fri 2 Sydney time) (Cover letter and full text of letter).

The press release is to be faxed to Australian media and overseas stringers
tonight in Sydney, and on Fri 2 in Santa Barbara.

(Includes press release, cover letter to Clinton, Putin, and their
secretaries /ministers for defence and foreign affairs, and final full text
with all signatories for the Moscow Summit START-III/ABM letter)

[PRESS RELEASE ISSUED EVENING FRIDAY 2 SYDNEY TIME FOR SATURDAY 3]
EMBARGOED TO SAT. 3 JUNE
ABOLITION 2000
AUSTRALIAN PEACE COMMITTEE
FRIENDS OF THE EARTH AUSTRALIA

WORLD ANTI - N - WEAPONS GROUPS CHALLENGE CLINTON AND PUTIN 'HOW LOW CAN
YOU GO?' IN START-III  MOSCOW TALKS

Anti - Nuke weapons groups and parliamentarians worldwide have challenged
Presidents Putin and Clinton, in START-III and ABM-related talks scheduled
to commence in Moscow tomorrow,  to go for the lowest possible warhead
numbers, to take nuclear weapons off hairtrigger alert, and to scrap the
proposed US NMD system, in the light of the recent review conference of the
Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty.

The letter bears the signatures of 162 NGOs worldwide including the
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International Peace Bureau, the World Court Project, CND-UK, Womens
International League for Peace and Freedom,(WILPF), International
Physicians for the Prevention of Nuclear War(IPPNW), the Centre for defence
Information, Global Resource and Action Centre for the Environment, Tri
Valley CAREs, Nuclear Age Peace Foundation, and Abolition-2000,(itself
composed of 2000 groups worldwide dedicated to the abolition of nuclear
weapons). It has been signed by 29 parliamentarians including a number of
members of the European Parliament, and 17 Australian parliamentarians.

According to Irene Gale of the Australian Peace Committee and letter
coordinator John Hallam, of Friends of the Earth Australia,
"The recent Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty Review Conference at the UN,
concluded with a final declaration that was signed on to by the nuclear
weapons states - which includes the US and Russia - in which they agreed to
the unequivocal and total elimination of nuclear weapons. Immense pressure
has been brought to bear by the rest of the world on the nuclear weapons
powers to fulfill their legal obligations under article VI of the NPT to
eliminate their nuclear arsenals. The US has been told by everyone from the
Russians and the Chinese to NATO not to deploy an NMD system. Presidents
Clinton and Putin must go into these talks in Moscow with this in mind, not
thinking how best to satisfy domestic weapons lobbies. They have no legal
option under the recent final declaration from the NPT review, but to
negotiate the very lowest possible warhead totals, and to proceed from
there in a smooth process with the other nuclear weapons powers to
eliminate nuclear weapons altogether."

Contact:
John Hallam, F.O.E., Australia 61-2-9517-3903, h61-2-9810-2598
Irene Gale AM, 08-8364-2291
Carah Ong, Abolition 2000, Santa-Barbara, USA., 1-805-965-3443

[COVER LETTER]

RE: START-III, MOSCOW SUMMIT

PRESIDENT BILL CLINTON
+1-202-456-2461, +1-202-456-2883, +1-202-456-6218, 456-6201

PRESIDENT VLADIMIR PUTIN
+7-095-205-4330, +7-095-206-5173 7-095-205-4219

CC
FOREIGN MINISTER OF RUSSIA IGOR IVANOV
+7-095-244-3276, +7-095-244-2203

SECRETARY OF STATE MADELEINE ALBRIGHT
+1-202- 647-6047

MINISTER FOR DEFENCE IGOR SERGEYEV
+7-095-247-2722, +7-095-293-3323,

DEFENCE SECRETARY WILLIAM COHEN +1-703-695-1149
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Dear Presidents Clinton and Putin,
This letter concerns your discussions together on 4/5 June in Moscow. (It
is copied to the relevant ministers and secretaries of state for Foreign
Affairs and Defence, Ivanov and Albright, Sergeyev and Cohen.)

It has been signed by 170 NGOs including  30 parliamentarians worldwide,
who are asking you and President Putin to negotiate the lowest possible
START-III warhead totals, and are asking that the US not proceed with an
NMD system and not alter the ABM treaty.

I commend it to your attention.

John Hallam,
Letter coordinator.

PRESIDENT BILL CLINTON
+1-202-456-2461, +1-202-456-2883, +1-202-456-6218, 456-6201

PRESIDENT VLADIMIR PUTIN
+7-095-205-4330, +7-095-206-5173 7-095-205-4219

CC
FOREIGN MINISTER OF RUSSIA IGOR IVANOV
+7-095-244-3276, +7-095-244-2203

SECRETARY OF STATE MADELEINE ALBRIGHT
+1-202- 647-6047

MINISTER FOR DEFENCE IGOR SERGEYEV
+7-095-247-2722, +7-095-293-3323,

DEFENCE SECRETARY WILLIAM COHEN
+1-703-695-1149

Dear Presidents Clinton and Putin,

We the undersigned,  are writing to you in the aftermath of the Review
Conference of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT), and in view of
your summit meeting in Moscow on June 4-5, with respect to the ratification
of the START-II arms control agreement, the negotiation of a START-III
agreement, and the possible deployment of a National Missile Defence (NMD)
system by the US, with the prospect of the modification of the
Anti-Ballistic Missile (ABM) Treaty.

Your two countries bear a unique responsibility for the security of the
world, as you possess by far the largest share of the world's nuclear
weapons.

The overwhelming majority of the world's governments and peoples are not
content to see nuclear weapons retained indefinitely by your two nations
(or by the UK, France, China, Israel, India or Pakistan). This has been
shown repeatedly in UN  resolutions  calling for the elimination of nuclear
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weapons, and opinion polls supporting the immediate start of negotiations
for a nuclear weapons convention. Support for a nuclear weapons convention
is widespread in many quarters and cannot be dismissed.

Measures discussed at the NPT Review Conference which should form a basis
for your Moscow discussions include:

(1) Unequivocal and Total Elimination
The 1996 Advisory Opinion of the International Court of Justice, the
judiciary body of the United Nations, and the world's highest legal
authority, reaffirming the need to eliminate nuclear weapons in its
interpretation of Article VI of the NPT,   unanimously stated:

"There exists an obligation to pursue in good faith and bring to a
conclusion negotiations leading to nuclear disarmament in all its aspects
under strict and effective international control."

In the final declaration of the NPT Review, the NWS made an 'unequivocal
undertaking' to 'accomplish the total elimination of their nuclear
arsenals'.  This position however, represents a bare minimum.

The reality is that the peoples and nations of the world want decisive
action to eliminate nuclear weapons, and they will expect your Moscow
discussions to reflect this new undertaking and to demonstrate evidence of
your compliance with it.

(2) Take US and Russian Nuclear Forces off 'Launch-on-Warning' Status.

The final declaration of the NPT Review Conference contains a commitment to
take 'concrete steps to reduce the operational status of nuclear weapons'.
We therefore urge that both the US and Russia agree immediately to take
nuclear weapons off 'launch-on-warning' status.

The idea of an entirely accidental nuclear war, which 'launch-on-warning'
makes possible, must be intolerable to you, yet it has nearly occurred on a
number of documented occasions. Evidently the US and Russian military were
sufficiently concerned about this last year to establish a joint 'Center
for Y2K Strategic Stability'. With such mutual verification of early
warning information achieved between them, it should be possible to extend
this to monitoring de-alerting of their nuclear forces. Removing nuclear
weapons systems from launch-on-warning status would be the single most
responsible and important step that you could both take in Moscow toward
the complete elimination of nuclear weapons.

(3)Implementation of START-II

The final declaration of the NPT Review Conference contains a commitment to
the implementation of START-II.  This is highly uncertain due to US Senate
opposition to the 1997 ABM (Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty) protocols.
Consequently, both sides should agree to  unilateral reciprocal measures to
reduce their deployed strategic nuclear arsenals below START-1 levels in
accordance with START-1 verification procedures.
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(4)START-III

The NPT Review conference has urged both of you to conclude START-III as
soon as possible. We therefore further urge you to work together to  agree
to   irreversible, verifiable, reductions to 1000 warheads or below for
deployed strategic systems, and in addition to verifiable measures to
deactivate and dismantle all remaining tactical nuclear weapons.

If your two countries are to satisfy your obligations under Article VI of
the NPT, and the wishes of the rest of the world, it is clear that you must
join with the other nuclear weapon states in a process that will take your
nuclear arsenals down to zero.

(5)Preserve and Strengthen the ABM Treaty

The final declaration of the NPT Review conference refers to the
'preserving and strengthening' of the ABM treaty.  This and the NWS
statement at the recent NPT Review Conference on the 'maintenance and
strengthening' of the ABM treaty should not be interpreted to mean the
treaty's alteration to allow NMD deployment.

We strongly urge that the US does not deploy a National Missile Defence
(NMD) system,  and that it cease efforts to amend the ABM Treaty to allow
such a deployment.  As indicated by the 'Talking Points', such deployment
merely encourages retention of large nuclear arsenals.

The UN Secretary-General,  New Agenda Coalition,  Non-Aligned Movement,
European Union, the other NWS and others have all  strongly reaffirmed the
importance of retaining the ABM Treaty.  The deployment of a costly system
of unproven and dubious efficacy against a threat that does not yet and may
never exist, will serve only to derail the process of nuclear weapons
elimination to which both the US and Russia are bound as NPT signatories.

The recent NPT Review  shows that the whole world wants you to take
immediate steps toward the elimination of your nuclear arsenals.
Accordingly we urge you in Moscow to make the deepest cuts possible under
START-III, and to proceed swiftly from there to the complete elimination of
nuclear weapons under strict international control.

Signed:

Bruna Nota, President, Women's International League for Peace and Freedom,
NY/Geneva.,
Maj- Britt Theorin, President, Colin Archer, Secy-General,  International
Peace Bureau,(IPB) Geneva., Switz.,
Dr Mary Wynne-Ashford, Co-Chair, Michael Christ, Executive Director, Merav
Datan,   International Coordinator,  International Physicians for the
Prevention of Nuclear War (IPPNW), Cambridge, Mass,

Maj-Britt Theorin, MEP, European Parliament,
Caroline Lucas MEP, Green MEP for South East England, European Parliament,
Hiltrud Bryer, Md EP, Green MEP for Germany, European Parliament,
Frank Cook MP, Vice-President, NATO Parliamentary Assembly,
Franz Floss, Spokesperson, European Federation of Green Parties, Vienna,
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Austria.,

Commander Robert D. Green, Royal Navy (Ret'd.), Chair, George Farebrother,
Secy., World Court Project UK,  Hailsham, Sussex, UK.,
Dave Knight, Chair, Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament, (CND) UK.,
Lynne Jones, MP Birmingham Selly Oak, House of Commons, Lond., UK
Dr. Phyllis Starkey, MP Milton Keynes Southwest, House of Commons, Lond., UK.,
Janet Bloomfield, Former chair CND.,  Saffron-Walden Group Against Nuclear
Weapons, Saffron-Walden, Essex, UK.,
Jenny Maxwell, West Midland Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament, Birmingham, UK.,
R. Ralph, Secy, Woking Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament, Woking, Surrey, UK.,
Jill Stallard, CND-Cymru, Wales.,  UK.,
Anni Rainbow and Lindis Percy, Campaign for the Accountability of American
Bases, Otley, Yorks, UK.,
Di Mc Donald, Nuclear Information Service, UK.,
Margaret Turner, President, Womens International League for Peace and
Freedom, UK.,
Rosy Bremer, South East Hants Peace Council, UK.,
Glen Lee, Orpington Womens Peace Group, Orpington, UK,
Shiela Triggs, Chair, Orpington Branch, Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament,
Orpington, UK.,

Daniel Durand, National Secretary, Mouvement de la Paix, St-Ouen, France.,
Dr. Jean-Marie Matagne, President, Action des Citoyens pour le Désarmement
Nucléaire (ACDN),  France.,
Elizabeth Lavier, Les Verts, France.,

Stephanie Fournier, Balearic Group of Ornithology and Defence of Nature,
Palma de Mallorca, Spain.,
Jo Lau, Italian Lawyers Against Nuclear Arms, Florence, Italy,

Ak Malten, Global Anti-Nuclear Alliance, The Hague, Netherlands,
Eloi Glorieux, MP  Flemish Regional Parliament, Belgium.,
Peter Vanhoutte, MP Greens Belgium, Belgian Defence Committee Member,
Brussels, Belgium.,
Senator Tom Pitstra, Green-Left Senator, Parliament, Netherlands.,
Fiona Dove, Transnational Institute, Amsterdam, Netherlands,
Marjan Willemsen, For Mother Earth, Netherlands,
Hans Taselaar, INZET (Association for North/South Campaigns,) Amsterdam, Neth.,

Regina Hagen, Darmstaedter Friedensforum, Germany.,
Eva Quistorp, MEP, Women for Peace, Germany.,
Bernd Frieboese, Ole Von Uexkull (Swed), BARSEBACKSOFFENSIV, Berlin/Lund.
Roland Blach, Non-Violent Action to Abolish Nuclear Weapons, Germany.,
Clemens Ronnefeldt, Secy., International Fellowship of Reconciliation.,(
German Branch,)
Dr Hanne-M. Birkenbach, Schleswig-Holstien Institute for  Peace Research,
Kiel, Germany.,
Wolfgang Schlupp-Hauck, Friedens Und Begenungsstatte Mutlangen eV

Dr. Arthur Muhl, President, International Physicians for the Prevention of
Nuclear War, (IPPNW) Switzerland.,
Matthias Reichl, Centre for Encounters and Active Non-Violence, Austria,
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Aurel Duta, Mama Terra/For Mother Earth Romania, Bucharest, Romania,
Alba Circle Non-Violent Movement, Hungary,

Malla Kantola, Secretary-General, Committee of 100, Helsinki, Finland.,
Lea Launokari, Women for Peace, Helsinki, Finland.,
Gerd Soderholm, Women Against Nuclear Power, Helsinki Finland.,

Thor Magnusson, Peace 2000 Institute, Reykjavik, Iceland,
Terje Stokstad, Chair, Nej Til Atomvapen, Oslo, Norway.,
Bjorn Hilt,Chair, Professor Kirsten Osen, Vice-Chair,  IPPNW Norway
(Norwegian Physicians Against Nuclear War,) Trondhiem/Oslo Norway,
Gunnar Westberg MD., President, Swedish Physicians for the Prevention of
Nuclear War., (SLMK)  Goteborg, Sweden.,
Allan Elm, Danish Association of Sustainable Communities,

Galina Ragouzhina, WISE-Kaliningrad, Russia.,
Natalia Koniachkina, WISE-TOMSK, Russia.,
Alexandra Koroleva, Ecodefense Kaliningrad, Russia.,

Victor Khazan MP,  Ukrainian Environmental Association 'Zelenyi Zvit'
(Friends of  the Earth Ukraine), Dnipropetrovsk, Kiev, Ukraine,
Nadia Sosovkina, Coordinator, Ukrainian Society for Sustainable
Development, Kiev, Ukraine.,
Alla Shevchuck, Odessa Social-Ecological Union, Odessa, Ukraine,
Vyacheslav Stepanov, Black Sea department of Ukrainian Ecological Academy
of Science, Ukraine.,

Bahig Nassar, Coordinator, Arab Coordination Centre of NGOs, Egypt.
Green Action for Social-Ecological Change, Tel Aviv, Israel.,
Jean P. Patterson, Womens International League for Peace and Freedom,
Costa-Rica.,
Jean P. Patterson, Friends Peace Centre, San Jose, Costa Rica.,
Grace de Hara, Lihue Association, Patagonia, Argentina.,
Aurora Donoso, Accion Ecologica, (Friends of the Earth Ecuador), Quito,
Ecuador,
Richard Salvador, Abolition2000 Pacific, Pacific Island Association of
NGOs, Belau,
Ammu Abraham, Womens Centre, Bombay., India.,
Marco Kapellberger, Global Peoples Assembly, Samoa.,
Aditi Chowdhury, Asian Regional Exchange for New Alternatives., Hong-Kong.,
Corazon Valdez- Fabros, Secretary-General, Nuclear-free Phillipines
Coalition., Manila, Phillipines,

MW Faruque, Youth Approach for Development and Cooperation, Dhaka, Bangladesh.,
M. Shahidul Ahsan, Bangladesh Campaign to Ban Landmines., Dhaka,
Al Haj Safu Mia Sarker, Bangabandhu Srimte Sangsad, Bashurhat, Noakhali,
Berhampur, Bangladesh.,
Shara Jaker, Muktijoddah Jadhugar (Liberation War Museum), Dhaka., Bangladesh.,
Abir Ahad, Bangabandhu Research Organization, Dhaka, Bangladesh,
Hannan Chowdhury, Suganda Sanskritik Kendra, Dhaka, Bangladesh.,
Babul Ahmed Pervez, Bangladesh Journalists Association.,

Bill Blaikie MP, House Leader, New Democratic Party of Canada,
Neil Arya, President, Physicians for Global Survival, Canada,
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David Morgan, President, Veterans Against Nuclear Arms, Vancouver, BC, Canada,
Joyce Lydiard, WILPF-British Columbia, Canada.,
Desmond Berghofer, Institute for Ethical Leadership, Vancouver, Canada,
Tryna Booth, Canadian Peace Alliance.,
Linda Murphy, President, Inter-Church Uranium Committee, Saskatoon,
Saskatchewan, Canada,
Kira Van Deusen, Foundation for Indigenous Siberian Culture and Native
Exchange, Vancouver, Canada,
David Greenfield, Green Party of Canada, Saskatoon, Canada,

Rear-Admiral Eugene J. Carroll, Jr., US Navy (Ret'd.), Centre for Defence
Information, Washington DC.,
Carah Ong, Coordinator, Abolition-2000, Santa Barbara, Calif.,
David Krieger, President, Nuclear Age Peace Foundation, Santa Barbara,
Calif., USA.,
Ellen Thomas, Proposition One Committee, Washington DC., US.,
Marylia Kelly, Executive Director, Sally Light, Nuclear Weapons Program
Analyst,
Tri-Valley CAREs, Livermore, Calif.,
Alice Slater, Director, Global Resource and Action Centre for the
Environment, NY., USA.,
Martin Butcher, Director of Security Programs, Physicians for Social
Responsibility, Washington DC., US.,
John Burroughs, Executive Director, Lawyers Committee on Nuclear Policy,
NY., USA.,
Jackie Cabasso, Western States Legal Foundation, Oakland Calif, USA.,
Chris Paine, Senior Researcher, Natural Resources Defence Council (NRDC),
Washington, DC.,
Bill Smirnow, Nuclear-Free America, Huntingdon, NY., USA.,
Bishop Walter Sullivan, President, Pax Christi, USA.,
Bob Kinsey, Peace and Justice Task Force, Rocky Mountain Conference, United
Church of Christ., Boulder Colorado, USA.,
Mia Adjali, General Board of Global Ministries, United Methodist Church,
N.Y., USA.,
Howard W. Hallman, Chair,  Methodists United for Peace With Justice,
Washington DC., USA.,
Rev. Robert Moore, Coalition for Peace Action., Princeton, NJ., USA.,
Phyllis Yingling, President, Womens International League for Peace and
Freedom, USA,
Anthony Guarisco, Alliance of Atomic Veterans, USA.,
Dana L. Richter, Copper Country Peace Alliance, Houghton, Michigan, USA.,
Bob Kinsey, Colorado Coalition for the Prevention of War.,
Bruce K. Gagnon, Coordinator, Global Network Against Weapons and Nuclear
Power in Space, Gainesville, Fl, USA.,
George W. Albee, President, Psychologists for Social Responsibility,
Washington DC., USA.,
John M Phelan, Chairman, Fordham Centre for Communication Policy and
Ethics, USA.,
Barbara Weidener, Director/Founder, Grandmothers for Peace International,
Elk Grove, Calif., USA.,
Kevin Martin, Director, Project Abolition, Goshen, Indiana, USA.,
Hari Scardo, Veterans for Peace, Washington, DC., USA.,
Randall Caroline Forsberg, Institute for Defence and Disarmament Studies, USA.,
Sue Ann Foster, Mandala Centre, Carmichael, CA, USA.,
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Karen Talbott, Director, International Centre for Peace and Justice, USA.,
Jack and Felice Cohen-Joppa, The Nuclear Resister, Tucson, Ariz., USA,
Rochelle Becker, San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace, Calif., USA.,
Carol Vesecky, Director, Biointensive for Russia., Palo Alto Calif.,
Rob Wheeler, Millenium Assembly Peoples Network, USA.,
Donald C. Whitmore, President, Third Millenium Foundation,  Auburn,
Washington USA.,
Sam Marshall/Robert Randall, Trident-To-Life Campaign, Brunswick., GA, USA.,
The Jonah House Community,
Dr Carol Rosin, Founder,  Institute for Security and Cooperation in Outer
Space, (ISCOS), Ventura, Calif, USA.,
Michele Artt, Chairperson, Michigan Chapter, US Peace Council,
Manna Jo Greene,  Hudson Valley Sustainable Communities Network,
Patricia J. Birnie, GE Stockholders Alliance for a Nuclear- Free Future,
Tucson, Arizona, USA.,
Betty Schroeder, Chair, BANDU, Tucson, Ariz., USA.,
Brian Watson, Ground Zero Center for Non-Violent Action., USA.,
Motoki Hashima, A. U. Coalition for a Nuclear-Free World, Wash, DC.,

Chris Carter MP, Junior Government Whip, MP for Te-Atatu, NZ.,
Kate Dewes, Disarmament and Security Centre, Christchurch, NZ.,
Megan Hutching, National Secretary, Womens International League for Peace
and Freedom, Aotearoa/NZ.,
Barney Richards, National Secretary, Peace Council of Aotearoa/NZ.,
Marion Hancock, Peace Foundation, Aotearoa/NZ,
Jim Holdom, CORSO., NZ.,
Theresa Ruth Scott, National Council of Women, Hamilton, NZ
Dame Laurie Salas, Abolition 2000 NZ., Wellington, NZ.,
J.P. Morrison, Past President, Canterbury Workers Educational Association.,
Christchurch, NZ,
J. P. Morrison, Disarmament Officer, United Nations Association of New
Zealand, Christchurch, NZ.,
Tom La Roche, Engineers for Social Responsibility, New Zealand,
Larry Ross, New Zealand Nuclear-Free Peacemaking Association,   NZ.,

Dr. Carmen Lawrence, MP Member for Fremantle, Parliamentarians for a
Nuclear-Free Future,  Australia.
Jill Hall MP, Federal Member for Shortland, Australia,
Tanya Plibersek MP, Federal Member for Sydney, Federal Parliament, Aust.,
Julia Gillard, Federal Member for Lalor, Federal Parliament, Aust.,
Kelly Hoare MP, Federal Member for Charlton, (Newcastle) NSW, Aust.,
Daryl Melham, Federal Member for Banks., NSW., Aust.,
Allan Morris MHR, Federal Member for Newcastle, NSW., Aust.,
Harry Jenkins MP., Federal Member for Scullin., Vic., Aust.,
Jann Mc Farlane MP, Federal Member for Stirling, W.A.,
Senator Lyn Allison, Democrat Senator for Victoria., Parliamentarians for a
Nuclear-free Future,
Senator Vicky Bourne, Democrat Senator for NSW.,
Senator Sue Mackay, ALP Senator for  Canberra,
Senator George Campbell, ALP Senator for NSW.,
Senator Kerry O'Brien, ALP Senator for Tasmania,
Tom Helm, MLC Mt. Newman, W.A.,
Helen Hodgson, MLC., W.A.,
Kerry Tucker MLC., Green Member of the ACT Legislative Assembly,
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Geoff Holland, Institute for Global Futures Research, Earlville, Qld,
Kirsten Blair, Coordinator, Environment Centre of the Northern Territory,
Darwin, NT.,
David Sweeney, Nuclear Campaigner, Australian Conservation Foundation.,
Fitzroy, Vic.,
Dr Susan Wareham, President, Medical Association for the Prevention of War,
Canb, Aust.,
Tom Clements, Victorian Branch MAPW., Aust.,
Angela Drury, Cameron Edwards,  People for Nuclear Disarmament (PND) NSW.,
Dr. Helen Caldicott, Founding President, Physicians for Social
Responsibility, Womens Action for Nuclear Disarmament.,
Jo Vallentine, Graham Daniell, People for Nuclear Disarmament,(PND) W.A.,
Irene Gale, AM, Australian Peace Committee, Adelaide, SA.,
Denis Doherty, Pax Christi NSW.,
Hannah Middleton, Australian Anti-Bases Campaign,
John Hallam, Nuclear Campaigner, Friends of the Earth Australia Sydney, Aust.,

------------------------------------------------------------------------
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From: IRARR84@aol.com
Date: Fri, 2 Jun 2000 14:11:09 EDT
Subject: Talking Points on US/Russian Early Warning Center
To: dealertingana@lists.speakeasy.org
X-Mailer: AOL 5.0 for Windows sub 105
Sender: owner-dealertingana@lists.speakeasy.org

"Brink" Friends,

As noted in today's Washington Post, it seems likely that the US/Russia 
summit will result in an agreement on a joint early warning center (among 
other minor accords).

As supporters of de-alerting nuclear weapons, here are talking points to 
respond to the center (with input from Frank von Hippel, Daryl Kimball, and 
Bob Schaeffer).
Feel free to use them when talking to the press, and for op-eds and 
letters-to-the editor.  The Brink Campaign will send out an advisory when the 
center is officially announced.

1.  The joint early warning center is a positive step but woefully 
insufficient in addressing the risks of accidental nuclear war.  The U.S. and 
Russia still have thousands of nuclear weapons on hair-trigger alert status.  
2.  The center does not address the risks of the unauthorized launch of 
nuclear weapons.  It does not change the fact that U.S. and Russian officials 
have only minutes to decide whether to launch thousands of nuclear weapons.
3.  It is the threat of a sudden attack from more than 2000 US nuclear 
warheads that causes Russia to keep 2000 of its warheads ready to launch, 
before incoming US missiles could destroy them.  These 2000 Russian warheads 
on hair-trigger are the main threat to the existence of the US.
4.  It appears the center will share "processed" data with Russia, NOT 
signals directly from US early warning satellites and radar.  In a crisis 
situation the Russians may very well not believe the the information they are 
receiving.  
5.  Giving Russia processed data is no substitute for an agreement for both 
sides to take their weapons off hair-trigger alert.  The US could do this 
without becoming vulnerable to a disarming Russian attack--we have 2000 
invulnerable warheads at sea.  Fifty US warheads could destroy any nation.
6.  It is difficult to understand how the US and Russia are good enough 
allies to establish a joint center, at the same time that both nations are 
poised to launch thousands of nuclear weapons at each other, in minutes time.
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From: Sara Bradbury <sara@fcnl.org>
To: "'ograbc@aol.com'" <ograbc@aol.com>, "'ken@bpfna.org'" <ken@bpfna.org>,
        "'tiller64@starpower.net'" <tiller64@starpower.net>,
        "'jmatlack@erols.com'" <jmatlack@erols.com>,
        "'droose@afsc.org'"
  <droose@afsc.org>,
        "'dradcliff_gb@brethren.org'"
  <dradcliff_gb@brethren.org>,
        "'washofc@aol.com'" <washofc@aol.com>,
        "'ann_d.parti@ecunet.org'" <ann_d.parti@ecunet.org>,
        "'redgar@ncccusa.org'" <redgar@ncccusa.org>,
        "'lisaw@ncccusa.org'"
  <lisaw@ncccusa.org>,
        "'heathern@ncccusa.org'" <heathern@ncccusa.org>,
        "'bgrieves@dfms.org'" <bgrieves@dfms.org>,
        "'jmskipper@aol.com'"
  <jmskipper@aol.com>,
        "'thart@dfms.org'" <thart@dfms.org>,
        "'epf@peacenet.org'" <epf@peacenet.org>,
        "'disarm@forusa.org'"
  <disarm@forusa.org>, Joe Volk <joe@fcnl.org>,
        Kathy Guthrie
  <kathy@fcnl.org>, Sara Bradbury <sara@fcnl.org>,
        "'marsusab@aol.com'"
  <marsusab@aol.com>,
        "'J._Daryl_Byler@mcc.org'" <J._Daryl_Byler@mcc.org>,
        "'CHouleMM@aol.com'" <CHouleMM@aol.com>,
        "'mknolldc@igc.org'"
  <mknolldc@igc.org>,
        "'dave@paxchristiusa.org'" <dave@paxchristiusa.org>,
        "'slisherness@unidial.com'" <slisherness@unidial.com>,
        "'jow@mindspring.com'" <jow@mindspring.com>,
        "'wowensby@ctr.pcusa.org'"
  <wowensby@ctr.pcusa.org>,
        "'uuawo@aol.com'" <uuawo@aol.com>,
        "'jnoble@uahc.org'" <jnoble@uahc.org>,
        "'lintnerj@ucc.org'"
  <lintnerj@ucc.org>,
        "'stiefr@ucc.org'" <stiefr@ucc.org>,
        "'dringler@umc-gbcs.org'" <dringler@umc-gbcs.org>,
        "'WorldPeacemakers@compuserve.com'" <WorldPeacemakers@compuserve.com>,
        "'mupj@igc.org'" <mupj@igc.org>, "'dkelli@iiit.org'" <dkelli@iiit.org>,
        "'ccosby@dhm.disciples.org'" <ccosby@dhm.disciples.org>,
        "'blythe-goodman@erols.com'" <blythe-goodman@erols.com>,
        "'sdeboe@cmsm.org'" <sdeboe@cmsm.org>,
        "'afjn@afjn.org'" <afjn@afjn.org>,
        "'herbweao@aol.com'" <herbweao@aol.com>,
        "'ogia@ajc.org'" <ogia@ajc.org>,
        "'washrep@ajcongress.org'" <washrep@ajcongress.org>,
        "'brent_walker@bjcpa.org'" <brent_walker@bjcpa.org>,
        "'millerr@compub.org'" <millerr@compub.org>,
        "'adelorey@churchwomen.org'"
  <adelorey@churchwomen.org>,
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        "'tlheath@churchwomen.org'"
  <tlheath@churchwomen.org>,
        "'columbandc@igc.org'" <columbandc@igc.org>,
        "'susancolumbandc@juno.com'" <susancolumbandc@juno.com>,
        "'dawnccca@aol.com'" <dawnccca@aol.com>,
        "'briefing@igc.org'"
  <briefing@igc.org>,
        "'ojibway@igc.org'" <ojibway@igc.org>,
        "'mdennis@maryknoll.org'" <mdennis@maryknoll.org>,
        "'kneely@igc.org'"
  <kneely@igc.org>,
        "'pruggere@igc.org'" <pruggere@igc.org>,
        "'jcoode@maryknoll.org'" <jcoode@maryknoll.org>,
        "'dpoint@maryknoll.org'"
  <dpoint@maryknoll.org>,
        "'action@ncjwdc.org'" <action@ncjwdc.org>,
        "'martinr@ncccusa.org'" <martinr@ncccusa.org>,
        "'tsehaid@ncccusa.org'"
  <tsehaid@ncccusa.org>,
        "'nisbco@igc.org'" <nisbco@igc.org>,
        "'network@networklobby.org'" <network@networklobby.org>,
        "'uuawo@aol.com'" <uuawo@aol.com>,
        "'womendivdc@igc.org'"
  <womendivdc@igc.org>,
        "'mupj@igc.org'" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Washington religious community NMD sign-on letter
Date: Fri, 2 Jun 2000 10:04:52 -0400 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2448.0)

June 1, 2000

Dear Washington Religious Community representative,

Within the next four months, President Clinton will decide whether the U.S.
should go forward with plans to deploy a National Missile Defense (NMD)
system designed to protect the United States from a limited ballistic
missile attack.  This single decision has far-reaching implications for all
of arms control and the international stability of the near future.  

NMD is not good for the United States' multi-lateral or bilateral relations.
The U.S.-Russian Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty (ABM), often said to be the
cornerstone of arms control, will have to be altered or abandoned in order
for the U.S. to deploy an NMD system.  Russia, China and the U.S.'s European
allies have all voiced their opposition to this system.  NMD will require
exorbitant funds to test, deploy, and operate.  The Congressional Research
Office has estimated the costs to be between $30 and $60 billion.  Tests on
the current National Missile Defense system have been unsuccessful to a
variety of degrees; at a minimum showing that the technology for such a
system is far from proven.  The U.S. has far to go before it can hit a
bullet with a bullet with any acceptable level of confidence.  Finally, the
need for such a system in terms of the threat presented is far from clear.
Even the Central Intelligence Agency's own National Intelligence Estimate on
the ballistic missile threat admits to the difficulty of determining future
threats given the unpredictable nature of political and social factors.  For
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these and many other reason, the deployment of a National Missile Defense
system would be a grave mistake.

The religious community has an important opportunity to speak out on this
issue.  Whatever the technical and political reasons to oppose NMD, moral
concerns also prompt opposition to such a system.  NMD is a facade for a
false security that is damaging to both U.S. national security and human
security.  In tandem with other wasteful military programs, NMD diverts
attention from the more pressing human security issues of health, education,
and other basic needs. By neglecting the importance of a stewardship role,
NMD places the United States and the world in more danger rather than making
it safer.  Other means much better address the concerns cited by proponents
of NMD about a threat from so-called "rogue" nations concerning both
security and financial cost.  Arms control and multilateral diplomacy are
more likely to avert confrontation between the United States and other
countries.  

Attached to this letter, please find a draft letter from the religious
community to President Clinton regarding National Missile Defense.  Please
review this draft and sign-on to this letter if you are able.  If you would
like to propose amendments to the letter or see ways to improve it, please
feel welcome to suggest changes.  Contact Sara Bradbury at FCNL
(202.547.6000 x122, sara@fcnl.org) to sign on or to suggest any changes to
this draft by close of business Friday, June 9th.  

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joe Volk
Executive Secretary

+++++++++

June 12, 2000

President William J. Clinton
The White House
Washington, DC 20500

Dear President Clinton:

We, representatives of the Washington offices of religious organizations and
denominations, pray that you will be divinely guided as you seek wisdom on
the question whether to deploy a national missile defense system (NMD).  We
write to inform you that, as we have prayed on this matter, we have come to
believe that deployment of a national missile defense system would be a
grave error.  Instead of defending our nation against intercontinental
missiles, at best, a deployment decision will squander billions of public
funds on an unneeded defense, and, at worst, deployment may put the American
people and the rest of the world in jeopardy of a new and more chaotic
nuclear weapons arms race.

As president of a great nation, your attention will focus on national
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security, the security of the state.  The religious communities whom we
represent will focus on human security, the security of the people, both
here and abroad.  Having carefully studied the proposals for a NMD, the
expert information and analyses persuades us that neither the security of
our nation state nor welfare of our people will be served by deployment of a
National Missile Defense system.  We will say what elected officials dare
not to say: only those who have contracts to build the NMD will benefit by
this system.  We urge you to put human security ahead of those who would
profit from contracts to build NMD.

If human security and not the profits of weapons makers will be your guide
in making your deployment decision, then you will want to take into account
that the proposal for a national missile defense comes with five fundamental
faults.  NMD is:

  *an unnecessary precaution: NMD would guard against a threat of
limited nuclear attack  that is either not real or quite improbable,
according to objective threat assessments;

  *a false promise: NMD promises to shield Americans from a limited
nuclear weapons attack,  but it would shield only some Americans, if
it worked perfectly, and we can predict that,  were there an attack, the
system may not work perfectly and some missiles could get  through;

  *a theft of taxpayer dollars from those in need:  NMD will cost tens
of billions of  dollars to deploy and billions more tax dollars to maintain
and operate, yet it is  unnecessary and a false promise; members of our
religious communities know that we measure  human security in quality of
right relations among nations and people, of shelter, of  education,
of health, of nutrition, of freedom, and of our spiritual lives.  NMD
diverts  much needed national treasure from these human security
necessities to profit a few high  tech weapons makers;

  *a threat to our first line of national defense: Our first line of
defense is to reduce  the nuclear threat and to build common security
among nations through arms control and  multilateral diplomacy.  However,
NMD is proposed and lobbied for by people antagonistic  to our first line of
defense.  They associate themselves with historic movements for
nuclear superiority, for the use of nuclear weapons in times of war,  and
against the  Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty and the building a community
of nations.  In their hands,  NMD is not a shield but a wrecking ball to
tear down the carefully built structure of  nuclear non-proliferation
and arms control.  It has taken fifty years to build that  structure
for nuclear arms control, but a decision to deploy NMD could take it down in
a  day;

  *a threat to other nations:  A decision to deploy NMD will
predictably elicit responses  from other nations who will see NMD not as
an American defense but as a new American  threat.  The
Non-Proliferation Treaty, the Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty,  START II and
III, and other such security enhancing agreements - our first line of
defense - may be  torn down by a decision to build NMD.

In short the National Missile Defense is indeed, a National "Mythical"
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Defense" because it protects against a boogeyman threat, could accomplish
what it promises to do, dismisses human need in favor of the need of a few
to take profits at the public trough, puts into jeopardy treaties that
protect us all, and will almost certainly provoke other nations who will be
threatened by it.

Although many other reasons could be advanced for a decision not to deploy
the NMD, we believe that these five faults of NMD should suffice to defeat
it.  We urge you to say no to National Missile Defense and yes to a sane and
compassionate defense of human security.

Real national security and real human security can be bought at a much
cheaper price and attained at less risk by strengthening our first lines of
defense.  Concerted action now by you and the Congress to de-alert nuclear
warheads, to achieve the START II and III reductions, to ratify the
Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty, will demonstrate real progress toward
fulfilling U.S. obligations under Article VI of the Non-proliferation Treaty
(NPT).  That will be progress toward both national and human security.  We
urge you to say yes to these life affirming measures.  That would be a
presidential legacy that will serve the next seven generations and beyond.  

Signed:

Joe Volk
Executive Secretary
Friends Committee on National Legislation
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X-Sender: dkimball@[209.8.25.194]
X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Pro Version 3.0 (32)
Date: Fri, 02 Jun 2000 10:10:11 -0400
To: dkimball@clw.org
From: Daryl Kimball <dkimball@clw.org>
Subject: "dontblowit.org" -- new n-disarmament e-advocacy site

<x-rich>

<center>*** PLEASE FORWARD THIS MESSAGE ***

</center>

---------------------------------------------------------------

For Our Kid's Future - Make Nuclear Weapons a Thing of the Past 

---------------------------------------------------------------

  

A nuclear bomb could STILL ruin your whole day ...

There are over 36,000 nuclear weapons around the world - enough 

to destroy the planet several times over.  Our government alone 

spends over $30 billion annually just to maintain the Pentagon's 

nuclear arsenal of over 12,000 nuclear weapons.  To make matters 

worse, instead of reducing nuclear bombs, the U.S. is building a 

costly "Star Wars" anti-missile system that doesn't work and may 

spark a new arms race.

When will we say "enough is enough?"  

You can help create a safer future by making nuclear weapons a 

thing of the past. Tell our elected officials "Don't Blow It!"

Our government should take the lead in reducing nuclear stockpiles, 

putting an end to "Star Wars" and supporting verifiable arms 

reductions.  But they need to hear from you first.
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Please visit <<http://www.dontblowit.org> and send our elected 

officials a clear message for a safer future. 

dontblowit.org partner organizations include: 

* Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers

* Back from the Brink

* Council for a Livable World

* Peace Action;

* Physicians for Social Responsibility

* Fourth Freedom Forum

Please pass this message on to EVERYONE you know who might be 

concerned about nuclear weapons and our future.  Don't forget your 

folks, your brothers and sisters, your college friends, your 

co-workers and oh yea ... your favorite nuclear physicist.

Thanks.

____________________________________

Daryl Kimball, Executive Director

Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers

110 Maryland Avenue NE, Suite 505

Washington, DC 20002

(ph) 202-546-0795 x136 (fax) 202-546-7970

website <<http://www.crnd.org>

____________________________________ 

____________________________________
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Daryl Kimball, Executive Director

Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers

110 Maryland Avenue NE, Suite 505

Washington, DC 20002

(ph) 202-546-0795 x136 (fax) 202-546-7970

website <<http://www.crnd.org>

____________________________________
</x-rich>
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To: dwhite11@edgenet.net
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Letter to presidential candidates
Cc: dave@paxchristiusa.org
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Dear Dale,

If you're interested in the letter from religious leaders to presidential candidates, we are ready to move ahead with it.  
Dave Robinson of Pax Christi, USA is interested and can line up some Catholic bishops.

For help with press relations I talked with a publicist who has worked on nuclear weapons issues. He feels that around 
July 16 would be a good time to release such a letter.  It is two weeks before the Republican National Convention, and 
he thinks that this might be enough of a down time for reporters that they would give us some attention.  To use him we 
will have to raise some money, and I think we can.

Since talking with you at General Conference, the NPT Review Conference final report records a commitment from the 
nuclear-weapon states to "an unequivocal undertaking to accomplish the elimination of their nuclear arsenals."  This 
represents the influence of the New Agenda Coalition.  We can ask candidates how they will fulfill this oblication and 
what timeframe they envision.

As to signers, at General Conference I talked about the letter with Bishop Carder of Tennessee Bishop Hearn of Texas 
(Gore's and Bush's home states), and they will consider signing it.  We're not trying for large numbers, just reasonable 
representation of denominations and geographic areas.  Among United Methodists we might also ask Bishop Martinez 
of Nebraska and Bishop Talbert of California, both for geographic coverage and racial/ethnic breadth.

The executive director of the Episcopal Peace Fellowship will get some Episcopal bishops with geographic spread.  We 
have contacts in other denominations who can do likewise.

Beyond prelates I am thinking of Glenn Stassen, a Southern Baptist now at Fuller Theological Seminary in California 
(son of perennial presidential candidate Harold Stassen) and Rev. Forrest Church, All Saints Unitarian Church in New 
York (son of former Senator Frank Church).    We can seek some other prominent religious leaders.

I'll try to reach you by phone on Monday, June 5 to discuss this further.

Shalom,



Date: Thu, 1 Jun 2000 09:55:43 -0400
Sender: Dietrich Fischer <102464.1110@compuserve.com>
To: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>

President William J. Clinton            
The White House                         
Washington, DC 20500, USA               
tel +1-202-456-1111, fax +1-202-456-2461
email president@whitehouse.gov          
web: http://www2.whitehouse.gov         

President Vladimir Putin                
Office of the Government  `             
Krasnopresenskaya 2                     
Moscow, RUSSIA                          
tel +7-095-925-3581, fax +7-095-205-4219
email rusun@undp.org 

Prime Minister Tony Blair               
Prime Minister's Office                 
10 Downing Street                       
London, SW 1A 2 AA, BRITAIN             
tel  +44-171-270-3000                   
email gbrun@undp.org                    

President Jacques Chirac                
Office du President, Palais De L'Elysee 
55-57 rue du Faubourg St. Honore        
75008 Paris, FRANCE                     
tel +33-1-4292-8100, Fax +33-1-4742-2465
email fraun@undp.org                    

President Jiang Zemin                   
Office of the Premier                   
225 Chaoyangmennei Dajie, Dongsi        
Beijing, P. R. CHINA                    
email chnun@undp.org                    

Prime Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee     
Prime Minister's Office                 
South Block                             
New Delhi 110011, INDIA                 
tel +91-11-3013040, fax +91-11-3016857  
email indun@undp.org                    

Gen. Pervez Musharraf                   
Islamabad, PAKISTAN                     
telex 5742                              
email pakistan@undp.org                 

Prime Minister Ehud Barak               
Office of the Prime Minister            
3 Rehov Kaplan, Hakirya                 
Jerusalem 91007, ISRAEL                 
tel +972-2-705555, fax +972-2-664838    
email pm@pmo.gov.il                     
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X-eGroups-Return: sentto-1606632-3-959981649-mupj=igc.apc.org@returns.onelist.com
X-eGroups-Return: wagingpeace@napf.org
X-eGroups-Approved-By: wagingpeace@napf.org via web; 02 Jun 2000 21:34:04 -0000
X-Sender: wagingpeace@wagingpeace.org
X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Pro Version 3.0 (32)
To: sunflower-napf@egroups.com
From: Nuclear Age Peace Foundation <wagingpeace@napf.org>
Mailing-List: list sunflower-napf@egroups.com; contact sunflower-napf-owner@egroups.com
Delivered-To: mailing list sunflower-napf@egroups.com
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:sunflower-napf-unsubscribe@egroups.com>
Date: Fri, 02 Jun 2000 14:31:18 -0700
Reply-To: sunflower-napf-owner@egroups.com
Subject: [sunflower-napf] The Sunflower, No. 37, June 2000

T H E   S U N F L O W E R

ISSUE NO. 37, June 2000
NUCLEAR AGE PEACE FOUNDATION

The Sunflower is a free, monthly e-newsletter providing educational
information on nuclear weapons abolition and other issues relating to peace
in the Nuclear Age. Sunflower back issues are available at
http://www.wagingpeace.org/sf/index.html 

"All the major nuclear powers are in peace, what do we need nuclear weapons
for?" - Ted Turner after his meeting with Russia President Vladimir Putin
on 5/11/00

=========
CONTENTS
=========

NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT
 Upcoming Clinton-Putin Summit
 George W. Bush Calls for Nuclear Disarmament Measures
 Five Nuclear Powers Pledge Abolition
 NGO Presentations on Disarmament

PROLIFERATION
 Taiwan May Have Two Nuclear Warheads
 IAEA Reports Iraq Inspections Are Incomplete
 Second North Korea Nuclear Weapons Inspection
 Internet Nuclear Terrorists Sentenced

ANTI-BALLISTIC MISSILE SYSTEMS
 Fourth BMD Test Expected in October
 US May Add Sea-Based Element to NMD 

PROTESTS
 Million Mom March For Gun Control in US
 Anti-Nuke Protest at Dimona 
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NUCLEAR MATTER
 Pacific Islanders Win Judgement
 Los Alamos Lab In Forest Fire
 DOE Zero Tolerance Policy Questioned

ACTION ALERT

NUCLEAR INSANITY

EVENTS for the calendar year are posted and updated frequently at
http://www.wagingpeace.org/calendar/events_current.html

RESOURCES

==============================================================
======================
NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT
======================
 Upcoming Clinton-Putin Summit

US President Clinton is on his way to Moscow where he and Russia President
Putin have nuclear disarmament on their agenda. The Russians have already
called for reductions to 1,000 to 1,500 strategic nuclear weapons. Rumor
has it that Clinton will seek to bargain lower numbers of nuclear weapons
in exchange for Russian assent to modify the Anti-Ballistic Missile (ABM)
Treaty to allow the US to proceed with a National Missile Defense. Both
Democrats and Republicans seem eager to rush ahead with costly, unproven
and likely unworkable missile defense plans that would violate the existing
ABM Treaty. Clinton seems willing to hold nuclear arms reductions hostage
to US plans for missile defense. If the American people really understood
what was at stake here, they might reconsider impeachment.

 George W. Bush Calls for Nuclear Disarmament Measures

In what was billed as a major foreign policy address, Texas Governor George
W. Bush, the expected Republican candidate for US president, called for the
US to "rethink the requirements for nuclear deterrence in a new security
environment." Taking note of the fact that the Cold War ended a while back,
he called for reductions in nuclear arsenals to "the lowest possible number
consistent with our national security." [Ed. Note: That would be zero,
George]. He also called for removing "as many weapons as possible from
high-alert, hair-trigger status." [Ed. Note: That would be all of them,
George]. Unfortunately, Bush also called for a missile defense system "to
protect all 50 states and our friends and allies and deployed forces
overseas..." In Bush's dream world -- he and his fraternity brothers,
fellow Americans, and friends -- the world will be safe from missile
attacks. What a world! And US taxpayers only have to shell out $120 billion
to find out it won't work, can't work, never will work and will prod
Russia, China, India and Pakistan into new offensive arms races. At least
George W. Bush deserves some credit for recognizing that the Cold War ended
some years ago.

 Five Nuclear Powers Pledge Abolition
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After marathon last-minute negotiations at the Nuclear Non-Proliferation
Treaty (NPT) Review Conference on May 20th, the world's five main nuclear
powers, US, Russia, France, Britain and China, pledged to make "an
unequivocal undertaking... to accomplish the total elimination of their
nuclear arsenals." There was no timetable nor implementation plan included
with the nuclear weapons elimination statement. Additionally, five main
nuclear powers did not agree to any provision that would prohibit the first
use of nuclear weapons. Only China has committed to a No First Use option. 
        For two years a group of seven countries, the New Agenda Coalition (NAC)
has been pressuring nuclear powers to make an unequivocal commitment to a
speedy and total nuclear disarmament, as called for in the NPT. The NAC,
consisting of Brazil, Egypt, Ireland, Mexico, New Zealand, South Africa,
and Sweden, insisted that the elimination of nuclear weapons is an
obligation and a priority, and not an "ultimate "goal." (AP 5/18/00; text
of the Final Document of the 2000 Review Conference of the Parties to the
Treaty on the Non-Proliferation Treaty is at http://www.basicint.org)

 NGO Presentations on Disarmament

Non-Governmental Organizations (NGO) presentations at the Nuclear
Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) Review Conference were delivered on May 3rd
in a packed UN conference room. The opening address was made by Iccoh Itoh,
the Mayor of Nagasaki, who reminded the audience that "As a result of the
Hiroshima and Nagasaki atomic bombings, more than 210,000 people were
either killed instantly or died of injuries during the ensuing months. The
vast majority of these people were not soldiers but non-combatant
citizens...Even today, 55 years later, about 300,000 atomic bomb survivors
in Hiroshima and Nagasaki continue to live in fear of death and to suffer
from late effects." Mayor Itoh argued that "both India and Pakistan
conducted these nuclear tests on the pretext of protecting their national
safety. But are the two countries really safer than they were before? Is it
not a fact that the people of both countries are now trembling in fear of a
nuclear attack?" In November Nagasaki will host NGOs from around the world
at the Global Citizens' Assembly for the Elimination of Nuclear Weapons.
        Other NGO presenters at the NPT included Daniel Ellsberg, who urged the
review conference to establish a strong disarmament agenda for next five
years. Lisbeth Gronlund of the Union of Concerned Scientists spoke against
ballistic missile defense, calling for a comprehensive missile control
regime and a halt to US plans for the military domination of outer space.
Alexey Yablokov of the Social Ecological Union argued that public health
and the environment are victims of the Nuclear Age, since "Nuclear weapons
testing has lead to nearly 587 millions persons globally with some fetal
malformation." Jacqui Katona from the Mirrar Aboriginal People in Kakadu
National Park in Australia's Northern Territory, spoke about the human
costs to indigenous peoples of uranium production and toxic waste storage
that is concomitant with nuclear energy. Alice Slater of Global Resource
Action Center for the Environment admonished the NPT for the "Faustian
bargain you subscribed to in the Non-Proliferation Treaty for the
'inalienable right' for non-nuclear weapons states to poison the earth with
so called 'peaceful' nuclear technology." 
        Admiral L. Ramdas (India Navy, Ret.) of the Pakistan-India People's Forum
for Peace and Democracy, and a member of the Foundation's Advisory Council,
concluded the presentations with the demand "that the decision makers do
not highjack the entire planet to meet vested interests. We must set before
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us a time table to meet targets along the nuclear disarmament route to
zero. The disarmament of Conventional weapons including small arms must
also be discussed concurrently." (Full texts of all NGO presentations are
on the website of the NGO Committee on Disarmament, the principal service
organization at the UN for Non-Governmental Organizations at
www.peacenet.org/disarm)

===============
PROLIFERATION
===============
 Taiwan May Have Two Nuclear Warheads

The Defence and Foreign Affairs Journal reports that the Taiwanese military
have obtained a pair of medium-range ballistic missiles with two nuclear
warheads, aimed at mainland China. The journal, published by the
International Strategic Studies Association in Washington, says the nuclear
weapons and carriers were originally owned by South Africa and obtained in
an under-the-counter deal brokered by an "intermediary Middle Eastern
country." Taiwanese officials strongly denied the report. (Newsmax.com,
5/12/00)

 IAEA Reports Iraq Inspections Are Incomplete

The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) reported to the Nuclear
Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) Review Conference on its safeguards and
verification activities in Iraq. Since December 1998 the IAEA was "not in a
position to implement its Security Council-mandated activities in Iraq" and
was therefore not able to provide assurances that Iraq was compliant with
its obligations under the UN Security Council Resolutions. With respect to
its NPT Article III obligations, the IAEA noted that although it carried
out a physical inventory verification of nuclear material in January 2000
"this inspection is not... sufficient to provide assurance that Iraq is in
full compliance with all its safeguards obligations..." (Rebecca Johnson,
The Acronym Institute, 5/12/00; website http://www.acronym.org.uk)

 Second North Korea Nuclear Weapons Inspection

In exchange for a shipment of 400,000 tons of food through the World Food
Program, famine-struck North Korea allowed US State Department nuclear
inspectors to inspect an enormous tunnel last year and again this May, at
the Kumchang-ri military site suspected to be part of a developing nuclear
weapons program. The inspection team found conditions unchanged, and the
complex of tunnels remains unfinished. North Korea and the US came close to
military conflict in 1994 amid fears that North Korea was developing
nuclear weapons. That crisis was averted when North Korea froze its main
nuclear complex near Yongbyon in exchange for heavy fuel oil and two safer,
power-generating nuclear reactors worth $4.6 billion. Talks to improve
US-Korea relations are continuing in Rome (Reuters 5/22/00, 5/30/00)

 Internet Nuclear Terrorists Sentenced

Two Russians from Kaluga were sentenced to a year each in prison in May for
posing on the Internet as renegade nuclear rocket commanders with plans to
wipe out cities in Europe. The two had posted messages claiming to be
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officers at a strategic rocket unit, driven to the edge by the harsh
realities of post-Soviet life, who would launch a nuclear strike on
European cities if their demands were not met. Russian FSB security police
claim the right to tap into Internet traffic. The nuclear blackmailers were
convicted under a Russian statute that outlaws alarmist hoaxes causing
material damage or danger to the public. (Reuters 5/15/00)

===============================
ANTI-BALLISTIC MISSILE SYSTEMS
===============================
 Fourth BMD Test Expected in October

The US Defense Department will conduct another National Missile Defense
System test sometime between July 3-12 incorporating an in-flight
communication system and has scheduled a fourth test for October 2000,
seeking two successful intercepts of a dummy warhead in outer space to be
confident enough in the system to say it will be ready for deployment in
2005. The Defense Department claims it scored a direct hit in the first
test, October 1999, and acknowledges that it missed in the second attempt
in January. Clinton is expected to make a decision later this year on
deployment of the $60 billion ABM program. (UPI 5/09/00)

 US May Add Sea-Based Element to NMD 

The Pentagon plans to spend $7 million to study the feasibility of adding a
sea-based element to its proposed National Missile Defense program that
currently includes only land-based weapons. (AP 5/30/00)

=========
PROTESTS
=========
 Million Mom March For Gun Control in US

750,000 activists at the Million Mom March rallied in Washington DC on
Mothers Day (May 14th) to protest gun violence and call for stricter US
gun-control laws. Satellite marches in 73 cities across the US added their
support. Ilene Pritikin joined the Washington DC rally, representing the
Coalition Against Gun Violence, a project of the Nuclear Age Peace
Foundation. 

 Anti-Nuke Protest at Dimona

Almost 200 people marked Women's International Day for Disarmament and
Peace on May 26th at a protest demonstration near Israel's major nuclear
reactor in Dimona, calling for Israel to dismantle its nuclear weapons and
to open all its nuclear facilities to independent local and international
inspection. This was the largest anti-nuclear protest ever to take place in
Israel. The participants heard speeches by Knesset Member Issam Makhoul
(Hadash), who initiated the first-ever parliamentary debate on Israel's
nuclear policy, and Mary Eoloff who brought a message from Mordechai
Vanunu, a nuclear whistleblower in Israeli prison, "Nuclear weapons will
lead to a second holocaust. The Dimona reactor is a second Auschwitz. The
State has no right to kill civilians, but that is exactly what these
weapons are for -- killing civilians."
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===============
NUCLEAR MATTER
===============
 Pacific Islanders Win Judgement

The 145 residents removed in 1947 from Enewetak, about 2,500 miles
southwest of Hawaii, were allowed to return in 1980 and beheld the
devastating sight of parts of their atoll vaporized by 43 nuclear blasts,
while the rest was pockmarked by explosions or contaminated by radiation
from the US nuclear tests in 1946-58. The Marshall Islands Nuclear Claims
Tribunal announced in May that it would pay islanders $199 million for loss
of the use of Enewetak, $108 million to clean up and restore the atoll, and
$34 million for their 33-year exile and hardship. (AP 5/09/00; see history
at http://www.wagingpeace.org/articles/salvador-nuclearmicronesia.html)

 Los Alamos Lab In Forest Fire

A raging wildfire in May entered the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
(LASL) compound, a 43-square-mile US nuclear weapons facility in New
Mexico. Some historic lab buildings relating to the Manhattan Project met a
fitting end when they were consumed by the wind-gusted and out-of-control
Cerro Grande fire. The fire was deliberately set by forest rangers to clear
dry brush in the Bandalier National Forest surrounding the lab. All
residents were evacuated from the town of Los Alamos, essentially a company
town for the nuclear laboratory which employs 7,000 people. The fire
destroyed 260 homes. A LASL spokesperson, Jim Danneskiold, said most of the
three tons of plutonium on the lab grounds is stored in stainless steel
cans in fireproof concrete bunkers and that the fire came within 30 yards
of that storage facility. Tritium is similarly stored at LASL. "I'm certain
there are radioactive and hazardous constituents in that smoke," said Paul
Robinson, research director of the Southwest Information and Research
Center in Albuquerque, a nuclear watchdog group. 

 DOE Zero Tolerance Policy Questioned

A US Congressional panel heard complaints from whistleblower advocates that
the US Department of Energy, which oversees nuclear weapons labs, does not
protect whistleblowers nor enforce its "zero tolerance" policy, first put
in place in the mid-1990s and making it illegal to retaliate against
someone who brings forward concerns about safety problems, fraud or other
wrongdoing. Tom Carpenter from the Government Accountability Project, a
whistleblower advocacy group, asked in the hearing, "After years of a zero
tolerance policy, can the department point to a single time when it has
actually been enforced?" Carpenter emphasized, "The reality is that there
is fear. ...We advise clients not to go to the DOE with whistleblower
complaints. They have a terrible record." (Contra Costa Times, 5/24/00)

=============
ACTION ALERT
=============
A great new website allows you to speak up for our children's future. Visit
http://www.DontBlowIt.org and send a message to elected leaders that you
want serious nuclear disarmament now.
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As soon as June 6th, the US Senate may debate Senator Bob Kerrey's (D-NE)
amendment on the 2001 Defense Authorization bill that would allow the
President to reduce US strategic nuclear force levels to 6,000 and take
weapons off combat status, i.e. to de-alert nuclear weapons. Contact your
US legislator and urge the passage of this amendment. Addresses at
http://www.senate.gov

Urge President Clinton to sign the 1997 Landmine Ban Convention banning
landmines at http://www.landminesurvivors.org/news/news_letter.html

Campaign to Stop National Missile Defense. Send a personal or group message
to President Clinton and your US Senators and Congressional representatives
stating that "We ask the United States President and Congress to
permanently halt the National Missile Defense program and to uphold the
1972 Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty." [addresses for US & world leaders at
http://www.trytel.com/~aberdeen]

/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/
"Deterrence is illogical: It drapes a veneer of reason over sheer mayhem
and horror. It rests on a basic contradiction that no amount of casuistry
can conceal: it seeks to prevent nuclear annihilation by threatening that
same nuclear war. It seeks, at one and the same time, so to speak, to be
the accelerator and the brakes of the nuclear machine." - Jonathan Schell,
an NGO presenter at NPT Conference
/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/

=================
NUCLEAR INSANITY
=================
"I made it clear at the time there would be a huge cost to science of
destroying a pristine lunar environment, but the US Air Force were mainly
concerned about how the nuclear explosion would play on earth. The Air
Force wanted a mushroom cloud so large it would be visible on earth. The US
was lagging behind in the space race." - physicist Leonard Reiffel on May
15th describing his 1950s project at the former Armour Research Foundation
to detonate an atomic bomb on the Moon. 

"It shows you who's boss," said nuclear detonator specialist Tom Turner
said at a shelter for evacuees from the Los Alamos fire that swept through
the nuclear weapons facility in New Mexico. "We're the elite - we've
developed weapons of many megatons that can set off a giant fireball - and
now a wildfire sweeps through here and we can't do a thing about it."

==========
RESOURCES
==========
Canadian Senator Douglas Roche reports on the NPT, "An Unequivocal
Landmark: The 2000 Review of the Non-Proliferation Treaty," is at
http://www.ploughshares.ca/content/ABOLISH%20NUCS/RocheNPTReportMay27.html

The NGO Millennium Forum, took place on May 22-26, in preparation for the
UN Millennium Summit September 6-8. The forum's final document with its
urgent concerns and appeals, We The Peoples Millennium Forum Declaration
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and Agenda for Action, is at http://www.millenniumforum.org

London Sunday Mirror investigative reporters found how easy it is to obtain
nuclear bomb components in How We Bought a Bomb for 20,000£ at
http://www.sundaymirror.co.uk/shtml/NEWS/P8S3.shtml

Rob Green's book "The Naked Nuclear Emperor, Debunking Nuclear Deterrence"
is available from the Disarmament and Security Centre at PO Box 8390 in
Christchurch New Zealand-Aotearoa. ISBN # 0-473-06758-7

Suggested citizen actions to end the nuclear weapons threat and links to
addresses of world leaders is at http://www.wagingpeace.org/takeaction.html

Reports, eyewitness accounts, inter-government agreements and de-classified
memos on the Manhattan Project are at
http://www.nuclearFiles.org/docs/manhattan.html

Report on CTBT Significance, Achievements, and The Way Forward After 50
Years of Effort is at http://www.clw.org/coalition/ctbto040400.htm

NPT Review Conference official statements and documents are at
http://www.basicint.org/nuk_00revcon_indx.htm

Numbers of stored nuclear weapons are discussed in a CNN video at
http://www.cnn.com/2000/US/04/27/nuclear.stockpiling/

Korean peace activists attended the NGO Millennium Forum and made an appeal
with activists in Northeast Asia. For info contact Women Making Peace at
wmp@chollian.net

Atomic Mirror Abolition Report Card available, including summaries in
Arabic, French, Japanese, Spanish, and Russia. Email to
pamela@atomicmirror.org

There's an e-newsletter on the campaign for ratification of the
International Criminal Court, in French, English, Italian and Spanish. To
subscribe send email to ICC_2000_EN-subscribe@listbot.com

High resolution satellite imagery plus detailed analysis of Chinese
military facilities is available on the website of the Federation of
American Scientists at http://www.fas.org/eye/china.htm

The Marshall Islands Nuclear Claims Tribunal website is at
http://www.tribunal-mh.org/

US Army General Colin Powell, former Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff
and now Chairman of America's Promise, will give a keynote address at the
State of the World Forum 2000 on September 6th titled "The Endangered
Child/Nurtured Child in a Globalizing World." Info on the forum is at
http://www.worldforum.org

A "Keep Space for Peace" speech by US legislator Dennis Kucinich (D-Ohio)
at American University conference April 13th in Washington DC is available
on video. $13 US(overseas $17 US). Global Network, PO Box 90083,
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Gainesville, FL 32607 USA. 

Tangled Web: The Marketing of Missile Defense 1994-2000 by William D.
Hartung and Michelle Ciarrocca is at
http://www.worldpolicy.org/projects/arms/reports/tangled.htm

A research report on "Rebuilding the Future: Child Soldiers and Sustainable
Disarmament" Is available from Center for Defense Information for $5 US.
Order by phone US(202)332-0600 or email to rstohl@cdi.org.

The Art of Peace: Nobel Peace Laureates discuss Human Rights, Conflict and
Reconciliation is now available for $22.95 US from Snow Lion Publications
at phone USA(800)950-0313. ISBN 1-55939-149-9

The April 2000 issue of Childhood Cancer Research Institute (CCRI) journal
has articles on radiation-induced cancers in DOE workers and downwinders
plus tributes to heroic Dr. Alice Stewart, a pioneering researcher on
childhood cancer induced by radiation. Available from PO Box 309 Worcester
MA 01602-0309 USA or phone US(508)751-4639.

Campaign 2000, a website dealing with foreign policy and the US
presidential election is up at http://www.foreignpolicy2000.org

Articles and resources on nuclear proliferation in Korea at
http://www.NuclearFiles.org/prolif/nkorea.html

Sunflower back issues are at http://www.wagingpeace.org/the_sunflower.html

/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/
"If we want to reap the harvest of peace and justice in the future, we will
have to sow seeds of nonviolence, here and now, in the present." - Mairead
Corrigan Maguire, Nobel Peace Laureate
/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/

========
EDITORS
========
David Krieger
Penny Sidoli

The Nuclear Age Peace Foundation
PMB 121, 1187 Coast Village Road, Suite 1
Santa Barbara, CA 93108-2794 USA
Phone (805) 965-3443 Fax (805) 568-0466
e- mail  wagingpeace@napf.org
URL http://www.wagingpeace.org
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To: dave@paxchristiusa.org
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Letter to presidential candidates
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Dear Dave,

Here is a redraft of the proposed letter to presidential candidates.  Among other things it places greater emphasis upon 
the NPT Final Document in which the United States joined the other nuclear weapon states in making a commitment to 
"an unequivocal undertaking to accomplish the total elimination of their nuclear arsenals."  

I'll call you this afternoon to talk about this letter.

Shalom,
Howard

###

Draft Letter to Presidential Candidates
from Religious Leaders

For release on or about Sunday, July 16, 2000 
(55th anniversary of first nuclear test explosion)

Dear ________:

We the undersigned believe that the time has come for the United States to provide creative leadership to achieve the 
global elimination of nuclear weapons.   We hope that you share this view.  We urge you to discuss this issue 
thoroughly during the presidential election campaign.  We ask you to offer the American people a comprehensive 
approach to nuclear disarmament that will be carried out during the next presidential term.

For decades numerous religious denominations, interfaith organizations, and religious leaders have questioned the 
morality of nuclear weapons and have called for their elimination.

Thus, the Sixth Assembly of the World Council of Churches in 1983 stated:  "We believe that that the time has come 
when the churches must unequivocally declare that the production and deployment as well as the use of nuclear 
weapons are a crime against humanity and that such activities must be condemned on ethical and theological grounds.  
Furthermore, we appeal for the institution of a universal covenant to this effect so that nuclear weapons and warfare are 
delegitimized and condemned as violations of international law."

Speaking for the Holy See, Archbishop Renato Martino in October 1997 told the First Committee of the United Nations 
General Assembly: "Nuclear weapons are incompatible with the peace we seek for the 21st century.  They cannot be 
justified.  They deserve condemnation.... The world must move to the abolition of nuclear weapons through a universal, 
non-discriminatory ban with intensive inspection by a universal authority."

In a message on January 1, 2000 His Holiness the Dalai Lama called for a step-by-step approach to external 
disarmament. He stated, "We must first work on the total abolishment of nuclear weapons and gradually work up to total 
demilitarization throughout the world."
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 In the United States numerous denominations have called for the elimination of nuclear weapons.  Excerpts from these 
statements are attached.  Recently xx heads of communion and other religious leaders joined with xx retired general and 
admirals to point out that "the long-term reliance of nuclear weapons in the arsenals of the nuclear powers, and the ever 
present danger of their acquisition by others, are morally untenable and militarily unjustifiable.  They constitute a threat 
to the security of our nation, a peril to world peace, and a danger to the whole human family."  Therefore, they called for 
"action leading to the international prohibition of these weapons." [scheduled for release on June 21]

What are your views on the morality of possession, threatened use, and actual use of nuclear weapons?  To what extent 
do you agree or disagree with the broad consensus that has emerged within the faith community on the inherent 
immorality of nuclear weapons?

We are encouraged that the United States has joined with Russia, United Kingdom, France, and China in making a 
commitment to "an unequivocal undertaking to accomplish the total elimination of their nuclear arsenals."  This 
occurred in the Final Document of the 2000 Review Conference of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT).  This 
commitment carries forward the obligation for good faith negotiations on nuclear disarmament as expressed in Article 
VI of the NPT, an agreement signed by the United States in July 1968 and ratified by the U.S. Senate in March 1969.

Because the nuclear-weapon states have made an unequivocal commitment to eliminate their nuclear arsenals, we 
believe that a useful first step would be for all possessors of nuclear weapons to mutually pledge never to use nuclear 
weapons against any adversary at any time under any circumstance. As president would you be willing to work to 
achieve such a no-use pledge by the nuclear weapon states and other possessors.

If you do not favor a no-use policy, please tell us the categories of targets you as commander-in-chief would consider 
legitimate to strike with nuclear weapons.  We believe that the American people are entitled to have this information.

We note that Presidents Truman and Eisenhower chose not to use nuclear weapons in the stalemated Korean War and 
that Presidents Johnson and Nixon choose not to use nuclear weapons in the Vietnam War even though the United 
States was losing.  We also note that numerous retired generals, admirals, and national security civilian officials have 
indicated that nuclear weapons have no war-fighting utility.  We hope that you will take these factors into consideration 
in your response.

The Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT) provides a means of controlling the spread of nuclear weapons.   If elected 
president, will you seek ratification of the CTBT by the United States Senate?

Many experts have pointed out the inherent danger of keeping U.S. and Russian strategic nuclear weapons on hair-
trigger alert.  In 1991 President George Bush took unilateral action to deactivate a large number of U.S. strategic 
weapons and to withdraw most U.S. tactical nuclear weapons stationed outside the United States.  A few weeks later 
Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev reciprocated with similar actions.  If elected president, will you embark upon a de-
alerting initiative to take strategic weapons off hair-trigger alert?  If so, please provide specifics.

During the past fifteen years progress has been made in reduction of nuclear weapons through treaties between the 
United States and the Soviet Union, then Russia.   They include two treaties negotiated under President Ronald Reagan, 
the Intermediate Nuclear Force Treaty to eliminate an entire class of nuclear weapons and the first Strategic Arms 
Reduction Treaty (START I), and START II negotiated under President Bush.  If elected president, will you pursue 
additional agreements with Russia to achieve further cuts in the strategic arsenal?  If so, what are your specific 
objectives? 

For two other weapons of mass destruction, biological and chemical, the nations of the world have entered into 
international conventions providing for their elimination with adequate safeguards.  Many experts believe that there 
should now be a nuclear weapons convention that provides for total elimination of nuclear weapons within a timebound 
framework with effective verification and enforcement.  Do you favor multilateral negotiations to achieve a global 
nuclear weapons convention?

What other initiatives do you plan to take for the elimination of nuclear weapons?
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We will greatly appreciate your response to these questions, which we will circulate to interested parties within the faith 
community.  If your busy schedule permits, a delegation of the signers would welcome an opportunity to meet with you 
to discuss these issues in greater detail.

Respectfully yours,

Signers

Attachments:

Excerpts from statements by various religious bodies and leaders.
Joint Nuclear Reduction/Disarmament Statement by military professionals and religious leaders
       (to be issued June 21, 2000)
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To: dwhite11@edgenet.net
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Letter to presidential candidates
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Dear Dale,

Here is a redraft of the proposed letter to presidential candidates.  Among other things it places greater emphasis upon 
the NPT Final Document in which the United States joined the other nuclear weapon states in making a commitment to 
"an unequivocal undertaking to accomplish the total elimination of their nuclear arsenals."  

I'll call you this afternoon to talk about this letter.

Shalom,
Howard

###

Draft Letter to Presidential Candidates
from Religious Leaders

For release on or about Sunday, July 16, 2000 
(55th anniversary of first nuclear test explosion)

Dear ________:

We the undersigned believe that the time has come for the United States to provide creative leadership to achieve the 
global elimination of nuclear weapons.   We hope that you share this view.  We urge you to discuss this issue 
thoroughly during the presidential election campaign.  We ask you to offer the American people a comprehensive 
approach to nuclear disarmament that will be carried out during the next presidential term.

For decades numerous religious denominations, interfaith organizations, and religious leaders have questioned the 
morality of nuclear weapons and have called for their elimination.

Thus, the Sixth Assembly of the World Council of Churches in 1983 stated:  "We believe that that the time has come 
when the churches must unequivocally declare that the production and deployment as well as the use of nuclear 
weapons are a crime against humanity and that such activities must be condemned on ethical and theological grounds.  
Furthermore, we appeal for the institution of a universal covenant to this effect so that nuclear weapons and warfare are 
delegitimized and condemned as violations of international law."

Speaking for the Holy See, Archbishop Renato Martino in October 1997 told the First Committee of the United Nations 
General Assembly: "Nuclear weapons are incompatible with the peace we seek for the 21st century.  They cannot be 
justified.  They deserve condemnation.... The world must move to the abolition of nuclear weapons through a universal, 
non-discriminatory ban with intensive inspection by a universal authority."

In a message on January 1, 2000 His Holiness the Dalai Lama called for a step-by-step approach to external 
disarmament. He stated, "We must first work on the total abolishment of nuclear weapons and gradually work up to total 
demilitarization throughout the world."
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 In the United States numerous denominations have called for the elimination of nuclear weapons.  Excerpts from these 
statements are attached.  Recently xx heads of communion and other religious leaders joined with xx retired general and 
admirals to point out that "the long-term reliance of nuclear weapons in the arsenals of the nuclear powers, and the ever 
present danger of their acquisition by others, are morally untenable and militarily unjustifiable.  They constitute a threat 
to the security of our nation, a peril to world peace, and a danger to the whole human family."  Therefore, they called for 
"action leading to the international prohibition of these weapons." [scheduled for release on June 21]

What are your views on the morality of possession, threatened use, and actual use of nuclear weapons?  To what extent 
do you agree or disagree with the broad consensus that has emerged within the faith community on the inherent 
immorality of nuclear weapons?

We are encouraged that the United States has joined with Russia, United Kingdom, France, and China in making a 
commitment to "an unequivocal undertaking to accomplish the total elimination of their nuclear arsenals."  This 
occurred in the Final Document of the 2000 Review Conference of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT).  This 
commitment carries forward the obligation for good faith negotiations on nuclear disarmament as expressed in Article 
VI of the NPT, an agreement signed by the United States in July 1968 and ratified by the U.S. Senate in March 1969.

Because the nuclear-weapon states have made an unequivocal commitment to eliminate their nuclear arsenals, we 
believe that a useful first step would be for all possessors of nuclear weapons to mutually pledge never to use nuclear 
weapons against any adversary at any time under any circumstance. As president would you be willing to work to 
achieve such a no-use pledge by the nuclear weapon states and other possessors.

If you do not favor a no-use policy, please tell us the categories of targets you as commander-in-chief would consider 
legitimate to strike with nuclear weapons.  We believe that the American people are entitled to have this information.

We note that Presidents Truman and Eisenhower chose not to use nuclear weapons in the stalemated Korean War and 
that Presidents Johnson and Nixon choose not to use nuclear weapons in the Vietnam War even though the United 
States was losing.  We also note that numerous retired generals, admirals, and national security civilian officials have 
indicated that nuclear weapons have no war-fighting utility.  We hope that you will take these factors into consideration 
in your response.

The Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT) provides a means of controlling the spread of nuclear weapons.   If elected 
president, will you seek ratification of the CTBT by the United States Senate?

Many experts have pointed out the inherent danger of keeping U.S. and Russian strategic nuclear weapons on hair-
trigger alert.  In 1991 President George Bush took unilateral action to deactivate a large number of U.S. strategic 
weapons and to withdraw most U.S. tactical nuclear weapons stationed outside the United States.  A few weeks later 
Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev reciprocated with similar actions.  If elected president, will you embark upon a de-
alerting initiative to take strategic weapons off hair-trigger alert?  If so, please provide specifics.

During the past fifteen years progress has been made in reduction of nuclear weapons through treaties between the 
United States and the Soviet Union, then Russia.   They include two treaties negotiated under President Ronald Reagan, 
the Intermediate Nuclear Force Treaty to eliminate an entire class of nuclear weapons and the first Strategic Arms 
Reduction Treaty (START I), and START II negotiated under President Bush.  If elected president, will you pursue 
additional agreements with Russia to achieve further cuts in the strategic arsenal?  If so, what are your specific 
objectives? 

For two other weapons of mass destruction, biological and chemical, the nations of the world have entered into 
international conventions providing for their elimination with adequate safeguards.  Many experts believe that there 
should now be a nuclear weapons convention that provides for total elimination of nuclear weapons within a timebound 
framework with effective verification and enforcement.  Do you favor multilateral negotiations to achieve a global 
nuclear weapons convention?

What other initiatives do you plan to take for the elimination of nuclear weapons?
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We will greatly appreciate your response to these questions, which we will circulate to interested parties within the faith 
community.  If your busy schedule permits, a delegation of the signers would welcome an opportunity to meet with you 
to discuss these issues in greater detail.

Respectfully yours,

Signers

Attachments:

Excerpts from statements by various religious bodies and leaders.
Joint Nuclear Reduction/Disarmament Statement by military professionals and religious leaders(to be issued June 21, 
2000)
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To: bobschaeffer@earthlink.net
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Letter to presidential candidates
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Dear Bob,

As we discussed on the phone, I am organizing a letter to presidential candidates from religious leaders to pose a series 
of questions about the elimination of nuclear weapons.  A draft copy of this letter is attached.

We are thinking of release on or about July 16, the 55th anniversary of the first atomic explosion.  We need assistance in 
staging a news conference, probably at the National Press Club, and getting the letter out to people in the news media 
around the country. We ask you to give us a proposal for providing this service, including an indication of costs.

As initial signers we are seeking  (1) United Methodist Bishop C. Dale White, who chaired the committee of the United 
Methodist Council of Bishops that came up with the 1986 report rejecting the doctrine of nuclear deterrence and (2) 
Catholic Bishop Walter Sullivan, president of Pax Christi USA.  Dave Robinson of the Pax Christi staff and I will work 
through religious networks to get other signers who represent a spread of denominations and geographic regions.

If we agree to retain you, we will want to talk with you about the text of the letter from the viewpoint of gaining 
attention, our approach to the candidates, and details of dissemination.

I look forward to receiving your proposal.

Shalom,
Howard

###

Draft Letter to Presidential Candidates
from Religious Leaders

For release on or about Sunday, July 16, 2000 
(55th anniversary of first nuclear test explosion)

Dear ________:

We the undersigned believe that the time has come for the United States to provide creative leadership to achieve the 
global elimination of nuclear weapons.   We hope that you share this view.  We urge you to discuss this issue 
thoroughly during the presidential election campaign.  We ask you to offer the American people a comprehensive 
approach to nuclear disarmament that will be carried out during the next presidential term.

For decades numerous religious denominations, interfaith organizations, and religious leaders have questioned the 
morality of nuclear weapons and have called for their elimination.

Thus, the Sixth Assembly of the World Council of Churches in 1983 stated:  "We believe that that the time has come 
when the churches must unequivocally declare that the production and deployment as well as the use of nuclear 
weapons are a crime against humanity and that such activities must be condemned on ethical and theological grounds.  
Furthermore, we appeal for the institution of a universal covenant to this effect so that nuclear weapons and warfare are 
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delegitimized and condemned as violations of international law."

Speaking for the Holy See, Archbishop Renato Martino in October 1997 told the First Committee of the United Nations 
General Assembly: "Nuclear weapons are incompatible with the peace we seek for the 21st century.  They cannot be 
justified.  They deserve condemnation.... The world must move to the abolition of nuclear weapons through a universal, 
non-discriminatory ban with intensive inspection by a universal authority."

In a message on January 1, 2000 His Holiness the Dalai Lama called for a step-by-step approach to external 
disarmament. He stated, "We must first work on the total abolishment of nuclear weapons and gradually work up to total 
demilitarization throughout the world."

 In the United States numerous denominations have called for the elimination of nuclear weapons.  Excerpts from these 
statements are attached.  Recently xx heads of communion and other religious leaders joined with xx retired general and 
admirals to point out that "the long-term reliance of nuclear weapons in the arsenals of the nuclear powers, and the ever 
present danger of their acquisition by others, are morally untenable and militarily unjustifiable.  They constitute a threat 
to the security of our nation, a peril to world peace, and a danger to the whole human family."  Therefore, they called for 
"action leading to the international prohibition of these weapons." [scheduled for release on June 21]

What are your views on the morality of possession, threatened use, and actual use of nuclear weapons?  To what extent 
do you agree or disagree with the broad consensus that has emerged within the faith community on the inherent 
immorality of nuclear weapons?

We are encouraged that the United States has joined with Russia, United Kingdom, France, and China in making a 
commitment to "an unequivocal undertaking to accomplish the total elimination of their nuclear arsenals."  This 
occurred in the Final Document of the 2000 Review Conference of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT).  This 
commitment carries forward the obligation for good faith negotiations on nuclear disarmament as expressed in Article 
VI of the NPT, an agreement signed by the United States in July 1968 and ratified by the U.S. Senate in March 1969.

Because the nuclear-weapon states have made an unequivocal commitment to eliminate their nuclear arsenals, we 
believe that a useful first step would be for all possessors of nuclear weapons to mutually pledge never to use nuclear 
weapons against any adversary at any time under any circumstance. As president would you be willing to work to 
achieve such a no-use pledge by the nuclear weapon states and other possessors.

If you do not favor a no-use policy, please tell us the categories of targets you as commander-in-chief would consider 
legitimate to strike with nuclear weapons.  We believe that the American people are entitled to have this information.

We note that Presidents Truman and Eisenhower chose not to use nuclear weapons in the stalemated Korean War and 
that Presidents Johnson and Nixon choose not to use nuclear weapons in the Vietnam War even though the United 
States was losing.  We also note that numerous retired generals, admirals, and national security civilian officials have 
indicated that nuclear weapons have no war-fighting utility.  We hope that you will take these factors into consideration 
in your response.

The Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT) provides a means of controlling the spread of nuclear weapons.   If elected 
president, will you seek ratification of the CTBT by the United States Senate?

Many experts have pointed out the inherent danger of keeping U.S. and Russian strategic nuclear weapons on hair-
trigger alert.  In 1991 President George Bush took unilateral action to deactivate a large number of U.S. strategic 
weapons and to withdraw most U.S. tactical nuclear weapons stationed outside the United States.  A few weeks later 
Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev reciprocated with similar actions.  If elected president, will you embark upon a de-
alerting initiative to take strategic weapons off hair-trigger alert?  If so, please provide specifics.

During the past fifteen years progress has been made in reduction of nuclear weapons through treaties between the 
United States and the Soviet Union, then Russia.   They include two treaties negotiated under President Ronald Reagan, 
the Intermediate Nuclear Force Treaty to eliminate an entire class of nuclear weapons and the first Strategic Arms 
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Reduction Treaty (START I), and START II negotiated under President Bush.  If elected president, will you pursue 
additional agreements with Russia to achieve further cuts in the strategic arsenal?  If so, what are your specific 
objectives? 

For two other weapons of mass destruction, biological and chemical, the nations of the world have entered into 
international conventions providing for their elimination with adequate safeguards.  Many experts believe that there 
should now be a nuclear weapons convention that provides for total elimination of nuclear weapons within a timebound 
framework with effective verification and enforcement.  Do you favor multilateral negotiations to achieve a global 
nuclear weapons convention?

What other initiatives do you plan to take for the elimination of nuclear weapons?

We will greatly appreciate your response to these questions, which we will circulate to interested parties within the faith 
community.  If your busy schedule permits, a delegation of the signers would welcome an opportunity to meet with you 
to discuss these issues in greater detail.

Respectfully yours,

Signers

Attachments:

Excerpts from statements by various religious bodies and leaders.
Joint Nuclear Reduction/Disarmament Statement by military professionals and religious leaders
       (to be issued June 21, 2000)
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X-eGroups-Return: sentto-1300601-108-960212381-mupj=igc.org@returns.onelist.com
Sender: Jim MacDonald <74553.1104@compuserve.com>
To: "INTERNET:bumc@egroups.com" <bumc@egroups.com>
From: Jim MacDonald <74553.1104@compuserve.com>
Mailing-List: list bumc@egroups.com; contact bumc-owner@egroups.com
Delivered-To: mailing list bumc@egroups.com
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:bumc-unsubscribe@egroups.com>
Date: Mon, 5 Jun 2000 09:41:56 -0400
Subject: [bumc] Reminder - CONFIRMATION CLASS

Not sure whose attention this should go to but could someone please change
our home mailing address:
Janet E. Silver
5714 McKinley Street
Bethesda, Md
20817
home number remains the same: 301-897-2989
(we just moved from Roosevelt Street).
Thank-you.
Janet E. Silver

------------------------------------------------------------------------
Never lose a file again. Protect yourself from accidental deletes,
overwrites, and viruses with @Backup. 
Try @Backup it's easy, it's safe, and it's FREE! 
Click here to receive 300 MyPoints just for trying @Backup.
http://click.egroups.com/1/4936/4/_/118274/_/960212381/
------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Date: Mon, 05 Jun 2000 09:15:32 -0400
From: Bob Schaeffer <bobschaeffer@earthlink.net>
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.72 [en]C-CCK-MCD   (Win98; U)
X-Accept-Language: en
To: De-alerting list <dealertingana@lists.speakeasy.org>
Subject: Back From the Brink News Release on Joint Early Warning Center
Sender: owner-dealertingana@lists.speakeasy.org

   The following news release went out early Monday morning:

              B A C K   F R O M   T H E   B R I N K
    A Campaign to Take Nuclear Weapons off Hair-Trigger Alert
=================================================================
          6856 Eastern Avenue NW, Washington, DC 20012

                            for further information, contact:
                            Ira Shorr     (202) 545-1001

           for immediate release, Monday, June 5, 2000
    JOINT U.S.-RUSSIAN EARLY WARNING CENTER IS POSITIVE STEP
     BUT FAILS TO ADDRESS THREAT OF ACCIDENTAL NUCLEAR WAR;
        BACK FROM THE BRINK CAMPAIGN URGES CLINTON, PUTIN
          TO REMOVE WEAPONS FROM "HAIR TRIGGER" STATUS

    The international movement seeking the elimination of "hair trigger"
alert status for all nuclear weapons, today praised the agreement by
U.S. President Clinton and Russian President Putin to create a joint
missile warning center as "a positive first step, but not sufficient to
protect the world from an accidental nuclear explosion."
    "A joint early warning center does not make unauthorized missile
launches less likely," said Ira Shorr, the Director of the "Back From
the Brink" campaign. "Nor does it change the fact that U.S. and Russian
officials have only minutes to decide whether to launch thousands of
nuclear weapons. Only taking all missiles off high alert status
addresses these fundamental problems."
    "Even with a joint warning center, Bill Clinton and Vladimir Putin
will have only a few minutes, at best, in which to evaluate reports of
an apparent incoming missile strike and decide the fate of the world,"
added Dr. Bruce Blair, a former missile control officer who is now
President of the Center for Defense Information. "This is an intolerably
short time which needs to be lengthened because a single bad judgment
will be fatal for all of us. De-alerting is crucial regardless of
whether a joint warning system has been established. It's the only way
to address the ongoing deterioration of the Russian command-and-control
system."     
    "A joint warning center might be a helpful way for Russia to get
additional information about third-party launches but would not prevent
poor information from turning a U.S.-Russian crisis into a nuclear
Doomsday," explained Princeton University Professor of Public and
International Affairs Frank von Hippel, a noted expert on nuclear
weapons. "It is the possibility of a sudden attack with the 2000
warheads that the U.S. has on high alert that causes Russia to keep
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about 2000 of its warheads ready to launch before incoming U.S. missiles
could destroy them. Those 2000 Russian warheads on hair trigger are the
main threat to the existence of the U.S."
    The "Back From the Brink" campaign is currently involved in a major
public education effort built around house parties where a video on
de-alerting is shown. "Back from the Brink" literature describes many
possible ways to de-alert nuclear weapons. Measures that could be
accomplished in a day or two include removing the keys from launch
centers and pinning open missile motor switches. In the long-term,
warheads can be removed from missiles and stored separately subject to
multilateral verification. 

                           - - 3 0 - -

a briefing kit on de-alerting and the "Back from the Brink" campaign is
available on request
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To: dce@wcc-coe.org, sal@wcc-coe.org
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Nuclear Disarmament
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Dear Dwain and Salpy,

I haven't been in touch with you for a while.  I'm still working for nuclear abolition.  I chair an Interfaith Group for the 
CTBT, which worked hard but unsuccessfully to get the U.S. Senate to ratify the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty.  We 
have now re-formed this group as the Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament with a broader agenda.

The Clinton Administration still continues to avoid doing the right thing for nuclear disarmament, but it won't be around 
much longer.  I am working on a letter from U.S. religious leaders to the presidential candidates to ask them their views 
on such matters as the morality of nuclear weapons, whether the U.S. should lead the way in getting the nuclear-weapon 
states to pledge never to use nuclear weapons against any adversary at any time under any circumstance, etc.  After two 
years of work the Washington National Cathedral, working with Senator Cranston, has developed a statement by retired 
generals and admirals and heads of communion calling for elimination of nuclear weapons (but hedging on the 
legitimacy of nuclear deterrence). It will be released on June 21.

At the 2000 Review Conference of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) the seven-nation New Agenda Coalition 
forced the five nuclear-weapon states to commit themselves to "an unequivocal undertaking to accomplish the total 
elimination of their nuclear arsenals".  Although there is no timeframe, this language provides an opportunity to demand 
that the nuclear-weapon states fulfill their promise.

I am wondering, therefore, whether the world faith community should demand that the five nuclear-weapon states, plus 
the other three possessors, begin to implement this "unequivocal undertaking" by mutually making a no-use pledge: 
never to use nuclear weapons against any adversary at any time under any circumstance.  This would be accompanied 
by immediate de-alerting the strategic arsenals and followed by staged deactivation and dismantlement.  

This gets me to the World Council of Churches.  Are you doing anything this issue?  If not, what ties are there to your 
active agenda?  You're in a decade against violence, aren't you?  What is more violent than nuclear weapons?  I don't 
have a specific statement or action to propose, but I do want to explore your interest in this topic.

Shalom,
Howard
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To: Sara Bradbury <sara@fcnl.org>
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Re: Washington religious community NMD sign-on letter
Cc: joe@fcnl.org, kathy@fcnl.org
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: <E9BA445D76C0D21182F30090273DFAF637FBDE@local.fcnl.org>
References: 

Dear Sara,

Thanks for draft the letter to President Clinton on NMD and circulating it for signatures.  We need to have the faith 
community on record against NMD.

I'd like to sign, but I have a few suggestions to make.

I suggest that the first paragraph speak not only against deployment but also call for termination of the program.  The 
idea of termination could be repeated in the next to last paragraph.

The five fundamental faults are well stated, except that on "false promise" I would add lack of protection from other 
forms of attack, such as cruise missile, ships coming into U.S. harbors, and weapons smuggled in.

This letter can be signed by religious organizations not based in Washington, so you might strike "of the Washington 
offices" in the first paragraph.

Have we really prayed together on this matter?

In the second paragraph, can't we assume that the president also has a concern for human security, that we can appeal to 
his "good side"?

I think its a little smug and too accusatory to say that only we in the faith community dare speak against profiteering.  
The point about beneficiaries could be made more smoothly.  Later the phrase "at the public trough" is too cute.

In the last paragraph you might include the language of the Final Document of the recent NPT Review Conference in 
which the nuclear-weapon states committed themselves to "an unequivocal undertaking to accomplish the total 
elimination of their nuclear arsenals."  We need play up this commitment even if it lacks a timeframe and detailed plan 
of action. 

In the last sentence do you mean "seven" generations, or "several", or just what?

Again, thanks for doing this.

Shalom,
Howard
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X-Mailer: Novell GroupWise 5.5
Date: Tue, 06 Jun 2000 00:43:34 +0200
From: "Salpy Eskidjian" <sal@wcc-coe.org>
Sender: Postmaster@wcc-coe.org
Reply-To: sal@wcc-coe.org
To: <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Re: Nuclear Disarmament

This is an automatic reply. Salpy Eskidjian is absent from the office June 5 - 7.
For any urgent requests please feel free to contact Beatrice Merahi via email : bem@wcc-coe.org or tel: +41-22 791 
6315, on Mondays, Tuesdays and Thursdays.

Thank you for your understanding. 

International Relations 
World Council of Churches
150 Rte de Ferney 
Geneva 2 
Switzerland 
tel: 41 22 791 6111
fax: 41 22 791 6122
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Date: Tue, 06 Jun 2000 09:04:50 -0400
From: Bob Schaeffer <bobschaeffer@earthlink.net>
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.72 [en]C-CCK-MCD   (Win98; U)
X-Accept-Language: en
To: De-alerting list <dealertingana@lists.speakeasy.org>
Subject: Great Op. Ed. by von Hippel and Blair
Sender: owner-dealertingana@lists.speakeasy.org

A LONGER NUCLEAR FUSE 
Washington Post Op. Ed.
Tuesday , June 6, 2000
by Frank von Hippel and Bruce Blair

    START II, the latest U.S.-Russian strategic arms reduction treaty,
did not take effect when the Russian parliament finally voted approval
in April. Conditions were attached. One is that the U.S. Senate first
ratify amendments to the Anti-Ballistic Missile (ABM) Treaty negotiated
by the Clinton administration in 1997 to allow theater missile defenses.
The Senate's Republican leadership seeks instead to jettison the ABM
Treaty, in order to clear the way for an ambitious
U.S. national missile defense. Therefore, seven years after Presidents
Bush and Yeltsin agreed to reduce deployed ballistic-missile warheads by
about 60 percent, implementation of START II may still be many years
away. 
    This means that the United States and Russia are each likely to keep
an extra 1,000 missile warheads on alert, ready to launch within minutes
if space- or ground-based sensors report an incoming missile attack. 
    The U.S. nuclear bureaucracy continues to be heedless of the dangers
of this hair-trigger configuration. This was recently revealed in leaked
U.S. government "talking points" from the January session of the
negotiations aimed at persuading Russia to accept a "thin" U.S. national
missile defense.
    Incredibly, the United States argued that, if Russia launched its
missiles on warning of an incoming U.S. missile attack, enough would
survive even a surprise attack to overwhelm U.S. defenses. This would
only reinforce Russia's reliance on hair-trigger readiness and increase
the risk of accidental firing of hundreds to thousands of nuclear
warheads at the United States. 
    Presidents Clinton and Putin could dramatically reduce the risk of
accidental launch by repeating the bold actions of Presidents Bush and
Gorbachev when faced with a similar conundrum over START I
implementation in 1991. To reduce the danger quickly, the presidents
ordered immediate removal from launch readiness of a large fraction of
the missiles slated for elimination. 
    Presidents Clinton and Putin should similarly accelerate the
downloading and storage of the approximately 3,000 warheads to be taken
off missiles on each side by START II. This could be verified during the
short-notice, on-site inspections allowed by START I. Final irreversible
measures, such as destroying missile launchers, would be taken only
after the START II treaty officially comes into force. 
    President Clinton, as the head of the country with much more
invulnerable forces, should initiate this action, just as President Bush
did in 1991. Wearing his hat as commander in chief, Bush announced that
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redundant U.S. missiles and bombers would unilaterally be taken off
alert, and called on President Gorbachev to reciprocate. Russia's
nuclear forces have become much more vulnerable since then, and
President Putin probably cannot take the first step. If the United
States led, however, world opinion would press Putin to follow suit. 
    In a recent speech, presidential candidate George W. Bush urged the
rapid, even unilateral, de-alerting of nuclear missiles. He should join
forces with a bipartisan effort to overturn Republican legislative
strictures that attempt to limit the president's authority to change
missile alert levels and warhead loadings.
    Former president Bush enjoyed wide latitude in this area. So should
the sitting and future presidents. 
    Last weekend, at the Moscow summit, Presidents Clinton and Putin
announced plans for a center in Moscow where early-warning data will be
shared to address the growing danger of false warnings from Russia's
crumbling missile-attack early-warning system. This is a constructive
move. But the United States has only offered data that have been
filtered through U.S. computers. The Russian military would surely
disregard such data if it suspected a deliberate U.S. attack. In any
case, this plan leaves the nuclear hair-trigger in place. 
    The immediate removal of the warheads in excess of the START II
deployment limits would substantially reduce the risk of accidental
nuclear attack. The United States would still have an enormous
deterrent, including more than 1,000 survivable nuclear warheads in
submarines at sea. Whoever occupies the White House after the election
should take additional actions to lengthen the nuclear fuse.

Frank von Hippel is a professor of public and international affairs at
Princeton University. Bruce Blair is president of the non-governmental
Center for Defense Information.
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To: brobinson@ploughshares.ca
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: NPT follow up
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Dear Bill:

Thanks for sending Doug Roche's report on the NPT.  It helps put in perspective the Final Document.

I'm making use of the commitment of the nuclear-weapon states to "an unequivocal undertaking to accomplish the total 
elimination of their nuclear arsenals."  Even though there is no time frame or other specifics, it may give us some 
leverage.

Among other approaches I'm wondering whether the global faith community might address the nuclear-weapon states, 
saying:
(1) You've made your commitment.
(2) Not only are nuclear weapons morally wrong, they have no legitimate military utility,.
(3) Let's get on with total elimination of the nuclear arsenal sooner rather than later.
(4) We ask you to start your unequivocal undertaking by mutually pledging never to use nuclear weapons against any 
adversary at any time under any circumstance.
(5) You should quickly follow the no-use pledge by de-alerting, then deactivating and dismantling.

In other words, let's escalate our demands.   Focus would be upon concrete objectives: no-use pledge, de-alerting, 
deactivating, dismantling rather than on means, such as START III, nuclear weapons convention, etc.

I'd be interested in your views on this approach.  Also, could you provide me Doug Roche's e-mail so I can 
communicate with him in this idea and ask him whether the Holy See might get more involved in pressing the nuclear-
weapon states.

Shalom,
Howard
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To: mupj@igc.org
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Renewed Campaign for Nuclear Abolition
Cc: 
Bcc: umconfpub
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

News Release from Methodists United for Peace with Justice

For immediate release   
Contact: Howard Hallman
301 896-0013   mupj@igc.org   

Renewed Campaign to Eliminate Nuclear Weapons

        Methodists United for Peace with Justice is renewing its campaign to build public support for the global 
elimination of nuclear weapons.   The campaign will build upon "unequivocal" statements made by two important 
bodies in May.

        On May 10 the United Methodist General Conference, meeting in Cleveland, updated its resolution on "Nuclear 
Abolition" by a vote of 679 to 11.   The resolution unequivocally rejects the use or threatened use of nuclear weapons 
and calls upon all possessors of nuclear weapons to carry out a set of actions leading to their elimination.

        Ten days later on May 20 the Review Conference of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT), meeting in New 
York, adopted its Final Document to the set the course for nuclear disarmament for the next five years.   In this 
document the five nuclear-weapon states -- United States, Russia, United Kingdom, France, and China -- made a 
commitment for "an unequivocal undertaking to accomplishment the total elimination of their nuclear arsenals."

How the possessors of nuclear weapons can fulfill their commitment is outlined in a series of steps recommended by the 
General Conference resolution. They include: 
· Renounce unconditionally the use of nuclear weapons for deterrence and war-fighting purposes.
· Pledge never to use nuclear weapons against any adversary under any circumstance.
· Immediately de-alert their nuclear arsenals by separating warheads from delivery vehicles.
· Dismantle all nuclear warheads and delivery vehicles.
· Ratify the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT)
· Halt all efforts to develop and deploy a national missile defense (NMD) because such a system is illusory, 
unnecessary, and wasteful.

 According to its chair, Howard W. Hallman, Methodists United for Peace with Justice intends to build grassroots 
support for these measures.   This will occur through information bulletins and action alerts to peace with justice 
networks and through public advocacy in Washington, D.C.  Sample
 questions for political candidates will be offered on a non-partisan basis.   The organization will establish a web site to 
facilitate the flow of information.

 Methodists United for Peace with Justice is a national association of laity and clergy which organized in 1987 in 
response to the pastoral letter of the United Methodist Council of Bishops, In Defense of Creation.  It has no formal 
affiliation with any Methodist denomination but works closely with official agencies on issues of common interest.

 Individuals, local churches, and conference units that want to be part of the renewed campaign for nuclear abolition 
may contact Howard Hallman, Methodists United for Peace with Justice, 1500 16th Street, NW, Washington, D.C. or by 
phone at 301 896-0013 or e-mail at mupj@igc.org.
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-30-

To Editor: If you would like a copy of the General Conference resolution on "Nuclear Abolition", please get in touch 
with Howard Hallman
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To: mupj@igc.org
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Renewed Campaign for Nuclear Abolition
Cc: 
Bcc: umnews
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

News Release from Methodists United for Peace with Justice

For immediate release   
Contact: Howard Hallman
301 896-0013   mupj@igc.org   

Renewed Campaign to Eliminate Nuclear Weapons

        Methodists United for Peace with Justice is renewing its campaign to build public support for the global 
elimination of nuclear weapons.   The campaign will build upon "unequivocal" statements made by two important 
bodies in May.

        On May 10 the United Methodist General Conference, meeting in Cleveland, updated its resolution on "Nuclear 
Abolition" by a vote of 679 to 11.   The resolution unequivocally rejects the use or threatened use of nuclear weapons 
and calls upon all possessors of nuclear weapons to carry out a set of actions leading to their elimination.

        Ten days later on May 20 the Review Conference of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT), meeting in New 
York, adopted its Final Document to the set the course for nuclear disarmament for the next five years.   In this 
document the five nuclear-weapon states -- United States, Russia, United Kingdom, France, and China -- made a 
commitment for "an unequivocal undertaking to accomplishment the total elimination of their nuclear arsenals."

How the possessors of nuclear weapons can fulfill their commitment is outlined in a series of steps recommended by the 
General Conference resolution. They include: 
· Renounce unconditionally the use of nuclear weapons for deterrence and war-fighting purposes.
· Pledge never to use nuclear weapons against any adversary under any circumstance.
· Immediately de-alert their nuclear arsenals by separating warheads from delivery vehicles.
· Dismantle all nuclear warheads and delivery vehicles.
· Ratify the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT)
· Halt all efforts to develop and deploy a national missile defense (NMD) because such a system is illusory, 
unnecessary, and wasteful.

 According to its chair, Howard W. Hallman, Methodists United for Peace with Justice intends to build grassroots 
support for these measures.   This will occur through information bulletins and action alerts to peace with justice 
networks and through public advocacy in Washington, D.C.  Sample
 questions for political candidates will be offered on a non-partisan basis.   The organization will establish a web site to 
facilitate the flow of information.

 Methodists United for Peace with Justice is a national association of laity and clergy which organized in 1987 in 
response to the pastoral letter of the United Methodist Council of Bishops, In Defense of Creation.  It has no formal 
affiliation with any Methodist denomination but works closely with official agencies on issues of common interest.

 Individuals, local churches, and conference units that want to be part of the renewed campaign for nuclear abolition 
may contact Howard Hallman, Methodists United for Peace with Justice, 1500 16th Street, NW, Washington, D.C. or by 
phone at 301 896-0013 or e-mail at mupj@igc.org.
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To Editor: If you would like a copy of the General Conference resolution on "Nuclear Abolition", please get in with 
Howard Hallman.
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To: hipkins
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Peace Leaf
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Dear Jim,

I'm putting out the attached news release to tie together the General Conference resolution on "Nuclear Abolition" and 
the Final Document of the NPT Review Conference.  You might want to use it in Peace Leaf.  Or you may want to 
develop the two statements further.

Shalom,
Howard

###

Renewed Campaign to Eliminate Nuclear Weapons

        Methodists United for Peace with Justice is renewing its campaign to build public support for the global 
elimination of nuclear weapons.   The campaign will build upon "unequivocal" statements made by two important 
bodies in May.

        On May 10 the United Methodist General Conference, meeting in Cleveland, updated its resolution on "Nuclear 
Abolition" by a vote of 679 to 11.   The resolution unequivocally rejects the use or threatened use of nuclear weapons 
and calls upon all possessors of nuclear weapons to carry out a set of actions leading to their elimination.

        Ten days later on May 20 the Review Conference of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT), meeting in New 
York, adopted its Final Document to the set the course for nuclear disarmament for the next five years.   In this 
document the five nuclear-weapon states -- United States, Russia, United Kingdom, France, and China -- made a 
commitment for "an unequivocal undertaking to accomplishment the total elimination of their nuclear arsenals."

How the possessors of nuclear weapons can fulfill their commitment is outlined in a series of steps recommended by the 
General Conference resolution. They include: 
· Renounce unconditionally the use of nuclear weapons for deterrence and war-fighting purposes.
· Pledge never to use nuclear weapons against any adversary under any circumstance.
· Immediately de-alert their nuclear arsenals by separating warheads from delivery vehicles.
· Dismantle all nuclear warheads and delivery vehicles.
· Ratify the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT)
· Halt all efforts to develop and deploy a national missile defense (NMD) because such a system is illusory, 
unnecessary, and wasteful.

 According to its chair, Howard W. Hallman, Methodists United for Peace with Justice intends to build grassroots 
support for these measures.   This will occur through information bulletins and action alerts to peace with justice 
networks and through public advocacy in Washington, D.C.  Sampl
  questions for political candidates will be offered on a non-partisan basis.   The organization will establish a web site to 
facilitate the flow of information.

 Methodists United for Peace with Justice is a national association of laity and clergy which organized in 1987 in 
response to the pastoral letter of the United Methodist Council of Bishops, In Defense of Creation.  It has no formal 
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affiliation with any Methodist denomination but works closely with official agencies on issues of common interest.

 Individuals, local churches, and conference units that want to be part of the renewed campaign for nuclear abolition 
may contact Howard Hallman c/o Methodists United for Peace with Justice, 1500 16th Street, NW, Washington, D.C. or 
by phone at 301 896-0013 or e-mail at mupj@igc.org.

-30-
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To: phil
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Stamp money
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Phil,

I've got a couple of mailings coming up.  Please provide me a check to "Postmaster" for $99.00 for three rolls of 33 
cents stamps.

Thanks,
Howard 
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X-eGroups-Return: sentto-1413460-594-960383928-mupj=igc.apc.org@returns.onelist.com
X-Sender: dkimball@[209.8.25.194]
X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Pro Version 3.0 (32)
To: Daryl Kimball <dkimball@clw.org>
From: Daryl Kimball <dkimball@clw.org>
Mailing-List: list abolition-caucus@egroups.com; contact abolition-caucus-owner@egroups.com
Delivered-To: mailing list abolition-caucus@egroups.com
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:abolition-caucus-unsubscribe@egroups.com>
Date: Wed, 07 Jun 2000 09:22:49 -0400
Subject: [abolition-caucus] UPDATE/ANALYSIS: vote today on Kerrey amendment & others

June 7, 2000

TO: Coalition members and friends

FR: Daryl Kimball, Exec. Director; and Stephen Young, Deputy Director

RE: Vote on Kerrey amend. & Warner alternative set for today
     
Last evening, the Senate engaged in a lively debate on U.S. nuclear weapons
in connection with the Kerrey (D-NE) amendment on eliminating the current
restriction on reductions and "de-activations" below START I levels until
START II enters into force. Senators Kerrey (NE), Kerry (D-MA) and Levin
(D-MI) did a good job debating the issue. The Congressional Record
transcript of the Senate debate from June 6, 2000 should be available on
Thomas later this morning <http://thomas.loc.gov/>

Scrambling to find a reason to oppose the Kerrey intiative, Sen. Warner
(R-VA) offered an amendment to Sen. Kerrey's amendment, which creates an
additional restriction that would allow "retirements and/or dismantling"
below START I levels only AFTER a strategic review carried out by the Sec.
of Defense, which is not due to be completed until late next year. It would
leave in place the funding restriction on "early deactivations" (i.e. most
de-alerting options). While it appears that the Warner amendment would be
somewhat preferable to the current restriction (a lesser of two evils), it
is inferior to the Kerrey amendment which would strike the current
restriction entirely.

The vote on Sen. Kerrey's and Sen. Warner's amendments will take place at
about 1pm today, following 90 more minutes of debate. We expect that the
Warner amendment will win on a mainly party-line vote.

There may also be votes on a Feingold (D-WI) amendment related to scaling
back the operational fleet of Trident ballistic missile subs and a Durbin
(D-IL) amendment on realistic testing requirements for national missile
defense. Look for more details on these later.
 
As Kerrey argued on the Senate floor, the intent of the Warner substitute
appears to be to grant the NEXT president -- not Bill Clinton -- the
authority to pursue reductions of the U.S. arsenal below START I levels.
That the Warner amendment conflicts with the concept and practice of the
Bush May 23 foreign policy speech seems not to bother Senator Warner and
other Republican Senators. Nevertheless, the debate on these amendments --
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and the vote -- will likely show that there is some level of bipartisan
support for Presidential actions to reduce excessive U.S. nuclear force
levels as Russia's arsenal decreases given the political impasse on START
II implementation and the terms of START III.
    
Attached below is a summary -- in simple terms --  of what the Warner
alternative amendment (to the Kerrey amendment on strategic nuclear
reductions and de-alerting) would do. 
     
Also attached below is the text of the current legislative restriction (as
amended in 1998 and 1999). 

For further information, see:

"Stuck at First START: U.S. Forced to Maintain its Nuclear Arsenal while
Russia's Declines," June 6, 2000
<http://www.clw.org/coalition/briefv4n6-060600.htm>

- DK & SY
 
     
*********
     
Summary of the Effect of the Warner Amendment:
     
* it would add an additional waiver requirement for releasing funds 
for "retiring or dismantling" strategic delivery systems below START I 
(which is START II entry into force) by specifying that a new nuclear 
posture review must be conducted and considered before the President can 
"retire or dismantle" strategic nuclear weapons delivery systems below 
START I levels. If START II were to enter into force before that review is
completed (which is highly unlikely), the additional waiver requirement
would not apply.
     
* it would maintain the existing funding limitation on "early deactivation" 
of strategic nuclear delivery systems below START I levels (i.e. "removing 
nuclear warheads from those systems or taking other steps to remove those 
systems from combat status"). This would impede the next President from 
pursuing many de-alerting options. This limitation can only be waived when 
and if:
     
     - START II enters into force; and
     - 30 days after the President submits a report to Congress certifying,
among other things, that the proposed deactivations will not adversely 
affect strategic stability and that the deactivations will not be carried 
out more rapidly by the U.S. than by Russia.
     
The net effect would be:
     
1) to delay any possible retirement and/or dismantlement of U.S. strategic 
nuclear weapons below START I levels (6000) until late 2001 (depending on 
when the Quadrennial Defense Review and associated nuclear posture review 
are completed); and
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2) postpone indefinitely beyond the end of FY 2001 (unless START II 
miraculously enters into force earlier) any "early deactivations" (i.e. 
most de-alerting measures) of nuclear weapon delivery systems below START I 
levels.
     
It is important to note that in 1994 the President and the JCS conducted an
extensive review of U.S. nuclear weapons requirements and determined 
that the U.S. can reduce its deployed strategic arsenal well below 6000. In 
January 1996, the Senate ratified the START II agreement 
which would reduce U.S. and Russian deployed strategic arsenals to 
3000-3500 each. In 1997, the President and the JCS carefully reviewed U.S. 
nuclear weapons requirements again and determined that the U.S. can go even 
lower, to 2000-2500. The Warner amendment requirement for a new nuclear
posture review before the funding limitation on retirement and/or
dismantlement of strategic delivery systems below START II pertains to
whether or not the U.S. arsenal should go below 2000 strategic deployed
nuclear bombs.
     
In addition, it is important to note that the Warner amendment would even 
delay George W. Bush -- if he were to be elected President -- from pursuing 
unilateral strategic nuclear weapons reductions and from de-alerting "as 
many weapons as possible," according to the process he outlined in his on 
May 23, 2000 speech. In that speech George W. Bush said that:
     
"In addition, the United States should remove as many weapons as possible 
from high-alert, hair-trigger status - another unnecessary vestige of Cold 
War confrontation. Preparation for quick launch - within minutes after 
warning of an attack - was the rule during the era of superpower rivalry. 
But today, for two nations at peace, keeping so many weapons on high alert 
may create unacceptable risks of accidental or unauthorized launch. So, as 
president, I will ask for an assessment of what we can safely do to lower 
the alert status of our forces."
     
The Warner amendment would prohibit de-alerting even after Bush conducts 
his assessment of "what we can safely do to lower the alert status of our 
forces."

Go figure ....
     
     
***************************
     
LIMITATION ON RETIREMENT OR DISMANTLEMENT OF 
STRATEGIC NUCLEAR DELIVERY SYSTEMS
Sec. 1302 of National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1998 
As amended in the FY 1999 and FY 2000 Def. Auth. Act
     
(a) FUNDING LIMITATION- 
     
     (1) Except as provided in paragraph (2), funds available to the
Department
of Defense may not be obligated or expended for retiring or dismantling, or 
for preparing to retire or dismantle, any of the following strategic 
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nuclear delivery systems below the specified levels:
     
          (A) 76 B-52H bomber aircraft.
          (B) 18 Trident ballistic missile submarines.
          (C) 500 Minuteman III intercontinental ballistic missiles. 
          (D) 50 Peacekeeper intercontinental ballistic missiles.
     
     (2) The limitation in paragraph (1)(B) shall be modified in accordance
with paragraph (3) upon a certification by the President to Congress of the 
following:
     
          (A) That the effectiveness of the United States strategic deterrent
will
not be decreased by reductions in strategic nuclear delivery systems.
          (B) That the requirements of the Single Integrated Operational Plan
can
be met with a reduced number of strategic nuclear delivery systems.
          (C) That reducing the number of strategic nuclear delivery systems
will
not, in the judgment of the President, provide a disincentive for Russia to 
ratify the START II treaty or serve to undermine future arms control 
negotiations.
          (D) That the United States will retain the ability to increase the
delivery capacity of its strategic nuclear delivery systems should threats 
arise that require more substantial United States strategic forces.
     
     (3) If the President submits the certification described in paragraph
(2),
then the applicable number in effect under paragraph (1)(B)--
     
          (A) shall be 16 during the period beginning on the date on which
such
certification is transmitted to Congress and ending on the date specified 
in subparagraph (B); and
            (B) shall be 14 effective as of the date that is 240 days after
the
date on which such certification is transmitted.
     
(b) WAIVER AUTHORITY- 
     
     If the START II treaty enters into force, the President may waive the
application of the limitation in effect under paragraph (1)(B) or (3) of 
subsection (a), as the case may be, to the extent that the President 
determines such a waiver to be necessary in order to implement the treaty.'.
     
(c) FUNDING LIMITATION ON EARLY DEACTIVATION -
     
     (1) If the limitation under subsection (a) ceases to apply by reason of a
waiver under subsection (b), funds available to the Department of Defense 
may nevertheless not be obligated or expended to implement any agreement or 
understanding to undertake substantial early deactivation of a strategic 
nuclear delivery system specified in subsection (a) until 30 days after the 
date on which the President submits to Congress a report concerning such 
actions.
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     (2) For purposes of this subsection and subsection (d), a substantial
early deactivation is an action during the fiscal year during which the 
START II Treaty enters into force to deactivate a substantial number of 
strategic nuclear delivery systems specified in subsection (a) by--
     
          (A) removing nuclear warheads from those systems; or
          (B) taking other steps to remove those systems from combat status.
     
     (3) A report under this subsection shall include the following:
     
          (A) The text of any understanding or agreement between the United
States
and the Russian Federation concerning substantial early deactivation of 
strategic nuclear delivery systems under the START II Treaty.
          (B) The plan of the Department of Defense for implementing the
agreement.
          (C) An assessment of the Secretary of Defense of the adequacy of the
provisions contained in the agreement for monitoring and verifying 
compliance of Russia with the terms of the agreement and, based upon that 
assessment, the determination of the President specifically as to whether 
the procedures for monitoring and verification of compliance by Russia with 
the terms of the agreement are adequate or inadequate.
          (D) A determination by the President as to whether the deactivations
to
occur under the agreement will be carried out in a symmetrical, reciprocal, 
or equivalent manner and whether the agreement will require early 
deactivations of strategic forces by the United States to be carried out 
substantially more rapidly than deactivations of strategic forces by Russia.
          (E) An assessment by the President of the effect of the proposed
early
deactivation on the stability of the strategic balance and relative 
strategic nuclear capabilities of the United States and the Russian 
Federation at various stages during deactivation and upon completion,
including a determination by the President specifically as to defense program.
     
(d) FURTHER LIMITATION ON STRATEGIC FORCE REDUCTIONS -
     
     (1) Amounts available to the Department of Defense to implement an
agreement that results in a substantial early deactivation of strategic 
forces may not be obligated for that purpose if in the report under 
subsection (c)(3) the President determines any of the following:
     
          (A) That procedures for monitoring and verification of compliance by
Russia with the terms of the agreement are inadequate.
          (B) That the agreement will require early deactivations of strategic
forces by the United States to be carried out substantially more rapidly 
than deactivations of strategic forces by Russia.
          (C) That the proposed early deactivations will adversely affect
strategic
stability.
     
     (2) The limitation in paragraph (1), if effective by reason of a
determination by the President described in paragraph (1)(B), shall cease 
to apply 30 days after the date on which the President notifies Congress 
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that the early deactivations under the agreement are in the national 
interest of the United States.
     
(e) CONTINGENCY PLAN FOR SUSTAINMENT OF SYSTEMS- (1) Not later then 
February 15, 1998, the Secretary of Defense shall submit to Congress a plan 
for the sustainment beyond October 1, 1999, of United States strategic 
nuclear delivery systems and alternative Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty 
force structures in the event that a strategic arms reduction agreement 
subsequent to the Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty does not enter into force 
before 2004.
     (2) The plan shall include a discussion of the following matters:
          (A) The actions that are necessary to sustain the United States
strategic
nuclear delivery systems, distinguishing between the actions that are 
planned for and funded in the future-years defense program and the actions 
that are not planned for and funded in the future-years defense program.
          (B) The funding necessary to implement the plan, indicating the
extent
to
which the necessary funding is provided for in the future-years defense 
program and the extent to which the necessary funding is not provided for 
in the future-years defense program.
(f) START TREATIES DEFINED - In this section:
     (1) The term ``Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty'' means the Treaty Between
the United States of America and the United Soviet Socialist Republics on 
the Reduction and Limitation of Strategic Offensive Arms (START), signed at 
Moscow on July 31, 1991, including related annexes on agreed statements and 
definitions, protocols, and memorandum of understanding.
     (2) The term ``START II Treaty'' means the Treaty Between the United
States of America and the Russian Federation on Further Reduction and 
Limitation of Strategic Offensive Arms, signed at Moscow on January 3, 
1993, including the following protocols and memorandum of understanding, 
all such documents being integral parts of and collectively referred to as 
the ``START II Treaty'' (contained in Treaty Document 103-1):
          (A) The Protocol on Procedures Governing Elimination of Heavy ICBMs
and
on Procedures Governing Conversion of Silo Launchers of Heavy ICBMs 
Relating to the Treaty Between the United States of America and the Russian 
Federation on Further Reduction and Limitation of Strategic Offensive Arms 
(also known as the ``Elimination and Conversion Protocol'').
          (B) The Protocol on Exhibitions and Inspections of Heavy Bombers
Relating
to the Treaty Between the United States and the Russian Federation on 
Further Reduction and Limitation of Strategic Offensive Arms (also known as 
the ``Exhibitions and Inspections Protocol'').
          (C) The Memorandum of Understanding on Warhead Attribution and Heavy
Bomber Data Relating to the Treaty Between the United States of America and 
the Russian Federation on Further Reduction and Limitation of Strategic 
Offensive Arms (also known as the ``Memorandum on Attribution'').
     
     
____________________________________
     
Daryl Kimball, Executive Director
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Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers
110 Maryland Avenue NE, Suite 505
Washington, DC 20002
(ph) 202-546-0795 x136 (fax) 202-546-7970 
website <http://www.crnd.org>
____________________________________

____________________________________

Daryl Kimball, Executive Director
Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers
110 Maryland Avenue NE, Suite 505
Washington, DC 20002
(ph) 202-546-0795 x136 (fax) 202-546-7970
website <http://www.crnd.org>
____________________________________

------------------------------------------------------------------------
Old school buds here:
http://click.egroups.com/1/4057/2/_/91925/_/960383928/
------------------------------------------------------------------------

To subscribe to the Abolition Global Caucus, send an email from the account you wish to be subscribed to: "abolition-
caucus-subscribe@egroups.com"

Do not include a subject line or any text in the body of the message.
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From: Vmsmagic@cs.com
Date: Wed, 7 Jun 2000 07:58:17 EDT
Subject: Check
To: mupj@igc.apc.org
X-Mailer: CompuServe 2000 32-bit sub 101

A check for postage as you requested is on the way.

P.
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To: mupj@igc.org
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Renewed Campaign for Nuclear Abolition
Cc: 
Bcc: danaejones@gbgm-umc.org, 76113,662@compuserve.com, info@religionnews.com, emetzler@inareaumc.org, 
window@wisconsinumc.org, cpc@cpcumc.org, cbailey@cjnetwork.com, connection@bwcumc.org, 
NMUMRUMC@nmconfum.com, wca-mmorgan@ngumc.net, netnews@kyumc.org, redbirdco@kih.net, 
communications@vaumc.org, mfsa@aol.com, CrossCurrents@neumc.org 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

,News Release from Methodists United for Peace with Justice

For immediate release   
Contact: Howard Hallman
301 896-0013   mupj@igc.org   

Renewed Campaign to Eliminate Nuclear Weapons

        Methodists United for Peace with Justice is renewing its campaign to build public support for the global 
elimination of nuclear weapons.   The campaign will build upon "unequivocal" statements made by two important 
bodies in May.

        On May 10 the United Methodist General Conference, meeting in Cleveland, updated its resolution on "Nuclear 
Abolition" by a vote of 679 to 11.   The resolution unequivocally rejects the use or threatened use of nuclear weapons 
and calls upon all possessors of nuclear weapons to carry out a set of actions leading to their elimination.

        Ten days later on May 20 the Review Conference of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT), meeting in New 
York, adopted its Final Document to the set the course for nuclear disarmament for the next five years.   In this 
document the five nuclear-weapon states -- United States, Russia, United Kingdom, France, and China -- made a 
commitment for "an unequivocal undertaking to accomplishment the total elimination of their nuclear arsenals."

How the possessors of nuclear weapons can fulfill their commitment is outlined in a series of steps recommended by the 
General Conference resolution. They include: 
· Renounce unconditionally the use of nuclear weapons for deterrence and war-fighting purposes.
· Pledge never to use nuclear weapons against any adversary under any circumstance.
· Immediately de-alert their nuclear arsenals by separating warheads from delivery vehicles.
· Dismantle all nuclear warheads and delivery vehicles.
· Ratify the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT)
· Halt all efforts to develop and deploy a national missile defense (NMD) because such a system is illusory, 
unnecessary, and wasteful.

 According to its chair, Howard W. Hallman, Methodists United for Peace with Justice intends to build grassroots 
support for these measures.   This will occur through information bulletins and action alerts to peace with justice 
networks and through public advocacy in Washington, D.C.  Sample
 questions for political candidates will be offered on a non-partisan basis.   The organization will establish a web site to 
facilitate the flow of information.

 Methodists United for Peace with Justice is a national association of laity and clergy which organized in 1987 in 
response to the pastoral letter of the United Methodist Council of Bishops, In Defense of Creation.  It has no formal 
affiliation with any Methodist denomination but works closely with official agencies on issues of common interest.
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 Individuals, local churches, and conference units that want to be part of the renewed campaign for nuclear abolition 
may contact Howard Hallman, Methodists United for Peace with Justice, 1500 16th Street, NW, Washington, D.C. or by 
phone at 301 896-0013 or e-mail at mupj@igc.org.

-30-

To Editor: If you would like a copy of the General Conference resolution on "Nuclear Abolition", please get in touch 
with Howard Hallman.
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X-eGroups-Return: sentto-1413460-598-960402355-mupj=igc.apc.org@returns.onelist.com
X-Sender: dkimball@[209.8.25.194]
X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Pro Version 3.0 (32)
To: Daryl Kimball <dkimball@clw.org>
From: Daryl Kimball <dkimball@clw.org>
Mailing-List: list abolition-caucus@egroups.com; contact abolition-caucus-owner@egroups.com
Delivered-To: mailing list abolition-caucus@egroups.com
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:abolition-caucus-unsubscribe@egroups.com>
Date: Wed, 07 Jun 2000 14:30:59 -0400
Subject: [abolition-caucus] UPDATE: Kerrey amend. vote results

June 7, 2000

TO: Coalition members and friends

FR: Daryl Kimball, Exec. Director

RE: Vote on Kerrey amend. & Warner alternative

Minutes ago, the Senate passed Sen. Warner's (R-VA) "second degree" (i.e.
alternative) amendment to Sen. Kerrey's amendment on eliminating the
current restriction on reductions and "de-activations" below START I levels
until START II enters into force.

The vote was CLOSE. 51-47. 

At least one Dem. Conrad of North Dakota) voted for the Warner amendment
(and therefore against the Kerrey amemdment). At least 2 Republicans voted
against the Warner amendment (Chafee of Rhode Island, Jeffords of Vermont
and Smith of Oregon) and deserve some credit for breaking ranks from the
Republican party's Senate leadership.

Sen. Conrad, of course, comes from a state that is home to many Minuteman
III ICBMs and nuclear-capable B-52s and a strong pork-barrel interest
lobby. However, his defense aide told me that Conrad's vote was based on
his view that a nuclear posture review needs to be conducted before any
reductions below 6000 are implemented and that Conrad is "a strong
supporter of arms control." His vote today certainly doesn't seem to
support that claim.

The Warner amendment creates an additional restriction that would allow
"retirements and/or dismantling" below START I levels only AFTER a
strategic review carried out by the Sec. of Defense, which is not due to be
completed until late next year. It would leave in place the funding
restriction on "early deactivations" (i.e. most de-alerting options). While
it appears that the Warner amendment would be somewhat preferable to the
current restriction (a lesser of two evils), it is inferior to the Kerrey
amendment which would strike the current restriction entirely.
 
As Sen. Kerrey argued on the Senate floor, the intent of the Warner
substitute appears to be to grant the NEXT president -- not Bill Clinton --
the authority to pursue reductions of the U.S. arsenal below START I
levels. That the Warner amendment conflicts with the concept and practice
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of the Bush May 23 foreign policy speech seems not to bother Senator Warner
and other Republican Senators. Nevertheless, the debate on these amendments
-- and the vote -- will likely show that there is some level of bipartisan
support for Presidential actions to reduce excessive U.S. nuclear force
levels as Russia's arsenal decreases given the political impasse on START
II implementation and the terms of START III.

For background on the issue, see:
"Stuck at First START: U.S. Forced to Maintain its Nuclear Arsenal while
Russia's Declines," June 6, 2000
<http://www.clw.org/coalition/briefv4n6-060600.htm>
    
Attached below is a summary and analysis -- in simple terms --  of what the
Warner alternative amendment (to the Kerrey amendment on strategic nuclear
reductions and de-alerting) would do.

I will send out the text of the legislation with the Warner amendment
tomorrow.

The language will still have to be reconciled with the House Defense
authorization bill, which retains the previous restrictions.  
 
- DK
 
     
*********
     
Summary of the Effect of the Warner Amendment:
     
* it would add an additional waiver requirement for releasing funds 
for "retiring or dismantling" strategic delivery systems below START I 
(which is START II entry into force) by specifying that a new nuclear 
posture review must be conducted and considered before the President can 
"retire or dismantle" strategic nuclear weapons delivery systems below 
START I levels. If START II were to enter into force before that review
is completed (which is highly unlikely), the additional waiver requirement
would not apply.
     
* it would maintain the existing funding limitation on "early deactivation" 
of strategic nuclear delivery systems below START I levels (i.e. "removing 
nuclear warheads from those systems or taking other steps to remove those 
systems from combat status"). This would impede the next President from 
pursuing many de-alerting options. This limitation can only be waived when 
and if:
     
     - START II enters into force; and

     - 30 days after the President submits a report to Congress certifying,
among other things, that the proposed deactivations will not adversely 
affect strategic stability and that the deactivations will not be carried 
out more rapidly by the U.S. than by Russia.
     
The net effect would be:
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1) to delay any possible retirement and/or dismantlement of U.S. strategic 
nuclear weapons below START I levels (6000) until late 2001 (depending on 
when the Quadrennial Defense Review and associated nuclear posture review 
are completed); and
     
2) postpone indefinitely beyond the end of FY 2001 (unless START II 
miraculously enters into force earlier) any "early deactivations" (i.e. 
most de-alerting measures) of nuclear weapon delivery systems below START I 
levels.
     
It is important to note that in 1994 the President and the JCS conducted an
extensive review of U.S. nuclear weapons requirements and determined that
the U.S. can reduce its deployed strategic arsenal well below 6000. In
January 1996, the Senate ratified the START II agreement which would reduce
U.S. and Russian deployed strategic arsenals to 3000-3500 each. In 1997,
the President and the JCS carefully reviewed U.S. nuclear weapons
requirements again and determined that the U.S. can go even lower, to
2000-2500. The Warner amendment requirement for a new nuclear posture
review before the funding limitation on retirement and/or dismantlement of
strategic delivery systems below START II pertains to whether or not the
U.S. arsenal should go below 2000 strategic deployed nuclear bombs.
     
In addition, it is important to note that the Warner amendment would even 
delay George W. Bush -- if he were to be elected President -- from pursuing 
unilateral strategic nuclear weapons reductions and from de-alerting "as 
many weapons as possible," according to the process he outlined in his on 
May 23, 2000 speech. In that speech George W. Bush said that:
     
"In addition, the United States should remove as many weapons as possible 
from high-alert, hair-trigger status - another unnecessary vestige of Cold 
War confrontation. Preparation for quick launch - within minutes after 
warning of an attack - was the rule during the era of superpower rivalry. 
But today, for two nations at peace, keeping so many weapons on high alert 
may create unacceptable risks of accidental or unauthorized launch. So, as 
president, I will ask for an assessment of what we can safely do to lower 
the alert status of our forces."
     
The Warner amendment would prohibit de-alerting even after Bush -- if
elected --
conducts his assessment of "what we can safely do to lower the alert status
of our forces."

Go figure ....
     
  
____________________________________

Daryl Kimball, Executive Director
Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers
110 Maryland Avenue NE, Suite 505
Washington, DC 20002
(ph) 202-546-0795 x136 (fax) 202-546-7970
website <http://www.crnd.org>
____________________________________
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------------------------------------------------------------------------
Vegas, Baby!
Great deals on airfare, hotels and
car rentals from Expedia.com!
http://click.egroups.com/1/5206/2/_/91925/_/960402355/
------------------------------------------------------------------------

To subscribe to the Abolition Global Caucus, send an email from the account you wish to be subscribed to: "abolition-
caucus-subscribe@egroups.com"

Do not include a subject line or any text in the body of the message.



Date: Thu, 08 Jun 2000 05:21:44 -0500 From: William & Brenda Hardt X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.72
[en]C-DIAL (Win95; I) X-Accept-Language: en To: Carol Windrum , Linda Sabin , Robin
Ringler , Rich Aronson , Mark Harrison , Marylynn & James Bell , Ann Freeman Price , Carol
Walker , Susan Smalley , Sandy Yerton , Joyce Georgieff , Irene Pierce , Howard Hallman ,
Annie Heart , "Walter Parker, Jr." , Carol Green , Kathy Campbell-Barton , Joe Smith , Adrienne
Fong , LeMerle Milsom , Wanda Holcombe , James Winkler Subject: [Fwd: Article] Dear PwJ
network I just got this from a young women who just joined our Board of Church & Society....
combine this with some of Carol Windrum's handouts and it is a very nice 'news' item....or
article. I thin it should be sent into Methodist reporter... Brenda Return-Path: Received: from
socrates.hern.org (socrates.hern.org [209.16.0.10]) by mail.academicplanet.com (8.9.3/8.9.3)
with ESMTP id KAA15613 for ; Wed, 7 Jun 2000 10:38:54 -0500 Received: from sheena
(209-16-63-129.insync.net [209.16.63.129]) by socrates.hern.org (8.9.3/8.9.3) with SMTP id
KAA15230 for ; Wed, 7 Jun 2000 10:39:35 -0500 (CDT) Message-ID:
<001b01bfd096$714b5f20$3364a8c0@sheena> From: "Sheena Trotter-Dennis" To: "Brenda
Hardt" Subject: Article Date: Wed, 7 Jun 2000 10:38:29 -0500 MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_NextPart_000_0017_01BFD06C.852800E0"
X-Priority: 3 X-MSMail-Priority: Normal X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4 X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Brenda-
I finally had time to complete the article.  Your husband's comments at our retreat inspired me to
write about the need for justice discussion at summer mission trips.  It was nice seeing you at
conference.  I hope your presentation went well!
 
Sheena Trotter-Dennis
Sponsorship Developer
Interfaith Ministries for Greater Houston - Refugee Services
Attachment Converted: "C:\Program Files\Internet\download\C&S article.doc" 
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From: Sara Bradbury <sara@fcnl.org>
To: Sara Bradbury <sara@fcnl.org>, "'ograbc@aol.com'" <ograbc@aol.com>,
        "'ken@bpfna.org'" <ken@bpfna.org>,
        "'tiller64@starpower.net'"
  <tiller64@starpower.net>,
        "'jmatlack@erols.com'" <jmatlack@erols.com>,
        "'droose@afsc.org'" <droose@afsc.org>,
        "'dradcliff_gb@brethren.org'"
  <dradcliff_gb@brethren.org>,
        "'washofc@aol.com'" <washofc@aol.com>,
        "'ann_d.parti@ecunet.org'" <ann_d.parti@ecunet.org>,
        "'redgar@ncccusa.org'" <redgar@ncccusa.org>,
        "'lisaw@ncccusa.org'"
  <lisaw@ncccusa.org>,
        "'heathern@ncccusa.org'" <heathern@ncccusa.org>,
        "'bgrieves@dfms.org'" <bgrieves@dfms.org>,
        "'jmskipper@aol.com'"
  <jmskipper@aol.com>,
        "'thart@dfms.org'" <thart@dfms.org>,
        "'epf@peacenet.org'" <epf@peacenet.org>,
        "'disarm@forusa.org'"
  <disarm@forusa.org>, Joe Volk <joe@fcnl.org>,
        Kathy Guthrie
  <kathy@fcnl.org>,
        "'marsusab@aol.com'" <marsusab@aol.com>,
        "'J._Daryl_Byler@mcc.org'" <J._Daryl_Byler@mcc.org>,
        "'CHouleMM@aol.com'"
  <CHouleMM@aol.com>,
        "'mknolldc@igc.org'" <mknolldc@igc.org>,
        "'dave@paxchristiusa.org'" <dave@paxchristiusa.org>,
        "'slisherness@unidial.com'" <slisherness@unidial.com>,
        "'jow@mindspring.com'" <jow@mindspring.com>,
        "'wowensby@ctr.pcusa.org'"
  <wowensby@ctr.pcusa.org>,
        "'uuawo@aol.com'" <uuawo@aol.com>,
        "'jnoble@uahc.org'" <jnoble@uahc.org>,
        "'lintnerj@ucc.org'"
  <lintnerj@ucc.org>,
        "'stiefr@ucc.org'" <stiefr@ucc.org>,
        "'dringler@umc-gbcs.org'" <dringler@umc-gbcs.org>,
        "'WorldPeacemakers@compuserve.com'" <WorldPeacemakers@compuserve.com>,
        "'mupj@igc.org'" <mupj@igc.org>, "'dkelli@iiit.org'" <dkelli@iiit.org>,
        "'ccosby@dhm.disciples.org'" <ccosby@dhm.disciples.org>,
        "'blythe-goodman@erols.com'" <blythe-goodman@erols.com>,
        "'sdeboe@cmsm.org'" <sdeboe@cmsm.org>,
        "'afjn@afjn.org'" <afjn@afjn.org>,
        "'herbweao@aol.com'" <herbweao@aol.com>,
        "'ogia@ajc.org'" <ogia@ajc.org>,
        "'washrep@ajcongress.org'" <washrep@ajcongress.org>,
        "'brent_walker@bjcpa.org'" <brent_walker@bjcpa.org>,
        "'millerr@compub.org'" <millerr@compub.org>,
        "'adelorey@churchwomen.org'"
  <adelorey@churchwomen.org>,
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        "'tlheath@churchwomen.org'"
  <tlheath@churchwomen.org>,
        "'columbandc@igc.org'" <columbandc@igc.org>,
        "'susancolumbandc@juno.com'" <susancolumbandc@juno.com>,
        "'dawnccca@aol.com'" <dawnccca@aol.com>,
        "'briefing@igc.org'"
  <briefing@igc.org>,
        "'ojibway@igc.org'" <ojibway@igc.org>,
        "'mdennis@maryknoll.org'" <mdennis@maryknoll.org>,
        "'kneely@igc.org'"
  <kneely@igc.org>,
        "'pruggere@igc.org'" <pruggere@igc.org>,
        "'jcoode@maryknoll.org'" <jcoode@maryknoll.org>,
        "'dpoint@maryknoll.org'"
  <dpoint@maryknoll.org>,
        "'action@ncjwdc.org'" <action@ncjwdc.org>,
        "'martinr@ncccusa.org'" <martinr@ncccusa.org>,
        "'tsehaid@ncccusa.org'"
  <tsehaid@ncccusa.org>,
        "'nisbco@igc.org'" <nisbco@igc.org>,
        "'network@networklobby.org'" <network@networklobby.org>,
        "'uuawo@aol.com'" <uuawo@aol.com>,
        "'womendivdc@igc.org'"
  <womendivdc@igc.org>,
        "'mupj@igc.org'" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: 2nd Draft of religious org NMD letter -- please sign-on
Date: Thu, 8 Jun 2000 11:54:50 -0400 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2448.0)

Last week FCNL sent out on email a draft of a religious organization sign-on
letter to President Clinton regarding National Missile defense and requested
signatures.  Below is the newest version of this letter which includes
suggestions made by some of you.  We are still seeking signatures, so please
let me know by close of business tomorrow, Friday, June 9th, if you would
like to sign-on and have not already.  Also, please feel free to make
further suggestions or comments on this letter.  Thank you!

Sincerely,
Sara Bradbury
Friends Committee on National Legislation
245 2nd St. NE
Washington, D.C. 20002
tel:  (202) 547-6000 x122
fax:  (202) 547-6019
website: www.fcnl.org 

+++++

June 12, 2000

President William J. Clinton
The White House
Washington, DC 20500
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Dear President Clinton:

We, representatives of religious organizations and denominations, pray that
you will be divinely guided as you seek wisdom on the question whether to
deploy a national missile defense system (NMD).  We write to inform you
that, as we have prayed on this matter, we have come to believe that
deployment of a national missile defense system would be a grave error.
Instead of defending our nation against intercontinental missiles, at best,
a deployment decision will squander billions of public funds on an unneeded
defense, and, at worst, deployment may put the American people and the rest
of the world in jeopardy of a new and more chaotic nuclear weapons arms
race.

As president of a great nation, your attention will focus on national
security, the security of the state. We urge you to focus on human security
- the security of the people - both here and abroad rather than on a
narrowly focused "national security," or security of the state.  Having
carefully studied the proposals for a NMD, the expert information and
analyses persuade us that neither the security of our nation state nor
welfare of our people will be served by deployment of a National Missile
Defense system.  We will say what elected officials dare not to say: only
those who have contracts to build the NMD will benefit by this system.  We
urge you to put human security ahead of those who would profit from
contracts to build NMD.

If human security and not the profits of weapons makers will be your guide
in making your deployment decision, then you will want to take into account
that the proposal for a national missile defense comes with five fundamental
faults.  NMD is:

  *an unnecessary precaution: NMD would guard against a threat of
limited nuclear attack that is either not real or quite improbable,
according to objective threat assessments;

  *a false promise: NMD promises to shield Americans from a limited
nuclear weapons attack, but it would shield only some Americans, if it
worked perfectly, and we can predict that, were there an attack, the system
may not work perfectly and some missiles could get through.  Even were the
system perfect, would be attackers could simply go around it by delivering
weapons via boat, backpack, luggage or truck, making NMD just a more
expensive and new version of the old, failed Maginot Line;

  *a theft of taxpayer dollars from those in need:  NMD will cost tens
of billions of dollars to deploy and billions more tax dollars to maintain
and operate, yet it is unnecessary and a false promise; members of our
religious communities know that we measure human security in quality of
right relations among nations and people, of shelter, of education, of
health, of nutrition, of freedom, and of our spiritual lives.  NMD diverts
much needed national treasure from these human security necessities to
profit a few high tech weapons makers;

  *a threat to our first line of national defense: Our first line of
defense is to reduce the nuclear threat and to build common security among
nations, best achieved through arms control and multilateral diplomacy.
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However, NMD is proposed and lobbied for by people antagonistic to our first
line of defense.  They most often associate themselves with historic
movements for nuclear superiority, for the use of nuclear weapons in times
of war,  and against the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty and the building a
community of nations.  In their hands, NMD is not a shield but a wrecking
ball to tear down the carefully built structure of nuclear non-proliferation
and arms control.  It has taken fifty years to build that structure for
nuclear arms control, but a decision to deploy NMD could dismantle it in a
day;

  *a threat to other nations:  A decision to deploy NMD will
predictably elicit responses from other nations who will see NMD not as a
legitimate effort for an American defense but as a new American threat.  The
Non-Proliferation Treaty, the Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty,  START II and
III, and other such security enhancing agreements - our first line of
defense - may be torn down by a decision to build NMD.

In short the National Missile Defense is indeed, a National "Mythical"
Defense because it protects against a boogeyman threat, could not accomplish
what it promises to do, dismisses human need in favor of the profits of the
few, puts into jeopardy treaties that protect us all, and will almost
certainly provoke other nations who will be threatened by it.

Although many other reasons could be advanced for a decision not to deploy
the NMD, we believe that these five faults of NMD should suffice to defeat
it.  We urge you to say no to National Missile Defense and yes to a sane and
compassionate defense of human security.

Real national security and real human security can be bought at a much
cheaper price and attained at less risk by strengthening our first lines of
defense, a common security among nations.  Concerted action now by you and
the Congress to de-alert nuclear warheads, to achieve the START II and III
reductions, to ratify the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty, will demonstrate
real progress toward fulfilling U.S. obligations under Article VI of the
Non-proliferation Treaty (NPT).  That will be progress toward both national
and human security.  We urge you to say yes to these life affirming
measures.  That would be a presidential legacy that will serve the next
seven generations and beyond.  

Signed:

Joe Volk
Executive Secretary
Friends Committee on National Legislation

Mary H. Miller
Executive Secretary
Episcopal Peace Fellowship

Bill Price
Board Member and Coordinator
World Peacemakers

Marie Dennis
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Director
Maryknoll Office for Global Concern

Charles McCollough
Staff Associate
Office for Church in Society/ United Church of Christ

Joel J. Heim
Moderator
Disciples Peace Fellowship

Jim Matlack
Director
American Friends Service Committee, Washington Office

J. Daryl Byler
Director
Mennonite Central Committee, USA, Washington Office

Ann Delorey
Legislative Director
Church Women United

George Laszakovits 
Coordinator
NETWORK, A National Catholic Social Justice Lobby
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To: Sara Bradbury <sara@fcnl.org>
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Re: 2nd Draft of religious org NMD letter -- please sign-on
Cc: joe@fcnl.org, kathy@fcnl.org
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: <E9BA445D76C0D21182F30090273DFAF637FC15@local.fcnl.org>
References: 

Sara,

I'll sign the letter.  However, I still would like to see it ask for termination of the program, not merely a decision not to 
deploy.  Clinton can decided not to deploy but the vast expenditures for development will go on and on and on.

Also, I would like you to add "cruise missiles" to the list under "false promise".

Howard
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To: roche
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Action by global faith community
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Dear Doug:

Thanks for provide the report, "An Unequivocal Landmark", on the NPT Review Conference, which Bill Robinson 
posted on their web site.  It's a very useful analysis.  Your title emphasizes the commitment of the nuclear-weapon states 
to "an unequivocal undertaking to accomplish the total elimination of their nuclear disarmament."  Although there is no 
time frame, no details on how this will be accomplished, it gives us something to work on.  Clearly the New Agenda 
Coalition, and behind the scenes the Middle Powers Initiative, had an influence.  Thanks for your efforts.

I'm wondering whether now the global faith community should escalate the demand and call upon the nuclear-weapon 
states, plus the other three possessors, to begin implementing their "unequivocal undertaking" by mutually making a no-
use pledge: never to use nuclear weapons against any adversary at any time under any circumstance.  After all numerous 
religious bodies have said that any use is morally wrong and numerous military experts have testified that nuclear 
weapons have no legitimate utility in war-fighting.  The only residual use is deterring other nuclear weapons.  A mutual 
no-use pledge would eliminate that excuse.

Along with a no-use pledge, the global faith community would call for immediate de-alerting followed by staged 
deactivation and dismantlement, all this subject to verification.

I'm now chairing an Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament that is working for intermediate steps as well as the 
long-range goal of total nuclear abolition.  Some of us are trying to make this an issue in the 2000 presidential 
campaign.  I've inquired with staff of the World Council of Churches about possible involvement in a renewed 
campaign by the global faith community.  Do you think that we could get the Holy See to become involved?  Obviously 
the best way would be a statement from John Paul II, but short of that perhaps some other Vatican official would speak 
out, such as Archbishop Martino at the United Nations.  You would have a better idea than I what might be possible.  
(Incidentally at your suggestion I have been in touch with Msgr. Diarmuid Martin at the Pontifical Council for Justice 
and Peace.  He's noncommittal but has sent me some of the pope's statements.)

I will appreciate receiving your response to my ideas.

Shalom,
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To: mupjbd
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: News release
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

News Release from Methodists United for Peace with Justice

For immediate release   
Contact: Howard Hallman
301 896-0013   mupj@igc.org   

Renewed Campaign to Eliminate Nuclear Weapons

        Methodists United for Peace with Justice is renewing its campaign to build public support for the global 
elimination of nuclear weapons.   The campaign will build upon "unequivocal" statements made by two important 
bodies in May.

        On May 10 the United Methodist General Conference, meeting in Cleveland, updated its resolution on "Nuclear 
Abolition" by a vote of 679 to 11.   The resolution unequivocally rejects the use or threatened use of nuclear weapons 
and calls upon all possessors of nuclear weapons to carry out a set of actions leading to their elimination.

        Ten days later on May 20 the Review Conference of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT), meeting in New 
York, adopted its Final Document to the set the course for nuclear disarmament for the next five years.   In this 
document the five nuclear-weapon states -- United States, Russia, United Kingdom, France, and China -- made a 
commitment for "an unequivocal undertaking to accomplishment the total elimination of their nuclear arsenals."

How the possessors of nuclear weapons can fulfill their commitment is outlined in a series of steps recommended by the 
General Conference resolution. They include: 
· Renounce unconditionally the use of nuclear weapons for deterrence and war-fighting purposes.
· Pledge never to use nuclear weapons against any adversary under any circumstance.
· Immediately de-alert their nuclear arsenals by separating warheads from delivery vehicles.
· Dismantle all nuclear warheads and delivery vehicles.
· Ratify the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT)
· Halt all efforts to develop and deploy a national missile defense (NMD) because such a system is illusory, 
unnecessary, and wasteful.

 According to its chair, Howard W. Hallman, Methodists United for Peace with Justice intends to build grassroots 
support for these measures.   This will occur through information bulletins and action alerts to peace with justice 
networks and through public advocacy in Washington, D.C.  Sample
 questions for political candidates will be offered on a non-partisan basis.   The organization will establish a web site to 
facilitate the flow of information.

 Methodists United for Peace with Justice is a national association of laity and clergy which organized in 1987 in 
response to the pastoral letter of the United Methodist Council of Bishops, In Defense of Creation.  It has no formal 
affiliation with any Methodist denomination but works closely with official agencies on issues of common interest.

 Individuals, local churches, and conference units that want to be part of the renewed campaign for nuclear abolition 
may contact Howard Hallman, Methodists United for Peace with Justice, 1500 16th Street, NW, Washington, D.C. or by 
phone at 301 896-0013 or e-mail at mupj@igc.org.
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-30-

To Editor: If you would like a copy of the General Conference resolution on "Nuclear Abolition", please get in touch 
with Howard Hallman.
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X-Sender: djroche@pop.srv.ualberta.ca
X-Mailer: QUALCOMM Windows Eudora Pro Version 3.0.5 (32)
Date: Thu, 08 Jun 2000 12:39:33 -0600
To: SMTP:
From: Doug Roche <djroche@gpu.srv.ualberta.ca>
Subject: Your Message

Dear Howard,

 I was very pleased to hear from you, and have immediately relayed your
concerns to Ernie Regehr, Executive Director of Project Ploughshares in
Waterloo, Ontario, and Jonathan Granoff, who I think you must know.  Both
are working intensely in expanding the inter-faith effort to move ahead on
the nuclear weapons abolition agenda.  I have asked them for an update on
their programs and plans and will relay this to you.  With respect to the
Holy See, I think the best thing would be for you to make a specific
request directly to Archbishop Martino in New York.  If you send me a copy,
I will try to follow up your request.  Please consider this an interim
response, with more to come after I hear from Ernie and Jonathan.  Best
wishes.
Doug Roche
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X-Sender: djroche@pop.srv.ualberta.ca
X-Mailer: QUALCOMM Windows Eudora Pro Version 3.0.5 (32)
Date: Thu, 08 Jun 2000 16:40:24 -0600
To: SMTP:
From: Doug Roche <djroche@gpu.srv.ualberta.ca>
Subject: 

Howard: I have just received this from Jonathan Granoff:

From: JGG786@aol.com
Date: Thu, 8 Jun 2000 18:21:28 EDT
Subject: Re: FW: Action by global faith community
To: djroche@gpu.srv.ualberta.ca
X-Mailer: AOL 4.0 for Windows 95 sub 100

On June 21st at the National Cathedral in Washington DC there will be issued 
a joint statement of religious and military leaders on the subject. Alan 
Cranston and others of like mind have helped write it and it is effective. 
The goal will be to get the issue into churches and political processes. 
Also, there will be the Millennium Peace Summit at the UN where there will be 
a statement and its specifics are being worked out now. Could you give me 
Ernie's number for he could be helpful in putting the issue into process at 
the UN event. Jonathan

Doug Roche
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User-Agent: Microsoft-Outlook-Express-Macintosh-Edition/5.02.2022
Date: Fri, 09 Jun 2000 14:39:11 +0000
Subject: NW-WG email list as of June 9
From: Tim Barner <timb@2020vision.org>
To: Daryl Kimball <dkimball@clw.org>,
        Stephen Young <syoung@clw.org>,
        Kathy Guthrie <kathy@fcnl.org>,
        Lisa IEER <ieer@ieer.org>,
        Kathy Crandall <kathycrandall@earthlink.net>,
        Kimberly Robson <wand@wand.org>,
        Joan Wade <disarmament@igc.org>,
        Ann Gallivan <agallivan@psr.org>,
        Jenny Smith <jsmith@clw.org>,
        Tom Collina <tcollina@ucsusa.org>,
        Esther Pank <epank@peacenet.org>,
        Sara Bradbury <sara@fcnl.org>,
        Gillian Gilhool <ggilhool@ix.netcom.com>,
        Kimberly Roberts <kroberts@psr.org>,
        Alistair Millar <amillar@fourthfreedom.org>,
        Paul Sullivan <Paul@Taxpayer.net>,
        WILPF <wilpfdc@wilpf.org>,
        Ira Shorr <irashorr@hotmail.com>,
        Martin Butcher <mbutcher@psr.org>,
        Jim Bridgman <jbridgman@peace-action.org>,
        Stephanie Broughton <fen_broughton@hotmail.com>,
        John Spykerman <jspykerman@ucsusa.org>,
        Peace Links office <peacelinks1@erols.com>,
        David Adelman <dadelman@nrdc.org>,
        Howard Hallman <mupj@igc.org>,
        Chuck Ferguson <cferg@fas.org>,
        Loulena Miles <Loulena@earthlink.net>

Dear All:

Current June 9 NW-WG list of e-mails after suggested revisions from Ira
Shorr and Kathy Crandall.  Please let me know if there are more changes.

Next meeting on Thursday, June 22 at Mott House at 9:30 AM.  Please send
agenda items as of Noon on June 21.

Tim Barner

David Adelman  NRDC -- <dadelman@nrdc.org>
Tim Barner -- 20/20 Vision --  <timb@2020vision.org>
Sara Bradbury -- FCNL --  <sara@fcnl.org>
Jim Bridgman -- Peace Action --  <jbridgman@peace-action.org>
Stephanie Broughton -- WAND --  <fen_broughton@hotmail.com>
Tom Collina --  UCS -- <tcollina@ucsusa.org>
Kathy Crandall -- ANA --  <kathycrandall@earthlink.net>
Disarmament Clearinghouse Coord -- <disarmament@igc.org>
Chuck Ferguson  FAS -- <cferg@fas.org>
Anne Gallivan <agallivan@psr.org>
Gillian Gilhool -- WILPF --  <ggilhool@ix.netcom.com>
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Kathy Guthrie -- FCNL --  <kathy@fcnl.org>
Howard Hallman - United Methodists for Peace & Justice -- <mupj@igc.org>
Daryl Kimball -- CRND --  <dkimball@clw.org>
Lisa Ledwidge - IEEE -- <ieer@ieer.org>
Alistair Millar -- FFF -- <amillar@fourthfreedom.org>
Loulena Miles  ANA -- <Loulena@earthlink.net>
Chris Paine -- NRDC --  <cpaine@nrdc.org>
Esther Pank --  Back From the Brink Campaign -- <epank@peacenet.org>
Kimberly Roberts -- PSR --  <kroberts@psr.org>
Kimberly Robson -- WAND --  <wand@wand.org>
Ira Shorr -- Back From the Brink De-alerting Campaign --
<irashorr@hotmail.com>
Jenny Smith -- CRND @ CLW --  <jsmith@clw.org>
John Spykerman -- UCS/USA --  <jspykerman@ucsusa.org>
Paul Sullivan -- Taxpayers for Common Sense --  <Paul@Taxpayer.net>
WILPF -- WILPF-DC office --  <wilpfdc@wilpf.org>
Stephen Young -- CRND --  <syoung@clw.org>
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Date: Fri, 09 Jun 2000 00:41:33 -0500
From: William & Brenda Hardt <wchardt@teacher.esc4.com>
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.72 [en]C-DIAL  (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en
To: Recipient List Suppressed <bbhardt@mail.esc4.com>
Subject: [Fwd: ACTION DAYS ON STAR WARS JUNE 8 - 10; please make a call]

The Nuclear Abolition resolution adopted last month by General
Conference
calls upon all nuclear weapon states to "Halt all efforts to develop and

deploy strategic antimissile defense because they are illusory,
unnecessary, and wasteful."
-------
Howard Hallman of
"Methodists United for Peace with Justice", the organizatioon that
works on nuclear disarmament, hasn't developed a specific
position on national missile defense.  Hallman's own view is that "NMD
(Nuclear Missile Defense) puts unfounded faith in technology
when we should be putting our faith in human
capability for resolving disputes and carrying our restrains on nations
with ambitions to develop nuclear weapons and long-range missiles. For
instance, the UM Council of Bishop has a committee dealing with Korea
and
has recommendations on reconciliation, reunification, and disarmament
(Robin Ringler at the General Board of Church & Society has material on
this.)  If these recommendations could be achieved, the North Korean
missile
threat would vanish and with it one of the justifications for NMD.
-------------------------Hope each of you will make the call or mail a
letter ASAP---- Brenda

Return-Path: <HRothschild@UH.EDU>
Received: from Post-Office.UH.EDU (Post-Office.UH.EDU [129.7.1.20])
 by mail.academicplanet.com (8.9.3/8.9.3) with ESMTP id PAA19274
 for <wchardt@teacher.esc4.com>; Thu, 8 Jun 2000 15:27:27 -0500
Received: from CONVERSION-DAEMON by Post-Office.UH.EDU (PMDF V5.2-32 #40812)
 id <0FVU00201RLROS@Post-Office.UH.EDU> for wchardt@teacher.esc4.com; Thu,
 8 Jun 2000 15:29:59 -0500 (CDT)
Received: from [129.7.84.215] (pc21719.dhcp.UH.EDU [129.7.84.215])
 by Post-Office.UH.EDU (PMDF V5.2-32 #40812)
 with SMTP id <0FVU0026TRLHEG@Post-Office.UH.EDU>; Thu,
 08 Jun 2000 15:29:49 -0500 (CDT)
Date: Thu, 08 Jun 2000 14:42:06 -0600
From: HRothschild@UH.EDU (Herb Rothschild)
Subject: ACTION DAYS ON STAR WARS JUNE 8 - 10; please make a call
To: JBROTHSCHILD@email.msn.com
Message-id: <v01510117b565b486efd2@[129.7.84.215]>
MIME-version: 1.0
Content-type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000

Action Alert:
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SAY NO TO STAR WARS

June 8 to 10 Action days

Please contact the White House today (Thursday), tomorrow, or Saturday and
urge Clinton not to deploy the so-called Ballistic Missile Defense System
(BMD).  The White House phone number is 202-456-1414 or the Comment Line at
202-456-1111.  Fax is 202-456-2461.  E-mail is not as effective, but if
that is all you can manage, the address is president@whitehouse.gov.

The sponsoring organizations are trying to flood the White House lines with
calls.

Among the sponsors are Peace Action, Friends Committee on National
Legislation, Physicians for Social Responsibility, and Women's
International League for Peace and Freedom.

Despite the justifying rhetoric, the real motive behind the BMD is U.S.
global domination through the militarization and nuclearization of space.
Getting Americans to accept this system is the beginning of full-scale
pursuit of Star Wars.  The U.S. Space Command describes its mission this
way: "Protecting U.S. interests and U.S. investments through command of
space."

So even if you are focused on economic and social justice, not military and
nuclear policy, this is a crucial challenge. Overwhelming nuclear
superiority is the biggest stick the U.S. can wield to bully other nations
into submission.

So please take a few moments to pitch in.

PLEASE NOTE:

The Houston Peace and Justice Center web site has a new and easier address.

www.hpjc.org

Please bookmark that URL, circulate it to your e-mail lists, and use the
web site to

-- publicize your events
-- avoid schedule conflicts
-- keep up with progressive Houston
-- access information about issues
-- get contact numbers for elected officials and media
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To: mupj@igc.org
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: [abolition-caucus] Hiroshima Day - 6 August
Cc: 
Bcc: ipnd
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Dear Colleagues,

At the May 22 meeting of the Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament mentioned was made of some kind of 
Hiroshima Day observance.  I am therefore forwarding to you a suggestion from Ron Gray of the Australian Peace 
Committee.  We can consider this idea when we meet on Thursday, May 22 from 1:00 to 2:30 p.m. at the Methodist 
Building, 100 Maryland Avenue, NE in Conference Room 4.

Shalom,

Howard

####

>Dear friends,
>
>We wonder if you might be willing to take up the following suggestion with
>churches in your area.
>
>As a follow up to the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons Treaty Review
>Conference (NPT) last month at the United Nations, would it be possible in
>the fifty days available to prevail upon the world's church leaders to
>declare Sunday 6th August an International Day of Prayer?
>
>This year is the International Year for the Culture of Peace.
>
>Sunday 6th August is Hiroshima Day.
>
>At the NPT review conference the nuclear weapons states declared for the
>first time their intention to negotiate the elimination of nuclear weapons
>in accordance with Article VI of the NPT.  Although no time line has yet
>been set, this declaration is a positive step forward.
>
>The day of prayer would be in remembrance of all those who have died or been
>injured in the development, testing and use of nuclear weapons.
>
>It would also be a call for a strengthening of resolve by the nuclear
>weapons states' leaders to begin negotiations without delay.
>
>Ron Gray
>_____________________________________
>Australian Peace Committee (SA Branch)Inc.
>11 South Tce, Adelaide SA 5000 Australia
>Ph: (+61-8) 82127138  Fax: (+61-8)  83642291
>Email: r-grayle@msn.com.au
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Date: Mon, 12 Jun 2000 09:01:24 -0400
From: Bob Schaeffer <bobschaeffer@earthlink.net>
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.73 [en]C-CCK-MCD   (Win98; U)
X-Accept-Language: en
To: De-alerting list <dealertingana@lists.speakeasy.org>
Subject: Excellent Bruce Blair NYTimes Op. Ed.
Sender: owner-dealertingana@lists.speakeasy.org

                   TRAPPED IN THE NUCLEAR MATH
                        by Bruce G. Blair
                     New York Times Op. Ed.
                      Monday June 12, 2000

    WASHINGTON -- Both President Clinton and Gov. George W. Bush would
like the Pentagon to get along with fewer nuclear warheads, and the
Russians are eager for talks to push the numbers down. But top American
military officers insist that current nuclear policy prevents them from
shrinking our arsenal to fewer than 2,000 to 2,500 strategic weapons --
and that going lower would threaten our security. The reason for their
position is a matter of simple arithmetic, buried in the nation's
strategic war plan and ultimately linked to presidential guidance. 
    Defense officials do not talk openly about the nuclear targets in
the strategic plan. But for 25 years, beginning with a background in the
Strategic Air Command, I have studied strategic policy and operations
and have had extensive contacts with officials who are knowledgeable in
these areas. I have been able to develop current estimates, and they
lead inexorably to a conclusion that our leaders are clinging to
outdated planning that helps keep an unnecessarily large number of
American and Russian missiles pointed at one another on hair-trigger
alert. 
    The strategic war plan consists of a very long list of targets in
Russia and a shorter list of targets in China. The Pentagon says the
United States must be able to destroy these targets to meet current
presidential guidance on nuclear war planning, a directive issued in
late 1997 to get the number of warheads down from even higher levels
required in earlier plans. 
    Oddly enough, the target list has been growing instead of
contracting since the last strategic arms reduction treaty, Start II,
was signed in 1993. The list has grown by 20 percent over the last five
years alone, according to top military and former administration
officials. The vast bulk of the targets are in Russia. Three other
former republics of the Soviet Union -- Belarus, Ukraine and Kazakhstan
-- were dropped from the strategic plan in 1997, yet the list of sites
the Pentagon says we must be ready to destroy has grown from 2,500 in
1995 to 3,000 now. 
    My research and interviews indicate that there are about 2,260
so-called vital Russian targets on the list today, only 1,100 of them
actual nuclear arms sites within Russia. By this calculation, we have
nuclear weapons aimed at 500 "conventional" targets -- the buildings and
bases of a hollow Russian army on the verge of disintegration; 160
leadership targets, like government offices and military command
centers, in a country practically devoid of leadership; and 500 mostly
crumbling factories that produced almost no armaments last year. 
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    American strategic planners have historically set the level of
damage that they wish to inflict on vital targets at 80 percent. This is
tantamount to requiring our forces to be able to destroy 80 percent of
the 2,260 Russian targets, which in turn requires the ability to deliver
nearly 1,800 warheads to their targets. It is no accident that we have
about 2,200 strategic warheads on alert, according to numbers provided
by Strategic Command officers. Virtually all of our missiles on land are
ready for launch in two minutes, and those on four submarines, two in
the Atlantic and two in the Pacific, are ready to launch on 15 minutes'
notice, officers say. The land-based missiles must leave the ground fast
enough to be sure of being in the air before Russian missiles can
destroy them. 
    If 1,800 warheads have to be delivered quickly, the Pentagon says,
we need a larger arsenal because of the demands of maintenance. For
instance, typically 6 to 7 of the 18 nuclear-armed submarines are
port-bound at any time and cannot be counted on to survive and deliver
nuclear warheads if we are attacked. Thus the United States needs
one-third more sea-based strategic weapons than it can expect to deliver
in wartime. 
    And Russia is not our missiles' only target. Responding to the 1997
presidential guidance, the Pentagon put China back into the strategic
plan after a hiatus of about 20 years. For China, we now have two
so-called limited attack options, involving a handful of nuclear weapons
on submarines and bombers, for striking nuclear targets, leadership
sites and critical industries. Compare this with scores of limited
attack options against Russia, each using from a handful of weapons to
more than 100, as well as a few major attack options, the smallest of
which would send more than 1,000 strategic warheads to attack Russia's
nuclear complex. 
    There are also many hundreds of secondary targets in China, Iran,
Iraq and North Korea that have weapons assigned to them, though not on
immediate alert, further driving up the size of the arsenal. 
    Add it all up, and at least 2,500 American warheads are deemed
necessary to carry out nuclear war against Russia and China, countries
that Al Gore recently said represent our vital partners, not our
enemies. 
    Getting to below 2,000 warheads will be difficult unless the target
requirements are eased by new presidential guidance. Of course they
could be, if our leaders would bring our war plans up to date. No
thoughtful American general, much less any political leader, really
believes that deterrence depends on the scale of nuclear bombing with
which Russia and the United States now threaten each other. 
    Almost without exception, our leaders regard the attack options that
unleash thousands of nuclear warheads as absurd and grotesque. They do
not believe that a cold-blooded, deliberate nuclear strike by either
Russia or the United States is remotely plausible. The only
circumstances for nuclear war that they do consider plausible involve
the use of one or a handful of nonstrategic weapons, like nuclear-tipped
cruise missiles, against a country other than Russia. 
    Deterrence would remain robust with far smaller arsenals on far
lower levels of alert. The United States and Russia should aim to cut
the numbers of their nuclear weapons to the low hundreds and to take all
of them off hair-trigger alert, with a view to eventually eliminating
them under existing treaty obligations. As a first step, the United
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States could drop to 1,500 warheads, the ceiling the Russians are
pushing for. 
    Such a force could consist of 10 submarines armed with a total of
480 warheads; 300 Minuteman III land-based missiles with one warhead
apiece; 20 B-2 bombers with 16 weapons apiece, for 320; and 50 B-52
bombers modified to carry 8 warheads apiece, for 400. 
    A better option would be to retire the B-2 and B-52 nuclear bomber
force from the arsenal and have the submarines in this mix carry 1,200
warheads. But planners cringe at the thought of removing a leg from the
vaunted triad -- the mix of missiles, submarines and bombers carrying
nuclear weapons -- a vestige of cold war rivalry between the Navy and
the Air Force. 
    Even without relying on launch on warning, 1,500 warheads would be
more than adequate to destroy 250 targets of any choice in retaliation
for any surprise attack under normal conditions, and to destroy 1,000
targets in retaliation to an attack in a crisis. If the threat of this
much nuclear retaliation does not deter a prospective adversary, it is
difficult to conceive of anything that would.

Bruce G. Blair, a former Minuteman missile launch officer, is president
of the Center for Defense Information and a co-author of "The Nuclear
Turning Point."
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From: Vmsmagic@cs.com
Date: Mon, 12 Jun 2000 08:53:58 EDT
Subject: Re: Peace Play in Washington DC July 4
To: mupj@igc.org
X-Mailer: CompuServe 2000 32-bit sub 101

Foundry's Peace Mission intends to take part in a number of events.  I, alas, 
am leaving for Buffalo, New York, on the third.

There are a couple donations (I think) and a bill from the printer in the 
box.  I'll pick them up on Tuesday.

P.
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X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express Macintosh Edition - 4.5 (0410)
Date: Mon, 12 Jun 2000 09:54:49 -0400
Subject: Re: [abolition-caucus] Hiroshima Day - 6 August
From: "Ken Sehested" <ken@bpfna.org>
To: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>

Howard,

I like this. Though you should be aware, if you are not already, that the
AFSC and the FOR have their major event there in DC on Aug. 6 launching the
Campaign of Conscience, focused on lifting the sanctions against Iraq.

Ken Sehested
ken@bpfna.org

CHECK OUT OUR NEW WEB PAGE: www.bpfna.org
Baptist Peace Fellowship of North America
4800 Wedgewood Dr.
Charlotte, NC 28210 (USA)
704/521-6051; fax 704/521-6053

----------
>From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
>To: mupj@igc.org
>Subject: [abolition-caucus] Hiroshima Day - 6 August
>Date: Mon, Jun 12, 2000, 8:06 AM
>

> Dear Colleagues,
>
> At the May 22 meeting of the Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament
> mentioned was made of some kind of Hiroshima Day observance.  I am
> therefore forwarding to you a suggestion from Ron Gray of the Australian
> Peace Committee.  We can consider this idea when we meet on Thursday, May
> 22 from 1:00 to 2:30 p.m. at the Methodist Building, 100 Maryland Avenue,
> NE in Conference Room 4.
>
> Shalom,
>
> Howard
>
> ####
>
>>Dear friends,
>>
>>We wonder if you might be willing to take up the following suggestion with
>>churches in your area.
>>
>>As a follow up to the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons Treaty Review
>>Conference (NPT) last month at the United Nations, would it be possible in
>>the fifty days available to prevail upon the world's church leaders to
>>declare Sunday 6th August an International Day of Prayer?
>>
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>>This year is the International Year for the Culture of Peace.
>>
>>Sunday 6th August is Hiroshima Day.
>>
>>At the NPT review conference the nuclear weapons states declared for the
>>first time their intention to negotiate the elimination of nuclear weapons
>>in accordance with Article VI of the NPT.  Although no time line has yet
>>been set, this declaration is a positive step forward.
>>
>>The day of prayer would be in remembrance of all those who have died or been
>>injured in the development, testing and use of nuclear weapons.
>>
>>It would also be a call for a strengthening of resolve by the nuclear
>>weapons states' leaders to begin negotiations without delay.
>>
>>Ron Gray
>>_____________________________________
>>Australian Peace Committee (SA Branch)Inc.
>>11 South Tce, Adelaide SA 5000 Australia
>>Ph: (+61-8) 82127138  Fax: (+61-8)  83642291
>>Email: r-grayle@msn.com.au
>
> Howard W. Hallman, Chair
> Methodists United for Peace with Justice
> 1500 16th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036
> Phone/fax: 301 896-0013; e-mail: mupj@igc.org
>
> Methodists United for Peace with Justice is a membership association of
> laity and clergy.  It has no affiliation with any Methodist denomination.
> 
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To: Doug Roche <djroche@gpu.srv.ualberta.ca>
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Interfaith activities
Cc: JGG786@a0l.com
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: <3.0.5.32.20000608164024.00820100@pop.srv.ualberta.ca>
References: 

Dear Doug:

Thanks for sharing Jonathan Granoff's comments on my ideas.  He is on my list of persons to get in touch with, so this 
gives me an opportunity with a copy of this letter.

I am quite aware of the statement of religious and military leaders that the Washington National Cathedral will release 
on June 21.  It was my idea originally that religious and military leaders work together, a suggestion I made at a public 
forum at the American University Law School in February 1998 when Jonathan Schell's The Gift of Time was released.  
Senator Cranston and Secretary Robert McNamara were on the panel.  Subsequently Senator Cranston talked with me a 
couple of times about a follow through.  Separately McNamara made contact with people at the Cathedral, and Alan 
Geyer and others started drafting a statement.  When I learned of that, I withdrew and turned my attention to organizing 
the faith community in support of ratification of the CTBT by the U.S. Senate.

This latter effort has now evolved into the formation of the Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament to work on a 
number of issues.  Its membership consists of the denominational social action offices and religious peace fellowships.  
Its intent is to mobilize their collective grassroots networks to apply political pressure on Congress and the Executive 
Branch.  In this respect it is complementary to the Cathedral project, which so far has emphasized the statement, which 
may in the future publish and distribute educational material, but which will not get into the political process.  I've 
talked with the Cathedral staff a number of times, and I'm keeping them posted about the work of the Interfaith 
Committee for Nuclear Disarmament.

Much of my attention is giving to mobilizing denominational networks in the United States so that together we can have 
a political impact.  In suggesting a global initiative related to a no-use pledge for the nuclear-weapon states, my 
orientation is to start with official bodies, such as the World Council of Churches, Holy See, and national councils of 
churches.  Granoff has a more diverse set of contacts, which is why I have wanted to get in touch with him. 

As to the Millennium Peace Summit, I have read e-mail communications about it, but I don't know in detail its purpose 
and what it is doing.  I would appreciate learning more about it.

I'll keep in touch.

Shalom,
Howard
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To: Bob Schaeffer <bobschaeffer@earthlink.net>
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Seeking your proposal
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: <3944DF24.FC0EBE27@earthlink.net>
References: 

Bob,

I would still like to receive from you a proposal to help us with a letter from religious leaders to presidential candidates.  
We are moving ahead with this project.

Howard



9.  "Senator Confirms Secret U.S. Nuclear Targeting Plans" Defense Week -
June 12, 2000 - By John M. Donnelly

For the first time in an unclassified forum in the U.S. Congress, a
lawmaker last week disclosed the breakdown of targets in Russia for the
United States' strategic nuclear weapons. In an impassioned floor speech
advocating the reduction of the U.S. strategic arsenal, Sen. Robert Kerrey
(D-Neb.), vice chairman of the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence,
said U.S. forces are aiming at 2,260 "vital Russian targets"—1,100 Russian
nuclear weapons sites, 500 conventional arms sites, 500 war-support
industries and 160 leadership targets.

The numbers had been published last month in the Washington Post. Kerrey
effectively confirmed them by reiterating them on the Senate floor.
Incredibly, the number of targets in Russia and elsewhere in the U.S.
Single Integrated Operational Plan (SIOP) has grown from 2,500 in 1995 to
3,000 this year—a 20 percent increase since START II was signed in 1993,
according to Bruce Blair, director of the Center for Defense Information, a
non-governmental group. Until the recent hike, the number of targets has
gradually declined since the Reagan era-high of some 16,000, Blair said.

A widely regarded expert on strategic weapons, Blair said he can't
precisely account for the recent increase, but believes it partly is due to
putting Chinese targets back on the list—after 20 years of not targeting
China— as well as the addition of some Russian targets. The Senate last
week voted to allow the next president to reduce nuclear weapons below the
6,000 Start I level upon completion by December 2001 of a comprehensive
strategic review. In an indication of the interest the nuclear subject has
generated, this Thursday a special classified briefing is scheduled for
senators, according to Blair. Blair said that Adm. Richard Mies, commander
of U.S. Strategic Command, and Walter Slocombe, defense under secretary for
policy, will speak to the Democratic Senate caucus on the United States'
secret war plan. Republican senators are also invited.

‘Get a Russian map out'

Though Kerrey broke historic ground in speaking openly about the issue, his
remarks received no press attention.

"Mr. President, 160 leadership targets," he said. "These are the guys to
whom we talk. We have a meeting with them: ‘President Putin, would you
agree to modify ABM? And, oh by the way, we have 160 nuclear weapons of 100
kilotons or more targeted on you and all the rest of the Russian leadership.'

"Try to come up with 160 targets," he said. "Get a Russian map out and put
160 targets up, or 500 targets, on something called war-supporting
industry. This is all published accounts. This is not me coming out of the
Intelligence Committee or some top secret briefing ... It is vital for the



American people to understand that; otherwise they are going to say to the
Congress: Just keep doing what you are doing; it seems to be working."

Kerrey's speech was the first time a lawmaker had aired the nuclear
numbers, but not the first public discussion of them on Capitol Hill.
Blair, a former Minuteman officer, delivered a speech on the SIOP to the
Senate Democrats' Thursday luncheon on May 18. Kerrey was in attendance,
Blair said.

There are also targets in Iran, Iraq and North Korea, Blair told the
gathering, according to a copy of his speech that he provided to Defense Week.

"No sober U.S. general, much less a political leader really believes that
deterrence depends on the present scale of massive nuclear operations in
wartime," Blair said.

"The only plausible scenarios for them are usually contingencies that
involve the use of one or a handful of U.S. nuclear weapons (usually
tactical rather than strategic weapons) against a country other than
Russia," he said.

The United States has 1,100 Russian nuclear-weapons targets in its sights
only because the Pentagon retains a first-strike contingency option, said
Thomas Cochran, director of the nuclear program at the Natural Resources
Defense Council.

"The SIOP wouldn't say you need to hit 1,100 nuclear forces as vital
targets if it didn't have a first-strike option," he said.

Cochran says the SIOP would have fewer targets if the intent was to respond
to a Russian strike, because many Russian missiles would have already left
their silos, leaving not nearly that many targets to attack. The United
States has never renounced a first-strike option, despite pressure to do
so, especially in the 1980s. 

=============================
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X-Sender: jdi@[209.8.25.194]
X-Mailer: QUALCOMM Windows Eudora Pro Version 3.0.5 (32)
Date: Tue, 13 Jun 2000 10:21:34 -0400
To: jdi@clw.org
From: John Isaacs <jdi@clw.org>
Subject: Missile defense (cont.)

1.  "Weldon Leads Push For A Missile Defense System" - Wash. Post 
2.  "N. Korean Nuclear Menace Exaggerated?" - USA Today 
3.  "Beijing's Nuclear Plans" - Asian Wall Street Journal editorial

========================= 

1.  "Weldon Leads Push For A Missile Defense System"  
Washington Post - June 13, 2000 - By Eric Pianin, Washington Post Staff Writer

Rep. Curt Weldon was furious. Air Force testing of new missile defense
technology had failed nine straight times, and now he was getting what he
thought was a runaround from a general. Midway through a congressional
hearing, Weldon slammed down his gavel and announced, "This meeting is
adjourned."

Approaching the witness table, the Pennsylvania Republican was red-faced.
His voice rising, Weldon harangued Air Force Lt. Gen. Lester L. Lyles, then
head of the Ballistic Missile Defense Organization. "I can't trust you,"
Weldon complained.

Such in-your-face tactics help explain the often tense relations between
the administration and one of the GOP's rising stars on military affairs.
They also explain how Weldon and a several compatriots, on and off Capitol
Hill, have managed to push the idea of a national missile defense system
from the periphery of respectability to the center of the national
political debate.

At the beginning of his first term, President Clinton was openly skeptical
that the United States could develop such a missile defense system. Now
he's embraced the concept as a national goal and is considering a plan to
base 100 interceptor missiles in Alaska to shoot down weapons fired from
North Korea or other "rogue" nations. Republican George W. Bush has vowed
to pursue an even more ambitious plan if he's elected president.

Several international events in recent years account for the growing
momentum in the United States for missile defense, such as North Korea's
missile tests and the uncovering of new evidence about Iraq's nuclear
weapons program. But many experts agree that another factor has been the
relentless, almost obsessive campaign by Weldon and his allies to undermine
the administration's objections to the whole approach. Over the past six
years, Weldon has held more than 100 hearings and briefings on the subject,
hectoring administration officials, challenging CIA estimates about the
seriousness of the military threat from North Korea and pressing,
successfully, for more funding to develop a missile defense program.

To some degree, observers say, Weldon and other missile defense proponents
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helped push the administration into a corner and forced officials to accept
the basic premise of their approach, if not their most grandiose ambitions.

"Congressman Weldon and others like him played a key part in pushing the
debate, especially at a time when missile defense was a fringe issue," said
Steven M. Kosiak of the Center for Strategic and Budgetary Assessments.
"They kept the flame going to some extent and made it almost a mainstream
position."

In a recent interview, Weldon described himself as "a pit bull" on missile
defense. "I go in to win," he said. "If that means I have to overturn a
boulder or I've got to shake the House by its roots, I'm going to do that."

Weldon's work on missile defense highlights how a relatively junior
lawmaker can use command of issues and aggressive tactics to influence the
national debate. A onetime schoolteacher and mayor of a steel mill town in
southernmost Pennsylvania, he has carved a niche in Washington that mirrors
his passion for Russian studies, intelligence analysis and military theory.
An inveterate globe-trotter, Weldon counts among his close friends members
of the Duma, the Russian equivalent of the House.

"The Russians respect and like me," Weldon says. "I've stayed in their
homes. I understand Russian people and their history."

Yet as his 1997 confrontation with the Air Force general shows, he is also
a political street fighter who is not averse to humiliating those who
disagree with him or stand in his way. "Sometimes I'm not as tolerant as I
need to be," Weldon says.

Even when Democrats were in control, he managed to make a mark on missile
defense issues. As a new member of the House Armed Services Committee in
the late 1980s, Weldon steeped himself in the esoterica of the 1972
Anti-Ballistic Missile (ABM) Treaty and uncovered evidence that a Russian
radar installation in Siberia was in violation of the treaty.

He joined a small circle of conservative thinkers and GOP lawmakers --
including Rep. Floyd Spence (S.C.) and Sens. Thad Cochran (Miss.), Ted
Stevens (Alaska) and Jon Kyl (Ariz.) -- who strongly embraced the missile
defense concept. Once the Republicans took control of the House in 1995,
the new leadership picked the hard-charging Weldon over more senior members
to chair the Armed Services subcommittee on military research and
development, the panel that oversees research on missile defense.

Republicans were looking for issues that would more sharply define
differences between the GOP and the Democrats, and national missile defense
was an obvious choice.

Congress and two Republican administrations had earmarked vast sums for
research and development of space-based laser and infrared interceptors to
destroy enemy intercontinental ballistic missiles. But once Clinton took
office, the emphasis -- and resources -- were shifted to developing theater
missile defenses against medium-range missiles, such as the Scuds that Iraq
used against Israeli cities during the 1991 Persian Gulf War. Republicans
favored theater missile defense as well, but they charged that Clinton was
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dangerously shortchanging national missile defense.

Weldon thought that President Ronald Reagan's "Star Wars" program,
conceived to counter saturation nuclear missile attacks by the Soviet
Union, no longer was relevant given the post-Cold War realities. He was
more concerned about an accidental launch of a Russian missile or, more
likely, intentional attacks by countries such as North Korea, Iran and Iraq
that were reportedly developing a nuclear capability. Weldon has been
pushing for a plan to respond to such threats; some of his critics believe
he would push ahead even if means abrogating the ABM Treaty without
conclusive evidence that such a system would work.

"My job is dealing with a threat we have no protection against," he said.
"The largest loss of American life in the last 10 years was when 31 young
Americans came back in body bags from Saudi Arabia because we couldn't
defend against a low-complexity Scud missile. . .‚. My goal is to never let
that happen again."

Before he could move public opinion, Weldon had to undermine the
administration's argument that a national missile defense shield was not
warranted or feasible. He launched a series of public hearings and private
intelligence briefings for lawmakers to drum up support, and repeatedly
crossed swords with administration officials.

During the 1995 debate over defense authorization legislation, Democrats
leaked classified CIA intelligence estimates that, in Weldon's view, played
down the long-term threat of nuclear attack by North Korea and other
nations. Weldon accused the administration of playing politics with the
report and demanded a briefing, and then stormed out of the session
complaining about the lack of sophisticated estimates.

Republicans added language to the defense authorization bill that year
supporting deployment of a national missile defense system. But they were
forced to back down and drop the provision after Clinton vetoed the bill.

Weldon also pressed for faster development of a reliable high-altitude
missile interceptor that could be used to protect troops and bases from
medium- and long-range missiles. In 1996, he and 40 other House members
sued Clinton in federal court, charging that the Pentagon had missed
congressionally mandated deadlines for developing the theater missile
program. The suit was dismissed, but Weldon had made his point.

Despite his temper, Weldon has taken a more politically inclusive approach
than others in the GOP upper ranks. He has eagerly cultivated support for
national missile defense among influential Democrats, including Reps. John
P. Murtha (Pa.), Owen B. Pickett (Va.) and John M. Spratt Jr. (S.C.).

Weldon found other ways to promote the message of missile defense. Three
years ago, Rep. Dana Rohrabacher (R-Calif.) introduced him to Jeff "Skunk"
Baxter, legendary rock guitarist with the Doobie Brothers and Steely Dan
and a self-taught authority on missile defense and chemical-biological
warfare issues. Baxter, with his trademark beret and ponytail, and Weldon
hit it off immediately. Now Baxter serves as an honorary adviser to Weldon
and an evangelist for a defense shield.
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From his subcommittee perch, Weldon fought to "plus up" Clinton's
relatively meager requests for national missile defense funding between
1994 and 1997. Spending fell to $387 million in fiscal 1995, about a
quarter of what it was during the heyday of "Star Wars." Beginning in 1998,
however, the president began to come around, and Congress and the
administration negotiated a number of agreements providing substantially
more money for the program.

The turning point came in 1998 with the release of a report of a bipartisan
group, headed by former defense secretary Donald Rumsfeld, that was created
by Congress to assess the threat of nuclear attack. The report, showing
that North Korea and other "rogue" countries could develop and deliver
nuclear weapons against the United States within as little as five years of
deciding to go forward, was a jolt to the administration as well as Capitol
Hill.

After years of administration skepticism, Defense Secretary William S.
Cohen announced plans to develop a national missile defense system over the
next five years.

================== 

2.  "N. Korean Nuclear Menace Exaggerated?" 
USA Today - June 13, 2000 - By Barbara Slavin, USA Today

News analysis

WASHINGTON - Children in North Korea line the roads and bow when jeeps that
carry U.S. charity workers pass. 

It's widely known in the North that the United States has been feeding a
third of the country's 22 million people for the past three years. The
knowledge is so widespread that it dilutes Korean government propaganda
that describes Washington as a hostile force, says Kenneth Quinones, a
former State Department expert on Korea. He works with Mercy Corps
International, a relief and development group. 

But in Washington this presidential election year, North Korea remains a
bogeyman. Democrats and Republicans say North Korea is unpredictable and
irrational. They cite its growing arsenal of ballistic missiles as
justification for developing U.S. missile defenses. That could upset
long-established policy that the best defense against nuclear weapons is to
have no defense.

Fifty years after the start of the Korean War, how big a threat is North
Korea and to whom?

Quinones says the menace is being exaggerated and manipulated by U.S.
politicians and North Koreans, who have frightened the world into propping
up a failed regime.

"In reality over the past decade, North Korea's ability to threaten the
United States has diminished, but the U.S. perception of the threat has
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grown," says Quinones, who has visited North Korea 14 times in the past
decade, most recently in March. "North Korea is a threat but primarily to
U.S. interests in Northeast Asia."

No one disputes that should another war break out between the Koreas, the
North could inflict devastating punishment on the southern half of the
peninsula. In a briefing last year, a senior U.S. military official said
the North was improving long-range artillery and missiles capable of
striking Seoul and the nearly 36,000 U.S. troops that patrol the Cold War's
last frontier.

While much of the 1 million-member North Korean army is substandard, the
North has 80,000-100,000 special operations troops. They are well-fed in
comparison with the rest of the population, which suffered a catastrophic
famine three years ago because of floods and government neglect.

"They would use those forces to neutralize airfields and ports in South
Korea, so the United States would have trouble bringing in reinforcements,"
says Joseph Bermudez, a military intelligence expert who writes for the
Jane's defense publications.

Han Sung Joo, a former South Korean foreign minister and now director of
the international relations institute at Korea University in Seoul, says,
"Their equipment is dilapidated for sure. But they have chemical weapons.
They have biological weapons. They can wreak tremendous havoc even if they
cannot win a war. They can completely paralyze and largely destroy South
Korean society."

With the North relying on food from the United States and China and seeking
foreign investment to rebuild its crippled economy, experts say North Korea
is unlikely to start hostilities, unless it believes its political survival
is at stake.

Still, the North has three key reasons for focusing on its military:

*Deterrence. Without its ability to inflict hundreds of thousands of
casualties, North Korea believes that South Korea and the United States
would have staged a pre-emptive strike long ago.

*Economics. With North Korea's antiquated civilian factories largely shut,
arms production has become the North's main source of hard currency. North
Korea is the world's leading seller of ballistic missiles. Its customers
include Pakistan, Syria, Libya, Iran, Egypt and the United Arab Emirates.

*Diplomatic leverage. In 1994, the North was able to trade its nuclear
program at Yongbyon, which U.S. intelligence believed had produced enough
plutonium for one or two weapons, for an agreement with the Clinton
administration that included fuel oil and the promise of two modern
civilian nuclear reactors. The cost of fuel oil and food aid has totaled
$645 million over the past five years; that makes North Korea the largest
U.S. aid recipient in Asia.

"The North Koreans have played us like a violin, and we have overreacted
massively starting in 1994," says Donald Gregg, a former U.S. ambassador
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and CIA station chief in South Korea who heads the Korea Society in New
York. "At the time, they had maybe two nukes that were deliverable by
pushing them off the back of a truck."

William Perry, a former Defense secretary whom the White House named to
review U.S. policy toward North Korea and deflect Republican complaints,
told Congress last year that the 1994 accord has prevented the North from
producing enough plutonium for 10 bombs a year.

But reports, possibly spread by North Korea , suggest the North has
clandestine nuclear programs. 

The White House, in a diplomatic gesture, waived in February a
congressional requirement that it certify that North Korea "is not seeking
to develop or acquire the capability to enrich uranium or any additional
capability to reprocess spent fuel."

Equally worrisome, the nuclear accord did not freeze the North's missile
program, which has accelerated. Two years ago, the North launched a
three-stage ballistic missile over Japan.

Even though the third stage failed, outsiders were stunned. An advisory
group set up by the House of Representatives' Republican leadership
concluded last year that "it became clear for the first time that North
Korea could deliver a weapon of mass destruction not just to Seoul but also
to Seattle."

While North Korea is not a threat compared with the former Soviet Union,
"it has the ability to do things that can wig out the neighborhood," says
Henry Sokolski, a former Pentagon official who directs the Nonproliferation
Policy Education Center. "North Korea can be a catalyst for nasty change,
such as significant militarization by Japan and an arms race with China."

Since the launch in 1998, the North has forgone further tests. But it has
continued to develop expertise by observing launches in countries, such as
Iran and Pakistan, to which it has sold missiles.

Will the outside world be able to curb this potential? Or will North Korea
change in a way that makes its arsenal less of a concern?

"The jury's still out on both these questions, but with the Korean summit
and other events, we're hopeful," says Wendy Sherman, the senior State
Department official on policy toward North Korea.

In recent months, North Korea has established diplomatic relations with
Australia and Italy and patched up ties with Russia.

"They want to show they aren't a rogue state," says Chung-in Moon, a
political scientist from Yonsei University, who will accompany Kim Dae Jung
to Pyongyang. "They want to show they can be part of the world community."

North Korean leader Kim Jong Il himself paid an unannounced visit to
Beijing earlier this month. It reportedly was his first trip outside North
Korea since 1984. Like Chinese leaders in the 1980s, Kim is clearly hoping
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to modernize the Korean economy without opening a closed society to foreign
cultural and political influence. But like China, North Korea will be hard
pressed to succeed.

"I don't think North Koreans will all be on the Internet in five years but
a pretty good chunk will be watching CNN," says Quinones, who has been
asked by North Koreans to bring Disney movies on his next visit. "The pace
of change should quicken and broaden."

Contributing: Paul Wiseman in Seoul, South Korea, and Andrea Stone in
Washington.

====================== 

3.  "Beijing's Nuclear Plans" 
Asian Wall Street Journal editorial - June 13, 2000

If it was taken seriously, it shouldn't have been. As it became clear last
week that U.S. President Bill Clinton's mission to persuade Russian leader
Vladimir Putin to amend the 1972 Anti-Ballistic Missile treaty was
foundering, Beijing weighed in with a warning: U.S. plans to proceed with a
missile defense system could trigger a new Cold War.

"Any efforts to amend the ABM Treaty or to withdraw from the ABM Treaty
would not only threaten the nuclear disarmament process but would also
shatter the basis for nuclear nonproliferation and will give rise to a new
arms race," said Chinese Foreign Ministry spokeswoman Zhang Qiyue. If the
U.S. proceeds with development and deployment of a missile defense system,
Ms. Zhang said, China may be forced to kick-start its nuclear arsenal and
refine its missiles program.

Mr. Putin declined to oblige Mr. Clinton on the change, and the American
president will have to decide this summer whether to proceed with a
national missile defense anyway. Unfortunately, he has confined the debate
to a limited system based in Alaska, excluding, for example, sea-based
systems that could be deployed more broadly, possibly to help protect U.S.
allies in Asia and Europe. But while the president's decision will be of
major importance in terms of the security of the U.S. and its allies, we
doubt that it will have much influence, one way or the other, on how China
proceeds with its missile program.

It's a safe assumption that China will modernize and expand its weapons
program regardless of the U.S. decision. That much was made clear in March,
when Beijing unveiled its $111.1 billion budget for this year. Military
spending, up over 12% at $14.5 billion, outpaced overall increases.
(Chinese military buffs say this number is misleading, and that, all told,
China spends thrice as much.) In sounding their cautionary note last week,
Beijing officials would have us believe that enlarging their military
program wasn't a fait accompli. Not even the Russians -- their ostensible
ally in opposition to the U.S. shield -- were buying that line.

When asked by the Russian Newspaper Kommersant whether a new arms race is
"inevitable," Andrey Kokoshin, head of the Institute for International
Security Problems for the State Duma, replied: "Such unpleasant
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consequences are possible." Mr. Kokoshin went on to say that the problem is
"not so pressing" for Russia because "even now we have the potential to
penetrate missile defense." But China apparently lacks this, he said.
That's why "China has already increased appropriations to improve nuclear
warheads and delivery systems." In short, Mr. Kokoshin acknowledges that
whether the ABM Treaty is left intact, amended or wholly scrapped, China
intends to increase and modernize its arsenal. Last month, Sha Zukang,
Beijing's chief arms negotiator, said China and Russia are collaborating on
ways to defeat a missile shield.

It's important to bear in mind that the latest interest in a missile
defense shield was sparked not by China, but North Korea, when it sent a
Taepodong missile screaming over Japanese territory in August 1998. The
North at that time boasted that it would soon be able to reach U.S.
territory with a missile, alarming the U.S. as well as Japan and rekindling
interest in both places in theater missile defenses such as the Aegis
sea-based system. (A Pentagon study has just said that the Aegis-based
system has the potential to work as a national missile defense.) Iran's
missile program may also be advancing, according to reports.

The U.S. and other Pacific Basin nations aren't so preoccupied with North
Korea that they are ignoring China's missile program. China knows as well
as everyone else that a nuclear strike capability enhances a nation's
political influence and it is clear that China intends to become a major
factor in the politics of East Asia. Its designs on Taiwan and the South
China Sea are well known. Its threats become less potent if the U.S. and
its Asian allies have a credible defense against missiles, which explains
why China is so vociferous in its opposition to U.S. efforts to erect
missile shields. It is also why security-conscious Americans see an urgent
need to develop such shields.

China and Russia both are unmoved by arguments that missile shields are
purely defensive, designed to protect the U.S. and its allies from nuclear
blackmail. In the view of these two powers, defenses are "destabilizing."
But somehow China doesn't feel that expansion of its own nuclear arsenal
might be "destabilizing" as well. There is little logic in its position and
for that reason the U.S. will have a powerful impetus to proceed with
efforts to erect a missile defense.  

John Isaacs
Council for a Livable World 
110 Maryland Avenue, NE - Room 409
Washington, D.C. 20002
(202) 543-4100 x.131
www.clw.org
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X-Sender: dkimball@[209.8.25.194]
X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Pro Version 3.0 (32)
Date: Tue, 13 Jun 2000 15:00:22 -0400
To: dkimball@clw.org
From: Daryl Kimball <dkimball@clw.org>
Subject: N-TESTING UPDATE: the return of mini-nukes? and more ...

<x-rich>June 13, 2000

TO: Coalition members and friends

FR: Daryl Kimball, Executive Director

RE: Nuclear Testing Update -- 1) U.S. testing for new warhead types?; 2)
NIF under pressure;  3) test ban verification myths; 4) Sen. Kyl restates
case against CTBT; 5) NPT Rev Con reaffirms support for CTBT

1. NEW WARHEADS? NUCLEAR TESTING UNDER A BUSH ADMINISTRATION?

To paraphrase Ronald Reagan, "there they go again...."

New nuclear weapons are on the minds of a small, but powerful cadre of
Congressional members. As The Washington Post reports in it June 12
edition (see below), Senate Republicans have put a provision in the FY
2001 defense authorization bill (see below) that specifically requires
the secretaries of Defense and Energy to undertake a study to develop a
new "low-yield" nuclear weapon that can destroy deeply buried targets and
permits the nuclear labs to conduct limited research and development that
may be necessary to complete the study.

The legislation, which still must be conferenced with the House version
of the bill, encroaches on -- but does not overturn -- a 1994 law
advanced by Congresswoman Elisabeth Furse that prohibits research and
development of "mini-nukes" [low-yield nuclear weapons]. If it becomes
law, it could also provide a rationale for resuming nuclear testing to
confirm the new warhead design. Interesingly, the proponents of the study
on a new earth-penatrating nuclear warhead claim that the B-61 Mod. 11
earth-penetrating warhead, introduced and certified into the arsenal in
the mid-90s without nuclear test explosions, cannot do the job, and they
ignore the fact that there is has been no military requirement for "new
warhead production" since 1992.

According to George Bush's foreign policy adviser Condoleeza Rice, any
resumption of testing in the near future would be based on questions
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relating to "reliability and safety" of existing weapons. As for
developing new weapons, she said Bush is "reserving judgement ... It has
not come up, but it is not inconceivable." She also restated Bush's view
that the he opposes the CTBT but has supported a moratorium on testing
"because it gives more flexibility." The Rice comments seem to raise more
questions that they answer.

2. NIF CRITICISED BY COMPETING LABS

The National Ignition Facility is suffering from cost overruns and
construction delays and is now being criticised by lab officials from
Sandia. Tom Hunter, Sandia's senior vice president for defense

programs, directly challenged Energy Secretary Bill Richardson's decision
to proceed with the so-called NIF facility as currently planned-despite a
near doubling of the project's official cost estimate, from $1.2 billion
to $2.1 billion. (See related articles below.)

The Senate's uncertainty about maintaining the nuclear arsenal in the
absence of nuclear testing is due, in part, to the laboratory directors'
emphasis on the "importance" of costly, cutting-edge experimental
stockpile stewardship projects like the National Ignition Facility. While
NIF will allow weapons scientists to experiment with advanced design
concepts, NIF is not essential for maintenance of the existing U.S.
nuclear weapons stockpile, which can and is being addressed through
stockpile surveillance and remanufacturing capabilities.

For more information on NIF, see the Natural Resources Defense Council's
National Ignition Facility and Science-Based Stockpile Stewardship
Resource Page at <<http://www.nrdc.org/nuclear/nif/nifinx.asp>

3. TEST BAN VERIFICATION MYTHS EXPLODED

In an article in the latest edition of the FAS Public Interest Report
titled: "False and Misleading Claims about Verification during the Senate
Debate on the CTBT," Dr. Lynn Sykes knocks down claims about "credible
evasion scenarios," including "de-coupling." See
<<http://www.fas.org/faspir/v53n3.htm> He writes:

"Lack of verifiability and concern about the Stockpile Stewardship
Program were cited repeatedly in the U.S. Senate debate about
ratification of the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT) last October. 

Concerns about verifiability as well as the reliability of weapons in the
U.S. stockpile, in fact, have long served as proxies for the larger
issues of what best ensures our national security and prevents nuclear
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war. Several claims that were either wrong or inflated about lack of
verifiability, which were not challenged during the very abbreviated
testimony and debate of October 1999, are examined here. I argue that U.
S. verification goals can be met. I then propose several things that
might be done to move the Senate closer to ratifying the Treaty."

In addition, the American Geophysical Union devoted a lengthy panel
session at its recent annual meeting to the subject of test ban treaty
verification and monitoring. Presentations were delivered by Richard
Garwin, Greg van der Vink, Terry Wallace, Lynn Sykes, and others.
Abstracts are available at <<http://www.agu.org>.

4. OPPOSITION WATCH

Also of note, in a recent series of articles in the Spring issue of The
Washington Quarterly, James Schlesinger offers his analysis of what's
wrong with arms control and the CTBT. Also in that issue, Harold Brown
addresses the status of arms control and the CTBT; Thomas Graham
considers how to strengthen nuclear arms control; John Steinbruner
explores the renovation of arms control; Stephen Cambone looks at lessons
learned from the test ban vote; and Brad Roberts examines the road ahead.
Attached below is the text of the Schlesinger article.

On June 5, Senator Jon Kyl (R-AZ) spoke at a Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace "Proliferation Roundtable" on "Why the Senate
Rejected the CTBT and the Implications of Its Demise." See

<<
<underline><color><param>0000,0000,fefe</param>
<bigger>http://www.ceip.org/programs/npp/KylRoundtable060500.htm</bigger></color></underline><fontfamily>
<param>Arial</param><color><param>0606,0000,0000</param>
</color></fontfamily>>. Kyl's critique of the CTBT contained little new material, but it does signify his continuing and 
active opposition to the CTBT. 

For altenative views on Kyl's anti-CTBT pitch, see:

* "Tall Tales of the Test Ban Opposition: A Reply to the September 1999 Letter to Senator Lott from CTBT 
Opponents," by Christopher Paine, Natural Resources Defense Council, October 6, 1999 
<<http://www.clw.org/coalition/nrdctalltales1099.htm>

* "What Went Wrong: Repairing the Damage to the CTBT," by Daryl Kimball, Arms Control Today, December 1999.
<<http://www.clw.org/coalition/ACTdk1299.htm>

* Remarks by General John Shalikashvili on the CTBT at the Carnegie International Non-Proliferation Conference, 
March 16, 2000 <<http://www.clw.org/coalition/shali031600.htm> 
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Finally, you may be interested in the short article from October 1999 in The Arizona Republic (attached below) which 
reports that Sen. Jon Kyl's approval rating in Arizona dipped to its lowest level in a year in the immediate aftermath of 
the Senate vote on the CTBT.

5) 2000 NPT RevCon REINFORCES IMPORTANCE OF CTBT

The final 2000 NPT Review Conference document 
<<http://www.usinfo.state.gov/topical/pol/arms/stories/finaldoc.htm> reaffirms the international community's support 
for the existing Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty. In the face of the active diplomacy of the New Agenda 
Coalition and strong pressure from the majority of the world's non-nuclear nations, the Conference agreed to the 
following CTBT-related items:

"Article VI and preambular paragraphs 8 to 12 

4. The Conference reaffirms that the cessation of all nuclear weapon test explosions or any other nuclear explosions will 
contribute to the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons in all its aspects, to the process of nuclear disarmament leading to 
the complete elimination of nuclear weapons and, therefore, to the further enhancement of international peace and 
security. 

5. The Conference welcomes the adoption by the General Assembly and subsequent opening for signature of the 
Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty in New York on 24 September 1996, and notes that 155 States have signed it 
and that 56 of them, including 28 whose ratification is necessary for its entry into force, have deposited their instruments 
of ratification. The Conference welcomes the ratifications by France and the United Kingdom of Great Britain and 
Northern Ireland and the recent decision by the Duma of the Russian Federation to ratify the Treaty. The Conference 
calls upon all States, in particular on those 16 States whose ratification is a prerequisite for the entry into force of the 
Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty, to continue their efforts to ensure the early entry into force of the Treaty. 

6. The Conference welcomes the final declaration adopted at the Conference on facilitating the entry into force of the 
Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty, convened in Vienna in October 1999, in accordance with Article XIV of the 
Convention. 

15. The Conference agrees on the following practical steps for the systematic and progressive efforts to implement 
Article VI of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons and paragraphs 3 and 4(c) of the 1995 Decision 
on "Principles and Objectives for Nuclear Non-Proliferation and Disarmament":

        1. The importance and urgency of signatures and ratifications, without delay and without conditions and in 
accordance with constitutional processes, to achieve the early entry into force of the Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban 
Treaty. 

        2. A moratorium on nuclear-weapon-test explosions or any other nuclear explosions pending entry into force of 
that Treaty.
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16. Regional issues

        South Asia and other regional issues:

                                  

        12. With respect to the nuclear explosions carried out by India and then byPakistan in May 1998, the Conference 
recalls Security Council Resolution 1172 (1998), adopted unanimously on 6 June 1998, and calls upon both States to 
take all of the measures set out therein. Notwithstanding their nuclear tests, India and Pakistan do not have the status of 
nuclear-weapon States. 

        14. The Conference notes that India and Pakistan have declared moratoriums on further testing and their 
willingness to enter into legal commitments not to conduct any further nuclear testing by signing and ratifying the 
Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty. The Conference urges both States to sign the Treaty, in accordance with their 
pledges to do so."

Proposals for stronger language on CTBT-related issues were rejected by the U.S. and other nuclear weapon states. 
Specificaly, the nuclear weapon states rejected language that would have called "upon all States not to conduct [non-
explosive] tests for the further development and modernisation of nuclear weapons." Such a commitment would have 
been valuable and important given the fact that the U.S. has been able to develop and deploy of a modified versions of 
previously tested weapons, such as the B-61 Mod 11 (which has earth penetrating capabilities designed to make it more 
usable against underground bunkers) without the aid of nuclear test explosions. These activities are contrary to goals of 
the CTBT as described in its Preamble.

**************************************

CONTENTS:

"STOCKPILE STEWARDSHIP"

* "Senate Bill Requires Study Of New Nuclear Weapon," By Walter Pincus, Washington Post, June 12, 2000

* Senate Defense Authorization bill requirement for nuclear posture review and study on nuclear warhead designs to 
defeat hardened targets

* "Nuclear Stockpile Guardians Squabble Over Cost Of Project," by James

Glanz, The New York Times, May 26, 2000

* "Sandia Crosses Richardson, Urges NIF Cut," BY GEORGE LOBSENZ, Energy Daily, May 2000
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VERIFICATION

* "False and Misleading Claims about Verification during the Senate Debate on the Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban 
Treaty," by Lynn R. Sykes, Federation of American Scientists, Public Interest Report, May/June 2000 
<<http://www.fas.org/faspir/v53n3.htm>

THE CTBT OPPOSITION

* "The Demise of Arms Control?" by James Schlesinger, The Washington Quarterly, Spring 2000 

* THE ARIZONA REPUBLIC, October 27, 1999 on Sen. Kyl's approval rating

*******************

<<http://washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/articles/A39420-2000Jun11.html>

Washington Post

June 12, 2000

Pg. 2

"Senate Bill Requires Study Of New Nuclear Weapon"

By Walter Pincus, Washington Post Staff Writer

The Senate has paved the way for the Energy Department's nuclear weapons laboratories to aid Pentagon research into a 
new low-yield nuclear weapon that could destroy hardened and deeply buried targets by penetrating far into the ground 
before exploding.

The purpose of the study is to develop "a deep penetrator that could hold at risk a rogue state's deeply buried weapons or 
Saddam Hussein's bunker without torching Baghdad," said one former senior Pentagon official who is still involved in 
government military and intelligence research.

The most recent modernization of a U.S. strategic nuclear weapon, the B-61 thermonuclear bomb, took place in the 
early 1990s. At that time the bomb, which has a variety of yields above 50 kilotons (or 50,000 tons of TNT, more than 
three times the power of the Hiroshima bomb), was given an earth-penetrating capability great enough to destroy "a 
garden variety underground bunker, 100 meters into solid rock," the former official said.

"What's needed now is something that can threaten a bunker tunneled under 300 meters of granite without killing the 
surrounding civilian population," he said.
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Last year, a Pentagon effort to get assistance from Energy's weapons labs in researching the options for such a weapon 
was blocked when Energy lawyers said a 1994 provision in the law prohibited the government's nuclear laboratories 
from "all research and development which could lead to a precision, low-yield nuclear weapon,"

according to a senior Energy official who asked not to be identified.

To overcome that roadblock, Senate Republicans this year put a provision in the fiscal 2001 defense authorization bill 
that specifically requires the secretaries of Defense and Energy to undertake such a study and permits the nuclear labs to 
"conduct any limited research and development that may be necessary" to complete it, according to

a Senate Armed Services Committee report.

The measure is expected to pass the Senate this week and eventually be approved by a House-Senate conference, 
according to its supporters.

Supporters of this new low-yield nuclear weapon include a small group of senior Republican senators and some top 
officials within the nuclear weapons community who, in the wake of Senate defeat of the Comprehensive Test Ban 
Treaty last October, believe the United States may soon need to resume underground testing to design

new warheads and maintain old ones.

"The United States will eventually need a new, low-yield nuclear weapon" because the explosive power of silo-busting 
thermonuclear warheads designed for the Cold War "are too high" to deter small nations in today's multipolar world, 
said Paul Robinson, the head of Energy's Sandia National Laboratories, one of the nation's leading weapons labs.

Without building such a new weapon, "we would end up being self-deterred," Robinson said at a forum in New Mexico 
last March.

Sen. Wayne Allard (R-Colo.), chairman of the Senate Armed Services strategic subcommittee, sponsored the defense 
bill amendment because, as he said at a May 23 committee meeting, the legislative language from 1994 prohibited 
Energy's nuclear laboratories "from conducting any research related to the design of a new low-yield

nuclear warhead."

"I understand the attorneys have blocked the Energy weapons labs from conducting any studies or research to support 
the Defense Department in assessing options for addressing current or future threats because of this 1994 provision," 
Allard said.

Armed Services Committee Chairman John W. Warner (R-Va.) said at the May 23 hearing: "I do not believe that, in the 
foreseeable future, we're going to see the abolishment totally of nuclear weaponry. . . . And, therefore, we've got to 
maintain a capability in the United States for a future president or presidents to initiate a

program, to build a new warhead."
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In a recent telephone interview, Warner said, "The next president has got to put this on top of his agenda." He added, 
"We should do research and analysis" that could lead to new weapons because "there is a dwindling industrial base and 
dwindling category of capable people to build weapons."

Texas Gov. George W. Bush, the presumptive GOP presidential candidate, who opposed approval of the 
Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty, has supported a moratorium on testing because it gives more flexibility," said 
Condoleezza Rice, Bush's foreign policy adviser and a member of the National Security Council staff during his father's

administration.

Bush foresees any resumption of testing in the near future as being based on "questions of reliability and safety" of 
current weapons, Rice said in a telephone interview. As for developing new weapons, Bush is "reserving judgment. . . . 
It has not come up, but it is not inconceivable," she said.

Bush, in a May 23 speech, said that "America should rethink the requirements . . . for nuclear deterrence and a new 
security environment." He said that if elected president, he would get his defense secretary "to conduct an assessment of 
our nuclear force posture."

The last full Pentagon nuclear posture review was in 1994, with an update in 1997 before the Helsinki summit between 
President Clinton and Russia's Boris Yeltsin. The current Senate version of the fiscal 2001 defense authorization bill not 
only permits research on the new low-yield weapons but also calls for the secretary of defense, "in consultation with the 
Secretary of Energy, to prepare a plan for the long-term sustainment and modernization of U.S. strategic forces."

That nuclear posture study, the panel said, "would look beyond current efforts to modernize existing systems and lay out 
a comprehensive vision for the maintenance of deterrent forces."

*******************

Calendar No. 543

106TH CONGRESS

2D SESSION

S. 2549

[Report No. 106–292]

To authorize appropriations for fiscal year 2001 for military activities of

the Department of Defense, for military construction, and for defense

activities of the Department of Energy, to prescribe personnel strengths

for such fiscal year for the Armed Forces, and for other purposes.
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IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

MAY 12, 2000

SEC. 1018. REPORT ON THE DEFEAT OF HARDENED AND DEEPLY BURIED TARGETS.

(a) STUDY.The Secretary of Defense shall, in conjunction with the Secretary of Energy, conduct a study

relating to the defeat of hardened and deeply buried targets. Under the study, the Secretaries shall:

(1) review the requirements and current and future plans for hardened and deeply buried targets and agent defeat 
weapons concepts and activities;

(2) determine if those plans adequately address all requirements;

(3) identify potential future hardened and deeply buried targets and other related targets;

(4) determine what resources and research and development efforts are needed to defeat the targets identified under 
paragraph (3) as well as other agent defeat requirements;

(5) assess both current and future options to defeat hardened and deeply buried targets as well as

agent defeat weapons concepts, including any limited research and development that may be necessary to

conduct such assessment; and 

(6) determine the capability and cost of each option.

(b) REPORT. The Secretary of Defense shall submit to the congressional defense committees a report on the results of 
the study required by subsection (a) not later than July 1, 2001.

NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT FOR FISCAL YEAR 2001 REPORT [TO ACCOMPANY S. 2549] 
ON AUTHORIZING APPROPRIATIONS FOR FISCAL YEAR 2001 FOR MILITARY ACTIVITIES OF THE 
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE, FOR MILITARY CONSTRUCTION, AND FOR DEFENSE ACTIVITIES OF THE 
DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY, TO PRESCRIBE PERSONNEL STRENGTHS FOR SUCH FISCAL YEAR FOR THE 
ARMED FORCES, AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES TOGETHER WITH ADDITIONAL AND MINORITY VIEWS

SUBTITLE C--STRATEGIC FORCES

Revised nuclear posture review (sec. 1015)

Six years have passed since the nuclear posture review of fiscal year 1994. The committee believes that a new nuclear 
posture review is overdue and should be completed in the near future. Although Presidential Decision
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Directive 60, signed in November 1997, reaffirmed and updated U.S. nuclear weapons employment policy guidance, 
there has not been an end-to-end review of U.S. nuclear weapons strategy, requirements, and posture since fiscal

year 1994.

The committee recommends a provision that would require the Secretary of Defense, in consultation with the Secretary 
of Energy, to conduct a comprehensive nuclear posture review that looks out five to ten years. The

review would include:

(1) the role of nuclear forces in United States military strategy, planning, and programming;

(2) the policy requirements and objectives for the United States to maintain a safe, reliable and credible nuclear 
deterrence posture;

(3) the relationship between U.S. nuclear deterrence policy, targeting strategy, and arms control

objectives;

(4) the levels and composition of nuclear delivery systems that will be required to implement the U.S. national and 
military strategy, including any plans for replacing or modifying warheads. The provision would also

require that, concurrently with the Quadrennial Defense Review due in December 2001, the Secretary of

Defense shall submit to Congress a report, in unclassified and classified forms as necessary, on the nuclear posture 
review. Finally, the provision expresses the sense of Congress that a revised nuclear posture review should be used as 
the basis for establishing future arms control objectives and negotiating positions.

Plan for the long-term sustainment and modernization of United States strategic nuclear forces (sec. 1016)

The committee recommends a provision that would require the Secretary of Defense, in consultation with the Secretary 
of Energy, to prepare a plan for the long-term sustainment and modernization of U.S. strategic

forces. The committee expects that the plan would look beyond current efforts to modernize existing systems

and lay out a comprehensive vision for the maintenance of deterrent forces.

The committee is concerned that the Department of Defense and the Department of Energy may not be adequately 
planning for United States strategic nuclear forces in the long term. The committee supports current efforts to

provide for continued sustainment of existing strategic delivery systems and warheads, but is concerned that there 
appears to be no long-range vision of how the United States should preserve strategic deterrent forces. The

committee believes that the United States will require such forces beyond the date when existing systems become 
obsolete.

Study and report on hardened and deeply buried targets (sec. 1018)
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The committee recommends a provision that would require the Secretaries of Defense and Energy to assess 
requirements and options for defeating hardened and deeply buried targets. The provision would expressly

authorize the Department of Energy (DOE) to conduct any limited research and development that may be

necessary to complete such assessments.

The committee notes that a recent legal interpretation of existing law raised questions regarding whether DOE could 
participate in or otherwise support certain Department of Defense (DOD) studies and options assessments

for defeating hardened and deeply buried targets. This provision removes any uncertainty and expressly allows DOE to 
assist the DOD with a review of these targets and the options for defeating such targets. The committee

believes that DOE should provide information and all other assistance required to help DOD make informed decisions 
on whether:

(1) to proceed with a new method of defeating hardened and deeply buried targets and;

(2) to seek any necessary modifications to existing law.

The committee is concerned that the ability to defeat hardened and deeply buried targets will continue to be a significant 
challenge for the foreseeable future.

*******************

The New York Times

May 26, 2000

"Nuclear Stockpile Guardians Squabble Over Cost Of Project"

By James Glanz

In an unusually public display of acrimony among the caretakers of the

nation's nuclear stockpile, Sandia National Laboratories has charged that

cost overruns on a giant laser at another federal laboratory may disrupt

the program to ensure that the stockpile remains safe and reliable.

The laser, the National Ignition Facility, is designed to mimic some
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conditions at the heart of an exploding hydrogen bomb. But its expected

construction costs at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory have

doubled to $2.1 billion, and critics in Congress have begun to wonder aloud

if the project is worthwhile. 

Since 1992, when the United States abandoned nuclear tests, the national

laboratories have vied to devise ways to simulate nuclear explosions in

hopes that these methods will allow them to determine whether stockpiled

warheads are still usable. 

Officials at the Energy Department, which runs both Sandia in Albuquerque

and Lawrence Livermore in Livermore, Calif., publicly rebuked Sandia,

saying its criticism was inaccurate and, in any event, should not have been

made in public. 

Energy Secretary Bill Richardson said the Sandia criticism was "totally out

of line and inconsistent with the nation's stockpile stewardship policies." 

Mr. Richardson said the cost overruns would be handled with money from

defense programs, and largely within Livermore's existing budget. 

"The labs are very competitive with each other, and this outburst is

typical lab belly-aching that is sometimes aimed at jockeying for

appropriations at the expense of each other," he said. "While we have

contained the rivalries in the past, it seems that N.I.F. is too big a pot

to ignore." 

Under pressure, Sandia tempered its stance late yesterday, issuing a more

conciliatory statement on the project. 

But opponents of the laser seized on the original statement to advance
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their argument that the project was unworkable. 

"The objections have been echoing around the weapons complex for the last

couple of years," said Christopher Paine, a senior researcher at the

Natural Resources Defense Council. "They're now being publicly stated."

The National Ignition Facility would consist of 192 individual laser beams

converging on a tiny pellet of nuclear fuel to generate fusion energy -- a

vastly scaled-down version of one element of a hydrogen bomb. 

The laser, like other parts of the stockpile stewardship program at Sandia,

Livermore and Los Alamos National Laboratory, would allow scientists to

approach the harsh conditions in bombs for study. But the project, which

has been under construction since 1997, has encountered a series of

problems, including the resignation of its director, construction delays

and ballooning costs. 

Those problems led to the critical statement on Tuesday from Tom Hunter, a

senior vice president for defense programs at Sandia. 

Delays and overruns at the laser project "will disrupt the investment

needed to be made at the other laboratories," Mr. Hunter said. "This causes

us to question what is a reasonable additional investment in the N.I.F." 

Even though Sandia had contacted reporters with those criticisms, the

statement today called their release inadvertent. Mr. Hunter is quoted in

the release as saying that "public divisiveness is not helpful in finding

good solutions," but he did not directly contradict the criticisms. 

Rod Geer, a Sandia spokesman, said "the concern still exists" on how the
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various parts of the stockpile stewardship program will fit together

financially. 

Clay Sell, a staff member on the Senate Appropriations Committee, said the

cost overruns were placing the project in jeopardy. 

"Absolutely, it's in danger as a program," Mr. Sell said. 

Senator Tom Harkin, an Iowa Democrat who is a member of the committee,

said, "The project's costs appear to be rising sky-high," adding that

"Congress needs to take more decisive action to prevent further money down

the drain." 

Mr. Richardson said, "We believe N.I.F. is important. And I have made the

necessary management and structural changes to make it viable. The last

thing we need is the Congress to try to decimate the project on the basis

of their own local priorities."

***************

"Sandia Crosses Richardson, Urges NIF Cut"

BY GEORGE LOBSENZ

Energy Daily, May 2000

In a stunning statement of dissent, a top official at Sandia National

Laboratories called for scaling down the National Ignition Facility, saying

its massive cost overruns threaten to take funding away from other key

Energy Department nuclear weapons programs.

The statement by Tom Hunter, Sandia's senior vice president for defense

programs, directly challenged Energy Secretary Bill Richardson's decision
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to proceed with the so-called NIF facility as currently planned-despite a

near doubling of the project's official cost estimate, from $1.2 billion to

$2.1 billion.

Hunter's remarks also represented an unprecedented public break with a

sister weapons laboratory, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory in

California, which is building NIF.

But while DOE's three nuclear weapons laboratories traditionally have

avoided criticizing each other, the Sandia statement shows the depth of

concern at Sandia, Los Alamos National Laboratory and even at Lawrence

Livermore that the department will be forced to cannibalize other weapons

and science research programs in order to fund NIF.

In particular, Hunter said NIF threatened to bleed other lab programs

needed for DOE's stockpile stewardship program, under which the department

is developing computer-based programs to verify the reliability and safety

of the U.S. nuclear weapons arsenal now that the nation has stopped

underground bomb testing.

"We emphasize that science-based stockpile stewardship was based on a

number of important investments at the laboratories," Hunter said. "These

investments include a balanced approach to major facilities that allows for

the work of each of the laboratories to be performed.

"The apparent delay and significant increase in cost for the NIF is

sufficient that it will disrupt the investment needed to be made at other

laboratories, and perhaps at the production plants, by several years. This

causes us to question what is a reasonable additional investment in the
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NIF."

Hunter said a smaller NIF would provide more certainty about cost, schedule

and performance of the huge laser facility, which is aimed at helping

researchers learn more about the physics of nuclear bomb explosions.

"[W]e believe that a facility less than full-scale, i.e., less than the 192

laser beams, should be established at a new baseline," he said. "This

facility of new scope should be assessed and a reasonable cost should be

established. The project should then be managed toward that new cost

baseline.

"After the facility has operated for a number of years, we should then

consider the expansion of the facility to full-scale, in light of other

important investments that need to be made around the [nuclear weapons]

complex...."

Among other needed projects, he said, were advanced radiography and

hydro-dynamic facilities-which also are used to assess warhead

performance-as well as Sandia's new MESA microelectronics facility, aimed

at improving warhead circuitry.

In sum, Hunter said: "We need an approach that addresses bringing the

entire capability and infrastructure of the complex to the desired level of

readiness."

The exact circumstances of Hunter's statement remained unclear, with some

sources saying Sandia released it after being queried about the lab's

statements to the General Accounting Office, which is conducting a review

of the NIF project for Congress.
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Sandia officials Thursday issued a statement apologizing for the

"inadvertent" release of Hunter's statement-but not disavowing it.

Not surprisingly, Hunter's remarks brought a blistering response from

Richardson.

"This statement is totally out of line and inconsistent with the nation's

stockpile stewardship policies and the critical role that NIF will play,

which was recently reaffirmed by the three lab directors in a white paper,"

Richardson said in a statement. "Needless to say, Mr. Hunter's view will be

totally disregarded and it is the type of lab divisiveness that is

extremely unhelpful."

Richardson last year was outraged when he learned of NIF's cost overruns

and technical problems, saying Livermore officials had essentially lied to

him about the project's status.

But after internal DOE reviewers declared the project's scientific

underpinnings sound, he announced he would allocate an additional $95

million in fiscal year 2001 to get NIF back on track. He also recommitted

DOE to building all 192 lasers-despite ongoing technical problems with

high-tech optical devices needed to make the facility work correctly.

The facility-which had been scheduled for startup in 2002 and full

operation by 2004-is now slated to begin operations in 2004, with full

operation by 2008.

But NIF critics outside DOE maintain the problems have only begin for NIF,

and that current cost estimates and schedules are almost certainly way too

optimistic.
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Marylia Kelley, executive director of Tri-Valley CAREs, a Livermore

watchdog group, said the project already cost much more than the advertised

$2.1 billion. She said the ongoing GAO review already had identified

another $1.5 billion that would be needed for research and development work

needed to assure NIF could be operated effectively.

Kelley also questioned why Richardson did not considering scaling down NIF,

saying DOE scientists at Sandia and other DOE labs have suggested that a

facility with only 48 lasers could still meet DOE's weapons program needs.

And the concerns about other weapons programs being bled to support NIF

also have been voiced on Capitol Hill.

In a report accompanying its defense authorization bill for fiscal year

2001, the House Armed Services Committee provided Richardson's request for

an extra $95 million for NIF, but expressed concern about DOE's proposals

for offsetting other programs to pay for NIF.

"[T]he committee believes that the sources for the additional NIF funds

identified in the secretary's recommendation will detract from activities

that are key to sustaining the safety, reliability and effectiveness of the

nuclear stockpile and that lower priority funding should be identified for

realignment," said the panel, which added that it would work with DOE to

find other programs to cut.

Kelley maintained science research programs would be targeted for NIF

funds, and said some DOE scientists believe an astrophysics program at

Livermore was canceled so its funding could be transferred to NIF.
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*************

The Center for Strategic and International Studies and the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology

The Washington Quarterly, 2000 Spring

"The Demise of Arms Control?"

by James Schlesinger, a counselor and trustee at CSIS. He is also

senior adviser to Lehman Brothers and chairman of the MITRE corporation. He

was secretary of defense from 1973 to 1975 and secretary of energy from

1977 to 1979.

Is arms control dead? -- certainly not if its proponents recognize

and adapt to the altered world in which we now live. Alternatively, if we

fail to adapt and instead pursue arms control objectives derived from a

bipolar world or reflecting naive, Universalist assumptions, arms control

will be useless and, at times, counterproductive.

The proper objective for arms control is to increase international

stability and, more directly, the security of the United States and its

allies. It should not be, as its most eager supporters advocate, simply to

reduce armaments.

The central feature of classic arms control agreements was that the United

States and the Soviet Union could enhance mutual stability and thus their

own security by agreeing to limit certain categories of (destabilizing)

armaments, providing such agreements could be verified. Thus, overall

international stability would be enhanced. The risk, of course, was that
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achieving or preserving the agreement might become an end in itself and

that such painful questions as compliance or whether the agreement actually

enhanced stability would be overlooked.

Even during the Cold War, the presupposition of bipolarity was pressed by

some further than it should have been, as if the United States and the

Soviet Union were alone in the world. Some advocates, for example, tended

to forget the simple fact that U.S. forces provided extended deterrence for

U.S. allies in Europe -- and, in a somewhat more benign context, in

northeast Asia. Thus, the generally bipolar world was complicated by the

need to take third parties into account. In that bipolar world, many arms

control issues could be viewed in terms of duopoly -- in that only the

United States and the Soviet Union had significant capabilities, and thus

the task was one of negotiating with, and scrutinizing the behavior of,

one's principal adversary.

But the Cold War is now over; the Soviet Union is gone. Advanced weapons

capabilities have spread and will further spread to other parties. Thus,

the analogy for arms control has now shifted from duopoly to cartel -- in

which the behavior of numerous other parties must be watched and preferably

controlled. This is a far more demanding task. History teaches us that

smaller participants in cartel agreements frequently enter those agreements

with no intention to comply in the long run (and frequently not even in the

short run). They enter into the cartel agreement to restrict the behavior

of others, to draw advantages for themselves, and with every intention, to

put it bluntly, to cheat early. In the history of cartels, incidentally, it

has normally been the leader that has born the principal burden of

complying with the agreement. For that reason, it is particularly incumbent
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upon the leader to be wary at the outset regarding the details of the

agreement.

Consider the goal of nonproliferation. What we have seen in the last

half-century is that proliferation cannot be prevented -- but it can

successfully be slowed. Indeed, compared with the fears expressed in the

1950s and 1960s, the spread of nuclear weapons has been remarkably slow.

(It might have been even slower if the United States, priding itself on its

openness and its eagerness for declassification, had not so generously

spread around information on how to design and produce nuclear weapons).

Given the metaphor of the cartel, the necessary target for arms control is

to constrain those who desire to acquire nuclear weapons. A Luxembourg or

even a Germany may have no inclination to exploit an arms control agreement

as a cover for cheating, but others will have that simple objective. A

general agreement imposes no restraint on a North Korea or an Iraq. They

will be constrained by direct pressure or by direct action, if they are to

be constrained at all. For rather different reasons, an India or an Israel

is not going to be constrained by a general agreement. To believe otherwise

is to embrace the quixotic notions of the Kellogg-Briand Pact.

Thus the question of enforceability becomes more difficult as it becomes

more central. Sometimes, difficult tradeoffs must be made. In 1994, the

United States chose to ignore the clear violations of North Korea and its

obligations under the Non-Proliferation Treaty to the International Atomic

Energy Agency -- in the hope that it might be able to "freeze" North

Korea's nuclear development. Sometimes, arms control agreements are little

more than pious hopes with little capacity (or even intent) to achieve

enforcement. Today there are 10 to 15 nations aggressively seeking chemical
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or biological weapons, many of them unconstrained by their obligations

under the Chemical Weapons Convention or Biological Weapons Convention.

Detection or verification is simply too difficult. Indeed, in the case of

the Biological Weapons Convention there simply is no enforcement mechanism.

The upshot is that we fool ourselves if we believe that general agreements

impose substantial barriers to those determined to acquire new

capabilities. But arms control objectives can be obtained through direct

pressure -- rather than through a general agreement -- or, as the case of

Israel and the Osirak reactor may suggest, through direct action. For those

who would argue that, in a world of sovereign equals, such action violates

national sovereignty, one should point to the recent rhetoric regarding

Serbia. If we have embraced the right to trample on sovereignty in the name

of human rights, surely we must be prepared to consider similar action to

prevent a rogue nation from acquiring a nuclear capability (something that

is detectable).

Of course, the issue of sovereignty goes to the heart of the presumption of

universalism that forms the basis of many recent arms-control agreements.

That all sovereign nations are equal is an axiom among international

lawyers -- if not among practicing politicians. Nonetheless, this legal

concept should not be allowed to obscure fundamental realities.

The fiction of equality among sovereign nations underlays the recent

controversy over the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT). The negotiators

of that treaty sought to be faithful to the principle of equal treatment of

all nations, but could do so only by ignoring the basic realities. Thus,

they presumed that the testing regime should be the same for both weapon
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states and non-weapon states. In the quest to constrain weapons

development, it is presumed that the testing regime should be the same for

the United States and, for example, Luxembourg. Thus, the testing regime

becomes the same for nations that have no nuclear weapons, for those that

have nuclear weapons but are most unlikely to have to envisage

circumstances in which they must be used, and for states that must maintain

the readiness of their nuclear arsenal. Such a regime might be acceptable

to the last category of states for an extended period, but cannot be

accepted in perpetuity. n1 For a number of reasons, too lengthy to be

developed here, complicated devices like nuclear weapons, composed of

thousands of parts, cannot remain untested for extended periods -- without

confidence in the reliability of those weapons diminishing. Thus, over

time, the total cessation of testing implies gambling with the

effectiveness of the deterrent. Computer modeling -- even good computer

modeling -- is no substitute for testing. (For many, the inevitability of

the decline of the reliability of the nuclear stockpile was a bonus and

possibly an objective of a test ban).

When presented with the CTBT, all members of the Senate would have to judge

for themselves how much risk over time they were prepared to accept. The

majority of the Senate ultimately concluded -- quite properly in my

judgment -- that gambling with the efficacy of the U.S. deterrent was not

something that they were prepared to ratify, given the unique position of

the United States in the world today. Not knowing how the strategic scene

might change over 20, 30, or 40 years, the majority were unwilling to

gamble with the reliability of the U.S. nuclear deterrent.

Perhaps a regime of no testing would have been acceptable if the United
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States were a normal country with a normal foreign policy. But the United

States has drifted to, been pushed to, or seized the role of international

sheriff and arbiter. So long as it accepts the heavy commitments that role

implies and so long as uncertainties regarding the longer-run strategic

scene exist, the United States cannot accept the same testing regime as

nations prepared to forego the acquisition of nuclear weapons or nations

whose deterrents are essentially there for show.

The quixotic pursuit of universality, which ignored both the long-run

necessity of testing for serious nuclear weapon states and the distinct

role that the United States plays in the world, has meant that the

opportunity was lost to craft a testing regime that would have imposed some

restraint on proliferation without imposing a long-run decline in the

reliability of crucial nuclear weapons stockpiles.

The conclusion is simple. General arms-control agreements, if they are to

be successful, must be grounded in the realities -- including the reality

of different roles and requirements for different states. Otherwise, such

agreements will come apart on a Procrustean bed, which essentially denies

that such differences exist -- and must be dealt with. Thus, the future of

arms control will depend on the willingness of our negotiators to shed

obsolescent ideas -- and to find more imaginative ways for limiting the

spread of arms in a greatly altered environment.

Note

1. When questioned on the test ban by the White House in 1993, I indicated

that, while I was not a fan of the test ban, the two ingredients that could

not be part of such a ban were permanence of the treaty and zero yield. It
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is perhaps unnecessary to remind this audience that those two features were

ultimately included in the proposed treaty presented to the Senate.

*************

THE ARIZONA REPUBLIC 

October 27, 1999 Wednesday, Final

   Sen. Jon Kyl's approval rating in Arizona has dipped to its lowest level in 

a year, according to a Rocky Mountain poll released Tuesday. 

   Of 502 registered voters surveyed by the Behavior Research Center on Oct. 

13-17, 38 percent felt Kyl was doing a good to excellent job. In July, 

according to the same pollster, Kyl enjoyed a 43 percent performance rating

of good to excellent. 

   The poll, which has a margin of error of plus or minus 4.4 percentage 

points, found that 26 percent of respondents said Kyl was doing a 'fair' job, 

and 9 percent thought he was doing a poor to very poor job. 

   Kyl is facing re-election next year but has no announced major-party 

opponent. Pollster Earl de Berge said, "A factor that may have contributed to the 

decline is that, just prior to the survey, the senator led a successful

effort to defeat Senate ratification of the Nuclear Test Ban Treaty." 

   Kyl's approval rating in this poll has been as low as 33 percent. That was 

in 1996. The 43 percent in July was the highest rating. 

   The survey also found that Gov. Jane Hull and Sen. John McCain continue to 

enjoy solid ratings, at 55 percent and 59 percent respectively, but the 

differences in their ratings from earlier surveys were not significant

because they lay well within the poll's margin of error. 
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____________________________________

Daryl Kimball, Executive Director

Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers

110 Maryland Avenue NE, Suite 505

Washington, DC 20002

(ph) 202-546-0795 x136 (fax) 202-546-7970

website <<http://www.crnd.org>

____________________________________
</x-rich>
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To: jow@mindspring.com
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Questions for candidates
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Jim,

At the meeting of the Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament on May 22 you indicated that you would draft a 
series of questions for candidates.  If possible, I would like to circulate these questions prior to our next meeting on 
Thursday, June 22.  If you have kept our e-mail list, you can do it directly.  Otherwise, send the questions to me and I'll 
send them out.

Thanks,
Howard
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To: "Rev. Ron" <BethesdaUM@aol.com>
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Committee meeting schedule
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Ron,

Is there a reason for having committees meet after the Church Council this evening?  If the Outreach Committee has 
recommendaions for drawing on the Building for the Future Fund, it will be another two months before it can be 
approved by the Church Council.  As it has been, we are able to get same day approval.

Howard
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From: Hdsunited@aol.com
Date: Wed, 14 Jun 2000 10:51:13 EDT
Subject: Methodist United for Peace with Justice
To: mupj@igc.org
X-Mailer: AOL 5.0 for Windows sub 105

I would like to receive information concerning your "renewed campaign" to 
eliminate nuclear weapons. My address:
Rev. Don Smith
The United Church
1920 G Street, N.W.
Washington, DC  20006
phone: 202-331-1495
e-mail:  hdsunited@aol.com
Fax:  202-530-0406

Thanks for the renewed interest.



..From: "David A. Highfield" To: Subject: Nuclear weapons Date: Wed, 14 Jun 2000 11:39:36
-0400 X-MSMail-Priority: Normal X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2014.211
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2014.211
I would like to be a part of the renewed campaign to abolish nuclear weapons.
 
Pastor Dave Highfield
Westminster UM Church
162 E. Main St.
Westminster, MD  21157
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To: roche
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Letter to Archbishop Martino
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Dear Doug,

As you suggested, I have written to Archbishop Martino about a concerted effort by the global faith community to press 
the nuclear-weapon states to action for nuclear abolition.  A copy is attached.  I will appreciate any follow-up from you 
that you think is appropriate.

Shalom,
Howard

###

June 14, 2000

The Most Reverend Renato R. Martino
Permanent Observer of the Holy See
    to the United Nations
20 E. 72nd Street
New York, NY 10021

Dear Archbishop Martino:

I have been greatly impressed by your consistent witness to the United Nations in favor of "the abolition of nuclear 
weapons through a universal, non-discriminatory ban with intensive inspection by a universal authority."  I am also 
heartened by the Final Document of the 2000 Review Conference of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) in 
which the nuclear-weapon states committed themselves to "an unequivocal undertaking to accomplish the total 
elimination of their nuclear arsenals."  Even though there is no time frame or other specifics, this may give us some 
leverage. 

This leads me to wonder whether the global faith community might unite to persuade the five nuclear-weapon states and 
the other three possessors to act sooner rather than later.  Let us escalate our demands and ask these parties to mutually 
pledge never to use nuclear weapons against any adversary at any time under any circumstance.  After all the faith 
community has steadily testified that nuclear weapons are morally wrong.  Numerous retired generals and admirals have 
explained that nuclear weapons have no war-fighting utility.  Their only function is to deter other nuclear weapons, an 
action that would no longer be necessary with a no-use pledge combined with other measures for the elimination of 
nuclear weapons.  These other measures are well-known: de-alerting, deactivation, then dismantlement, all 
accomplished with proper verification.

Next week at the Washington National Cathedral a group of religious leaders and military leaders will release a joint 
statement calling for the elimination of nuclear weapons.  In the United States the National Council of Catholic Bishops, 
the National Council of Churches, and most major Protestant denominations are on record for eliminating nuclear 
weapons.  So is the World Council of Churches and church bodies in many nations.  Religious leaders in other faiths 
share this viewpoint.  A fine statement emanated from the 1999 Parliament of the World's Religions.  What is lacking is 
a concerted effort by the global faith community to insist that nuclear abolition occur.
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There wouldn't necessarily have to be a single, common statement to express this demand.  Rather there could be a 
series of parallel statements with a similar message issued at approximately the same time.  For instance, you have this 
opportunity in your annual statement to the First Committee of the United Nations General Assembly.   International 
bodies, such as the Holy See and the World Council of Churches, could address all the nuclear-weapon states.  National 
bodies could focus on their own governments, both the possessors and those who are allied with the possessors.  This 
would need to go beyond statements and enter into the political process to influence their governments.

Taking this a step further, there might be international faith-based delegations which would call upon the heads of states 
of all the possessor nations, asking them to mutually pledge no use of nuclear weapons and to follow through by de-
alerting, deactivating, and dismantling their nuclear arsenals within a relatively short time frame. 

My own organization, a national advocacy organization without any official denominational affiliation, is a small player 
in this field.  However, I chair an Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament which brings together representatives 
of a sizable number of U.S denominations and religious associations.   I am in touch with staff of the National Council 
of Churches (U.S.) and the World Council of Churches, so I can be a conduit of messages and sometimes can serve as a 
catalyst.  If the Holy See would step forward on this issue, at best through a prophetic statement by the Holy Father 
addressed to the nuclear-weapons states, it would pave the way for other religious bodies and other faiths to respond to 
what in 1997 you called "a moral challenge, a legal challenge, and a political challenge."

I will greatly appreciate learning what you think of these ideas.

 Shalom,

 Howard W. Hallman
 Chair
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To: dave
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Letter to Archbishop Martino
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Dear Dave,  

In my gadly role I've sent the attached letter to Archbishop Martino.

Howard 

###

June 14, 2000

The Most Reverend Renato R. Martino
Permanent Observer of the Holy See
    to the United Nations
20 E. 72nd Street
New York, NY 10021

Dear Archbishop Martino:

I have been greatly impressed by your consistent witness to the United Nations in favor of "the abolition of nuclear 
weapons through a universal, non-discriminatory ban with intensive inspection by a universal authority."  I am also 
heartened by the Final Document of the 2000 Review Conference of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) in 
which the nuclear-weapon states committed themselves to "an unequivocal undertaking to accomplish the total 
elimination of their nuclear arsenals."  Even though there is no time frame or other specifics, this may give us some 
leverage. 

This leads me to wonder whether the global faith community might unite to persuade the five nuclear-weapon states and 
the other three possessors to act sooner rather than later.  Let us escalate our demands and ask these parties to mutually 
pledge never to use nuclear weapons against any adversary at any time under any circumstance.  After all the faith 
community has steadily testified that nuclear weapons are morally wrong.  Numerous retired generals and admirals have 
explained that nuclear weapons have no war-fighting utility.  Their only function is to deter other nuclear weapons, an 
action that would no longer be necessary with a no-use pledge combined with other measures for the elimination of 
nuclear weapons.  These other measures are well-known: de-alerting, deactivation, then dismantlement, all 
accomplished with proper verification.

Next week at the Washington National Cathedral a group of religious leaders and military leaders will release a joint 
statement calling for the elimination of nuclear weapons.  In the United States the National Council of Catholic Bishops, 
the National Council of Churches, and most major Protestant denominations are on record for eliminating nuclear 
weapons.  So is the World Council of Churches and church bodies in many nations.  Religious leaders in other faiths 
share this viewpoint.  A fine statement emanated from the 1999 Parliament of the World's Religions.  What is lacking is 
a concerted effort by the global faith community to insist that nuclear abolition occur.

There wouldn't necessarily have to be a single, common statement to express this demand.  Rather there could be a 
series of parallel statements with a similar message issued at approximately the same time.  For instance, you have this 
opportunity in your annual statement to the First Committee of the United Nations General Assembly.   International 
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bodies, such as the Holy See and the World Council of Churches, could address all the nuclear-weapon states.  National 
bodies could focus on their own governments, both the possessors and those who are allied with the possessors.  This 
would need to go beyond statements and enter into the political process to influence their governments.

Taking this a step further, there might be international faith-based delegations which would call upon the heads of states 
of all the possessor nations, asking them to mutually pledge no use of nuclear weapons and to follow through by de-
alerting, deactivating, and dismantling their nuclear arsenals within a relatively short time frame. 

My own organization, a national advocacy organization without any official denominational affiliation, is a small player 
in this field.  However, I chair an Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament which brings together representatives 
of a sizable number of U.S denominations and religious associations.   I am in touch with staff of the National Council 
of Churches (U.S.) and the World Council of Churches, so I can be a conduit of messages and sometimes can serve as a 
catalyst.  If the Holy See would step forward on this issue, at best through a prophetic statement by the Holy Father 
addressed to the nuclear-weapons states, it would pave the way for other religious bodies and other faiths to respond to 
what in 1997 you called "a moral challenge, a legal challenge, and a political challenge."

I will greatly appreciate learning what you think of these ideas.

 Shalom,

 Howard W. Hallman
 Chair
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X-eGroups-Return: sentto-1413460-651-961010919-mupj=igc.apc.org@returns.onelist.com
To: <abolition-caucus@eGroups.com>
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2919.6600
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2919.6600
From: "Merav Datan" <mdatan@ippnw.org>
Mailing-List: list abolition-caucus@egroups.com; contact abolition-caucus-owner@egroups.com
Delivered-To: mailing list abolition-caucus@egroups.com
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:abolition-caucus-unsubscribe@egroups.com>
Date: Wed, 14 Jun 2000 15:27:11 -0400
Subject: [abolition-caucus] IPPNW statement on NPT Review Conference final document

International Physicians for the Prevention of Nuclear War
Statement on the Conclusion of the 2000 NPT Review Conference

 For four weeks in April and May, the 187 state parties to the Nuclear
Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) met in New York for the 2000 NPT Review
Conference. The parties meet every five years to review the status of
international efforts to curb the spread of nuclear weapons, assess
compliance by the parties with their treaty obligations, and to chart future
courses of action to realize the goals of the treaty, among them the
elimination of nuclear weapons.

 At the conclusion of this year’s NPT Review Conference, the first since the
NPT was indefinitely extended in 1995, a considerably detailed final
consensus document was issued by the parties to the NPT. This document,
which followed long and difficult negotiations, provides an important basis
for measuring the success, and/or shortcomings, of the 2000 NPT Review
Conference. In our view, the Review Conference produced some modest
victories for those who advocate the prompt and complete abolition of
nuclear weapons. It was also, for reasons explained below, a political
success for the New Agenda Coalition (NAC), a group of middle powers
(Brazil, Egypt, Ireland, Mexico, New Zealand, South Africa, and Sweden)
seeking to advance the goal of a nuclear weapons-free world.

 Deeds, not words, however, will ultimately determine whether the 2000 NPT
Review Conference, and indeed the NPT itself, has succeeded in its avowed
purpose. Some aspects of the final document are very encouraging. Advocates
of abolition, both NGOs and states, must now use the leverage provided by
the final document to push, prod and compel all NPT parties to fulfill their
commitments.

 We are also cautious in our appraisal of the NPT Review Conference at this
stage because of an issue that loomed over the conference without being
addressed directly in the final document, and that is the possible U.S.
deployment of a national missile defense system (NMD). Russia, China and
even many NATO allies are firmly opposed to NMD. Indeed, Russia has
threatened to withdraw from all existing nuclear arms control treaties if
the U.S. proceeds with deployment and has made its recent ratification of
START II conditional on non-deployment. We are, therefore, mindful that any
progress on non-proliferation and disarmament that may have been made in New
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York could be undone if U.S. President Clinton, or his successor, decides to
proceed with NMD.

 Enforcing compliance with Article VI of the treaty is particularly
important to IPPNW. Article VI contains the core promise, the essential quid
pro quo, that lies at the heart of the NPT: a promise from the nuclear
states (the U.S., Russia, the U.K., France and China) to eliminate their own
nuclear arsenals in exchange for the non-nuclear weapon states’ pledge not
to acquire nuclear weapons.

 Below is a brief overview of what we consider to be the key elements of the
2000 NPT Review Conference final document.

 1. Unequivocal Undertaking

 Throughout much of the NPT's history the nuclear powers, especially the
United States, have stated that the abolition of nuclear weapons was an
"ultimate goal." These words, "ultimate goal," were used as a rhetorical
shield by the nuclear weapon states against accusations that nuclear
disarmament was not proceeding quickly enough. They allowed the nuclear
status quo to remain in effect for three decades and had the effect of
postponing, perhaps indefinitely, the principal objective of the NPT: the
establishment of a world without nuclear weapons.

 The word "ultimate" was dropped from the Review Conference final document
to describe the goal of elimination of nuclear weapons. Instead, the final
document, in referring to Article VI, speaks of "an unequivocal undertaking
by the nuclear-weapon States to accomplish the total elimination of their
nuclear arsenals..." This is the strongest political statement on abolition
by the nuclear weapon states to date. While no timetable is established,
this wording narrows the "wiggle room" available to the nuclear powers,
particularly the U.S., to indefinitely defer their full compliance with
Article VI. The statement further asserts that "the total elimination of
nuclear weapons is the only absolute guarantee against the use or threat of
use of nuclear weapons." Again, however, deeds, not words, are needed to
turn rhetoric into reality.

 2. Preserving and Strengthening the ABM Treaty

 NMD was implicitly addressed at the NPT Review Conference when the parties
called in the final document, again referring to implementation of Article
VI, for "preserving and strengthening the ABM Treaty." Without
modifications, the Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty would prohibit NMD and the
U.S. is seeking to negotiate such modifications with Russia. The language of
the document ("preserving and strengthening") is ambiguous in that it allows
Russia and the vast majority of NPT state parties to argue that the ABM
Treaty must remain unchanged. Our concern, however, is that the U.S. might
argue that modifying the ABM Treaty qualifies as "preserving and
strengthening" -- a transparent and, in our judgment, disingenuous argument
that would undermine the basis of consensus that led to the final document.
Abolition advocates, and opponents of NMD, must vigorously support the
majority view.

 3. Nuclear Doctrines
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 The final document also included an unprecedented commitment toward "a
diminishing role for nuclear weapons in security policies to minimize the
risk that these weapons ever be used and to facilitate the process of their
total elimination." This provides a basis for challenging the nuclear
doctrines of the nuclear weapon states and NATO.

 4. Irreversibility

 Another first for the NPT was agreement on the "principle of
irreversibility to apply to nuclear disarmament, nuclear and other related
arms control and reduction measures." This means that once weapons are
dismantled or destroyed they should not be rebuilt or replaced.

 5. Increased Transparency

 The final document calls, for the first time in the history of the NPT, for
"increased transparency by the nuclear-weapon States with regard to their
nuclear weapons capabilities and the implementation of agreements pursuant
to Article VI..." Although there are no specific examples of how the nuclear
weapons states are to fulfill this obligation, there is now a bona fide
basis for demanding it.

 6. Further Reductions of Non-Strategic Nuclear Weapons

 Again, for the first time, the NPT parties have explicitly called for the
"further reduction of non-strategic nuclear weapons, based on unilateral
initiatives..." This part of the final document explicitly asserts the
expectation of the parties that the nuclear weapons states will move
unilaterally to reduce tactical or theater nuclear weapons. This assertion
takes on particular significance in light of current NATO practice as well
as Russia's new nuclear doctrine, which lowers the threshold for nuclear
weapons use to deflect a conventional attack on its territory, and the
potential introduction of tactical nuclear weapons into regional conflicts.
Again, the language provides leverage for pushing the nuclear weapons states
to act on their own to reduce non-strategic nuclear arsenals.

 7. De-alerting

 IPPNW, as a member of the Back from the Brink Campaign, has been advocating
that the nuclear states should take a variety of measures to take their
nuclear weapons off hair-trigger alert. Although the final document does not
explicitly call for the de-alerting of nuclear weapons now on high alert, it
does call for "concrete agreed measures to further reduce the operational
status of nuclear weapons systems." This is, effectively, a call for
de-alerting nuclear weapons to help avoid nuclear war by accident or
miscalculation. This language provides potential leverage for abolition
advocates who view de-alerting, as we do, as a high priority.

 8. De-linking Nuclear and General Disarmament

 The nuclear weapon states, and the U.S. in particular, have historically
argued that the language of Article VI only contemplates nuclear disarmament
in the context of general and complete disarmament. This interpretation has
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allowed the nuclear weapon states to essentially defer forever their
obligation to eliminate their nuclear arsenals since general and complete
international disarmament is, at best, a goal that may only be achieved in
an unforseeable future. The final document now clearly de-links nuclear
disarmament from general disarmament while re-affirming "that the ultimate
objective of the efforts of the States in the disarmament process is general
and complete disarmament under effective international control."

 9. Universality

 The final document urges all states not party to the NPT (Cuba, India,
Israel and Pakistan) to accede as non-nuclear weapon states “promptly and
without condition.” The document also explicitly states that despite their
nuclear test explosions in 1998, India and Pakistan are not considered by
the NPT state parties to be nuclear weapon states, and it calls upon India,
Pakistan, and Israel to place their nuclear facilities under International
Atomic Energy Agency safeguards. The final document also calls upon India
and Pakistan to sign the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (which Israel has
signed).

 10. Fissile Materials Ban

 The final document recognizes that fulfillment of NPT Article VI requires a
“non-discriminatory, multilateral and internationally and effectively
verifiable treaty banning the production of fissile material for nuclear
weapons or other nuclear explosive devices…” and “regrets that negotiations
have not been pursued on this issue.” Progress in the Conference on
Disarmament on a fissile materials cut-off treaty has been non-existent
since 1995, when the NPT Review and Extension Conference recommended such
negotiations.

 11. Nuclear Weapons Free Zones

 In several paragraphs the final document reaffirms the importance of
nuclear weapon free zones in the nuclear disarmament process and urges the
continued creation of such zones "around the globe."

***

 In our view, these are among the most significant developments to arise
from the 2000 NPT Review Conference. We see the final consensus document as
further support for the view that abolition is a legitimate and achievable
goal and that possession, use, and threatened use of nuclear weapons are, as
the World Court has said, illegitimate and illegal under international law.
We believe the final document provides rhetorical and political leverage for
our efforts to de-alert nuclear weapons, to prevent deployment of NMD, to
bring about prompt, dramatic reductions in nuclear arsenals, and, most
importantly, to advance the complete elimination of nuclear weapons through
negotiation and implementation of a Nuclear Weapons Convention.

 At the same time, we recognize that the signing of the NPT some thirty
years ago raised similar hopes that were dashed as the years passed. Nuclear
disarmament has proven an elusive goal. Accordingly, we take a guardedly
optimistic view of the outcome of the 2000 NPT Review Conference. The NPT
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remains intact and the parties have evinced a commitment to try and realize
its full promise. For that promise to be fulfilled, however, IPPNW and other
NGOs, as well as the non-nuclear parties to the NPT must be prepared to wage
a constant and energetic campaign.

 The 1996 World Court Advisory Opinion on Nuclear Weapons, which IPPNW was
instrumental in securing, played a significant role in the deliberations of
the 2000 NPT Review Conference and is cited in the final document as a legal
basis for some of the commitments the parties have agreed to undertake with
regard to nuclear disarmament. The New Agenda Coalition (NAC) countries
provided critical leadership at the Review Conference in the face of nuclear
weapon states’ pressure on non-nuclear weapon states during the
deliberations. The NAC countries were steadfastly outspoken advocates of the
need to move more quickly towards complete nuclear disarmament. IPPNW has
supported the NAC directly and through the Middle Powers Initiative, which
is headquartered at IPPNW's headquarters in Cambridge, Massachusetts.

 In summary, the 2000 NPT Review Conference produced a final document that
reflects many important and favorable developments. Since the late 1980s,
IPPNW has been a staunch advocate of the abolition of nuclear weapons. Our
understanding of the health and environmental consequences of nuclear
warfare, and our solemn obligation as physicians to protect and preserve
life and health make abolition, for us, a moral imperative. Thousands of
nuclear warheads remain on hair-trigger alert and tens of thousands more
could be launched in hours. Just one of these weapons is capable of
slaughtering millions. And explosion of just a few could have devastating
and long-lasting effects on the environment, disrupt transportation and
delivery of food, fuel, and medical supplies, and possibly trigger famine
and mass starvation.

 The NPT remains vitally important to efforts not only to stop the spread of
nuclear weapons, but to achieve a nuclear weapons free world. It is now up
to IPPNW, the NGO community, and sympathetic state parties to the NPT to
make the abolition of nuclear weapons, the promise of the NPT, a reality.

------------------------------------------------------------------------
Would you like to save big on your phone bill -- and keep on saving
more each month? Join beMANY! Our huge buying group gives you Long Distance
rates which fall monthly, plus an extra $60 in FREE calls!
http://click.egroups.com/1/2567/2/_/91925/_/961010919/
------------------------------------------------------------------------

To subscribe to the Abolition Global Caucus, send an email from the account you wish to be subscribed to: "abolition-
caucus-subscribe@egroups.com"

Do not include a subject line or any text in the body of the message.
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Date: Wed, 14 Jun 2000 17:20:23 -0500
From: Kevin Martin <kmartin@fourthfreedom.org>
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.02 [en] (Win95; I)
To: Kevin Martin <kmartin@fourthfreedom.org>
Subject: [Fwd: FW: [downwinders] Senate Bill Requires Study of New Nuclear Weapon]

I'm no lawyer, but I believe the research, development, and/or threat to
use "mini-nukes" could violate several treaties: Comprehensive Test Ban
Treaty, Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty, and Nuclear-Free Zone
treaties.Received: by elk1 for kmartin
 (with Cubic Circle's cucipop (v1.21 1997/08/10) Tue Jun 13 12:03:08 2000)
X-From_: jbridgman@peace-action.org  Tue Jun 13 09:17:26 2000
Return-Path: <jbridgman@peace-action.org>
Received: from loviatar.webcom.com (loviatar.webcom.com [209.1.28.41])
 by elk1.elkhart.net (8.9.1/8.9.1) with ESMTP id JAA19827;
 Tue, 13 Jun 2000 09:17:25 -0500
Received: from eresh (eresh.webcom.com [209.1.28.49])
 by loviatar.webcom.com (8.9.1/8.9.1) with SMTP id HAA20106;
 Tue, 13 Jun 2000 07:16:17 -0700
Received: from [209.8.175.164] by inanna.webcom.com (WebCom SMTP 1.2.1)
 with SMTP id 2634550; Tue Jun 13 07:14 PDT 2000
Received: from ws101 by pa with SMTP (MDaemon.v2.7.SP5.R) for <palist@peace-action.org>; Tue, 13 Jun 2000 
10:27:41 -0400
From: "Van Gosse" <vgosse@peace-action.org>
To: <palist@peace-action.org>
Subject: FW: [downwinders] Senate Bill Requires Study of New Nuclear Weapon
Date: Tue, 13 Jun 2000 10:11:12 -0400
Message-Id: <000501bfd541$3a950b20$917ba8c0@ws101>
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain;
 charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)
X-Msmail-Priority: Normal
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook 8.5, Build 4.71.2173.0
X-Mimeole: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Importance: Normal
X-Mdaemon-Deliver-To: palist@peace-action.org
X-Return-Path: vgosse@peace-action.org
X-Original-Envelope-From: vgosse@peace-action.org

Yes, the Republicans are very serious about building new nukes.
Van Gosse

-----Original Message-----
From: Winston Weeks [mailto:wweeks@mail.aros.net]
Sent: Monday, June 12, 2000 12:44 PM
To: downwinders@onelist.com
Subject: [downwinders] Senate Bill Requires Study of New Nuclear Weapon

http://search.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/WPlate/2000-06/12/082l-061200-idx.ht
ml
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Senate Bill Requires Study of New Nuclear Weapon

By Walter Pincus
Washington Post Staff Writer
Monday, June 12, 2000; Page A02

The Senate has paved the way for the Energy Department's nuclear
weapons laboratories to aid Pentagon research into a new low-
yield nuclear weapon that could destroy hardened and deeply
buried targets by penetrating far into the ground before
exploding.

The purpose of the study is to develop "a deep penetrator that
could hold at risk a rogue state's deeply buried weapons or
Saddam Hussein's bunker without torching Baghdad," said one
former senior Pentagon official who is still involved in
government military and intelligence research.

The most recent modernization of a U.S. strategic nuclear weapon,
the B-61 thermonuclear bomb, took place in the early 1990s. At
that time the bomb, which has a variety of yields above 50
kilotons (or 50,000 tons of TNT, more than three times the power
of the Hiroshima bomb), was given an earth-penetrating capability
great enough to destroy "a garden variety underground bunker, 100
meters into solid rock," the former official said.

"What's needed now is something that can threaten a bunker
tunneled under 300 meters of granite without killing the
surrounding civilian population," he said.

Last year, a Pentagon effort to get assistance from Energy's
weapons labs in researching the options for such a weapon was
blocked when Energy lawyers said a 1994 provision in the law
prohibited the government's nuclear laboratories from "all
research and development which could lead to a precision, low-
yield nuclear weapon," according to a senior Energy official who
asked not to be identified.

To overcome that roadblock, Senate Republicans this year put a
provision in the fiscal 2001 defense authorization bill that
specifically requires the secretaries of Defense and Energy to
undertake such a study and permits the nuclear labs to "conduct
any limited research and development that may be necessary" to
complete it, according to a Senate Armed Services Committee
report.

The measure is expected to pass the Senate this week and
eventually be approved by a House-Senate conference, according to
its supporters.

Supporters of this new low-yield nuclear weapon include a small
group of senior Republican senators and some top officials within
the nuclear weapons community who, in the wake of Senate defeat
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of the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty last October, believe the
United States may soon need to resume underground testing to
design new warheads and maintain old ones.

"The United States will eventually need a new, low-yield nuclear
weapon" because the explosive power of silo-busting thermonuclear
warheads designed for the Cold War is "too high" to deter small
nations in today's multipolar world, said Paul Robinson, the head
of Energy's Sandia National Laboratories, one of the nation's
leading weapons labs.

Without building such a new weapon, "we would end up being self-
deterred," Robinson said at a forum in New Mexico last March.

Sen. Wayne Allard (R-Colo.), chairman of the Senate Armed
Services strategic subcommittee, sponsored the defense bill
amendment because, as he said at a May 23 committee meeting, the
legislative language from 1994 prohibited Energy's nuclear
laboratories "from conducting any research related to the design
of a new low-yield nuclear warhead."

"I understand the attorneys have blocked the Energy weapons labs
from conducting any studies or research to support the Defense
Department in assessing options for addressing current or future
threats because of this 1994 provision," Allard said.

Armed Services Committee Chairman John W. Warner (R-Va.) said at
the May 23 hearing: "I do not believe that, in the foreseeable
future, we're going to see the abolishment totally of nuclear
weaponry. . . . And, therefore, we've got to maintain a
capability in the United States for a future president or
presidents to initiate a program, to build a new warhead."

In a recent telephone interview, Warner said, "The next president
has got to put this on top of his agenda." He added, "We should
do research and analysis" that could lead to new weapons because
"there is a dwindling industrial base and dwindling category of
capable people to build weapons."

Texas Gov. George W. Bush, the presumptive GOP presidential
candidate, who opposed approval of the Comprehensive Test Ban
Treaty, has supported a moratorium on testing "because it gives
more flexibility," said Condoleezza Rice, Bush's foreign policy
adviser and a member of the National Security Council staff
during his father's administration.

Bush foresees any resumption of testing in the near future as
being based on "questions of reliability and safety" of current
weapons, Rice said in a telephone interview. As for developing
new weapons, Bush is "reserving judgment. . . . It has not come
up, but it is not inconceivable," she said.

Bush, in a May 23 speech, said that "America should rethink the
requirements . . . for nuclear deterrence and a new security
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environment." He said that if elected president, he would get his
defense secretary "to conduct an assessment of our nuclear force
posture."

The last full Pentagon nuclear posture review was in 1994, with
an update in 1997 before the Helsinki summit between President
Clinton and Russia's Boris Yeltsin. The current Senate version of
the fiscal 2001 defense authorization bill not only permits
research on the new low-yield weapons but also calls for the
secretary of defense, "in consultation with the Secretary of
Energy, to prepare a plan for the long-term sustainment and
modernization of U.S. strategic forces."

That nuclear posture study, the panel said, "would look beyond
current efforts to modernize existing systems and lay out a
comprehensive vision for the maintenance of deterrent forces."

------------------------------------------------------------------------
Saving on Long Distance is BIG NEWS. Click here and find out how
you can save with beMANY!
http://click.egroups.com/1/4262/5/_/497087/_/960828238/
------------------------------------------------------------------------
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To: ipnd
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Agenda for June 22 meeting
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Dear Colleagues:

The Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament will meet from 1:00 to 2:30 p.m., Thursday, June 22 in Conference 
Room 4 at the Methodist Building, 100 Maryland Avenue, NE, Washington, D.C.  Please reply whether you will be 
attending.

The agenda is attached.  Previously I sent a draft statement of objectives.  If you don't have it, let me know, and I'll send 
it again.  Prior to the meeting I will post other background information.  If you aren't coming to the meeting but want to 
send in your comments, please get them to me by June 21.

Probably all of you know about the Interfaith Service at the Washington National Cathedral at 12 noon, Wednesday, 
June 21, sponsored by the Nuclear Reduction/Disarmament Initiative.  This will follow the release of the joint statement 
by religious and military leaders.   You are all invited.  I'm hoping that Wendy Starman and/or Roy Enquist can attend 
our meeting on June 22 so that our respective grassroots outreach activities can be mutually supportive.

Shalom,
Howard

###

Meeting of Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament
1:00 to 2:30 p.m.. Thursday, June 22, 2000
Conference Room 4, Methodist Building
100 Maryland Avenue, NE, Washington, D.C.

Agenda

1. Introductions
2. Statement of objectives (draft previously sent)
 a. Immediate
 b. Longer range
3. Hiroshima Day
4. 2000 Election
 a. Questions for congressional candidates
 b. Letter to presidential candidates
 c. Grassroots involvement
5.Developing a grassroots action network (memo forthcoming)
 a. Interfaith coordination
 b. Geographic priorities
 c. Activities
6. Next meeting
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To: enquist
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Dear Roy,

The Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament will meet from 1:00 to 2:30 p.m., Thursday, June 22 in Conference 
Room 4 at the Methodist Building, 100 Maryland Avenue, NE, Washington, D.C.   The agenda is attached.

This is the day after your big day at the Washington National Cathedral.  If you and/or Wendy Starman have any energy 
left, I hope you can attend.  This will give us an opportunity to share plans for grassroots outreach so that our efforts will 
be mutually supportive.

I have tried unsuccessfully to reach Wendy by phone, and I don't have her e-mail address.  Therefore, would you please 
pass this information on to her.

Shalom,
Howard

###

Meeting of Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament
1:00 to 2:30 p.m.. Thursday, June 22, 2000
Conference Room 4, Methodist Building
100 Maryland Avenue, NE, Washington, D.C.

Agenda

1. Introductions
2. Statement of objectives (draft previously sent)
 a. Immediate
 b. Longer range
3. Hiroshima Day
4. 2000 Election
 a. Questions for congressional candidates
 b. Letter to presidential candidates
 c. Grassroots involvement
5. Developing a grassroots action network (memo forthcoming)
 a. Interfaith coordination
 b. Geographic priorities
 c. Activities
6. Next meeting
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To: wstarman@cathedral.orG
From: "Howard W.  Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: June 22 meeting
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Dear Wendy,

Here is the agenda for the meeting of the Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament on Thursday, June 22.  I hope 
you can come so that we may exchange information on our respective approaches to grassroots outreach.   If you have 
time for only part of the meeting, you may want to come the second half when we will be dealing with grassroots 
matters.  But you are welcome for the whole meeting.

Shalom,
Howard

###

Meeting of Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament
1:00 to 2:30 p.m.. Thursday, June 22, 2000
Conference Room 4, Methodist Building
100 Maryland Avenue, NE, Washington, D.C.

Agenda

1. Introductions
2. Statement of objectives (draft previously sent)
 a. Immediate
 b. Longer range
3. Hiroshima Day
4. 2000 Election
 a. Questions for congressional candidates
 b. Letter to presidential candidates
 c. Grassroots involvement
5. Developing a grassroots action network (memo forthcoming)
 a. Interfaith coordination
 b. Geographic priorities
 c. Activities
6. Next meeting
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From: Joe Volk <joe@fcnl.org>
To: "'howard hallman'" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: FCNL letter to Senate re mini nukes
Date: Thu, 15 Jun 2000 10:32:54 -0400
X-MS-TNEF-Correlator: <E9BA445D76C0D21182F30090273DFAF642BCBC@local.fcnl.org>
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2448.0)

6/15/00

Howard,

I'm about to send this letter to the Senate today.  I want to make sure I'm
not in error.  If you have time to scan and alert me to problems, I would
very much appreciate it.  I'm trying to keep it to one side of one sheet.
We'll attach the WP article and the article from today's post about NMD
troubling IAEA.

Thank you,

Joe

June 15, 2000

Save Nuclear Test Moratorium/Oppose Warner-Allard "Mini-Nukes"
 
Dear Senator,

If Senators Warner (VA) and Allard (CO) succeed in passing an apparently
innocuous research and study provision in the DoD Authorization this week or
next, they may achieve their not so innocuous purpose: ending U.S. adherence
to the worldwide moratorium on nuclear testing.

If and when the United States breaks the global moratorium on nuclear test
explosions to develop new nuclear weapons, the moratorium will collapse.
With the collapse of the moratorium, the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty will
almost certainly be killed.  Other nuclear powers will also resume nuclear
testing.  Some non-nuclear powers will feel embolden to join them.  Senators
Warner and Allard's provision will have started up the engines for a new and
probably more dangerous nuclear weapons arms race.  No one will be the
winner at that finish line.

One might argue that the senators' provision calls only for a study and
report and does not specifically call for resumed nuclear test explosions.
However, the Washington Post, "Senate Bill Requires Study of New Nuclear
Weapon," Monday, June 12, page A2,  puts both senators on record that their
purpose in passing Section 1018 of the FY2001 Department of Defense
Authorization, "Report on the defeat of hardened and deeply buried targets,"
is to override the 1994 law, the Furse-Spratt provision, that prohibits
nuclear laboratories from all research and development which could lead to a
precision, low-yield nuclear weapon.  Passed by Congress and signed into law
by President Clinton, that prohibition protects us all from the development
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of new and so-called useable nuclear weapons.  

Senators Warner and Allard portray their effort for new low-yield,
bunker-busting nuclear weapons as being in the interest of nuclear
disarmament.  These new U.S. nuclear weapons, they say, would enable the
Pentagon to go to deep into Saddam Hussein's bunkers to wipe out nuclear or
other weapons of destruction.  Others like him would be vulnerable too.
With their tunnel vision focused only on a new weapon they and the national
laboratories want to build, the senators miss the bigger and more important
picture.  They don't see or perhaps don't care that our first lines of
defense against weapons of mass destruction -- non-proliferation and test
ban agreements -- will be lost, perhaps forever, when the United States
breaks the nuclear test moratorium.  Their "mini-nuke" will not reduce the
nuclear danger; it will increase the risk.

The Warner-Allard provision is not just a study and report; it is a threat
and a menace to a sane nuclear policy.  Please act now to strike it from the
FY2001 Defense Authorization.   Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joe Volk

Joe Volk
Executive Secretary
Friends Committee on National Legislation (Quakers)
245 Second Street, NE
Washington, DC  20002 - 5795
Phone:          202-547-6000
Toll Free:       1-800-630-1330
Fax:              202-547-6019
website:         http://www.fcnl.org
Congressional information:  http://congress.nw.dc.us/fconl/

Attachment Converted: "C:\Program Files\Internet\download\FCNL letter to Senate re mini n"
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To: Joe Volk <joe@fcnl.org>
From: "Howard W.  Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Re: FCNL letter to Senate re mini nukes
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: <E9BA445D76C0D21182F30090273DFAF642BCBC@local.fcnl.org>
References: 

At 10:32 AM 6/15/00 -0400, you wrote:
>6/15/00
>
>Howard,
>
>I'm about to send this letter to the Senate today.  I want to make sure I'm
>not in error..... 

Joe,

I'm not an expert on the details of this proposal, but your letter sounds okay to me.  I assume you're in touch with 
nuclear weapons specialists within the Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers.

Thanks for doing this,

Howard
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From: "James O. Watkins, Jr." <jow@mindspring.com>
To: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Re: Agenda for June 22 meeting
Date: Thu, 15 Jun 2000 10:05:46 -0400
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2615.200
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2615.200

Howard, am working on questions and will forward to you today or tomorrow

----- Original Message -----
From: Howard W. Hallman <mupj@igc.org>
To: <ograbc@aol.com>; <ken@bpfna.org>; <tiller64@starpower.net>; Jim Matlack
<denhartz@erols.com>; <droose@afsc.org>; <dradcliff_gb@brethren.org>;
<washofc@aol.com>; <ann_d.parti@ecunet.org>; <redgar@ncccusa.org>;
<lisaw@ncccusa.org>; <heathern@ncccusa.org>; <bgrieves@dfms.org>;
<jmskipper@aol.com>; <thart@dfms.org>; <epf@peacenet.org>;
<disarm@forusa.org>; <joe@fcnl.org>; <kathy@fcnl.org>; <sara@fcnl.org>;
<marsusab@aol.com>; <J._Daryl_Byler@mcc.org>; <CHouleMM@aol.com>;
<mknolldc@igc.org>; <dave@paxchristiusa.org>; <slisherness@unidial.com>;
<jow@mindspring.com>; <wowensby@ctr.pcusa.org>; Bill Yolton
<dengster@aol.com>; <uuawo@aol.com>; <jnoble@uahc.org>; <lintnerj@ucc.org>;
<stiefr@ucc.org>; <dringler@umc-gbcs.org>; <gpowers@nccbuscc.org>;
<WorldPeacemakers@compuserve.com>; <mupj@igc.org&g
Sent: Thursday, June 15, 2000 9:17 AM
Subject: Agenda for June 22 meeting

> Dear Colleagues:
>
> The Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament will meet from 1:00 to
> 2:30 p.m., Thursday, June 22 in Conference Room 4 at the Methodist
> Building, 100 Maryland Avenue, NE, Washington, D.C.  Please reply whether
> you will be attending.
>
> The agenda is attached.  Previously I sent a draft statement of
objectives.
>  If you don't have it, let me know, and I'll send it again.  Prior to the
> meeting I will post other background information.  If you aren't coming to
> the meeting but want to send in your comments, please get them to me by
> June 21.
>
> Probably all of you know about the Interfaith Service at the Washington
> National Cathedral at 12 noon, Wednesday, June 21, sponsored by the
Nuclear
> Reduction/Disarmament Initiative.  This will follow the release of the
> joint statement by religious and military leaders.   You are all invited.
> I'm hoping that Wendy Starman and/or Roy Enquist can attend our meeting on
> June 22 so that our respective grassroots outreach activities can be
> mutually supportive.
>
> Shalom,
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> Howard
>
> ###
>
> Meeting of Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament
> 1:00 to 2:30 p.m.. Thursday, June 22, 2000
> Conference Room 4, Methodist Building
> 100 Maryland Avenue, NE, Washington, D.C.
>
> Agenda
>
> 1. Introductions
> 2. Statement of objectives (draft previously sent)
> a. Immediate
> b. Longer range
> 3. Hiroshima Day
> 4. 2000 Election
> a. Questions for congressional candidates
> b. Letter to presidential candidates
> c. Grassroots involvement
> 5.Developing a grassroots action network (memo forthcoming)
> a. Interfaith coordination
> b. Geographic priorities
> c. Activities
> 6. Next meeting
>
> Howard W. Hallman, Chair
> Methodists United for Peace with Justice
> 1500 16th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036
> Phone/fax: 301 896-0013; e-mail: mupj@igc.org
>
> Methodists United for Peace with Justice is a membership association of
> laity and clergy.  It has no affiliation with any Methodist denomination.
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From: Stan Deboe <sdeboe@cmsm.org>
To: "'Howard W. Hallman'" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: RE: Agenda for June 22 meeting
Date: Thu, 15 Jun 2000 13:36:16 -0400
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2448.0)

I will be out of the country for the Conference of Latin American Religious
in Caracas, Venezuela.  Sorry to miss this, hopefully will make then next
one when secheduled.

Stan De Boe, OSST
Justice and Peace Director
Conference of Major Superiors of Men
8808 Cameron Street
Sliver Spring, MD  20901
301-588-4030
Fax:  301-587-4575

-----Original Message-----
From: Howard W. Hallman [mailto:mupj@igc.org]
Sent: Thursday, June 15, 2000 9:17 AM
To: ograbc@aol.com; ken@bpfna.org; tiller64@starpower.net; Jim Matlack;
droose@afsc.org; dradcliff_gb@brethren.org; washofc@aol.com;
ann_d.parti@ecunet.org; redgar@ncccusa.org; lisaw@ncccusa.org;
heathern@ncccusa.org; bgrieves@dfms.org; jmskipper@aol.com;
thart@dfms.org; epf@peacenet.org; disarm@forusa.org; joe@fcnl.org;
kathy@fcnl.org; sara@fcnl.org; marsusab@aol.com; J._Daryl_Byler@mcc.org;
CHouleMM@aol.com; mknolldc@igc.org; dave@paxchristiusa.org;
slisherness@unidial.com; jow@mindspring.com; wowensby@ctr.pcusa.org;
Bill Yolton; uuawo@aol.com; jnoble@uahc.org; lintnerj@ucc.org;
stiefr@ucc.org; dringler@umc-gbcs.org; gpowers@nccbuscc.org;
WorldPeacemakers@compuserve.com; mupj@igc.org; dkelli@iiit.org;
ccosby@dhm.disciples.org; blythe-goodman@erols.com; sdeboe@cmsm.org
Subject: Agenda for June 22 meeting

Dear Colleagues:

The Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament will meet from 1:00 to
2:30 p.m., Thursday, June 22 in Conference Room 4 at the Methodist
Building, 100 Maryland Avenue, NE, Washington, D.C.  Please reply whether
you will be attending.

The agenda is attached.  Previously I sent a draft statement of objectives.
 If you don't have it, let me know, and I'll send it again.  Prior to the
meeting I will post other background information.  If you aren't coming to
the meeting but want to send in your comments, please get them to me by
June 21.

Probably all of you know about the Interfaith Service at the Washington
National Cathedral at 12 noon, Wednesday, June 21, sponsored by the Nuclear
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Reduction/Disarmament Initiative.  This will follow the release of the
joint statement by religious and military leaders.   You are all invited.
I'm hoping that Wendy Starman and/or Roy Enquist can attend our meeting on
June 22 so that our respective grassroots outreach activities can be
mutually supportive.

Shalom,
Howard

###

Meeting of Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament
1:00 to 2:30 p.m.. Thursday, June 22, 2000
Conference Room 4, Methodist Building
100 Maryland Avenue, NE, Washington, D.C.

Agenda

1. Introductions
2. Statement of objectives (draft previously sent)
 a. Immediate
 b. Longer range
3. Hiroshima Day
4. 2000 Election
 a. Questions for congressional candidates
 b. Letter to presidential candidates
 c. Grassroots involvement
5.Developing a grassroots action network (memo forthcoming)
 a. Interfaith coordination
 b. Geographic priorities
 c. Activities
6. Next meeting

Howard W. Hallman, Chair
Methodists United for Peace with Justice
1500 16th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036
Phone/fax: 301 896-0013; e-mail: mupj@igc.org

Methodists United for Peace with Justice is a membership association of
laity and clergy.  It has no affiliation with any Methodist denomination. 



From: Philip_Abraham@cathedral.org To: mupj@igc.org Subject: Howard HALLMAN Date:
Thu, 15 Jun 2000 12:02:36 -0400 X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21)

          SPECIAL INVITATION TO ATTEND 

NUCLEAR REDUCTION/DISARMAMENT INITIATIVE

                INTERFAITH SERVICE-Please Post

WASHINGTON, D.C.  -- At 12 noon on Wednesday, June 21, 2000 at Washington National
Cathedral, the Nuclear Reduction/Disarmament Initiative will conduct a special interfaith service
to pray for the success of a joint military/religious call for the outlawing and prohibition of
nuclear weapons worldwide.

The Nuclear Reduction/Disarmament Initiative is an unprecedented joint military and interfaith
effort to mobilize people of faith across America against the dangers nuclear weapons pose to the
whole human family.  More than thirty-five high-ranking retired military professionals and
national religious leaders have united to issue a call to action to be followed by an interfaith
worship service and educational outreach campaign to congregations across the U.S.

Participating in the interfaith service will be General Charles A. Horner, USAF (Ret.) and
Admiral Stansfield Turner, USN (Ret.).  General Horner is a former commander of the U.S.
Aerospace Command.  Admiral Turner is a former Director of Central Intelligence.

       
Religious leaders participating in the liturgy include:

    ·       Bishop William B. Oden

        President, Council of Bishops
        The United Methodist Church 

    ·       Rabbi David Saperstein
    Director and Counsel
    Religious Action Center of Reform Judaism
    ·       Dr. Muzammil H. Siddiqi
    President
    The Islamic Society of North America

The preacher for the interfaith service will be former Chief of Army Chaplains, Major General
(Ret.) Kermit D. Johnson.

The Nuclear Reduction/Disarmament Initiative is an interfaith project led by Washington
National Cathedral, with assistance from former Senator Alan Cranston and his Global Security



Institute, and the Fourth Freedom Forum.  Funding has been provided by the Ploughshares Fund,
The John Merck Fund, and W. Alton Jones Foundation.

All are cordially invited to attend the interfaith service to raise voices in prayer for the success of
this unprecedented initiative.

Please pass this information on throughout your jurisdiction and among your constituencies to
ensure as many as possible have the opportunity to participate in this very special interfaith
service.

For more information please call (202) 537-2221.  To join the Nuclear Reduction/Disarmament
Initiative online visit http:www.cathedral.org/cathedral/nuclear.

Washington National Cathedral§Massachusetts and Wisconsin Avenues, NW§Washington, DC
20016

    <<ANNOUNCEMENT FOR LOCAL GROUPS Please Post.doc>>

Attachment Converted: "C:\Program Files\Internet\download\ANNOUNCEMENT FOR LOCAL
GROUPS Please Post1.doc" 
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X-eGroups-Return: sentto-1413460-661-961100836-mupj=igc.apc.org@returns.onelist.com
To: abolition-caucus@egroups.com
X-Mailer: AOL 4.0 for Mac - Post-GM sub 147
From: Abolition2000@aol.com
Mailing-List: list abolition-caucus@egroups.com; contact abolition-caucus-owner@egroups.com
Delivered-To: mailing list abolition-caucus@egroups.com
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:abolition-caucus-unsubscribe@egroups.com>
Date: Thu, 15 Jun 2000 16:26:58 EDT
Subject: [abolition-caucus] Abolition 2000 Grassroots Newsletter

Abolition 2000 Grassroots Newsletter
June 2000
Vol. II  Number 4

*************************************
In This Edition...
*************************************
I.      Letter from the Editor
II.     Articles
III.        Abolition 2000 Organizations in the Year 2000
IV.     Announcements
V.      Calendar Events
VI.     Resources
*************************************
*************************************

***************************
Letter from the Editor
***************************

15 June 2000

Dear Friends and Activists, 

    What a tremendous year this has been for Abolition 2000!  Early this 
year, the Abolition 2000 International Coordinating Committee initiated a 
2000 by 2000 Campaign to obtain 2000 endorsing members by the end of the 
Non-Proliferation Treaty Review and Extension Conference held in New York 
from 22 April to 19 May 2000.  The ACC recognized that the nuclear weapons 
states were likely to fail once again in concluding negotiations on the 
elimination of nuclear weapons in the year 2000, the year by which the 
Abolition 2000 Statement called for a nuclear weapons abolition treaty.  In 
the final week of the NPT, Abolition 2000 reached and surpassed its goal of 
2000 members, making it the third largest network of non-governmental 
organizations in the world.  To date more than 2030 organizations and 
municipalities in over 95 countries have endorsed the Abolition 2000 
Statement.

    So what next? The work of the Global Network is far from over.  We must 
continue to grow and press our demands until we obtain our goal of the total 
and complete elimination of nuclear weapons.  We must begin to strengthen 
inter-organizational, inter-regional and international relations.  We must 
learn to LISTEN and learn from each other and cooperate.  If we are not 
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united, we will not achieve our goal.  

    What can you do right now?  There is much to be done.  Here are some 
immediate ideas for action:

1.  Translate Abolition 2000 documents and/or the Grassroots Newsletter into 
your language and distribute to your region.  Please send any translations to 
the International Office.

2.  Make a donation and fundraise for the Network.  Without your financial 
help, the work of the Network will not be able to continue.  Please make a 
tax-deductible donation today.

3.  Circulate the Abolition 2000 International Petition as a means to raise 
discussion on nuclear issues with your friends, family and in your community.

4.  Write a letter to your head of government and ask him/her to urge 
President Clinton NOT to deploy a national missile defense system.  Sample 
letters and fax numbers are available on the Abolition 2000 website 
Http://www.abolition2000.org.

5.  I would love to hear from YOU.  Please send me information about what is 
happening in your organization, region or country.  

    Thank you for your continued support.  I look forward to our continued 
work in the pursuit of a more just and secure world.

Yours in peace and solidarity, 

Carah Ong

************************
Articles
************************

And the Walls Came Tumbling Down...

    The perimeter fence at Greenham Common in the United Kingdom was torn 
down on Saturday 8 April 2000.  Greenham Common was a base for US nuclear 
cruise missiles and the site of many women’s protests during the 1980’s.  
Once again, the base be open to the public for all the enjoy.  This is a 
significant moment as it symbolizes the return of this vast area of open 
space to the local community.

    It is the beginning of the restoration process which will see the 
re-establishment of heathland where there were once concrete runways, the 
increased use of the Commons by local people and the grazing of the Commons 
by livestock.  At 11.00 am on Saturday April 8th there was a ceremonial 
entrance onto the airbase at Blue Gate opposite School Green. People gathered 
on the School Green, where they were entertained by the Watership Brass Band, 
and then participated in removing the fence and reclaiming the airbase.  A 
sculpture, a life size replica of a Cruise Missile, designed and built by the 
West Berkshire Council Youth Group, was displayed. This work was made from 
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materials once part of the base.

><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><><

Anti-Uranium Mining Protests Intensify in Southern Australia

    Adnyamathanha - local Aboriginal people of the Flinders Ranges and 
non-Indigenous citizens have held successful peaceful protests at the Beverly 
uranium mine, located in South Australia’s Far North.  The Beverley uranium 
mine is due to begin full production by August .  In an attempt to stop the 
site’s uranium production, about 300 protesters gathered at the mine during 
the week of 25 May 2000.  

    The protests have been organized by environmental organizations and 
Aboriginal elders of the region.  Protesters claim that the mine is poisoning 
the land because of the in-situ mining process it uses.  The in-situ process 
pumps acid into the underground aquifers in order to bring the uranium to the 
surface.

    The mine not only endangers the environment, it also threatens ancient 
Aboriginal heritage.  Adnyamathana elder Ron Coulthard says they should have 
the right to walk Beverley Land restored, and the uranium should stay in the 
ground. "We want this stuff to stay down the bottom of the ground, not to be 
taken out," Mr Coulthard said.

    The Australian Government is also under severe attack from citizens over 
the proposed Jabiluka Mine in Kakadu National Park.  International pressure 
has helped to slow the process of uranium mining at Jabiluka, but the fight 
is far from over.

For more information, please contact:

FREAC (Flinders Ranges Environmental Action Collective) and the
Adnyamathanha people of South Australia
Http://freac.gibsonnet.net

Indigication On-line
Http://indigenous.gibsonnet.net

><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><><

Photographers Invited to Catch Nuclear Crime on Film at the NATO Base of 
Kleine Brogel

    After the previous "citizens' war crimes inspection" by hundreds of 
participants including also authors, actors and members of parliament last 
April, For  Mother Earth and Forum voor Vredesaktie (War Resisters Int'l 
-Flemish section) are  planning a photographic inspection of the NATO-nuclear 
weapon base of Kleine Brogel (Belgium) on Sunday 1 October 2000.  On the same 
day non-violent direct  actions will take place at nuclear weapon bases in 
several NATO-member states.

    Professional photographers, amateur photo clubs, students of photography 
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and other  people with a camera are invited to come to Kleine Brogel - the 
Belgian air force base where 10 US B-61 nuclear bombs are deployed by NATO - 
to take pictures  of this 'site of crime'.  Afterwards the pictures will be 
used to set up a photo exhibition to make the 'secret' nuclear weapon base 
better known by the public.

    In 1996 the International Court of Justice (ICJ) in The Hague declared 
the use of and the threat with nuclear weapons illegal under international 
humanitarian law.  Moreover the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) of 
1968, which prohibits  sharing nuclear weapons with non-nuclear weapon 
states, obliges all states to pursue negotiations to reach complete nuclear 
disarmament.  Recently, as a result of  the NPT Review Conference at the UN, 
the five official nuclear weapon states have pledged to an “unequivocal 
undertaking” for the total elimination of their nuclear arsenals.  Belgium, 
as a  NATO-member state with US nuclear weapons on it's soil, could take a 
pioneer  role, like it did concerning landmines, in insisting on the 
realization of these promises  by refusing to station nuclear weapons on its 
territory any longer.

    "There are crimes against humanity being prepared inside the fences of 
Kleine  Brogel. We hope to see hundreds of people coming to Kleine Brogel 
next October to  point this out and to catch evidence on this on 
photographs", states the spokesperson  of For Mother Earth. "The 
photographers will be taking pictures from the outside, of  the fences, the 
people who guard and maintain these weapons of mass destruction; going over 
the fences to take pictures of the B-61 bunkers, the F-16 aircrafts,..."  

    1 October is the anniversary of the end of the Nuremberg Trials in 1946, 
where the Nazi's were tried for crimes against humanity. The conclusion of 
the court was that  every citizen has the right and even the duty to refuse 
cooperation with any politics of his/her government which are contrary to 
international humanitarian law.  After the ICJ verdict it has become an 
international action day for the abolition of nuclear weapons.  

    The last years For Mother Earth and Forum voor Vredesaktie have organized 
eight  citizens' war crimes inspections in Kleine Brogel, which have lead 
into more than 460  arrests, and three trials in police courts. The trials 
have all ended up with the courts  declaring themselves incompetent to make 
judgments because of the political  aspects of the cases. "We consider the 
immoral nuclear policy of NATO and the  Belgian government a crime under 
international law. Bringing this to a jury-trial is one  of the aims of our 
actions."

    For Mother Earth and Forum voor Vredesaktie are also organizing an action 
camp in  the surroundings of Kleine Brogel from Wednesday 27 September until 
Sunday 1  October 2000.

For more information, please contact:

For Mother Earth, Katri Silvonen, phone: +32-9-242.87.52
Forum voor Vredesaktie, Hans Lammerant, phone: +32-2-648.75.83 
or +32-495-47.35.25 (mobile)  
http://www.motherearth.org
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><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><><

The Millennium Appeal of NGOs for Peace, Security and Disarmament in 
Northeast Asia

    Korean peace activists who attended the Millennium Forum at the United 
Nations from 22-26 May made the appeal below.  The appeal will be sent to all 
governments in Northeast Asia.  Please send a message of solidarity and 
support to:
Gyung-Lan Jung
Women Making Peace
wmp@chollian.net

The Millennium Appeal of NGOs for Peace, Security and Disarmament in 
Northeast Asia

26 May 2000
United Nations Headquarters, New York

We, the representatives of NGOs, responding to the call of Secretary-General 
Kofi Annan, attended the Millennium Forum held at the United Nations 
Headquarters in New York.

We would like to draw your attention to the following four points, which are 
the most important and urgent issues for peace in Northeast Asia.

First, transforming the armistice agreement on the Korean peninsula into a 
permanent peace treaty would represent a major step in building peace and 
security in the entire Northeast Asian region.  We welcome the historic 
Summit of North and South Koreas.  The Summit is an unprecedented opportunity 
to create a momentum for reconciliation, cooperation and peace in the region.

Second, the Status of Forces Agreements (SOFA) between South Korea and the 
United States and between Japan and the United States should be fully revised 
to meet the requirement of mutual respect and equality between the countries 
concerned.  The unequal nature of the SOFAs has a serious negative impact on 
the lives of Korean and Japanese citizens.

Third, we demand a nuclear weapons-free zone in Northeast Asia.  The 
continued reliance on nuclear weapons and their threat or use by accident, 
miscalculation or design is a great threat to peace in the region.

Fourth, we are concerned about remilitarization in Northeast Asia. We oppose 
the new US-Japan Defense Guidelines, the Theater Missile Defense System, and 
the attempt to revise Article Nine of the Japanese Constitution (renunciation 
of war clause).  The Japanese government should pay official reparations to 
the victims in Korea and other parts of Asia during the Japanese colonial 
rule and occupation.

We believe these issues need urgent attention.  Action is needed at the 
grassroots and the  highest levels of the international community.
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><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><><

Biggest Ever Anti-Nuke Protest at Dimona, Israel

    On 26 May 2000, almost 200 people marked Women's International Day for 
Disarmament and Peace at a protest demonstration near Israel's major nuclear 
reactor in
Dimona.  The protesters called for Israel to dismantle its nuclear weapons 
and to open all its nuclear facilities to independent local and international 
inspection.  This was the largest anti-nuclear protest ever to take place in 
Israel.

    The Dimona demonstration and rally were organized by a coalition of 
women's, green and human rights organizations and movements, including Green 
Action, the Movement of Democratic Women in Israel, the Israeli Committee for 
Mordechai Vanunu and for a Middle East Free of Nuclear, Biological and 
Chemical Weapons, One Out of Nine, Adala (Justice), the Association for the 
Defense of Bedouin Rights, Hadash (Israeli Communist Party), Physicians 
Against Nuclear War, New Profile, Women's International League for Peace and 
Freedom, the Alternative Information Center, the Lesbian Feminist Community 
and for the first time - the Hebrew Israelite Community, a Black Hebrew 
community based in Dimona city.

    Speakers included Knesset Member Issam Makhoul (Hadash),who in February 
of this year initiated the first ever parliamentary debate on Israel's 
nuclear policy; Nuri al-Ukbi, founder of the Association for the Defense of 
Bedouin Rights, who spoke on behalf of the Bedouin residents in the Dimona 
area; Rela Mazali, whose New Profile organization challenges the 
militarization of Israeli society; Dr. Perla Peres of Physicians Against 
Nuclear War; US anti-nuclear activist Felice Cohen-Joppa, editor of the 
Nuclear Resister newsletter; author Yael Lotan and nuclear physicist Daniel 
Rohrlich of the Israeli Committee for Mordechai Vanunu.

    Addressing the crowd of protesters, Mary Eoloff, Vanunu's adoptive mother 
stated, "We had a wonderful visit with Mordechai yesterday and he asked me to 
tell you this:
‘Nuclear weapons will lead to a second holocaust. The Dimona reactor is a 
second Auschwitz.  The State has no right to kill civilians, but that is 
exactly what these weapons are for - killing civilians.’" 

    The rally ended with a short performance by a band from the Hebrew 
Israelite Community in Dimona, who dedicated their song to Mordechai Vanunu.  
Improvising to the tune of “He Has the Whole World in His Hands”, they led 
the participants in a new verse: "He Has Mordechai Vanunu in His Hands".

For more information, please contact:
Jack and Felice Cohen-Joppa
Editors, The Nuclear Resister
P.O. Box 43383
Tucson  AZ 85733
Tel/Fax:  +1 (520)323-8697
Email:  nukeresister@igc.org
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><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><><

Protesters Attempt to Blockade Air and Space Fair in Germany

    In Berlin, the Anti-International Air and Space Fair (ILA) Campaign 
attempted to 
blockade the main gate of the fair area at Berlin-Schoenefeld airport.  
However, police gained advance knowledge of the plans and did a thorough 
check of cars coming from closeby Potsdam.  Eight people who wanted to take 
part in the blockade were arrested.  Additionally, the police arrested a few 
others at the entrance of the Space Fair and successfully prevented the 
blockade.

    Police also prevented a protest action scheduled at the fair near a 
military Tornado
airplane.  On Saturday, 10 June 2000, protesters set up an information table 
at the Berlin-Rudow subway station where shuttle buses to the main fair 
entrance arrived and departed.  Balloons with the statement “Use Space 
Peacefully” on one side and the Global Network Against Nuclear Weapons and 
Power in Space on the other side were given to children. The Mutlangen group 
also published a special edition of the "Weltraum Aktuell" ("News on Space") 
newsletter for distribution.

    Approximately 20 people participated in the Rudow action.  This year, the 
ILA fair focused on military cooperation with Eastern European countries.  In 
addition to the fair, there were dozens of conferences and expert meetings 
being held simultaneously.

For more information, please contact:
Regina Hagen
Darmstaedter Friedensforum
Teichhausstrasse 46
D-64287 Darmstadt
Germany
Tel:  +49 (6151) 47 114
Fax:  +49 (6151) 47 105

******************************************************
Abolition 2000 Organizations in the Year 2000
******************************************************

    The “Abolition 2000 Organizations in the Year 2000” highlights the 
activities of and statements from various organizations in Abolition 2000.  
If you would like to share your past, current or future activities and plans 
with other members of the Abolition 2000 Global Network, please email your 
statement to Carah Ong, the Abolition 2000 Grassroots News editor,  at 
A2000@silcom.com.

Scotland

CND (Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament)/Scotland
Rev. John
15 Barrland St.
Glasgow G41 1QH Scotland
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Tel: 44 (0) 141 423 1231  Email: cndscot@dial.pipex.com

The single most significant event in Scottland this year was the ruling by a 
Scottish Sheriff (judge) accepting that the way Trident is deployed here is 
illegal.  This followed a  disarmament protest by three Trident Ploughshares 
2000 women.   Full details are
available at:  Http://www.cndscot.dial.pipex.com/news/

Also of significance was the establishment of a Scottish Parliament.  All 
operational British nuclear weapons are based in Scotland and the vast 
majority of Scots oppose them.  Although the Parliament does not have control 
over Trident,  it may be able to investigate the issue.

Scotland has a key role to play - without Trident in Scotland there would 
probably be no British nuclear weapons - moving Trident South is not a 
practical option.   A nuclear weapons free Britain would be a very 
significant contribution to a nuclear free world.

************************
Announcements
************************

    “Must Try Harder:  Abolition 2000 Progress Report Card,” an Atomic Mirror 
production, is now available.  This Special Edition of the Progress Report 
Card was prepared for the Year 2000 Review Conference of the Nuclear 
Non-Proliferation Treaty by Janet Bloomfield and Pamela Meidell.  Summaries 
of the Report Card are available in Arabic, English, French, Japanese and 
Spanish.  To order a copy of “Must Try Harder” or a summary, please contact:
The Atomic Mirror
P.O. Box 220
Port Hueneme, CA  93044  USA
Tel:  +1 805-985-5073
Fax:  +1 805-985-7563
Email:  info@atomicmirror.org

><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><><

To all Religious Communities:

    We wonder if you could take up the following suggestion with the members 
of your congregation and other contacts you have; local, national and 
international.

    This year is the International Year for the Culture of Peace.

    Sunday 6th August is the anniversary of the bombing of Hiroshima.

    We call upon members of all faiths to declare Sunday 6th August a Day of
Prayer.

    This would be a follow up to the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons 
Treaty Review Conference (NPT) last month at the United Nations, where the 
nuclear weapons states declared for the first time their intention to 
negotiate the elimination of nuclear weapons in accordance with Article VI of 
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the NPT.  Although no time line has yet been set, this declaration is a 
positive step forward.

    The day of prayer would be in remembrance of all those who have died or 
been injured in the development, testing and use of nuclear weapons.

    It would also be a call for a strengthening of resolve by the nuclear 
weapons states' leaders to begin their promised negotiations without delay.

    We would also request that you ask the world's religious leaders to 
declare Sunday 6th August an International Day of Prayer for the same reasons.

Yours for Peace and Justice,

Ron Gray
Irene Gale
Australian Peace Committee (SA Branch)Inc.
11 South Tce, Adelaide SA 5000 Australia
Ph: (+61-8) 82127138  Fax: (+61-8)  83642291
Email: r-grayle@msn.com.au

><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><><

Nuclear Weapons in a Vulnerable World

    The Isodarco 21st Summer Course will convene August 9 through August 18, 
2000 in the town of Rovereto on the eastern Italian Alps. The Conference is 
entitled “Nuclear Weapons in a Vulnerable World” and will bring together 
scientists, historians, military analysts, and public interest leaders of 
diverse experiences.

    From scientific discoveries prior to World War II to the Manhattan 
Project and the use of the atomic bomb over Hiroshima, the course will be a 
complete study of the Cold War Arms Race to post Cold War developments.  
Presentations will include such topics as: How have these weapons of mass 
destruction affected political systems, relations among nations? What are the 
prospects for their control, management and elimination?

    Participants and faculty will partner in the discussions and share ideas, 
strategies and visions for the future.  The nominal admission fee which 
includes attendance, accommodation and full board is:

Lit. 350,000 (approximately US$ 190) and 
Lit. 250,000 (approximately US$ 135) for students without a salary up to the 
age of 26
who ask for it.

Applications must be submitted no later than June 30, 2000 and should be 
addressed to: 
Prof. Carlo Schaerf (Director of the school)
Dipartimento di Fisica
Universita' di Roma "Tor Vergata"
Via della Ricerca Scientifica, 1
I00133 Roma Italy
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Tel.:  + 39 06 72594560/1
Fax:  + 39 06 2040309
E-mail: isodarco@roma2.infn.it

************************
Calendar of Events
************************

June

14-18  International Network of Engineers and Scientists (INES) announces an 
International Conference entitled “Challenges for Science and Engineering in 
the 21st Century” in Stockholm, Sweden.  For more information, contact the  
INES 2000 Conference Secretariat at:
Gutenbergstr. 31,44139 Dortmund, Germany
Tel: +49 231 575218, Fax: +49 231 575210,
E-mail: INES2000@t-online.de
URL: Http://www.ines2000.org

><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><><

July

1-9 August  The People’s Campaign for Nonviolence will lead peace and justice 
groups from around the United States in prayerful vigil and peaceful protest 
at either the Pentagon, White House, or the Capitol Building.  Each day, a 
different group from around the country will maintain this call for peace and 
justice. For more information, please contact the Fellowship of 
Reconciliation at:
Tel: +1 (914) 358-4601. Email: for@forusa.org 
INFO: http://www.nonviolence.org/for/114.htm

6-9  The “International Conference on War Tax Issues” will be held in 
Washington, D.C. The conference will be sponsored by the National Campaign 
for a Peace Tax Fund.  For more information, contact the Peace Tax Fund at:
Tel:  +1 (202) 483-3751   Email:  peacetaxfund@igc.org 
URL:  Http://www.nonviolence.org

8  International Court of Justice Opinion Day (International Court of Justice 
rules nuclear 
weapons generally illegal and there exists an obligation for complete nuclear 
disarmament)

8-13  The Sixth World Congress of Educators for Peace will be held in Paris, 
France.  For more information, contact:
IAEP
13 Allee M. Robespierre
92290 Chatenay-Malabrie, France
Tel:  +33 1 4630 6126
Email:  iaep@lshs.univ-paris13.fr

><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><><
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August

6  Abolition and Peace Rally for Hiroshima Day in Britany, France will 
include a peace walk on the Menez Hom, a small mountain near the nuclear 
submarine base of Ile Longue.
For more information, please contact:
Lysiane Alezard
Le Mouvement de la Paix
139 BD VICTOR HUGO - F-93400 SAINT-OUEN
Email:  mvtpaix@globenet.org  URL:  Http://www.asi.fr/~ddurand/

6  Abolish Nuclear Weapons, Let Iraq Live, Join the Peoples’ Campaign for 
Nonviolence in a march and rally with Martin Sheen, Kathy Kelly and others in 
Washington, D.C. to end the sanctions agains Iraq and abolish nuclear 
weapons.  For more information, please contact Tom O’Rourke +1-215-665-0480

><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><><

October

7  International Day of Protest to Stop the Militarization of Space

9   Nuremberg Day (Leaders held to account for crimes against peace, war 
crimes and crimes against humanity, 1946)

19  Indigenous Peoples' Day (Indigenous peoples have suffered 
disproportionate effects of nuclear mining and testing)

20-21  Asia-Europe Meeting III (ASEM III) will be held in Seoul, South Korea. 
 For more information, please contact:  Gyung-Lan Jung jglan21@yahoo.com

24  Disarmament Week

24  United Nations Day

><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><><

November

4-5  International conference against depleted uranium will be held in 
Manchester, UK
Register soon! Limited places available!  The conference will be hosted by 
the Campaign Against Depleted Uranium.  For more information, please contact:
CADU
One World Centre, 6 Mount St.,  Manchester, M2 5NS  England
Email:  gmdcnd@gn.apc.org
Fax:  +44-(0)161-834-8187   
Tel:  +44-(0)161-834-8301; or 834-8176

17-20  Global Citizens’ Assembly for the Elimination of Nuclear Weapons will 
be held in Nagasaki, Japan.  The Assembly is hosted by the Organizing 
Committee of Global Citizens’ Assembly for the Elimination of Nuclear Weapons 
in Nagasaki (Nagasaki Prefecture, Nagasaki City, Nagasaki Foundation for the 
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Promotion of Peace, and Nuclear Weapons Abolition Year 2000 Nagasaki 
Citizens’ Council).  For more information, please contact:
Nagasaki Foundation for the Promotion of Peace
7-8 Hirano-machi, Nagasaki, 852-8117  Japan
Tel:  +81 0 95 844 3975
Fax:  +81 0 95 846 5170

************************
Resources
************************

Websites

Abolition 2000 Global Network    
Visit the website and find out why Abolition 2000 was ranked “Number 4 
Watchdog Organization on the Internet” by InfoSeek/Go.com and “One of the 
best informational sites on the internet” by Encyclopedia Britannica.  The 
website has recently been updated.  If you have any suggestions for 
improvement or comments, please send to Carah Ong at admin@abolition2000.org
URL:  Http://www.abolition2000.org

“Bombing Bombay ?: Effects of Nuclear Weapons and a case study of a
hypothetical explosion” a report by MV Ramana (well known Indian Nuclear
Scientist & peace activist) is now available.
URL:  Http://www.ippnw.org/bombay.pdf

><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><><

Buttons

New, colorful Abolition 2000 buttons NOW AVAILABLE!  Only $1.00 each.  Order 
yours today by sending a message to Carah Ong at:
admin@abolition2000.org
Tel:  +1 805-965-3443
Fax:  +1 805-568-0466

><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><><

Videos

THE WTO AND THE GLOBAL WAR SYSTEM
Produced by Steven Staples and Working TV
Videocassette, 24 min. (VHS or PAL), CD ROM

This video shows highlights of a public forum held in Seattle on November 
28th 1999 to coincide with the protests surrounding the World Trade 
Organization's (WTO) ministerial meeting.  The video examines the links 
between economic globalization, the WTO, and militarism.

Featuring:
Susan George: The Corporate Utopian Dream
Mark Ritchie: Peace and International Systems
Alice Slater: The Big Guns Behind the Global War Machine
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Steven Staples: The WTO and War - Making the Connection

For more information, contact:
Steven Staples
Tel:  (604) 687-3223   Email:  info@indg.org  
URL:  Http://www.indg.org

Printed proceedings available at:
Http://www.indg.org/wto_proceedings.pdf

“Collective Security:  A New Role for Britain”

    “Collective Security:  A New Role for Britain” is a new report produced 
by the independent research organization, Oxford Research Group.  The report 
highlights the threats to three crucial treaties which are fundamental to the 
international arms control regime and currently in danger of unraveling.

    In recent years the British Government has taken important steps in 
decommissioning and dismantling all its tactical nuclear weapons and 
publishing more information about numbers of warheads and stocks of military 
fissile materials. The UK has also played a constructive role in creating the 
existing framework of treaties for global non-proliferation of weapons of 
mass destruction.  But now the entire nuclear non-proliferation regime is 
under threat.  With the prospect of imminent collapse of vital treaties, the 
danger of a new Cold War and a new arms race looms large.

“Collective Security:  A New Role for Britain” proposes ways in which Britain 
can play a powerful international role in bringing about greater collective 
security.

To order copies of the report  for £5.00/$8.00 USD, contact Oxford Research 
Group at: org@oxfordresearchgroup.org.uk

------------------------------------------------------------------------
Missing old school friends? Find them here:
http://click.egroups.com/1/5534/2/_/91925/_/961100836/
------------------------------------------------------------------------

To subscribe to the Abolition Global Caucus, send an email from the account you wish to be subscribed to: "abolition-
caucus-subscribe@egroups.com"

Do not include a subject line or any text in the body of the message.
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X-Lotus-FromDomain: UCC
From: lintnerj@ucc.org
To: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Date: Thu, 15 Jun 2000 11:22:01 -0400
Subject: Re: Agenda for June 22 meeting

Sorry to miss what would be my last meeting for UCC.  We are off to
Cleveland for our final celebration.
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From: CHouleMM@aol.com
Date: Thu, 15 Jun 2000 16:41:18 EDT
Subject: Re: Agenda for June 22 meeting
To: mupj@igc.org
X-Mailer: AOL 3.0 16-bit for Windows sub 41

Dear Howard,

I will be at the June 22 meetingt.  I have another appointment on the 
21th...sorry.  See you then.   Peace,    Carroll Houle
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X-Sender: jdi@[209.8.25.194]
X-Mailer: QUALCOMM Windows Eudora Pro Version 3.0.5 (32)
Date: Fri, 16 Jun 2000 10:01:29 -0400
To: jdi@clw.org
From: John Isaacs <jdi@clw.org>
Subject: Nunn, Perry, Owens, Goodpaster, Shalikashvili urge missile
  defense delay

From Washington Post, June 16, 2000 story by Roberto Suro, Washington Post
Staff Writer

"A bipartisan group of 15 former diplomats, military officials and defense
intellectuals has urged Clinton, in a letter made public yesterday, to
defer the decision on national missile defense because of unresolved issues
remaining concerning the 'costs, technology and security and foreign policy
implications.' The group includes William J. Perry, who served Clinton as
defense secretary, and retired Army Gen. John M. Shalikashvili, a former
chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff under Clinton."

Complete text of letter:

June 7, 2000

William J. Clinton
The President of the United States
Executive Office of the President
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC  20500

Dear Mr. President:

On May 22, 2000 Carnegie Corporation of New York and the John D. and
Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation convened us in Washington, DC for
discussion of the possible consequences of deploying the limited national
missile defense system under consideration by the administration.  We
discussed questions of technology and costs; the range of threats, long-
and short-term, to the United States and international security, including
accidental launch of nuclear weapons; the diplomatic implications of a
deployment decision; and alternative defense systems.

It is gratifying to note that a range of influential individuals, both
Republican and Democrat have written recently on national missile defense,
and that their concerns reflect those raised at our May 22 meeting.
Indeed, we are convinced that significant unresolved issues remain
concerning the costs, technology, and especially the security and foreign
policy implications of a national missile defense system.  Recognizing the
complexity of the issues that will affect your analysis and ultimate
decision, we respectfully urge you to defer a decision to deploy, and not
to be forced by artificial deadlines, but to further the debate that has
now begun in earnest. 

We support an approach that includes further research on a range of defense
system concepts; discussions with a number of countries, especially with
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our NATO allies, Russia, China and Japan, and with other countries,
including India and Pakistan; and vigorous diplomatic initiatives to reduce
threats, in the manner of the current explorations with North Korea.

A decision on national missile defense deployment has far-reaching
implications.  We believe it merits transparent evaluation, open
discussion, and full consultation with key countries and with the American
people.

Sincerely, 

Dr. Gloria C. Duffy
Susan Eisenhower
Dr. Richard L. Garwin
General Andrew J. Goodpaster (ret.)
Dr. Lisbeth Gronlund
John D. Isaacs
Dr. Lawrence J. Korb
Ambassador Jack F. Matlock, Jr.
Dr. Jessica T. Mathews
Senator Sam Nunn
Dr. Joseph S. Nye, Jr. 
Admiral William A. Owens (ret.)
Dr. William J. Perry
Dr. Roald Z. Sagdeev
General John M. Shalikashvili (ret.)

Cc: Secretary Albright
 Secretary Cohen
 National Security Advisor Berger

John Isaacs
Council for a Livable World 
110 Maryland Avenue, NE - Room 409
Washington, D.C. 20002
(202) 543-4100 x.131
www.clw.org
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From: "enquist" <enquist@starpower.net>
To: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Re: Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament
Date: Fri, 16 Jun 2000 11:19:08 -0400
Organization: The Enquist Group
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2314.1300
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2314.1300

Dear Howard:  Thanks for the invitation to the June 22 meeting.  I plan to
be there.  Roy Enquist
----- Original Message -----
From: Howard W. Hallman <mupj@igc.org>
To: <enquist@starpower.net>
Sent: Thursday, June 15, 2000 9:18 AM
Subject: Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament

> Dear Roy,
>
> The Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament will meet from 1:00 to
> 2:30 p.m., Thursday, June 22 in Conference Room 4 at the Methodist
> Building, 100 Maryland Avenue, NE, Washington, D.C.   The agenda is
attached.
>
> This is the day after your big day at the Washington National Cathedral.
> If you and/or Wendy Starman have any energy left, I hope you can attend.
> This will give us an opportunity to share plans for grassroots outreach so
> that our efforts will be mutually supportive.
>
> I have tried unsuccessfully to reach Wendy by phone, and I don't have her
> e-mail address.  Therefore, would you please pass this information on to
her.
>
> Shalom,
> Howard
>
> ###
>
> Meeting of Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament
> 1:00 to 2:30 p.m.. Thursday, June 22, 2000
> Conference Room 4, Methodist Building
> 100 Maryland Avenue, NE, Washington, D.C.
>
> Agenda
>
> 1. Introductions
> 2. Statement of objectives (draft previously sent)
> a. Immediate
> b. Longer range
> 3. Hiroshima Day
> 4. 2000 Election
> a. Questions for congressional candidates
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> b. Letter to presidential candidates
> c. Grassroots involvement
> 5. Developing a grassroots action network (memo forthcoming)
> a. Interfaith coordination
> b. Geographic priorities
> c. Activities
> 6. Next meeting
>
> Howard W. Hallman, Chair
> Methodists United for Peace with Justice
> 1500 16th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036
> Phone/fax: 301 896-0013; e-mail: mupj@igc.org
>
> Methodists United for Peace with Justice is a membership association of
> laity and clergy.  It has no affiliation with any Methodist denomination.
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From: Sara Bradbury <sara@fcnl.org>
To: "'ken@bpfna.org'" <ken@bpfna.org>,
        "'tiller64@starpower.net'"
  <tiller64@starpower.net>,
        "'jmatlack@erols.com'" <jmatlack@erols.com>,
        "'droose@afsc.org'" <droose@afsc.org>,
        "'dradcliff_gb@brethren.org'"
  <dradcliff_gb@brethren.org>,
        "'washofc@aol.com'" <washofc@aol.com>,
        "'ann_d.parti@ecunet.org'" <ann_d.parti@ecunet.org>,
        "'redgar@ncccusa.org'" <redgar@ncccusa.org>,
        "'lisaw@ncccusa.org'"
  <lisaw@ncccusa.org>,
        "'heathern@ncccusa.org'" <heathern@ncccusa.org>,
        "'bgrieves@dfms.org'" <bgrieves@dfms.org>,
        "'jmskipper@aol.com'"
  <jmskipper@aol.com>,
        "'thart@dfms.org'" <thart@dfms.org>,
        "'epf@peacnet.org'" <epf@peacnet.org>,
        "'disarm@forusa.org'"
  <disarm@forusa.org>,
        "'marsusab@aol.com'" <marsusab@aol.com>,
        "'J._Daryl_Byler@mcc.org'" <J._Daryl_Byler@mcc.org>,
        "'CHouleMM@aol.com'"
  <CHouleMM@aol.com>,
        "'dave@paxchristiusa.org'" <dave@paxchristiusa.org>,
        "'slisherness@unidaial.com'" <slisherness@unidaial.com>,
        "'jow@mindspring.com'" <jow@mindspring.com>,
        "'wowensby@ctr.pcusa.org'"
  <wowensby@ctr.pcusa.org>,
        "'uuawo@aol.com'" <uuawo@aol.com>,
        "'jnoble@uahc.org'" <jnoble@uahc.org>,
        "'lintnerj@ucc.org'"
  <lintnerj@ucc.org>,
        "'stiefr@ucc.org'" <stiefr@ucc.org>,
        "'dringler@umc-gbcs.org'" <dringler@umc-gbcs.org>,
        "'WorldPeacemakers@compuserve.com'" <WorldPeacemakers@compuserve.com>,
        "'mupj@igc.org'" <mupj@igc.org>, "'dkelli@iiit.org'" <dkelli@iiit.org>,
        "'ccosby@dhm.disciples.org'" <ccosby@dhm.disciples.org>,
        "'blythe-goodman@erols.com'" <blythe-goodman@erols.com>,
        "'sdeboe@cmsm.org'" <sdeboe@cmsm.org>,
        "'afjn@afjn.org'" <afjn@afjn.org>,
        "'herbweao@aol.com'" <herbweao@aol.com>,
        "'ogia@ajc.org'" <ogia@ajc.org>, "'ojibway@igc.org'" <ojibway@igc.org>,
        "'mdennis@maryknoll.org'"
  <mdennis@maryknoll.org>,
        "'knnels@igc.org'" <knnels@igc.org>,
        "'pruggere@igc.org'" <pruggere@igc.org>,
        "'jcoode@maryknoll.org'"
  <jcoode@maryknoll.org>,
        "'dpoint@maryknoll.org'" <dpoint@maryknoll.org>,
        "'action@ncjwdc.org'" <action@ncjwdc.org>,
        "'martinr@ncccusa.org'"
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  <martinr@ncccusa.org>,
        "'tsehaid@ncccusa.org'" <tsehaid@ncccusa.org>,
        "'nisbco@igc.org'" <nisbco@igc.org>,
        "'network@networklobby.org'"
  <network@networklobby.org>,
        "'uuawo@aol.com'" <uuawo@aol.com>,
        "'womendivdc@igc.org'" <womendivdc@igc.org>
Subject: final version of NMD sign-on
Date: Fri, 16 Jun 2000 11:17:50 -0400
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2448.0)

Below is the final version of the NMD sign-on letter.  It was sent to the
White House this morning.  If you would like a paper copy of this letter,
please let me know and I will get one to you right away.  Thank you.

Sincerely,
Sara Bradbury
Friends Committee on National Legislation

+++

Africa Faith and Justice Network * American Friends Service Committee,
Washington Office * Baptist Peace Fellowship of North America * Church of
the Brethren, Washington Office * Church Women United * Columban Fathers
Justice and Peace Office * Commission on Social Action of Reform Judaism *
Disciples Peace Fellowship * Episcopal Peace Fellowship * Friends Committee
on National Legislation * Graymoor Ecumenical and Interreligious Institute,
Washington * Maryknoll Office for Global Concern * Methodist United for
Peace with Justice * Mennonite Central Committee, USA, Washington Office *
National Council of the Churches of Christ in the USA, Washington Office *
NETWORK, A National Catholic Social Justice Lobby * Unitarian Universalist
Association of Congregations * United Church of Christ/ Office for Church in
Society * World Peacemakers

June 16, 2000

President William J. Clinton
The White House
Washington, DC 20500

Dear President Clinton:

We, representatives of religious organizations and denominations, hope that
you will be well guided as you seek wisdom on the question whether to deploy
a national missile defense system (NMD).  We write to inform you that we
have come to believe that deployment of a national missile defense system
would be a grave error.  Instead of defending our nation against
intercontinental missiles, at best, a deployment decision will squander
billions of public funds on an unneeded defense, and, at worst, deployment
may put the American people and the rest of the world in jeopardy of a new
and more chaotic nuclear weapons arms race.

As president of a great nation, your attention will focus on national
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security, the security of the state. We urge you to focus on human security
- the security of the people - both here and abroad rather than on a
narrowly focused "national security," or security of the state.  Having
carefully studied the proposals for a NMD, the expert information and
analyses persuade us that neither the security of our nation state nor
welfare of our people will be served by deployment of a National Missile
Defense system.  We will say what elected officials dare not to say: only
those who have contracts to build the NMD will benefit by this system.  We
urge you to put human security ahead of those who would profit from
contracts to build NMD.

If human security and not the profits of weapons makers will be your guide
in making your deployment decision, then you will want to take into account
that the proposal for a national missile defense comes with five fundamental
faults.  NMD is:

        *an unnecessary precaution: NMD would guard against a threat of
limited nuclear attack that is either not real or quite improbable,
according to objective threat assessments;

        *a false promise: NMD promises to shield Americans from a limited
nuclear weapons attack, but it would shield only some Americans, if it
worked perfectly, and we can predict that, were there an attack, the system
may not work perfectly and some missiles could get through.  Even were the
system perfect, would be attackers could simply go around it by delivering
weapons via boat, backpack, luggage or truck, making NMD just a more
expensive and new version of the old, failed Maginot Line;

        *a theft of taxpayer dollars from those in need:  NMD will cost tens
of billions of dollars to deploy and billions more tax dollars to maintain
and operate, yet it is unnecessary and a false promise; members of our
religious communities know that we measure human security in quality of
right relations among nations and people, of shelter, of education, of
health, of nutrition, of freedom, and of our spiritual lives.  NMD diverts
much needed national treasure from these human security necessities to
profit a few high tech weapons makers;

        *a threat to our first line of national defense: Our first line of
defense is to reduce the nuclear threat and to build common security among
nations, best achieved through arms control and multilateral diplomacy.
However, NMD is proposed and lobbied for by people antagonistic to our first
line of defense.  They most often associate themselves with historic
movements for nuclear superiority, for the use of nuclear weapons in times
of war,  and against the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty and the building a
community of nations.  In their hands, NMD is not a shield but a wrecking
ball to tear down the carefully built structure of nuclear non-proliferation
and arms control.  It has taken fifty years to build that structure for
nuclear arms control, but a decision to deploy NMD could dismantle it in a
day;

        *a threat to other nations:  A decision to deploy NMD will
predictably elicit responses from other nations who will see NMD not as a
legitimate effort for an American defense but as a new American threat.  The
Non-Proliferation Treaty, the Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty,  START II and
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III, and other such security enhancing agreements - our first line of
defense - may be torn down by a decision to build NMD.

In short the National Missile Defense is indeed, a National "Mythical"
Defense because it protects against a boogeyman threat, could not accomplish
what it promises to do, dismisses human need in favor of the profits of the
few, puts into jeopardy treaties that protect us all, and will almost
certainly provoke other nations who will be threatened by it.

Although many other reasons could be advanced for a decision not to deploy
the NMD, we believe that these five faults of NMD should suffice to defeat
it.  We urge you to say no to National Missile Defense and yes to a sane and
compassionate defense of human security.

Real national security and real human security can be bought at a much
cheaper price and attained at less risk by strengthening our first lines of
defense, a common security among nations.  Concerted action now by you and
the Congress to de-alert nuclear warheads, to achieve the START II and III
reductions, to ratify the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty, will demonstrate
real progress toward fulfilling U.S. obligations under Article VI of the
Non-proliferation Treaty (NPT).  That will be progress toward both national
and human security.  We urge you to say yes to these life affirming
measures.  That would be a presidential legacy that will serve the next
seven generations and beyond. 

Sincerely,

Larry J. Goodwin, Executive Director
Africa Faith and Justice Network

Jim Matlack, Director
American Friends Service Committee, Washington Office

Ken Sehested, Executive Director
Baptist Peace Fellowship of North America

George Laszakovits, Coordinator
Church of the Brethren, Washington Office

Ann Delorey, Legislative Director
Church Women United

Michael Dodd, Director
Columban Fathers Justice and Peace Office

Mark Pelavin
Commission on Social Action of Reform Judaism

Joel J. Heim, Moderator
Disciples Peace Fellowship

Mary H. Miller, Executive Secretary
Episcopal Peace Fellowship
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Joe Volk, Executive Secretary
Friends Committee on National Legislation

Rev. V. Paul Ojibway, SA, Director
Graymoor Ecumenical and Interreligious Institute, Washington

Marie Dennis, Director
Maryknoll Office for Global Concern

Reverend Peter Ruggere
Maryknoll Office for Global Concern

J. Daryl Byler, Director
Mennonite Central Committee, USA, Washington Office

Howard Hallman, Chair
Methodist United for Peace with Justice

Lisa Wright, Acting Director
National Council of the Churches of Christ in the USA, Washington Office

Kathy Thornton, RSM, Coordinator
NETWORK, A National Catholic Social Justice Lobby

Reverend Meg A. Riley, Director, Washington Office
Unitarian Universalist Association of Congregations

Charles McCollough, Staff Associate
United Church of Christ/ Office for Church in Society

Bill Price, Board Member and Coordinator
World Peacemakers

cc: Maureen Shea, Office of Public Liaison

letter coordinated by:
Joe Volk
Friends Committee on National Legislation
245 Second Street, NE
Washington, DC 20002
(202) 547-6000
fax: (202)547-6019
joe@fcnl.org
www.fcnl.org 
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From: "James O. Watkins, Jr." <jow@mindspring.com>
To: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Re: Questions for candidates
Date: Fri, 16 Jun 2000 08:26:46 -0400
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2615.200
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2615.200

Preface:  Givens behind questions - 1.  All public officials are "educated
beyond their intelligence".  That does not mean that they are dumb; rather
they have to know so much about so much that they can not possibly know
everything about everything.  Therefore it is the task of constiuents to
educate public officials.  2.  Constituents or potential constituents need
to ask questions and give input.  3.  Questions need to be in the words of
the asker.  4.  Less is always more.

Possible Questions

A.  Some would say that with the demise of the former Soviet Union, there is
no longer a need for nuclear arms control.  What do you think about that?

B.  In spite of the "Cold War" being declared over, there are over 30,000
nuclear weapons in the arsenals of the major Powers .  Many of them on "hair
trigger".  That means that they are within moments of firing.  What do you
propose to do to lesson the threat of nuclear war?

C.  Currently, the concept of a National Missle Defense system is being
debated.  On the surface, a anti-missle system seems innocent, many of us
see the deployment of such a system as a step down the slippery slope to
another nuclear arms race.  Where do you stand on the deployment of a
national missle defense system?

D.  How do you propose to defend the United States against nuclear
terrorism - nuclear weapons brought into and/or assembled in our country
through non missle routes, a suitcase, for example?

E.  It has been estimated by the Pentagon that a modest national missle
defense
system (a single site with 20 interceptors) would cost $26.6 billion.  How
can that expenditure be justified when nuclear weapons can be placed in our
country using other than missle means?

F.  What part does dipomacy and foreign assistance and trade play in our
national security.

G.  North Korea is one of the rougue nations against which a National Missle
Defense system is to be deployed.  What impact will the reunification of
Korea have on that scenario?
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----- Original Message -----
From: Howard W. Hallman <mupj@igc.org>
To: <jow@mindspring.com>
Sent: Tuesday, June 13, 2000 5:06 PM
Subject: Questions for candidates

> Jim,
>
> At the meeting of the Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament on May
> 22 you indicated that you would draft a series of questions for
candidates.
>  If possible, I would like to circulate these questions prior to our next
> meeting on Thursday, June 22.  If you have kept our e-mail list, you can
do
> it directly.  Otherwise, send the questions to me and I'll send them out.
>
> Thanks,
> Howard
> Howard W. Hallman, Chair
> Methodists United for Peace with Justice
> 1500 16th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036
> Phone/fax: 301 896-0013; e-mail: mupj@igc.org
>
> Methodists United for Peace with Justice is a membership association of
> laity and clergy.  It has no affiliation with any Methodist denomination.
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To: mupj@igc.org
From: "Howard W.  Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Re: Questions for candidates
Cc: 
Bcc: ipnd
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

To: Interfaith Ccommittee for Nuclear Disarmament

Jim Watkins of the Presbyterian Peacemaking Program has drafted the following questions for candidates.  We will 
discuss them at the June 22 meeting.  If you have any comments on these questions but cannot attend the meeting, 
please address to Jim or me prior to the meeting.

Howard

>From: "James O. Watkins, Jr." <jow@mindspring.com>
>To: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
>Subject: Re: Questions for candidates
>Date: Fri, 16 Jun 2000 08:26:46 -0400
>
>Preface:  Givens behind questions - 1.  All public officials are "educated
>beyond their intelligence".  That does not mean that they are dumb; rather
>they have to know so much about so much that they can not possibly know
>everything about everything.  Therefore it is the task of constiuents to
>educate public officials.  2.  Constituents or potential constituents need
>to ask questions and give input.  3.  Questions need to be in the words of
>the asker.  4.  Less is always more.
>
>Possible Questions
>
>A.  Some would say that with the demise of the former Soviet Union, there is
>no longer a need for nuclear arms control.  What do you think about that?
>
>B.  In spite of the "Cold War" being declared over, there are over 30,000
>nuclear weapons in the arsenals of the major powers .  Many of them on "hair
>trigger" alert.  That means that they are within moments of firing.  What do you
>propose to do to lessen the threat of nuclear war?
>
>C.  Currently, the concept of a National Missile Defense system is being
>debated.  On the surface, a anti-missile system seems innocent, many of us
>see the deployment of such a system as a step down the slippery slope to
>another nuclear arms race.  Where do you stand on the deployment of a
>national missile defense system?
>
>D.  How do you propose to defend the United States against nuclear
>terrorism - nuclear weapons brought into and/or assembled in our country
>through non-missile routes, a suitcase, for example?
>
>
>E.  It has been estimated by the Pentagon that a modest national missile
>defense system (a single site with 20 interceptors) would cost $26.6 billion.  How
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>can that expenditure be justified when nuclear weapons can be placed in our
>country using other than missile means?
>
>F.  What part does diplomacy and foreign assistance and trade play in our
>national security.
>
>G.  North Korea is one of the rogue nations against which a National Missile
>Defense system is to be deployed.  What impact will the reunification of
>Korea have on that scenario?
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To: "James O. Watkins, Jr." <jow@mindspring.com>
From: "Howard W.  Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Re: Questions for candidates
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: <000a01bfd78e$25d66a40$124efea9@6017bzsza246>
References: <3.0.3.32.20000613170612.0068ee5c@pop2.igc.org>

Jim,

Thanks for drafting the questions.  I have forward them to members of the Interfaith Committee for Nuclear 
Disarmament.

I'm not trying to be a "school marm", but I took the liberty of correcting some spelling.  For instance, "missile" has two 
"i's".

Howard
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From: "James O. Watkins, Jr." <jow@mindspring.com>
To: "Howard W.  Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Re: Questions for candidates
Date: Fri, 16 Jun 2000 10:01:16 -0400
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2615.200
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2615.200

you are quick - one thing that I want to add to the preface is to beware of
statistics - someone once said that if you put all the statisticians end to
end, they would never reach a conclusion - seems to me that helpful
questions get at concepts.  thanks for your good work

----- Original Message -----
From: Howard W. Hallman <mupj@igc.org>
To: <mupj@igc.org>
Sent: Friday, June 16, 2000 9:12 AM
Subject: Re: Questions for candidates

> To: Interfaith Ccommittee for Nuclear Disarmament
>
> Jim Watkins of the Presbyterian Peacemaking Program has drafted the
> following questions for candidates.  We will discuss them at the June 22
> meeting.  If you have any comments on these questions but cannot attend
the
> meeting, please address to Jim or me prior to the meeting.
>
> Howard
>
> >From: "James O. Watkins, Jr." <jow@mindspring.com>
> >To: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
> >Subject: Re: Questions for candidates
> >Date: Fri, 16 Jun 2000 08:26:46 -0400
> >
> >Preface:  Givens behind questions - 1.  All public officials are
"educated
> >beyond their intelligence".  That does not mean that they are dumb;
rather
> >they have to know so much about so much that they can not possibly know
> >everything about everything.  Therefore it is the task of constiuents to
> >educate public officials.  2.  Constituents or potential constituents
need
> >to ask questions and give input.  3.  Questions need to be in the words
of
> >the asker.  4.  Less is always more.
> >
> >Possible Questions
> >
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> >A.  Some would say that with the demise of the former Soviet Union, there
is
> >no longer a need for nuclear arms control.  What do you think about that?
> >
> >B.  In spite of the "Cold War" being declared over, there are over 30,000
> >nuclear weapons in the arsenals of the major powers .  Many of them on
"hair
> >trigger" alert.  That means that they are within moments of firing.  What
> do you
> >propose to do to lessen the threat of nuclear war?
> >
> >C.  Currently, the concept of a National Missile Defense system is being
> >debated.  On the surface, a anti-missile system seems innocent, many of
us
> >see the deployment of such a system as a step down the slippery slope to
> >another nuclear arms race.  Where do you stand on the deployment of a
> >national missile defense system?
> >
> >D.  How do you propose to defend the United States against nuclear
> >terrorism - nuclear weapons brought into and/or assembled in our country
> >through non-missile routes, a suitcase, for example?
> >
> >
> >E.  It has been estimated by the Pentagon that a modest national missile
> >defense system (a single site with 20 interceptors) would cost $26.6
> billion.  How
> >can that expenditure be justified when nuclear weapons can be placed in
our
> >country using other than missile means?
> >
> >F.  What part does diplomacy and foreign assistance and trade play in our
> >national security.
> >
> >G.  North Korea is one of the rogue nations against which a National
Missile
> >Defense system is to be deployed.  What impact will the reunification of
> >Korea have on that scenario?
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From: "James O. Watkins, Jr." <jow@mindspring.com>
To: "Howard W.  Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Re: Questions for candidates
Date: Fri, 16 Jun 2000 10:02:48 -0400
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2615.200
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2615.200

thanks for editing - I probably missed more than that

----- Original Message -----
From: Howard W. Hallman <mupj@igc.org>
To: James O. Watkins, Jr. <jow@mindspring.com>
Sent: Friday, June 16, 2000 9:15 AM
Subject: Re: Questions for candidates

> Jim,
>
> Thanks for drafting the questions.  I have forward them to members of the
> Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament.
>
> I'm not trying to be a "school marm", but I took the liberty of correcting
> some spelling.  For instance, "missile" has two "i's".
>
> Howard
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From: Gail Williams <gwilliams@TrammellCrow.com>
To: 'Amee Fansler' <fansfam@aol.com>, 'Andrea Butler'
  <andreabutler@mindspring.com>, 'Dave Welch' <dwelch@wmdco.com>, 
 "'Eliza Toomey @ Home'" <polenaroom@aol.com>, 'Howard Hallman'
  <mupj@igc.org>, "'Jimbo @ Work'" <jlong@abramsonconstruction.com>, 
 'Joan Taylor' <seiftaylor@aol.com>, "'Jodie Paustian @ IRS'"
  <Jodie.L.Paustian@irs.gov>, "'Jodie Paustian @ m1irs'"
  <Jodie.L.Paustian@m1.irs.gov>, "'John Euler @ Home'" <eulers@erols.com>, 
 'Michael Moran' <mmoran@cbstevens.com>, "'Paul Hardy @ Work'"
  <phardy@american.edu>, "'Nancy Smith @ Work'" <smithn@cder.fda.gov>, 
 "'Sandy Long @ Home'" <MingoMae@aol.com>, "'Sandy Long @ Work'"
  <slong@4thpres.org>
Subject: Carol Foster Memorial Gift
Date: Thu, 15 Jun 2000 08:59:14 -0500
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21)

I'd like to put together a memorial gift for Ron's mother to the Jarrettown
UMC Building Fund from the Bethesda UMC Praise Band.

Unfortunately, I just found out about Ron's mother late yesterday afternoon
so if you've already done something, that's fine.

If you haven't, and would like to, I'll be in church on Sunday and you can
give me your check payable to Jarrettown UMC Building Fund and I'll include
all the checks along with a letter to the Jarrettown UMC.

If you won't be there Sunday, you can drop it by the house anytime or put
something in the mail to me.
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To: Gail Williams <gwilliams@TrammellCrow.com>
From: "Howard W.  Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Re: Carol Foster Memorial Gift
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: <A1BE0BD0BE8BD311844800508B44F4D54B5F2D@MD0102>
References: 

At 08:59 AM 6/15/00 -0500, you wrote:
>I'd like to put together a memorial gift for Ron's mother to the Jarrettown
>UMC Building Fund from the Bethesda UMC Praise Band....

Gail,

Yes, we'll make a contributin.  I'll bring a check to church Sunday unless you need it sooner.

Howard
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From: Gail Williams <gwilliams@TrammellCrow.com>
To: "'Howard W.  Hallman'" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: RE: Carol Foster Memorial Gift
Date: Fri, 16 Jun 2000 08:00:53 -0500
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21)

Thanks Howard.  Sunday is fine.

> -----Original Message-----
> From: Howard W.  Hallman [SMTP:mupj@igc.org]
> Sent: Friday, June 16, 2000 9:02 AM
> To: Gail Williams
> Subject: Re: Carol Foster Memorial Gift
> 
> At 08:59 AM 6/15/00 -0500, you wrote:
> >I'd like to put together a memorial gift for Ron's mother to the
> Jarrettown
> >UMC Building Fund from the Bethesda UMC Praise Band....
> 
> Gail,
> 
> Yes, we'll make a contributin.  I'll bring a check to church Sunday unless
> you need it sooner.
> 
> Howard
> Howard W. Hallman, Chair
> Methodists United for Peace with Justice
> 1500 16th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036
> Phone/fax: 301 896-0013; e-mail: mupj@igc.org
> 
> Methodists United for Peace with Justice is a membership association of
> laity and clergy.  It has no affiliation with any Methodist denomination. 
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From: Josh Noble <jnoble@ReligiousAction.ORG>
To: "'ograbc@aol.com'" <ograbc@aol.com>, "'ken@bpfna.org'" <ken@bpfna.org>, 
        "'tiller64@starpower.net'" <tiller64@starpower.net>, 
        "'jmatlack@erols.com'" <jmatlack@erols.com>, "'droose@afsc.org'"
         <droose@afsc.org>, "'dradcliff_gb@brethren.org'"
         <dradcliff_gb@brethren.org>, "'washofc@aol.com'" <washofc@aol.com>, 
        "'ann_d.parti@ecunet.org'" <ann_d.parti@ecunet.org>, 
        "'redgar@ncccusa.org'" <redgar@ncccusa.org>, "'lisaw@ncccusa.org'"
         <lisaw@ncccusa.org>, "'heathern@ncccusa.org'" <heathern@ncccusa.org>, 
        "'bgrieves@dfms.org'" <bgrieves@dfms.org>, "'jmskipper@aol.com'"
         <jmskipper@aol.com>, "'thart@dfms.org'" <thart@dfms.org>, 
        "'epf@peacenet.org'" <epf@peacenet.org>, "'disarm@forusa.org'"
         <disarm@forusa.org>, Joe Volk <joe@fcnl.org>, Kathy Guthrie
         <kathy@fcnl.org>, "'marsusab@aol.com'" <marsusab@aol.com>, 
        "'J._Daryl_Byler@mcc.org'" <J._Daryl_Byler@mcc.org>, "'CHouleMM@aol.com'"
         <CHouleMM@aol.com>, "'mknolldc@igc.org'" <mknolldc@igc.org>, 
        "'dave@paxchristiusa.org'" <dave@paxchristiusa.org>, 
        "'slisherness@unidial.com'" <slisherness@unidial.com>, 
        "'jow@mindspring.com'" <jow@mindspring.com>, "'wowensby@ctr.pcusa.org'"
         <wowensby@ctr.pcusa.org>, "'uuawo@aol.com'" <uuawo@aol.com>, 
        "'jnoble@uahc.org'" <jnoble@uahc.org>, "'lintnerj@ucc.org'"
         <lintnerj@ucc.org>, "'stiefr@ucc.org'" <stiefr@ucc.org>, 
        "'dringler@umc-gbcs.org'" <dringler@umc-gbcs.org>, 
        "'WorldPeacemakers@compuserve.com'" <WorldPeacemakers@compuserve.com>, 
        "'mupj@igc.org'" <mupj@igc.org>, "'dkelli@iiit.org'" <dkelli@iiit.org>, 
        "'ccosby@dhm.disciples.org'" <ccosby@dhm.disciples.org>, 
        "'blythe-goodman@erols.com'" <blythe-goodman@erols.com>, 
        "'sdeboe@cmsm.org'" <sdeboe@cmsm.org>, "'afjn@afjn.org'" <afjn@afjn.org>, 
        "'herbweao@aol.com'" <herbweao@aol.com>, "'ogia@ajc.org'" <ogia@ajc.org>, 
        "Washington Rep. for AJCongress" <washrep@ajcongress.org>, 
        "'brent_walker@bjcpa.org'" <brent_walker@bjcpa.org>, 
        "'millerr@compub.org'" <millerr@compub.org>, "'adelorey@churchwomen.org'"
         <adelorey@churchwomen.org>, "'tlheath@churchwomen.org'"
         <tlheath@churchwomen.org>, "'columbandc@igc.org'" <columbandc@igc.org>, 
        "'susancolumbandc@juno.com'" <susancolumbandc@juno.com>, 
        "'dawnccca@aol.com'" <dawnccca@aol.com>, "'briefing@igc.org'"
         <briefing@igc.org>, "'ojibway@igc.org'" <ojibway@igc.org>, 
        "'mdennis@maryknoll.org'" <mdennis@maryknoll.org>, "'kneely@igc.org'"
         <kneely@igc.org>, "'pruggere@igc.org'" <pruggere@igc.org>, 
        "'jcoode@maryknoll.org'" <jcoode@maryknoll.org>, "'dpoint@maryknoll.org'"
         <dpoint@maryknoll.org>, "'action@ncjwdc.org'" <action@ncjwdc.org>, 
        "'martinr@ncccusa.org'" <martinr@ncccusa.org>, "'tsehaid@ncccusa.org'"
         <tsehaid@ncccusa.org>, "'nisbco@igc.org'" <nisbco@igc.org>, 
        "'network@networklobby.org'" <network@networklobby.org>, 
        "'uuawo@aol.com'" <uuawo@aol.com>, "'womendivdc@igc.org'"
         <womendivdc@igc.org>, "'mupj@igc.org'" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Sign-on letter
Date: Thu, 15 Jun 2000 16:40:39 -0400
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2232.9)

Dear Colleague:

I hope you will join us in writing to President Clinton calling for
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commutation of the death sentence of a federal death row inmate, Juan Raul
Garza, who's scheduled execution date is August 5, 2000.  If executed, Mr.
Garza will be the first person put to death by the United States Government
since 1963.  Mr. Garza was convicted and sentenced to death in 1993 under
the federal drug kingpin statute for three murders committed as part of a
marijuana smuggling and distribution ring based in Brownsville, Texas. 

We call for your support and signature to the attached letter.  This letter
is nearly identical to a letter that some of you signed a few months ago,
calling on President Clinton to declare a federal moratorium of the death
penalty.  Signatures should include an individual's name, title and
organization.  Sign-ons are due Friday, July 7th.  Please contact Josh Noble
at the Religious Action Center by e-mail: jnoble@uahc.org or phone:
202-387-2800.

Sincerely,

Rabbi David Saperstein                          
Director, Religious Action Center of Reform Judaism             

 <<Mr. President, Garza.doc>> 

Content-Type: application/msword;
        name="Mr. President, Garza.doc"

Content-Disposition: attachment;
        filename="Mr. President, Garza.doc"
Content-Location: ATT-0-E666DD1AB341D411836900A0C9D60D05-M
        RPRES%7E2.DOC

Attachment Converted: "C:\Program Files\Internet\download\Mr. President, Garza.doc"
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To: Josh Noble <jnoble@ReligiousAction.ORG>
From: "Howard W.  Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Re: Sign-on letter
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: <23B701418684D21182F600A0C9D60D053AFDE8@RACSRV>
References: 

At 04:40 PM 6/15/00 -0400, you wrote:
>Dear Colleague:
>
>I hope you will join us in writing to President Clinton calling for
>commutation of the death sentence of a federal death row inmate, Juan Raul
>Garza, who's scheduled execution date is August 5, 2000....

Josh,

Yes, I'll sign the letter.

Howard
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	Local Disk
	00609.01.txt


	00609.02
	Local Disk
	00609.02.txt


	00612.01
	Local Disk
	00612.01.txt


	00612.03
	Local Disk
	00612.03.txt


	00612.04
	Local Disk
	00612.04.txt


	00612.06
	Local Disk
	00612.06.txt


	00612.07
	Local Disk
	00612.07.txt


	00612.08
	Local Disk
	00612.08.txt


	00612.09
	00613.01
	Local Disk
	00613.01.txt


	00613.02
	Local Disk
	00613.02.txt


	00613.03
	Local Disk
	00613.03.txt


	00614.01
	Local Disk
	00614.01.txt


	00614.02
	Local Disk
	00614.02.txt


	00614.03
	00614.04
	Local Disk
	00614.04.txt


	00614.05
	Local Disk
	00614.05.txt


	00614.06
	Local Disk
	00614.06.txt


	00615.01
	Local Disk
	00615.01.txt


	00615.02
	Local Disk
	00615.02.txt


	00615.03
	Local Disk
	00615.03.txt


	00615.04
	Local Disk
	00615.04.txt


	00615.05
	Local Disk
	00615.05.txt


	00615.06
	Local Disk
	00615.06.txt


	00615.07
	Local Disk
	00615.07.txt


	00615.08
	Local Disk
	00615.08.txt


	00615.09
	00615.10
	Local Disk
	00615.10.txt


	00615.11
	Local Disk
	00615.11.txt


	00615.12
	Local Disk
	00615.12.txt


	00616.01
	Local Disk
	00616.01.txt


	00616.02
	Local Disk
	00616.02.txt


	00616.03
	Local Disk
	00616.03.txt


	00616.04
	Local Disk
	00616.04.txt


	00616.05
	Local Disk
	00616.05.txt


	00616.06
	Local Disk
	00616.06.txt


	00616.07
	Local Disk
	00616.07.txt


	00616.08
	Local Disk
	00616.08.txt


	00616.09
	Local Disk
	00616.09.txt


	00616.10
	Local Disk
	00616.10.txt


	00616.11
	Local Disk
	00616.11.txt


	00616.12
	Local Disk
	00616.12.txt


	00616.14
	Local Disk
	00616.14.txt



